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PREFACE 

ALL forty-five of the items in this volume are documentary, one only from the 

Ptolemaic period, the rest Roman and Byzantine. Just under half are official, 

illustrating the government and administration of Egypt (3777-97); the others are 

private documents, with a preponderance of letters (3806-21). Only a few of the most 

interesting ones can be mentioned here. Outstanding for its extent alone is the account 

roll of a part of the Apion estates; it is nearly three metres long in its not quite complete 

state. It was used first for the annual account of a steward for AD 565/6 (3804) and 

the back was used later in the estate office for various draft calculations (3805). Many 

of the individual entries are of interest and 3804 as a whole is the most complete 

specimen of its kind, instructive for monetary and metrological matters and for the 

rigid system of accounting. The letter of a prefect of Egypt announcing the accession 

of Hadrian is dated only fourteen days after his des imperti, which graphically illustrates 

his hasty assumption of power without authorization from the Roman senate (3781). 

The orderly list of Egyptian month names as revised under Gaius brings a simple 

certainty to the calendar of his reign, hitherto much argued (3780). The eminent 

Persian with the name or title of Saralaneozan makes another appearance in 3797, a 

receipt for payments in gold for Oxyrhynchus and Cynopolis. A contract acknowledg- 

ing the return of a loan illuminates the legalities affecting the families of auxiliary 

veterans (3798). Among the private letters 3812 stands out for its allusions to the 

celebration of the Roman New Year under the simplified name of the Calends, without 

naming the month. 

About twenty of the texts were taken to Warsaw in summer 1975 and studied with 

the members of a seminar there. Dr Krzystoff Winnicki produced a typescript of 3799 

and Dr Adam Lukaszewicz undertook four other items, 3778-9, 3782, and 3784. These 

have been revised to bring them up to date by Dr Rea, who has edited all the other 

documents in the volume and compiled the indexes. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge again the skill of the Oxford University Press, which 

has worked its usual miracle in giving this difficult material a clear and agreeable 

presentation. 

P. J. PARSONS 

Jake REA 

General Editors 

January 1988 Graeco-Roman Memoirs 
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NOTE ON THA METHOD OF 

PUBLICATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 

THE method of publication follows that adopted in Part XLV. As there, the dots 

indicating letters unread and, within square brackets, the estimated number of letters 

lost are printed slightly below the line. The texts are printed in modern form, with 

accents and punctuation, the lectional signs occurring in the papyri being noted in 

the apparatus criticus where also faults of orthography, etc., are corrected. [ota adscript 

is printed where written, otherwise iota subscript is used. Square brackets [] indicate 

a lacuna, round brackets () the resolution of a symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets 

<> a mistaken omission in the original, braces {} a superfluous letter or letters, double 

square brackets || ] a deletion, the signs an insertion above the line. Dots within 

brackets represent the estimated number of letters lost or deleted, dots outside brackets 

mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Dots under letters indicate that the reading is 

doubtful. Lastly, heavy arabic numerals refer to Oxyrhynchus papyri printed in this 

and preceding volumes, ordinary numerals to lines, small roman numerals tocolumns. 

The use of arrows (—, |) to indicate the direction of the fibres in relation to the 

writing has been abandoned for reasons put forward by E. G. Turner, “The Terms 

Recto and Verso’ (Actes du XV Congrés International de Papyrologie 1: Papyrologica 

Bruxellensia 16 (1978) 64-5), except when they serve to distinguish the two sides of 

a page in a papyrus codex. In this volume most texts appear to accord with normal 

practice in being written parallel with the fibres on sheets of papyrus cut from the 

manufacturer’s roll. Any departures from this practice which have been detected are 

described in the introductions to the relevant items. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in J. F. Oates e¢ al., 

Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri and Ostraca, 3rd edn. (BASP Suppl. No. 4, 1985). It 
is hoped that any new ones will be self-explanatory. 



ADDITIONS SAND CORRECTIONS TO 

I 

II 

Ill 

PAR YRIVPUBLISHED BY THE 

Pye bet PORTA LO Neo O CLE Y 

9+XXXIV 2687. On the date of the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 

57: 
37 ii 3-10 = C.P.Gr.I No. 19.29-36. Cf. AP IX 75, which purports to tell us that a boxer 

was disinherited because his facial injuries made him unlike his former self as 
represented in a picture of him produced in evidence by his brother. (J. R. Rea.) 

79 = C.P.Gr.II No. 65. 
91 = C.P.Gr.I No. 35. 

104 25-6. Restore év oikw évi [emim]éSw. G. Husson, OFKTA. Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en 
Egypte 81-2. 

106 (= M.Chr.308) 22-3. Read [Té5wv KaAXuctparov. (R. A. Coles ap.) P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 
65 (1986) 154 n. 3. 

130. On the doubtful date see J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires (Collége de France. Centre de 
recherche d’histoire et civilisation de Byzance) 9 (1985) 66 n. 370. 

134 26. For Tapouc§[(ivov) read TapoucéB. LV 3804 introd., para. 3. 
148 2. Expand 6upp/ to Aup(av) instead of Oup(wpav). (R. Rémondon ap.) G. Husson, OLKTA. 

Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Egypte 159 n. 3. 

151. For pyropa read ‘Pyropa. J. Gascou, CE 58 (1983) 231. 
173 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 57 (1984) 121-2 = C.P.Gr.II No. 54. 
188 (description). Edition by R. Pintaudi, <PE 55 (1984) 164-6. 
210. C. H. Roberts, Misc. Pap... . R. Roca-Puig 293-6. 
215. D. Obbink, Att: del XVII Congresso . . . di Papirologia (Naples 1983) 1i 607-19. 

222. A. A. Mosshammer, GRBS 23 (1982) 15-30. 
237. A. Torrent, Sodalitas: Scritti .. . A. Guarini 11 1181-90. 
262 = C.P.Gr.II No. 9. 
267 (= M. Chr. 281). J. E. G. Whitehorne, Att: del XVII Congresso . . . di Papirologia (Naples 

1983) ii 1267-74. 

279 (= W. Chr. 348) 13. Restore év ct[epeoic] yévec. S. Daris, Anagennesis 4 (1986) 182. 
299 3. For &vtoxa read év Téxa. A. S. Hunt, C. C. Edgar, Select Papyri I 108 (not in BL, see 

P. van Minnen, <PE 66 (1986) g1 n. 3.). 

301. T. Dorandi, Scrittura e Ciwilta 8 (1984) 196. 
32) => G_PiGr No: 16: 
350 (description). Edition by C. Balconi, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 51-3. 
352 (description). Ed. ead., loc. cit. pp. 55-7. 
354 (description) = P. Lond. III 804. Ed. ead., loc. cit. pp. 49-51; cf. P. J. Sijpesteijn, GPE 

62 (1986) 151-2. 
355 (description). Ed. ead., loc. cit. pp. 57-60. 

356 (description). Ed. ead., loc. cit. pp. 54-5. 
377 = G.PGr.J No. 21. 
378 (description) = P. Lond. III 809. Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 54 (1984) 67, 80. 

381. T. Dorandi, Scrittura e Civilta 8 (1984) 192-3, Tav. VIb. 
413. A. Melero, Estudios Clasicos 25 (1981-3) 11-37. 
435. T. Hagg, Symbolae Osloenses 59 (1984) 61-91. 
466. M. Poliakoff, Studies in the Terminology of the Greek Combat Sports (Beitr. z. klass. Philologie, 

146) 161-3, 165-71. 
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473 (= W. Chr. 33).8-9. A. Lukaszewicz, <PE 67 (1987) 109-10. 
475. P. Roesch, Centre Jean Palerne. Memoires iii. Médecins et Médicine dans I’ Antiquité (ed. G. 

Sabbah, St Etienne, 1982) 119-29. 
498. G. Husson, O/KIA. Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Egypte 310-13. 
574 verso. J. J. O'Hara, PE 56 (1984) 1 n. 1; 59 (1985) 35. 
582. E. Christiansen, <PE 54 (1984) 286. 
655 7-10. R. Merkelbach, ZPE 54 (1984) 64 (an excerpt, with comments, from T. C. Skeat, 

RNT 37 (1938) 212). 
659 ii-v and frr. L. Lehnus, B/JCS' 31 (1984) 61-92, pls. 5-7. ii 36-40. G. W. Most, <PE 64 

(1986) 33-8. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 54. 

664. P. Giannini, QUCC 45 = Ns 16 (1984) 7-30. 

668. H. B. Mattingly, Liverpool Classical Monthly 10 (1985) 117-18. 
826 (description) = C.P.Gr.II No. 1. On the suggestion of P. J. Sijpesteijn, PE 57 (1984) 

121, lines 4-5 are restored as kataywpicOjvar TobTO [To dvopa ev] Toic mapa cot BuBAiLoic, 

but the plate (C.P.Gr.II Tav. I) seems to show rouzo (R. A. Coles) rather than totro 

(ed. pr.) at the end of line 4. Restore therefore ro dmé[pvnpa ev] toic KrA. (J. R. Rea.) 
842. P. Harding, The Ancient History Bulletin 1.5 (1987) 101-4. 
854. P. A. Perotti, Giornale Italiano di Filologia Ns 16 (1985) 223-31. 

878. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribt a Ercolano 54. 
901. LIV 3771 is a duplicate. 
905. J. E. G. Whitehorne, APF 32 (1986) 49-53, esp. 50-1. 
912 37. Correct (€rovc) a, which the clerk clearly wrote, to (€rouc) B. P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 

54 (1984) 75; M. Peachin, <PE 59 (1985) 75-8, but see already XLVI p. xiv. 
957. T. Dorandi, Serittura e Civilta 8 (1984) 193-4, Tav. Vla. 
958. Id., loc. cit. p. 194, Tav. VII. 
983. P. Roesch, etc., as above under 475, 

986 iv 4-5. Restore do cuv[Oér(nc)] tAWOov. G. Husson, OIKIA, Le vocabulaire de la maison 
privée en Egypt 234. 

991. For ‘y 0’ (sic, not m(ayou))’ read “y’ (sc. mayov)’. LV 3795 13 n. 
1019. C. Lucke, ZPE 58 (1985) 21-33, exp. 28-32. 
1030 = C.P.Gr.II No. 71. 
1044. J. L. Rowlandson, <PE 67 (1987) 283-92. 

1082. E. Livrea, Atti del XVII Congresso . . . di Papirologia (Naples 1983) ii 305-12. 
Id., Studi Cercidei (PTA 37). 
Id., PE 67 (1987) 37-41. 

1083+ X XVII 2453. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 55. 
1085. A. Garzya, Atti del XVII Congresso . . . di Papirologia (Naples 1983) ii 319-25. 
1091. T. Dorandi, Serittura e Civilta 8 (1984) 198, Tav. IVa,b. 
1114 2-3. P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 68 (1987) 135 n. 3. 

1197 17-18. The correction offered in XLIII p. xv had been anticipated by Grenfell and Hunt 
already in XII 1553 (description). It is not yet in BL, see P. Kéln V 229 introd. n. 2. 
R. A. Coles, P. J. Sijpesteijn, CE 61 (1986) 108-10. 

1198 = C.P.Gr.II No. 39. 
1204. F. G. B. Millar, JRS 73 (1983) 91-2. 

1233°°. S. R. Slings in J. M. Bremer e¢ al., Some Recently Found Greek Poems (Suppl. Mnemosyne 
1987) 72, 80, 92. 

1247. On the date of the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 57. 
1259 12. P. J. Sijpesteijn, Mnemosyne ser. 4, 35 (1982) 153-5. 
1277. J. R. Rea, Atti del XVII Congresso . . . di Papirologia (Naples 1983) iii 1125-6. 
1288. ‘T’o be dated ¢.324~30. R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 58, cf. 

66, 69. 

1298. ‘A date ca.330 . . . seems indicated’. R. S. Bagnall, op. cit. 58, cf. 66. 
1364, XV 1797. H. C. Avery, Hermes 110 (1982) 145-58. 
1380 109-10. J. G. Griffiths, Class. Phil. 80 (1985) 139-41. 
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XIII 
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XVI 

XVII 

XVIII 

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS XV 

112-13, 129. Id., Philologus 129 (1985) 196-7. 
111-12. M. Kajava, Arctos 19 (1985) 45-7. 

146-8, 214-15. C. Veligianni-Terzi, Rhein. Mus. 129 (1986) 63-76. 
1383. L. Deubner, Kleine Schriften 201-3. 

1433 26-30, 49-53. G. Bastianini, ZPE 50 (1983) 140. 
1453 (= P. Select Il 327) 3,7. For [at[o]ipi{o}c and Ilaroidi<o yc read Tlar[plidi{o}c and 

Tlarpi¢i{o>c. B. Verbeeck, ZPE 70 (1987) 116. 
1477 3 (= G. M. Browne, Sortes Astrampsychi p. 2 line 74). F. Kudlien, Historia 35 (1986) 240-56. 
1550 = C.P.Gr.II No. 26. 
1551 3 For [PayJeyo) read [CeBalez[a@]y. R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, ZPE 56 (1984) 130-1. 

= C.P.Gr.II No. 82. 
1567. B. Kramer, @PE 61 (1985) 61-2. 

1608'.*. L. Rossetti, A. Esposito, ZPE 54 (1984) 27-35. 
1609. M.S. Funghi, ZPE 55 (1984) 5-6. 
1611. L. Deubner, Aleine Schriften 193-8. 
1612. Id., op. cit. 198-201. 

1678. R. W. Daniel, ZPE 54 (1984) 85-6. 
1717 = C.P.Gr. I No. 38. 
1718 3-4. Restore jpiOunuar rapa cod é[f émictdAwartoc tod ctparnyod| Adpyndlov Znvayévouc. 

J. D. Thomas, YCS 28 (1985) 123 n. 1.19. 
J. E. G. Whitehorne, CE 61 (1986) 313-17. 

1722 1. See below on L 3574 3-4 n. 
1773 40. R. W. Daniel, ZPE 54 (1984) 85-6. 

7 1790. J. Peron, Rev. Phil. 56 (1982) 33-56. 
L. Woodbury, Phoenix 39 (Toronto, 1985) 193-220. 

1791. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 53. 
1797. See above on XI 1364. 
1800. V. di Benedetto, SCO 32 (1982) 217-30. 

1826. J. N. O'Sullivan, <PE 56 (1984) 39-44. 
1830 4. For ydviz(ov)—yormf pap.—read yori (wrarov), see P. Rainer Cent. 125.5 and n. 

g. For a suggested interpretation see P. Rainer Cent. 125 comm. ad fin. 

15-16 Read xal t’(el)dévar exvev (= exorev; |. exor) [7] 7 vperépa eddoxtunce (¢ 
corr. from y), dvadépw ta marta. J. R. Rea from a photograph; cf. P. Rainer Cent. 
125.17-19 n. 

1834 6. For [Tpoéiuov write mpogiwov. P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 68 (1987) 158. 
1836 6. For émix(rn) read émux(emevw). LV 3805 35 n. 
1862 11b. J. Arce, PE 61 (1985) 31-2. 
1892 2. Delete Néov from the restoration. K. A. Worp, BASP 22 (1985) 360. 
1911. Numerous small corrections in the notes to LV 3804 102 ff. 
1913 3. For apde(uciv) read and expand apé(elav). LV 3804 268 n. 
1921. J. M. Carrié, Les ‘dévaluations a Rome 11 260, n. 4, cf. J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 

(College de France, Centre de recherche d’histoire et civilisation de Byzance) 9 (1985) 

46 and n. 265, 75 n. 424. 
2051 45. For émix(rn) read émx(eperw). LV 3805 35 n. 
2057. P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 69 (1987) 170. 
2102. G. Menci, SCO 32 (1982) 249-52 and Tav. XXVII. 
2114 10. Read perhaps dmv{vy}.atdpwv. J. D. Thomas, YCS 28 (1985) 118. 
2165. L. Deubner, Kleine Schriften 691-704. | 
2165°. A. M. van Erp Taalman Kip in J. M. Bremer et al., Some Recently Found Greek Poems 

(Suppl. Mnemosyne 1987) 96. 
2174°. C. Miralles, QUCC 43, Ns 14 (1983) 7-16. 
2176 (cf. XVIII pp. 184-5; XIX pp. 153-4). S. R. Slings in J. M. Bremer et al., Some Recently 

Found Greek Poems (Suppl. Mnemosyne 1987) 70-94. 

2180°°. 4°. 48. T. F. Brunner, <PE 66 (1986) 295. 
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS 

2186 5. Omit eod from the restoration. A. Martin, CE 60 (1985) 170. 
2195 48. For vo(u.) L. «8’ pn’ read vo(y.) L oB pq. LV 3805 35 n. 

92, 191. For olfkodou(Ac) and ofkodou(wy) read ofxoddu(ov). LV 3804 151 n. 
2205 3, 10. For both ywpudr(wv) émi(epéevov) and ywydr(wy) emie(evov) read xwpare- 

mikt(ov) = xwpartereixtov. LV 3805 35 n. 

2221. Another fragment of the same roll is now published as P. Koln V 206. 
2222 fr. A. E. Van’t Dack, Althistorische Studien... H. Bengtson (Historia Einzelschrift 40) 114-15. 
2225. V. Gigante Lanzara, Parola del Passato 39 (1984) 279-80. 

2226. N. Hopkinson, Callimachus: Hymn to Demeter. 
2243 (a) 79. For olkoddéu(wv) read ofkodou(ov). LV 3804 151 n. 

2244 65. For CyoAdactixotd read Cyodactixiov. LV 3804 235 n. 
2256°. H. F. Johansen, E. W. Whittle, Aeschylus: The Suppliants i 21-5. 
2258. A. S. Hollis, CQ ns 36 (1986) 467-71. 
2258A*%, N. Hopkinson, Callimachus: Hymn to Demeter. 
2258B?. N. Krevans, <PE 65 (1986) 37-8. 
2262. A. Kerkhecker, PE 71 (1988) 16-24. 
2285 7. R.S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, ZPE 56 (1984) 131. (They suggest that ‘year 2, Thoth 

5’ most probably refers to the reign of Claudius II, but convert it wrongly to 
February-March 270, whereas it would be 2 September, ap 269. J. R. Rea.) 

2298'. W. Rosler, Actes du VII® Congrés de la F.I.E.C. i 187-90. 
2303'. A. M. van Erp Taalman Kip in J. M. Bremer et al., Some Recently Found Greek Poems 

(Suppl. Mnemosyne 1987) 95-127. 
2310! i 1-39. S. R. Slings, ibid. 1-23. 
2318. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 50. 
2332 31 ff. L. Koenen, ZPE 54 (1984) 9-13. 
2343. R. A. Coles, ZPE 61 (1985) 110-14. 
2359. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 51. 
2360. F. Maltomini, SCO 34. (1984) 67. 
2368 7-20. W. Luppe, <PE 69 (1987) 9-12. 
2376-7. S. M. Medaglia, Att del XVII Congresso . . . Papirologia (Naples 1983) ii 297-304. 
2382. J. A. S. Evans, GRBS 26 (1985) 229-33. 
2383. K. Aland, Misc. Pap. R. Roca-Puig 37-61. 
2387°°§!. M. Davies, CPE 64 (1986) 13-14. 
2388! 4-7. M. Davies, PE 65 (1986) 25-7. 

2396. T. Dorandi, Serittura e Civilta 8 (1984) 196. 
2399. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 51. 

S. Berger, PE 71 (1988) 93-6. 

2406. G. Husson, O/KIA. Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Egypte 308-10. 
2421. “Date (to be cautious) ca.g12-23’. R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century 

Egypt 57. 
2433. ‘T. Dorandi, Scrittura e Civilta 8 (1984) 197. 
2451. G. A. Privitera, Studi... A. Colonna 255-6. 
2453. See above on VIII 1083. 
24551 1-4. W. Luppe, Anagennesis 4 (1986) 51-8. 
2455° 50-7. W. Luppe, PE 55 (1983) 135-9. 
2455°. Id., SCO 32 (1982) 231-3. 
2455471318. Id. ZPE 60 (1985) 16-20. 
245547141. Id., ZPE 65 (1986) 29-30. 
2455°. Id., Anagennesis 4 (1986) 223-43 and Pl. XIII. 
2455" iii. Id., Philologus 127 (1983) 135-9. 
245514* 78. Id., APF 32 (1986) 5-13. 
245517714719 Td. APF 30 (1984) 31-7. 
2455" xvili-xix. Id., Anagennesis 3 (1983) 187-200 and PI. IV. 
2460. M. T. Ditefeci, Prometheus 10 (1984) 210-20. 
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2466. J. N. O'Sullivan, ZPE 56 (1984) 39-44. 

2478. P. Frisch, Zehn Agonistische Papyri No. 3. 
2479 2 n. On Kwéa add PSI III 196.1; 197.1. The village belonged to the imperial estates, but 

was administered (or acquired or appropriated?) by the Apion family. J. Gascou, 
Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 77. 

2506°° ii 25-7. F. Montanari, ZPE 62 (1986) 46-8. 
2506°° ii. F. Maltomini, ZPE 71 (1988) 91-2. 
2506"’ 25-31. R. Flihrer, ZPE 54 (1984) 40. 
2506". E. Contiades-Tsitsoni, ZPE 71 (1988) 1-7. 
2509. R. Janko, Phoenix 38 (Toronto 1984) 299-307. 
2535. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 53. 
2562. New edition: LIV 3767. 
2564 = C.P.Gr.II No. 44 (with correction of the date to 25.vi.153). 
2570. New edition: LIV 3766. 
2585 3-4. LIV p. 224. 

2610 = P. Frisch, Zehn Agonistische Papyri No. 5. 
2617". F. Maltomini, SCO 34 (1984) 67-70. 
2624. M. Van der Weiden, ZPE 64 (1986) 15-32. 
2654. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 53. 
2661. ‘T. F. Brunner, @PE 66 (1986) 295-6. 

2673. G. W. Clarke, CPE 57 (1984) 103-4. A scrap of a very similar document, dated four 
days later on 9.ii.304, has been published as P. Harr. II 208. 

2673 22. For xadxqy Any (see LPE 35 (1979) 128) cf. AP XI 371.3-6: 
apyupény vAnv (= silver plate) od tpwyouev, Hv mapaBdrAecc 
Awe xkpntilwy trode weA€ouc Tivakac. 

Cyrec vncrevovrac ec apyupéeny éideréw, 
Kal ToT Javpaln Kovddov acnpov éxwv. (J. R. Rea.) 

2687 +19. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 57. 
2708. H. G. Pflaum, Les Carrtéres procuratoriennes (Supplément 1983) 62-3, No. 242 bis. 
2717. LV 3789 introd., note (1) to Table. 
2719. R. W. Daniel, ZPE 54 (1984) 85-6. 

D. P. Fowler, ZPE 59 (1985) 45-6. 
2728. “A date between 312 and 318 seems probable, although 308-12 is not completely 

excluded.’ R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 57, cf. 66. 
2729. J. M. Carrié, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 203-27 and pls. between 208 and 209. (Note that 

in 12-13 the unread remains are not compatible with the reading [yupia ]8(wv) 
[raA(avrov)] a’ (see ib. p. 207 n. 8), and that the expression ‘le talent de myriades’ 
makes no sense. ‘Myriad’ is a collective noun denoting 10,000 items of whatever kind, 

including talents. A talent consists of 6,000 drachmas but does not denote a collection 
of 6,000 items of any other kind. J. R. Rea.) 

2729. To be dated ‘early-mid-350s’. R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 

17, 45-6. 
2734'. F. Cairns, QUCC 42, Ns 13 (1983) 29-35. 
2737. W. Luppe, <PE 54 (1984) 15-16. 
2761 = C.P.Gr.II No. 51 (with correction of the date to ap 161-9). 
2783 24. For raypor (interpreted as tadpor) read probably yaupot = yauBpoi, cf. F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 70, citing five other examples of this phonetic spelling. In the translation 
read ‘brothers-in-law’ for ‘bulls’ and delete 24 n. (J. R. Rea.) 

2812 36-9. W. Luppe, Hermes 114 (1986) 492-5. 
2820. H. Hauben, Att del XVII Congresso . . . di Papirologia (Naples 1983) iii 1085-97. 
2826. A. Borgogno, Prometheus 11 (1985) 211-17. 
2837 = C.P!Gr.II No. 7. 
2854. 27-8. Cf. P. Flor. I 77.2. P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 66 (1986) 156 No. 71. 
2855. It was not noticed that the two copies of this item had once been held together by a 
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narrow strip of papyrus knotted after passing through vertical slits in the left margins 
about 3 cm from the top. This strip is now broken, but the knot survives and one 
end still passes through the slit in copy A. Cf. especially L 3574 introd. and Pl. XVI. 
(J. R. Rea.) 

2888. E. Gangutia, Philologus 130 (1986) 187-90. 
B. H. Kraut, ZPE 55 (1984) 180-7, publishes three applications for a grain distribution 

addressed to the exegetes of Hermopolis by persons claiming past service as ephebes, 
i.e. full citizenship of the metropolis. He implies that this was a regular institution 
comparable with the grain doles of Rome, Oxyrhynchus, etc. It might have been an 

emergency measure, as the language suggests: No. 3.8-9 [yu] éxwv tupwy (= -ov), No. 
4.8 [crlepodua .. ., No. 5.6-7 ur) ExXOVTOC wLo]y mupov. (J. R. Rea.) 

2948. C. Lucke, <PE 58 (1985) 21-33, esp. 32-3. 
2954. H. A. Rupprecht, Symposion (1979) 289-301. 

2957 = C.P.Gr.II No. 17. 
3006. T. F. Brunner, <PE 66 (1986) 295-6. 
3010 29. C. MacLeod, Collected Essays 306-8; from ZPE 15 (1974) 159-61. 
3020 ii 1. Cf. S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power 34 and n. 41, citing JGR iv 1506. 
3040 7. For tp|uaxoctac read r]|piaxoctac. LV 3789 introd., note (7) to Table. 

3042 1. For émixedadaiou read éemixepadiov. LV 3789 1 n. 
3047. J. L. Rowlandson, <PE 67 (1987) 283-92. 
3054. M. Sartre, Syria 59 (1982) 77-91. 
3057. G. R. Stanton, ZPE 54 (1984) 49-63. 
3060 3. For Gravy read cravyjy, and in the translation for ‘Spanish’ read ‘grey-black’. 
3092 5 n. (p. 12 n. 1), cf. D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 62 (1986) 105 (note 2), on the dating of the 

end of the recognition of Caracalla in Egypt, and the anomaly of O. Deissm. 79, then 
not located. Most of the ostraca of the Deissmann collection are now at the Nicholson 

Museum, University of Sydney, New South Wales 2006, Australia, see S. R. Pickering, 

Papyrus Editions: Supplement (1985) p. 10 s.v. P. Meyer. 

O. Deissm. 79 (P. Meyer p. 200) now has the museum inventory number 36.74. 
Through the kindness of Mr Pickering and Mr Ted Robinson of the Nicholson 
Museum, who supplied a photograph, it has been possible to confirm the suggestion 
that the reign is that of Commodus, not Caracalla, i.e. in line 2 read Koupddou (instead 
of Mdpxov) Avrwvivov Kaicapoc, cf. P. Bureth, Les titulatures 88. The date Baddu 16 rob 

Ks (€rouc) is therefore equivalent to 16(?) October 185 (not 217), and the anomaly is 
removed. (J. R. Rea.) 

3109 23-4. H.-G. Pflaum, Les Carriéres, Suppl. (1982) 97, No. 353A. (This item contradicts my 
note by assigning the activity of M. Antonius Vitellianus in S. Italy to a period before 
his epistrategiate, i.e. c.250. I had followed Pflaum iii p. 1041, where the Italian post 
is said to be centenarian, and p. 1090, where the epistrategiate of the Heptanomia is 
said to be sexagenarian. J. R. Rea.) 

3112. M. Sordi, Studi... A. Adriani i 40 n. 9, 41 n. 16. 
3116. P. Frisch, Zehn Agonistische Papyri No. 10. 
3119. M. Sordi, Studi... A. Adriani i 40 n. 9, 42 n. 17. 
3121. J. R. Rea, ZPE 62 (1986) 79-80. 
3129. Dr J. D. Thomas has given reason to think that at the date of this papyrus, aD 335, the 

official term for the new style of strategus was exactor and that therefore the readings 
stp.[ (1) and ¢[r]p[arny@ (11) in this letter should be revised, see CR g1 Ns 27 (1977) 
89 (BL VII 157). 

He suggested that the official might be a syndic. A new examination has confirmed 
this in full, with the discovery that the name which I read on the back, Cuvecian (Tz), 
is a false reading of cuvdicw! In line 1 read now, therefore, cyy[8ikw, which fully agrees 
with the traces, in place of czp. [. 

There is a minor residual problem in the reading of the address on the back, 
originally given in the form (11-12): 
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Coveciwr ¢[t]platnya 

’OE[vpuyxirov. 
After cuvdicw, replacing Cuveciwu, the traces on the same level can now be seen to suit 
’O€lupvyxirov. A point of ink low down on the right especially suits xi. Nothing more 
is needed, but there are still traces in line 12 to be explained. They are badly damaged 
feet of letters only, but they still look most like 9€[, although Dr Coles pointed out to 
me that if Ogvpuyxirov had been written again in full, we would expect to see further 
traces of at least the rho. He suggests that the abbreviated form o€[’ may have been 
written here because this would have fallen opposite the proper address on the other 

side of the flat spill into which the letter was folded and might have helped to identify 
it more easily at some stage of its journey. 

To sum up: read 1-2 as: 

Prdovioe Piraypioc cvv[dikw 

’Okvpvyx[e]irov xalp[ ev, 
and 11-12 as: cuvdicw ’O€[ upuyxirou 

with the note: ‘in 12 o€[ = ’O&(upuyxirov) may have been written (R. A. Coles)’. 
Gp Re Rea.) 

3138 2 n. Add M. Speidel, Aegyptus 66 (1986) 163-5. 
3141 = C.P.Gr.II No. 81 
3144 1-2 n. The note is mistaken because PSI IX 1038 = P. Sakaon 6 of 28 July is five days 

later than 3144 and still makes use of the name of Maximinus Daia. 
3168 12. On Texvpew(c)—not Texvp(ewc)—see W. Brashear, ZPE 60 (1985) 239. 
3169 48, 58. For «A(npovduwy) Ceounpov read KX(avdiov) Ceounpou, cf. P. Koln III 143.11, 15. 

(J. L. Rowlandson). 

3171. G. Messeri, Anagennesis 4 (1986) 59-62. 
3189 5-6. For Evrpuyiouv read Edroviov. LIV p. 226. 

3194 16. For ra dyp(ociw) tpa(melirn) read e.g. dy(wociwv) ypn(udtrwv) tpa(mel-). J. D. Thomas, 
YCS 28 (1985) 119. (I think 7@ Sny(ociwv) xe(nudrwr) tp(amelirn) is consistent with 

the very faded remains: ypf and rpf seem fairly recognizable, 7@ Snuf(?) acceptable 
in the context. J. R. Rea). ; 

3204. J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 77-8. 

3211. T. F. Brunner, <PE 66 (1986) 296. 
3245. P. Roesch, see above under III 475. 

3268 12. Restore probably cvy[m(avre) adpy(vpiov)]: P. Harr. II 194.12 and n. 
3272 introd. para. 1. P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 54 (1984) 67, cf. LI p. xv. 
3285. For bibliography see J. Modrzejewski, RHDFE 57 (1979) 131-2, 474; 58 (1980) 518; 60 

(1982) 472-3; 61 (1983) 470-2; 62 (1984) 478-9. id., Folia Juridica 21 (1986 = 

Symbolae C. Kunderewicz) 11-44. S. Allam, CE 61 (1986) 63-4. 
3312 11-13 and n. Cf. P. Guyot, Eunuchen als Sklaven und Freigelassene 193 No. 30, citing Plin. 

Nat. Hist. 12.12, Marcelli Aesernini libertus, sed qui se potentiae causa (cf. iva dmixca (officia) 

AaBl[n, 13) Caesaris libertis adoptasset. (J. R. Rea.) 
3314 introd. For another Christian Judas cf. E. D. Hunt, Holy Land Pilgrimage 45 and n. 85. 

He was the last bishop of Jerusalem of Jewish origin, martyred under Hadrian. 
(J. R. Rea.) 

3318. T. Dorandi, Scrittura e Ciilta 8 (1984) 195, Tav. V. 
3319. J. N. O'Sullivan, ZPE 56 (1984) 39-44. 
3355. On povdywpov, aifpa, and aproyiyiov see G. Husson, PE 61 (1985) 69-70. 

3367. P. Frisch, Zehn Agonistische Papyri No. 9. 
3368-70. A. Barigazzi, Prometheus 11 (1985) 97-125. 
3376*4. T. F. Brunner, <PE 69 (1987) 229-30. 
3429. Dated ‘ca.375-85?’: R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 62, cf. 69. 
3445 767. S. West, CQ 33 (1983) 117. 
3472 19 n. On Geverpoi see J. Quaegebeur ef al., CPE 60 (1985) 225 n. 49. 
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3473. E. Battaglia, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 79-99; F. Burkhalter, PE 59 (1985) 131 n. 17. 

3474 14. At the end of the line for us read 1, see translation. (J. D. Thomas.) 

3477 introd. para. 3. The statement that the buyer’s husband in XII 1463 is an Antinoite 

citizen is erroneous. He was an Alexandrian. (J. E. G. Whitehorne.) 

3482 32 and n. LV 3777 13 and n. 

3507. ‘A date of 308-312 seems most likely’: R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century 

Egypt 66. (Note, however, the arguments in ed. pr. introd. p. 250. J. R. Rea.) 

3510 = C.P.Gr.II No. 15. 
3532-3. M. Gronewald, <PE 66 (1986) 1-13. 
3537. M. L. West, ZPE 57 (1984) 33-6; A. Barigazzi, Prometheus 11 (1985) 1-10. 

3538. M. L. West, <PE 57 (1984) 23-32. 
3544. W. Luppe, <PE 59 (1985) 23-6. 
3555 24-8. D. Hagedorn, <PE 65 (1986) 88. 
3574 3-4 n. G. M. Bowersock, ZPE 56 (1984) 221-2. P. Mayerson, <PE 64 (1986) 139-40. 

The statement that Atyia[rov ‘HpxovAlac can be restored in XIV 1722 1 must now 
be modified to allow the alternative A’yim[rov Mepxovpiavic, see J. D. Thomas, BASP 

21 (1984) 225-34. (J. R. Rea.) 
4-5 n. See now D. Feissel, BCH 108 (1984) 558-63, 579. 

3577 introd. para. 2. An earlier instance of a Roman date in the left margin of a letter is IGR 
iv 349 = SIG? 11 831, dated 11 November 117. 

3590 6. For vai at the foot of oracle questions see now K. Treu, APF 32 (1986) 29-30. 
3595-7. J. Hengstl, Studi... A. Biscardi iv 663-73. 
3611 22. J. Modrzejewski, RHDFE 62 (1984) 480. 
36143. For 77 ratpiw dwv7 alluding to Latin cf. Athen. VI 261¢, referring to Sulla’s composition 

of ‘satyr comedies’ (catupixal kwuwdiar). (J. R. Rea.) 
3616 4. The suggestions of mdAov or maAqudv (J. G. Keenan, BASP 20 (1983) 182) have been 

checked and found unsuitable to the remains. Of course, zayy{v} remains very 
uncertain. (J. R. Rea.) ; 

3617 10-12. For a parallel in a nineteenth century newspaper advertisement from the southern 
United States see J. G. Keenan, BASP 20 (1983) 182. 

3618 12 n. For cayyafoy also in P. Lond. IV see J. Gascou, ZPE 60 (1985) 258. 
3619 introd. p. 47, No. 14. For ‘ChLA X 407’ read ‘ChLA XVIII 661’. 

g n. It is possible that r(espondit) is the right expansion also in two cases of a similar 
abbreviation in CPL 245 = C. Wessely, Schrifttafeln No. 24. These introduce marginalia 
on a leaf of a legal codex of which the main text is mostly lost. (J. R. Rea.) 

3620 9. For Ovixrwpa cf. AE 1982 No. 407 (Victora fem. in Latin). (J. R. Rea.) 
17-18 and n. With péay émcraXicay compare now P. Gen. II 103 ii 10, where a new 

reading by Dr Wehrli shows that an official subscribed the pregnant widow’s petition 

with the direction émicréAAov pear (1. waiav), “Instruct a midwife’. In ZPE 67 (1987) 

117 Dr Wehrl appears on the verge of withdrawing his new reading, which in my 
opinion should be retained and welcomed. (J. R. Rea.) 

To the bibliography add S. Adam, ‘La femme enceinte dans les papyrus’, Anagennesis 

3 (1983) 9-19. 
3624 19 n. The nomen of Censorius Datianus, not in PLRE I, was in fact known already from 

CIL XI 5434, see R. S. Bagnall e¢ al., Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 250. 
3626 24. Expand crixy(dpiov). LIV 3776 24 n. 

3637 14 n. See now LV 3797. 

3640. J. G. Keenan, BASP 20 (1983) 183; cf. E. Teeter, JEA 73 (1987) 71-7 and esp. pls. 
VI1.3 and VIII, with illustrations depicting coils of rope («pi«va). 

3641 6 n. J. G. Keenan, BASP 20 (1983) 183. 
3643. id., ibid. 

LIT 3650. D. Kovacs, HSCP 88 (1984) 47-70; M. Huys, Ant. Class. 54 (1985) 240-53, <PE 62 
(1986) 9-36; W. Luppe, ZPE 63 (1986) 7-10; N. R. Shopina, VDJ 176 (1986; fasc. 1) 
117-30. 
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53-65. W. Luppe, <PE 60 (1985) 12-16. 
3652 16-31. W. Luppe, APF 32 (1986) 5-13. 
3653? i 21-2;1 1-5. D. F. Sutton, ZPE 61 (1985) 15-17; 17-18. 

ji 25. W. Luppe, ZPE 60 (1985) 11. 
3656 11 1-7. M. Gigante, Par. Pass. 40 (1985) 69. 
3689 = C.P.Gr.II No. 74 bis. 

LIII 3699. W. Luppe, ZPE 66 (1986) 15-16. 
3700. V.N. Jarcho, ZPE 70 (1987) 32-4. 
3702. W. Luppe, ZPE 66 (1986) 17-18. 
3710 ii 43-7, ili 7-11. M. L. West, ZPE 67 (1987) 16; S. N. Mouraviev, ZPE 71 (1988) 32-4. 
3711" ii 32. M. R. Lefkowitz, H. Lloyd-Jones, ZPE 68 (1987) 9-10. 
3720. R. Fuhrer, PE 66 (1986) 19-22. 

P. Ant. I-III (medical items). M.-H. Marganne, ‘La Collection Médicale d’Antinoopolis’, ZPE 56 (1984) 
117-21. 

I a1. T. Dorandi, Scrittura e Civilta 8 (1984) 199, Tav. Vb. 
40.7. For mpocewap(ripyce) read mpdc eual (= ewé). LV 3807 33 n. 

46. ‘A date ca.337-348 is likely.’ R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 58, 
cf. 66. 

Il 110.4. For drepd(vecrarnc) expand drepd(votc). J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 41 n. 245. 
ITI 1131). A. Harder, <PE 67 (1987) 21-30. 

123. M.-H. Marganne, Centre Jean Palerne. Mémoires iii. Médecins et Médicine dans I’ Antiquité (ed. 
G. Sabbah, St Etienne, 1982) 81-4. 

160. M. J. Apthorp, <PE 57 (1984) 52. 
187b g-10. Restore a[7o rc adtic TOAe]we. P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 70-1. 
188. This is perhaps addressed to a dux Arcadiae. The expression 7 evdaiuwv (2, 14) refers to 

Constantinople. J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 76. 
200.1. For a// mayou cwu(yc) Anvato'y’ vowot ‘Epy(o)m(oAirov?) read a’’ mayou Kwp(nc) Anvaiov 

Ady(oc) e€ouBep( ). J. R. Rea, JEA 71 (1985): Reviews Supplement 69. 
P. Fay 1 C. Lucke, <PE 58 (1985) 25-8. 

29 = C.P.Gr.II No. 4. 
29.15. P. J. Sijpesteyyn, GPE 57 (1984) 121 n. 4. 
go = C.P.Gr.II No. 53. 
95-4-5, 7-11, 24, 25-6. P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 65 (1985) 22-3. 

143 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 64 (1986) 117-18, Taf. VIIa. 
237 = C.P.Gr.II No. 68. 
238 (description). Edition by R. Pintaudi, <PE 60 (1985) 259-60, Taf. XIIa. 

295 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 54 (1984) 80-1. 
311. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 55. 
312 (description). Edition by M. W. Haslam, F. Montanari, BASP 20 (1983) 113-22, with plate 

Hees 
Se (description). Edition by L. C. Youtie, PE 41 (1981) 271-4, Taf. X VIIa; by P. J. Sijpesteijn, 
XPE 60 (1985) 279-81; cf. KPE 63 (1986) 295-6. 

363 (description). P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 60 (1985) 283 n. 2. 
P. Herm. Rees 5. G. Bastianini, Anagennesis 3 (1983) 161-5. 

P. Hibeh I 4. P. Carrara, Prometheus 12 (1986) 25-32. 
26. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 50. 
28. S. West, ZPE 53 (1983) 79-84. 

II 179. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 56. O. Musso, Prometheus 9 
(1983) 49-56, ph. of fr. 7 on p. 52. 

P. Oxy. Hels. 25. P. Frisch, Zehn Agonistische Papyri No. 4. 
28.7. For ‘By read perhaps ’B-. LV 3789 introd., note (11)a to Table. 
36. J. Herrmann, Sodalitas: Scritti . . . A. Guarini i 415-22. 

P. Tebt. I 3. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribt a Ercolano 51. 
61(b). 40-4. J. A. S. Evans, Misc. Pap. R. Roca-Puig 123-7. 
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II 279 = C.P.Gr.I No. 1. 

go1 = C.P.Gr.II No. 64. 
361.3,6. R. W. Daniel, P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 59 (1985) 53 

370.1-3. P. van Minnen, XPE 66 (1986) g1-2. 

474 (description). Edition by R. Pintaudi, ZPE 60 (1985) 261-2, Taf. XXIc. 
561. Reject the year number a = 1. LV 3806 15 n., para. 5. 
569. On the titulature of Marcus see P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 63 (1986) 285-6. 
577 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 65 (1985) 20. 
641 (description). id. CE 61 (1986) 289-90. 

642 (description). id. ZPE 64 (1986) 133. 

643 (description). id. ibid. 131. 
644 (description). id. CE 61 (1986) 290-1. 

646 (description) = SB X 10541. Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 64 (1986) 127-8. 

647 (description) = SB X 10543. 

648 (description) = SB X 10547. 
649 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 64 (1986) 135, Taf. IX. 
650 (description) = SB X 10542. 
651 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 64 (1986) 136. 

652 (description). Id. ibid. 
653 (description). Ib. ibid. 137. 
654 (description). Ib. ibid. 126-7, Taf. VIIIb. 
655 (description) = SB X 10546. 
656 (description) = SB X 10544. 
657 (description) = SB X 10545. 
658 (description) = SB X 10549. 
659 (description). ae by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 64 (1986) 134, Taf. IX. 
660 (description). Id. ibid. 128, Taf. VIIIc. 
661 (description) = ae X 10550. 

662 (description) = SB X 10548. 
663? (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 64 (1986) 131, Taf. IX. 
663? (description). Id. ibid. 132. 
665 (description). Id. CE 61 (1986) 291. 

667 (description). Id. ibid. 289. 
667 (description). Id. ZPE 64 (1986) 128-9. 
668 (description). Id. CE 61 (1986) 288. 
669 (description). Id. ZPE 64 (1986) 133. 
670 (description). Id. ibid. 125-6. 
671 (description). Id. ibid. 137. 
672 (description). Id. ibid. 134. 
673 (description). Id. ibid. 135, Taf. IX. 
674 (description). Id. ibid. 132. 
683 recto = Eur., Hecuba 216-31: F. Montanari, Riv. fil. 115 (1987) 24-32, 1 pl. opp. p. 24. 
684 (description). Edition by F. Montanari, Par. Pass. 38 (1983: fasc. 208) 20-8. 
692. On the writing see G. Cavallo, Libri scritture scribi a Ercolano 54. 
697. Id. ibid. 56. 

P. Turner 2. R. Fuhrer, ZPE 54 (1984) 40. 

7. G. Menci, SCO 32 (1982) 249-52. 
34. J. A. Crook, LCM 8 (1983) 13-14. 

47-2 n. For cayyaGov also in P. Lond. IV see J. Gascou, ZPE 60 (1985) 258. 
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3777. Sworn CEssion oF Catorcic LAND 

38 3B.81/C(1-3)c 14 X 28.5 cm 2-31 August 57 BC 

As its contribution to chronology this papyrus shows that by some date in the 

period 2-31 August 57 Bc Berenice IV was reigning alone after the death of her 

colleague Cleopatra Tryphaena, see 1-3 n. 

The text is a sworn undertaking by Straton son of Nicomachus to abide by the 

cession of five aruras of catoecic land from his allotment near Peenno to one Theon, 

whose patronymic is still unread. For the background to such transactions see XLIX 

3482 introd. That document is also the best parallel, but there are differences which 

seem to indicate a different procedure or a different part of the same procedure. 3482 

of 73 Bc has a heading and date-clause of a similar type (1-3); there follows the 

cession-contract (3-27), which is not in 3777, and then, after a blank space, the oath 

(28-39), which is very similar to the body of 3777. Both documents have subscriptions, 

but they are of different types: 3482 40 is badly damaged, but is clearly an official 

docket of some kind; 3777 27-8, in a second hand, form the subscription of Straton 

himself declaring that he swore the preceding oath. 

On the left-hand edge of 3777 near the foot there are small traces of the ends of 

lines, nowhere legible for certain. The last one, opposite the first line of the subscription, 

looks like J¢ and looks as if it might be in the same darker ink and thicker pen as the 

subscription (27-8); it might be possible to recognize there zpoy]e|[ypaypévoy as in 

27-8. The other traces are somewhat higher, opposite lines 21-5, and fainter. I have 

not been able to recognize any letter for certain, but it is a possibility that duplicate 

copies of the sworn undertaking were written side by side and that the division of the 

sheet was done carelessly so as to trim some letters off the left-hand copy. However, 

I have not succeeded in making the traces match the extant copy. One alternative 

might be to suppose that there was a copy of the cession-contract on the left of the 

oath. In spite of the differences, which remain inexplicable for the moment, it is clear 

that the transactions of 3777 and 3482 were very similar. 

There is a sheet-join c. 5 cm from the left edge. The back is blank. 
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BaciAevovenc Bepe|vixne Jed ’"Emipavotc €rouc 

mpwrov, Ta 8’ aAAa Tav] Kowdr we ev AdeEavdpeia ypaderat, 

pnvoc ‘YrepBeperaio|v kai Mecopy (vac.) 

ev O€upiyxwv mA] tH OnBaidoc. dpvdw Bactduccav 

5  Bepevixny Oeav Em pari {c} cal trode tavrnc tpoyovouc 

Kal Tovc AAAouc Beod|¢ mavtac Crpatwv Nixouaxou 

? |S [... trav mp|mrwv didwy Kal xArdpx[w|y waxarpo- 

Pol plav KGL Tov K[atotkwy (|améwv O€wre . , , , Lou 

TT[é|pene tov xatloli[kwv] inméwv Kai draddxar Tob 

10 matpiKod KAjpov, of Svo ayurac Kieonatpac Adpodityc, 

€upevetv ev amace Toic KaTA THY cuyypadyy THC 

dpodoylac Hv TéBeywal cou dia Tod ev "O€uptyxwv roA¢ | 

ap[xletov Tav pvnpdven THe evectMcye Epat, 

xal[@'nv] maplalxexw[p|nKd cou amo Tod KAjpou pov 

15 ac [€]yxw ex tod Daw[i|a7ov KAnp[olu wept Kwpnv 

IT [elevvas yic cu[t]oddpov crropipov e& dpboywviov 

d[pov]pac mévte, dv al yertviar dia THC dpodoyiac 

[8nAo]bvrat, Kal 7) KaxoTexry[clew Crpatwva 

[wep|i tv Tapaywpycw THe yc unde TEpt GAAo 

20 =e ndlev ta@v dia TH[c O]podoylac avaTrepwrvynpevwv 

uun[dé wept Tov dpKoly TovTov Trapeupécer pwNdeucay. 

éav _[ c. 12 letters |, tpove, w, nvika d’av ev- 

buv[O c. 8 letters |], v mapa cod ywpic Tob peévew cou 

Thy tapaxwpn|cls[v] tHe yHc Kupiav, Kabamep Kal EcTL, 

25 cuyxwp® Kal t[o]v KAnpov pov avadAnPOyjvar ec TO 

BactArKov Kae evoyov elvar THY OpKw. 

(vac.) 

(m. 2) Crpatwv duwmpoKa Tov mpoye- 

ypapévov OpKov. 

‘In the first year of the reign of Berenice, Goddess Manifest, and the rest of the customary formulas 
as written in Alexandria, month of Hyperberetaeus and Mesore (vac.), in the city of the Oxyrhynchi of 
the Thebaid.’ 

‘I, Straton son of Nicomachus, . . ., one of the queen’s first friends and chiliarchs of swordbearers, one 

of the settler cavalrymen, swear by queen Berenice, Goddess Manifest, and by her ancestors, and by all 
the other gods, to Theon son of . . ., Persian, one of the settler cavalrymen and successor to his father’s 

allotment, both of the street of Cleopatra Aphrodite, that I will abide in all respects by the provisions of 
the contract of agreement which I have made with you through the record-office of the remembrancers in 
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the city of the Oxyrhynchi on the present day, according to which I have ceded to you from my allotment 
the five aruras by rectangular measurement of wheat-bearing sowable land which I hold from the allotment 
of Phaenippus near the village of Peenno, the boundaries of which are specified in the agreement, and that 
I, Straton, will practise no fraud in respect of the cession of the land or in respect of any other of the 
matters proclaimed in the agreement or in respect of this oath on any pretext. Otherwise(?) . . ., and 
whenever I am brought to account (by you or your representatives?), apart from the fact that the cession 

of the land shall remain valid for you, as indeed it is, I concede too that my allotment shall be forfeit to 

the royal treasury and that I shall be liable to (the penalty of) the oath.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘I, Straton, have sworn the above-written oath.’ 

1-3 The chronology of this period has been best treated by T. C. Skeat, The Reigns of the Ptolemies, 

37-40. Ptolemy Auletes left Egypt to seek help from Rome sometime in 58 sc. His daughter Berenice 1V 
and another queen, Cleopatra Tryphaena, reigned together for a while, but the only allusion to them in 
the papyri is BGU VIII 1762.4-5, a mere undated reference to two queens. Tryphaena died and Berenice 
reigned alone for a time. It is to this stage that our papyrus belongs and the date of it must be Mesore of 
her first year, that is, in the period 2-31 August, 57 Bc. BGU VIII 1757 and 1821, which have no titulature, 
are assigned by Skeat (pp. 38-9) to the period of Berenice’s rule for good reasons relating to the succession 
of strategi in the Heracleopolite nome. The first, dated year 1, Gorpiaeus 9 = Epeiph g = 11 July, 57 Bc, 

may, since there is no titulature, date from her joint rule with Tryphaena. The second, referring to year 

2, Choeac 27 = 31 December, 57 Bc, dates from after 3777 and therefore must come from her sole rule. 
W. Chr. 70 and SB III 6156, comprising three inscriptions with the same text, contain a petition addressed 
to Berenice alone dated year 2, Phaophi 17 = 13 October, 57 Bc, and an order to carry out Berenice’s 

wishes in the matter dated year 2, Phamenoth 3 = 7 March, 56 Ba, on which date she was evidently still 
ruling alone. Subsequently she married and ruled with one Archelaus, whose name does not appear in the 

papyri. However, three documents which are dated by ‘year 2 which is also year 1’ are assigned plausibly 
to this joint reign, namely P. Grenf. II 38, O. Tait I Petrie 52 (p. 84), and P. Tebt. I 202. These would 
then date from 16 April, 27 June, and 25 August respectively, all of 56 Bc. Probably, therefore, the marriage 
to Archelaus will have taken place between 7 March and 16 April, 56 Ba.! A demotic document, O. Berl. 
6179 (G. Mattha, Demotic Documents (Publications de la Société Fouad I de Papyrologie: Textes et Documents 
VI), p. 193 No. 268A), dated year 2 and 1, Epeiph 11 = 13 July, 56 Bc, fits into this series and shows 

Archelaus ruling with Berenice on this date. The restoration of Auletes took place in spring 55 BC, so that 

in Mesore of Berenice’s second year she was still associated with Archelaus, see P. Tebt. I 202, and by what 
would have been Mesore of her third year she was already deposed and dead. 

Mention should also be made of the other demotic document dating from the reign of Berenice cited 
by P. W. Pestman, Chronologie égyptienne d’aprés les textes démotiques (Pap. Lugd. Bat. XV), 80-1, namely P. 
Louvre 3452 (G. Legrain, Livre des transformations, Pl. XIV), containing a colophon which simply equates 

year 2 of an unnamed queen, evidently Berenice IV, with year 25 of an unnamed king, evidently Ptolemy 
Auletes, dating the composition of the manuscript to 57/6 Bc. Dr Mark Smith, to whom I am grateful for 
advice on both demotic texts, informs me that it is not surprising that an Upper Egyptian scribe should 

take a comparatively detached view of the dynastic struggles in the north of the country. He gave Berenice 

the precedence, but included the regnal year of her father. He gave no sign of having heard of Archelaus 
and therefore may well have been writing before the date of Berenice’s marriage, which, as we have seen, 
took place between 7 March and 16 April, 56 Bc. 

Unfortunately there is an erroneous figure in Skeat’s table of regnal years on p. 17. In the last line of 
the entry relating to regnal year 24 of Auletes we should read ‘before 9 Epeiph = 11 July 57° (not 58). 

The error is repeated in the first line of the entry for year 1 of Berenice just below, where read ‘bef. 9 
Epeiph = 11 July 57’ (not 58). This date derives from BGU VIII 1757, see above and Skeat, p. 39. 

1 There is some doubt about the date of this document, in which the month-name begins ®a-. This 

is followed by remains with a horizontal mark of abbreviation above them and then by the day number 

ty = 13, see P. Grenf. II Pl. IV (opp. p. 23). Therefore, although the editor’s version ®ap[jo]6(6) vy = 16 

April is generally accepted and Phaophi 13 is quite excluded by W. Chr. 70 and SB III 6156, Phamenoth 

13 = 17 March may still be a possibility. There are no others, so although the marriage might possibly 

have taken place between 7 and 17 March, we will still be quite safe in saying that it must have taken 

place by 16 April, 56 Bc. 
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In view of the complications it may be best to conclude with a table of all the documents at present 

considered to refer to the reign of Berenice: 

Document Date clause Julian date 

BGU VIII 1757 Year 1, Gorpiaeus 9 11 July, 57 Bc 
= Epeiph 9 
(Berenice alone or 

with Cleopatra 

Tryphaena) 

3777 Year [1] Berenice alone, 2-31 August, 57 BC 
[Hyperberetaeus] = 
Mesore (no day) 

W. Chr, 70.28 and Year 2, Phaophi 17 13 October, 57 BC 
SB III 6156.38 (2 Berenice: addressed to her) 

BGU VIII 1821 Year 2, Choeac 27 31 December, 57 BC 
(2 Berenice; a 

retrospective date) 

W. Chr. 70.6 and Year 2, Phamenoth 3 7 March, 56 Bc 

SB III 6156.7 2 Berenice) 

P. Grenf. II 38 Year 2 which is also 1 (possibly 17 March, but 
2 Berenice, 1 Archelaus), probably) 16 April, 56 Bc 

Pharmuthi(?) 13 

O. Tait I Petrie Year 2 which is also 1 27 June, 56 Bc 
52 (p. 84) 2 Berenice, 1 Archelaus), 

Payni 25 

O. Berl. 6179 (G. Year 2 which is also 1 13 July, 56 Bc 

Mattha, Demotic 2 Berenice, 1 Archelaus) 

Documents, 268A) Epeiph 11 

Paebtwly2o2 Year 2 which is also 1 25 August, 56 BC 
2 Berenice, 1 Archelaus), 

Mesore 24 

A. Samuel, Ptolemaic Chronology, 155-6, has drawn attention to hieroglyphic inscriptions on the temple 
of Edfu dated by year 25 of Auletes and to two Greek inscriptions from Philae dated to a year 25 and 
sometimes assigned to the reign of Auletes. He adds, ‘It may be that the reign of the children of Auletes 
was never known or recognized there’. The Louvre demotic papyrus shows that it was known and recognized 
in the south of the country to some extent. W. Dittenberger, OG/S i p. 271, followed by W. Peremans and 
E. Van’t Dack, Prosopographia Ptolemaica i 6 (no. 35 Castor mpoc t@ (Siw Adyw), allows the possibility that 

the 25th year of the inscriptions from Philae (OG/S i 188-9) may be of the reign of Ptolemy X Alexander 
and the date therefore 5 (or g) July, 89 Bc. The earlier date is also favoured in the more recent literature, 

see E. Bernand, Inscriptions Grecques d’ Egypte et de Nubie (Répertoire bibliographique des OGIS, 1982) 36 
no. 188. 

Two of the hieroglyphic inscriptions of Edfu are relevant, firstly one which records a dedication of 
doors on 1 Choeac of a 25th year, where the king’s cartouche is left blank (E. Chassinat, Temple d’Edfou v 
304-5), secondly one which records the same event, it appears, in Choeac of an unspecified year and 
mentions also Ptolemy Auletes and Cleopatra Tryphaena, see ibid. viii 58 continued in viii 30. On these 
inscriptions see most lately S. Cauville and D. Devauchelle, Rev. d’Eg. 35 (1984) 53-4, cf. J. Dumichen, 
LAS 8 (1870) 11-13 (no. xvi), id., Altdgypt. Tempelinschriften i Taff. cxi, cxii. Combining the information we 

seem to have a date of 5 December, 57 Bc given by regnal year 25 of Auletes and of his sister and wife 
Cleopatra Tryphaena, who figures regularly alongside Auletes for the ten years 79-69 Bc and then disappears 
apart from this isolated allusion. A. Bouché-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides ii 145-6 n. 1, has suggested that 
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the Cleopatra Tryphaena who ruled with Berenice IV according to the Syriac text of a fragment of Porphyry 
(fr. 2.(14), F. Jacoby, FGH IIB no. 260, p. 1202, cf. iip 854-9) was in fact her mother, emerged from some 
long-standing obscurity, and not her sister as Porphyry says. 

What precisely the Edfu inscriptions imply about the history of the period is not yet clear. For the 
moment we cannot account for them easily. ‘The temptation to regard them as eccentric is increased by 
the presence on the temple of an inscription which seems to give a precise date of 5 July, 28 Bc by regnal 
year 53 of Auletes, thus ignoring the reigns of Augustus, in whose term it falls, and of the intervening rulers 
of the country, see S. Cauville and D. Devauchelle, Rev. d’Eg. 35 (1984) 54-5. 

Again I am grateful to Dr Mark Smith for his guidance among the Edfu inscriptions. 
(Addendum: Professor Jan Quaegebeur has now given a new and somewhat different account of these 

Edfu inscriptions and their associated reliefs in a paper entitled ‘Une scéne historique méconnue au grand 
temple d’Edfou’, delivered to an international colloquium ‘Egitto e Storia Antica’ (Bologna 31 agosto- 
2 settembre 1987). It will be printed in the proceedings of the colloquium. He thinks that most probably the 
decoration with the anonymous queen dates from about 69/8 Bc, just about the time when Cleopatra 
Tryphaena disappears from the protocols. On that view these inscriptions have no relevance to the reign 
of Berenice IV. The 25th year refers perhaps to the reign of Ptolemy X Alexander (90/89 Bc). 

He and Dr Mark Smith have drawn my attention to H. J. Thissen, ZPE 27 (1977) 182-4, according 
to which a demotic graffito from Medinet Habu gives a date of 4 January, 55 Bc by reference to year 26 
of a Ptolemy and year 3 of a Cleopatra (not Berenice). For the moment I see no way of reconciling this 
with the other evidence.) 

Finally it should be mentioned that an attempt has been made to assign P. Grenf. II 38 and P. Tebt. 
I 202 to a joint reign of Cleopatra VII and Ptolemy XIV, see L. M. Ricketts, BASP 16 (1979) 213-17, 
esp. 215-16. This hypothesis rests on some very uncertain readings in P. Bon. 10, see G. Geraci, La Genesi 
della Provincia Romana d’Egitto 23-4. 

3 The day number has not been entered. 
7 An ethnic remains unread at the beginning of the line. Because of the damage at this point and the 

general irregularity of the hand I am unable to read any letter for certain, but a good guess could probably 
be verified and a bad one excluded. It is not Maxed for instance. 

7-8 On the court titles see L. Mooren, La Miérarchie de cour, 172-3, 214; id., Aulic Titulature in Egypt, 

I], 173-4: 
8 There are substantial remains of the patronymic. It is the irregularity of the hand as much as the 

damage which makes it difficult to recognize the letters. 
g I1[é}pcn. I believe that I7[po]ucvef can be excluded. The ethnic ‘Persian’ is usually taken to be 

fictitious, although views differ about the detail, see the summary by J. Méléeze-Modrzejewski, REG 96 
(1983) 260-2. 

g-1o Itis not clear whether the phrase ‘successor to his father’s allotment’ means that he had succeeded 
or was to succeed to it. Such succession was normal, see the succinct account in N. Lewis, Greeks in Ptolemaic 

Egypt 32-5. 
10 of dvo. This is common form, in spite of the grammatical oddity. Cf. XLIX 3482 4 n. 

ayuac Kreoratpac Adpodityc. Cf. 3482 4 n. 
13 pvnpover. Cf. 3482 32. This confirms the suggestion in the note there that pvypov]wr is an alternative 

to the dyopavéuwv of the restored text. Cf. H. J. Wolff, Das Recht d. gr. Papyri Agypten ii 25-7. 
22-3 The parallels 3482 and P. Fouad I 38 have different formulas, each beginning éav d€ wn mow 

Kata Ta Ttpoyeypapypéeva, which is already too long for this gap. Here the most likely line seems to be to 
restore éav 8[€ 7), elliptically, cf. E. Mayser, Grammatik ii.3 pp. 7-8, followed immediately by the apodosis, 
ovdéva (or ovdéy or ovdeuiav) . . .], tpov e€w, ‘Otherwise, I shall have no. . .’. The missing noun would 

mean something like ‘immunity’ or ‘means of escape’, but I have not thought of a suitable one. The gap 

in 23 could be easily filled by d6 cod 7 t]@v mapa cod, ‘but when I am called to account by you or your 

representatives’. 

3778-3779. REGISTRATIONS OF SHEEP AND GOATS 

The most thorough study of such returns can be found in S. Avogadro, ‘Le 

AIIOIPA@AI di proprieta nell’Egitto greco-romano’, Aegyptus 15 (1935) 131-206. 
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Recently the subject has been discussed by D. Hagedorn, ‘Zum Formular der 

Kleinviehdeklarationen’, ZPE 21 (1976) 159-65. See also P. Phil. 8 introd. and S. L. 

Wallace, Taxation in Egypt 82-6. The latest list of registrations of sheep and goats 

appears in P. Heid. IV 302 introd., to which BGU XV 2489 (cf. 2490) can be added, 

as well as 3778-9. Compare too 3782, which has features unusual for the type. Of 

special relevance to these two is the study of the Oxyrhynchite examples from the 

reigns of ‘Tiberius and Gaius by C. Balconi, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 35-60. 

3778. 

38 3B.81/B(12-13)a 7.5 X37 cm 28 January 21 

This is a collective return, closely parallel to P. Berl. Moller 7, where there are 

nine or more declarants, cf. Balconi, loc. cit. 43. The formula follows in the main the 

pattern of II 245. 

The text does not include any indication that the declarants were a formal 

corporation of mpoBaroxtyvotpodor, cf. Aegyptus 15 (1935) 164-5; 64 (1984) 43, P. Berl. 

Moller 7, commentary p. 61. 

The back is blank. 

(m. 1) TaAad{v}. 
(m. 2) ‘lépaxt crparnya@u 

\ / \ / 

tapa Anuytpiov kat Awpou 
> a x te 

appotépwr Ariwvoc 

5 Kat Aupwviov.tot ‘Hpa- 

kAetou Kal [1toAXwvoc 

tov IIroXAXwvoc Kat [TtoA- 

Aiwvoc Tob Nextary- 

poc Kal AzroAAwviou 
A / > / 

10 tov Anpuntpiov. anoypado- 
> se ged \ ” 

peOa eic TO evectoc € (€roc) 

TiBepiov Kaicapoc CeBacrot 

TQ UTApXOVTA HEY TmpO- 

Bata, Tob wev Anuntpiov 
/ / a \ 

cs mpoBata dexatpia, Tot dé 

Awpov mpdoBara [d|éxa, Tob 

d€ Aupwviov mpdoBara 

4 Ariwvoc: m corr. from B 8 Neyrarymioc: v corr. from ot 13 1. Hiv 
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dexae€, alya piav, Tob dé 

ITroXXiwvoc mpoBarta «i- 

20 Koct €v, alya{v} piav, Tov dé 

ITrodANwvoc Nextatvproc 

mpoPata dexadvo, alya{v} 

pilav, Tob d€ AroAAwviov 

mpoBara €&, (yivovrat) (mpoBata) on, aly(ec) y, 

25 Kal Tovc émaxoAovbodv- 

Tac apvac épidhouc ért- 

pewerypeva arAnAouc, 

a veuncetar tept Tada- 

w{i} tHe KaTw{t} Tomapxiac 

30 Kal dv dAov Tob vouod bu- 

a vopéwe Amiwvoc tot 

Avropundov¢c) Aaoypadov- 

pévou Trept THY avTH(V) 

KWUNV, Ov Kal Ta- 

35 fouceba 76 KabjKov 

téAoc. (vac.) edrvx(ec) 

(vac.) 

(m. 3) ArodA( ) to(mapync) cecn(weiwpar) (7pdBata) éBdounKovra 

oKTW, aly(ac) Tpeic, (yivovrat) (mpdBata) on, aly(ec) y. 

(erouc) € TiBepiov Kaicapoc CeB(actod), 

40 (vac.) Mex(etp) y. 

26-7 1. émipeprypéva 

(1st hand) “Talao.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘To Hierax strategus from Demetrius and Dorus both sons of Apion, and Ammonius 

son of Heraclius, and Ptollion son of Ptollion, and Ptollion son of Nechtatymis, and Apollonius son of 
Demetrius. 

We register for the present 7th year of Tiberius Caesar Augustus the sheep which belong to us: thirteen 
sheep of Demetrius, ten sheep of Dorus, sixteen sheep and one goat of Ammonius, twenty-one sheep and 
one goat of Ptollion, twelve sheep and one goat of Ptollion son of Nechtatymis, six sheep of Apollonius, 
total 78 sheep, 3 goats, and the lambs and kids accompanying, (all) mixed together, which will graze in 
the neighbourhood of Talao in the Lower toparchy and throughout the entire nome, the shepherd being 
Apion son of Lycomedes, registered at (near?) the same village, and for which we will also pay the proper 

tax. Farewell.’ 
(grd hand) ‘I, Apollonius(?), toparch, have certified seventy-eight sheep and three goats, total 78 

sheep, 3 goats. Year 7 of Tiberius Caesar Augustus, Mecheir 3.’ 
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1 For this type of docket see Balconi, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 41-2. The place name is elsewhere followed 

by the totals of animals declared. 
2 For Hierax see G. Bastianini, J. E. G. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes (Pap. Flor. XV) 86, and 

3779 2. The new documents do not extend his known term of office. All the documents from which he is 

known are of this same type. 
8-9 Neyrarypioc, cf. 21. Compare Nextabipic and NexPabipic in P. Tebt. III 814.5, 12, 23, 32, 37, 

and perhaps in P. Tebt. III 770.5 (3rd cent. Bc), NexOartpic in O. Bodl. II 1650.6; cf. 1249.6; 1253.6 (2nd 

cent AD). 

24 For similar abbreviations (difficult to print) cf. Aegyptus 64 (1984) 50 n. 13; 53 n. 7, with the plates. 

25-6 For the meaning of éraxodovbéw see Aegyptus 15 (1935) 171, CPJ III 482 (= II 353). g-10 n., 
and Pap. Lugd. Bat. XIX 8.1-2 n. 

26 dpvac épidovc. This asyndeton is common form, cf. XX XVIII 2850 10; P. Berl. Moller 7.14; CPJ 
ITI 482 (= II 353).10-11; P. IFAO I 5.9-10; Pap. Lugd. Bat. XIX 8.2-3. 

26-7 émyreperypéva adAnAowc. Animals of several owners are in the charge of one shepherd, see Aegyptus 

64 (1984) 40. 
32 Avxoundov<c>. For uncertainty in this declension see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 69-70. 
33 In this context Aaoypadopevov is followed by ec or mepi, cf. 3779 19 n. I doubt if a distinction is 

intended. 

35-6 10 KaOjKov réAoc. For the tax on sheep see S. L. Wallace, Taxation in Egypt 86-8; S. Avogadro, 
Aegyptus 14 (1934) 293-7; cf. below 3779 8 n. 

36 edrvyx(er). This word is a standard part of the formula, see Aegyptus 64 (1984) 40. Here it is very 
rapidly written. 

37 Amod( ). Expand probably to AmoA(Advioc). In II 356 (ap 27), which is a similar return, we find 
the signature of a toparch called Apollonius, see Aegyptus 64 (1984) 54 and Tay. III. The toparchy is the 

same. The hand is not obviously the same, but the interval is six years. In II 350 16 (Aegyptus 64 (1984) 52 

and Tav. II) the name of the toparch of the same area for AD 23 or 25 has been read as Avtw,[. AtoAdw, [ 

is perhaps a possibility, although it would be very hastily written. The hand seems different again. No 
conclusion seems possible. 

40 All declarations of this type and period fall in late Tybi or early Mecheir, see Aegyptus 64 (1984) 47. 

3779. 

38 3B.82/C(3)a 7.5 X24 cm 20/21 

Again this is a collective return, see 3778 introduction, by two brothers and 

another man not obviously related to them. 
The back is blank. 

al 
(vac.) [ 

(m.2)  ‘Tép[a]xy (vac.) erpa[rnye@ 
mapa ITerocipioc «[a]i , [ 7-10 letters? 

appotépwv ITe|to]copa| moc Kat 

5 ITercipwoc rob Te, , [ 7-10 letters? 

amo kwunce Tvxyi[v,.. .. THC 

KaTwW ToTTapxiac. at|oypaddopucba 
> y 5 s a 2 A 

€lC TO EVVOLLLOV Tob EVECTWTOC 



3779. REGISTRATION OF SHEEP AND GOATS 9 

{ (€rouc) TiBepiov Kaicapoc | CeBactot 

10 Ta UTapxovTa EKACTW [ mpoBara, 0 prev 

[Tet[o|cipuc <mpéBata> revtyx[ovra 

alfy]ac rp¢eic, 6 8[e mpoB(ata) dexa- 

dvo0, alya piav, 6 d[é ITercipic 

mpoPata oxtw, dy [ To én 76 

15 avTo mpoB(ata) o,, | alyec 8, 

Kal Tove errakoAovbo|b|y[ tac apvac 
> 4 a / \ 

epipovc, & veurcetar [ mepl |... 

(m. 3) , Kal dv6Aou Tob vomnod 8[ta vowéwe 

‘Epyéwc tov [laucipioc [ amo ri}c 

20 avTync KwuNC Aaoypad|oupevon, 
* \ / \ : A 
av Kal ta€opeba 70 K[abjAKov 
> / 

€VVOLLOV. 

(vac.) 

(m. 4) Capariwy tom[dp]yn[c cecnwelwpar 
mpoB(ara) €Boou|nKovta |... 

> / / ig GO 

25 afyac Téccapalc, (yivovrar) mpdBarta o., alyec 6. 

(€rouc) € TiBepiov [Kaicapoc CeBacrod, 

“ 

(2nd hand) ‘To Hierax strategus from Petosiris and . . ., both sons of Petosorapis, and Petsiris son of 

. . . from the village of Tychin . . . of the Lower toparchy. We register for the pasture tax of the present 
7th year of Tiberius Caesar Augustus the sheep belonging to each: Petosiris (registers) fifty(-five or -nine) 
sheep, three goats; . . . twelve sheep, one goat; Petsiris eight sheep, of which the total is 75 (or 79) sheep, 
4 goats, and the lambs and kids accompanying, which will graze . . . (grd hand) and throughout the entire 
nome, the shepherd being Hergeus son of Paysiris (from the?) same village, registered for poll-tax, and for 
which we will also pay the proper pasture tax.’ 

(4th hand) ‘I, Sarapion toparch, have certified seventy(-five or -nine) sheep and four goats, total 75 
(or 79) sheep, 4 goats. Year 7 of Tiberius Caesar Augustus, . . .” 

1 6[: perhaps an item number, i.e. 9, cf. Aegyptus 64 (1984) 40-1. Another possibility is that it is a 
village name, cf. 3778 1, although it is not the expected one, which was named in 6. It could be surmised 
that the one in 6 was a small place within the sphere of influence of the larger village of Tholthis (Lower), 
cf. P. Pruneti, Centri abitati, 58-9, but the name of the toparch suggests rather a connection with the Western 
toparchy, see 23 n. There is as yet no known village in it with a name beginning with theta, see Pruneti, 
op. cit. 236, but nevertheless this seems most likely to be the name of a village of the Western toparchy. 

2 For the strategus see 3778 2 n. 
6 Toxwddywyv or TuxwadBa, both in the Lower toparchy, would fit equally well, although the former 

is much better attested, see P. Pruneti, Centr abitati, 211. 
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8 For évvojuov, cf. 22, mentioned in returns of livestock cf. P. IFAO I 5.2 (8-7 Bc); P. Amh. II 73.7 

(Ap 129/30). The editor of P. Berl. Moller 7, commentary p. 61, identifies it with 76 xaOjKov rédoc; cf. P. 

Princ. II 24, commentary p. 14; Pap. Lugd. Bat. XIX 8, p. 68. The nature of it is discussed by S. Avogadro, 

Aegyptus 14 (1934) 293-7; S. L. Wallace, Taxation in Egypt, 79 n. 7 (p. 385) and 86-8; cf. also WO I pp. 

191-2, A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt, 561, 569, and O. Leid. 41 introd. 
10 Ta brdpxovra éxdcrw. Cf. I] 245 8-9, and the remark of Avogadro, Aegyptus 15 (1935) 165. Sigma 

appears to have been corrected. Perhaps the clerk began to write éxarépw and then caught his mistake. 

13 [Tercipic. Cf. 5. 
14 dy does not conform to the usual formulas. The remains here will not suit any form of yivovrat. 

This reading, however, remains doubtful. 

goats in 12, 13, and 25 seem to be satisfactory in spite of damage in two of these places. 
17 At the end of the line space seems short for a mention of the village named in 6, [ epi Tuxwddywv 

or the like. Probably we need the name of a village of the Western toparchy, see 23 n., perhaps one 

beginning with theta, see 1 n. 
18 In the margin at the level of 18 is a symbol or abbreviation of unknown meaning. he strokes are 

thicker than those in the main text and look as if they come from another hand. The reading 7o(mapy-) is 
a possibility, in which case one might imagine that the name of the toparchy had been first omitted and 

then added, e.g. [wept |... , (village) ‘rc amnA(vdrov) “]|!® ‘to(mapxiac) ’ xrA., cf. 3778 28-9. 

19 We would expect here either Aaoypadoupevov etc tHv adray Kany, cf. P. Berl. Moller 7.20; If 245, 

350, or A. wept rnv xrA., cf. P. Princ. II 24.18; 11 353; XX XVIII 2850 17, 3778 33; SB XII 10795.16; P. IFAO 
III 43.19. It seems, however, that the genitive in 20 is certain, and the order of words shows that a different 
formulation was used here. 

22 Since the évvdpov is likely to be identical with the xa6jxov réAoc, cf. 8 n., we would expect that 
the return was written in Tybi or Mecheir. Already the Revenue Law of Ptolemy Philadelphus (P. Rev. 

frag. 6c) mentions évvdurov in Mecheir, cf. Aegyptus 15 (1935) 185 n. 2. On the other hand Avogadro, 
Aegyptus 14° (1934) 295, points out that in the Ptolemaic period special registration for the évydpov was 
prescribed by the dioecetes in the month of Mesore, cf. P. Tebt. III (1) 703.165 (III/II cent. Bc). The 
editor of P. Berl. Méller 7, commentary pp. 61-2, concludes, ‘Die Entrichtung des réAoc erfolgt wohl also 
erst nach dem Ende der Weidezeit (vgl. auch das Fut. ra€dpeOa). . . . lasst sich aber kein Schluss tuber die 
Dauer der Weide im oxyrhynchitischen Gau gewinnen’, cf. M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft, 342 ff. 

23 A toparch called Sarapion is known to us from other documents, cf. P. Princ. II 24; I] 245; SB XII 
10795 (= P. Yale Inv. 42, BASP 8 (1971) 52); XX XVIII 2850. In P. Princ. II 24.23 he functions in this 
capacity in the seventh year of Tiberius. He seems, however, to be connected with the Western toparchy, 
which is mentioned in all these documents. Balconi, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 38, doubts that there was only one 
toparch called Sarapion, attributing P. Princ. 24 to the Lower and 2850 to the Upper toparchy. However, 
in both cases the grazing was to take place in the Western toparchy, which was the important point. The 

other toparchies are mentioned only as the tax districts of the shepherds concerned. Here there is a strong 
implication that we need to restore the name of a village of the Western toparchy in line 17, see n., possibly 
one beginning with theta, see I n. 

3780. CALENDAR OF GAIUS 

38 3B.85/L(1-2)a g x 8.5 cm AD 40-2 

This orderly list of the honorific names which were substituted for Egyptian month 

names during the reign of Gaius cuts through the doubt which remained about some 

of the equivalences, see the list in A. E. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology (Handbuch 

der Altertumswissenschaft i. 7), 177 n. 1, based on the detailed study of K. Scott, YCIS 

2 (1931) 245-63, and confirms recent deductions by C. Balconi and A. E. Hanson, 
see below. 



3780. CALENDAR OF GAIUS II 

The papyrus, which is blank on the back, appears to be broken on all sides. At 
the foot two month names are manifestly missing, but the first line, above which there 
is barely half a centimetre of broken papyrus, contains the first month of the Egyptian 
year. To left and right there are fairly wide blank margins, 3 cm and 1.5-3 cm 
respectively, with broken edges. It may be that we have lost at one side or other a 
corresponding column containing the Egyptian names, cf. SB VI 9529, but if so there 
are no remains. 

Only two of the names here existed before the reign of Gaius, CeBacréc = O00 
in honour of Augustus, and Néoc CeBactéc = AOdp in honour of Tiberius, which each 
appeared in the reign of the emperor concerned. The others were not created at the 
same time: Cwr7p = Pawdu was in use by 20 October, ap 38 (BGU IV 1078, illustrated 
in W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses, 15b); Tatevoc (if that is the correct 
spelling) = PayevwO appears in two tax registers from Philadelphia for regnal year 

2 = AD 37/8, although these were probably compiled just after the end of that year, 

see A. E. Hanson, Proceedings of the XVI International Congress of Papyrology, 347 n. 10, 

cf. ead., Att: del XVII Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia (Napoli 1983) iii 1110-13. 

A like register (P. Mich. Inv. 876 recto) for year 4 = AD 39/40, probably compiled 

shortly after 28 August, AD 40, certainly with dates as late as Mesore 13 = 6 August, 

that is, twenty-two days before the end of the year and only about six months before 

the murder of Gaius on 24 January, AD 41, adds only three more: ApouctAAevoc = Payni, 

Apovcievc = Epeiph, and Kaicadpevoc = Mesore. The extract from this register which 

was presented by Dr Hanson at the Naples Congress of Papyrology has the names of 

the last ten months of the year, that is, all except Thoth and Phaophi, which would 

have been called CeBacroéc and Cwrmp if it had been necessary to refer to them. Hathyr 

is called Néoc CeBacréc, as in the reign of Tiberius, while Choeac, Tybi, Mecheir, 

Pharmuthi, and Pachon retain their Egyptian names. It seems, therefore, that these 

five months received their new names in the last five or six months of the reign, not 

necessarily all at the same time. The earliest known date for each month is given in 

the commentary below. Possibly the new evidence for the stages in the renaming of 

the months may help to chart the course of the policy, or mania, of Gaius, but 

consideration of that and of the allusions to be recognized in some of the ambiguous 

honorific names must be left to the experts in the period. 

Most of the names conferred by Gaius lasted only a short time into the reign of 

Claudius, although Germaniceus and Caesareus did not suffer permanently from the 

taint and eventually survived into the third century. This list as a whole, however, 

can only have been of immediate relevance for a period of about two years, from 

sometime in the last few months of ap 4o till near the end of ap 42. The first century 

script entirely suits the supposition that it was written then, probably asa memorandum 

in some Office. 
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CeBactoc 

Cwrnp 

Néoc CeBactéc 

"TouAtevo 

5  Ocoyévioc 

Nepwvioc 

Daten oc 

Ay pimmivoc 

Teppavixcoc 

10 ApouctAAnoc 

5 1. Ocoyéveroc 6 1. Nepavevoc 7 1. Daievoc 8 1. Aypimmiveroc g. 1. Deppavixeroc 

10 1. ApoucidAXevoc 

1 CeBactréc = Thoth: K. Scott, YCIS 2 (1931) 241-3; cf. O. Tait Il 969.5 n., P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 40 

(1980) 130, C. Balconi, <PE 42 (1981) 131-2. 
2 Cwrjp = Phaophi: K. Scott, YCIS 2 (1931) 247-9, 258; cf. O. Tait I Petrie 261.8 n. (p. 118), C. 

Balconi, ZPE 59 (1985) 87-8. This is one of the earliest changes by Gaius, see BGU IV 1078 (= W. 
Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses 15b) of 3 Gaius, Soter 23 = 20 October, Ap 38. In year 2 of Gaius the 
name was still Phaophi, see P. Ryl. II 160b. 11, WO II 378.34. Cf. 7 n. The allusion in the name is not 

yet satisfactorily explained. 
3 Nedc CeBacréc = Hathyr: K. Scott, YC1S 2 (1931) 243-4; cf. P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 40 (1980) 131. 
4 ‘TIovdvevc = Choeac: K. Scott, YC/S 2 (1931) 249. The other references are CPR I 242. 16, see BL I 

p- 123 (7-16 October, ap 40—5 Gaius), P. Mich. V 321.1 (1 December, ap 42—3 Claudius). In P. Mich. 
Inv. 876 recto, probably compiled shortly after 28 August, aD 40, see above introduction, Choeac retains 

its Egyptian name. It seems, therefore, that it was renamed within the short period 28 August-16 October, 

AD 40, and in advance of the recurrence of the month on 27 November. 
Is the allusion to Julius Caesar or to Julia daughter of Augustus as maternal ancestress of Gaius, or is 

it more general? Although Gaius did not himself have Julius in his titulature, all his sisters and his daughter 
had Julia as one of their names. 

5 Geoyénoc (1. Ocoyéveroc) = Tybi: K. Scott, YCIS 2 (1931) 255. This name occurs otherwise only in 

BGU III 713.3, in the spelling @eoyevaiov (not checked). That document can now be dated to 1 January, 
AD 42 (2 Claudius, Theogeneius = Tybi, 6). The equivalence has been deduced by C. Balconi, Aegyptus 64 
(1984) 58-60, with acknowledgements also to Ann Hanson, see Att: ... XVII. . . Congresso ili 1112 n. 15, 
Cie, sat. 3el8), 

The allusion is ambiguous: to Augustus as diut filius, or to Gaius himself as a god, cf. Suet., Caligula 22? 

6 Nepavioc (1. Nepwveroc) = Mecheir: K. Scott, YCUS 2 (1931) 255-8. The equivalence has been deduced 

by Balconi and Hanson, see above 5 n. Since Mecheir retains its Egyptian name in P. Mich. Inv. 876 

recto, we can conclude that it was renamed after 28 August, AD 40, see introd., cf. 4 n., and before 24 
January, AD 41, when Gaius was murdered. 

The allusion is most likely to be to Nero brother of Gaius, eliminated under Tiberius, see Scott, 
op. cit., 257. 

7 Tai‘n ‘oc (1. Faievoc) = Phamenoth: K. Scott, YCIS 2 (1931) 255, cf. A. E. Hanson, Proceedings of the 
XVI International Congress of Papyrology (New York 1980), 347 n. 10, ead., Att: del XVII Congresso Internazionale 
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de Papirologia (Napoli 1983) iii 1110-13. Patevoc was conjectured to be Phamenoth by ‘Tait, who pointed 
out that the dees imperti of the reign, 16 March (ap 37), falls in this month, see O. Tait II 469 n. Gaius 
was born on 31 August (AD 12), in the Egyptian month of Thoth, already irrevocably renamed CeBactoc 
in honour of Augustus. 

In passing we should note (voc) Faiov CeBacrod in O. Tait II 469.4, 470.5, 472.4, corroborated by 
the demotic O. Mattha 65. (I am grateful to Dr Mark Smith for confirming that the ostracon really does 
have ‘month of Gaius who/which is august’.) There is a suspicious resemblance to Néoc CeBactoc, but the 
demotic shows that this variant really existed. The readings of O. Tait II 469 and 470 are correct; 472 is 
too faded to check. 

This month was one of the earliest to be renamed by Gaius. It appears in tax registers for regnal year 
2, probably compiled after the last day of it, 28 August, ap 38, see introd. above, although two ostraca 
actually of year 2 are still dated by the Egyptian month, O. Strassb. 66.4 (Phamenoth 23 = 19 March, ap 
38) and O. Deissmann 85 (P. Meyer, p. 204: Phamenoth 25 = 21 March, ap 38). Both these ostraca are 
from ‘Thebes and it could be that in year 2 Phamenoth had already been renamed but the news had not 
reached Thebes. It is equally possible and perhaps more likely that the renaming was later, at the end of 
year 2 or the beginning of year 3. Tatevoc could, therefore, have been introduced about the same time as 
Cw7np = Phaophi, cf. 2 n. The registers might be slightly earlier than the first appearance of Soter, but no 
priority or simultaneity can be demonstrated. 

The proper spelling is uncertain: Taiyou appears in O. Tait II 474.5, O. Strassb. 68.5, and SB X 
10430 (= O. Leid. 54).5; P. Mich. Inv. g04+P. Lond. Iny. 2248 recto and P. Mich. Inv. 876 recto have 
Faiov, which resembles the first version of 3780, and see above on Tatov CeBacrod. Analogy recommends 
Paievoc. lotacism would explain Iatnoc and the contraction of adjacent /i/ vowels would explain Idioc 
(accent Iafoc?), see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i, 295-8. 

8 Aypurmivoc (1. Aypurmiveroc) = Pharmuthi: K. Scott, YCIS 2 (1931) 278, see now P. Mich. II p. 23, 

Kab’éroc (1. Kar’) év wnvl Aypurmnynon (I. -7weiw), written in 2 Claudius (Ap 41/2). The name has appeared 
also in O. Tait II 1146.5, see n. That text can now be dated, provided that the dotted letters are correctly 

read, to 23 Apmil, ap 41 (1 Claudius, pxn(vdc) Aypur(mweiov) kn). The form here is anomalous. Perhaps the 
clerk meant to write Aypimminoc, as his -voc elsewhere represents -evoc (5, 6, 9). 

The allusion is probably to the mother of Gaius, as Peppavixecoc fairly clearly is to his father, but could 
also be to his sister the mother of Nero. 

g Teppavixcoc (1. Peppavixeroc) = Pachon: K. Scott, YC/S 2 (1931) 249-51, C. Balconi, ZPE 59 (1985) 
84-7. The allusion to Germanicus, father of Gaius, but a popular figure, allowed this name to survive into 
the third century, although it is probably not irrelevant that Gaius had Germanicus in his titulature. This 
name did not appear till after 28 August, Ap 40, that is, till the fifth regnal year, see introd. It cannot, 
therefore, be thought of as the missing month name in O. Tait II 1051.5-7, where ed. pr. converted (€rouc) 

B Tatov Kaicapoc CeBactot Teppavxod € into 30 April, AD 37. This is clearly wrong, since it would fall into 
the first regnal year, but looks as ifit takes [eppavexod as a month name equivalent to 'eppavixeroc = Pachon, 
since Pachon 5 is indeed 30 April. BL V 161 suggests supplying (Tepyavxevov>, but this will not do for 
years 1-4, see P. Mich. V 318 introd., P. Ryl. II 148.12-15, 33-4, O. Tait I Petrie 256.5 (p. 117), WO 
II 383.4-5, O. Tait II 661.3-5, all from Pachon of 4 Gaius. The fact is that the month name has been 
accidentally omitted from O. Tait II 1051 and cannot be supplied on our present evidence. 

10 ApovctAAnoc (1. ApouciAXevoc) = Payni: K. Scott, YCIS 2 (1931) 251-2, see now P. Mich. V 321.19 
del ev wnvi ApovciAAéw, written on 1 December, ap 42 (3 Claudius). BGU VII 1660.12 has [4]pouciAAnjou 
X, written in 1 Claudius, therefore on 24 June, aD 41. Analogy again recommends ApouciAXevoc as the 

academically correct form. 
Again the allusion is not unambiguous: to his dead and consecrated sister, or to his only child? 
This month forms a group with the two succeeding ones, which have been lost from this list, 

Apouciedc = Epeiph, and Kaicapevoc = Mesore, in the sense that these three can be seen from the Philadelphia 
tax registers to have received their new names after Cwrjp and Iaievoc and before the five remaining 
months, see introd. The tax registers relate to year 4, AD 39/40, but were probably compiled not long after 
the end of that year, that is, after 28 August, aD 40. 

It is possible that all three of these new names were in use in year 4, but the evidence is good only 
for Apoucievc = Epeiph. To take them in order: there is no evidence for ApouciAAevoc = Payni in 4 Gaius 
and in fact O. Tait II 473 is dated [Tatu CeBacryu (cf. W. F. Snyder, Aegyptus 44 (1964) 155). However, 
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this ostracon is from Thebes and it may be that the news of the change was slow to penetrate so far south. 

Epeiph had certainly been renamed already: P. Lond. III 893 (descr. p. xliii), edited in full in P. Ryl. II 
p. 381, is dated in year 4 (evidently of Gaius), n(vdc) Apovcie(we) Ky, ie. 22 July, av 40. WO II 384 was 

published with the month name unread, py(vdc) , ov, , , CeBacra (cf. Snyder, ibid.), but it was subsequently 

read by Viereck as Apoucéwe (= Apouciéwc), see BL II. i p. 58. For Kaicdpetoc = Mesore I have found no 
evidence but P. Princ. Il 65, which is supposed to be dated (érouc) 6. . . Mec[o|p[7] xy. The readings are 

manifestly too doubtful to prove that Katcdpecoc was not in use in year 4. 

3781. ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ACCESSION OF HADRIAN 

96/18(c) 6.5 x 16 cm 25 August 117 

By this circular letter Rammius Martialis, prefect of Egypt, officially informed a 

number of district governors of the accession of Hadrian and instructed them to declare 

festivities in their areas. The greatest interest lies in the date. Hadrian’s dies imperi 

was 11 August, AD 117 (HA Hadr. 4.7; ILS I 318; CIL VI 33885.17) and he was 

proclaimed in Antioch (HA Hadr. 5.9-10; Dio- Xiph. 69.2.1). The short interval of 

fourteen days well illustrates and confirms the fact that he assumed power without 

consulting the senate, see HA Hadr. 6.2 cum ad senatum scriberet, ueniam petit, quod de 

imperto suo iudicium senatui non dedisset, salutatus scilicet praepropere a militibus imperator, quod 

esse res publica sine imperatore non posset. Cf. Dio-Xiph. 69.2.2 éypaipe d€ mpoc tHv BovAnyv 

6 Adpravoc abia@v BeBawwOjAvar atT@ TH wWyepoviay Kal map éxeivync. Rammius Martialis 

followed Hadrian’s orders without waiting for confirmation from Rome. It is interesting 

to contrast what seems to have happened in Egypt at the accession of Macrinus, also 

in Syria. The then prefect, Valerius Datus, hesitated to proclaim Macrinus without 

confirmation from Rome and was eventually hounded down and eliminated by him, 

cf. XLIIT 3092 5 n. The proclamations of Vespasian and Avidius Cassius were also 

supported by prefects of Egypt without authority from Rome. 

Another remnant of the celebrations for the accession of Hadrian is the famous 

P. Giss. 3 (= W. Chr. 491 = E. Heitsch, Die gr. Dichterfragm. d. rom Kaiserzeit (1961) 

no. xii), which is a fragment of a dramatic performance beginning with a speech of 

Phoebus, who has taken Trajan to heaven in a chariot drawn by white horses and 

announces the new ruler Hadrian. That celebration seems to have been funded by 

the local governor: dv mavtwv xopynyov TO... . Tob crpatnyod .. . diAdtipov . . . (11-13). 

The date of it will not have been many days later than this, allowing time for news 

to reach probably Apollonopolis Heptacomia (Kom Isfaht) in the Thebaid. 

It is debatable whether the omission of Hadrian’s dies imperii from the Feriale 

Duranum should be connected with his unorthodox accession, cf. J. F. Gilliam, Harvard 

Theol. Review 47 (1954) 196 (= Roman Military Papers 136). 

Other similar papyrus documents relating to accessions are: 

VII 1021 (= W. Chr. 113), 17 November, Ap 54, a draft proclamation for the 

accession of Nero. 

SB XII 10991, s.d., a prefect’s edict for the accession of Avidius Cassius (AD 175). 
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BGU II 646 (= W. Chr. 490), 6 March, ap 193, a prefect’s letter to the strategi 

of Middle Egypt, subjoining a copy of his edict to Alexandria about the accession of 

Pertinax. 

SB I 421, s.d., an official letter giving the order for a procession of images of 

goddesses for the proclamation of Maximus Caesar (AD 226). 

LI 3607, s.d., a covering letter of a strategus for a prefect’s edict for the accession 

of Gordians I and II (ap 238)? 

SB VI 9528 (Vespasian) and X 10295 (Avidius Cassius?) are possibly to be 

regarded as imperial letters replying to congratulations on their accessions, cf. IGR 

IV 349 (Hadrian, 11 November, ap 117). 

The date here is now the earliest one for the prefecture of Martialis, see 2 n. The 

early titulature of Hadrian is rare and interesting, see 7-10 n., and the appended list 

of nomes is useful evidence for the extent of the Heptanomia in AD 117, see 20-3 n. 

The script is small and rapid and there are many abbreviations. The document 

has the air of an office memorandum. The writing runs along the fibres. There is no 

sheet join. The foot is lost but otherwise damage is fairly slight. The back is blank. 

(vac.) Pee eimeia tas 
Bini so) 2 aN a emma | fa Nia CAD aE 
él cwrnpia Tov cUvTayTt(oc) 

avOpwrwv yévouc icte 

5 THY HyE“oviav Tapa TOU 

Geot tatpoc diaded€éx 9 (a1) 

Abtoxpatopa Kaicapa 

Tpatavov Adpiavov Apict (ov) 

CeBacrov Teppavixov Aaki- 

10  Kov IlapOixdv. evxopulevor 

obv Tact Deoic aiwviov 

avTov TV dLapovny 

jyetv pvraxOjvar 

creparnpopycop. (ev) 
15 eh Hp(€pac) t, OmEp Kal ToIC 

bd’ éavtovde vou[oi]c 

2 pauMwap crpf, voMrxarp® 3 cuvtay’; |. cipmavtoc ‘3 6 Biabeheys c 8 apic™ 

12 dsapovnv: « corr. (from d¢-?) 13 1. jpiv 14 crepavndopyco 15 «py 
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pavepov TmouncnTe. 

(€rouc) a// Mecop) 

errayo (evr) B. (vac.) 

20  Anrto(modXirov), Meude/[t(ov), Apcu(voirov), 

Adpod(tromoXitov), “HpaxX(eomoAirov), "O€vpvy(xiTov), 

’Odcew(c) £ vou (av), Kuvo(moAirov), 

‘Epp. |o(moXirov)[ 

18 La// 19 exayo B 20 Anro)peuder[Papc'? ; 1. Meudirov 21 axppo  npaxofupuY 

22 oace” Grolxuvo) 23 eppjo) 

‘Rammius Martialis (to the strategi of the underwritten districts?), greetings.’ 
‘Be it known to you that for the salvation of the whole race of mankind the imperial rule has been 

taken over from the god his father by Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Optimus Augustus Germanicus 
Dacicus Parthicus. Therefore we shall pray to all the gods that his continuance may be preserved to us for 
ever and shall wear garlands for ten days. This you are to publish to the districts under your charge.’ 

“Year 1, Mesore, 2nd intercalary day.’ 
‘Letopolite, Memphite, Arsinoite, Aphroditopolite, Heracleopolite, Oxyrhynchite, Oasis of the 

Heptanomia, Cynopolite, Hermopolite.’ 

1 The first letter could well be alpha, which may suggest some version of the word avriypadoyr, ‘copy’, 
a frequent heading in papyri. The alpha has been smeared and the following remains are very faint, giving 
the impression that either the whole of the line or at least the beginning of it has been, imperfectly washed 
out. At the end a high horizontal looks like a mark of abbreviation. The remains in the third place after 
the alpha might be of the double curve which frequently marks abbreviation. 

2 For documentary references to Rammius Martialis as prefect see G. Bastianini, <PE 17 (1975) 283; 
cf. 38 (1980) 81. The date below (18-19), equivalent to 25 August, AD 117, is now the earliest fixed date 

in his prefecture, although it was known that he was in office before 2g August (VII 1023 6). The latest 

fixed date in his predecessor’s term remains 5 January, AD 117, see <PE 17 (1975) 282. However, I am 
tempted to speculate that M. Rutilius Lupus was actually in office when news of Hadrian’s accession 
arrived, to be followed almost immediately by the appointment of Martialis. The shaky ground for this 
idea is a passage in a much damaged and puzzling section of the Acta Alexandrinorum, see H. Musurillo, 
Acts of the Pagan Martyrs no. ix pp. 49-50. Alexandrian and Jewish ambassadors dispute before Hadrian 
about violence in Alexandria at least in part in the governorship of Lupus. The embassy seems to fall in 
the governorship of Martialis, who is very probably addressed in a letter, p. 54 |. 178: ‘Pap)pue, Ancor|[; 
cf. BGU I 140 (a letter of Hadrian).10 ‘Pappué pou. 

Below in parallel are Musurillo’s text on the left and on the right my restored version from a photograph 
kindly supplied by M. de Cenival of the Louvre. 

[ITa]GAoc epi rob BactAéwe ev[, . , J [ITa]iAoc epi rob BacitA€we ev[edeiéa-] (v.) 

[. ].0 we mponyayov Kat éroca[,, , | TO We mponyayov Kal €roc a [éxei-] (v.) 

[. ]o avny[dpleuce, kal Oéwlv vjo avny[dpleuce, kai O€w[v 70] (v.) 
tept tovt[olu data ‘yua’ avéyvw [rod?] Tept Tovt[o]y dudta ‘yua’ avéyvw [rod] (v.) 

5 (20) Aodrouv, we mpodyew ad[r]odve Aovrov, we mpodyew av[t]ovc 
[e]KéAeve yAevalwy tov azo é]xéAeve, xAevalwy tov amo 

[c]xnvic Kat ex pipou Baciréa. clxnviic Kal éx wetuov Baciréa. 

[o]dtwe judy, kal 6 avtroxpatwp olttwe judy, Kal 6 adtoxpatwp 

[e]cxe{v}diacev elma mpdc e|cye{v} diacev eiav mpdc 
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10 (25) [IT ]adAov kai trove Hyerépouc IT)abAov Kat rove nuwerépouc, 

[t]atra: ev taic t[o]cavrasc ta- ‘tlabra ev taic t[o]vavraic 7a- 

[palragec[1] yivetar euol . n pa|ragec[u] yetverar. eyop $7 
[..] ev r@e Aaxixdi rodeu[w]e [ Kal] ev ra Aaxikar trod€u[w |e 

[. . Jaroc[, , ]OvAe ruc rev wel, , , |] 6|vroc, [€]O¢p)>vA|eu(?) Tuc T@V KTA. 

‘Paul explained about the ““emperor”, how they led him in procession and he proclaimed that the first 
year (sc. of Hadrian), and Theon read out the edict on this matter from Lupus, how he (or ‘who’? we for 

6c?) was giving them the order to process, while expressing disapproval of the representation of the emperor 
by an actor from the stage. Thus far ourselves; and the emperor spoke without deliberation to Paul and 
our representatives, “These things happen in such confrontations. For instance, when I myself was in the 
Dacian war, one of the . . . began to make trouble(?) .. .’ 

The end begins to be speculative, but see CGL II 203.9, where twmultuatur is glossed, in rather garbled 
fashion, OpvAdei(v), PopvBet(v), cf. E. Sophocles, Lexicon, G. W. H. Lampe, PGL s.v. @pvAXéw, and perhaps 
PSI V 452.20 (c.AD 325), where in a damaged context pote: (= eOpvAer) seems to have this sense. One 
lambda is presumably correct, though the doubling seems to be frequent in later texts. 

The crucial point is €roc g[{ in line 2. The only even possible ‘year 1’ in the prefecture of Lupus is 1 
Hadrian, which began on 11 August, AD 117 and could not be known in Alexandria till some days later. 
If Lupus was involved, he must have been prefect still for a period after news of Hadrian’s accession had 
arrived in Alexandria. The only alternative interpretation on offer is éroca[cav|t]o, supposedly a corruption 
of érw8dacavro, which is far fetched. 

In my hypothesis the procession is part of the celebrations for the beginning of the new reign. The 
amo cxnvync Kal €x piwou BactAevc is an actor representing either the dead Trajan or the new ruler, Hadrian. 
P. Giss. 3 is evidence for dramatic representations on accessions. Official disapproval can be guessed to 
have arisen because of the offensive jokes which the Alexandrians were notoriously apt to make about their 
rulers, cf. Suet. Vesp. 19.2, with G. W. Mooney’s commentary. The story which follows in Suetonius about 
an archimimus called Favor, who wore the mask of Vespasian at the emperor’s funeral and made a joke 
about his meanness, seems to relate to Rome, although this is the only passage which alludes to an actor 
filling such a role at a Roman funeral. 

This hypothesis remains to be tested by new evidence. As well as the question of interpretation of this 
passage, for alternatives see H. Musurillo, Acts of the Pagan Martyrs 181-7, there is also a question whether 
this sort of text would be reliable on such a point. I am inclined to think that it would. 

ctp(arnyoic) |. J‘... [.]..[...].( )’ vou(av) xalpe(w). The damage is too great for certainty, but I 
guess that this will have read ¢rp(atnyoic) [Z] ‘ray [d] rol yey] p(auperwr) ’ vou (dv) xaipe(uv). The best parallel 

to 3781, W. Chr. 490, is addressed crp(atnyoic) € vou(w@v) Kat Apci(voirov) xatpew, cf. 1 58 1-2, XII 1408 

11, 1409 7. For crparnyoic trav broyeypappéevwv vouay see e.g. P. Beatty Panop. 2.32 (cf. 35), 117 (cf. 126-7), 

250 (cf. 255), 256 (cf. 258). Below here is a complete list of the nomes of the Heptanomia, see 20-3 n. The 
damage leaves open the possibility that others, those of the south of Egypt, followed. However, in P. Beatty 
Panop. the letters from the procurator of the Lower Thebaid addressed in the same way are followed by 
a list of the nomes of that area. In that case the letters could have been addressed simply ctpatrnyoic rhc 
Kkatwrépw OnBaidoc but the preferred form was ctparnyoic trav broyeypappéevwv voudy with all the names 
specified below. So here rév € vopay <xal Apcwotrov?> and raév droyeypappévwv voudv may have been 

equivalents. I presume that the clerk, knowing who the addressees were, started to write the first and then 
found it necessary to correct himself after having written as far as € vou (av). 

In the case of W. Chr. 490 the prefect sent to Middle Egypt a copy of his edict directed to Alexandria 
along with a covering letter addressed to the local governors. In our case we do not know whether the 
Alexandrians received a letter or an edict or whether the same wording was used to them. It is also possible 
that the news reached the Alexandrians officially in an edict from the previous prefect, see above. 

Again we do not know in what terms the news was conveyed to the Thebaid on either occasion. W. 

Chr. 490 specifies Middle Egypt only, but the wording of both letter and edict may have been the same to 

the Thebaid, the separation being made only to suit the machinery of the post. 

3-4 emi cwrnpia 700 cbvravT(oc) dvOpwrrwy yevoug. Cf. SB V 8444 ii 7 700 émAdpupavtoc jyeiv emi cwrnpia 

rod mavtoc avOpumwy yévouc evepyérou CeBactob Adroxpdropoc I'dABa, and P. Coll. Youtie II p. 425, 1 n. 

6 Oeob . . . matpdc. Cf. W. Chr. 491. 4-6... Adpravdy . . ., de mdvra Sobda [8V ]dperny x[Lai] marpoc 
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ruxnv beod. It is clear now that Trajan’s title of Bedc did not derive from any ceremony of apotheosis held 
in Rome, cf. W. den Boer, Anc. Soc. 6 (1975) 204, W. Kierdorf, Tyche 1 (1986) 147-56. 

7-10 These titles, which are those of Trajan except for Tpaiavoc Adpiavdc in place of Népovac Tpatavoc, 
occur otherwise in the papyri only in P. Alex.-Giss. 25 (= P. Flor. II] 326+P. Giss. inv. 92). 6-8 (oath 
formula), 24-6 (date clause), of 11 September, ap 117 (year 2, Thoth 14), see J. Schwartz’s commentary. 
Shorter titulatures came into use soon afterwards, e.g. P. Giss. 6 ii 19-20, of 1 December. However, this 
form recalls coins with (Obv.) IMP CAES TRAIAN HADRIAN OPT AVG GER DAC (Rev.) PARTHIC 
DIVI TRAIAN AVG F PM TRP COS PP, cf. ANRW ii.2.440, and is evidently not ‘aberrante’ (Schwartz), 
or ‘nicht autorisierte’ (Kierdorf, Tyche 1 (1986) 154 n. 45), but thoroughly official. 

15 é¢’%(€pac) t. For Nero no length of time was specified (VII 1021 14-18 6:6 mavrec odeiAopev 
ctefavnpopovvrac (1. -ec) Kal BovBuroivrac (I. -ec) Beoic maci e’Sévar xdpirac). For Pertinax the period was 

fifteen days (W. Chr. 490.24-5). 
16 €avtovc = Jude adrovc. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 169. 
18-19 See introd. for the date. Of course this document is not the original but a copy taken some 

time later in Oxyrhynchus. 
20-3 This was evidently a complete list of the districts of the Heptanomia and probably ended the 

document, although the damage allows the possibility that the list continued with the names of nomes 
further south, see 2 n. In principle it runs from north to south, beginning with the Letopolite, and so 
confirming the observation of J. D. Thomas, Proc. XII . . . Congress of Papyrology 467, The Roman Epistrategos 
24, that although this nome is assigned to Lower Egypt by Ptolemy, in the documents it is always associated 

with the Heptanomia. 
In 20 the name of the Arsinoite is indispensable and this excludes the Nilopolite, mentioned in XLVII 

3362 18-19, cf. J. D. Thomas, Akten XIII... Papyrologenkongresses 400, pointing out that for Ptolemy Nilopolis 
was a village in the Heracleopolite nome, whereas it had an independent nome by at latest ap 261. This 
document provides a terminus post quem for the creation of the nome; 3362 is later than the foundation of 
Antinoopolis in AD 130 and is assigned to the second half of the second century. 

The separate mention of the Small Oasis indicates that it was regarded as a separate nome. It has 
been suggested that it was sometimes administered by the same strategus as the Oxyrhynchite nome, see 
especially D. Hagedorn, <PE 1 (1967) 134-7. Hagedorn argued that joint administration was the norm 
in the Roman period, but new evidence has turned up Heracleides, strategus of the Small Oasis on 29 
August, AD 28 (BIFAO 73 (1973) 183), a date which falls within the term of Chaereas, strategus of the 
Oxyrhynchite, known from 2 February, aD 23 to 26 January, AD 29 (G. Bastianini, J. E. G. Whitehorne, 
Papyrologica Florentina XV 86-7), and has extended the term of Aelius Aphrodisius, strategus of the 
Oxyrhynchite nome from at least 28 August, AD 149 to 3 March, ap 154 (ibid. p. 92-3), so as to bracket the 
mention of Sarapion strategus of the Small Oasis in ap 150/1 (P. Harris I 62). P. Merton III 106.3 (see 
n.) shows that the Small Oasis was a separate nome at the time that document was drafted, which the sale 
price of the donkey suggests was in the last quarter of the third century, perhaps in the 280s, cf. J. D. 
Thomas, <PE 6 (1970) 181. The whole question needs a new examination, but the passage which is claimed 
as the most reliable evidence for a shared strategus (in aD 171), SB VIII gg05.1, reads [TpawWAw crparnyd 
M{ixpa]¢ ’2¢[clew[c (cf. Bastianini, Whitehorne, Pap. Flor. XV 84). Since one of the parties comes from 
the Oxyrhynchite village of Seryphis, it is probable that Praeylus is here, as elsewhere, strategus of the 
Oxyrhynchite nome and that the doubtful reading is wrong. See now G. Wagner, Les Oasis d Egypte 259-61. 

22 € vou(@v). For this form rather than (‘Emra)vou(éac) see J. D. Thomas, Akten XI]. . . 
Papyrologenkongresses 401-2. 

23 ‘Eppjo(moAtrov). This is a certain restoration, given the nature and the geographical arrangement 
of the list. The document may have finished at this point, see 20-3 n. 

3782. REGISTRATION OF SHEEP AND GOATS 

38 3B.81/B(1-2)a 12.5 X17 cm. 172-3 

There are striking variations here from the usual form of this type of document, 
cf. 3778-3779 introd. The initial reference to orders of the prefect is not found in other 
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examples, although it very much resembles clauses in some census returns, declarations 

of uninundated land, and general property returns. Such a clause does appear in SPP 

XXII 97, which is the registration of a single animal, probably a camel, datable to 

c.AD 179-80 (G. Bastianini, <PE 17 (1975) 299 n. 3). Even more unusual is the 

reference to a previous declaration in the same terms before an epistrategus (16-18). 

The only surviving return of any kind to an epistrategus is still, it seems, the declaration 

of the possession of a boat W. Chr. 248, cf. W. Gdz. p. 205. However, the epistrategus 

had some duties connected with livestock; he appointed commissioners for the 

efapiOuncic Openpatwv, see J. D. Thomas, The Roman Epistrategos (Pap. Colon. VI), 

74-5, 171, and XIX 2228 may possibly attest a direct responsibility for the maintenance 

of the supply of livestock, see ‘Thomas, op. cit., 168. 

The date range to which the document must be assigned, aD 172-3, see 16 n., 

17-18 n., 21 n., raises the possibility of some connection with the circumstances of the 

revolt of the BovxoAn (RE III 1013), but this is a tentative guess from which it would 

be hard to go further. 

The back is blank. 

_[ 6-8 letters ] ‘HAvodwpw BacitA(iK@) yp(apparte’) diadexo(wevm) 

Kal Ta KATA THY cTp(aTnylaV) (vac.) 

map[a E'|ddaipwvidoc amedevO(Epac) ‘EAAnvi| 

ulera K|vpio(v) Xaipat(oc) am[eA(evOepov) | [eroci (proc) audlor(épwv) 

alo Kw(unc)| Tadradcewc. atoypadopa [kata 
Oo 

ra KeAevcbévta bro Taiov Kadovictov 

Cratiavod Tob Aaptpotatou nye(pdvoc) TO voV 

KTnGevta jor eic THY evect(Wcav) Nwépav 

mpoBata An apvia iB [allyac B, a Kal veun- 

10 ~—ceral[e wept kw(unv) Tladdcw Kat 6v’dAov Tob 

v[opot] axwdvtw 61a vopatog | 3-5 letters? 

xw[,,,, a]qe(Aevbépov) Atockotroc am’ ‘OE [upby- 

xov [7dA(ewc)] Kat du[vd]@ Avrtoxpa[ropa 

Kaica[pa M]apxov AtpyAvov Avrwviv[olpy 

15 Ce[Bacrov Ap|pevraxov Mydixov [lapOcxov 

T[eppavix|ov Méyicrov & [K]ar atreypaisa- 

unv mapa Axvriw Kamitwrivw 7@ Kp(atictw) 

0 
I Baeiyelaabexe 2 ctpf 3 1. Evdapovidoc; amedev 4 x] vp: xarpa? an[e?Jreroctapb[o7? 

6 Kadoviciov 7 nye 8 evec™ 10 K@ 11 1. vowéwe 12 ale? 17 «pf 
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elm Jerpat[y]@ ¢ evoxoc inv ro opyw. 
(é€rouc), , Adtoxpatopoc Kaica]lpoc Mapxov AdpyAiov 

20 Avrwvivov CeBactot Appeviaxot| Mydixod 

Tlap@ixot Teppavixot Meyicrov, 2-7 letters |, f. 

18 i, in; Ll. H, ein, opew 

‘To . . . Heliodorus royal scribe administering also the office of the strategus, from Eudaemonis 
freedwoman of Hellen . . . with as guardian Chaeras freedman of Petosiris, both from the village of Palosis. 
I register according to the orders of C. Calvisius Statianus the most illustrious governor the (animals) 
acquired by me to date at the present day, 38 sheep, 12 lambs, 2 goats, which will graze unhindered in 
the neighbourhood of the village of Palosis and throughout the entire nome, the shepherd being . . . freedman 
of Dioscous from the city of the Oxyrhynchi, and I swear by Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Antoninus 
Augustus Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus Germanicus Maximus in the same terms as are in the registration 
which I laid before Aquilius Capitolinus the excellent epistrategus or may I be liable to the consequences 

of the oath.’ 
‘Year (13?) of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus 

Germanicus Maximus, (Choeac?) roth.’ 

1 Restore a nomen such as “[[ovAiw] or K[Aavdiw] or P[Aaoviw]. Heliodorus is not in the list by 
G. Bastianini, J. E. G. Whitehorne, Papyrologica Florentina XV. 

According to S. Avogadro’s view (Aegyptus 15 (1935) 148-9) the livestock registrations of the later type 
in the Oxyrhynchite nome were always directed to more than one official if they were not copies to be 
filed in the archives, cf. II 357, attached to another similar return. Our document being addressed to one 

person, should it be considered a copy from the archives? Compare BGU I 358, which is directed to a royal 
scribe acting for the strategus and to the royal scribe. 

For livestock registrations addressed to the royal scribe alone see Avogadro, op. cit., 146. None of the 
published ‘singular’ sheep registrations directed to the royal scribe comes from the Oxyrhynchite nome. 
(For the terms ‘singular’ and ‘cumulative’ applied to property returns see A. Calderini, Rendiconti dell’ Istituto 
Lombardo, 1922, 533-41, cf. Avogadro, Aegyptus 15 (1935) 147.) 

3 Restore perhaps ‘EAAnvi[Soc, cf. P. Harr. I 1381 15, or “EAAnvi[wvoc, cf. XLI 2954 30 and n. 
6-7 For the prefect, in office ap 170-5, see G. Bastianini, PE 17 (1975) 298; 38 (1980) 83. Add P. 

Wash. Univ. I 3.10 (no date). Cf. J. Schwartz, PE 20 (1976) 1o1, J. D. Thomas, Actes du XV® Congres 
International de Papyrologie iv (Pap. Brux. 19), 136. 

8 elc rHv évect(dcav) juepav. See Aegyptus 15 (1935) 181. 
16 I'[eppavix]ov. Cf. P. Bureth, Les Titulatures, 84. This victory title was taken by Marcus in aD 172, 

see A. Birley, Marcus Aurelius, 234, P. Kneissl, Die Siegestitulatur der rémischen Kaiser, 106. (Note that in P. 
Grenf. II 57.23-4, which is accepted by Kneissl as an anomalously early appearance of Germanicus, the 
restoration [Tap6.ca@v Tep]wavixdv has been corrected to [ap§ixav] Meyicrwv, see BL VI 46.) Marcus does 
not yet have the title Germanicus in BGU II 514.1-4, of regnal year 12, Phamenoth 1 = 25 February, ap 
172; he does have it in SB XII 10953 (= P. Tebt. II 617).1~-3, of year 12, Pachon 16 = 11 May, aD 172, 
and in P. Cair. Preis. 27 (= P. Fay. 207).1~-6, of year 12, Payni 7 = 1 June, ap 172, which is under the wrong 
rubric in P. Bureth, op. cit., 83. This date range for the appearance of the title in the papyri, between 25 
February and 11 May, AD 172, might perhaps be narrowed by a more exhaustive search. However, even 
on this basis the present document must be later than 25 February, ap 172 and earlier than 27 May, 
AD 173, see 17-18 n. See also 21 n. for a possible reading of the month and day there. 

It needs to be stressed that the papyri give evidence for the title Germanicus several months earlier than 

is suggested by modern authors, who attribute it to the second half of ap 172, see most recently M. L. 

Astarita, Avidio Cassio, 67 n. 24. She, however, simplifies and distorts what her predecessors say. 
17-18 For the epistrategus see J. D. Thomas, The Roman Epistrategos (Pap. Colon. VI), 189, 201. A 

dedication at Bostra, IGLS xiii.1 9035, may represent the same person at an earlier stage of his career: 
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L(ucius) Aquilius Capitolinus p(rimus) p(ilus) leg(ionis) III Cyr(enaicae). The praenomen of the epistrategus is 
unknown. He was known as epistrategus of the Heptanomia from 26 November, ap 169 to 13 March, 
AD 171, and this document shows him in office in aD 172-3, see 16 n., possibly on 6 December, Ap 172, 

see 21 n. The earliest known date for his successor is 27 May, AD 173, see Thomas, ibid., a date which 
gives a firm terminus ante quem for the present document. 

21 |, ¢. The traces are faint, so that it would be rash to insist on certainty in their interpretation. All 

the same, it is tempting to say that only Xo/a]« 7 will suit them. The iota and its bar are nearly certain. 
The possible final letters of Egyptian months are only seven: eta (Mesore), theta (Thoth, Phamenoth), iota 
(Phaophi, Tybi, Pharmuthi, Payni), kappa (Choeac), nu (Pachon), rho (Hathyr, Mecheir), and phi 

(Epeiph). Of this restricted group, a cursive kappa is by far the best possibility. If this is right, the only 
possible date within the range set by other factors, see 16 n. and 17-18 n., is 6 December, aD 172. 

Declarations of sheep and goats were normally submitted in Mecheir or Epeiph, see Avogadro, Aegyptus 
15 (1935) 185-6, cf. 3778 40 n. A date in Choeac would be another anomaly in 3782. 

3783. RECEIPT FOR IIpdcodot 

38 3B.79/J(1-3)c 7.5 X11 cm 24 December 205- 
January/February 206 

This is a cumulative receipt for at least three instalments of apdcodou (yevn- 

patoypadoupevwr vrapxovTwv), thought to be payments on lands belonging to persons 

who were in arrears with sums owed to the state. For the latest short summary of the 

state of knowledge on the subject, with a collection of parallels and literature, see P. 

Hamb. III 211 introd. This text gives the first definite evidence of such exactions 

outside the Arsinoite nome, where they were collected by émitypyrai, that is, by way 

of compulsory service. Here the payment is made to tax-farmers (reA@vat wr7jc mpocddwv 

vonovd Ogupvyxitov, a new title), by agency of the elders of the village of Toka. This 

can be added to the evidence for village elders as collectors of government dues, see 

A. Tomsin, Bull. Acad. Belg. 38 (1952) 486-97. 

The papyrus appears to be broken at the foot only, but see 7 n. The back is blank. 

16 (€rouvc) Adtoxpatopwr Kaicapwv 

Ceounpov kat Avrwvivouv 

Kat Téta Kaicapwv tav Kupiwv, 

un(voc) Adpi(avod) Kn. dréyp(apav) ITavcavia 

5 Kal ‘Hpakdreiw t@ kal AtrodAAw(viw) 

reX(wvaic) wv7a(c) (1)p(oc)dd(wv) vou(od) "O€(upuyxitov) 

[ot a]¥r(ot) du(a) (7) plec)B(utépwv) Kwp(yc) Toxa emt A(dyou) 

dpaypac TplaKoVTa ec, 

A 0) = A 
1 of 4 pnadpif, deypf 5 amoAAw 6 rewv 'p)o vol of ae Jv" 8p) Breas", eT 
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(yvovtar) (dpaxpat) As. [TAovTapyx(oc) cecyn(pwelwpar). 

10 Kal TH H TOU TbBi wy(voc) of a(vdToL) 

em! A(dyou) dpaxpac TpidKovta €€, 

(yivovtat) (dpaxpat) As. [TAovTapy (oc) cecyn(petwpar). 

(m. 2) Katty > Tob Mex(etp) of [ a(vrot) 

Spa(xuac) tpidxovra [ €€, 
15 (yiwovrat)| (Spaxyat) As. lap... , | 

E pa A 2 
9 is mAovtrapXcecn 10 pynowa ED mre 12 ae mAovtapXcecy 13 peX 

14 dpaf? 15 /|fAs? 

‘Year 14 of the Imperatores Caesares Severus and Antoninus and Geta, Caesares the lords, month of 
Hadrianus, 28th. The same persons paid to Pausanias and Heraclius alias Apollonius, farmers of the 
concession for the revenues (on land distrained by the state) in the Oxyrhynchite nome, through the elders 
of the village of Toka, on account thirty-six drachmas, total 36 dr. I, Plutarchus, have signed.’ 

‘And on the 8th of the month of Tybi the same persons (paid) on account thirty-six drachmas, total 

36 dr. I, Plutarchus, have signed.’ 
(2nd hand) ‘And on the . . . th of the (month of) Mecheir (the same persons paid?) thirty-six 

drachmas, total 36 dr. I, Par. . . (have signed?).’ 

4 Adpi(avod) «7 = 24 December 205. 
7 [of a]ir(o/). The top margin is preserved; the side edges, though damaged and frayed, look as if 

this piece was an independent document broken only at the foot, but [of a]¥7(o/) suggests that it was a 
continuation of a receipt with earlier payments. It is possible, in spite of appearances, that the document 
is broken at the left, and that there may have been an earlier column, or even more than one. 

(77) p(ec)B(vrépwv). For the abbreviation cf. XLIX 3496 9g n. 

13 The day number could possibly be between ten and twenty, i.e. read 1, but the narrow space 
suggests rather a single letter with a straight back, perhaps eta or kappa. Mecheir covers 26 January to 
24 February 206; the 8th = February 2, the 20th = February 14. Lines 1-12 are in the same hand, no doubt 
that of Plutarchus. There is no obvious difference between 1-9 and 10-12, though they are supposed to 
be about ten days apart in date. Lines 13-15 are written in a larger, clumsier hand and with a thicker 
pen, by a different clerk, Par . . ., acting for the tax-farmers. 

At the end of 13 there seems hardly room to restore émi A(éyov) after of [a(drod); it may have been 

crowded in, but the absence of yn(vdc) also suggests that this clerk was using a different formula. 

3784. APPLICATION FOR ANACRISIS 

38 3B.83/D(3-4)a gX 11cm 227/8 or 281/2 

Anacrisis was an official interrogation of a slave at the prospect of his first sale 
in Egypt, designed only to establish a presumption of his legal status as a slave. On 
the subject see H. J. Wolff, CRG 83 (1966) 340-9, I. Biezunska-Matowist, L’ Esclavage 
li (période romaine), 54-62, where 3784 is also considered, see esp. 55 n. 43. There 
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are three chief parallels to this application: XII 1463 and XLIX 3477, both addressed 
to the nomarch of Antinoe, and PSI XII 1254, addressed to two hypomnematographi, 
location unspecified. All three of these were excavated at Oxyrhynchus. The frag- 
mentary P. Ant. III 187 contains parts of two more, addressed to the Oxyrhynchite 
strategus, as shown by G. Messeri, APF 29 (1983) 33-6. It is likely that SPP XXII 
60 is the beginning ofa similar application addressed to the strategus of the Athribite 
nome, although the text breaks off too early to allow certainty. In P. Mich. IX 526 
the application is lost except for the date and parts of a copy of a sale submitted in 

support. 3784 is addressed to Aurelius Hierax and an unnamed colleague ‘in charge 

of the interrogation of slaves sold at Motis’. The seller is also from this place, which 

appears in only one other document, and is possibly to be sought in one of the oases, 

see 3 n. The new title casts a different light on Wolff’s view that ‘es iberhaupt keine 

festen Kompetenzabgrenzungen in diesem Bereich gab’ and that ‘jede gerade greif bare 

Gau- oder Polisbehorde den Akt vornehmen konnte’ (op. cit. 343). Evidently the 

process was managed differently in different localities and in this one there was a 

committee of two specially assigned to the task. If the place was indeed in an oasis, 

the appointment may have been made precisely because the administrative machinery 

was less developed there than in the nomes of the Nile valley. On the administration 

of the Small Oasis see 3781 20-3 n. 

The other examples are submitted by the buyer only, 3784 by both seller and 

buyer. 

The remains of the date clause show that the document was written in the seventh 

regnal year of an emperor with the names Marcus Aurelius. Since the named official 

and the buyer and seller all have the nomen Aurelius, evidently as a result of the 

constitutio Antoninana, only two years are possible: AD 227/8 (Severus Alexander) and 

AD 281/2 (Probus), cf. P. Bureth, Les tetulatures impériales, 105-26, esp. 108-10, 124-5. 

The palaeography does not offer a secure choice between these. The hand is a small 

rapid cursive with a propensity to loops and curves. It can be compared with W. 

Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses, nos. 36 (AD 236) and 37b (AD 274). 

The back is blank. 

AbpnXrtw ‘Tépaxes Kai T@ cdv abt@ Toc) emt THC 

avakpicewc TMV Timpackopevwv avdpa- 

moowy emt Mwtewc mapa AvpyX(iac) Cevocipic 

Capamiwvoc “Qpov amd Matewc kat Adbpnrjia¢c> 

5 XAdppite cal we xpn(pmariler). Bovddcpeba 7 pev AdpyA(ia) 

C]levo[ci|pic arod6cbar tHv Urapxouc[a|y 

r , Syeuenes 
1 1. ‘Tépaxe 3 aupy; |. Cevociproc 5 xpn, avpy 
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poe O[ovA| nv “Tcidwpav emuxekA(nuéevnv) Aapt|polrv- 

xnv ovcay mpodc TO evectoc Eroc (€r@v) 1B olKo- 

yevn ex [u|ntpoc AdeEdvdpac dovAnc pov 

10  Aev<Kd>xpovy TeTavorpiya, 7 b€ AdpyA(ia) Xap- 

pute w[v|jcacbar tHv adTHV Kal Tpo- 

K[euwée|vnv do[v]Any emi roi[c] mp[o]Kepeér|ouc 

d[uxlatouc. di[6] mp[o]cayoue|v] duetv avrylv, 

a€|ovcac] tHv d€oucav avdKpycw av- 

15 THC [yevé|]cBar kata Ta KeAeuc|H€é|vra. 

(€rouc) €’ Adroxpat[opoc] Kaicapoc 

Mapx|[ov A]dpndAi[ouv 

A P A a ; 
7 €MlKEK tah (Le ys} 10 teravorprya: ¢ corr. from v?; avpy 13 |. dpiv TOG 

‘To Aurelius Hierax and his colleague, in charge of the interrogation of slaves offered for sale at Motis, 
from Aurelia Senosiris daughter of Sarapion son of Horus from Motis, and from Aurelia Charmiti and 
however she may be styled.’ 

‘We wish: I, Aurelia Senosiris, to sell my own female slave Isidora also called Lamprotyche, being this 
year 12 years old, home-bred, her mother being my slave Alexandra, white-skinned, with long straight 
hair, and I, Aurelia Charmiti, to buy the same and aforesaid slave on the aforesaid lawful conditions. 

Therefore we bring her before you, requesting that the necessary interrogation of her may be held in 

accordance with the orders on the subject.’ 
‘Year 7 of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius . . . > 

1 ‘Tépaxet = ‘Iépaxt. Epsilon is by no means clearly written. It may be that in writing his rapid, looping 
style of script, the clerk unintentionally made an extra stroke at this point. He appears to have left out a 
letter in rof(c> later in this line and in AdvpyAia<c> in line 4, and in 10 to have left out a syllable in 
dev xo) xpouv. Cf. 3 n. 

1-3 For the title see introd. 
3 Martewc. Cf. 4 ad Mebtewc. In both places the writing of mu omega has one loop less than might 

have been expected, but one can see similar writings of the same syllable in many texts, e.g. W. Schubart, 
Papyrt Graecae Berolinenses, No. 36 (= W. Chr. 276).1 Evdaliuwr, 6 [Aya]@dc Aaiuwy, No. 37b (= M. Chr. 

198).9, 17 véwwyr. It is only the rarity of the place name which causes hesitation. It appears in this form 
in one text only, PSI XII 1228.5, 9, 43 (cf. BL III 229), see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 112. That document 
is the sale of a slave, in which two persons are from Motis and another do Adpodeiciou tc Metxpdc ’Odcewc. 
This might tempt us to think that Motis too belonged to the Small Oasis and indeed this view has obviously 
influenced the entry under Mac in A. Calderini, Dizionario dei nomi geografici iii, 308, where Matewc in 
PSI 1228 has been identified with Ma@ewc in P. Lips. I 64 (= W. Chr. 281).20 and the place has been 

ascribed to the Small Oasis. However, the review of the evidence for Ma@@ic by U. Wilcken, APF 4 (1908) 
478-80, showed irrefutably that Mabie or MwOitav o6Atc was a place in the Great Oasis; see now also 
S. Daris, Aegyptus 63 (1983) 147-50. It may well be right to take Maric as a phonetic spelling of Mabc, 
cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar I, 92, but in that case its location remains in the Great Oasis far to the south of 

Oxyrhynchus and in the Thebaid, whereas the Small Oasis was most easily reached from Oxyrhynchus 
and belonged to the Heptanomia. For commercial relations probably linking both these oases, as well as 

the oasis of Ammon, with Oxyrhynchus see XLI 2975 and 2983. See now G. Wagner, Les Oasis ¢ Egypte 
189-90. 
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Cevocipic = Cevocipioc. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 28-9. It is uncertain whether the last letter is sigma 
or omicron. In the latter case the name would read Cevoctpio<c)>. The omission of final sigma occurs elsewhere 
in this document (1, 4). 

5 Xdpyire. Cf. 10-11. This indeclinable form is not attested elsewhere; it seems to be related to Xappuc, 
see BGU IX 1897.94 (Xdppw), P. Leit. 1.8 (Xdppiroc), P. Giss. Univ. Bibl. 32.20 (Xdapwew = -w), and in 
fact it would be acceptable as a dative of that name, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii, 55-8. Here it is treated 
as an Egyptian name, see Gignac, op. cit., 103. 

8 évectéc. The writing is very compendious again, but this is the expected common form; not eccudv saree 
Or €7rLov. 

8-9 otxoyevy. For anacrisis of home-bred slaves see I, Biezunska-Matowist, L’Esclavage ii (période 
romaine), 59-61. 

10 reravorpixa. Cf. A. Caldara, ‘I connotati personali’, Studi della Scuola Papirologica iv. 2 (Milan 1924) 
58-63. 

3785. Latin Mixirary List 

38 3B.79/G(1-2)b 14 X16 cm ¢.250 

The soldiers’ names are arranged by century and date of enlistment as usual. 

The centuries indicate that they are probably footsoldiers, and if horsemen, they must 

be legionary horsemen, cf. M. P. Speidel, Aegyptus 66 (1986) 166. Many of the names 

are specifically Egyptian, so that they do not belong to a unit from outside the province, 

but either to the /egio IJ Traiana, the only legion in Egypt and stationed there since 

at least AD 127, cf. B. Isaac-I. Roll, ZPE 33 (1979) 149, 154, or to an auxiliary 

cohort. There are no marginal notations, so that this is probably either a partial roster 

or a list compiled for some special purpose, cf. R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records, 2-4, 

g-10. The fact that men from the same century are separated, see 30 n., makes a 

special list more likely. It is not a list of principales, since there are at least eight men 

listed under one century and date (10-17). 

The dates of enlistment range from AD 226 to AD 246. The later year is the earliest 

possible date for the papyrus, while the earlier one indicates that the soldier in question 

had already served for twenty years in AD 246. Terms of thirty-five (P. Rainer Cent. 

165 i 11 = CPE 56 (1984) 84, col. i11 13), thirty-six, and even forty-five years (R. O. 

Fink, Roman Military Records, 83-4) are attested, so that the outside lower limit might 

be as late as AD 271, but a term in the region of twenty-five years is more normal and 

c.AD 250 is a reasonable approximation to the likely date. 

The papyrus is broken at the foot and at each side, leaving parts of the top margin 

and ends of lines from one column followed by beginnings from the next. The writing, 

a good sloping cursive, runs along the fibres of the recto. There is a sheet-join running 

vertically about 3 cm from the right-hand edge. The back is blank. 
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Cole 

G Eu|daemonos 

Sabi|no II et Venust{o> co(n)s(ulrbus) 

ls Horigenes 

|p Arrianus 

ls  Copres 

G Cop|reti<s? > 

Lupo e\t Maximo co(n)s(ulibus) 

|p [P] rtscus 

Sabi|no IT et Venusto co(n)s(ulibus) 

|s Hor|ig|enes 

| L[eo]nzdes 

|s Horigenes 

]s Epimachus 
]s Nilammon 

15 |s Orton 

]s Sarapammon 

]s Arpocration 

(AD 240) 

(AD 232) 

(AD 240) 

I ¢ = c(enturia), and so throughout 2 cos = consulibus or consule, and so throughout 

col.i ‘Century of Eudaemon, 
Sabinus II and Venustus consuls 

. Horigenes 
... Arrianus 

5 Re COpress: 
‘Century of Copres(?), 
Lupus and Maximus consuls 

. Priscus. 

Sabinus II and Venustus consuls 
10 . . . Horigenes 

. Leonides 

. Horigenes 
. Epimachus 

... Nilammon 
15 .. . (H)orion 

. Sarapammon 

. (H)arpocration .. .” 

(AD 240) 

(AD 232) 

(AD 240) 
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Cola 

G Serent, Venusto co(n)s(ule) 

Aurelius Agathocles 

G Anniani, isdem co(n)s(ulibus) 

Lulius Castor 

G Copreti<s?>, isdem co(n)s(ulibus) 
Aurelius Sarapion 

Aurelius , [ 

s(upra)s(cript- ) ine, | 
Praesente e[t Albino co(n)s(ulibus) 

G Copret[i¢s?»> 

Attico [et Praetextato co(n)s(ulibus) 
Aurelius , , [ 

Praesent{e et Albino co(n)s(ulibus) 

Arrius Lull 

G Anniani [ 

Aufidio M{arcello IT co(n)s(ule) 

Petronius , [ 

col. ii ‘Century of Serenus, Venustus consul (AD 240) 
Aurelius Agathocles.’ 

“Century of Annianus, same consuls (AD 240) 
Julius Castor.’ 

“Century of Copres(?), same consuls (AD 240) 
Aurelius Sarapion 
Aurelquss 2. 

“The above written... 

Praesens and Albinus consuls.’ (AD 246 
‘Century of Copres(?), 

Atticus and Praetextatus consuls (AD 242 
arelivisier) 

Praesens and Albinus consuls (AD 246 
Arrius Julianus(?).’ 

‘Century of Annianus, 
Aufidius Marcellus II consul (AD 226 

Petronius.. .’ 

(AD 

(AD 

(AD 

(AD 

(AD 

(AD 

(AD 

240) 

240) 

240) 

246) 

242) 

246) 

226) 

af) 
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1 g Eu]daemonos. The Greek ending is slightly unexpected, cf. e.g. CPL 168.8 Plasvonis, 169.3 Anubionis, 

170.8, 10 Theonis, 12 Hatrionis, 172.2 Sarapionis. The nearest parallel I can cite is Thebaidos in CPL 262.8 

and 265.5, cf. Thebaidis in CPL 222.19. Here |daemon- seems clear enough and -9s suits, whereas -is does 

not. Space favours Eudaemon over Agathodaemon. 
The symbol for c(enturia) is usually printed in a form resembling the arabic figure 7, which is based 

on such manuscript forms as we see in e.g. XLI 2953 6 (Pl. I), P. Mich. X 592 ii 3 (Pl. IV). Here (18, 
20, 22, 27, 32), although the shape is very cursive and flowing, see PI. IV, it can be more readily interpreted 

as a C (the initial letter of centuria) with an oblique mark of abbreviation which begins from the lower end 

of the arc of C and slopes steeply down to the left. Since the letter C is no doubt at the origin of all such 

symbols, however cursive, a printed form which reflects this is preferable, such as G, cf. P. Mich. VII 

444.2 n., esp. ftn. 3. 
2 Cf. g, 18. The date is AD 240. The suggested nomen Se[ius? for Venustus, e.g. A. Degrassi, Masti, 67, 

rests on a false reading, see J. Rea, Proc. XII International Congress of Papyrology, 427 n. 2. Fuller forms of 

their names, Suetrius Sabinus and Ragonius Venustus, have turned up in AE 1971 no. 431, pp. 141-2. 

The writing of Venusto is clear and complete in 18. Here it seems certain that the crossbar of ¢ runs 
straight to the c of cos, presumably as the result of haste rather than as a deliberate abbreviation. In g the 

damage obscures the end. In all three cases Venust- is certain, and in the first two Sabz]no II is entirely 

satisfactory. 
3-5, 8, 10-17 Comparison with col. ii shows that many of these soldiers will have had the nomen 

Aurelius, but there is enough variation to make it impossible to restore in any particular case. 
6 ¢ Cop|reti<s?> is palaeographically attractive, but see 22 n. for the difficulty. 

7 Lupo e]t Maximo (AD 232) suits the space better than Albino e]t Maximo (AD 227), cf. 2 and g, where 

Sabi]no, pretty much the same length as Albino, leaves substantial remains. 

8 Cf. 3-5 n. 
10-17 Cf. 3-5 n. 
15 Orion = Horion. Cf. 17 Arpocration = Harpocration; contrast Horigenes, 3, 10, 12. Cf. P. Mich. VIII 

468.14 n. on uncertainty about aspiration in Latin. It was widespread in Greek too, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 134-8. 
18 Venusto co(n)s(ule). Cf. 2, 9, and 2 n. This is a particularly clear example of the use of only one 

consul’s name merely for the sake of brevity. The long form in 2 and 9 shows that there is no question of 
damnatio memoriae in the case of Sabinus. Cf. 33 n. 

22 Copreti(s?>. The reading seems clear. We have Copret[ in 27, and Cop]ret: is tempting for 6. We 

expect Copretis as a Latin genitive of Kompjc. The form Komp7jroc in BGU IX 1900.28 looks like a mere clerical 
error of genitive for nominative, although it appears uniquely as a nominative in D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

However, if Cop]retz is wrong in 6, we should simply correct to Copretz<s> here and restore Copret[is in 27. 
For the splitting of the century see 30 n. 

25-6 These two lines interrupt the normal entries. They seem to refer to something ‘written above’, 

s(upra)s(cript- ). Since the men immediately above did not enlist till AD 240, it seems safe to restore the 
name of the junior consul as Albino (AD 246) rather than Extricato (AD 217), which would be the earliest 

date in the piece. After s(upra)s(cript- ), wv ex xvi[ is a possibility. There are four soldiers listed above, which 

could suit s(upra)s(cripti) w. That might be followed by a date, 1.e. ex xvz [ (or a higher figure up to xvyr[ziz) 
Kal(endis) (month) ] (consulship in 26), that is, “The four men listed above (were promoted? seconded? 
discharged?) from the r6th(?) day before the Calends of . . . in the consulship of Praesens and Albinus’. 
Cf. R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records no. 31 (pp. 156-7), no. 66 (pp. 234-9). In no. 64 dates with ex are 

those of enlistment, but that seems to be unsuitable here. 

27 There seems little doubt that this is the resumption of the same century as that in 22, see 22 n. 
28 The year is AD 242. 

30 The year is AD 246. Extricato (AD 217) is excluded as the name of the second consul, because the men 

are listed by seniority, see R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records, 10. In this connection it should be noted that 

it is rather odd that men of the same century are here separated, certainly in the case of the century of 
Annianus, see 20-1 where we have Julius Castor, who enlisted in aD 240, and 32-4 where we have Petronius 

. ., who enlisted earlier, in AD 226. Probably the century of Copres was also split, see 6 and 22, although 
the apparent split in col. il, see 22 and 27, is not a true split, since the century heading seems to be written 
a second time only by way of resumption after an abnormal entry which still refers to the same century. 
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33 Aufidio M{arcello II co(n)s(ule). The year is aD 226, see R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records, no. 95 
introd., P. Dura 69 introd. The senior consul was the emperor Severus Alexander, The Dura document is 
supposed to date between the death of Severus Alexander and sometime after the reign of Maximinus 
(AD 235-8), who inflicted damnatio memoriae on his predecessor, cf. XLV 3244 11 n., A. K. Bowman, JRS 
66 (1976) 156. When Severus Alexander was later deified, his name is supposed to have been restored in 
the consular formulas. It certainly was sometimes, see R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records, no. 4b i 5, 10, 18, 
no. 20.14, no. 24.18. Here, however, the short formula is still used, no doubt for brevity, cf. 18 n., as late 
as AD 246, by which time Severus Alexander was certainly a diuus, cf. e.g. PSI XII 1238.8, in a document 
of AD 244. 

3786. FRAGMENT oF REGISTER 

67 6B.10/J(1-2)a 19.5 X 17 cm. Third century 

This item was cut from an obsolete register so that the back could be used for 

the letter published below as 3812, see introd. there. The register had sub-headings 

consisting of the names of Oxyrhynchite districts, see 16, Boppa (or Nérov) K]pnmeidoc, 

cf. H. Rink, Strassen- und Viertelnamen von Oxyrhynchus, 38-9. Under these headings the 

names of persons were listed alphabetically by initial letter. This allows us to see that, 

although the tops of three columns are preserved, a fair amount must be missing at 

the foot, since col. ii breaks off among names beginning with delta and col. iii begins 

with names in eta. Names in epsilon are fairly frequent and one would expect a few 

in zeta as well. All the surviving names are masculine; the men are further identified 

either by a patronymic or an alias. Opposite each name is an amount of grain in 

artabas. Most entries have a = 1; eight have B = 2, five have y = 3. In each case the 

numeral is followed by a sinuous curve and an oblique stroke rising to the right. This 

frequently means one half, cf. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae 1, 267, 270; on the other 

hand it sometimes simply marks an ordinal number, cf. Youtie, op. cit., li, 951-3, 

especially in dates. In this case it is on the one hand difficult to imagine that the clerk 

repeated these strokes after every number if they were virtually meaningless, and on 

the other to prefer the series 14, 24, 33 to 1, 2, 3. Perhaps we can accept that the strokes 

here accompany cardinal numbers. 

If it is right to guess that most of these people gave or received one artaba of 

grain, while a few gave or received two or three artabas, it is tempting to connect this 

document with the Oxyrhynchite corn dole, for which the recipients were registered 

according to the districts in which they lived and probably received one artaba of 

wheat each month, see P. Oxy. XL pp. 6, 98. The evidence for this dole is at present 

confined to a short period c.ApD 269-72, so there may be an implication that this register 

too is close in date. For the moment there is no way to confirm the connection or the 

implication about the date. 

The register was written along the fibres of the recto of the roll, as is proved by 

a surviving sheet-join running vertically about 4.5 cm from the left edge. 
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col. 1 

lyévouc (dpt.) Bf’ 
], pwvoc (apr.) af’ 

|aiwvoc (dpr.) af’ 

lf (apr.) BJ” 
5 |, cov KA( ) (apr.) af” 

Jaupwroc (dpr.) af’ 

|, fwvoc (dpr.) BS’ 

6| K(al) Oéwv (apr.) af’ 

], wviov (dpr.) yf’ 

10 An |mnrproc (apt.) af’ 

Jwpoc (dpr.) yf’ 
], viov (apr.) af’ 

Jwv (dpr.) af’ 
], wvoc (apr.) af’ 

15 Mock ]ovpid(_ ) apt.) af’ 

K |pnmeidoc 

|zoAAw(_ ) apt.) af’ 

|nvoc (dpr.) BS’ 

] Evdaiuw(v) apt.) af’ 

20 ]. pévteoc (apt.) af’ 

hence Breeds 
], wpoc (apt.) af’ 

t (épr-) LA’ 
pvioc (apr.) af’ 

25 voou (apr.) af’ 

voc (dpr.) af’ 

30 eco (apr.) yf’ 

n) 5 KA’ 8 0] and so throughout 15 loupe 16 1. Kpnzidoc 17 ]roAA” 

19 evday@ 21 Jawpnuw 28 aro 30: |... @ 
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40 
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3786. FRAGMENT OF REGISTER 

col. 1 

Apporvioc ‘Papavot 

Ayaboc Aaiuwr 6 x(al) Bycdc 

Avééctioc 6 K(at) Odarépioc 

Aproxpatiwv Cepiyvou 

ArodAwvioc Zwidrov 

Apoic Areiroc 

ArodAwvioc 6 K(at) Apdic 

Appov Aupwvoc 

Adiyxuic Capariwvoc 

Apoic Arodd08diddp0u 

Appwvdc “Icid@pou 

ArodAwvioc 6 K(at) Apodic 

Ayaboc Aaiuwv Apeiov 

Arpjc 6 K(al) Aidvpoc 

ArodAwvioc Apupa(v- ) 

Appwv Ayrvopoc 

Appowvioc 6 K(at) Aidvpoc 

Avetxntoc AmoAAw(viov) 

Bycapiwy Aupw(v- ) 

BoAduc 6 x(at) ‘Tépa€é 

Bycapiwy Apnriwvoc 

Taioc Taiov 

TeXacioc 6 K(at) Cepjvoc 

Tatoc *IovA(toc) Apuvtiavoc 

Avovicioc 6 K(at) ‘Hpaxdreid (nc) 

Aeioc 6 K(al) Cwmatpoc 

Avdcxopoc Aeovtaroc 

Aidvpoc KopvnAiouv 

Anpnrtproc 6 K(at) ‘2p, [ 

Anpnt (proc) Avrwrel 

35 Caidrov 

49 oppo” 

60 dyyy? or dnyn?? 

50 tepaté 

36 |. Amttoc? 41 tcrOwpou 

52 yatocyavov 

45 appa” 

54 yatoc.ov 

31 

(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af” 
(dpr.) af’ 
apt.) af’ 

(apt.) af’ 
apt.) af’ 

apt.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 
apt.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) yf’ 
(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 

(dpt.) af’ 

(dpr.) af’ 
(dpr.) BS’ 
(dpr.) af’ 
(apne. Ate 

48 « corr.; 1. Avixyntoc 

Betucackee 56 1. Aioc 



32 

62 |. Oewvivov 

85 Jewvappa@ 

65 

70 

75 

80 

85 

go 
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col. ii 

“HpakdAjc O€wvoc (apt.) af’ 

‘“Hpakrjc Oewveivov (apr.) af’ 

“HpaxdAje 6 x(al) Médac apt.) af’ 

“HpakAeidnc 6 k(at) Nepectavoc apr.) af’ 

‘“HpakdAje 6 x(at) ‘Tépa€é apt.) af’ 

“Hpakr€idnc Oéwvoc (dpr.) af’ 

‘“Hpaicxoc Bycdupwvoc apr if” 

“Hpac 6 x(at) [TroAewaioc (dpt.) af’ 

“Hpakdd¢ Cupiwvoc apt.) BS’ 

“Hpaxdreldnc NeomroX€ov apt.) af’ 

“HpakAje ‘Eppatov (dpr.) af’ 

ef. ee Caparappw(  ) (apt.) af’ 
“HpakdAje 6 K(at) Oadvic (dpr.) af’ 

O€wv 6 K(at) “Hpac apt.) af’ 

Oégwr 6 k(at) Addyyic (dpr.) yf’ 

Oavic 6 K(at) Apmadoc apt.) af’ 

Oats | gags apt.) af’ 
OLie ila Caine [(dpr.)) Bf’ 
Oégwv 6 k(at) Capardac apt.) af’ 

Oaduc 6 K(al) “Icyuptwv apt.) af’ 

Oaduc 6 K(al) “HpakdArjc (apr.) BS’ 

O€wvoc O€wvoc dpt.) af’ 

Ogwv Oewveivov apt.) af’ 

Oadvic AdreEdvdpou apt.) af’ 

Oadvic 6 k(at) Oewvappw(v) (apr.) af’ 

Odvic 6 K(at) [ 

Oéwv KadXweixov (apr.) af[ ’ 

Ogwv Apvvtiavot (apr.) af 

O€éwyv ‘Tepaxiwvo[c] (apt.) af’ 

Oléwv 6 x(at) Ca[pa]mappwy (apr.) af’ 

65 tepag 72 capaTraypa 80 tcyupiwy 
87 1. Kaddwikou 89 tepaxiwvo[c] 

83 1. Oewvivov 
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5 Neither «A(npovou- ) nor KA(avdi- ) seems very attractive in this place, but ],cov«A( ) as a name 
seems even less likely. 

16 See introd. for this heading. The names of the principals just before it probably began with omega 
and just after it with alpha. 

24 Kadro}ypvioc, the most likely possibility (see F. Dornseiff, B. Hansen, Riickldufiges Worterbuch der 
grtechischen Eigennamen, 239), would suit. 

27 This blank or short line is puzzling. It does not seem likely that there was another heading here 
so soon after 16, but there may have been. It would have been short, e.g. ‘Epyaiov, ‘Hpwov, Kpntixod, 
IT\areiac. The difficulty is that there would have been only ten persons listed under the North Quay or 
South Quay district. In XL 2929 these districts have 280+ and 290+ respectively for the largest class of 
recipients of the corn dole, and in 2928 they have 103 and 31 for the next largest class, and 6 and 3 for 
the smallest class. It is clear from the alphabetization that all sixty persons in lines 31-90 belonged to the 
same district. The largest number in any district for the smallest class of dole recipients is 14 (2928 ii 7). 
None of these figures fits very well. 

43-4 For Agathus Daemon son of Areius cf. XL 2892 i 4-5, 19-20; for Hatres alias Didymus cf. XL 
2936 ii 1. These names are so common that identity in either case is unlikely. No other identifications have 
yet been made. 

3787. Tax List 

28 4B.60/D(3)a 22 X 28.5 cm ¢.301/2? 

This text stands on the back of XLIV 3184, where a short excerpt and a description 

were given in the introduction. Because these have caused a misunderstanding about 

the nature of the tax list, see 3789 introduction, a full edition is given here. 

There are two columns of writing, mostly consisting of names and amounts paid. 

The main heading Aovxiov cucratov and the frequent occurrence of the sum of dr. 

1,200 link the list with the tax called émuxe@ddAaiov 7éAewc, see 3184 introd. and 3789 

introd. However, the sub-headings are names of villages of the Oxyrhynchite nome, 

although the systates is a city official, which indicates that the tax was payable in 

respect of some connection with the town. We could guess either that the persons were 

all resident in the town but registered in their separate villages, or on the contrary 

that they were registered in the town but had left to live in the villages. Occasional 

indications of a more precise location within the village sections favour the second 

view, cf. 3 n. 

The date suggested is that of a receipt countersigned by the systates Lucius, PSI 

III 163, but the signatory’s name is not a reliable indication of the precise year, see 

3789 introduction, table note (1). A terminus post quem is given by 3184, two items 

which were glued together side by side as part of a roll-file and which date from 

October/November Ap 296 and g January, AD 297. When they were no longer needed, 

they were detached in one piece from the roll-file and the blank back of this piece 

was used for the tax list. A terminus ante quem of some time in AD 303 can be argued, 

but with no certainty, see below. 
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A new point of interest has been revealed by closer study of the text. It includes 

mentions of a Christian deacon (dtakwyv éxxAnciac, 24-5) and of a reader (ava[y]ywcrnc, 

57), who may well be the earliest yet known from documents. The earliest deacon 

previously known was of AD 324, see P. Coll. Youtie 77 = P. Col. VII 171 with the 

commentary of E. A. Judge, Jahrb. f. Antike u. Christentum 20 (1977) 72—89; the earliest 

reader was one of AD 304, see XX XIII 2673. 

It is a great pity that we cannot localize for certain the activities of these men. 

We can see from 2673 that in the village of Chysis there was a church which was 

abolished in ap 304 during Diocletian’s persecution and in which a reader served. 

Here the deacon is listed under the main sub-heading of the village of Thosbis (20), 

but the subsequent addition of the name of Mermertha in 22 may apply to the whole 

section 22-9 and so to the deacon. The reader is listed under Tampetei. Moreover, 

it does remain possible that they worked in Oxyrhynchus itself and were merely 

registered in these villages, although the reverse seems more likely, see above and 3 n. 

The fact that the deacon and reader are mentioned without ceremony suggests 

that the document was written before Diocletian’s persecution began early in AD 303. 

This is not certain. The tax was levied at least until AD 320, see 3789, so that this list 

could date from after the persecution. The systates Lucius is taken to be the same as 

the earliest attested systates, Lucius Septimius Serenus (PSI III 164, ap 286/7). If so, 

a date of aD 301/2 seems more suitable than one after the end of the persecution, say 

AD 311 at the earliest. 



20 

25 

30 

oats dak LIST 

col. 1 

Aovkiov CUCTATOU. Awcbéov. 

[.. Jwvde vidoe CiABavot 

Cicdic Oewvartoc ev Teepcai 

’Ovwadpic Capariwv[ol|c ,v 

ie one: 
ee Lena |, Tadarne ITroAaipaiov 

Ce. 1... Calpwarne Bidaipwovoc 
°O|ABavoc ’OABavoi 

IT\ateppot6ic Llovpaé 

|wv cxuteve 

|, Twov (vac.) 

i (vac.) 
Aid|vupoc Téxtwv rAeyd (pevoc) 

A|lpptcc vide A,[, ].a 

Cev, ewe. (vac.) 

Capataupwv Kat Oeddwpoc 

Avoyévync adeAdoc Iam, , oc 

CHD TTIwovutiwv vide Apaxbov 

Avuxyrnc cKedrdOc 

Andotc diaxwv éxxdAnci- 

ac Kal 0 adeAd(dc) 

CiABavoc Atockdpou 

Apoic Caparrapp<w voc 

TTateppobdic 

Voc Adtpou 

’Eroux (tov) Capariov. (vac.) 

2 vioc, f = (Spaypad), and so throughout 6 1. [TroAewaiou 

16 °B corr.? 1Q vlocctpatim Tov? 22 vioc 25 adeAd ’ 
13 Agyo™ 

30 ETroL 
K 

35 

14 a]pptucucvioc 
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TTateppobic vioc Crepavou 

Kal Crépavoc 

Woic vide “‘Qpov 

Apoic Avovuciov 

(vac.) 

35 (taA.) s (dp.) x 
(m. 2; upside down in lower margin): 

‘Iciov Tpbpwvor ../ 8... , 

31 veloc 

col. i 

‘Lucius systates. Dositheu. 

. onas son of Silvanus 

Sisois son of Theonas in Teersai(?) 

Onnophris son of Sarapion in(?) .. . 
5 ... son of Didymus 

. (village?). Galates son of Ptolemaeus 
‘Se... Sarmates son of Eudaemon 

Olbanus son of Olbanus 
Patermuthis son of Puros(?) 

10 .. . on shoemaker 

. tinu 

Didymus called Carpenter 
Harmiysis son of A... 

15 ‘Senyris (?). 
Sarapammon and Theodorus 

. and(?) Sarmates 
. . son of Stratippus(?) 

20 ‘Thosbis. Eutropis 
Diogenes brother of Papi... . 

Mermertha. Pinution son of Harachthes 
Anicetes (the bandy one) 
Apphus, church deacon, 

25 and his brother 
Silvanus son of Dioscorus 
Amois son of Sarapammon 
Patermuthis 

Psois son of Didymus 
30 “Epoecium Sarapeu. 

Patermuthis son of Stephanus 
and Stephanus 

Psois son of Horus 
Amois son of Dionysius 

35 ‘Tal.6 dr.600.’ 

(2nd hand; upside down in lower margin): 

‘Iseum Tryphonis.. .’ 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr: 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

dr. 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200.” 

1,200.” 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200.” 

1,200 

1,200.” 

2,000 

2,000 

800 

2,000.” 

2,000 

2,400 

2,400 

1,200 

2,400 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200.” 

2,400 

2,000 

2,600 



40 

Anp 

50 

55 

60 

65 

37 tcidwpoc 39 erro icida 

aoa fAA LIST 

col. 

Icidwpoc Atiwvoc 

Cevexered. Aricic Kepapevc 

Bycapiwy év éroik(iw) Icvda (pov) 

Cepidewc. (vac.) 

TTabroc Capatoc 

ieee: i oe 
Capla|rappwr Cupddopov 

2 Pll at Reved de eee 

Pals aee sid BiTes 
TTo[colvrd[ewe. | 

ha hee a bee 

PoBlwolv. Aoyyiv[o]c 
Qpoc vide AtoAAwviov 

Caxawv “Qpov 

"Qd[€]we. (vac.) 

IT[Xo|¥tapyoc v[to]¢ Mapiac 

Taptre[tlet. Bycapiwv 

ava[y]ywerne 

Nixiac mapado€[o]c 

CapaTaupmwv 

Qpoc ‘Exivcuioc 

Arprjc ‘Extcuoc 

Tlareppot6uc Cepyvou 

Qpoc vide Oeavod 

Tlérpoc cat Ilavyc 

ev erro (iw) Atoyévouc 

Kecpovxewc. (vac.) 

Oadvic XaipHuovoc 

(vac.) 

(yivovrat) (taA.) 8 (dp.) A 

(rad.) _, (dp.) [. ] Aw 

*Bv corr. from Ac 65, emo 

49 Aov?yw[o]¢ 

(vac.) 

(vac.) 

50 vLoc 

/(dp.) *Bu 

/(dp.) °*B 

dp.) Bu 

/(dp.) Ac 

/(dp.) Ac 

/(dp.) “Bu 

dp.) Ac 

/(dp.) "Bu 

/(dp.) *Bu 

/(6p.) Ac 

(dp.) Ac 

(dp.) Ac 

/(dp.) Ac 

[(dp.) Ac 

/(dp.) *Bu 

/(dp.) Ac 

/(6p.) Ac 

/(dp.) Ac 

/(dp.) Ac 

[(dp.) Ac 

</(8p-)> Ac 
/(dp.) "Bu 

/(dp.) *Bu 

(dp.) Ac 

55 v[co]c 

ou) 

63 vloc; 
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col. ii 

Isidorus son of Apion dr. 2,400.” 
‘Seneceleu. Atesis potter dr. 2,000 

Besarion, in Epoecium Isidori dr. 2,400.” 

40 ‘Seryphis. 
Paulus son of Saras dr. 1,200 

Te dr. 1,200 

Sarapammon son of Symphorus dr. 2,400 

Welton ec dr. 1,200.’ 

45 od reset 
ane dr. 2,400.’ 

‘Posompois. 
arene dr. 2,400.’ 

‘Phobou. Longinus(?) dr. 1,200 
50 Horus son of Apollonius dr. 1,200 

lees ee dr. 1,200 

LOCUS tere dr. 1,200 

Sacaon son of Horus dr. 1,200.” 

‘Ophis. 
55 Plutarchus son of Maria dr. 2,400.’ 

“Tampetei. Besarion 
reader dr. 1,200 

Nicias, ‘the astounding’ dr. 1,200 

Sarapammon dr. 1,200 
60 Horus son of Hecysis dr. 1,200 

Hatres son of Hecysis dr. 1,200 
Patermuthis son of Serenus 1,200 

Horus son of Theano(?) dr. 2,400 
Petrus and Paues dr. 2,400 

65 in Epoecium Diogenis.’ 
‘Cesmuchis. 

Thonis son of Chaeremon dr. 1,200.’ 

“Total tal. 12(?) dr. 1,400. 
Valerie, SOOs 

1 Lucius the systates is the signatory of a capitation receipt of AD 301/2 (PSI III 163), which is the 

date tentatively suggested for 3787, see introd. In XXII 2338 introd. there appears Aovx[lo(v)] cucraro[v] 

Apo(pov) Oon(pidoc)—see BL IV 65; PE 18 (1975) 201. With the advantage of a microscope Aovxio[v] 
seems sure. The latest year referred to in 2338 (line 84) is 5 Diocletian = ap 288/9, in or after which 2338 
must have been written. The main hand of 2338, which is not that of the short annotation in which the 

systates appears, seems to be the same as that of 3787; note also that the phonetic spelling [7TroAawaiov = 
TTroXenaiov occurs in 2338 25, 88 as well as in 3787 6. Finally, in PSI III 164 of ap 287 there appears a 
Lucius Septimius Serenus systates, who is presumably the same. This cluster of dates, AD 287 to 301/2, has 
been used in argument for the dating of 3787, see introd. above. 

2 On the basis of line 3 (Oewvdroc) perhaps restore O[€]wvdc, which would fit if the theta were large. 
3 Teepcai. This place-name is unknown and in view of the damage to the surface the reading is no 

more than a suggestion. It was presumably a small place in the neighbourhood of Dositheu. These more 
precise indications of locality inside the village sections rather suggest that the persons were actually to be 
found there, not merely registered as belonging to the village; cf. 39, 65; see introd. 

4 .y. This may have been éy, i.e. the beginning of a note giving a more precise location, cf. 3, 39, 65. 

If so, it was abandoned. Palaeographically gy might be better, but that is incomprehensible. 

6 The placing of the personal name suggests that a place-name occupied the beginning of the line. 
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/(8p.) Ac. The oblique stroke here and frequently hereafter is not a check mark, since it is ligatured 
to the drachma sign and was obviously not written later. It might be expanded (yivovrat) = ‘total’, but no 
difference seems to be intended between entries with and without it. 

7 If |C¢. .[ really is the beginning of the place-name, see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 162-77, for the 
many possibilities. 

8 *O]ABavoc ’OABavod. For the son Albanus and Silvanus are less likely possibilities. 
9 Lovpé. This form, probably from nominative [Touvpdc, is new, though several names beginning 

TTovp- can be found in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, and D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 
11 The only known possibility is Tpuyjov Norivou, see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 208, but N]orivov here 

would not be very satisfactory and this name itself is doubtfully read in its only occurrence. 
12 ],. These confused traces are cramped for space between 11 and 13, but they do not seem to belong 

to either. Since there is no corresponding payment, they should be part of the place-name or some subsidiary 
annotation. 

13 Agyo(pevoc). Cf. BGU I 277 ii 6 ITeretdpic emixadov(pevoc) Téxtwv; BCU IX 1900.78 Cicdic amr(drwp) 
ém(uxadovpevoc) Téxtwr. 

14 Read Ay[dp]éa? Space is short for [Sp], but -ea looks convincing. For gen. Avdpéa cf. F. T. Gignac, 
Grammar ii, 13. 

15 Ceyvpewc probably fits best, but Cévvewc is not excluded. 
18 The low payment suggests that we might have only one person here with an alias, but there are 

no other examples of 6 xai in this list and it would be easier to read e.g. |, prc Kal. 

20 Evrpéme (= -moc). Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii, 25-6. 
21 Read perhaps [Tam{wyoc. 

22 The village name was crowded into the margin after the main entry had been written. It may 
apply to Pinution only or to the whole of the section 22-9. 

23 Avixcynrync. This unique form may be a mere mistake for the common Avixyroc. It might be argued 
that it is an echo of the title vuxn77Hc, equivalent to Latin uactor or triumphator, taken by Constantine after 
his defeat of Licinius, see T. D. Barnes, New Empire, 24. However, this would tend to put the text in aD 

324 or later, which is contrary to all the chronological indications mentioned in the introduction. 
cxeAdoc, ‘crook-legged’ or ‘bandy-legged’, may be a nickname rather than a description only. It is new 

in the papyri. 

The drachma sign is omitted. 
24-5 diuaxwv éxxAnciac. See introd. On the form of the title, dudcwy and dcdxovoc, see J. D. Thomas, 

XPE 6 (1970) 178. The papyrus discussed there has been fully edited by Z. Borkowski, Une description 
topographique des immeubles a Panopolts. 

30 ’Ezotx(iov) Capamiov. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 161. There is only one other text, see <PE 25 
(1977) 177, lines 12, 18. The place presumably takes its name from a shrine of Sarapis, i.e. Capamiov = 

Capamrteiov. 

35 The given sum of tal. 6 dr. 600 (= dr. 36,600) is dr. 5,600 short of the apparent total of dr. 42,200 

(= tal. 7 dr. 200). 
36 This line is written upside down in the lower margin, which means that it is the same way up as 

3184(a) and is most probably to be regarded as an endorsement on that document. However, the village 

referred to there is Muchintale, and the only obvious connection is that both this and Iseum Tryphonis 

were in the Lower toparchy, see P. Pruneti, / centri abitati, s.vv. The small cursive hand is not easily 

identifiable with any of the others on the sheet. 
38 Arec is probably a phonetically spelt variant of Aricic. 
39 év érroux(iw) “TctSe(pov). This place is not in P. Pruneti, J centri abitatt. It was presumably small and 

in the neighbourhood of Seneceleu, cf. 3, 65 nn. On the nature of an ézoéxtov see M. Lewuillon-Blume, 
Actes du XV® congrés international iv (Pap. Brux. 19) pp. 177-85, esp. 178-9; 191 n. 7; M. Drew-Bear, Le nome 

Hermopolite, 41-2. 

44 @e[6]8[wpoc would suit, but the remains are scanty. The last letter or sign is raised rather as in 13 

Neyo’ = Aeyd(pwevoc). The entry seems rather long for name and patronymic only. There may also be a note 

of a subsidiary location or some other description. 

As) Lal ee ],. The possibilities are many, see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 187-99. 

46 See F. Dornseiff-B. Hansen, Riickl. Wb. d. gr. Eigennamen, 212-13 for many possible patronymics. 
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47 Io[co]v7d[ewe. The more frequent spelling is [Tocou-, but [Tocovm- occurs in P. Mich. X 602.9- 10, 

as corrected in P. Oxy. XLVI p. xv (ad XXIV 2422). 

55 Mapiac. In view of the deacon and reader (24-5, 56-7) there seems good reason to suppose that 

the name here is that of a Christian, cf. H. C. Youtie, ZPE 22 (1976) 63. 

56-7 Cf. introd. 
58 mapddo€é[o]c. On this title of athletes and musicians see R. Merkelbach, <PE 14 (1974) 94-53 

note the reserve of L. Robert, REG 87 (1974) 286-7, No. 534. Another bearer of it appears in connection 

with the émxefdAaiov in P. Oxy. Hels. 28.34, Sia O€wvoc 7apaddéou (not ‘son of Paradoxus’!). What exactly 

dud means in this context is not clear to me. 

63 @eavod seems to be a new genitive of @eavw, which was subject to some fluctuation, see F. T. 

Gignac, Grammar ui, 87. 
65 The émolciov Aioyévovc is unknown to P. Pruneti, J centri abitati. The placing suggests that the note 

was added to refer back to 64, although it was written before 66. The place was presumably a small one 

in the vicinity of Tampetei, cf. 3, 39 nn. 

68-9 The figures are damaged, but again they appear irreconcilable with the calculations, cf. 35 n. 

The total of col. ii (37-67) by calculation is dr. 39,200 (= tal. 6 dr. 3,200) and it is clear that this figure 

was not written in either 68 or 69. 
Line 68 shows a sum of over ten talents, probably tal. 12 dr. 1,400, which is of the right order of 

magnitude to be a sum total of both columns, but is not correct. The correct total by calculation would 
be tal. 13 dr. 3,400 (tal. 7 dr. 200 + tal. 6 dr. 3,200). The given total in 68 is also not the sum of the incorrect 

figure given in 35, tal. 6 dr. 600, and the calculated total of 37-67, i.e. tal. 6 dr. 3,200, which would be 

tal. 12 dr. 3,800. 
In 69 the figure for drachmas is 4,800, the figure for talents is damaged. The wide extent of the traces 

suggests a figure of two digits, but the left side is not obviously « = 10, so that it is not clear whether this 
is a column total or another sum total. Tal. 6 (sy) is not an impossible reading, but this too does not give 
a coherent calculation, i.e. tal. 6 dr. 600 (35) plus tal. 6 dr. 4,800 (69?) does not give a total of tal. 12 dr. 
1,400 (68), but one of tal. 12 dr. 5,400. 

3788. OrriciAL LETTER 

41 5B.86/B(3)a 17 x 26 cm 17 April 309 

This dated document was mentioned under its inventory number in XLVI 3307 

introduction, as possibly affording a tenuous clue to the date of that item. It is a notice 

from a vouxapioc of the nome to the praepositus of the eighth pagus that he should make 

one of the villages in his pagus take its turn to supply a camel-driver for compulsory 

service with camels being dispatched to the imperial palace in Memphis. This 

interesting building was not known before, see 4 n. The addition of vouod to the 

puzzling title of voysxdpioc adds a little to what was known about it, see 2 n. For a 

recent short survey of the requisition of camels in the papyri see P. Petaus 85 introd. 

The writing, which in the main text is a rapid, elegant, sloping cursive written 

with a thin nib, runs along the fibres of the recto. A sheet-join can be seen less than 

half a centimetre from the left edge. It is made in the way described in L 3624-6 

introduction, p. 61, so as to have only three layers of fibres. The overlap is from the 

reader’s right to left, which means that the clerk turned the sheet through 180° after 
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it had been cut from the roll, see LI 3591 introd. The lines begin a couple of centimetres 
to the right of the join. The back is blank. 

> / / / / / 

AbpynrXiw Avdvpw Apddpov mpar(mocitw) 4 ma&you 

AvpyAroc AiSvpoc voprxapioc vopod yalpew. 

KapnrAatav Cytoupéevwy KapnAwy azrrocredAo- 

Keven em 70 ev TH Meuditadv 6A fepov tradarvov, 
> / > rd / Lid 

5 avay|Kaiwe émuictéAAw cou, PiAtate, Swe 
\ > \ / / A a A 

Tlo]v¢e amo Kwpnc Thewe Kata ctéxov mapac| , ||yeiv 

KaunAaTyny toujcnc. (vac.) 

(vac.) 
. ra - A € A 

Utatiac Tay [dectoTt]av Huav 

O[va]Aepiov (vac.)  Aciwviavod 

10 Arx|w|viov CeBacro[t cai] PAaviov Odvarepiovu Kwvcravrivov 

vi[o]0 BaciA€[w]v, mpd ve KaA(avddv) Matwv. 

(vac.) 

(m. 2) Audvp(HALroc) AlSupoc vox (apioc) vowod émidédwxa. 

I 7pat) 4 1. mode 6 1. crotyov 8 1. bratelac 10 ¢dgutov Il Kad’ 
12 aup’, vou 

“To Aurelius Didymus son of Didymus, praepositus of the 8th pagus, Aurelius Didymus, nomicarius of the 
nome, greetings.’ 

“Since camel-drivers are needed for camels being dispatched to the imperial palace in the city of the 
Memphites, of necessity I write to you, my dearest colleague, so that you may make the inhabitants of the 
village of Téis provide a camel-driver in their turn.’ 

‘In the consulship of our masters Valerius Licinianus Licinius Augustus and Flavius Valerius 
Constantinus, son of emperors, on the 15th day before the Calends of May.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘I, Aurelius Didymus, nomicarius of the nome, have submitted (this document).’ 

1 Avdtuw Advpov mpat(rocitw) n mayov. This incumbent is unknown. On pagi and praepositi see J. 
Lallemand, 1’ Administration, 97-8, 131-4. The extent of the eighth pagus is best known from the lists of 

place-names in XLVI 3307 and XII 1448, conveniently arranged in P. Pruneti, / centri abitati, 237. 
2 voputKdptoc voyod. This confirms the view of T. C. Skeat, P. Beatty Panop. 1.252 n., that the office 

relates to the nome, and supports his suggestion that the title is actually derived from voydc rather than 
vopoc. The function is still obscure. Here he notifies a praepositus pagi to see to it that a village supplies a 
camel-driver for compulsory service. In P. Beatty Panop. 1.252-5 (AD 298) the strategus informs the nomicarius 

that two boats (aAcadec) are to be supplied for postal service (o$o,ropiav . . . ypaupatnddpov), one at the 
expense of the sailors, another at the expense of the nome (a6 tod vouod) and of the rest of the sailors. 
(The text is full of difficulties, but that seems to be the gist.) Further on, in lines 385-8, the same strategus 
tells the same nomicarius that he is to estimate the cost to the nome of its two-thirds share of a levy of hides 
to be used in work on an army fort. The other third is to be at the cost of the city, cf. 379 n. A late 
third-century occurrence of the word in damaged council proceedings adds nothing more (XII 1416 21). 
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In XLVIII 3390 1 n. the editor entertains the possibility that the vouix(od) there are vopux(dpior). They 

instruct a correspondent whom they regard as a colleague (d5eAf@) to disburse money to the pastrycook 

(BacriAdr(v) = macriAAdre) of a strategus (AD 358). A similar possibility exists for BGU XII 2165.3, 2166.[3?], 

2169.42, texts of the late fifth century concerned with grain transport, in which the voyux( ) occurs in a 

passage which is damaged in all three. From the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries there are several bare 

and unhelpful occurrences of the word in accounts and contracts (VIII 1131 [3], 17, 1 136 10, 45, 52, P. 

land. 45.1, P. Rein. II 107.6 (vouux( ) ), XIX 2237 5, 20, 25, XVI 2032 g, 16, 25), but two others to 

vopixdpor Kal maxrdpror Tob dééwe Spduou (I 154 10, XVI 2024 10) recall P. Beatty Panop. 1.252~5, where 

the dArddec and ddeyropiav . . . ypauparnddpoy can be compared with the dd.ddec ypapparnpopor tov oféwe 

Spdpov of, for example, XX XIII 2675 9-10 (AD 318), on which see LI 3623 introd. The connection with 

official transport is the most noticeable thread in this tangled skein. 

The fact that his name and title are put in second place in the address suggests that the vopxdptoc 

regarded himself as the inferior or at least not the superior official, although his message to the praeposttus 
is tantamount to an order and although his sphere of action is the whole nome and not a pagus, of which 

there were ten in the Oxyrhynchite nome. We may also note that the subscription, ‘I, Aurelius Didymus, 

nomicarius of the nome, have submitted (this document)’, is more appropriate to an application or a report 

than to the official instruction that the text appears to be. 
The two letters in P. Beatty Panop. 1 addressed to Dirofévw vopixapiw (252, 385) rather suggest that 

there was only one in the Panopolite nome in AD 298. Two late Byzantine documents refer to a college, 

see above. 
4 76 €v TH Meudirady 76At (= -Aet) (epov madatiov. The references to taAdtvov in the papyri have been 

collected by S. Daris, Lessico Latino, 87. Four are sixth-century, of which three are titular references to notaru 
of the Befov maddriov (P. Cair. Masp. III 67320.1, P. Erl. 55.1, P. Lond. V 1679.4), and the fourth is in 
an encomiastic poem by Dioscorus of Aphrodito describing Justin II as véov via moAucknatpov madAariov 

(P. Cair. Masp. II 67183 = E. Heitsch, Die gr. Dichterfragm. d. rém. Kaiserzeit No. xlii(1).7). However, the 

remaining three refer to buildings in provincial Egypt: P. Beatty Panop. 1.260 (Tripheum near Panopolis; 
AD 298), BGU IV 1087 i 12, iii 4 (Arsinoe; 3rd cent.), SPP XX 230.2, 4 (Hermopolis?; 4th cent.). For 
discussion of these and of the other evidence on the places where emperors stayed when away from their 
capitals see F. G. B. Millar, The Emperor in the Roman World, 41-3. A document published later, BGU XIII 
2280(a) ii 16, alludes to the one at Arsinoe in aD 276, which is the earliest date for the word in the papyri, 
see A. Lukaszewicz, Les édifices publics, 177. 

This palatium in Memphis has not appeared before. It is tempting to speculate about the need for 

camels there in April, ap 309. If the camels were for imperial use, cf. BGU I 266 (= W. Chr. 245).6-10, 
the likely user would be Maximinus, the Eastern emperor, whose exact whereabouts in AD 309 are unknown, 
see T. D. Barnes, New Empire, 66. Maximinus did pay a visit to Egypt, getting as far south as Apollonopolis 
Ano (Edfu), see Barnes, ibid. This was probably in AD 305 or 306, since the prescript of the imperial letter 

which attests it, C. Just. 3.12.1, in spite of some garbling pretty clearly refers to the ‘Second Tetrarchy’ 
(AD 305-6), while the consular date clause is much more garbled and its reconstruction as equivalent to 5 
November, aD 305 much more open to doubt. The palatium at Memphis might have been built for that 
visit or more probably, in view of the touristic importance of the place, for a much earlier imperial visit. 
The camels might equally well have been used for transport, cf. A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire ii, 768, 
841, 842, 1353 n. 42, or for the haulage of heavy materials for use in building or repairing the palatium, cf. 
P. Lond. II 328 (p. 75), BGU III 762. If there had really been the prospect of an imperial visit here, we 
might expect the sort of explicit phrase which we find with the mention of the palace in P. Beatty Panop. 
1.260 eic Exctpwcw madartiou . . . mpoc THv €[UTVxac] ecowevny emidnutav .. . AtoxAntiavod . . . CeBacrod, ‘for 

(superintendence of ) accommodation in (?; ‘bedding of’ T. C. Skeat) the palace . . . for the auspiciously 
impending visit of . . . Diocletian . . . Augustus’. There are many parallels, see e.g. LI 3602-5. We should 
note too that the village supplies the camel-driver xara croixov, ‘in turn’, and this could imply that there 
were frequent occasions for the supply of camels to the same destination, but see 6 n. 

5 piArare. This is a standard address to an official colleague, see F. Preisigke, WB III p. 202. 
6 Thewe. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 203-4. 

Kata crdxov (= croixov). For the phonetic spelling see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i, 197-8. The only other 
occurrence of crotyoc in the papyri is in VIII 1119 12, which refers to an Antinoite who is deduced to be 
a resident of Oxyrhynchus but who was absent in Antinoopolis mpocevxa:podvra taic Nevroupyiaic etc Alc] 
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mpoexerpicOnper Tob croiyou KaraAaBdvroc tiv rperépay Bovdyy, ‘attending to public services to which we 
were appointed when the turn came round to our town council’. The editors’ note observes that there seem 
to have been compulsory services at Antinoopolis which the nome capitals undertook in turn. So here the 
village has to take its turn to supply a camel-driver. This may mean that there were frequent dispatches 
of camels to the palace at Memphis, cf. 4 n., but perhaps it is more likely that the ‘turn’ applied to any 
occasion when camels had to ‘be delivered to any destination. 

8 [Secror]@v. For this restoration see D. Hagedorn, K. A. Worp, ZPE 39 (1980) 165-77, esp. 168-9. 
11 vifo]6 BacwA€[w]y. The Latin title was filius Augustorum (e.g. ILS I 683). R. S. Bagnall and K. A. 

Worp, Chronological Systems, 106, collect the references to this consular formula in the papyri. They give the 
standard form of the title as viod Adyovcrwv. This actually occurs in only one papyrus, P. Panop. 15.19 
(Ayovctwv; ZPE 8 (1971) 208), which is from Panopolis in Upper Egypt. The form most frequently found 
is vlod CeBacray (add Archiv 27 (1980) 55.24), and it is noticeable that all these papyri are from the Arsinoite 
nome. (Note that the Heracleopolite P. Hib. II 219.19 is restored with this formula, whether correctly or 
not it is impossible to say.) So far viod (rdv) BaciAéwy is attested only from Oxyrhynchus: add XLVI 3270 
3, cf. 28 (Maximinus and Constantine) vidy raév Bac[iA]éwv, to the earlier references, which are XX XIII 
2667 16, P. Berl. Leihg. I 21.1516, P. Oslo III 86.7 (not otherwise obviously from Oxyrhynchus). There 
remains M. Chr. 196, which is from Oxyrhynchus but damaged so that the end of the consular date is 
reported as... Kwvcravrivou |!" |, ax[,] mpo ¢ Nwvav «rd. It has already been suggested that we should 
read some version of viod BactAéwv here (P. Berl. Leihg. I 21.13 ff. n., cf. BL III 118 from P. Oslo IIT 86.7 
n.), but this has not yet been confirmed. See now also R. S. Bagnall et al., Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 
153, from which it emerges that Ayovcrwy also occurs in P. Giss. inv. 126 recto 23 (YCS 28 (1985) 121); this 
is also from Upper Egypt. 

3789. RECEIPT FOR émixedadatov dAEwe 

38 3B.79/G(3-4)a 8.5 x 8 cm 27 May or 14 June 320 

This receipt for city poll-tax of AD 319/20 is the latest one of its kind and affords 

an occasion to review and discuss the evidence, which is presented below in a revised 

version of the table given in XLII 3036-45 introd. 

The tax was introduced under the first tetrarchy, certainly by aD 296/7, possibly 

earlier, see table below, item (1) n. The rate was based on a figure of 1,200 drachmas, 

though part payments and irregular figures occur. This rate was raised, possibly in two 

stages, first to dr. 1,600 and then to dr. 2,400, cf. J. M. Carrié, Proceedings of the XVI 

International Congress of Papyrology, 443-5. 

Dr Carrié has drawn attention to Cod. Theod. 13.10.2, an imperial letter of ap 

313 directed to the governor of Lycia~Pamphylia, which confirms the exemption of 

the plebs urbana from capitation stcut in Orientalibus quoque prouincus obseruatur and says 

that it was so exempt under Diocletian. He suggested that the seeming contradiction 

could be resolved by taking this to refer to exemption from taxes on property held by 

metropolites in villages. I would prefer a different explanation. I suggest that the term 

plebs urbana, so grandly reminiscent of Rome, refers not to all the inhabitants of 

provincial towns, but to those comparatively few persons with full citizen rights in 

their local metropolis. In Oxyrhynchus that means the émuxpilévrec, those whose 

qualifications for Oxyrhynchite citizenship had been officially scrutinized; compare 

the use of the term in connection with the corn dole, P. Oxy. XL pp. 2-3. 

Several of the receipts which form the bulk of the evidence for the émuxedadAacov 
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mAewc are issued to persons identified by only a single name (XX XI 2578-9, XXXIV 

2716-17, XLII 3040-1). Trades are sometimes stated in the later receipts, ‘rope- 

worker, donkey-driver, carpet-weaver’, and so on. In all probability these are not full 

citizens but inhabitants of the city without the full rights and privileges of citizenship. 

The point is reinforced by 3787, where the persons are listed by village, see introd. 

In addition P. Oxy. Hels. 28 is a note without an address in which one unidentified 

person instructs another to issue a receipt in the name of a woman (dvépatoc Avovyciac 

Avovucobéwvoc Sia Oéwvoc mapaddéov) for two unnamed men ‘in your farmstead’ (dzep 

émixepareiou avdpav dvo0 év T@ érroikiw cov). This strongly suggests that the men were 

dependents, probably employees, of the woman, and that she paid their capitation. 

The evidence, in fact, favours the view that those liable were not the citizens of 

Oxyrhynchus but those non-citizens who were registered as living in the town, who 

were probably the majority of the population. 

Dr Carrié was misled by the description and partial publication of 3787 given in 

XLIV 3184 introd. into thinking that it attested a flat rate for town-dwellers and 

variable rates for villagers. The full publication shows that this is not so. 

The most frequent signatory to the receipts is the systates. The only certain 

exception is XX XI 2579, where Heracleides pnviapync is a guild officer. This probably 

indicates payment by the guild for its members. In PSI VII 780 new readings suggest 

that the official was called Morion, cf. XLII 3042, and that he was some sort of 

banker, see below (12) n. In several cases the signatory does not give his office, see 

below items (5), (8), (13), (16), (17), (19), (20). Of these, (13) has the same name as 

(12), where the title is probably tp(amefirnc), see note, and (5), (8), (16) and (19) 

can be assigned to systatae by comparison with other items which have the title and 

the same name, leaving only the signatories of (17) and (20) without any title. 

In this receipt the writing runs along the fibres. There is no sheet-join. The back 

is blank. 

TABLE 

(Items (8)a, (10)a, and (11)a are not receipts, but give relevant information.) 

date payment for amount no. of — signatory 

persons 

(1) XXXIV 2717(a) 294/5? 294/5? 1,200 I Chosion systates through 

Heron Bon@dc 
(b) — 296/7 800 I Chosion systates 

(2) XLII 3036 24.2.298 297/8? 1,200 I 
(3) 3037 (a) 4.3.298 297/8? 1,200 I : 

(6) ae ao8 297/8 ace : Sarapion systates 

(4) 3038 4.3.298 297/8 1,200 I 
(5) XXXI 2578 30.3.298 296/7 2,400 2 Didymus 
(6) XLII 3039 29.5.298 296/7 1,200 I Didymus systates 
(7) 3040 17.12.298 296/7 1,300 I Didymus systates through 

Epimachus 
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(8 3041 14~23.6.299 297/8? 1,200 I Sarapion 
(8)a XLII 3141 Jan.-Aug. 300 299/300 I Aurelius Sarapion systates 
(9 3142 26.7.301 300/1 1,200 I unsigned 

(10 PSI III 163 - 3o1/2 1,200 I Lucius systates 
10)a 3787 - 301/2? various Lucius systates 
11) XXXIV 2716 —-* 302/3 1,200 I name lost 
tTi)a FP. Oxy) Hels. 28 — 303/4 2,000? 2 

(12 PSI VII 780(a) —.20.7.305 303/4 400 : Merion banker) 
(b)  20.7.305 304/5 2,000 I 

13) XLII 3042 1.10.306 306/7 1,600 I Morion 
14) XXXI 2579 4.8.309 308/9 1,600 2 Heracleides pnviapyne 

(15) PSI IV 302 308/9 308/9 illegible 1 lost or illegible 
16) XLII 3043 3.9.311 311/12? 3,200 2 Aurelius Aphus and colleagues 

(17) 3044 (a) 312/13 2,400 I Elias and colleagues 
(b) — 313/14 lost I? lost 

18) PSI V 462 20.8.314 314/15 2,400 I Athenodorus systates through 

Severus BonOoc 
19) PUG I 19 .5/6.315? 314/15? 1,600 I Athenodorus through Severus 

(20) XLII 3045 314/15 315/16 2,400 I Aurelius Politicus and 

colleagues 
(21) 3789 27.5 or 14.6.320 319/20 2,400 I Apphus systates through 

Horion (his) brother 

Notes to Table 

(1) In the introduction to 3036-45 Mr Parsons put forward the hypothesis that one member of the 
college of systatae was responsible for the collection of the tax for one year. This is attractive, because there 
is certainly some clustering of names around dates, but 2717 contradicts it. If the figure va presented in ed. 
pr. is correct, the first payment is for the earliest year yet attested (AD 294/5), and this year is not the one 

preceding ap 296/7, for which the second payment is made, but the one before that. Scepticism has been 
expressed about the doubtful figure by Dr A. K. Bowman, JRS 66 (1976) 168 n. 170. Admittedly it is 
damaged, but the remains have every appearance of being inconsistent with :8 and consistent with ca. Drs 
R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp in ZPE 56 (1984) 132 have suggested vy as the best reading, but this 
introduces an anomaly in the amount. The first payment is for dr. 1,200, the usual amount. The second 
payment, of dr. 800 for the same Ammon, is very unlikely to be for the same year. Therefore it seems that 
Chosion is concerned in the collection of this tax in two different years. Moreover, the second payment is 
for the same year as in items (5)~-(7), where the signatory is not Chosion systates but Didymus systates. 

The examination of 2717 revealed an error in the reading of line 2 which does not affect the issue. 
The line begins with u(7ép), which was not noticed because it is severely abraded. The repetition of dmép 
occurs also in 2716 1-2, 3044 10-11. 

(2) The date-clause gives year 14, 13, and 6, but the payment is said to be for ‘the past year’ 14, 13, 
and 6. Mr Parsons preferred to think that the mistake lay in 6eA@évroc rather than in the figures, because 
the systates is attested for that year, see 3036 2f. n., cf. below (3) n. 

(3) Exactly the same problem occurs as in (2). The sheet holds two receipts of the same date, each 
for a different person. The first payment is said to be for ‘the past year’ 14, 13, and 6, the following one 

is for ‘the same year’, and the date-clause again has the same figures. 
(4) This receipt has the same regnal year figures and the same signatory as (2) and (3), but the 

payment is for ‘the present year’. 
(5)-(7) Cf. (1), concerning tax of the same year, and (1) n. 
(7) The sum of dr. 1,300 is anomalous. It is confirmed by the figures (dp.) Av, and by the words, for 

instead of tp|caxocéac as in ed. pr. we should read r]praxocéac, since the tail of the rho can be seen descending 

into the line below. 
(8) The second digit of the day of the month is damaged, but the date is within Payni 21-9. The 

figures for the year for which payment is made are seriously damaged. The name of the signatory Sarapion 
suggests that it was for ap 297/8, cf. (2)~(4), but this is not certain, see (1) n. 
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(8)a This is a notice of death addressed to Aurelius Sarapion systates by the dead man’s mother-in-law. 

She mentions the tax in line 17, saying that she should not be held responsible for payment on the man’s 

behalf. 
(10)a This is a list of taxpayers and sums of money, headed by the name of Lucius systates, see 3787. 

(11)a See introd. above. The sum is given in ed. pr. as (Spaypav) "By = 2,400, but with a note directing 
attention to. the plate and to the writing of the figure as "B—. In view of the various sums that appear in 

3787, including dr. 2,000 for two persons, see line 16, and dr. 2,000 for one person, see lines 17, 19, 20, 

33, it may be better to regard the horizontal as merely marking the numeral for 2,000. 
(12) The signature was read by Professor V. Bartoletti as aup pap ww, vro cecy, see XX XI 2578-9, introd. 

This recalls XLII] 3042 10, Mwpiwv cecyn(weiwpac), dated in the next year, AD 306/7, see note (13) below. 
The plate now published by R. Pintaudi, Pap. Flor. XII (Supplemento: Papiri .. . a Firenze, Catalogo 

della Mostra, 1983), Tav. XXXIV, shows that we can read Adp(nAvoc) Mwpiwy with no difficulty: pq is 

written with one arch too few, but this is a very common phenomenon in this combination, cf. 3784 3 n. 

The gap between the second omega and the following nu results from a fold which the plate shows clearly. 

The fold was evidently closed when the text was written; it was probably opened only in modern times 

when the papyrus was damped out and flattened. Dr R. A. Coles has suggested to me that the following 

abbreviated title should be read as tpf and expanded to tp(amelirync). The rho, read as omicron by 

Professor Bartoletti, has a tiny loop and a tail which descends only a very little way before it curves back 

up to the top level. Compare the rho in avp. Although there is no parallel in the other receipts and although 

there is no way of telling what sort of banker Morion was, this seems a very satisfactory reading. 
13) The date of 3042 has been revised by R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, Bull. Egypt. Seminar 1 

(1979) 13. 
14) The date of 2579 has been revised by Bagnall and Worp; ibid., 12. 
15) On the illegibility of PSI IV 302 see XLIII 3142 12 n. 
16) The year for which payment is made is not stated. The Aurelius Aphus (Adgodc) here is presumably 

the same as the systates Apphus (Adotc) of 3789, even though nearly nine years separate the documents, 
cf. note (1) above. 

19) For the revised date see XLV pp. xvii-xviii. A doubt is cast on the revision by the amount of 

dr. 1,600, which seems to relate it to (13) and (16) of AD 306 and ap 311, and this is not certainly 
counterbalanced by the fact that the signatory is the same as in (18), cf. notes (1) and (16) above. However, 

the plate in PUG I seems to favour the correction and this payment of dr. 1,600 may be regarded as a 
part payment on dr. 2,400 in the same ratio as dr. 800 on dr. 1,200, see (1) and cf. (14) of AD 308/9, where 

dr. 1,600 is for two persons. Compare too (12) where the payment of dr. 400 may well be the balance after 
a similar part payment. In fact, although (13) and (16) seem to support the suggestion that the rate was 
raised in two stages, first from 1,200 to 1,600 and then to 2,400, see introd., it could be that the rise was 

directly from 1,200 to 2,400 and that these were part payments too. 
(20) This is the only receipt for a payment in advance. The reading tcdvtoc = efcedvtoc in line 2 has 

been checked and confirmed. 

dueyp(ady) U(mep) emixehadiov mdrA€Ewc 

oydonc tvduKTiovoc 

aKodAovOwe Toic KeAEucTice 

dvou(atoc) IlavAou apyupiou 

5  Splax(pac) ducysAtac retpaxociac, (yivovrat) (dpaxpat) "Bu. 

(€rouc) 16f’’ Bf of’ ’, Tatu «™. 

Andgotc cucta(tyc) dV euot ‘Qpiwvoc 

adeApod cec(nwetwpar). 

1 dieypfu) 3. 1. xedeucbeice 4 ovonf 5 aX, /fBv 6 LiSf’ “Bsa” ’ 
7 svucta Giccam 
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‘Payment has been made for city poll-tax of the eighth indiction, in accordance with the orders, in 
the name of Paul, in respect of two thousand four hundred drachmas of money, total dr. 2,400. Year 14, 
12, 4, Payni 20(?).’ 

‘I, Apphus systates, through me Horion (his) brother, have signed.’ 

1 dveyp(a¢n). The construction dreypady . . . Spayyedc is the usual one in these receipts. 

énixepadiov. The spelling is often -avov (or the phonetic version -éouv XLII 3043-4), but -/ov also appears 
in XXXIV 2716 1, PSI VII 780.1, XLII 3042 1 (-aéov ed. pr.), 3045 2, -efov in P. Oxy. Hels. 28.4, XX XI 
2579 2, PSI V 462.1, PUG I 19.2. There may be a phonetic reason, see XX XI 2579 1 n., cf. F. T. Gignac, 
Grammar i, 249-62, esp. 261-2. 

2 oyddnc ivduxtiovoc. Cf. 6 n. 

6 t4 Constantine, 12 Licinius, 4 Crispus, Constantine Caesar, and Licinius Caesar, see R. S. Bagnall, 
K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems, 72, for regnal years and indiction, which denote ap 319/20. 

«. The figure is undamaged, but of the cursive form which is very much like beta. Payni 20 = 14 
June, but Payni 2, which is possible, would be 27 May. 

8 adeAgop. An alternative reading might be aded¢/ = ddeAd(od). Perhaps we should translate it as 
‘colleague’ rather than ‘brother’, There was indeed a systates called Horion, see XLIII 3137 (294/5), 

P. Fuad I Univ. 13 (297/8), XLVI 3301 (300), XII 1551 (303/4), but his dates seem too remote from this. 

3790. Account oF MEAT 

4 1B.76/(1) 18.5 X 12.5 cm ¢.317/18 

The fluent cursive hand and professional layout suggest that this is a fragment 

of an official document, a suggestion which is strengthened by the text on the back, 

a much more interesting account, which seems to record expenditure in money by the 

city, see 3791 and introduction. A sheet join is visible on this side and the writing 

runs along the fibres, indicating that 3790 was the first use of the papyrus, and that 

it would have been out of date before the back was used for 3791. 3791, relating to 

the year 317/18, was probably written sometime in ap 318. 3790 seems unlikely to be 

much earlier, possibly relating to the same year. 

Part of the lower margin is preserved, with three entries nearly complete in col. 

i and beginnings of three entries, rather damaged, in col. 11. Each entry begins with a 

personal name, records an amount of meat in pounds, and closes with a village name 

followed by at (mpoxetwevar) sc. Airpat, except that one entry continues with a 

breakdown of the total into three separate amounts contributed through intermediaries 

(9-13). 
Requisitions of meat are usually connected with the annona militaris, see H. C. 

Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 838; cf. P. Cair. Isid. pp. 11-12 on the activity of Isidorus as 

a collector of meat for Caranis, and P. Beatty Panop. 1. 276-331 n. on the appointment 

of collectors and distributors of supplies for the annona, including meat, on the special 

occasion of Diocletian’s visit to Panopolis. 

Unfortunately 3790 adds nothing to our information. The only peculiarity is 

the unexplained preponderance of women among the contributors, all three of the 
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principals in col. 1 being women. In col. ii one legible name is female, the other male. 

Among the intermediaries in 1 10-12 one is female, one male, and the last name is 

unread. 

Colt 

Avockopouc yy[v(n)] ...79.[ 
Boiov Ai(rp.) pes (Huic.) (rerapt.)  , [ 

TTadwcew|c ai (mpoKeipevat). 

ApwAda yvur(7) Odadrepiavot mpoB(aretov) Ai(tp.) , [| 

5 al’ xoupiov (vac.) [ 

Thewe at (mpoKxeipevar). 

AodAdtavy 4 Kat [TAoutieva xou(petov) Ai(tp.) Ks (apuc.) 

AwciBéou ai (mpoxeiwevat), 

av 

10 du(a) Avddune Ni(rp.) y (rpiz.) 

61(a) psy Kal KoL(vwvav) Xri(Tp ma us (Hpuc.) 

du(a) 
e (poxeiwevat). 

col. 1 

re ie ee [ 
AckdAatapi[o], ¢, [ 

CécHO[a at (mpoKewevat). 

Capamdc atom, [ 

mpoB(atetov) Ai(tp.) pP (nuuc.) [ 

20 Céch[Oa ai (mpoKeiwevac). 

1 yy["]?, ch 4 2 Boiov: |. Boeiou; A, and so throughout; /d 4 yu, mpoB[’]? cf. 19 
5 1. youpelou 6 ai, and so throughout 7 1. ITkovriawa; xoi, Ks f’ 10-12 &’ 10 yy’’ 
IOs ia 12 sp) 19 mpof ’ 
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‘Dioscoris, wife (?) of . . . 
Beef: Ibs.1263 . . . 

For Palosis (the aforesaid amount).’ 
“Arilla, wife of Valerianus. Mutton: Ibs... . 

Which (are equivalent to) pork. . . 
For Téis the aforesaid amount.’ 

‘Lolliane alias Plutiaena. Pork: Ibs.26}. 
For Dositheu the aforesaid amount, 

of which (there were supplied): 
Through Didyme Ibs. 3h 
Through Amois and partners Ibs. 164 
Through . . . Ibs. 68 
(Total): the aforesaid amount.’ 

“‘Asclatarium(?) ... 

For Sesphtha (the aforesaid amount). 
‘Sarapas... 

Mutton: Ibs.1go}. . . 

For Sesphtha (the aforesaid amount).’ 

’ 

t yl(i)]. Cf 4 n, 
4 yvv(7). In spite of the damage 6v’ = 6vyarnp is clearly not to be read. In 1 too theta is excluded 

and the feet of the letters suit yy very well. 

4-5 Here it seems that meat assessed in mutton was actually paid in pork, or vice versa. There is no 

sign of writing after xoup(e)/ou; either the amount was not entered or it was placed rather far to the right 
and so lost in the damage between the columns. 

7 Lolliane alias Plutiaena occurs again in P. Osl. II 44, a papyrus with rent receipts of AD 324 and 
325 delivered by her agent (zpovon7nc) to a tenant farmer. 

13 We might expect / = (yivovrar) before af (1poxeievar). I see no trace of it, but there is some damage 
which could possibly have obscured it entirely. 

16 We expect the nominative AcxAatapiov, but the remains of the final letter look more suitable for 
upsilon, and the genitive for nominative in this context would not be very surprising. The next letter is 
clearly sigma and not gamma for yuv(7). 

18 The writing after the name looks most like azomz[, which is very intractable either as a patronymic 
or as an origin. There is no sign of abbreviation which would support an interpretation as dz 7(paurocitwv) 
or the like. 

3791. OFrriciIAL ACCOUNT 

4 1B.76/(1) 22 X 12.5 cm 318 

Two brief and tantalizing glimpses into the machinery for the propagation of 

imperial portraits are offered here and in 3792. The whole subject of imperial images 
has been treated recently by T. Pekary, Das rémische Katserbildnis in Staat, Kult und 

Gesellschaft, see also S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power, Ch. 7 ‘Images’, and for an ample 

bibliography up to about 1975 see P. Herz, ‘Bibliographie zum romischen Kaiserkult’, 

in H. Temporini, W. Haase, Aufstveg und Niedergang der romischen Welt 11 16.2, 876-88 

(§X. Die bildliche Darstellung des Kaisers), 888-92 (§XI. Kaiserkult und Kleinkunst). 

There is useful material also in G. Lahusen, Schriftquellen zum rémischen Bildnis 1 

(Textquellen. Von den Anfangen bis zum dritten Jahrhundert n.Chr.). The forth- 

coming second volume will be more strictly relevant. 
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Here we have an account recording one payment to a painter ‘for the price of 

colours and painting of divine features by order of the most eminent prefects’, as well 

as three payments for gold to a guild of goldsmiths and two other payments of which 

the details are lost. 

The mention of an order of the praetorian prefects shows that the context is 

official, not private. The same thing is suggested by the payments to the goldsmiths’ 

guild, which recall XLIII 3121, an account of expenditure on gold for a crown to be 

presented to Licinius on the occasion of the birthday of his son. There the city’s 

one-third share is emphasized and contrasted with the two-thirds share of the nome 

or city territory. The inventory number of 3121 is 3 1B.77/B(10)a, very similar to that 

of 3791. The element ‘1B’ refers to the first season of excavations at Oxyrhynchus, 

modern Bahnasa. It is no longer known what ‘76’ and ‘77’ indicate, but it seems 

reasonable to guess from them that these documents were not found very far apart. 

3791 too looks like a municipal account, probably a draft or an office memorandum, 

since it is written in a practised official-looking cursive hand on the back of another 

account, this time of meat, and upside down in relation to it, see 3790. 

Here, then, we see the municipality commissioning an imperial portrait, probably 

from a local painter, and by this date probably based on a model distributed from 

imperial headquarters, according to a procedure laid down by the praetorian prefects. 

Fronto tells us that there were painted portraits of Marcus Aurelius in many 

places, see below, and a third-century orator was entitled to praise an emperor by 

saying that the cities were ‘full of (his) images . . ., some on painted panels, some, 

too, no doubt, of more precious material’, see Menander Rhetor (ed. D. A. Russell, 

N. G. Wilson 1981) §377, p. 94: mAjpesc eikdvewv at méAeic, ai wev TUWdKWY ypamT@Y, al 

d€ Tov Kal TysuwTepac UAC. 

In Antioch in AD 387 rioters stoned panels bearing imperial portraits, see Pekary, 

op. cit. 140, cf. esp. Libanius Or. 22.7, according to which there were many of them: 

.. . Bréavtec be Etc Tac TOAAAC Tac ev Taic cavicw eikdvac, BAachnulac 7po0 AOwv er’ adtrac 

agévrec, emt prev Taic pnyvupevaic éyéAwv, mpoc d€ Tac avtexovcac Hyavaxtouv. Further 

passages, mostly late, referring to painted imperial portraits are mentioned by H. 

Kruse, Studien zur offiztellen Geltung des Kaiserbildes 34-6, 49-50; see also R. Grigg, RS 69 

(1970) 2O7 ny i, 

Most of the many versions may well have been produced through private 

enterprise, but the private copies will have drawn their iconography mostly from the 

central source by way of official copies locally made, like the one mentioned in our 

document. 

The wording, ‘for the price of . . . painting of divine features’ (. . . Cwypadiac 
Getwv xapaxTnpwr) gives very little detail about the representation. Of course, very few 

painted portraits of imperial personages exist. The single surviving panel painting 

represents Septimius Severus, Julia Domna, Caracalla, and Geta, painted on a wooden 

disk 35 cm in diameter, see ANRW 11 16.2 942-3, K. Parlasca, Ritratti di Mummie 
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(A. Adriani, Repertorio @arte dell’ Egitto, Serie B Vol. ii) no. 390, tavv. 95-6; in colour 

in id. et al., El-Fayyum (ed. F. M. Ricci) 55, G. M. A. Hanfmann, Roman Art, Pl. 

XLVIII. According to the Berlin Museum (West) it comes from Egypt, which the 

state of preservation corroborates. H. von Hesberg, ANRW loc. cit., refers to Fronto, 

Ep. ad M. Caes. 4.12.6, for the widespread presence of imperial portraits in such private 

establishments as shops and inns. He suggests that the small size of this one may 

indicate such an origin, but it seems equally possible that it had a place in 

some municipal building, see now also A. Lukaszewicz, ZPE 67 (1987) 109-10. For 

the history of honorary painted portraits in public buildings see H. Blanck, Bonner 

Jahrb. 168 (1968) 1-12, cf. M. Nowicka, Archeologia 30 (1979) 23, citing SB III 7259. 

13-15 for painted portraits of Ptolemaic kings in a village temple in the Fayum. 

Our payment could equally well be for a mural painting; compare the murals of 

the imperial cult chamber at Luxor, representing the members of the first tetrarchy 

as part of a decorative scheme for the whole room, see I. Kalavrezou-Maxeiner, 

Dumbarton Oaks Papers 29 (1975) 225-51, J. G. Deckers, Rémische Quartalschrift fiir 

christliche Altertumskunde und Rirchengeschichte 68 (1973) 1-34, although the wording of 

the text would hardly cover the whole of a scheme like that one. 

Unfortunately the damage to the right edge has removed the amount of the 

payment. We can only see that it was in talents. Even if it did survive, it would be 

hard to draw any conclusions at present because of the dearth of comparative material, 

although the daily wages of a pictor imaginarius are set in the Price Edict at 150 denarii, 

with his food (7.9). Dr Helen Whitehouse has drawn my attention to PSI VII 

784 = Sel. Pap. I 178, dated by the Oxyrhynchite eras to AD 362, which orders a 

delivery in kind to a painter for work on a picture (d7ép pucBod eikévoc). He was to 

get one artaba of wheat and two Cnidian jars of wine. Because the order is addressed 

to a steward (mpovontyc), this is probably a private transaction. One artaba is 

frequently the amount of a monthly grain allowance, cf. P. Oxy. XL p. 6, which could 

reflect the Price Edict entry about food (pictort imaginario ut supra (i.e. pasto), 

[etxovo]ypadw tpedouevw) and so imply a long period of work on a single picture, but 

this and all other guesses are hazardous. The prices of statues are well attested from 

some areas, see Pekary, op. cit. 13-21. 

The date of the payment, in the period 27 December, AD 317 to 25 January, AD 

318, suggests the guess that the painting was prompted by the elevation of Crispus, 

Constantine Junior, and Licinius Junior to Caesars in the Egyptian year ap 316/17, 

young Licinius specifically on 1 March, ap 317, see T. D. Barnes, New Empire 44-5. 

If so, we still do not know exactly what was painted. It might have been a group of 

the whole imperial college, or a series of paintings of individuals, or a group or groups 

including imperial wives and mothers, as Julia Domna appears in the surviving tondo, 

to mention a few of the possibilities. 

The price of gold, though no surprise, is a useful detail to be compared again 

with 3121, see 5 n. 
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The top of one column is preserved, the foot apparently lost, although a narrow 

strip projecting downwards for nearly 2 cm is blank where we might expect to see 

remains of the next line. On the other side, where the writing is upside down in relation 

to this, the foot survives and the top is clearly lost (3790). The ends of the lines, 

including the sums of money, are lost, although the surviving symbols for talents show 

that the right edge was not far away. The papyrus is also broken on the left close to 

the beginnings of the lines. Traces in the left margin opposite line 8 may have come 

from a check mark and more of these may have been lost elsewhere. Here the writing 

runs across the fibres, and a sheet join visible on the other side, where the writing runs 

parallel with the fibres, shows that that was the recto, probably used first, while 3791 

was probably written as a draft or memorandum on its back. 

(€rouc) «JB’’ of’ ” BS’ 
T]0Bi. Apreprdapw Cwypadw (rep) ti(rjc) xpwpatwv Kal Cwypadiac 

feiwy xapaxtypwv Kata Kédevciy THY eLoywt(atwv) emapxwv (rad.)[ 

O00. TH Kou(vd) Tav xpucoy(dwyv) di(a) (m. 2) Capama cat Appwvoc Kat 

Anpaiov kat [ 

5  (m. 1) U(mep) tu(unc) xpucot (obyKi@v) ta yp(aupatwv) n (duroipov) éx 

(raAavtwv) Ks (vac.) (raA.) _ [ 

Dawdi. T@ xou(v@) THv xpucoxy(dwv) du(a) (m. 2) Capara x[a]? Aupwvoc 

(m. 1) U(mep) (ovyKi@v) va yp(appatwr) y (Susotpov) ex (raddvTwv) 

Ks[ (vac.)?] (vac.) (taA.) [ 

]. Mexeip. 7@ Koulv@) trav ypuco (m. 2) yxdwl[v c.ro letters «Jat 

Avocxoupi[dov] |... [ 

(m. 1) U(mep) (odyxi@v) y yp(apupatwy) WB (tpitov) é« (raddvrwv) [Ks? 

10 Tlaxav ‘va (€rouc)’” * dra Zwidrov [ 

Papevod. 1 kor(vd) tl av 

ene] 

2 ur 3 eLoxwr’; € of émapywy corr. from a? 4 «o*, and so throughout, xypucox “8c ‘; 1. Anuéou 

5 wrt, Prayp/np 6 xpucoy bu’; 1. Anpéov —-7_-:v PraypJnf 9 v PyypfiBy’’ fo” "af?" 
Cwidov 
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‘Year 12,10,2.” 

“Tybi. ‘To Artemidorus, painter, for the price of colours and painting of divine features by order of 
the most eminent prefects Valves 

“Thoth. To the guild of goldsmiths by agency of (2nd hand) Sarapas and Ammon and Demeas and 
(?) ... (1st hand) for the price of 11 oz. 8% gr. at tal.26 al aeeae* 

‘Phaophi. To the guild of goldsmiths by agency of (2nd hand) Sarapas and Ammon and Demeas and 
. (1st hand) for 11 oz. 8% gr. at tal.26 Vale ceca 
‘Mecheir. To the guild of gold(2nd hand)smiths (by agency of) . . . Dioscurides . . . (1st hand) for 3 

oz. 19} gr. at tal... . 

‘Pachon, 11th year. By agency of Zoilus . . .” 
‘Phamenoth. To the guild of... 

1 (€rouc) JB’ uf’ ’ Bf’ ’, i.e. year 12 of Constantine, 10 of Licinius, 2 of the Caesars Crispus, Constantine 

Junior and Licinius Junior = ap 317/18, see R. S. Bagnall and K. A. Worp, Regnal Formulas in Byzantine 
Egypt 39. The traces of the damaged figure match the following beta very well and do not match the curved 
strokes standing after the second and third figures. Nor do they suit «; year 20,10,2 would be ap 325/6, 

see Bagnall and Worp, op. cit. 40. This is reinforced by the interlinear addition in line 10, which assigns 

Pachon to year 11. Year 11 makes sense as referring back to AD 316/17 using the regnal year of the senior 
emperor only, whereas it would make no sense to refer forward to aD 326/7 (year 21,11,3) by the middle 

figure only. Since this was a period of inflation, we can also use the price of gold as a check; the similar 
price in XLIIT 3121 of c.ap 316-18 confirms the date here, see 5 n. The latest month mentioned is Phamenoth 
(11), Le. 25.11,-26.111.318, but it may well be that the account when complete covered the whole of the 

Egyptian year. Ifso, it was probably compiled shortly after the end of it, that is, after 28 August, ap 318. 
2 T)dB1, i.e. 27.x11.317 to 25.1.318. See introd. for the possible significance of the date for the imperial 

portraiture. 

Artemidorus the painter remains unidentified. He is quite likely to have been a local man and unlikely 

to have seen the subject or subjects, cf. G. M. A. Hanfmann, Roman Art, Pl. XLVIII (commentary), 
especially if the subjects included the Caesars who were infants, Constantine Junior and Licinius Junior. 

For the arrival of imperial likenesses in remote places see S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power 173-6, T. 
Pekary, op. cit. 112, referring especially to JGR III 481 = JLS ii.2 8870 (Termessus Minor) where a Roman 
official was honoured on the day of the arrival of an imperial image: 77 mpo €’ €(5(av) NoeuBpiw[v], ev F 
[7) wpa exopicby [e]ixay lepa rod Kupiov yudv Ovadrepravod véou CeBactod. Price (p. 175) and Pekary translate 

‘Valerian, new Sebastos’ and ‘Valerianus, des neuen Augustus’, but Dessau’s suggestion that this is the 
Caesar, Valerian Junior, seems likely to be right, so that we should translate ‘Valerian Junior, Sebastos’. 
It also seems the most likely of the three possibilities that ] OdaAepiavot rob mpecBurép[ov in the fragmentary 
XLII 3029 does actually refer to Valerian Augustus as the elder of the two Valerians, although the other 
two possibilities suggested in Mr Parsons’ note cannot be definitely excluded, i.e. Valerian the senior 

Augustus (compared with Gallienus) or Valerian Caesar as elder son of Gallienus (compared with Saloninus). 
The title véoc CeBacrdéc was given to Tiberius alone, so far as I am aware, see P. Bureth, Les titulatures 28, 

and to take it as ‘the new(est) Augustus’ is not justified by any parallel known to me. Pekary objects that 
Valerian Caesar did not have the title Augustus, but in the papyrus date clauses CeBactw@v always occurs at 
the end of the titulature, linking him in this respect with Valerian and Gallienus, see Bureth, op. cit. 118-19 
(where Valerian Caesar and Saloninus are confused), cf. C. Zaccaria, Sodalitas. Scrittt ... A. Guarini ii 701, 

704. The day, therefore, is probably g November, ap 256 (not 253), which is entirely consistent with the 
papyrus evidence for the date of his appearance in the titulatures, cf. J. R. Rea, Att: XVII Congresso 
Internazionale di Papirologia, Vol. iii 1125, in the month of Phaophi, i.e. 28.1x.-27.x.256. (Unfortunately I 
missed this inscription in that place.) It seems quite likely that news of Valerian Caesar’s accession reached 
Egypt at least as soon as it reached Termessus Minor (Lycia), if we only had texts to prove it. It was not 
known at Oxyrhynchus by 29.viii.256 (XXXIV 2714). The accession itself will not be much later than 
mid-October and not much earlier than the end of July, if we assume that the news would take, very roughly, 
about a month to travel from Rome to either Termessus or Oxyrhynchus. 

For references to painting in the papyri see M. Nowicka, ‘La peinture dans les papyrus’, Archeologia 
30 (1979) 21-8. For surviving panels from Egypt see K. Parlasca, Mumienportrats und verwandte Denkméler, 

id. Repertorio darte dell’ Egitto greco-romano, Serie B, Voll. i-iii. 
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3 Belwy yapaxthpav. Cf. OGIS 11 508 = I. Ephesos la 25.11-14 (Pius to an Ephesian notable about silver 
elxdvec) Tac . . . elkdvac THY avToKpaTépwv .. . maAade . . . Tacac doxyalopev pvdaxOnvar Toic dvopwaciy 

ed’ olic] yéyovey adrav Exdcrn, eic S€ Herépouc xapaxripac pydev te THC BAnc exeivync [p]erapéepew. This 

probably refers especially to the features of the face, see LS 7 s.v. xapaxrnp ii (3). In IG v (2) 268.24 peéxpe 
trav CeBactelwy edrddncev yapaxtypwy appears to mean ‘he made a prosperous voyage to the imperial 
presence’. The implication seems to be that as ambassador of his city the honorand encountered the emperor 
kat oyuv, ‘face to face’, so that this reference in LS7 s.v. ii (6) might be better placed under ii (3). The 

Latin glossaries twice equate yapaxtyp with wultus, CGL ii 475.26; 543.18. Constantine Porphyrogenitus 

and other late writers (G. W. H. Lampe, PGL s-v. yapaxtyp, 2) actually use the singular to mean a portrait: 

AvOeuiov tov xapaxthpa and rov abrov yapaxtypa (Const. Porph., De caerimoniis, pp. 395 f., quoted by P. 

Bruun, Studia... P. Krarup 130 n. 23). This refers to a portrait of Anthemius sent to Leo I in ap 467, but 
was written in the tenth century. Such a usage cannot be thought likely for a text as early as our papyrus, 

so that its wording gives no clue to the number of paintings or of persons represented, although the singular 

appears to be used to mean ‘face’ in P. Lond. VI 1927.48, of the middle of the fourth century Ap. In the 

fragments of John Chrysostom quoted by H. Kruse, Studien zur offiziellen Geltung des Kaiserbildes 35 n. 2, 36 

n. 1, imperial portraits are under discussion, but yapax7np, in the singular, could mean either ‘portrait’ or 

‘face’, and the latter seems more appropriate to the contexts: od cavida tyum@vtec . . . dAAa Tov xapaKkTHpa 
tod BaciA€we; od mpoc THY cavida (or mpoc Tac eikdvac) BA€émovtec, aAAa mpoc Tov x. Tod B. In the clause 6rav 

BactArKot yapaxTHpec Kal etkdvec etc TOAW eichépwvTat (35 n. 2), obviously portraits are alluded to, but this 

does not authorize us to take Oe(wy yapaxtypwy as certainly implying two or more individual portraits of 
members of the imperial family. 

In the papyri the 6eto. yapaxtypec have appeared regularly in Byzantine deeds of surety, in which the 

guarantor promises, if required, to produce another person in a public place éxroc ayiwy trepiBoAwy Kal 
Jeiwy xapaxtHpwyr, ‘remote from holy precincts and imperial portraits’, i.e. away from places where he might 

claim asylum, cf. Pekary, op. cit. 130-1, Price, op. cit. 192-3. The references known to me are SB VI 9152 

(17.vi.492).16, CPR V 17 (c.492?).13-14 (my translation was wrong, and in 13 restore éxtoc ayiwv (not 
mavrwy) mepiBordwv), PSI VIII 932 (518-27).12, P. Cair. Masp. III 67328 (5-14.vii.521) i 15, ii 14, ili 18, 

iv 19-20, v 18, vi 17, vil 16, viii 14, ix 19, x 18, xi 19, xii 18, 67334 (527-65).11, 67296-7 (both 
23.Vi1.535)-9-10, P. Flor. III 284 (28.ix.538).11, XIX 2238 (7.viii.551).16, P. Strassb. I 46.20; 47.22, 45; 
48.17; 49.26; 50.4 (all probably 17.111.566), BGU I 255 (15.v.599).8. The older commentaries take these 

images to be Christian icons, see especially F. Preisigke in P. Strassb. I 46 introd., so that the older references 

appear in WB III Abschn. 21 (Christlicher Kultus) s.v. yapaxtyp. WB Suppl. does not follow its predecessor 

in this practice, but I have found no reference to a correction of the old view. It seems clear that Qe(wy in 
these passages has its usual connotation: ‘divine’ = imperial. 

The phrase also occurs in P. Cair. Masp. I 6708g9 (sixth cent.) recto D.1. This seems to be part of a 

writing exercise or other random jotting: wndé[v]a dé eAx[ec]Qax trav Oetwy yap[a]xtHpwy Bia xrA., ‘no-one 

is to be dragged off(?) in violation of the imperial portraits’. Again the right of asylum is under discussion. 
The Greek words recall the Latin expression sacri uultus in C. Theod. 13.4.4, of AD 374, which orders 

that freeborn painters (picturae professores, s1-modo ingenui sunt) shall not be compelled to make imperial 
portraits (ad efficiendos sacros uultus) without pay. There are several other interesting provisions in this imperial 

letter, see A. Burford, Craftsmen in Greek and Roman Society 151. Sacri uultus occurs again in C. Just. 12.63.1 = C. 
Theod. 8.11.4; it obviously refers to imperial likenesses, but in a general way, not necessarily to painted 
portraits. 

Note that pictores are among the craftsmen exempted from compulsory public services by C. Theod. 
13.4.2 (AD 337). Compare the gravestone of Aurelius Felicianus, pinctor Augustorum siue omnium bonorum 
[ut]rorum, set up by his daughter, who has the characteristically Egyptian name of Origenia, although the 
inscription is from Clusium (CIL XI 7126). The date is probably later than the constitutio Antoniniana, 
because of the nomen; it could easily be fourth century. 

Kata Kéhevcw Thy eLoxwt(atwy) emapywv. The praetorian prefects at this date were, it seems, Petronius 
Annianus, who had been consul in ap 314 and was strictly speaking a uir clarissimus rather than eminentissimus, 
cf. ILS III (2).8938, 1. Ephesos I 312, and Julius Julianus, see T. D. Barnes, New Empire 128-9. Annianus 
served Constantine and Julianus served Licinius. 

It is interesting to see an order from such a high-ranking source for painted portraiture, which was 
cheaper and less well thought of than sculpture, see H. Blanck, Bonner Jahrb. 168 (1968) 8-9; add Menander 
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Rhetor, quoted above in introduction, and Libanius, Or. 22.8 Emre nyovpevor Tac ev TO YaAKw TYyLLWTEpac 
. (Sc. Trav év raic cavicw, cf. 22.7). The order indicates that this was an official commission and supports 

the guess that it arose out of the elevation of Crispus, Constantine Junior, and Licinius Junior to be Caesars 
in this year, see introduction. We can legitimately suppose that many towns like Oxyrhynchus were 
commissioning similar portraits at the same time, and the mention of a plurality of prefects suggests that 
the order applied to the whole of the empire, not just to the East under Licinius, although this might be 
a mere matter of diplomatic form. 

The ink is confused at the beginning of ¢7apywv. The likeliest explanation is that the clerk started to 
write €€oywrdrwy in full and then, because space was running short, pulled himself up while writing the 
alpha and corrected it to epsilon, adding an oblique stroke above to abbreviate to efoywr ’. 

4 98. This introduces the problem of the order of the entries. Thoth is the first month of the Egyptian 
year, Tybi (2) the fifth, Phaophi (6) the second, Mecheir (8) the sixth, Pachon (10) the ninth, and Phamenoth 

(11) the seventh. If, therefore, the entries were in chronological order, at least three years would have to 
be represented, Tybi of ap 317/18, Thoth, Phaophi, Mecheir, Pachon of (e.g.) AD 318/19, and Phamenoth 
of (e.g.) AD 319/20. In fact, the interlinear addition in 1o tells us that Pachon belonged to ap 316/17, year 

11 (of Constantine, see 1 n.), so that it seems best to assume that all others belong to the year specified in 
the heading, ap 317/18, the order being confused probably because the account was compiled from separate 
documents, such as receipts. This entry is for 29 August to 27 September, AD 317. 

The names of the representatives of the guild have been added in a second hand here and in 6 and 
8. There were probably no more than four, since the talent signs in 3, 5, and 7 indicate that the end of 

the line was not far away. The first three were the same in successive months, Thoth and Phaophi 
(29.vill.-27.1x. and 28.ix.-27.x.317). In Mecheir (26.i.-24.11.318) the only legible name is not one of those 
recognizable in the earlier entries (8). A goldsmith called Sarapas, who could be the same man as here in 
4 and 6, occurs in XLIII 3120 2, 14, of av 310. 

5 ex (raAdvtwy) xs. Cf. 7 (and g?). Comparison with XLIII 3121 of c.ap 316-18, where the price of 

gold can be calculated at 1 tal. per gram = 24 tal. per oz. = 288 tal. per lb., indicates that the price here 
was 1,4 tal. per gram = 26 tal. per oz. = 312 tal. per lb. The transactions appear to be comparable. In 
both cases it looks as if the municipality is buying gold from the guild of goldsmiths. Unfortunately we do 
not learn the reason here; in 3121 the gold was for a crown to be presented to Licinius. Since we have the 
weights and the rate, we ought to be able to calculate the figures which should be restored at the ends of 
lines 5 and 7, and perhaps of 9, if the rate remained the same. Unfortunately the calculations work out to 

odd fractions of a denarius and we cannot be quite sure how they were rounded out. The exact figures 
would be tal. 295 den. 583} in lines 5 and 7, and tal. 98 den. 14163 in line 9, if the rate remained the same. 
These figures involving thirds may indicate that the weights and sums again, as in 3121, represent the city’s 
one-third share of a government levy that fell on the city and the nome in the proportion 1: 2. 

In this period of rapid inflation there is a great temptation to argue that the lower price of gold in 
3121 indicates that it is earlier than AD 317/18. This tends to confirm the argument in 3121 introduction 
that the most likely occasions for the presentation of that crown are the first and second birthdays of Licinius 

Junior in ap 316 and 317. 
6 Daddi = 28.1x.-27.x.317; cf. 4 n. At the end of the line a possible reading might be sovA[, e-g. 

Toval[iov or JovA[tavod. 

8 Mexeip = 26.i.-24.11.318; cf. 4 n. The traces in the margin are very slight and at the level of the feet 
of the letters. They could be part of a check mark. Check marks at a similar distance from the other month 
names could well have been lost. 

It appears that -yowv has been written heavily over fainter remains underneath, which do not seem 
exactly the same as the xpucoy’ of lines 4 and 6, although they are not much more extensive and must 

have meant much the same. 
A goldsmith called Dioscurides occurs in a private letter which could be of about this date, see XXXIV 

2727 23-4. 
After Avockoupi[Sou] we expect next «al, which I cannot pick out. 
g Cf. 5 n. for a possible calculation of the figures. 
10 Iaxwv ‘ta (érouc)’’ ’ = 26.iv.-25.v.317; cf. 4 n. See 1 n. for the significance of the 11th year. 
The other entries have a dative after the date and it is unexpected to find an intermediary named 

first. 
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Zwidov. The diaeresis is in the form of a short horizontal line with a small downward serif on the right 

end, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 205 n. 1. 
11 Papevod = 25,.ii.-26.ii11.318; cf. 4 n. Obviously this could be another entry for gold as in 4, 6, and 

8. We would expect to see traces of line 12 below, cf. introduction last paragraph. It may have been more 
indented than 5, 7, and g, but no conclusions can be drawn at present. 

3792. Account oF WAx 

28 4B.60/E(8)a 18 X 23.5 cm Fourth century 

This is an account for a government levy of wax on a village in the south of the 

Oxyrhynchite nome. Since we know rather little about these levies, see 1 n., this is 

interesting in itself, but more eye-catching is the entry which records that forty-six 

minas of the wax were destined ‘for images of the Augusti’ (Kai etc ikovia Trav CeBactayv 

19). For imperial portraiture in general cf. 3791 introduction. We can only speculate 

how precisely the wax was put to use, see 19 n. Of several known possibilities connected 

with modelling, painting, and sculpture, perhaps the likeliest guess is that it was for 

casting bronze statues by the lost wax process. 

The origin and purpose of the account are not clear. It was found at Oxyrhynchus, 

not at the village of Chysis, to which it relates, and the hand looks professional, but 

the transport and other expenses connected with the wax were to be shared, and the 

writer was interested only in ‘our’ share, 70 Ka0’7Gc époc (24, 25-6). This suggests 

that the account did not originate from an office of the central government, such as 

the Aoyictypuov. It may rather derive from someone who was employed on the collection 

of the wax, possibly from a town councillor who had been appointed to it as a 

compulsory public service or from a subordinate employed on the same business. We 

can compare XLVIII 3412, a letter from a praepositus pagi, who was appointed to that 

office compulsorily, to his assistant about the collection of wax. 

The date can be judged from the handwriting, which is a competent but rapid 

cursive suggesting the early fourth century. If the xyovpevoc of 25 is a praeses, this term 

would favour the period of the existence of the province of Herculia, aD 315-24, but 

there are other possible meanings, see 25 n. 

The piece of papyrus was cut from a roll in the usual way, as shown by a sheet-join 

close to the left edge. The back is blank except for some blots. The edges are 

substantially complete, but there is some minor damage as well as two large holes 

particularly affecting lines 6-16 and the beginnings of 28-32. 
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col. i 

A|oyLoc] Knpod etc 76 Kata tHv Xocw. 

‘Inméac [,],. ArodAdAwviov pv(at) Xr 

Mopdotc  (vac.) pv(at) KE 

Capariwv Capyartnc pv(at) KB 

5 Tlavapnce adeAdoc |] pr(at) «B 

Ebrovil oc c.10 letters | pv(at) te 

Ovictwia (vac.) [ |v(ac) ve 

Crépavo[c] ,,[ «5 | pv(ac) oB 

Capariwyv | [ c.10 Juv(at) s 

10 Xaipjuwv «,[  c.10 p|v(ac) vy 

TIpéxXoc (v.){| Juv(at) of 

Médac a.[.],. . nc pv(ac) wy 

TTatvaxOy{c c.10 |] pr(at) vw 

TTodvdednyc , [ c.10 |] pr(at) 6 

15 Koxknetou [sae pv(at) ¢ 

Capac ITroXepai[ov | pv(at) wy 

TTextrAoc (vac.) pv(ac) vy 

(yivovrat) L_ pv(ac) cAd, Aow(zal) pv(at) gs, 

Kal etc ikovia Tov CeBactav pv(ac) ps, 

20 (yivovtar) uv(ac) vB eic avdp(ac) ve~ ywpic 

TTexvAXov 

we alpely ExacTw pv(ac) y (mpicv). 

apyupik(@v) ava(Awparoc) dpol(we) Kataywyjc Tob a(vrod) 

Kypov amo (taAavtwr) y TO KAO’ Hpac wép(oc) (TaA.) a (dp.) Ac 
¢ / € \ > aA > \ Ie 

25 Hyoupéevw U(mep) emuctoAne etc TO Kab’7- 
a / / / - x 

pac pép(oc) péArToc KE(papiov) a (dp.) Ac 

T@ a(UT@) vU(mep) EopTik(@v) KE(paptiov) a~ (dp.) Ac 

2 pv, and so throughout 7 ovictiuwa 15 1. Koxkyioc 18 /L., dow 19 l. eckoma 

20 |, avdp’ 22 yf’ 23 apyupt“ava ono’, a~ 24 amo EK y, pep Caf 25 v) 

26 pep’, xe, JS = (dpaxpac) 27 a veopiXke, f 
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col. il 

[.., c]tpatnyod u(mep) elcaywync 

[....].7( ) potvAwva (Op.) vp 

30 _ [(ytvovtat)?] (Tad.) a (dp.) “Au 

ému[K |Awpeva etc pvac cAd 

wc] afpe[i]v éExacrn pra (Spaxpac) py. 

28 v) 29 |.7', Sf go [P)e, Sf 32 fuy 

‘Account of wax for the (share?) relating to Chysis: 
Hippeas . . . Apollonius minas 30 

Morphus 25 

Sarapion (alias? son of?) Sarmates 22 

5 Panares (his) brother 22 
Eutonius (. . . ?) 15 

Vistinia 15 
Stephanus... 12 

Sarapion... 6 
10 Chaeremon ... 13 

Proclus 12 

Melasmiae 13 

Patnachthes (.. . ?) 13 

Polydeuces (. . . ?) 4 

15 Cocceius 6 
Saras son of Ptolemy 13 
Pecyllus 13 

Total . . . minas 234; remainder minas 6, 
‘And for representations of the Augusti minas 46 

20 Total minas 52, among 15 men not counting 

Pecyllus, 
so that there attach to each minas 33.’ 

‘Money expenses likewise for the conveyance down(stream?) of the 
same wax, out of 3 talents, our share tal. 1 dr. 1,200 

25 “To the praeses(?) in respect of a letter, to our share 
of 1 jar of honey dr. 1,200 
‘To the same in respect of a festival gift of 1 jar dr. 1,200 
‘... (of the) strategus in respect of bringing in 
ae dr. 440 

30 Total tal. 1 dr. 4,040, 
distributed(?) among minas 234, 
so that there attach to each mina dr. 43.’ 

1 A]dy[oc] knpod would hardly be legible without rod a(tr0d) cnpod below in 23-4, but seems fairly 
certain in the context. 

Wax in antiquity had many more uses than we are apt to remember in this age of technology and 

artificial substances— mille ad usus uttae, says Pliny, NH xi. 11; for a recent summary see R. Bull, E. Moser, 

RE Suppl. xiii (1973) 1368-1416. Clearly this is an account of wax requisitioned as a levy by the government. 
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From LI 3635 9, compared with the other items in 3634-6, we can see how in the fifth century a total 
weight of wax was levied on the province of Arcadia—the figure is unfortunately illegible; this would have 
been divided among the nomes, cf. e.g. 3635 6-8 (which concern the wool levy), and in each nome it would 
have been further divided among the villages, as we see here for the village of Chysis and for an earlier 
period. We do not know how the nome capitals would have been treated. Presumably they would have 
been comparatively little affected, although it is quite likely that there were bee-hives in gardens within 
the towns. In aD 338 there was an Oxyrhynchite guild of beekeepers described as being ‘of the same city’ 
(1.85 119-20: text by R. A. Coles, ZPE 39 (1980) 120), but there is no such phrase in LIV 3747 of ap 319, 
see ibid. 6 n., where, however, we¢A[icc]oup[ya@v (5-6) is presented as a doubtful reading. The assessment 
would perhaps have depended on a census of hives, see R. D. Sullivan, BASP 10 (1973) 5-13. The papyrus 
published there refers to a registration of hives made by the petitioners in AD 15/16. The note on bee-keeping 
in the papyri is interesting and makes clear how sparse our evidence is. 

In P. Turner 47, which I would prefer to assign to the fifth rather than fourth century, large amounts 
of wax occur in lines 2 and 7 among other substances, most with a medical application. The headings 
arair(ncic?) Avockoupidov and Apegc were taken to refer to persons. In spite of P. Lips. 99, where dmatr(ncuc) 
is regularly followed by a personal name, I am inclined to think that these are names of villages supplying 
respectively 221 and 285 pounds of wax, just as Chysis here is assessed for 286 minas (240+ 46: lines 18-19), 
cf. 18-22 n., 2 n. A village called Apewc is known in the Hermopolite nome, see M. Drew-Bear, Le nome 
Hermopolite 69-71, and in P. Lond. III 1326b, fully edited in CE 59 (1984) 140, there is a Hermopolite 
érrotxtov Avockopidou, which might be identical with Avocxoupidov, although it is a small place in the territory 
of Anunrpiov kwun. (The editor gives Avockopidoc, but Avockopic is not to be found in W. Pape, G. Benseler, 

Wb. d. gr. Eigennamen, F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon. The plate in P. Lond. Facsimiles 
III No. gt favours AvockopiSoy, and definitely discourages -iSoc.) See now also P. Van Minnen, ZPE 67 
(1987) 120 for similar independent conclusions. 

For the middle of the fourth century we have some evidence from the archive of Papnuthis and 

Dorotheus, see XLVIII 3410 11-12, 3412, 3428 16. The first is a mere passing reference in a letter, the 
third an account entry for commutation of the wax levy to money. In 3412 a praepositus pagi orders Dorotheus 

as his assistant to make the persons who are liable to the levy deliver wax to his agents, who are a soldier 
and a guard, see introd. and further below 19g n. 

Xocw. Cf. P. Pruneti, / centri abitati 219-20; M. Drew-Bear, Le nome Hermopolite 322-6, D. Kessler in 
L’Egyptologie en 1979 1 239-45, fig. 61, P. Van Minnen, <PE 67 (1987) 123 n. 10, citing more works by 
Kessler. There seems to be no possibility that yvcuw, ‘melting’, was intended. With 76 understand something 
like époc, ‘for the share (or “‘section’’, or “‘portion’’) relating to Chysis’. 

Pruneti and Drew-Bear accept that Chysis changed nomes at various times. Their chief evidence is 
that land in the vicinity is sometimes described as being in the Hermopolite nome, see XVII 2134 15 zepi 
thy adtjy Xobcw ev ‘Eppotodeitn (c.AD 170), BASP 8 (1971) 7.5-7 m[elp[¢] Kopnv Xtcw ev ‘EpporodeitiKxoic 

edagece (AD 178), XIV 1724 7 [epi rH m[po]Kepevny Xbcw Kwpoypa(upmarteiac) [alc]. This is not at 
all inconsistent with the many documents which place it definitely in the Upper toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite 

nome. The use there of a measure known chiefly from the Hermopolite documents (PSI IV 281.7-8 of ap 

138/9, P. Berl. Leihg. I 20.28 of ap 149) is similarly explicable by simple proximity, as is the appearance 

of Chysis in a tax list referring otherwise only to Hermopolite villages (P. Lips. 99.21 of the fourth century). 
It is clear that there was Hermopolite land which was most easily described by reference to its proximity 

to this Oxyrhynchite village. 
2 ‘Tnréac is a rare name and rather doubtfully read, but it seems to suit the remains best. The only 

parallel I can offer is from P. Mich. Inv. 3822, a papyrus from Oxyrhynchus assigned to the late third or 
early fourth century, headed Adyoc mpo¢c KAnpovdpwouc ‘Inméa (H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores i 
484-5 = <PE 31 (1978) 166-7). The trace after the short gap is a flat base strongly suggesting delta. Unless 
there is an untraced name long enough to include it, perhaps read §:[a], although there are no other 
intermediaries in the list, or [a]8[e]? or [a]8* for dSeAddc. We have deAdéc in full in 5, but at this point it 

would have made the line rather long and it is clear that the clerk wanted to keep a column just about 
the same width as the heading. 

pv(ai) A. Wax is usually reckoned at this date in Airpau, i.e. Roman librae. The Aitpa had 96 drachmas, 
cf. XLIX 3455 22, the mina 100 drachmas, so that the difference is small. It is perhaps likely that they were 
treated as equivalent terms, cf. D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 53 (1983) 267-8. 
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3 Mopdoic may be genitive, cf. 15. If nominative, it is new, i.e. not in F. Preisigke, amenbuch, or D. 

Foraboschi, Onomasticon. If this is a development from Mopdo, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 87, cf. 60. It 

is presumably feminine. 
4 Perhaps correct to Capydrov, but Sarmates may be an alias rather than a patronymic. 
5 Edrévfoc. Cf. Eutonius alias Uranius in P. Mich. inv. 411.4 (PE 37 (1980) 217-18 = H. C. Youtie, 

Scriptiunculae Posteriores ii 581-2); the same man appears in XLIV 3189 5-6, where ed. pr. gave the name 
wrongly as Eutrygius, see LIV p. 226. There might be room here for something like o“ovpavioc] = 6 «(at) 
Odpdyoc. Even with a rare name like Eutonius we cannot be quite sure of identity. Like this document, 

the two others are undated. All three seem to belong to the early fourth century, see LIV p. 226. 
7 Obvicrwia is new in the papyri; cf. W. Schulze, Zur Geschichte lat. Eigennamen 254-5. There is a blank 

of at least 2 cm after the name, which makes it unlikely that this lady was identified further in the following 

gap. 
12 The remains would be very suitable for Ay[w]pirnc, ‘(inhabitant) of Acoris’, cf. M. Drew-Bear, Le 

nome Hermopolite 293; add XLIX 3507 21. The village of Acoris or Tivic 4 Kai Axdpewe was in the north of 
the Hermopolite nome, see op. cit. 291-6, and carte 1, which shows it not very far SE of Chysis and on 
the opposite, east, bank of the Nile. The variant with chi is fairly well attested for the Roman period, see 
ibid. 292. 

18-22 It is hard to make complete sense of the information we are given here. The total general 
assessment for the village was evidently 240 minas, i.e. 234 collected, plus 6 outstanding. This seems to 

have been divided among the contributors according to some sort of means test, perhaps depending on 

their possession of hives, perhaps only on their holding in land or on their total wealth. The missing 6 
minas may imply that a prospective contributor defaulted, since they, together with the 46 minas ‘for 
representations of the Augusti’, which have the appearance of being the complete assessment for this purpose, 
are to be collected in equal shares from the contributors already named, one excepted. It is not clear why 
Pecyllus is exempt. If he had died, his heirs would have been liable. He might perhaps have absconded 
leaving no possessions or had his property confiscated. 

18 The oblique stroke for (yivovra:) is well known. The L-shaped symbol is familiar for (éroc) and for 
(dv) in accounts, preceding the analysis of a total. Here neither has any place, unless /I_ could mean 

(ywovrat) (tod €rouc), which is perhaps just possible, although very unexpected and without any parallel 
known to me. At times (yévovrar) is followed by émi 76 adroé or 76 74v or dod, but this symbol is not known 

to represent any of these. 
19 Cf. introd. No stress can be laid on the diminutive form of txowa = efkdma, see L. R. Palmer, 

Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 79-86, F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 27-9. Palmer (p. 85) found two references 
to this word in the papyri, but I can find it cited only from W. Chr. 480.21, éveupa co[e 76 €f|Kovw 
u[ov, ‘I sent you my picture’, where the sublinear horizontal claims that the kappa is certain, though 
broken, see plate in W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses No. 28. Some doubt must attach to it there. 
In XII 1449 etxovidvov repeatedly refers to representations of Caracalla with his parents Julia Domna and 
Septimius Severus. The size and material of them are unknown, however strongly they recall the Berlin 
tondo, see 3791 introd. The éxoviéva of St Colluthus and the Theotokos, partly and wholly gilded, in XVI 
1925 6-8 (7th/8th cent.) sound like conventional Greek icons. 

It may be that a similar sort of levy is meant in XLVIII 3412 of c.ap 360, where a praepositus pagi tells 
his assistant, ‘I have sent you Gerontius, a soldier, and Demetrius, a guard of the strategus, so that you 

can make the responsible parties pay them xypod Ad(tpac) «’’ tod Knp@voc Kainxovoc Ade~avSpiac’, which 

is partly translated ‘10 pounds of wax per bee-hive and (?) . . . of Alexandria’. The phonetic equivalent 
kal e(xdvoc now appears a less improbable interpretation than it did, although much uncertainty remains. 

If that is correct, tod knp@voc needs a new interpretation too. The word is otherwise known only from Sch. 
Ar., Eccl. 742, where ra «npla xopule is glossed icwe rode Knpavac réyer. The xypia are honeycombs; the 
commentator is unlikely to have imagined that bee-hives were to be carried in this procession, as LS7 
translates, but he may have thought of wax candles, on which see H. Bliimner, Technologie ii 160-2, RE 
Suppl. xiii 1386-1407, 1410-13. A candle is sometimes xnpiwy, cf. Plut., Mor. 2.263 F.(Qu. Rom. 2) réte 
Aapmadac arroucw ev roic yawotc, ac Knpiwvac dvoudlovew, Gal. 17(2). 267. . . Oeppawdpevov emt Avyviaiac 

Proyoc 7 emt Tob Kadoupévov Kynpiwvoc. The scholiast may have written «ypiwvac, or, since loss of accented 
iota before a back vowel is common in phonetic spelling, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 302-3, he may have 
meant the same thing when he wrote xypavac. In any case there is no plausible basis for translating 3412 
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6 as ‘10 pounds of wax per bee-hive’, especially since «npavoc looks as if it is linked by kai with nxovoc 
(= eixdvoc?). The suffix -&y is productive in the Koine, see L. R. Palmer, Grammar 120-1; it usually indicates 
a location where things are grown or kept. Here, where «np<i>wvoc does not seem to offer help, «npov 
might mean a wax warehouse or even, perhaps, a wax levy, so translate, ‘for the wax levy(?) and an image 
for(?) Alexandria’. An image ‘of’ Alexandria is conceivable, but a statue (of an emperor?) ‘for’ Alexandria 
seems more likely. 

The present passage leaves us to speculate how the wax was used in connection with ‘representations 
of the Augusti’. A general survey of the uses of wax is given by H. Bliimner, Technologie 11 151-63. On 
Pp. 154 we find the artistic possibilities listed as encaustic painting, various forms of work on marble, and 
casting, especially in bronze, as well as modelling, which is treated at length, pp. 155-9. Small wax models 
of minor gods were made, ibid. 155, but this is unlikely for emperors, I guess, especially since they might 
be particularly open to magical abuse; for wax in magic see A. S. F. Gow on Theoc. 2. 28, cf. Hor. ep. 
17.76, sat. i 8. 40-5. Wax effigies of emperors appeared at their funerals, see RE Suppl. xiii 1363-6, esp. 
1364: Cassius Dio lvi 34 (Augustus), xxiv 4-5 (Pertinax), Herodian 4.2.1-2.10 (apotheosis of Septimius 
Severus), cf. Appian, BC 2.147 = 612 (Caesar), but this custom does not seem likely to be relevant. Although 
the Romans made wax portraits particularly of aristocratic ancestors, see RE Suppl. xiii 1263-6, again no 
connection is likely here. Marble statues may have been polished or treated with wax or waxy mixtures, 
see RE Suppl. xiii 1381-2, T. Pekary, Das rim. Kaiserbildnis 68 n. 20, but the article which Pekary cites, C. 
Gnilka, JAC 7 (1964) 52-7, actually casts some doubt on this. It is certainly a possibility that this wax 
could have been used for encaustic paintings of emperors, cf. 3791 introd. 

For a papyrus reference to wax in painting see P. Cair. Zen. IV 59767.6, and on the process see Bliimner, 
op. cit. iv 442-64, RE Suppl. xiii 1372-85. But it is most likely that the wax here was to be used in making 
bronze statues by the lost wax technique, see Blimner, op. cit. iv 286-7; RE Suppl. xiii 1358-61; P. C. 
Bol, Antike Bronzetechnik 118-28. On Egyptian taxes for images of emperors see Pekary, op. cit. 16. One is 
specifically bronze, see APF 6 (1920) 219 Nr. 4 (AD 117/18) = SBIV 7398, cunchopac av8(prdvroc) yadx (od) 
KQl mpoTou (jc) apyupac Adpiavod rob Kupiov. 

22 52+15 = 3.46, which has been rounded up to 34, cf. 31-2 n. 

23 xataywyjc. Probably this refers to the transport of the wax northwards, cf. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae 
1 493 n. 36, perhaps from Chysis to Oxyrhynchus, more likely from Chysis to Alexandria. 

24 For the symbol for talent, which comes again in 3o, cf. P. Cair. Isid., Plate V; for the shape of 
A = 1,000, cf. ibid., Plate III. 

Tal. 1 dr. 1,200 represents a two-fifths share of tal. 3. It is not clear what this implies about the process 
of collecting the levy. There may have been a partnership arrangement. 

25 nyoupevw. Possibly we should write ‘Hyouyévw as a personal name, cf. P. Heid. IV 325.1 and n., 
and this would be an easy way out of much ambiguity over the title, see below, but the context rather 

suggests that an official received a fee or bribe for providing some essential piece of paperwork. As the 

designation of a praeses this seems to have come in with the earliest praeses Thebaidos c.AD 295, see P. Beatty 
Panop. introduction pp. xvili-xix, cf. ibid. 1.78, 126 etc., 2.30, 58 (Julius Athenodorus, ap 298-300), CPR 

VII 21.2 (as read in <PE 41 (1981) 281-2: Aur. Reginus, c.aD 300-5), XX XIII 2665 15 (Satrius Arrianus, 
AD 305-6). It is true that 7yenwy was also used, see e.g. P. Grenf. II 78 (= M. Chr. 63).1 (Satrius Arrianus, 
AD 307), but there was a danger that this might cause confusion with the prefect of Egypt, who began to 

be called exclusively érapxyoc (Alytmrov), cf. C. Vandersleyen, Chronologie des préfets 97-114. However, the 
Oxyrhynchite nome fell under a praeses with the title of syovpevoc only during the existence of the province 
of Herculia (c.AD 315-24), cf. e.g. L 3574 1, after which it returned under the jurisdiction of the prefect of 
Egypt, see LIV 3756 introd. When the province of Augustamnica was created in aD 341, the praeses seems 
to have been called exclusively tyyeuav, and there was no longer any danger of confusion with the prefect, 

since by then ézapyoc was established usage for him. 
Therefore, if a praeses is meant here, the date is likely to be in the period ap 315-24. However, 7yovpevoc 

does occur sporadically for much lowlier officers, e.g. representatives of societies: 7yovpevoc cuvddou P. Grenf. 

II 67 (=W. Chr. 497).3 (111), 7. yepdiwy P. Grenf. II 43.9 (1), 7. fepéwy P. Lond. II 281.2 (p. 66; I), 7. 
mevtadvaiac P. Lond. II 335. 4-5 (p. 191; II), alone in P. Fay. 110.26 (1). There was a guild of weduccoupyot 

at Oxyrhynchus in the early fourth century, see R. A. Coles, ZPE 39 (1980) 120, but I know of no guild 
jyovpevor from Oxyrhynchus. Even more obscure is the 7. cnc P. Ryl. II 125.3 (I). Slightly better known 
are the 7. rod crparnyod II 294 19 (I), XVII 2120 5 (III), and 7. rot BactAcKod (sc. ypappatéwc) BGU III 
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830.17 (1), cf. N. Hohlwein, Le stratége 60. They seem to have been the heads of the clerical staffs of their 

respective offices. The strategus is mentioned here below in 28, where it looks as if a payment was made to 

some subordinate of his. It is hard to know if this supports a recognition of this #yovpevoc as his bureau 
chief or not. If it was e.g. [5(anpérn) c]tparnyod in 28, we may ask why not 7. crparyyod here. But such 

inconsistency is not at all unexpected or unparalleled. It is simply impossible to know. The reason for the 
payment, ‘in respect of a letter’, hardly gives a clue to the rank of the jyovpevoc. A praesidial letter would 
have been the best insurance in many transactions, but we cannot be sure that that is what is referred to. 

26 The abbreviation is not familiar. It looks like «xe followed by a raised double curve with a crossbar 
through the middle. Some version of «viSvov is conceivable, but I cannot recognize it. «¢(papvov) seems 
likeliest. If the share in the jar of honey is the same, #, as in the transport charges in 23~4, the jar of honey 
was valued at dr. 3,000 or half a talent, see 24 n. The calculation is 12° x§= 3,000. So also in 27. 

Unfortunately I have not succeeded in finding useful comparative figures. Unspecified small quantities of 
honey used on a journey in AD 325 cost dr. 100 (P. Ryl. IV 627.148; 629.298). In Diocletian’s price edict 
of aD 301 three qualities (§3.10-12) cost 40, 24, and 8 denarii (= dr. 160, 96, 32) per sextarius. This jar 
was probably a large container like an amphora, so that the price, broadly speaking, is low enough to 

suggest the earlier part of the fourth century. 
27 Cf. XLVIII 3406 9-10 drérncov . . . ra S00 Kepdpia TOU peATOc Sia THY loprHy (1. dmrairyncov, EopTyy). 

28-9 It looks as if this payment was made to a subordinate of the strategus, cf. 25 n. Restore perhaps 
something like u(mnpérn), ‘assistant’, or yp(apparel), ‘secretary’. The word eicaywyy might mean ‘tax- 
gathering’, ‘import’, or ‘introduction of a lawsuit’, to give a few possibilities. The context is obscured by 
the fact that worvAwva, which seems clear to read, is completely unknown. It could be a name. It appears 
to be in the accusative case. The preceding 7’ would be a possible abbreviation for 7(apa) but is unlikely 

to be m(poc). Probably, therefore, it belongs to some longer word. 
go The total is correct: tal. 1 dr. 1,200 (24)+dr. 1,200 (26)+dr. 1,200 (27)+dr. 440 (29) = tal. 1 

dr. 4,040. 

31-2 Tal. 1 dr. 4,040 divided by 234 comes out at 42343, which has been rounded up to 43, cf. 22 n. 
The remains of the dotted letters in éz[«]A@peva seem characteristic, but some doubt must attach to 

the reading because, if we exclude P. Cair. Zen. III 59509.4, where éré«Aa[cev is unconvincingly restored 
in a much damaged context, the dictionaries record the verb in the papyri only from a very difficult passage 
at P. Philad. 1.47. LSJ Suppl. s.v. gives it the accolade ‘dub. sens.’. The passage as a whole remains 

incomprehensible at the moment, but it looks as if ém«KAdw is represented by émupepifw in the judgement 
below. It is a question of distributing the responsibility for taxes or cultivation of state land among persons 
properly liable. The village scribe admits that he made the distribution (atv0d tavrny émixAacavtoc 47), 
but it emerges that he assigned responsibilities to weavers, who were exempt from such imposts. Therefore 
the presiding official in his judgement says that since the village scribe has begun to distribute public land 
to weavers (dp&dwevoc yepdiouc éemipepilew Snuociac yc 52-3), he is to undertake it himself or assign it to 

others at his own risk in future. The land taxes in kind or money called émipepicuol and émixAacuoi are well 
attested, see S. L. Wallace, Taxation 26-7, 70-1, G. Poethke, Epimertsmos, D. Hagedorn, ZPE 67 (1987) 
103-4. It seems, therefore, that éq:[«]Awpeva here gives the sense we need, ‘broken up, distributed’. 

The reading receives further confirmation from three undoubted occurrences of the verb in this sense 
in the inscription published by G. Wagner, BIFAO 71 (1972) 161-79, see esp. 171-2 (5-6 n.), and from 

the recently published correction of émuxAatcw to émuxAdcw in P, Amh. II 154.9, made first by R. Rémondon, 
see J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 46-7 and n. 268. 

3793-3794. OrFrricIAL CORRESPONDENCE 

76/144 46 X 25.5 cm 340 

These two letters are joined side by side and came evidently from a file in roll 

form made up of letters addressed to the curator of the Oxyrhynchite nome. The 

beginnings of 3793 and the ends of 3794 are lost. Each has a manufacturer’s join, 
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besides the join between them, which was made by pasting the right edge of 3793 
over the left edge of 3794. The surviving width of 3793 is about 21 cm and that of 
3794 about 28 cm, the overlap being about 3 cm. 

The items have in common that they are about the supply of craftsmen for 
government works. The sender of 3793, whose name is damaged, had been ordered 
by Flavius Valacius, the dux Aegypti, to inspect all the military forts in the province 
and report back to him any repair or renovation that any of them might need. He 

had inspected the fort of Psobthis and, finding that the walls needed decorating 

(kovegcguwe 10), but that there was no craftsman available at the place, he wrote to 

the Oxyrhynchite curator to send one to work there for a few days. His farewell is in 

Latin, which makes it probable that he was a military subordinate of the dux. Remains 

of the consular date in Latin follow below. The day and place of issue will have 

appeared in Latin in the lost left margin, as we see they did in 3794 17-19. 

The sender of 3794 was Flavius Philagrius, prefect of Egypt, and the document 

is altogether more impressive. The script, in contrast with the fluent but unpretentious 

official cursive of 3793, is in good Chancery style, to be compared especially with 

L 3577 (Pl. XVII there) of AD 342, as also with other items considered in the intro- 

duction to 3577. In the left margin, partly overlapped by 3793, is a Latin annotation 

of the day and place of issue. At bottom right we have no doubt lost a consular date 

in Latin and, above that, the prefect’s farewell formula, which, since he was a civil 

official, will have been in Greek, cf. especially XLIII 3129 9, by the same prefect. 

It was addressed to the curator in the first place, but also to the syndic, exactor, 

overseer of the peace, and principal councillors of Oxyrhynchus. The subject is the 

supply of craftsmen to praetorian prefects, which is potentially of great interest, but 

the losses on the right deprive us of any clear understanding of the situation. What 

emerges is that an official, Silvanus wir perfectissimus, in examining the account of the 

assessment had discovered that too few craftsmen had been sent in each relay— 

whatever that may mean. In the lower part of the letter, where the estimates of missing 

letters range from 27 to 37, numbers are calculated, a question of money, which may 

represent a fine, arises, and at the end, it seems, the recipients are warned to behave 

properly in future, see the commentary for the details. 

According to notations in the top margin of each, both letters were received in 

the month of Mesore, 25 July to 23 August, or to 28 August including the intercalary 

days. It is probably safe to assume that the year was the same for both. For 3793 the 

day was Mesore 12 = 5 August, if the traces of the numbers are correctly interpreted. 

The day is lost in 3794, although we learn from the note in the left margin (17-19) 

that it was issued at Alexandria in the period 16 July to 1 August. 

The remains of the consular date clause in 3793 18 show that both consuls were 

uirt clarissimi, so that years with imperial consuls are excluded. Flavius Philagrius served 

two terms as prefect of Egypt, first in AD 335-7 and, after the short term of Flavius 

Antonius Theodorus in AD (337-?)338, again in AD 338-40 (or 341?). This makes it 
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clear that the latest possible year for 3793-3794 is Ap 340, since by Easter AD 341 

Philagrius had been replaced by his successor Longinus (PLRE I 514). Therefore the 

full range of available years with two senatorial consuls is AD 335-8 and 340. However, 

one can argue from the career of the dux Valacius that the later years are more likely, 

and indeed July-August AD 340 would be the earliest documentary reference to him. 

He is attested in documents of Ap 342 and 344 and died in Egypt under the prefect 

Nestorius (AD 345-52). The beginning of his term is not well fixed, see CPR V 10.6 

n., 3820 14 n., so that theoretically he can offer no terminus post quem here, but there 

is a presumption that the earlier years of the range are less likely than the later ones, 

since he is unlikely to have served much longer than the five years which are certain, 

AD 340-5. It seems that AD 340 is much the most likely year for 3793-3794. 

3793 

] (vac?) (m.1) Mecopy 1B’ (vac.) 
(m.2) @Adovioc 2-5 ],..,. [. ] (vac.) Aoyic[7 | 7 

’O€upu|yxeitou (vac.) x[atpew.] vac.) 

> / a ? A / > / hid \ / \ 

5 efoucia] TH eun petproryti exéAeucev dAa Ta KacTpA TA 
” > \ fal A > vf > a / \ € / 

évta emt T|Hcde THC ETVapxelou emBewpycal Ee Kal olacd7- 
> A bal > / A 

more emic|Keunc 7 avavewcaiwe AiTeEiv Twa KaCTpA EUpOLWL 
/ \ > A a A 

c.12 letters Jf/ac twoc etc yodcw attodb aveveyKeiv, emibew- 

pycac d€ kal] ta Kactpa YwBbewc br[ 0] ‘HpaxAccavov érapxov 

10 edpovc.5 | Ta Tixn Kovidcaiwe S[élecOar, SueBeBarwcavto ‘dé’ texvi[ t |nv 

c.10 | wn Exe, 610 ypadyjvar 7H ch ayxwola dvayKaiov évé- 

puca va 0.8 |... Tov texveitny mpdc dXrtyac Huépac pera 

C.15 ] €mixtov amocteiAnc abtoic Kata TV Tpotépav 

20-5 ].... mpoc 70 undeniav mpddacuw 

15 25-30 |rouc trept tovTov duvnbein. (m. 3) opto bene 

ualeas per 

multos ann{[os] 

(m. 4) u|(zris) c(larissimis) cons(ulibus). 

3 1. “Ogvpuyxirov 7 1. dvavewcewc, AuTécOau? 9 |. “Hpakdtavov 10 |. retyn, Kovidcewe 
Il ay xwvo.a, avay’ KaLov 12 1. rexvirnv 13 |. émeixrov 18 uluccconss 
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(1st hand) ‘(. . . ?) Mesore 12(?)’. 
(2nd hand) ‘Flavius . . . to the curator of the Oxyrhynchite nome, greetings. Whereas His Highness, my 
lord the most perfect dux, Flavius Valacius, ordered my Mediocrity that I should inspect all the forts which 
lie in this province and bring to his notice (without?) any... whatever repair or renewal I might find any 
fort(s?) to lack, and after inspecting also the fort of Psobthis under Heraclianus, prefect, I found that. . . 
the walls require limewashing, but they declared that they did not have a... craftsman, therefore I 
considered it necessary that a letter should be written to your Sagacity in order that you should send them 

. . craftsman for a few days with . . . commissioner in accordance with the previous . . . so that no pretext 
may ... may be able to. . . in this connection.’ 

(grd hand) ‘I pray for your good health for many years!’ 
(4th hand) ‘(Under ... and... .), uri clarissimi, consuls.’ 

1 This is a notation, made probably in the office of the curator, about the receipt of the letter, see 3794 
1 8i(a) Capariwvoc d¢(pixvadiov) Mecop[7 . . . The hands do not seem to be the same. In this case, although 
the fibres are damaged, it seems clear that there was no writing for a space of c.2 cm to the left of the date. 
There seem to be some traces further to the left on very twisted and broken fibres, but so little that they 
may be stray ink. The month and day may well have been enough. 

Mesore 12 = 5 August. The letter was probably dispatched from the camp, which was inside the 
Oxyrhynchite nome, and would have arrived the same day or the day after. 

2 ].....[.].. These remains might be interpreted, very doubtfully, as ], eay[d]¢. It seems clear, 

however, that they are not compatible with [C:]Aovavdc, see 3794 4. Since this official had received his 
orders from the dux and wrote his subscription in Latin (15-17), itis likely that he was a military subordinate 
of the dux, cf. introd. Therefore he will have had the nomen Flavius as a status indication, see J. G. Keenan, 

APE 11 (1978) 49-50, and it will have stood at the beginning of this line, cf. 3794 2. Since nomen and cognomen 
were probably spaced, cf. again 3794 2, we cannot guess the length of the cognomen very closely. 

4 PA[(aoviov) Ova]Aaxiov. This confirms that some version of the nomen Flavius must be read and 

restored in CPR V 10.6, see the note there reluctantly allowing ®]\avéov. So also in P. Abinn. 2.1 restore 
Flauijus. On Valacius see PLRE I 929; add CPR V 10.6 n., 3820 14 n., T. D. Barnes, Phoenix 39 (Toronto 
1985) 372-3. This must be the earliest documentary mention of him, see introd. 

5 e€oucta]. Cf. P. Abinn. 3.4; 15.11, [17], 18. 
6 r]icde tHe emapxetov. Cf. XVII 2106 4 (of c.ap 304-6, see CE 49 (1974) 165, cf. R. S. Bagnall, 

Currency and Inflation in Fourth Century Egypt 27-8), the only other instance of this usage in the papyri. 
The pe picking up 77) €47 petpedtyte in 5 is comparable with the tendency to repeat pronouns, cf. 

H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 847, Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf, Grammatik d. neutest. Gr.1®° 229 (§278). 
7 Avreiv. In the sense ‘to lack’ we expect the middle, AeizecBar twoc; cf. Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf, 

Grammatik d. neutest, Gr> 145 (§180 n. 5). Perhaps this is simply a mistake. 

8 We expect the meaning ‘without any delay’, but a suitable noun ending in -/a has not yet been 
thought of. (Mr Parsons offers éxvypia, cf. P. Cair. Masp. II 67158.16 (ap 578) [diya macyce pad)coupyiac 

. Kal olacénmote éxvnpia[c].) 

g ta xactpa YuwBbewc. This is the earliest certain mention of the fort, known from XVI 2004 1 (5th 
cent.) and 1883 2 (ap 504). Cf. CPR V 13.3 n., where I suggested that the Psoft(h)is there (AD 395) and 
the Oxyrhynchite xactpov Yw&Bbewe may be the same as Sosteos, the station in the fifth century of the ala 
secunda Assyriorum (Not. Dig., Or. XXVIII 33). (Note that there were four, not three, villages of this name 
in the Oxyrhynchite nome, see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 223-6.) Add ZPE 56 (1984) 79-88. 

Some modification of this view is suggested by ChLA XVIII 660 (= J. Vezin, BSAF (1972) 143-6, 
Pl. X) i 1, where we find the ] ale tertia (sic: case uncertain) Assuriorum, stationed somewhere in the area of 
Oxyrhynchus (i 4), which has allowed a connection to be made with PSI IV 300, dated to ap 324 (not 
AD 392: BASP 17 (1980) 16). We should probably read there ],w ‘yc (iAnc = etAnc) tpirnc A[cc]upiwv 
draxet|[wevnc . . . rob "OE |upuyxirou (-y’x-) vowot (2-3). For this reading I rely in part on notes taken when 

I inspected the papyrus on two occasions in 1970. The details at the end of line 2 are uncertain. 
Rather than suppose that there were two regiments of ‘Assyrian’ cavalry in this area, it seems better 

to acknowledge the likelihood that ‘secunda in Not. Dig. is an error going back to a version which had 
Roman numerals. If this is right, we should restore something like d:axes|[wevnce ev Kactporc Pwpbewc 

tov ’O€|upvyxizov in PSI 300.2-3. Likewise we should reject the restoration of degenti]s i[n] c[tuzta]te 
Oxy\|[rynchitarum] in ChLA 660 i 4-5. The plate shows many more traces than this punctuation implies, 
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although I have failed to find any suitable wording to fit them. The absurd spelling of this text makes it 

difficult to rely on scattered traces. We expect a mention of the same camp. 
The date of ChLA XVIII 660 must be later than Constdntine’s defeat of Licinius in September ap 

324, because all the soldiers have the name Flavius as a status indication; under Licinius Egyptian soldiers 
were Valerii, cf. ZPE 11 (1973) 35, 37, 49-50, L 3580 introduction. If the remains in 1 2-3, . . . Cons]tantinus 
senper agustu |[ .. . | nubilissimis Caisaris, are from a consular date in spite of the disagreement of numbers 
and cases, then the possible years are AD 326 (Constantine VII, Constantius I) and ap 329 (Constantine 
VIII, Constantine Caesar IV). For early agreement of units and stations with Not. Dig. cf. A. K. Bowman, 
BASP 15 (1978) 30-1 nn. 36-7; add CPR VII 21.6 (ala I Quadorum in the Large Oasis c.ap 301; cf. D. 
Hagedorn in R. Pintaudi, Miscellanea Papyrologica (Pap. Flor. VII) 104-6, J. Rea, ZPE 41 (1981) 281-2), 
and P. Giss. inv. 126 recto 33, cf. 16 (ala I Abasgorum in the Large Oasis c.AD 309, see J. D. Thomas, YCLS 
28 (1985) 117-18, 120-1). 

‘HpaxAevavov énapxov. The prefect is new. He will be prefect of the camp, émapyoc xactpwv, and/or of 
the unit, émapxoc etAnc(?), cf. Abinnaeus, often addressed as émapyw elAnc crpatwwrav Kactpwv Avovuciadoc, 
e.g. P. Abinn. 45, 47-9, 52-3. 

10 At the beginning of the line we might possibly have the title of the prefect continued, e.g. efAnc 
edpov], or we might have edpov followed by an adjective such as mdvra, or an adverb such as mpanv. 

Kovidcaiwe (= Koviacewc). This word seems to cover limewash, as applied with a brush, plaster, as 

applied with a special tool called a float, and stucco, which usually implies moulded decoration. In this 
case only one specialist craftsman is required for what looks like the whole or a substantial part of the walls 
of an auxiliary fort, although the damage makes this slightly uncertain; one might supply 6AdJya r(e)cy7, 
for example. However, the chances seem to be in favour of limewash, applied probably by workmen, cf. 
12-13 n., or soldiers, under the supervision of the specialist. See also A. Badawy on the auxiliary cavalry 
camp of Dionysias in J. Schwartz et al., Qasr-Qdrin|Dionysias 1950 (Fouilles Franco-Suisses Rapports II, 
Publications de |’Institut Frangais d’Archéologie Orientale du Caire. Le Caire, 1969) p. 46, ‘Les murs de 
brique crue semblent avoir été enduits d’une mince couche de limon. D’autres parois du méme matériau 
ont recu une seconde couche d’enduit blanc a la chaux, ne dépassant 1 mm. d’épaisseur (salle a l'Est de 

Pabside) ou pouvant atteindre une couche d’environ 3-5 mm. d’épaisseur (abside, salle a ’Ouest du béma)’. 
The thinner layer seems to be limewash. It is not clear whether the thicker one is plaster or an accumulation 
of coats of limewash. 

For gypsum and other plasters cf. A. J. Spencer, Brick Architecture in Ancient Egypt, 134. For stucco see 
N. Blanc, ‘Les stucateurs romains’, MEFRA 95 (1983) 859-907 and ‘Gardes de corps ou stucateurs? Les 
tectores dans l’armée romaine’, ib. 96 (1984) 727-37. In our case clearly the unit did not include a specialist 
in the required field. 

11 At the beginning of the line we might guess émurdevov], ‘suitable, competent’, but cf. 12-13 n. 
ayxwoia. Unattested in the papyri until recently, see H. Zilliacus, Unters. z. d. abstrakten Anredeformen 

49, 64, 105, L. Dinneen, Titles of Address in Christian Greek Epistolography 20, this has appeared in LIV 3758 
63, again as an honorific address to the curator (AD 325). 

11-12 For the stopgap év¢-|!*[wca, cf. XL 2924 5. The more usual dvayKaiov #yncdny is excluded. 
12-13 The restored iva governs dmocreiAnc (13). It will depend on ypa¢jva (11), cf. B. G. Mandilaras, 

The Verb pp. 262-3 (§586). Before rexveirnv we expect something like éu7ecpov, ‘experienced’, or emit OELov, 
‘competent’, cf. 11 n., but the traces will not suit these particular words. It could be that the craftsman 
was actually named, ‘X ov texveirnv’. After werd we might think of [épyarav ixavav (or Koviac ixavyc) Kat] 
émixtou (= éme(xrou), ‘with sufficient workmen (or ‘limewash’) and a commissioner’. Cf. especially P. Beatty 
Panop. 1.335 erretKT qv TOVIwene THY TOU aptoKomretouv émickevny TroLnco_evov, 374-5 €|qecéw THC emTLcKEUTIC Tov 

13-14 We might restore cuv7Mevav, ‘custom’, but probably this is a reference to an earlier letter or 
other instruction, e.g. émuctoAny, mpdcratw, KéAevcw. 

14-15 We need an infinitive e.g. yevécOa, governed by zpéc 76 (14), ‘so that no pretext (for... ?) 
may arise’. 

15-17 The Latin subscription, which will be the autograph of the sender, suggests that he was a soldier, 
cf. introd. and 2 n. For opto+subj. cf. R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records 98.2.3 opto bene ualeatis, A. K. 
Bowman, J. D. Thomas, Vindolanda: The Latin Writing Tablets 133 (No. 38.11) o]pto felicissimus uiuas. 

18 On the consular date clause see introduction, suggesting that we probably need to restore the 
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formula for AD 340, which has not occurred in Latin on papyrus; cf. XLIII 3129 10 for ap 335 (in part), 
L 3577 g for Ap 342, and P. Abinn. 2.10 for ap 344. The Greek formulas do not reflect the Latin ones 
exactly, see R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Chronological Systems 111, but we might expect something like Septimio 

Acindyno praef(ecto) praet(orio) et Populonio Proculo u|(iris) c(larissimis) cons(ulibus). At forty-five letters the 
restoration seems long at first sight, but this Latin script is highly compressed. 

The consular formula will have been written by a clerk, not by the sender, who wrote the Latin 
subscription in 15-17. It looks very different from the Greek in the body of the letter, probably written by 

a different person. See L 3577 introd. for the difficulty of assessing the exact steps in the diplomatic of such 
documents. 

3794 

(vac.) (m. 1) d1(a) Capamiwvoc 66(dixtadiov) Mecop|7 

m. 2) @Adovioc PiAraypioc (vac. AoyicthH Kat cuvdikw [Kal €€axtope Kal oP Sy] (e 
> / \ / > a / 

émomTy Kal mpoTroAitevomevoic "Okvpvyxert@v (vac.) [xalpeuw. 

e€eralwv [Ci]Aovavec 6 dtacnudtatoc Tov Adyov Tob Kav[dvoc c.8 letters 

5 dvo texveita[c] eAattov meTEéudOar kalExdctny diado[xnv c.g letters 
Ni \ > / > te a 7 A / 

mpoc THY avuTépBAnTov e[E]ouctav T|@]v Kupiwy pov [twv Aaumpotatwv 

emapxwv Kal cvdAdAoyicapevoc Tov[ c.28 letters 

é€jxovta avedidagev Exactoy | c.30 letters 

Kovta e€, we cuvayecBar , , [ c.34 letters 
€ / A \ > i \ \ > / > / A i! 

10 ééjxovta, TOUTO TO apytpLiov mp[dc THY avuTépBAnTov eEouciay THY KUpiwV 

pov Tv AauTpoTaTwr emg pywv c.30 letters 

avTo TobTO OnAwOjvar.  gPplovTicate c.27 letters 

Kal Exactyny diadox7v 7 c.35 letters 

émtakoctouc €€jKovta [ 6.37 letters 

15 yryv@cKovTec we ef un ToV[TO ¢.35 letters 

16 (vac.) [ 

Left margin, opposite 4-6: da]t(a) 

(2?) Kall(endas) Aug(ustas) 

Alex (andriae) 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

(m. 2) AoyuctH Kal cuvdikw Kal e€dxrop. kal émdaTn Kal mpomroA(iTEvopevorc) 

21 ’OEvpvyxeitov. 

1 dc’, of 3 1. “O€vpuyxitav 5 |. texvirac; eat’ tov 17-19 daJt\|[ (?) ka}laug|{al}ex 

20 mpotroA ’ 21 1. Ogupuyxirov 
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(1st hand) ‘Through Sarapion officialis, Mesore . . .’ 
(and hand) ‘Flavius Philagrius to curator and syndic and exactor and overseer (of the peace) and principal 

councillors of the Oxyrhynchites, greetings.’ 

‘Silvanus, wir perfectissimus, in examining the account of the assessment (found) that two(?) craftsmen 

too few had been sent in each relay . . . to the unsurpassed Highness of my lords the most glorious prefects, 

and reckoning together . . . sixty . . . he demonstrated (?) that each . . . ty-six, so as to total together. . . 

sixty, . . . this money to the unsurpassed Highness of my lords the most glorious prefects . . . this very 
matter to be declared. Take care ... at each relay . . . seven hundred and sixty . . ., in the knowledge 

that if (you do) not (do) this,.. .’ 
(grd hand) ‘Given on the nth day before the Calends of August, at Alexandria.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘To curator and syndic and exactor and overseer (of the peace) and principal councillors of the 

Oxyrhynchite nome.’ 

1 This notation of the receipt of the prefect’s letter was probably made in the office of the curator, see 
3793 1 n. Sarapion, if that is correct Capd¢pupwvoc does not look so suitable was a member of the prefect’s 
officium in Alexandria, cf. 17-19, who conveyed the letter from there to its destination. 

2 On Flavius Philagrius see PLRE I 694; add XLIII 3129, 3820 10 n., P. Col. VII 175. 

2-3 Cf. 20-1 for the restoration. 
NoyicrH. For the latest list see LIV App. I. This one could perhaps have been Flavius Eulogius, last 

known 26 November, AD 338, or Flavius Eusebius, first attested sometime in ap 341. Another, of course, 

may have intervened. 
cuvdikw. Cf. LIV 3771 3 n. 
efaxtop. Cf. J. D. Thomas, YCIS 28 (1985) 116 and na. 3. 
énomrn sc. etpnvnc. Cf. L 3575 3-4 n. Note, however, that my suggestion that the office was an innovation 

of AD 341 must be modified, since this document is from ap 340 at the latest, see introd. The person 
concerned is likely to be the Dioscorus who is the only known holder of the office. 

Professor Hagedorn, in editing P. Monac. III 69, a fragment of a letter of the first praeses Augustamnicae, 
has very tentatively suggested that it is connected with the installation of an édarnc efpyvyc in the Arsinoite 
nome. 

mpotroAttevopevoic. Cf. A. K. Bowman, Town Councils 155-8, with H. Geremek, Anagennesis 1 (1981) 
231-47, LI 3627 1 n., on moArrevdpevor. 

4 [Ci]Aovavec. This ur perfectissimus is unknown and seems unlikely to be the same as any of the 
homonyms in PLRE I. He may have been a procurator of some kind or a special commissioner. 

The end of this line seems the best place for the main verb. Ends of lines are often uneven, so that 

edpev or evpyxev may be enough in themselves. We might even envisage edpev dexa]dvo0, hardly a higher 
number. 

5-15 The praetorian prefects were responsible for public works and workers were compulsorily assigned 
to the jobs, see A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire i 461-2. The words xa@’éxacrny diado[ynv (5, cf. 13) 
imply that there was a regular dispatch of relays of craftsmen. It is very unfortunate that the figures seem 

irrecoverable. In 14 (...) €mraxociouc (masculine) €€jxovra [ . . . looks as if it refers to numbers of craftsmen, 
as in 5, (. . . ?) dvo rexveira[c], but in 10 é€jxovra, TodTo TO apyvpiov KTA. seems to show that some of the 
figures relate to money. We may guess that this was a fine imposed on the bodies and officials who failed 
to meet the assessment, probably calculated at so much per missing craftsman. 

At the end of 15 we will have lost the farewell formula of the prefect, see introduction paragraph 3. 
16 Here there remains only a vacant space at the foot of the letter, but further to the right there must 

have been a consular date clause in Latin to specify the year and complement the marginal note (17-19) 
giving day and place of dispatch, see introduction paragraph 3, cf. L 3577 introduction p. 192, XLIII 3129. 
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3795. List oF TAXPAYERS 

19 2B.80/E(d) 23 x 26 cm Fourth century 

This list is concerned with dyeufic, the commutation of taxes payable in kind 
from one commodity into another. Not much is known about it, see D. Hagedorn, 
<PE 7 (1971) 187, correcting XXXVI 2766 14; add C. Gallazzi, G. Wagner, BIFAO 
83 (1983) 186-7. The heading is émi 5¢ 7 duib[ew|c, ‘for the third commutation’, which 
may refer to the customary payment of taxes in three instalments over the year, see 

J. Karayannopoulos, Finanzwesen 189-91, E. R. Hardy, Large Estates 55-6. Twenty 

men are listed, unnamed except for three from the village of Seryphis (14-16). Ten 

fall under the sub-heading trav 7) ytpoyp[adnca|yrwy (2), the rest are described as 

xipoypadycavrec kal [up to 15 letters |rycavtec (17-18). We may perhaps guess that 

persons who wanted to supply a commodity other than the one prescribed by law 

had to make a separate contractual arrangement with the tax officials. 

The listing of the numbers by pagus and place name contributes to our knowledge 

of Oxyrhynchite topography. The basic relationship between the toparchies and the 

pagi was elucidated in XII 1425 4 n. With the new evidence it can be summarized as 

follows. The six toparchies were called Upper, Western, Eastern, Middle, Thmoesepho, 

and Lower. Upper is equivalent to southern and Lower to northern. We know that 

in principle the ten pagi were numbered from south to north. All the known villages 

of the first and second pagi had belonged previously to the Upper toparchy. All the 

known villages of the third pagus had belonged to the Western toparchy. In the fourth 

pagus some had come from the Western toparchy and some from the Eastern, while 

all those of the fifth pagus so far known had come from the Eastern. This suggests 

again that the Western and Eastern toparchies were not separated by the Middle 

toparchy, as might have seemed possible, but that they adjoined one another, cf. L 

3589 2-4 n., and that the bulk of them lay south of the Middle toparchy. Only one 

place in the sixth pagus, Plelo, has a known toparchy, which was the Middle, but see 

13 n. for the puzzling case of Seryphis. In the seventh we know for certain only of 

one village from the Middle and one from the Thmoesepho, but it is probable, see 

below 12 n., that the list in VI 997 brings in six further villages from the Middle 

toparchy. In the eighth pagus, which is comparatively well documented, we have a 

mixture from the Thmoesepho and Lower toparchies, while for the ninth and tenth 

we know the toparchy of only one village in each, which was the Lower toparchy in 

both cases. 
Below is a table based on P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 236-7, incorporating the 

information from 3795. Pagi nos. 2, 5, and 8-10 are omitted because 3795 gives no new 

details about them. An asterisk indicates that the pagus number is known from 3795 

only. 
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a Tayoc § mayoc 

*érouxcov Kartu, [ *éroixiov Audvrov 

*Meppépba (Avw) *éoixuov I]Aavtvadoc 

*Necuipic (Ava) *éroikiov []AeAw (Mécn) 

TTayytAuc *Cepvduc, cf. 13 n. (ArBoc)? 

Tlexrv (Avw) érroixiov Xout7}! 

*eroixiov Syvyper[. . | 

y Tayoc 

l mayoc (cf. 12 n.) 

*éroixiov KaBaddl Téun (Mécn) 

Aevxiou (ABoc) érroixiov Neidov? 

TTavevi (ABoc) * Nojov érrotK.ov (Mécn) 

Ceptuic (AvBoc), cf. § mayoc Ilérvn? (Mécn) 

Cepa (Oporcepod) 

5 mayoc Taxodkeiiuc? (Mécn) 

Tapretet? (Mécn) 

Aéatov (AmnXdwrov) Tavaic? (Mécn) 

*éroixiov Ayira Teéel? (Mécn) 

Anvavoc (AcBoc) 

TeptOrc (AmnAwrov) 

**OQ duc (AmnAwrov) 

The worst damage runs down the middle of the sheet. Two large fragments of it 

survive, touching or nearly touching only in the area of i 11-12. Missing entirely are 

two pieces, one ¢c. 2.5 X 10 cm, affecting lines 1-10, and another larger one, c. 7 X 

12 cm, affecting 13-17 and 20. The sides look like the original edges, only slightly worn, 

of the piece as it was cut from the roll in the usual way. The wear at the top and 

bottom has been more severe, but the head and foot of the document are reasonably 

well preserved. There is a sheet join running vertically near the middle of the piece. 

The back is blank. 

The date of the document must be not earlier than aD 307-8, when the pagi 

were created, see J. Lallemand, L’ Administration civile 98. The handwriting, which runs 

parallel with the fibres on the recto, suggests that it falls within the first half of the 

fourth century. 

' In XLV 3260 3 the reading ¢ was preferred to ¢ or 7, and a new check has confirmed that ¢ is more 
suitable to the remains. The land which is the object of the lease was near Antipera Pela in the Western 
toparchy, so that y might have been expected. However, it is the lessor, not the lessee, who comes from 

Chute, so that on the one hand there is no strong ground for supposing that the two places were very near, 
and equally there is no proof that the third pagus and the sixth were not close together. The confusion 
over Seryphis, cf. 13 n., might allow the suggestion that they were. 



20 

1 1. dpetibewc 
17 1. yxecpoypadycavrec 

3795. LIST OF TAXPAYERS 

col. i 

emt d€ ¥ apirp[ew|¢ 

TOV uN xipoyp[adycd |yTwr. 

a- Tayou 

emox(iov) Karu, [ 

y- mayou 

emotx((ov) KaBaddl,.... 

5’ mayou. 

S- mayou 

error (ov) “Qvynpev[, , | 

erro (tov) ITAavriddoc 

erroik (tov) Audvrov 

erro (tov) ITAeA@ 

Cepidewc [ 

Tavecvevde ‘Qpiwvoc [| 

TTasdic Aiwvoc [ 

CiABavoc Mavuitoc [ 

(vac.) 

Xpoypadycavtec Kat [ 

THCAVTEC 

a- mayou. Meppépbwv 

Necuipewc [ 

2 1. xepoypadncavtwy 

‘For the 3rd commutation: 

‘Roew|c Ja 

Re Rk 2 8 

mal 
a 

25 

4 emo, and so throughout 

“Those who have not made contracts: 

“Ist pagus 

Epoecium Cati.. . 

3rd pagus 

Epoecium Caball.. . 
4th pagus 

Ophis 
6th pagus 

Epoecium Onemen .. . 
Epoecium Plantiados(?) 
Epoecium Amyntu 
Epoecium Plelo 

7p! 

col. 11 

ma|‘yo|v 

Ca[daro]u a 

may[o|y 
erro[ux(dov)] AywAd a 

ml|aylov. Nopov 

€mr[ ou] (cov) a 

mayou 

Awcibéou y 

(vac.) 

avdpec Kf’. 

15 auwvoc 

se 
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Seryphis 3(?) 
Panesneus son of Horion 

Papsois son of Aion 
Silvanus son of Mannis 

‘Those who have made contracts and 

have... ed: 

“Ist pagus 

Mermertha B 

Nesmimis I 

2nd pagus 
Sadalu I 

4th pagus 
Epoecium Achila I 

7th pagus 
Nomu Epoecium I 

8th pagus 

Dositheu 
‘(Total?) 20 men,’ 

oO 

1-2 See introd. para. 1. There may be some more examples of ‘commutation’ in SPP XX 93.1, 5, 10, 
15, as re-edited by R. S. Bagnall, BASP 20 (1983) 1-4. In that account it seems that four amounts first 

specified in barley are converted into wheat and added into the wheat total, see Bagnall, loc. cit., p. 3. 
What actually happened is not clear, but it may be that the taxpayer paid in a grain which was not the 

one prescribed. If the barley is overvalued, as Bagnall concludes, p. 3, this suggests that the tax was assessed 
in barley and that a penalty was exacted for paying in wheat. I suggest that the epsilon preceding the 

conversion into wheat is the phonetic equivalent of ai (sc. efc.), cf. WB s.v. oc, referring to P. Hib. I 14-15 
KpiO(a@v) Any’, at (upa@v) Ky; dAup(a@v) EC (juscv), ai (rupwv) xl. The ensuing total is in artabas of wheat. 

P. Beatty Panop. 2. 281 should probably be corrected to ¢axje cat apusw (= dpeufw) zvpod (instead 

of a[x]¥pou), since in most cases wheat is the commodity originally prescribed, e.g. XXXVI 2766 14-15, 
SPP XT995r, 5, 10) 15, 9b. Vv 726% (=) Ba Prine, Rolle 7. 43,90, 1485 PCa Isideageaa. 

ay". ]. New. The space would accommodate up to five letters in the gap, but the name may 

have been shorter, cf. 6 n. and line 7. 
6 KaBaoda[,.... ]. Again the name need not have filled the gap, cf. 4 n. and line 7. 

7 It was not known before that Ophis fell in the fourth pagus, see P. Pruneti, / centri abitati 227-8. 
9 ‘Lvnper[, .]. Clearly this is a participle, ‘bought’. We should supply a genitive ending, the gender 

and number of which remain uncertain. 
10 ITAqvriddoc. New. 

11 Aputvrov. New. 

12 émoix(tov) [TAeA@. By av 412 Plelo had been raised to the status of xan, see P. Mich. XI 6rr. In 
SB XII 10800, assigned to the third or fourth century, it has the feminine article (7), implying the word 

xa@pn. That document is a letter with the initial formula év 6e@ yatpew, which is certainly Christian, cf. M. 
Naldini, Crstianesimo pp. 12-13, and which therefore suggests a date after Constantine’s recovery of Egypt 
in AD 324. The name Cupewy (13-14), which is likely to allude to the New Testament (Luke 2: 25-35) 
rather than the Old Testament, suggests that the letter is not earlier than the second half of the fourth 
century, cf. R. S. Bagnall, P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 24 (1977) 121. 

It was not known that Plelo fell in the sixth pagus; it had been in the Middle toparchy. Tampetei 
went from the Middle toparchy into the seventh pagus (XIX 2233 3), and Sepho from the Thmoesepho 
toparchy likewise (XLIV 3194 5). From this Dr Zbigniew Borkowski has made the suggestion (unpublished) 
that the villages listed in VI 997 may all be of the seventh pagus. They are Epoecium Nilu (toparchy 
unknown), Tanais, Petne, Tacolceilis, Texei (all Middle), Sepho (Thmoesepho), Tampetei, Ieme (both 
Middle). Lines 25-6 below tell us that Nomu Epoecium, previously in the Middle toparchy, also went into 
the seventh pagus. So far, then, the evidence suggests that it was mainly the Middle toparchy which 
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provided the territory of the sixth and seventh pagi, with at least Sepho coming into the seventh pagus 
from the Thmoesepho toparchy, although a minor difficulty for this theory arises immediately from the 
next line, see 13 n. 

13 Cepipewc. This place had been in the Western toparchy. There is little doubt that in VI 991 it is 
ascribed to the third pagus, not the sixth. The ed. pr. prints ‘. . . Cepvdewe y 0’ (sic, not m(dyou)) rot abrob 
vonov. A photograph of the papyrus, now in Princeton, shows that gamma is clear and that the supposed 

omicron is extremely tiny; in fact, it seems to be no more than a flourish or a hesitation at the foot of the 

rising oblique stroke marking out the numeral. Evidently mayou should be supplied or understood. The 

third pagus seems to be more likely, since two other places from the Western toparchy entered the third 
pagus, see introduction, table. Cf. 12 n. above. If there is a mistake here, it may have arisen because our 
clerk or one of his colleagues read a gamma = 3 in place of digamma = 6, an understandable palaeographic 

error. There are other possibilities. An error might have arisen if the third pagus and the sixth were close 
together, or it might be that the boundary was reorganized and that Seryphis did in fact move from one 
to the other; compare the changes of pagus in the Hermopolite nome, see P. Charite p. 12 n. 3; cf. JEA 
71 (1985) Reviews Supplement p. 70, s.vv. Cecoyya, CuvapynBic. The date of 991 is ap 341, but we do not 
know whether 3795 is earlier or later than that. 

13-16 It is not certain what to supply at the ends of the lines. The total number is obviously 3, but 
it may have taken the form of a gamma at the end of line 13 or alphas in each of 14-16. 

16 Mavvroc (gen.) is not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, but it may well 

be a phonetic variant of Mavyc, Maveic, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar 11 57. 
17-18 Restore perhaps xa{ [1 amoxatac|rycavtec, ‘. . . and who have not delivered’? But this is a 

very long shot when we know so little about the process of apeupic. 

19-20 It is new information that Mermertha and Nesmimis were in the first pagus. Both had been in 

the Upper toparchy. 
20 The restored [a is certain from the arithmetic. 

22 Ca[dado]v. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 160, 236. 
24 AyiAa. New; presumably the phonetic equivalent of the genitive of AyAddc, cf. F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 16-18. 
25-6 Nopovu ér[or]x(fov). The pagus was not known; it is consistent with expectations, see 12 n. 
28 Awcbéov. Cf. P. Pruneti, op. cit. 43, 237. 
29 Before dvdpec we expect, if anything, y(iovrat), ‘total’, but the ink looks more like a large botched 

alpha, perhaps a spoiled attempt at the initial of avépec. 

3796. CONTRACT OF A SYSTATES 

83/8(a) 13X17 cm 10 December 412 

The consular date clause, which is discussed in 3803 1 n., provides the main 

interest of this fragment. In addition it seems necessary to restore the title of systates, 

so bringing the range of that official down from AD 396 to AD 412, see 3-4 Nn. 

The contract concerns the year-long public service of a sailor on one of the Nile 

cutters of the cursus uelox, which carried official correspondence, cf. LI 3623 introduc- 

tion. By comparison with other documents we can see that the official who had made 

the appointment acknowledges that he himself has now undertaken the responsibility 

for the public service and that he has received from his nominee the agreed sum of 

money, cf. LI 3622, with P. Flor. I 39 and P. Harr. I 64, both revised in CE 46 (1971) 

146-53. By implication the official will find a deputy to do the service in person and 

pay him from the money received from the nominee. 
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What remains is the upper right corner, probably about a quarter of the whole 

document, showing part of the top margin and the ends of the first twelve lines, written 

along the fibres. No sheet join is visible. The back is blank, so far as it is preserved. 

Uratelac Tv Secrotav jpaw@v ‘Ov|wpiov 76 0’ Kai Deodociov 70 €, 

(vac.) | Xolax 6’’. 
> \ a > A / 

c.25 letters | amo tic "Okupvyxita@v 70- 

Newc, cuctatyc THC vuvi Aectou|pyovcync PuAjc Apdpov Tvupva- 

5  clov Kal ddAAwv apdddwv,| AdpnAiw Anuntpiw vid Iapiwvoc 

amo THC abTHc TOAEwWC THC adTH|c PuAjc xaipew. Opodoya cuv- 

nAdraxévar c.to letters |_[,],[, ], vrov dvadedéx Oar rHv eyyxerpic- 

eicav cou Um’ euodb évialyctav Actoupyiav eic ywpav aAvaditov 
” 14 ted / / A > \ 

TOL ypaupatndopou Tov o€|éwe Spouov Twy amo veouy- 
/ \ o N > / / \ > A ~ 

10 ~=— vlac OWO Ewe Mecopy) érayo|pélvwv] meu Kal avTyc THC 

méumTyNc TOU evect@Toc ETo]uc TOy’ THC Tapovcnc Evde- 

Katy ivductiwvoc 6-8 |_.[,] dpodo[,], amecynkér[a]e 

5 viw 8 1. Aevroupyiav 

‘In the consulship of our masters Honorius for the gth time and Theodosius for the 5th time, Choeac 
14. 

‘Aurelius . . . from the city of the Oxyrhynchites, systates of the tribe now providing public service, 

(namely) of Gymnasium Street and of other districts, to Aurelius Demetrius son of Parion from the same 
city, of the same tribe, greetings. I acknowledge that I have contracted (with you upon the condition that 
I myself?) have undertaken the responsibility for the year-long public service entrusted to you by me in 
the place of a sailor on the cutters or letter-carrier of the cursus uelox from the first of Thoth(?) until Mesore, 

fifth intercalary day, including the same fifth, of the current year 89, 58, the present eleventh indiction 
. (and I acknowledge?) that I have received... .” 

1-2 See 3803 1 n. The beginning of 2 must have been blank, cf. e.g. L 3599, 3600. 
3-4 No name can be restored, although it is probable that the status indication AdpyAcoc will account 

for eight of the c.25 lost letters, leaving c.17 for the name with patronymic or alias. The latest known systates 
is Aurelius Hierax son of Horus of ap 396 (P. Flor. I 39 = W. Chr. 405, revised in CE 46 (1971) 146-9), see 
N. Lewis, The Compulsory Services 48. The comparison of 3796 with that document and with LI 3622 justifies 
restoring the title here in 4 and bringing the office of systates down to AD 412. On the systates in general 
see P. Mertens, Les Services de [état civil 30-47, N. Lewis, loc. cit. 

6-7 After cuv[nAAayévar we might restore mpdc cé (W. Chr. 405.5~-6) or cou (LI 3622 8). Next we expect 
something like émt r@ euavrov avadedéx8ar. The traces favour |,[,] ¢[u]av7dév, but the unread trace looks 
like the top of sigma or epsilon again. Restore perhaps én r@ pJe[v] ¢[u]avrdv, not necessarily implying a 
balancing 6¢. 

8 eva}yctav. This adjective may be of three terminations or of two. In LI 3622 9 éJyav[cuo]y was 
restored from PSI I 86.10, but we now see that é]yvav[céa]y is equally possible. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar 
ii 112. Scanty though they are, the traces will not fit Sypocéav. 
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9 roy. Cf. XX XIII 2675 10, XXXIV 2715 to. 
10 The restoration of 006 is arbitrary. However, XX XIII 2675, dated 15 January 318, is a nomination 

to the same service for the period 29 August 317 to 28 August 318. Here the date of the document is 10 
December. It seems worth envisaging the possibility that in most cases the physical service on the boats 
was done by professional sailors and the persons nominated in the documents were residents of Oxyrhynchus 
who were obliged to pay the expenses, that is the salaries of the sailors. The late dates may suggest that 
the officials had difficulty in extracting the money from the citizens, or it may be equally likely that the 
connection between the physical service and these payments loosened until the payments became just 
another tax, so that the officials could allow time to elapse. However, the ideal date does appear in some 
of the nominations (PSI X 1108; 29 August 381) and substitution contracts (P. Flor. I 39; 29 August 396) 
for this service, cf. XXXIV 2715 (29 August 386) for service on boats of a different sort, the mova mAaruTHyia. 

11 Oxyrhynchite era year 89 and 58 coincides with the eleventh indiction running from 29 August 
412 to 28 August 413, see R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Chronological Systems 80, cf. 13 n. 10. Since the indiction 
is here described as ‘present’, the date clause in lines 1-2 converts to 10 December 412. For discussion see 
3803 1 n. 

12 Restore probably duodo[y]@. Before that the high trace rather suggests «[aé], although ]¢[,] or 
]e{. ] might be better and «ai would certainly have been much more cramped than it was in 10. For P. 
Flor. I 39.9 I suggested something like 8:a 76 évredOev drrecyn]xévae (CE 46 (1971) 149), but it now seems 
likely that it had whatever was here, perhaps xai dpodoy@ drecynxévar. In both places there remains a 
lacuna of 5 to 8 letters to be supplemented before xaé(?). 

3797. ReEcEIPT FoR TAXxEs IN GoLD CoIN 

53 1B.26(F)/D(10)c 15 X21 cm 26 April-25 May 624 

Another item from the period of the last Persian occupation of Egypt, like LI 

3637, this too concerns Marinus the scholasticus and the highly placed Persian with the 

name or title of Saralaneozan. In 3637, of 19(?) October 623, the unnamed writer 

acknowledged receipt from Marinus of 3,962 gold solidi for the first instalment of 

the twelfth indiction. Instructions had been issued about this matter by (the?) 

Saralaneozan and the money was to be sent to the Persian ‘king of kings’. Related to 

3637 and in the same hand is XVI 1843 of 6 November, which acknowledged receipt 

of a further 2,016 solidi for the same instalment of the same indiction, divided into 

equal parts, 1,008 solidi for Oxyrhynchus and 1,008 for Cynopolis. The present 

document is a receipt for a payment by Marinus of 5,040 solidi for the third instalment 

of the same indiction, dated April/May 624. They are specified as being ‘for a part 

of the state taxes in gold’, b(mép) wépou(c) xpucix(@v) Syuwo(ciwv), and divided into two 

parts, 4,032 solidi for Oxyrhynchus and 1,008 for Cynopolis. These are large sums, 

but again we cannot draw detailed conclusions from the figures, see 3637 introduction 

last paragraph (p. 102). 

For a new article on papyri from the Persian occupation see L. S. B. MacCoull, 

Studi classici e oriental: 36 (1986) 307-13. 

The writing runs across the fibres of the recto of a piece cut from a roll, with a 

single sheet join c. 15 cm from the top running horizontally below line 6. The sheet 
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with lines 1-6 overlaps the one with 7-9, so that the right hand edge would have 

been the top if the roll had been used in the traditional way. The piece was rolled 

up from the foot, as can be seen from the pattern of damage and from nine horizontal 

folds dividing it into ten panels which diminish in height towards the foot. The top 

is torn; probably there was one more panel, which may well have been blank on both 

sides and will not have been taller than c. 2.5 cm. On the back of the topmost fold 

there is an endorsement of one line, apparently in a second hand. The bottom edge 

looks like the original cut except for wear. The wear is more severe at the sides but 
the losses to the text are not great. If we allow for the wear, it looks as if the roll from 

which this piece was cut may have had a format similar to those which supplied XVI 

1843 and LI 3637, see introduction there. That is, it could have been about 18.5 cm 

tall, like 1843, which is well preserved. 

t mapicye(v) Mapivoc 6 évd0€(dratoc) (Kal) cod[ (draroc) 

cxoA(actixoc) Ta d(ta) Mynva rod mepiBA(érrov) xpucwv[ ov 

U(mEp) wepou(c) xpuciK(@v) dnuo(ciwy) "O€vptyxyw(v) (kat) Kuvay| 

tpitnc KataBoAn(c) Swoexa(tyc) (vd(uKTiwvoc) vo(ptcwata) jen[, 

5 (dv) [db] (wep) pev “OEvptyxw(v) vo(utcuara) joAB (kal) U(7ep) 

Kuvov vo(picuata) jlen, 

yi(verar) ta adt(a) vo(picuara) jeu p0(va), vou(icuat)a 

mevtakicxt| Ava 

Teccapdkovta po(va). eypad(n) un(vi) Tax[av , 

Tl Hc adlr(jc) dwdexd(ryc) Wd(iKTiwvoc) xerp(t) eul(j) . pal... 

]..0,,( ) ta rob mavevd(jpov) Capadraveolal[v. 

Back, along the fibres: 

10 (m. 2) | v(aep) pépou(c) y KataB(oAjc) uB [¢]v8(exTiwvoc) 

vo(picuaTa) jee v(mep) "O€upv(yywv) «lal Kuve. 

nr r 
I mapncx, evdoe/f 2 cX, 8/, mepip 3 v/wep/ (with ov(c) above the line in monogram) 

tf] 
xpuct /Snpogupyyyf 4 kataBoASwdex’ /ivd/v 5 L[v]/, ofupuy yr, fel, » 6 y/, av Y, j2||voft 

° s a a : 7 ju/leypad|p7 8 av], dwdex /iwd/yxeup/e 9 |..0, ,/, maveud/ 10 v/wep/ (with ov(c) above 

the line in monogram), xara (the superscription over beta is not clear), [e]v3//P, v/o€up/«{ 

‘Marinus the most glorious and most wise scholasticus has delivered the sol. 5,040 (collected?) through 
Menas the admirable chrysones in respect of part of the state taxes in gold for Oxyrhynchus and Cynopolis 
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for the third instalment of the twelfth indiction; of which sol. 4,032 (are) in respect of Oxyrhynchus, and 
sol. 1,008 in respect of Cynopolis. Total: the same sol. 5,040 only: solidi five thousand and forty only. 
Written in the month of Pachon (day) of the same twelfth indiction, byatheshandvof me) yee) the 
all-praiseworthy Saralaneozan.’ 

Back. 2nd hand. ‘In respect of part of the 3rd instalment of the 12th indiction, sol. 5,040 for Oxyrhynchus 
and Cynopolis.’ . 

I mapycxe(v). For the anomalous augment see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 231(5), B. G. Mandilaras, The 
Verb 121 (§265.6), cf. 153 (§317.19), with references. 

1-2 Mapivoc 6 évd0€é(dratoc) (Kal) cod[(wraroc)] cyod(actixdc). Cf. LI 3637 20 n., for other documents 
connected with Marinus. The Marinus of XVI 1864 was not described as a scholasticus, but only as Mapivw 
T@ evdo€(ordrw), line 14. The same title here strengthens the case for the identification. 

2 ta d(1a) Mnva. Without ra the meaning would clearly be that Marinus gave the money to Menas 
to deliver to the recipient. But ra suggests rather that the money came in first to Menas, passed from him 
to Marinus, who on this occasion sent it further on its journey to the ‘king of kings’. 

xpucwv[ov. I doubt if we should accept the existence of a parallel nominative form xpucwév from the 
nominative plural ypuc@vec found only in Justinian Ed. XI ch. 2 init. In P. Lips. I 102.7 xypucwv is probably 
a phonetic writing of ypucwvy. 

This official seems to have been a subordinate of the comes sacrarum largitionum, receiving taxes in gold 
due to that department, see W. Gdz. 164-5; cf. A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic Studies 
174; in general A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire i 427-37, esp. 432 on the ‘provincial gold-buyer’ (P. 

Lips. I 62). Presumably his function would continue under the Persians with as little disturbance as possible, 
with the proceeds going to the ‘king of kings’. 

3 xpuctk(@v) dno(ciwv). This seems to be a general description which would have covered all state 
taxes payable in gold coin, cf. A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic Studies 305, 320. The 
presence of the chrysones may limit it to those payable to the department of the largitiones, see 2 n. 

For the association of the Oxyrhynchite and Cynopolite areas cf. XVI 1909 3, LI 3636 2 n. (p. 100). 
j[an. The surviving figures allow the calculation: 5,040 (4, 6-7) — 4,032 (5) = 1,008. In XVI 1843 the 

sum ‘of 2,016 solidi is divided between the two areas equally, 1,008 each, but it is not clear what the 
recurrence of this figure indicates. That consignment was for the first of the three instalments of this same 
year, while this consignment is for the third. 

7 Ilax[av. Or possibly read ITaye(v); there is a very slight and faint trace above the chi, which 
probably comes from the chi of wevraxicyi[Ava above, but which could be from a raised omega. The day 
number will have followed. 

8 z[Hc ad|r(Hc). At the beginning is a trace of a long descender; after the gap is the end of a horizontal 
from a raised letter, cf. 6 atr(a). 

xetp(c) €u(7) seems to be the usual expression, cf. WB col. 728 s.v. xeip (2), but yx. éu(od) may be 
possible, see trans. For éu(0d) we might have expected to have ov as a raised monogram, see app. crit. 3, 10. 

8-9 . pal... ]|,.0,.( ). We need the name of the writer, presumably not Marinus but the recipient 

or a notary or secretary, e.g. Owud (perhaps more acceptable than ‘Pwya[vod). After that what is expected 
is some sort of title, but it would be good to have it in the form of a participle to govern the following ra 
tov .. . Capadaveola[v, as for example dcorKodvroc, ‘administering the affairs of . . . S.’. In g the first trace 

indicated may be illusory; it is very faint and very close to the next letter, which is either beta or kappa. 
Omicron is certain. The next is small and rather high, most likely alpha or upsilon, and the last trace is 
a long descender cut by the oblique rising to the right which marks some abbreviations. Iota looks best. 
It does not seem possible to read d:01-]|®xobvr(oc). 

I have tried to read Owpa [ cup-]|*BorAat(oypadov), cf. XVI 1864 13 Owpde ciu[pay(oc)?, but the traces 

will not suit, and the following phrase would still hang in the air. 
9 Capadaveola[v. Cf. LI 3637 14 n., which can now be greatly augmented thanks to the kindness of 

Dr K. A. Worp. He has drawn my attention by letter (11 March 1985) to J7P 15 (1965) 423-4, where 
I. F. Fikhman summarized in English a Russian publication of fourteen Pahlavi papyri by A. G. Perikhanian, 
Vestnik Drevnej Istorti 77 (1961) Part 3, pp. 78-93. One of the fragments of No. 13 contains a Persian 

expression which she viewed as a name and transliterated as Sahralanyozan (p. 8g). She referred to other 
Pahlavi documents mentioning the same man and proposed seeing his name again in BGU II 377.1, 
correcting Capadaxeoéav to Capadaveoéay (p. 88). This correction has not appeared in BL. Dr Poethke 
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confirmed my suggestion, CapaAaveolav, from the original, see 3637 14 n., and this is corroborated by the 
other papyri (3637, 3797, SPP X 251, see below) and by the transliteration offered by Perikhanian. 

Whether the expression is really a name, as she suggests, or a title, as Dr Ilya Gershevitch tentatively 
argued in 3637 14 n., remains in doubt. The Pahlavi and the Greek papyri evidently refer to the same 

important Persian official. 
Dr Worp has also acutely seen that the expression occurs twice again in SPP X 251(a).g and (b).10, 

where the first edition has CapamwwvfOlwv in both places. At his request Dr J. Gascou kindly inspected 
the papyrus in the Louvre and read (a).g as CapaA[av]eofav and (b).10 as Capadaveolay. In (a).2 he reads 
Capadav( ) py(vav) B Ab<dyp (Kat) Xoudx [. This papyrus, like BGU II 377, is said to come from the 
Arsinoite nome, suggesting again that this Persian official exercised power in both the Arsinoite and the 

Oxyrhynchite nomes. 

Finally, Dr Worp recognized the same man in the ravevd(jpuov) Opadavcoéay of O. Petrie 421.5 (J. G. 
Tait, Greek Ostraca i p. 147), and suggested that O. Petrie 424 had a similar text. | am grateful to Mrs 
Barbara Adams of the Flinders Petrie Museum for making these items available while the museum was 
closed for renovation and to Dr Walter Cockle of University College London for inspecting them on my 
behalf. Dr Cockle confirms that 421.4-5 may be read ypapp(are?) top mavevd(jpov) Capadaveolar, as 

suggested by Dr Worp, although Cq- is oddly written. In 424.7 he can see the predicted ypapp(are?) rod 
mravevp(jov) Ca-. At the beginning of line 8 the ink has disappeared completely, but the continuation 
[padaveofav] can be restored with virtual certainty. As a consequence of this identification the archive of 
Theopemptus and Zacharias, containing nearly sixty ostraca, see O. Bodl. II 2120 introd. (J. G. Tait, C. 
Préaux, Greek Ostraca ii p. 372), is assigned by Dr Worp to the Persian period. The provenance may be 
Hermonthis, see O. Ashm. g6 (J. G. Tait, Greek Ostraca i p. 79). Dr Helen Whitehouse kindly informs me 
that the whole of the group formed by O. Ashm. g6-101 was presented to the Ashmolean Museum by 
Greville Chester, in whose notes two items (O. Ashm. 96 and 100) can be identified as having been bought 
at Armant, ancient Hermonthis. There is therefore some presumption, though no certainty, that the archive 
came originally from the Thebaid. If it did, this shows a new and wider range for the influence of 
Saralaneozan. 
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3798. ReTuRN or LoAN 

74/60(a) 10 X 34.5 24-8 August 144 

The main interest of this papyrus lies in its connection with the legalities affecting 
the families of auxiliary veterans. A loan of three hundred drachmas at annual interest 
of twelve per cent had been made in the period 28 September to 27 October 142, 
about twenty-two months before the date of the present document, by the wife of the 
veteran C. Veturius Gemellus, who is known from VII 1022 (= R. O. Fink, Roman 

Miltary Records 87) to have been enrolled into the cohors III (or IT) Ituraeorum at the 

age of twenty-one early in ap 103. He subscribed here on behalf of his daughter in 

lines 43-9, so he was still alive at the age of about sixty-two. His wife, however, had 

died between 28 September 142 and 28 August 144, and the return of the loan was 

acknowledged by her two children, who were another C. Veturius Gemellus, already 

known from VII 1035 of February 143, and a daughter called Lucia Veturia alias 

Thermuthion. These two declared that their mother had died intestate and that they 

were her only children and heirs, atric pdva téxva Kat KAnpovopa (26-7). 

Some care has been taken to describe the civil status of the parents. The father 

on his first appearance is called ‘a veteran whose name is engraved’, overpav[od] 

evKexapaypevoy, see 4 n. The status of the mother is defined in a notable phrase, 7eprotcy 

eic THY emt Pane xaAKqv crHAnyv, see 8-g n. Since she is described immediately before as 

‘deceased’, pwetnAAaxvin (5), this appears to mean, ‘who survives (i.e. whose name 

survives) on the bronze stele at Rome’. Evidently she had been named in the grant 

of citizenship and conubtum made to her husband on his discharge. The wife in these 

cases did not receive citizenship; rather her veteran husband received with his 

citizenship the right of conubium with her as a peregrine, cf. M.-P. Arnaud-Lindet, 

REL 55 (1977) 288 and n. 5. 

The status of the children is more doubtful. We know from 1035 that the father 

was a veteran by February 143 and that the son was then old enough to enter into 

a legal contract without a guardian. Knowing further from 1022 that the father had 

enlisted in 103 we would suppose that his discharge is hardly likely to have fallen so 

late as 140, when Pius deprived auxiliary veterans of their privilege of receiving 

citizenship for the children born during their service, see H. Nesselhauf, Historia 8 

(1959) 434-42, H. Wolff, Chiron 4 (1974) 481, M. M. Roxan, Roman Military Diplomas 

(1954-77) 65 (No. 39 n. 6), M.-P. Arnaud-Lindet, REL 55 (1977) 287-9, S. Link, 

XPE 63 (1986) 185-92, cf. Roxan, Roman Military Diplomas (1978-84) 157 (No. 94 

n. 5), ead. in W. Eck, H. Wolff (edd.), Heer und Integrationspolitik: Die rom. Militardiplome 

als historische Quelle 265-92, J. B. Campbell, The Emperor and the Roman Army 439-445. 

Pius brought in a similar, but less stringent, limitation of the privileges of veterans of 
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the fleet some years later, roughly between 152 and 158, see N. Hanel, Bonn. Jahrb. 

185 (1985) 89-95, esp. 93. On the stages of the process of acquiring citizenship as a 

veteran see M. Absil, Y. Le Bohec, Latomus 44 (1985) 855-70. 

There are exceptional terms of service as long as forty-five years on record, see 

3785 introduction paragraph 2, so it is possible that long service by the father led to 

the unfortunate result that his children did not receive citizenship, being among the 

first to be affected by the change in the regulations. The son’s ¢ria nomina give no 

assurance that he was a citizen, see especially H. C. Youtie in Le Monde Grec (Hommages 

... Préaux) 737-8 (= id. Scriptiunculae Posteriores i 31-2). The same evidently applies to 

the Roman elements of the daughter’s nomenclature. 

It still seems more likely than not that the daughter and the son were Roman 

citizens. However, in Roman law children did not inherit from a mother who died 

intestate until after the senatus consultum Orfitianum of ap 178, see M. Kaser, Das romische 

Privatrecht i 702, J. F. Gardner, Liverpool Classical Monthly 12.4 (Apr. 1987) 52, cf. 

W. L. Westermann, A. A. Schiller, Apokrimata 71, whereas in Egyptian law this was 

the normal practice, see R. Taubenschlag, Law? 184, citing especially P. Yale inv. 

222, 225 (YCIS 4 (1934) 136-40), cf. E. Seidl, Rechtsgeschichte Agyptens als rémischer Provinz 

224-6. It is also Egyptian practice that the surviving spouse has no claim, see H.-A. 

Rupprecht, BASP 22 (1985) 291-5. 

In fact, it is clear that these persons had inherited under Egyptian law. Either 

they were not citizens, because of the change of regulations in 140, or it was perfectly 

regular practice that the citizen children ofa veteran should inherit from their peregrine 

mother under the provisions of peregrine law. Since the first alternative requires us 

to assume exceptionally long service, about thirty-seven years at least, for the father, 

I am inclined to argue for the second, which seems to accord well with the Roman 

habit of making no change in local customs without strong reasons of expediency. 

The writing runs along the fibres in the usual way. No sheet-join is visible. On the 

back there is an isolated endorsement of one word, although it is possible that in 

the more damaged areas another endorsement could have been lost. Unusually the 

document seems to have been rolled up with the left edge inside, to judge from the 

discoloration and damage, which is more severe on the right. 



4 il eyKexapaypevov 

31 1. éywadeiv 
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3/98. RETURN OF LOAN 

Taiog [Ovderovpioc] Téwe[AXoc Kai Aov- 

kia Ove|toupia] 7 Kai Oepy|ovb |x[ ov 

appotepor Iai lov Overoupiou Tepér- 

Aov ovetpav[od] éveexapaypéevoy 

cov TH €avT|@|v petnAAaxuly 

pntpt Apréeuecte Hddaipovoc 

tov Evdaipovoc untpoc Oeppov- 

Bioy mepiovcn ec tHV emt ‘Pwwnc 

xadKnv cryAnv, 7 d€ Aovkia Overov- 

pia 7) Kal Oeppovdiov peta Kupiov Tob 

matpoc Taiov Overoupiou Teuéddov, "Em- 

payw “Emiudyou tod "Emyayou 

untpoc Tatew@toc am’ Oguptyywv 

ToAewc xaipew. ouodAloy|@ alm]éxerv 

mapa cov dua THe emt Tov [mp]dc¢ OE[v] pvy- 

xwv 7oAe Capareiov Ayabov Aaipno- 

voc Kal eTOXwV TpaTélyc apy|[v]pi- 

ov dpaxpac Tpiakociac Kepadaiov 

Kal Tove amo ‘Addp tot deA8[ 6 |vTo¢ 

ETOUC MEXPL THC EvecTwCNC 1)- 

Mépac ToUTwy dpayptatlolyc ToKouc, 

To b€ Kehadaroy davercbév cor 

vo THC uNT|ploc Hua@v A[p|réwer- 

toc—e TeAevTycacyc adiabérou, 

mpopepoucba evar avdtic Lo- 

va Téxva Kal KAnpovou“a—KaTa yXEl- 

poypadov d1a tpatrélync TH Dawdd|[c 

6 Kal avedwKapey c[o]s ec aKUpw- 

cw Kal wnd€y cor evKare|i|y wy- 

d€ Toic mapa cov meEpl ndevoc 

aTA@e mexpe THC EvectwMcyc 

6 1. Apréute 15 1. dwodoyotpev 24-5 |. Apréuiroc 
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nuépac. Kup[(]a 7 amoxy. (€rouc) ¢ 

35 Abroxpatop|o|¢ Kaicapoc Titov AiAiou 

EvceBotc, Mecopy) érayo(pevwv) 

(m. 2) Tdioc Odverovpioc Téy[edA]A0¢ 

anéxw cdv 7H adeAd[7| wou 

40 Tac Spaxpac Tprax|o|ciac 

kal Told]¢ 7[é]xlo]uc Kat [ovd Jev 
evKadAw@ we [mp|oxertat. 

(m. 3)  Aov«ia Overoy[pi la 7 Kal Oepy[ovd]Arov Bv- 

yatnp Taioy [Ove|rovpiov Tey[é|AAov 

45 ovetpavod ¢[u|vamécyoy we TpoKeiTat. 

TVéioc Overovpioc Téueddo[c 0] ¥etpavoc 

emuyéypappar THC Ouyatpdc pov KUpLoc 

Kal €ypaiba vmep adTnc pln] €tdvinc 

ypdppara. (m. 4) Empaxo[c] vewre- 
50 poc “Emiaxou tot “Emuaxov evdokw. 

Evsaipwv mpecBitepoc Lec[o|vproc eypa- 

fa dep adrod uy €tddr0[c y]paupara. 
(m. 5)  €rouc €Bddpuouv Adtoxpato[poc] Kaicap[oc 

Titov Aidiov Adpravot Avrwviy[ou 

55 CeBacrot EvceBotc, émayo(puévwr) ,, did 

Aydov Aaipovoc tot .,,, Tpa(zel- ) 

7 Staypagy. 

Back, downwards along the fibres, near the foot: 

Emipax( ) 

vers Ml ace. © 42 1. eynadra 55 emay? ~ 56 tpa) 58 emyat 

‘C. Veturius Gemellus and Lucia Veturia alias Thermuthion, both children of C. Veturius Gemellus, 

veteran whose name is engraved, in association with their deceased mother Artemis, daughter of Eudaemon 
son of Eudaemon and of Thermuthion, who survives on the bronze stele at Rome, (Lucia Veturia alias 
Thermuthion having as guardian C. Veturius Gemellus the father both of herself and of Veturius Gemellus), 
to Epimachus son of Epimachus grandson of Epimachus, whose mother is Tateos(?), from the city of the 
Oxyrhynchi, greetings.’ 

‘We acknowledge that we receive back from you through the bank of Agathus Daemon and partners 
at the Serapeum at the city of the Oxyrhynchi three hundred drachmas of money, being capital, and the 
interest on these of a drachma (per mina per month) from Hathyr of the past year up to the present day, 
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the capital having been lent to you by our mother Artemis—since she died intestate, we declare that we 
are her only children and heirs—in accordance with a chirograph through a bank (dated) in the month 
of Phaophi of the same past year, which we delivered to you for cancellation, and that we have no claim 
against you or your agents about anything whatsoever up to the present day. The receipt is normative. 
Year seven of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Mesore intercalary 
dave: : 

(2nd hand) ‘I, C. Veturius Gemellus, receive back, along with my sister, the three hundred drachmas 
and the interest and I have no claim, as aforesaid.’ 

(3rd hand) 1, Lucia Veturia alias Thermuthion, daughter of C. Veturius Gemellus veteran, jointly 
received back, as aforesaid. I, C. Veturius Gemellus veteran, have been registered as guardian of my 
daughter and I wrote on her behalf because she does not know letters.’ 

(4th hand) I, Epimachus the younger, son of Epimachus grandson of Epimachus, give my assent. I, 
Eudaemon the elder, son of Pesuris(?), wrote on his behalf because he does not know letters.’ 

(5th hand) ‘Seventh year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, 
intercalary day .. . The draft (is) through Agathus Daemon . . .’ 

Back: *. . . Epimachus.’ 

1-4 See introd. for what is known of these persons. For the cohorts JJ and II Ituraeorum, in one of 
which the veteran served, see E. Dabrowa, ZPE 63 (1986) 228-30. 

4 overpav[od] evxexapaypeévoy (I. éyx-). This expression seems to be new, but cf. W. Chr. 463 iii 1-2 

. ujeteranorum cum uxoribus et liberis s(upra) s(criptis) in aere incisit, 15 . . . natos . . . in aere incisos; P. Hamb. 

131 (S. Daris, Document per la storia dell’ esercito No. go). 8-11 éméSerée 6 rpoyeypappévoc Avrac [8] éArov xadkqv 

Hic TO avtiypadgov mpoKertar, Svc SnAodrar evKexapayOar (1. eyx-) cdv réxvorc Kai yovaixi. Cf. 8-g n. 

5 petnAAaxvin. Cf. 48 efSvinc; F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 132-3. 
6 Apréwerre (1. -pere). Cf. 24-5 Alp]réwertoc (1. -wiroc); F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 55. 
8-9 meptovcy etc THY emt Pwmne xadnqv crndAnv. Cf. introd. on repiodcy. The allusion to the veteran 

privilege of conubium with a ‘wife’ is clear. After AD go the formula of the auxiliary diplomas always states 
that they were copied ‘ex tabula aenea quae fixa est Romae in Capitolio in muro post templum Diui Augusti ad 
Mineruam’, cf. S. DuSanic, ‘Loci constitutionum fixarum’, Epigraphica 46 (1984) 91-115. 

14 Tarew@roc is far from certain. 

15 opodloy]@. We expect the plural, but space and the final trace both favour the singular form, 
which no doubt came more readily to the clerk’s mind. 

16-18 On the Serapeum bank see A. Calderini, Aegyptus 18 (1938) 260-1. The banker Agathus Daemon 
is not recorded there or in subsequent volumes of P. Oxy. 

22 dpaxpual[o]u¢e téxouc. This is the usual rate in the Roman period, equal to twelve per cent per annum; 
for detail see H. E. Finckh, insrecht (Diss. Erlangen 1962) 27-38. 

25-7 Cf. P. Yale Inv. 222(A) 5-12; 225(B) 17-25 (YCIS 4 (1934) 136-9) wntpdc . . . rereAeuTHKUINC 

advabérou . . . er enol (B emi re TW TaTpi pov)... Kal... Toic Téccapce pdvoic TéEKvoLC Kal KANpovopoic, With 
introduction above paragraph 5. 

37 The traces at the end are very faint, but seem to conform with the text of 55 below. 

42 There may be further writing at the end of this line. Nothing more is expected. 

48 eidvinc. Cf. 5 n. 
51 Ilec[o]¥puoc is suitable but far from certain. 

55 The day number must be from 1 to 5 = 24-8 August 144. Only gamma (= 3 = 26 August) seems 
excluded by the trace. 

56 Read possibly rod by a[A(Aouc)] tpa(melirov), cf. 17-18 A.d. Kat weroywv, I 91 (AD 187) 8-10 da 

‘HXi0dadpov Kal tay cov abta@ éemitnpnTa@v THe emi Tob mpoc ‘O€.m0A. Caparretou tparélnc, LIT 3690 20 rob civ 

GAdouc émitnpyntoy . . ., 6 cdbv GAAo(tc) Urocyd(pevoc). 

57 On the bank-draft (8:aypady) see H. J. Wolff, Das Recht der gr. Papyri Agyptens ii 95-105. 
58 This notation is strangely isolated near the foot. The small sample of writing is not certainly 

identifiable with hands one to five. It looks nearest to m. 4, the subscription on behalf of Epimachus. Against 
this is our expectation that this document, like 1022 and 1035, will have belonged to the family of the veteran 
and not to the other party to the loan. 
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3799. ORACLE QUESTION 

38 3B.85/D(1-3)a 7x7 cm Second/third century 

The latest short summary of the background of oracle questions, with a collection 

of references, is by G. Rosati in PSI XVII Congresso (= M. Manfredi, Trenta testi 

greci . . . editi in occastone del XVII Congresso, 1983) 14 introduction, cf. Nos. 20-1, similar 

Christian texts edited by L. Papini, who has also described some new Coptic examples 

in Acts of the Second International Congress of Coptic Studies (Rome 1985) 245-55. Add 

P. Mon. III 117, P. Heid. IV 335, and literature cited by their editor, D. Hagedorn, 

and eight more examples in A. S. Aly, <PE 68 (1987) 99-104. For the latest survey 

of the demotic material see E. Bresciani (and others), Egitto e vicino oriente 2 (1979) 

57-68, esp. 64-8. 

This example is unusual in not mentioning the name of the god, who is addressed 

simply as ‘lord’. The known possibilities at Oxyrhynchus are Zeus-Helius-Sarapis 

(VIII 1148, 1149, [IX 1213, XX XI 2613, XLII 3078), and Thonis (P. Koln IV 202, 

L 3590). The minor gods Harpebecis and Harpocrates, who are associated with Thonis, 

and with the goddess Thoéris, in PSI XVII Congresso 14, are less likely candidates 

here. 

The question is about the prospect of success in a bid to gain a government 

contract for collecting a 2}°% tax. This is intriguing, but it does not add much to the 

little that is known about tax farming in Roman Egypt, on which see S. L. Wallace, 

Taxation, 288-9. 

The script, which runs along the fibres, is small, neat, and fairly rapid. It probably 

belongs to the second or early third century. The back of the chit is blank. No sheet 

join is visible. 

KUpLE, EL cuvpepov 

ectl mpoceADeiv Hudc 

Ta Wyewove pel v- 

mepBoXiou mrept THC 

5 TEeccapakocTyc Kal KU- 

pwOnceTar Heir, 
A \ / vw 

TOUTO TO MLTTAKW EveyK (OV). 

1 1. cuppépov 6 1. nui 7 1. mutraxuov; evey* 

‘Lord, if it is expedient that we should apply to the governor with a higher tender for the 23% tax 
and it will be settled on us, bring this chit (out).’ 

3 Ta Hyeudv. For the prefect’s responsibility for assessment of taxes see S. L. Wallace, Taxation, 294-5. 
If the implication is that the tender had to be made directly to the prefect of Egypt in normal cases, this 
is interesting and new. However, we ought to be wary of drawing such a sweeping conclusion. 

3-4 eb drepBodiov. The concession would normally be settled at the highest tender. Compare XIV 
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1633, where the body of the document begins Bov[Aopar rep |Badeiv AdphAcoy Cepyvfov .. ., ‘I wish to outbid 
Aurelius Serenus . . .’. This, however, is a tender to purchase state land, not a tax concession. 

5 teccapaxocryc. Cf. the notification of the death in prison of a pucbwrjc teccapaxoctyc épeav, XLITI 
3104 (Ap 228). The only other occurrence of a reccapaxocry in the papyri is in SB XIV 11905, a list of 
five men, headed dvépara émitnpntav teccapaxocryc. Roman taxes called quadragesimae seem usually to have 
been surcharges on customs dues, see S. de Laet, Portorium, 508. 

5-6 KvpwOycerar. This verb is ‘used consistently to mean the confirmation of a transaction with the 
Government’ (P. Ryl. II 97 introd.). 

7 mraxw (1. -vov). For the ending cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii, 25-9. Here the word refers to the 
document itself. A negative form of the question (e od cuupépov écti. . . Kal ob KupwOjcerar. . .) would have 
been submitted at the same time. The god, by a mechanism unknown, perhaps varying with the particular 
oracle, returned one version to the questioner as his answer. Most of the surviving questions must be the 

returned versions, but at least five, and possibly all eight, of the examples from Socnopaeu Nesus recently 

published in <PE 68 (1987) 99-104 were found together in a temple context. These may well be retained 
versions, counterparts of those which were returned to the questioners. 

3800. Lease or LAND 

38 3B.81/D(2-4)a 7X24 cm September/October 219 

This four-year lease of six aruras specifies a usual scheme of crop rotation, half 

in wheat, half in green crops each year, at rents of 8 artabas of wheat per arura on 

the wheat, and in money 44 drachmas per arura on the green crops. These are high 

rents for the period, cf. L 3591 19-20 n., 3592 14-16 n. For a list of Oxyrhynchite 

land leases from 30 Bc to the end of the fourth century see L 3589 introduction. Add 

P. Harr. II 224, 3800, and 3802. The back is blank. 

enicbweav | AdpyAro|. Cupiwv 

apecpurepoc ,[.,...... |. v xat ‘Hpa- 

KAvavoc 6 Kal Caplatiw|v audpote- 

po. am “Oguptyxw[v 76|Aewe Avpy- 

5 Atw "Aupwvat|e 1-2] paroc wntpoc 

Tauceipioc amo Kwpnce PwoBbewc 

amnAwrou eic [ern T|€ccapa ano Tov 

évect@toc y (€touc) [tac avlaypadope- 

vac eic Crparte[ |wvoc trept 

10 «=o THY adrnv WL @BIO[w] BactAccye 
lal > / “ no ay > 7 

yc apovpac €€ 7 Ocac €av Wet, wWe- 
a \ A 

Te KaT €Toc cTreipar Kal Evrdapjcar 
\ \ 4 a \ » any, TO [ev Hucu TUp@, TO de ETEpov 

juccu xAwpoic, expopiov Kal Popov 

4 o€upuy xa[v 8 yf 
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a \ > 

15 Kat’ €TOC KAT Gpoupav THC EV EV TU- 
a > \ a > / > / 

p@ ava mupob apraBac oxTa, 
A \ | a > \ \ 

Thc d€ ev yAwpoic ava dpaxpac 

TECCAPaKOVTA TEccapac AKLWOU- 

vwv TavToc KWOUVODV, TMV THC 

20 yHc Kat’ EToc Onmociwy ovTwY 
/ 

mpoc Tove mewicOwKdTac, KUpLEv- 
A aA Ud 

ovTac TMV KapT@V Ewe TA KAT ETOC 

ddetAdpeva amroAaBweu. €av d€ TiC, 
“a x ” lal € lal ” ” 

6 an €ln, Toic E€Ac ETECL GBpoxoc 

25 vyevntar, mapadexOyceTar TW peE- 
/ a“ \ / \ / 

pucOwwevw, Oc Kat BeBaroupevy ‘c 

THC picOwcewc peTpEitw TOV 
> \ > / 

KaT €Toc Trupov Etc Snudciov On- 
\ 207 € A , 

caupov (diaic €avTov damavaic 
\ / > / A 

go Kal Oéa avaddtw Toic pepicbw- 

KOCL UTO THY TPWTHV METPNCLY 
\ a) \ / Moi) / 

Kabapov amo TavTwv Kal a0d6- 
\ > > \ / 

TW TOV KAT’ ETOC apyupLKOV Popo(v) 
\ A a / / 

unve Llabvu, tHe mpakewc yewope- 

35 vyC Tapa TE aUTOU Kal ex THY UTap- 

Xovtwy abT@ TavTwv. KUpia 
€ / ” > / 

7 picbweuc. (€rouc) y Adtoxpatopoc 

Kaicapoc Méapxov Adpndiov Avtwvivo'v’ 
> A fol A 

EiceBotc Edtvxotc CeBacrot 
a / 2 

40 P[aw|du .’. (m. 2) [A]d[p|HjAvoc Ap- 

prwvac 1-2 palroc pepic- 

Owpat tH] yHv én Ta 
/ ” \ > / 

Téccapa €Tn Kal| amodw- 
\ 

cw Ta TpoKEipleva we 
/ 

45 mMpoxertar. Avp|ynAtoc 

10-11 letters Joyévouc 
” € \ > A 

eypaiba vrrep albrob 

33 popo 34-5 |. ywopevnc 37 Ly 
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‘Aurelius Syrion the elder, son of . . ., and Aurelius Heraclianus alias Sarapion both from the city of 
the Oxyrhynchi leased to Aurelius Ammonas son of . . . ras, mother Taysiris, from the village of Psobthis 
in the Eastern (toparchy) for four years from the present 3rd year the six aruras, or however many they 
may be, registered to Strati. . . son of. . . on, of royal land near the same Psobthis on condition that each 
year he sow and plant half with wheat and the other half with green crops at a rent in kind and money 
annually per arura on the half in wheat of eight artabas of wheat and on the half in green crops of forty-four 
drachmas free of every risk, the annual state taxes on the land being the responsibility of the lessors, who 
are to retain control of the crops until they recover the amounts owed to them each year. If any of the 
land, which heaven forbid, in the succeeding years remains unwatered, an allowance shall be made to the 
lessee, who shall also, if the lease is confirmed, measure the wheat each year into the public granary at his 
own expense and shall make a deposit for the lessors at the first measuring free of all charges and shall 
deliver the money rent annually in the month of Payni, with the right of exaction from him and all his 
possessions. The lease is normative. Year 3 of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius Felix 
Augustus, Phaophi. . .” 

(2nd hand) ‘I, Aurelius Ammonas son of . . ., took the land on lease for the four years and I shall 
deliver the aforesaid (rents) as aforesaid. I, Aurelius ... son of... ogenes, wrote on his behalf (because 
he does not know letters).’ 

5 E.g. ‘H]paroc or Calpdaroc. 

TH aden Jwvoc. Two other leases have dvaypadopev- eic abtdv/attovc, 

ie. PSI V 468.7-8 (ap 200), P. Ryl. IV 683.7-8 (ap 244), cf. J. Herrmann, Bodenpacht, 80 n. 5. In this 
case it seems that the registration to the previous owner had not yet been cancelled, cf. A. M. Harmon, 
YCIS 4 (1934) 214, 216-17. 

40 Phaophi: 29 September—28 October, ap 219. 

3801. ORDER TO SUPPLY 

12 1B.141/F(a) 10.5 X 7 cm 13(?) September 295 

This little chit is included here because it contains the rare name of Eunoius and 

there is a possibility that the person was the same as the sender of 3812. This is no 

more than a possibility. The papyri were found in different seasons of excavation 

and there is no obvious coincidence of hands. If the identity were correct, this order 

would give a fixed date, although 3812 would need only to be reasonably close to 

that date. 

Eunoius wrote to Asclas, a tenant-farmer, ordering him to supply a certain Melas 

with five artabas of grain, for which Melas was to pay. The main body of the text 

and the regnal year were written by one hand, probably that ofa clerk. It was probably 

Eunoius himself who added the countersignature in line 4, and he may have added 

also the month name and day number in 5, which is clearly added at a different time, 

but may be in yet another hand. 

The writing on the front is along the fibres. This has the appearance of being the 

recto, but there is no sheet joint to prove it. On the back is a short endorsement 

which looks as if it remained unfinished. 
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Ebvoioc AckrAG yewpy® x(aipew). 

d0c Médav citov apraBac 

TevTE, Mv TYULHV Oact. 

(m. 2) cecnu(etwpar). 

5  (€rouc) .B Kat ta Kai Of, (m. 3?) Ow ve. 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 

(m. 4?) qmtTaKx (vac.) 

1 xf 3 1. dace 4 cecy 5 L = (€rouc) 

‘Eunoius to Asclas, tenant-farmer, greeting. Supply to Melas five artabas of wheat(?), for which he 

will give the price.’ 
(2nd hand) ‘I have countersigned.’ 

(ist hand) ‘Year 12 and 11 and 4, (3rd hand?) Thoth 15(?).’ 

Back. (4th hand?). Voucher... 

1 For Eunotus see introd. 
2 cirov. ‘Grain’ is unsuitably vague for a business transaction such as this. Almost certainly this is a 

comparatively early instance of the change in meaning to ‘wheat’, well documented for the fourth century 

and later, cf. H. Cadell, Akten d. XIII Internat. Papyrologenkongresses, 61-8, esp. 64-5. 
4 The ink is much faded, in contrast with the solid blackness of 1-3 and the beginning of 5. The 

countersignature was probably written by Eunoius himself, see introduction. Cf. 5 n. 
5 Year 12 of Diocletian, 11 of Maximian, and 4 of Constantius and Galerius = AD 295/6. Thoth 15, 

following an Egyptian year with six intercalary days, is 13 September. 
The addition of @@ ve is in a smaller hand. The ink looks blacker than that of line 4 although it is 

damaged by abrasion. It may, therefore, not have been added by the writer of 4, who was probably Eunoius 
himself, cf. 4 n. and introduction, but by a clerk. It could be by the first hand, though in a smaller style, 

or by another clerk. 
6 mzrax. This endorsement is somewhat abraded, but it seems to break off without even a sign of 

abbreviation. One common meaning of the word mtraxcov is that of ‘voucher’, a document recording or 
certifying expenditure or receipt, which is very appropriate to this document. The abrasion makes it 
impossible to be sure if the hand is one of those on the front, but I think not. It might have been put on 

by Asclas, for instance. We might have expected to find it completed by the name of Melas and the amount 
of grain, for example. 

3802. LEAsE oF LAND 

38 3B.82/G(1)a II X27 cm 31 October 296 

This lease is an epidoche, a well known form which is especially associated with 

Oxyrhynchus, cf. J. Herrmann, Bodenpacht, 12 and 30, <PE 9 (1972) 1 n. 1. The crop 

is to be xdproc and the rent in money, as is usual for that crop, see L 3589 5-9 n. 

For a list of Oxyrhynchite leases of land see L 3589 introduction. Add. P. Harr. 

II 224, 3800 and 3802. The back is blank. 
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> Ae / a / € a A 

emt uTatwv T|@v Kupiwy Hudv AvoxAntiavod 

C[eBacrot 70 s’] kal Kwveravriou émipavectarou 

Kail[capoc t]o B’. (vac.) 

Abpyrio Twreivw Evsat{ po voc e&nyn(t- ) BovAeuty 

5 THc Aap(mpac) Kal Aaumpotarnc ‘Okupvyxitav T6A€Ewe 

mapa AdpyAlov Axovertoc Amitoc un(tpoc) Tcev- 

Bwvioc amo THe adbtHc TéAEwWC KaTAyEWoMevoU 
> > / a \ / € / ev erroikiw WPevetdap mepi Cevérra. €[Kouciwe 
> / / \ / \ 

emoexopar picOwcacbar mpdc pov[ov 76 
> \ ” \ ” \ ” > \ lal € ts 

10 evectoc ty (€Toc) Kal (8B (€roc) Kal € (€Toc) amo TH[v drapxovTwr 

co. wept Cevérta _,,[ 15-20 letters 

Bev amo apoupay €, | 2-4 letters dpouvpav piav 

juicy were tavTnv E[vAapyjcale yoptw {ddpolv} 

Popov tHc adryc {avTy[c} a]povpyc prac Tt- 
> ra a / 7 \ x ee 

15 couc apyypiov dpaxpav xetAiwy, (yivovtar) (dpaypat) A, anw- 

diver [ma]vroc Kwddvov, TOY THC yc Snuwoctw(v) 

OvTwY TOE Ce TOV yeovxov KUpLEvovTA TMV 

KapTav ewc Tov Popov atroAaBnc. BeBaroupe- 

v[nc b€ ou THC] EmLd0x7A<c> emavayKec aT0dwWcw TO(v) 

20 | opov t@ IT |axwv pnvi avuTepbétwe yewo- 

ulevnc THe mpal|~ewe Tapa TE €od we KabjKel. KUpt- 
2 > \ : ig wed \ € \ A € / 

a 7 [emdoxy KJal emepwrnbetc U0 cot wuoAdyyca. 
m” ae oi \ I / a if ¢ lal fal 

(€rouc) vy”’ [Kat .B’|° r@v Kupiwv yu@dv AvoxAntravod 

Kat Ma|[Eavolé CeBactadv kai ef’ trav Kupiwv 

25 judy Kwveravtiov Kat Maéyuavot 

Tav émupavectatwv Kaicapwv, Advp 6 . 

(m.2) Adpydrroc Axoverc éredeEdunv etc pic- 

Owew apoupav pilav juicu Kal aTrodwcw 
\ / 4 / ete J 0 \ 

Tov ddpov we mpoK (Etat) Kal eTepwTnbetc 

30 wporoynca. AbpyA(toc) CrABavoc 

6 Kal Ownoc éypaia b(mép adrod) uy (etddT0c) ypaymarta. eel nw 

4 1. TDhwrivw; e€ny" 5 Aas, o€upuy?xitwv? 6 1. Axoviroc; un) 7 |. cataywvopevov 

10 wyf, oBS, ef 15 l. xeAtwr; /f 16 dypocuw 19 emavay Kec, TO 20-1 |. ywopernc 

23 Ley” 27 1. Axovic 29 mpoK 30 avpn’ 31 v)un)ypapmara 
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‘Under the consuls our lords Diocletian Augustus, for the 6th time, and Constantius most noble Caesar, 

for the 2nd time.’ 
‘To Aurelius Plotinus son of Eudaemon(?), (former?) exegetes, councillor of the glorious and most 

glorious city of the Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelius Acuis son of Apis, mother Tsenthonis, from the same city 

resident in the hamlet of Pseneuar near Senepta. Of my own free will I undertake to lease for the present 
13th and 12th and 5th year only from your property near Senepta . . . from (seven? nine? eleven?) aruras 
one arura and a half, so as to plant this with grass at a rent for the same one arura and a half of one 

thousand drachmas of money, total 1,000 dr., free from all risk, the public taxes on the land being at the 
charge of you the landowner, and you are to retain ownership of the crops until you recover the rent. If 

my undertaking to lease is confirmed, I shall of necessity deliver the rent in the month of Pachon without 
postponement, you having the right both from me, (and so on) as appropriate. The undertaking to lease 

is normative and on being asked the formal question by you I gave my assent. Year 13 and 12 of our lords 
Diocletian and Maximian, Augusti, and 5 of our lords Constantius and Galerius, the most noble Caesars, 
Hathyr 4.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘I, Aurelius Acuis, undertook on lease one arura and a half and I shall deliver the rent 

as aforesaid, and on being asked the formal question I gave my assent. I, Aurelius Silvanus alias Thonius, 
wrote on his behalf because he does not know letters.’ 

4 Evgsai{pno>voc. This seems the likely solution, cf. the repetition of ddpov in 13-14 and of adrjc in 14. 
Perhaps 3811 6~7 is also relevant, see n. 

éeényn(t-). Either enyn(rH) or e&nyn(redcavt) is possible. 

6-7 The name TcevOa@vc is not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, but is 

equivalent to Cw8dvic, a common name at Oxyrhynchus. 

8 Wevedap. This place is not in P. Pruneti, J centri abitatt. 

11-12 At first sight -Bev suggests €AaBev or a compound, but it might be the end of an unknown place 
name, i.e. restore something like éy t[é7w Aeyouévw c.5 letters |Bev. 

12 é€g[ra, éy[véa, and éy[dexa could suit, evkoce and €& do not. 

13 xoptw {¢dpo[v}. Only the lower parts of the letters are preserved, but xoprapaxw or yoptapaxt (SB 
VIII 9918.8-g9) cannot be read. ~ 

14-15 The rent of 1,000 drachmas for 1} aruras is lower than that in PSI IX 1071, also of ap 296, 
where 6 ar. bear a rent of 7,800 dr. It is 6663 dr. compared with 1,300 dr. per arura. There are no other 
directly comparable figures, see D. Hennig, Bodenpacht, 295-6. 

21 Hc mpal€ewe .. . we xabjxer. Cf. XXXI 2585 18-19 n., 19 n. 

3803. Lease or LAND 

66 6B.27/C(1-2)a 20 X 29.5 cm 16 August 411 

The date clause adds something to our knowledge of the irregularities in the 
consular lists for AD 411 and 412, see 1 n., and this is the document’s chief claim to 
attention. 

Although it is essentially a lease of land, some or all of it under vines, the object 
of the lease is said to be ‘one yoke from an irrigation machine’ (d706 pnxavic . . . Cnyev 
(1. Cuyov) €va 6-7) and a vineyard with the associated eight aruras; in the subscription 
this is replaced by ‘the half of the irrigation machine or a yoke’, (r]@{v} #yucn (1. 76 
juucv) tHe [unxavA|e 7 cyxdv (I. Cvydv) 18). This terminology is new, see 7 n. for 
discussion, but there is some sort of parallel in four Oxyrhynchite leases where the 
object is said to be an irrigation machine with land: P. Mich. XI 611 (ap 412: pynyavi 
e€npTicuerny apoupdv tpidKovra KTA., 9-10), P. Flor. III 325 (ap 489: pnxaviy... pera 

. . dpoupav eixoct pide, 10-12), PSI 1 77 (AD 551 or 566: unxaviy... pera... apoupav 
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., 14-20), P. Berl. Zilliacus 7 (AD 574: unyavny... peta... dpouvpa@v dwdexa, 12-18). 

Moreover, ynxavy became a term for the unit of cultivation, as is particularly evident 

from the named pynyxavai in the Apion estate accounts, cf. e.g. XVI p. 305. It is claimed 

that this development began in the fourth century, see H. Cadell, Akten d. XIII 

Papyrologenkongresses 67-8 and n. 47, relying on A. Calderini, Aegyptus 1 (1920) 313 and 

n. 3. However, the earliest documents cited there, I 102 10 (Ap 306) and VI 901 

(= LIV 3771) 7 (ap 336), do not illustrate this usage, and XIV 1776 (rovc yewpyovc 

TWV TpLaV unXavwv, Q-10), although its script was assigned to the late fourth century, 

could easily be of the early fifth. In some places dpyavov was the preferred term in 

both senses, see M. Drew-Bear, Le nome Hermopolite 43, Calderini, Aegyptus 1 (1920) 

git. Po .Lond. V 1741.5 n. 

Dr Cadell, loc. cit., associates the spread of the use of irrigation machines with 

the growth of the large estates, because of their greater capital expenditure. Here the 

rent is unspecified but is as laid down in previous rent-rolls and on the same terms as 

for other machines, which suggests that the lessor was a landowner on more than a 

small scale. Relevant too may be the fact that the land is leased in perpetuity, another 

very rare puzzling feature, see 10 n. 

Contrary to the usual custom the writing runs across the fibres although the back 

is blank, at least as far as it survives. No sheet join has been detected, so that it cannot 

be proved which side was the recto of the manufacturer’s roll. Nevertheless, the written 

surface appears less carefully made and gives the strong impression that it is the verso 

of the roll from which the piece was cut. 

peta THY Uratiav PAaoviov Ovapavov tov Aautpotatov, Mecopy xy’. 
oh / a te a 

PX[aloviw OeodwHpw tH Aautpotatw yeovx@ 

AbpyAcoc] "HAiac TovpBwvoc ard kopync PwoBbewc evvatouv 
/ a % / A / € / > / 

mlaylov tod O€upuyyxitov vopod yalpew. Exouciwc éemd€éxopat 

5 pc JOacacbar aro THY brapydvtwy cot ev Tradiouc THC AVTHC 

Kwolunc PwoBbewc amo unxavic eEepticuervnc macy EvdAKy 
/ \ ye \ A / ¢ Lp ee) / x A 

Kataptia| Kal cdnpw Cnywy eva mpdtepov bo Aeio€ Agotroc 
\ »” \ \ € SD, A \ a < > / Kal Gpme|Aov TO mplv bo AvodOw cdv THv UrocTeAAOVTWwY 

> A > / AOS: yA s > bf / > te apo|vpav [oct], 7 dcac eav cer, akoAoVIwc TpoTEpoic aTraLTHCIMoLC, 

10 6-8 |e [rH] c Evdexarnc véac ivdiKtiovoc etc TO dunvekéc, 

emi T@ ene pl icOdcacBar Kai TeAr€Ece T[O]v [mpoTe|AQvpevov Popov 

x[ai] mdvra [t]a extaxta Kal? dpoidtyta tT[@]v aAdwv unxavav 

aKodov0we amaitncipoic Kal avtAncy Te, [,]....¢ Bda{p}cuw 

1 1. drareiav; pAaoviov 2 palajoviw? 3 1. evarou 4 o€upuy’xiTou 5 UmapxovTwr; 

1. rediouc 6 1. e&npricuevync 7 1. cednpurcer Cuyov 8-9 1. raic brocreAAovcatc apovpatc 

g |. bcar, dee 10 wWwéductiovoc; |. tvduxtiwvoc 11 1. redécar 13 1. avtAjcar; vdapcw 
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e[ic] tiv [mploxeévnv dyrredov, BeBarovpevync dé pou THC emdo- 

15 xc érdl|vayKec atodwcw Tov Pdplolv T@ d€ovTe Kaipw 

dvut[epO|érwe. kupia 7 wicOweic dice) ypadica Kal érrepw- 
¢ 

| tnBet[c w]poddynca. (m.2) AdpHAcoc "HXlac [0| tpoKiwevoc 

wemicOopale t]aty} juicy tH [unxary|e 7 enKov 
mp|dreploly AvovOiov Kal tede[cw Tov] Pop[o]v 

20 Tov] mpo[r]eA[o]¥uevov dro THI c velac evdexarye 
ivdux|ti[w]voc Kal ter€[c]w 7a[vrTa T]a ExTaKTa _, , 

we mploxitat. PAavio[c] Kacrp| |, . voc 

va a€iwbelc ¢ypars|a brep adtod| mapovTo¢ 
ey as (6.8) (et oe 

ypdpu lara my €lddrec. 

15 emalvay Kec 16 1. ypadeica 17 1. mpoKeipevoc 18 q- corr. from v: |. ro jyucu, Cvyov 

22 |. mpdxertar; dravio[c 24 |. efddroc 

‘After the consulship of Flavius Varanes, wir clarissmus, Mesore 23rd.’ 
‘To Flavius Theodorus, uir clarissimus, landowner, Aurelius Elias son of Turbo from the village of 

Psobthis of the ninth pagus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, greetings. I willingly undertake to lease from your 
property in the lands of the same village of Psobthis from an irrigation machine fitted with all wooden 

fittings and ironwork one yoke (of oxen) formerly in the charge of Aeiox son of Aphus and a vineyard earlier 
in the charge of Anuthis, together with the associated eight aruras, or however many they may be, in 

conformity with previous rent-rolls (from the sowing) of the eleventh, new, indiction in perpetuity, (on 

condition that I?) take the lease and pay the previous rent and all the separate charges on the same basis 

as for the other irrigation machines in conformity with rent-rolls and provide irrigation every fourth day(?) 

for the aforesaid vineyard, and if my offer to lease is confirmed I shall necessarily pay the rent at the proper 
term without delay. The lease, written in two copies, is normative and in answer to the formal question I gave 
my assent.’ (2nd hand) ‘I, Aurelius Elias the aforesaid, have taken on lease the half of the irrigation 

machine or the yoke (of oxen) formerly of Anuthis and I shall pay the previous rent from the new, eleventh, 

indiction and I shall pay all the separate charges . . . as aforesaid. I, Flavius Castr... ... , as requested, 
wrote for him in his presence because he does not know letters.’ 

1 This is the first appearance of Varanes in the papyri. His consulship fell in ap 410, so that this 

postconsular date is equivalent to 16 August 411. The mention of the ‘eleventh, new’ indiction, i.e. AD 
412/13 (10, cf. 20-1), is disconcerting at first sight, but the term must be used in its fiscal or agricultural 
sense with reference to the crop to be harvested in summer AD 412, which would provide taxes comprehended 
in the eleventh indiction, see R. A. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Chronological Systems 9-16, cf. Mnemosyne 31 (1978) 
289-90. The lease and the agricultural work were to begin in autumn 411, in order to produce a crop in 
summer 412. 

Varanes was the Eastern consul. There was no Western consul in 410 because of the Gothic threat 

which culminated in the sack of Rome in August. Until recently it was accepted that the next year was 
similar, Theodosius holding a fourth consulship without a Western colleague in 411. In 412 the canonical 
consuls were Honorius IX and Theodosius V. Not long ago it was noticed that SPP XX 117 is dated 
g December 411 by the uncanonical consulship of Honorius [X(!) and Theodosius IV and that P. Mich. XI 
611 is dated 27 September 412 by a postconsular formula for the same pair, see Bagnall, Worp, Mnemosyne 

31 (1978) 287-93, cf. A. Cameron, BASP 16 (1979) 175-7; 18 (1981) 69-72. Since then we have had 
another example of the postconsular formula in LI 3639 of 11 September 412, and a new article elucidating 

the problem and bringing in more evidence, especially from unrevised date clauses in the Codex 
Theodosianus: R. W. Burgess, CPE 65 (1986) 211-21. And now finally we have 3796, which produces at 
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last a dating from 10 December 412 by the canonical consuls, Honorius IX and Theodosius V. Burgess 
pointed out that there is no reliable evidence from the West for a consulship of Honorius in 411 and that 
C. Th. XV, 1.48 of 28 November 411 has escaped revision and is therefore still dated by the postconsulate 
of Varanes. The Eastern evidence he attributed to a misunderstanding of Western intentions by the Eastern 
authorities. At this point it seems best to tabulate the significant dates given by the papyri and what appear 
to be unrevised consular dates in the Codex Theodosianus: 

its 6-13 June 411 (C. Th. V. 16.33) T. IV et qui fuerit nuntiatus (Cple.) 
2. 16 August 411 (3803) p. c. Varanae (Oxy.) 
3. 17 August 411 (C. Th. VII. 4.32) H. IX, T. IV (Cple.) 
4. 28 November 411 (C. Th. XV. 1.48) _ p. c. Varanae (Ravenna) 
5: 9 December 411 (SPP XX 117.1) H. IX, T. IV (Coba, Heracleopolite) 
6. 28 January 412 (C. Th. VII. 17) T. V. et qui fuertt nuntiatus (Cple.) 
7. 11 September 412 (LI 3639) DuGakte UsS Ts IV i Oxya) 
8. 27 September 412 (P. Mich. XI 611)  p. c. H. 1X, T. IV (Oxy.) 
g. 10 December 412 (3796) ESL Lie Wi Oxy) 

From item (1) it appears that in Constantinople Theodosius had no colleague till at least 6 June 411. 
Item (2) shows Oxyrhynchus still dating by the postconsulate of Varanes on 16 August 411, which 

Burgess would attribute to inefficient communication between Constantinople and Oxyrhynchus. Certainly 
if Theodosius’ fourth consulship was announced in Constantinople by 13 June at latest, see item (1), then 
the news had failed to reach Oxyrhynchus over two months later, although the usual estimate for the 
arrival of news of accessions from Rome in the earlier period is ¢.30 days, and the voyage from Constantinople 
to Alexandria could be made with a favourable wind in nine days, see L. Casson, Travel in the Ancient World 
152, cf. id. Ships and Seamanship 270-99. If this consulship was taken on 1 January, as we might expect, the 
news had taken well over seven months to arrive in Oxyrhynchus. To me this remains a considerable puzzle, 
see below on items (7) and (8). 

Item (3), till Burgess rescued it, had been routinely emended away to 17 August 412 (H. IX, T. V), 

but it indicates that the Eastern authorities believed that Honorius was taking a ninth consulship late in 411. 
Item (4) is an obviously unrevised date from the Godex Theodosianus which indicates that the Western 

court, even as late as 28 November 411, had received no news of the fourth consulship of Theodosius and 

had not celebrated a ninth consulship for Honorius, although item (3) indicates that on 17 August his ninth 
consulship was used in Constantinople. 

Item (5) shows the Constantinople formula of (3) in use in the Heracleopolite nome in December 411. 
Item (6) is an unrevised formula for 412—contrast C. Th. XIV. 26.1 of the same day—which indicates 

that in Constantinople the fifth consulship of Theodosius was celebrated before any Western colleague was 
known. 

Items (7) and (8) show, disconcertingly, that Oxyrhynchus continued to date by the consuls of 411 
until at least 27 September 412. If, as we would normally suppose, Theodosius took his fifth consulship on 
1 January 412—and (6) seems to show that he had taken it at least by 28 January—the spread of information 
was amazingly slow. It would be very interesting to know what conditions are indicated by such a slow 

spread of information. Had no ship arrived at Alexandria from Constantinople for over seven months, 
including the summer sailing season? Hardly; but clearly the former concern for the formal promulgation 
of consulships was lost, cf. LI 3639 introduction. 

Item (g) shows that the canonical consuls of 412 were known at Oxyrhynchus at latest by 10 December, 
although on 27 September not even the consulship of Theodosius was known. 

The recently published P. Heid. IV 306, which is the first dated papyrus from ap 413, shows that as 
late as 16 December 413 an Oxyrhynchite clerk was dating by the postconsular formula of the same consular 
pair. See now also R. S. Bagnall et al., Consuls of the Later Roman Empire 356-9, 667-8. 

2 The landowner may have appeared again in P. Oslo II 35 (ap 426, see P. J. Sijpesteijn, K. A. 
Worp, ZPE 26 (1977) 276 n. 28; R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Mnemosyne 31 (1978) 289).4: AbpnAtoic , . , |, viw 

«[a]i Oeodcépw Agumpo(raroic). The restoration of AdpyAlorc is unjustified. Those persons leased out some 
land for one year. Theodorus might be identical also with Flavius Theodorus son of Theon, a landowner 
who submitted a petition to riparii in Pap. Lugd. Bat. XIII 8 (19 April 421). That man is not described 
as a uir clarissimus but as a vatapyoc, cf. P. Haun. III 68.2 (402), P. Heid. IV 306.3 (413), PSI XVII Congr. 
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(= Trenta Testi Greci . . . editi in occasione del XVII Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia, Napoli 1983) 29.6 
(31 August 432), PSI VI 708 (436), P. Heid. IV 313.10, 11 (V), P. Vindob. Tandem 19.1 (V/VI), P. 
Warren 3.10 (¢.530), MPER XV No. 95.2, 10 (s.d.). This probably means the same as nauicularius, a 

shipowner whose ships were engaged in transport for the state, cf. C. Theod. XIII. 5.20 (nawarchiae . . . 
function’), XIII. 5.32 (nauarchorum coetus (= nauiculariorum concilium below); . . . per Orientales nauarchos); the 
first is addressed to a praefectus Augustalis and the second is concerned with grain transport from Alexandrian 

granaries to Constantinople. Shipowners had equestrian rank, see C. Theod. XIII. 5.16 of ap 380, confirming 

a grant of Constantine, but persons of senatorial rank could act if they wished (C. Theod. XIII. 5.14.4; aD 
371). The status indication Flavius implies service to the state, see J. G. Keenan, PE 11 (1973) 33-63; 

13 (1974) 283-304, esp. 302. 
If this identification is correct, it may help to explain why the lease is in perpetuity. The position of 

nauicularius devolved on owners of land subject to the nauicularia functio, see A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman 
Empire ii 827-9, and so tended to become hereditary. The land continued to be burdened with this duty 

to the state and so may have come to be treated to some extent like state land, which was more often let 

out on hereditary leases, see Jones, op. cit. 788-90, cf. 10 n. 
The note to P. Heid. IV 306.3 connects these Egyptian vavapyor with Nile traffic and dissociates them 

from seagoing ships. That may be right. We know very little about the organization of river traffic, see 
Jones, op. cit. 829-30. It may have been included in the same system, since it was in Egypt at least a vital 
link in the chain of supply to Constantinople. However we should note also the diminution in the size of 
ships and the shortage of them in just this period, see J. Rouge, Recherches sur l’organisation du commerce 
maritime 72-3, amplified by L. De Salvo in Sodalitas: Scrith . .. A. Guarino IV 1654-6. 

3 Scanty traces of perhaps two letters surviving on twisted fibres at the beginning of the line have not 
been assigned to their proper letters; read perhaps Avpy]Ar[oc]. 

On the spelling é&varoc see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 201. 

3-4 Psobthis in the ninth pagus occurs also in P. Giss. 115 introduction, see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 
225, 226 n. 11. Since the Oxyrhynchite pag: were numbered from south to north and ten in all, it is probable 
that of the four places of the same name in the nome this should be identified with the one which had 
earlier been in the Lower, i.e. northernmost, toparchy, see XII 1425 4 n., cf. Pruneti, op. cit. 224. 

6 e€epricuévnc( = é€npt-). This error may be merely phonetic, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 243 §iii 
(before or after a liquid), 248-9 (summary), or it may reflect some uncertainty over augment and 
reduplication, ibid. ii 233 (c), 1 and 2. 

7 «ataptia]. Cf. IX 1208 14 (AD 291), XXXIV 2723 10, P. Michael. 19.6, PSI IX 1072.10-11 (all 

three 3rd cent.). All these have macy €vAKH Kataptia Kal cudnpweer. Less likely is é€apria, cf. P. Flor. III 
325.11 (AD 488), PSI I 77.16 (ap 551-65), P. Berl. Zilliacus 7.14 (AD 574). For the equipment of an 
irrigation machine cf. T. Reil, Beitrége zur Kenntnis des Gewerbes 82-4. 

fnywv. This is probably the phonetic equivalent of Cuydv, which éva indicates to be the accusative of 
the masculine Cuydc, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 262-4 (v > 7), 277 (o > w), and the ‘yoke’ seems to relate 
to the animals which turned the machine, cf. P. Koln V 234.9 and n., K. Maresch, Aegyptus 66 (1986) 142, 
144 (8 n.). The machine was the so-called sakiyeh, which by means of a pot-garland on a large vertical wheel 
geared to a horizontal wheel, driven usually by oxen, raised water from an underground brick-vaulted 
cistern, see L. Ménassa, P. Laferriére, La sdgia: technique et vocabulaire de la roue a eau égyptienne (Cairo, 

L.F.A.O.), cf. J. P. Oleson, Greek and Roman Mechanical Water-lifting Devices (= Phoenix suppl. 16, 1984); 
T. Schioler, Roman and Islamic Water-lifting Wheels (Odense, 1973). To make efficient use of the machine it 
would be necessary to have at least two pairs of animals working in shifts. Part of the much damaged 
subscription seems to run peylcOwpale tT]o{y} qurcn tHe [unxarA]e 7 cyKov (18: 1. 76 Huccy, Cuyov), ‘I have 

leased the half of the machine or a yoke’. In this case, therefore, it seems that the machine was served by 
two pairs of animals. The lessee rented the right to use one team, presumably for half the available time, 
and to cultivate half of the area irrigated by the machine. The area specified seems to be eight aruras 
(apo]vp@y [6x7]@, g), but it is not quite clear whether this is the whole or the half. Other machines in cases 
of this kind serve areas of from twelve to thirty aruras. 

Aeio€ is a new name. 

7-8 It seems that responsibility for the vineyard had previously been separate from responsibility for 
the machine. Only Anuthis reappears in the subscription (19). 

8 dyrre]Aoy. Cf. 14 ¢€[tc] ray [mploxeysévnv dymredov. 
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Avop@w. Cf. 19 Avoviov. On the declension see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 25-6. 

8-9 cdv Tay drocteAAOvTwy [apo|ypady [dxT]w (I. raic -odcarc dpovpaic). Cf. P. Berl. Zilliacus 7.12-18 
enxavyy ... peta... THY... UrocteANoucay adbtH unxary apoupdv dwWd5exa. The genitive here is probably 
due mostly to association with pera, cf. LI 3636 5 n. The position of this phrase suggests that the vineyard 
fell within the specified area, but it is not clear whether it occupied the whole area or not, cf. 7 n. 

9 gcac. The accusative is wrongly recalled from the formula, picbwcacbar dpovpac (tdcac) 7 dcat edv det. 
mporépoc arraitncipoic. Cf. 12-13, and see introduction paragraph 3 for possible implications. 
10 One word we might expect at the beginning is cropdc, as in P. Mich. XI 611.7, VI 913 8, P. Oslo 

II 35.10, on which see especially Mnemosyne 31 (1978) 287-90, where it is explained that at this period the 
taxes in kind ascribed to a particular indiction were due at the beginning of it. In this case the lease begins 
in autumn 411 and the first crop is expected in summer 412, at the beginning of the eleventh indiction in 
the fiscal sense, cf. R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Chronological Systems 9-16 (on the change in the beginning 
of the fiscal indiction), 30-5 (on véa meaning ‘coming, new’). Perhaps azo cropa]¢ will do as a stop-gap, 
until a good parallel emerges. 

eic 7d dinvexéc. Leases in perpetuity are extremely rare, especially from a private landlord, see 
A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire 11 790, 1323-4, citing only P. Giss. 106, which is a sixth-century receipt in 
respect of an emphyteutic, i.e. hereditary, lease. The state and the churches more commonly made use of 

this type of tenure, see Jones, op. cit. 788-go. See 2 n. for a glimmer of an explanation of its use here. 
The phrase pucOdcacbar etc 70 dun[vexéc turns up in the very fragmentary P. Ryl. II 427 fr. 27.6, cf. 

fr. 24.4 ele to Sinvexec ev[. This document looks as if it chiefly concerns state leases; it dates probably from 
c.AD 200, cf. fr. 46.13. 

Il émlr@ ewe ]ecAwcacbar. No exact parallel has been found. Cf. VI 913 10 émi + jude tavrac [crrefpar, 

xrA., PSI IX 1078.13 él r@ pe erravtAjcau etc aBpox[ov, xrA. There are some meagre traces of ink on 

disturbed fibres near the beginning of the line, which I am unable to assign to letters. Perhaps é] ra@[? 
13 Read probably avtAjcar, to parallel pjycAwcacbar Kal reA€ce (= -car) in 11. After that ret[a]preec 

seems to suit best, cf. IV 729 24 moricpovc . . . meumratouc for a vineyard, with M. Schebel, Landwirtschaft 
273. Read perhaps rerapratoic Sacw, or even teTapraiaic apdevcecwv, which might better explain the ending 
-ec and the odd form vdapcw, although the intrusive rho may be simply left over from the nominative 
singular. I have also considered something like réccapcw or tetdproie Bdacw, cf. BGU I 33.3-4 mAciw dvo 

USdtwv py wore THY Guredov, P. Fay. 110.14-15 devrepov [J ]bw[p], 17 duct vdacc, but the traces will not 

conform. 
17 The paragraphus begins with a double curve, cf. R. Pintaudi, Pap. Flor. XII (Supplemento): Papiri 

. a Firenze, Catalogo della Mostra . . . 1983, Tav. LIII (PSI VIII 963). P. Wisc. II 65 (Pl. XXV) shows 
a less contorted, more understandable version. 

18 Cf. 7 n. for the meaning. For the phonetic spelling see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 277 (0 > w), 112-13 

(intrusive final v), 123 (€ >c), 262-4 (u> 7), 78-9 (y > x). 
21 The traces at the end are faint. Perhaps 7A7 | [p7, ‘in full’, will do as a stop-gap. 
22-3 The writer of the subscription has not been identified. A name like Castricianus or Castre(n)sianus 

comes to mind, see I. Kajanto, The Latin Cognomina 144, 208, but ], , voc is too far away to belong to either 

of these. Perhaps -voc is the end of an alias and -]vé the end of a patronymic. 

3804. ANNUAL ACCOUNT OF AN ESTATE STEWARD 

No inv. no. 288 x 30 cm. AD 566 

This account was recently rediscovered, still rolled up, among the boxes of material 

belonging to the collection. It was unrolled by Dr Shelagh Jameson in 1981 and proved 

to be continuous and almost complete. Internal evidence shows that the first visible 

column on the recto, much damaged, was the original first column of the document, 

see 1-14 n. Twenty-one joins can be seen on the roll, which now consists of twenty-two 

individual sheets, each as a rule between 13 and 14 centimetres broad. The first sheet 
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is broken, so that the surviving piece is only ¢c.4.5 cm broad. The last sheet, ¢.10.5 cm 

broad, is also incomplete, but it seems to have been cut rather than broken. This may 

have been caused by trimming of the original maker’s roll or the section used for the 

account may have been cut from a longer roll. If the lost beginning was the beginning 

of the roll as it came from the paper-maker, it would have had a protocollon, cf. 

E. G. Turner, Recto and Verso (Pap. Brux. 16) 20-2, which at this date would have 

been occupied on this side by a large official docket, cf. 3805 1-6 n. 

There is no inventory number, but the recto account bears a very striking 

resemblance to XVI 1911, which was retained by the Cairo Museum in 1897, see P. 

Oxy. XVI p. v, and was inventorized as P. Cair. 10154. This circumstance strongly 

implies that the roll was part of the large find of Byzantine papyri made by Grenfell 

and Hunt in their first season at Oxyrhynchus on 18 and 19 March 1897, vividly 

described in the Egypt Exploration Fund’s Archaeological Report 6 (1896-7) 8-g. The less 

coherent accounts on the verso are published below as 3805. 

The rural estates of the Apion family in the Oxyrhynchite nome were divided 

into mpovoyciat, that is, districts concentrated around a small group of hamlets, ézrodka, 

and under the control of stewards called zpovonrai, whose chief responsibility was to 

collect the revenues, see E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates of Byzantine Egypt, 88-93, 

A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic Studies 63-5, J. Gascou, Travaux et 

Mémoires (Collége de France, Centre de Recherche d@’histoire et civilisation de Byzance) 

9 (1985) 16-19, cf. A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire 11, 790-1. This is the summary 

annual account of one such steward, by name Theodorus (143, 225). His district 

consisted of seven hamlets, namely Apele, receipts from which are recorded in lines 

1-34, Paciac (35-47), Cissonos (48-55), Trigyu (56-61), Luciu (62-101), Tarusebt 

(102-26), and Cotyléeiu (127-40). None of these small places is very well located, but 

it is clear that they were close enough together to be managed conveniently by a 

single steward, and there is a clue from which it can be deduced that they lay in the 

far south of the Oxyrhynchite city territory. Each of the hamlets had a church which 

received a customary annual allowance in wheat and money from the steward’s account 

and the section recording the expenditure on these allowances includes another to the 

church of Iseum Panga, a larger place, a kwuy rather than an ézoikiov, known to 

have lain during the Roman period in the Upper toparchy, see P. Pruneti, J centri 

abitati dell’ Ossirinchite, 71-2. In Egyptian geography ‘upper’ means southern and this 

toparchy was the most southerly of the six into which the nome was divided. That 

Iseum Panga lay near the steward’s district is confirmed by its appearance along with 

Cissonos in PSI III 165. Also mentioned in that document is Netnéu, which occurs 

here too (155, 236, 261), though it was under the authority of another steward. Finally 

Pecty, twice attested in company with Iseum Panga, see Pruneti, op. cit., 141-2, is 

mentioned three times in this account (85, 86, gg). A less certain inference is that the 

district was close to the rising ground on the west. This is implied by the mention in 
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1911 166 of quarrymen from Trigyu. There can have been no convenient sources of 
stone in the low ground towards the Nile to the east. Quarrymen are also attested in 
I 134 for Nesu Leucadiu, which occurs here in a context that suggests it was not far 
away (156). In that document the stone is destined for Tarusebt, which confirms their 
proximity. The first edition has Tapouc§[ (ivov) |, supposed to stand for Tapovdivou, 
with a note, “The doubtful 6 might be ¢’. Pruneti, op. cit., 198-9, thought Tarusebt 
was probably meant. A photograph of 134, itself now in Cairo, shows Tapoucéf in full 

with only very slight damage to the beta. In this roll the name is spelled with final 

-Br everywhere, but in 1911 Tapoucéf is a frequent alternative, e.g. 80, 84, 112-14. 
The date is not stated, beyond the frequent references to the 14th indiction as 

the period covered by the account. That this is aD 565/6 emerges from the relationship 

with 1911, which is for a fifth indiction further described at one point (148) as year 

233 and 202, that is, AD 556/7, see R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems 

of Byzantine Egypt, 89, cf. 36-42. That our roll is later can be deduced from many 

entries, but is clearest from comparison of 1911 150-1 Kata KéAeucw Tob SecréTou Hua 

Tov Kupov matpikiov Crpatnyiov with 186-7 here, which describe the same authority 

for the same concession in a different way, éx KeAevcewc Tob ev evayel TH YUN TaTpLKLOU 

Crparnyiov. Strategius ‘in well-sanctified memory’ evidently died in the interval 

between the accounts. The overall similarity of the entries, including the names of 

many tenants, indicates that our fourteenth indiction must have been only nine years 

later than the fifth indiction of 1911, rather than twenty-four years later. In particular 

Anastasius the banker is known to have been replaced by another called John by early 

in the fourteenth indiction of ap 580/1 (I 144), so that he could not have accepted 

payments as late as Mesore of that indiction, cf. 279. Only ap 565/6 will suit the 

conditions. 

This raises another difficulty. If this Strategius was dead by Ap 565/6, it is 

surprising to find him referred to in a document of aD 576/7 simply as tod peyaA(ov) 

Kupov (= Kupiov) Crparnyiov, see XVIII 2195 108, 122. Previously these have been 

taken as the latest references to him alive, see J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 

68 n. 381. The calculated date of 2195 is unassailable, because the account is for a 

tenth indiction and the estate banker is John, firmly dated to Ap 580 by I 144. However, 

in 2195 108 the order of Strategius is dated to an eleventh indiction. Although col. ix 

(lines 151-9) records arrears paid in the eleventh indiction for the tenth, i.e. in AD 

577/8 for AD 576/7, Strategius’ order for a concession here in the main body of the 

account ought to go back to a previous eleventh indiction, probably to ap 562/3 rather 

than as far back as AD 547/8. Consequently, in spite of some uncertainties it seems 

best to accept that the references to Strategius in 2195 108 and 122 were simply copied 

out without making them reveal that Strategius was dead, and to observe that 108 

probably informs us that he was still alive in AD 562/3. He died, if the argument is 

correct, in the period between AbD 562/3 and ap 565/6. 

Strategius on this view turns out to be even more ‘evanescent’ than Gascou found 

him, and there is yet another difficulty. The widow Flavia Praejecta, who appears in 
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AD 587 with her sons Apion and George, still minors at that date (XVIII 2196) and 

Apion still a minor in ap 591 (XVI 1990, cf. 1989, XIX 2243a 86), is presented in 

the family tree (Gascou p. 69) as the widow of this Strategius. If he died before 

AD 566, Apion III must have been born by then and ap 591 is practically the last 

moment at which he could have been considered a minor. The consular family of the 

Apions no doubt ceased to be minors at the Roman canonical age of twenty-five. The 

fit is tight, and made tighter by the implication of 2196 that Apion was not the younger 

son, since he is named before George. 

In general the document strikingly confirms the rigid pattern of the administration 

of the Apion estates: the rent-roll theoretically remained precisely the same over the 

nine years between 1911 and 3804, see 141-2 n. The profit in the later year was 

smaller by about 4.6 per cent, see 273 n. 

Ancient accounts are generally expected to be inaccurate. Here the accounting 

is good. Only three very small discrepancies have been detected or suspected, see 

141-2 n., 168 n., 213-17 n. 

There are several interesting details, such as the value of the solidus in terms of 

denarii deducible from 271 and 272, see nn., and the entries relating to boatbuilding, 

irrigation works, and machinery for making oil. 
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col. 11 

 :mlapa) ..,.. amo To|0 adtod KrHpwa(Toc) vo(w.) a L Kd py 

wTinpayeor | ] d4(a) Teak ard rob abrot KtHpa(roc) vo(j.) a L Kd py 

(apa) KA|np(ovdpwv) O€wvroc amo Tob abrtod KTHpa(rTOoc) vo(u.) B L oP py 

m(apa) Ar|dvpov Tcax amo tot abtob Krnpa(toc) vo(u.) Bf pn 

m(apa) Aletwvroc [Texuciou kal Twavvov Teppavot amo rob attob =vo(p.) ,, 

20 (apa) tov avtob Aeiwvoc Ilexuciov amo Tob abrod vo(u.) By’ py 

m(apa) ITexuci[o]u cat ‘HpaxdAeiSov amo tot abrot vo(u.) a L Kd py 

m(apa) IlovAiroc 61(a) Twavvov ano Tob avtob vo(u.) BL d py 

m(apa) ITavAo|v PloiBaupwvroc éerikAny Varerr7Be vo(u.) yn 

m(apa) KAnp(ovduwr) [,, |], ov amd tod avrod vo(u.) [.,] «d pn 

25 mapa) ‘Hpaxdeidou amo tot abtob VOU tre) olen le ea ge, 

t(apa) KAnp(ovouwv) Aewvidouv amo tot abrot vo(u.) ay Kd pn 

m(apa) KAnp(ovouwrv) Ocodwpov Kal Kow(wvav) amd Tob abtob vo(m.) y Bn pn Ps’ 

m(apa) T@v adtav KAnp(ovdpwv) O€wvoc amo Tob avTtob 

KT[1) ]wa(Toc) vo(u.) ed 

m(apa) DorBaupwvoc mpecButép(ov) amo tov avrod vo(p.) B 

30 (apa) Tob Kow(od) T@V amo TOD KTHA(TOC) drép cuvTEA(Elac) 

Kepar(ic) vo(p.) a 

m(apa) Twv av’Tw@Y yewp(yav) Urép Pop(ov) TmEpicTEparwvoc you.) Le 

m(apa) ABpaapiov amo Tob avtob KTHpLa(TOC) vo(m.) Bf un 

m(apa) Aewvidov kal Aavindiov ao Tob avTov KTHWA(TOC) VO ps te Lan 

m(apa) Tob Kow(od) Tav yewp(yav) Kal autreAoup(yav) v7rEp 

atroTaK(Tov) xwp(iwv) vo(w.) py L 

35 érroux(iov) Ilakiak 

m(apa) AmoAA® Kat Kupraxod amo Takia vo(p.) tas” Kd 

m(apa) Teppavot Adnyxiov 81(a) DoiBappwr[o]e Tcax amo rob 

avToo vo(w.) OL y’ Kd py 

m(apa) Movcaiov Amdotroc 61(a) AtokAW alr] rob avdtodb vo(u.) OL y’ Kd py 

m(apa) KAnp(ovdpwv) Ilétpov mpecButép(ov) amo rol b avrod |vo( jw.) ais” 

(vac. ) 

40 (yiverat) vo(.) pA L Kd Ps” [ lwae.) | 

15 KT Nps and so throughout 17 «A|nppf, and so throughout 20 7/, and so throughout 

22 &/, and so throughout 27 xow/, and so throughout 29 mpecButep/, and so throughout 

30 xow/, and so throughout, izep, and so usually, cuvreA/Kepad/, and so usually 31 yewppf, and so 

throughout, ¢op/; |. mepuctepew@voc 34 apeAoupp/, and so throughout, amorax/xwpp/f, and so throughout 

35 emoux/, and so throughout 40 | = (ywverat), and so throughout 
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col. ii 

\ A > a / > \ A > A 

m(apa) tov avtotd Movcatou amo tov avtov 

KTHLA (TOC) vo(w.) a L Kd py 

m(apa) Tod Kow(od) THY amo TOU KTHWA(TOC) vo(u.) sd 

m(apa) Adnyxiov amo Tob avTtob vo(w.) BoB 

m(apa) KAnp(ovopwr) Ilétpov mpecBurép(ov) du(a) 

Awpobéov amo tot avrob vo(u.) L py 

m(apa) DoiBaupwvoc cat Maprupiov cat Amol vb |roc 

amo Tov avTov vo(m.) L d pn Ps” 

m(apa) Tov Kow(00) THY amo TOD KTHMWA(TOC) 

dep ddp(ov) dowix(wv) Kat cuvTeA(Elac) 

Kepar (jc) vo(p.) L 

m(apa) Tob Kow(ob) TaV yewp(yav) Kat 

autreAoup(ya@v) vrep atrotaK(Tov) xwp(iwv) vo(m.) w L 

émroux(lov) Kuc[c|@voc 

m(apa) Tovav PoiBappwvoc vo(p.) ta s’ pn Ps” 

m(apa) Ilapotv Cirovavot Kal Kow(wvadv) amo Tob 

avTov KTHUa(TOC) vo(p.) n oB 

m(apa) Pupov amo tod atrob cit(ov) (apr.) d vo(p.) L oB 

m(apa) Teppavot Kom 61(a) Avot kal kow(wvav) vo(p.) ¢ 

m(apa) DoiBappwvoc Aeiwvoc amo tot avtob vo(p.) ¢ 

m(apa) Tov avtov [epuavot amo Tob 

avTov KTHpa(TOC) vo(p.) a KO 

m(apa) Tod Kow(ob) TaV yewp(yav) vrép 

cuvter(elac) Kepad(7c) vo(u.) L d Kal (dnv.pup.) 

emroux(iov) Tpuynov 

m(apa) BiB ama ‘Qpiwvoc b1(a) BorBawpwvroc 

dp(ovtictov) cit(ov) (apr.) pyy L xo(w.) & vo(m.) Ks y’ n uy 

m(apa) KAnp(ovduwv) Avockopidov amo Tob atrob 

KTH La (TOC) vo(w.) BL 

m(apa) Twcnd érép(ov) d1(a) Tob adrot PoiBappwvoc 

Kal Kow (wav) cit(ov) (apt.) pe vo(p.) 0 uB un Ps’ 

46 dop/douwrk/, and so throughout 5I are 52 1. Kémoc 55 * A ac 57 op, 

cit, x° 59 eTep/, cit=, 
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m(apa) Tob Kow(ob) Tav yewp(yav) brep cuvreA(Elac) 

Keh(adrjc) Kal Pdp(ov) powl« (wv) vo(p.) 

T(apa) T@v adTav yewp(ydv) Tob KrHpa(roc) vo(w.) Bs’ Kd 
> / / 

emrouk (tov) Aovxiou 

m(apa) Couvpot¢ PorBappwroc Kal Kow(wrav) 1(a) 

Tlayévouc kat Twend Kal Kow(wvar) vo(p. 

m(apa) ITavAov ‘HpaxreiSov Kal Coupodtc TaxwB Kat 

Kow (wav) vo(m. 

m(apa) Tcax Ilavdov aro Koveév vo(m. 
\ x / / > \ A ? a 

m(apa) Aupwviov Aovetov amo Tob abrotb 

KTH Wa (TOC) vo(p. 

(vac.) 

ta 

(yiverac) (apr.) cEB L xo(w.) 5 vo(u.) pra y’ Kd py Ps’ Kat (Snv.pup.) joc 

60 cuvtedA/Ked/ G7 ie * A ac 

col. iv 

\ 

m(apa) IlapovBiov TaxwB d:(a) Twavvov Tepovriou ano rot 

avtov KTHUa(TOC) cit(ov) (apt.) Aa d xo(w.) «€ 

m(apa) [lérpov Avov@iov 8:(a) Am[o]AA® Kat Kow (wav) amo 

TOU avToU cit(ov) (apt.) Aa d xo(w.) € 

m(apa) DoBaupwvoc Arpyroc kal AtpHroc amo tot adbtob 

KTT){L0.(TOC) cit(ov) (apt.) Aa d yxo(w.) € 

m(apa) Covpote Bixropoc kai AmoAAd Aeiwvoc 

cit(ov) (apr.) Aa d xo(w.) € 

(apa) ABpaapiov Twcnd Ilavjroc Kat Twcnd adeAd (od) 

(apa) AtoAA® TaxwfB 81(a) AvovOiov viot 

m(apa) Twavvov ITavXov 61(a) AtoAAwd Teppavod cai Pidéov 

(apa) [Texuciov ITavAov aured(oupyod) 6u(a) Twavvou Tcax 

(apa) DoiBappwvoc [lapovbiov 6:(a) AtoAAw Ovepyre 

(apa) Tob avtod ITexuciov Kat Kow(wvav) brep dop(ov) 

éAavoupyt(ov) 

m(apa) Twavvov Bixropoc 

vo(m.) sy’ 4B 

vo(w.) wa Bf Kd un Ps’ 

VO\ jE. iS ’S KO 

Be) py’ pn Ps” 
ee) BLY » Bn Ps’ 
BJ)al 
iv 

pL 

vo 

vo 

vo 

al y .B 

Bie pn Ps” 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
(u.) B xd" 

vo(u.) BL 

68-71 cir, x° 72 aderd/ 73, viov 75 aptred/ 77 pop/eAaoupyt 
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m(apa) ABpaapiov ‘Hpaxr€tdou 81(a) Tcax viot Kat Avovfiov 

Twavvov , , , pe vo(p.) 6 8B py 

80 (apa) Axvap Avovbiov amo tod avTov KTHWa(TOC) vo(m.) ay oB py 

m(apa) PoiBappwvoc Tcax 61(a) [lapovdiov Opcevriov 

dvaKdvov vo(u.) Ld 

m(apa) Tcax Aeiwvoc Xwottoc 61(a) Avotn viot cai Argova vo(m.) L «Kd py 

m(apa) [létpov AvovBiov amo rob abrot vo(p.) s” wn 

m(apa) Twcnd [létpov cat Avovbiov Oeodapov kai ABpaapiouv 

én[3] Aver vo( 1.) B BS 
85 mapa) Auuwriov Ilamvovbiov amo Ilexri vo(w.) B 

m(apa) Ilétpov ‘Eppivov amo [lexi vo(m.)al 

m(apa) Twavvov Bixtropoc cai Axiap AvovOiov Kai [lexuciov 

TTatvirov Kat Kow(wrdv) vo(m.) 9 

m(apa) Ator\AW Teppavot cat Twavvov ITavAov vo(u.) ey’ 

m(apa) PoiBaupwroc TaxwB diax(dvov) cat ABpaapiov vo(u.) CL 

go mapa) Tcax Aeiwvoc Xwottoc kat DoiBaypwvoc TaxwB vo(p.) yy’ Kd 

m(apa) Movcaiov Tcevynciov cat IItoAXiwvoc amo Aredy vo(u.) nd 

m(apa) Tcax MéXavoc amo rob abrod brép diac yc 

cit(ov) (apt.) y (vac.) 

m(apa) Tob Kow(ob) tav ‘amo’ Aovkiov tbrép cuvteX(elac) 

Kepad(jc) Kat Pdp(ov) mpoBatwv vo(p.) ss” 

(vac.) 

(yiverat) (apt.) pen L vo(w.) py s’ KO py 

82 viov 89 daK/ Q2 «7; 93 dop/ 94 |= 

col. v 

95 mapa) Teppavot PoiBappwvoc d1(a) HpakdAeidov Twavvov vo(u.) L d 

m(apa) Tov Kow(ov) TaV yewp(yav) bmép extak(Twr) 

Tpoync vo(m.) y’ oB (Sqv.pup.) v 
m(apa) Tcax kal Twavvov cal Kow(wvdv) vo(mw.) sy Kd pn Ps’ 

m(apa) Iepovtiov kat [IroXepaiov b1(a) Twavvov amo 

Ga yoo vol.) 
96 exrax/, and so throughout, * 
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m(apa) DoiBdppwroc d1(a) [Tétpov ywdAod viob ApyeAdou 

amo Ilextv vo(mu.) B 

too =m(apa) Icax AB[p]aapiov kai AvovOiov Couvpote cai Tcax 

Kal Avovfiov dixatov OeodovAou vo(m.) By’ 

m(apa) Tov Kow(od) TOV yewp(yav) Kal dpredoup(yar) 

UTEp amoTaK(Tov) ywp(iwyr) vo(yu.) 8 

erroix((ov) TapouceBr dixaiov Avoyévouc 

m(apa) Adexd cat [lapovbiov mpecBurép(ov) du(a) TTucparaA 

Kal KoW (war) cit(ov) (apt.) pun d xo(w.) ¢ vo(m.) 6 L 

m(apa) TMV avT@v Kal mpoKEpe(vwv) yewp(yav) vmep 

EKTAK(TwV) TpvyNC vo(p.) € op’ 

105 mapa) Hpad cai PorBaupwvoc d1(a) Twavvov cat Mynva vo(m.) y 7 en Ps’ 

m(apa) IlavAov Ilérpov Kai érépov ITavAov VO jee ae 

m(apa) KAnp(ovduwv) A, , , riov mpecButép(ov) d:(a) 

Avov6iouv mpecButép(ov) vo(u.) as’ py 

m(apa) Avovdiov ‘Hpakreidou b1(a) Avovbiov Covpotc vor.) (2 7 

m(apa) Ilérpov cat PoiBappwvoc d1(a) [Ticpaynr vol fr.) olen 7 

110 (apa) Twavvou kal KAnp(ovopwv) Adexd d1(a) Twavvouv 

TTapotby vole.) La 

m(apa) Ilanciov $1(a) Atprroc kat AtoAAD vo(u.) B L Kd 

(apa) Do.Ba[up|wvoc ITérpov cat [lexuciov vo(yu.) d 

m(apa) Tob Kow(0d) Tov yewp(ya@v) d5u(a) ITexuciov Kat 

Avotr vo(p.) yy’ Kd 

m(apa) KAnp(ovdpwv) Pir€ov amo Aovkiov d1(a) Twavvov 

Kat Atpyroc vo(u.) Bd 

115 (apa) Taxw[B] «[at] Tapotv aro tot abrob vo(u.) Bd 

m(apa) Tob al[vt]od TaxwB IlapovBiov 61(a) Moucaiov amo 

Anedy vo(p.) 

m(apa) Teppav[od] cat “Qpov Kat kow(wrav) vo(p.) 

m(apa) IladvAo[v] Kat érép(ov) TTadvAov 61(a) Tob Koww(od) 

TOV yewp(yav) vo(p.) € 

m(apa) Tob K[oliy(0d) Tv yewp(yadr) d1(a) “Qpov Kat 

Kou (wav) VO( 1. )S 

120 (apa) Tov Koyy(0d) TOV yewp(ya@v) du(a) ITexuciov Kat 

Arpiroc Kai Kow(wvav) brep €dad(ouvc) PyAtayBEA vo(p.) y L d 

(vac.) 

(yiverat)  (apt.) pvn d xo(w.) ¢ vo(p.) oB Kat (dnv.uup.) v 

99 viov 104. mpoxerp 118 erep/ 120 edad/, and so throughout 121 jk, x°, *A 
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col. vi 

DoiBappwvoc Kai [létpov aro tov avtrob a) 
apa) IIpaotroc amo Aovkiov 

a) Cepyvov Kat [lavAou amo TapoucéBr 

a) Tod Kow(ob) Tov yewp(yav) Tob adtob KrHpa(toc) TapouceBr 

amo (apoupwv) uf 

edad(ouc) Atoyévouc § ev Kadovpe(var) voTw(ar), al de GAA(aL) 

s Kadovpe(var) Bopp(iwai) 

émrotx (tov) Kotvdeetou dixaiov Twv vidy Tob émicKOTOU 

m(apa) ITavAov Kat Evay amd Kotudeciou dixaiov AtodAA@ 

cit(ov) (apr.) 7 

m(apa) Twavvov dp(ovrictob) Kal Kow(wrdv) dicaiov PoiPdppwvoc 

cit(ov) (apr.) 7C 

m(apa) AmoAA® amo Tod avrov emroik (iov) cit(ov) (apr.) €e d 

m(apa) IItoAXwvoc d1(a) TTaotve mpecButép(ov) cit(ov) (apr.) py L 

m(apa) Teppavod yewp(yob) trép unx(avyic) Meyadou Indiov 

cit(ov) (apr.) pe 

m(apa) Tob Kow(od) TOV yewp(yav) d1(a) Cuapaydou vorap(tov) 

tmep unx(avnc) Nycov cit(ov) (apr.) uB 

m(apa) DoiBaupwvoc mpecButép(ov) brép €bad(ovc) AxavOavoc 

m(apa) Tob Kow(0d) TaV yewp(ya@v) Kal autreAoup(yawr) UmeEp 

€dad(ouc) Tav autreAoup (yar) 

m(apa) Tov Kow (od) Tav yewp(yav) Umep €6ad(ouc) Epwroc kat Auatou 

Tov Kow(ov) TOV yewp(yav) brép ddp(ov) TrEpicTepar@voc SS) Q > & 

apa) Tovav aro Tapovbivou cit(ov) K(ayKéAAw) (apt.) Ks RS) 

(vac.) Kal aro duKaiov Adavaciou 

m(apa) Twcnd Tlavexwobroc vrep dikaiov Abavaciou 

(vac.) 

yi(verat) Anup(atwv) 16 ivd(iKTiwvoc) cit(ov) péTp(w) (apr. 1 

K(ayKéAAw) (apt.) €€ (Exatoct@v) (apr. 

Kal K(ayKeAAw) (apt.) Ks, (yiverat) cit(ov) K(ayKéAAw) (apr. 

dpyupuc(av) vo(u.) xue 9’ Kal dpyup(iov) (Snv.pup.) Bu. 

126 xaAoupvorw/, anal, xaAdoupBopps 127 viwy 128-33 cuits 129 ¢p/ 

vo(p.) € 

vo(p.) uy 

vo(m.) Ss 

vo(p.) ta 

) atiB d xo(w.) €, ai 

ve K(ayKeAAw) (apr. ) jag d xyo(w.)a 

) japre d xo(w.) a, Kae 

132 yewp/, 
pen 133 vorap/, unX 137 gop]; 1. mepictepedvoc 138 cuTK= 141 yelAnuys, w6/cuTpeTp/ =, 

x°, aux-eEpp|=, K=, X° 142 Kz, /citK=, apyupix/, apyup/* > 
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col. vil 

+ €€ dv avndwO(n) emt tHe abric 8 Wvd(uKTiwvoc) 8(1a) Tob adrot 

Ocodwpov ottwc:— 

elc Tac ayl(ac) exkAnci(ac) Tav é€fc KTHWA(TwWY) KaTa TO EBoc cit(ov) [K(ayKéAAw) | 

(apt.) ks L. xo(w.) 8 vo(w.) 8d m(apa Keparia) 6 Ld obtwe:— 

145 exkA(ncia) Amedy (apr.) 8 vo(w.) L m(apa xep.) L 

exkA(ncia) Tlakvak (apr.) y vo(u.) L. m(apa cep.) L 

exkA(ncia) Kucc@voc (apt.) y vo(u.) L mapa Kep.) L 

exkA(yncia) KortudAeeiou (dpt.) 6 vo(p.) Lo m(apa Kep.) L 

exkA(ncia) TapoucéBr (apr.) & L yxo(w.) 8 vo(p.) d w(apa kep.) Ld 

exkX(ncia) Tprynou (apt.) 5 vo(.) L mapa xep.) L 

exkA(ncia) Tciov Ilayyad (vac.) vo(p.) a m(apa Kep.) a 

exkA(ncla) Aouxiou (apt.) dvo(u.) L m(apa Kep.) L_, 7a 7poK (eleva). 

toic KAnp(ovdpoic) Mnva vattov amo Koya timeép éuBodA(jc) amo yevnpa(toc) 18 

ivd(uxtiwvoc) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) pPB L yol(w.) C, cal Ady(w) 

150 vavA(ov) AdeE(avdpeiac) Cuy(@) AdreE(avdpeiac) vo(u.) ad pn Ps’, Ta (8(wwrikd) 

vo(u.) ay’ Kd Ps’, (yiverat) cizt(ov) K(ayx.) (dpt.) pPB L yxol(w.) €, 

vo(p.) ay’ K6 Ps’ 

toic tAWO(evtaic) tAWO(evoucw) ev Toic EEjc KTHWa(c) UTEp LcB(0b) daTHc TAWO (ov) 

(pupiddwr) us cdv utcO(@) ofkoddp(ov) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) uB, vo( ju.) 6 m(apa 

KEep.) tO oUTwWC:— 

Amedy (pup.) 6, Tlaxiak (up.) a, KorvuAceiou (pup.) 6, Kucc@voc (uup.) a L, 

Tprynov (wup.) aL, 

Aovxiov (pup.) B, TapouceBr (uup.) B, at mpoKeipe(var). 

T@ Tpov(ontH) vrep Ady(ov) dyswviov Kata 70 EOoc cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) Kd, vo(p.) 

B (apa kep.) € 

T@ €pyodiwK(Ty) emoux(tov) AmeAy kai Kucc@voc vo(u.) a mapa Kep.) y L, Kal T@ 

épyod(ww«tn) Aovxiov vo(u.) a mapa Kep.) y L, Kal T@ 

épyod(woxtn) Netvjov cat KorvudAeeiou vo(p.) a Bf mapa kep.) « L d, 

Kal TO epyodwwK(Ty) emox((ov) Tpryjov Kat TapouceBr Kai Avra cat Nycov 

Aeveadiov vo(p.) a y’ mapa Kep.) 8 L d (yiverat) vo(u.) € mapa 

159 

Kep.) 0 L 

143 oe w6/6/ 144 aytexkAnct, KTNpLpLs m/ = (apa kepatia), and so throughout 

145-8 exxd/ throughout 148 may ya, mpok/ 149 euBodl, yernpts Noyf, and so throughout 

150 vava/adreEfCvyfareEf, 15/ 151 Au (ler), KTNpLpLy puc (bis), ovxodonf 151-3 A = (pupidc) 

153 Tpoketp 154 mpov/ 155 €pyodwwx/, epyod/ (bts) 156 epyodwwx/ 
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cuvexwpHO(n) toic amd Tpryjov kata 70 €Boc cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) & vo(m.) BS 

cuvexwpnO(n) totc ao Tprynov irép ddop(ov) powik(wv) Kal cuvteA(elac) Kepad(7jc) 

Kata TO €Ooc vo(p.) 

cuvexwp7O(n) toic amd Tpryjov irép Pop(ov) yydiov Pavyox Kara 

TO €Joc vo(p.) a 

covexwpyO(n) “Icax Cipiov amo AmeAy Kata 70 €Boc vo(p.) a 

cuvexwpnO(n) toic ad Armed trep pappoxwctov Kal Aipvync edad(ouc) Nedow v7eEp 

(apovpdv) ed yn, 

Th (apovpa) a vo(m.) L d, vo(p.) 6 un Ps’ (yiverat) 

vo( é ) ) ea) rs. (margin) — xpx Cyricac ¥(rep?) TF Kai ff 
vo(u.) 7 Kd wn Kal pndev 

avtoic Koudicbnv( ar). 

toic yewp(yoic) Tob KtHwa(toc) KotudAceiou bmép evydpt(ov) apmeA(@voc) amo (ap.) vy 

ELS IG SE ee ene rte es 
eic TO wapTtupiov Tob ayi(ov) Cepnvou Kata dwpeav AmoAA@ viob Tov emicKdTr0OU 

ev KTHUWA(TL) 

Tapov0ivou dixaiov Tob KtHpa(toc) KotuAeelou Kata 70 €Boc cit(ov) K(ayK.) 

(apr.) Ks, vo(w.) a L, Kal Kata Swpeav 

PoiBdupwvoc viod Tob émickom(ov) é€v ktHpa(tr) KotvdAeeiou ex tod €dad(ouc) 

"Epwroc kat Auarov Kal tav 

autreAoup(ya@v) vo(p.) B (yiverat) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) Ks, vo(w.) y L. 

(vac.) 

(yiverat) (apt.) Pa d yo(w.) a, Kat vo(u.) An oB un Ps’ w(apa Kep.) wa d/. 

157-61 spear 159 op/ 161-2 = (adpoupa), and so throughout 162 (margin) 

dv = v7ép?, KoudicOnv’ 163 evyoptf: |. éyydpt(ou); apzreA/ 164 ayt, viov 166 viov, emicxorf 

col. vill 

cuvexwpy O(n) Toic yewp(yoic) unx(avyac) Tod véou AdKKovu ev étrarx(tw) KorvudAeeiou 

CTELPOMLE(VNC) TOTE 

m(apa) Cuapaydou votrap(iov), vuvi dé 6(va) ITavAov Kovevéyoc axoAovO(we) timw 

600(€v71) att@ amo 

cit(ov) wérp(w) (apt.) wB Kat vo(p.) v, ag’ (dv) dep Aubedad(lac) Kal 

Totapopop(ytov) v0 THc Suakdrov vo(m.) y s’, 

169 civeyahes and so throughout; jn*, and so throughout, cmepop. 170 vorap/, 8/, denier Me 

is igcisiierpcadigluliebod leperaiocenh tae 
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Aour(a) (apt.) wB Kal vo(u.) s Ly’, ad’ (dv) Kovdil(erar) dwot(we) dua 70 

tavTnv Opywdn{c} Kal KarXapoKxevtpitidoc 

emt viAoBpdx(ov) Kata 70 y’ pép(oc) cit(ov) wéTp(w) (apt.) v6, al K(ayK.) (apr.) 

e€ (Exatoctawv) (apt.) ve (apt.) us xyo(w.) d Kal vo(uw.) Bd 

(yiverar) Tob Koudicuod cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) ws xo(w.) 6, vo(p.) € y’ uP. 

(yivetar) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) us xo(w.) 6, vo(w.) € y’ oB 

totic ato TapouceBr timeép Aourad(wyv) evydpt(ov) (ap.) B Kara 

TO €oc vo(u.) ay 

Toic yewp(yoic) Tob Kryjpa(toc) Kotudeeiou trép Tov (ap.) € dutevO(ercav) ev 

auméeA(w) kata AiBa Tob KTHwWa(TOC) 

Korvdeelou émt ric 7 v8(uxtiwvoc) Kapm(a@v) 8 Kal émt rH 6 iv8(KTiwvoc) 

cit(ov) pétp(w) (apt.) 0 L Kal vo(p.) a Bf, 

at «(ayx.) (apr.) ts L yo(w.) €, vo(u.) a BJ 

cuvexwpnO(n) Toic yewp(yoic) tod KrHpa(toc) AovKiou bmép THC ToTaLogpop(HTov) 

avTaV YHC 

t7d Ta@v vdadTwv THC diaKkdTov ex vdtov Tob KTHpa(Toc) AovKiov cit(ov) 

(apt.) € L xo(w.) B Kat 

yo(p.) a L iB py Ps’, ai xlayx.) (dpr.)  L. vow.) ¢. 

(ytverat) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (ap7.) 7 L xo(w.) f,vo(p.) aL Bun Ps’ 

roic €€fc éyyeypappe(evorc) yewp(yoic) ame ktHpa(toc) Kotudeeiou imep tH EvcB (etcnc) 

avta@v ync cit(ov) (apr.) Al, ai K(ayK.) (apr.) wB L xo(w.) B, 

vo(u.) y Ly’ wy ovUTwo:— 

Tlérpw xat Heaia cai TwB (apr.) oB vo(u.) ., Heaia Kai Diréa kat Kow(wvoic) 

(apr.) B vo(p.) . 
"Iacnd Kat BiB Kai Kow(wvoic) (dpt.) 8 vo(w.) . «Kd wn Tlétpw yewp(y@) 

unx(avyc) THC [,. ]Jee() (dpr.) S vo(p.) .,, at mpox(eiwevar). 

cic TO povactypiov aBBa Avdpéov Kara 76 €Boc brép vo(m.) v m(apa Kep.) ¢ Kal emt 

tHe 8 Wv8(uxTiwvoc) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) a Kat 

év Th Huep(a) Tob peyaArou avOpwmov (apt.) 8 

(yivovrat) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) ap 

cic TO provacthp(tov) &BBa Avdpéov dpot(we) ad ypayp(dtwv) éx Kededcewe TOU ev 

Evayel TH LYNN 

172 Aor, ad/, Kovdrl/opor/ 173 vAoBpoyxs, wep/citpeTp/ 174 yu/ 175 Aouradfevxopts; 

1. éyxopr(ov) 176 dutev, aptred/ 177 w6/ (bis), kapmJ, curperp/ 178 morapodop/ 

179 vUmo, vdaTwr 181 ey yeypapp, Eve 182 ycaia (bis) 183 yewp/, mpox/ 185 nuep/ 

186 povactnp/, opor/, ypaunps 
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natpixtov Crpatnytou amo € ivd(uktiwvoc) Kal émmt THC 16 (vd(txrTiwvoc) Kata TO €Boc 

cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) p 

covexwpnO(n) Iwavvyn cat “Hpaxdel@ amo xtjpa(roc) Aovxkiov imeép thc adavicO(eicyc) 

avT@v yHc TOU SuKatov 

rhc pnx(avyic) Navate Siadepovc(nc) TH adt@ xrjpa(te) Aovkiov vmo THC diakoTrAC 

TOV YWUaT (wr) 

emt tHe wy Wv8(ixtiwvoc) dep (ap.) y vo(j.) Bd Kal emt ric 16 (vd(iKTiwvoc) vo(p.) 

Bd. (ywerat) vo(w.) dL 

cuvexwpnO(n) Nw&e cai Ilétpw ad KotvdAceiou apredoup(yoic) Tob avtod KTjpa(Toc) 

KortvAeelou brep THC 

ddavicO(elcnc) Kal EvcO(elcnc) abrav yc br THe buaKom (Hc) Tav bdatwv (apovpwy) 

8 vo(p.) B 
cuvexwpHO(n) Biréa yewp(y@) Kal kow(wvoic) aro Kotvudeeiou irep €daf(ovc) Afavaciou 

vo(p.)ay’ 

(vac.) 

(yiverac) (apr.) jeprs Kat vo(j.) Ly’ wn Ps’, GAA(a) vo(p.) y Ly’ wy. 

(yiverat) vo(p.) Ka BJ Kd Ps’. 

188 Ries 189 dcadepoucs, xwpar] 192 pe fon duaxorJ, vdatwv 194 adAd/ 

col. 1x 

cuvexwp7O(n) ABpaayiw amd Aovkiou brép THe apavich(eicnc) adTovd yjc 

vo(u.) a L 6B py Ps’ 
(vac.) 

Kal ev avtoupyi(a) dukaiov Tod KTHpa(Toc) TapouceBr ovTwWc:— 

€6a¢(ouc) Ilamap d6vopa(toc) PoiBawpwvoc [Térpov b1(a) [lexuciou Maeda 

(ap.) L GAB vo(yu.) d 

edad(ouc) Cyopdd yewpyoupée(vov) 6u(a) Twv aro emroiK(iov) Aoukiou dixaiov TapouceBr 

(Gower) 
edad(ouc) PynAtavBer yewpyoupée(vov) mC pe ) Biréov aera amo Aovkiov dixaiov 

)OL (ap.)SL volp.)yt d 
apa) KodAovdou dvépna(roc) ITétpovu 

TapovceBr amo (ap. 

m( €6ad(ouc) Koveov yewpyoupé(vov) more 

6 0 2 a € 
195 cuvexwpn, apavic 196 avroupyi 197 ovou, and so throughout 198-200 yewpyouu 
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PoiBappwvoc 

amo TapouceBr amo (ap.) € L (ap.) y Voie. aol. 

edag(ouc) IItuxav dvoud(twv) Cepjvov xai IlavAov amo TapoucéBr (ap.) a d 

vo(m.) an wy 
edap(ouc) Bopp(wod) dixaiov Aroyévouc dvopda(twv) [TadvdAou Kai érépov [atvXov 

Ga so oan tral Gara cei alaaues 
Kal ev avtoupyi(a) dixaiov Tob KTHpwa(toc) AouKiov ovtTwc:— 

dvona(twr) Avovbiov Axiap Kal ITexuciov IlavAou é5ad¢(ovc) Capatrodwpou amo 

(dp.) 1B (dp.) s vo(p.) 8 
ovoua(twv) Tcax Appwriov Kal Kow(wvav) Kal Tod dixalov TOV unx(avav) &ad(ouc) 

CevOovu (ap.) 9d vo(w.)s L y’ iB py 

dvoua(twv) Covpotde PorBaupwvoc Kal Kow(wradv) Tob dixatov tic Meyadr(nc) Ovdci(ac) 

(ap.) y vo(u.) Bd 
dvoua(toc) Arpitoc PoiBaupwvoc edad(ouc) Ilayévu (ap.) Bs vo(w.) a L 

dvoua(toc) Ilexuciov IlatvAov édad(ovc) Kay (ap.) B vo(w.) al 

Kal Uep TOU dikaiov TaV UNnx(avav) édad(ouvc) Oarpiroc éx vdtou Tob KTHpWa(TOC) 

Kotvdeciov (ap.) BL vo(u.) a L y’ Kd 

dvopa(toc) TaxwB Aupwriov édad(ouc) waptupiov Axaxiou (ap.) a Ld 

vo(w.) a iB Ps” 
dvoua(toc) PoiBappwvoc TaxwB d1(a) ‘Opcevriov dvax(dvov) Kat kow(wrav) edad(ouc) 

Kpicxevtiov (ap.) y L vo(p.) BL 9 py 

(yiverat) (ap.) A vo(p.) xa Bf n Ps’ 

Toic moTtap(itaic) avopvéace véov AdKK(ov) ev KTHpa(7TL) Takia ev TH UNX(av7) 

Aeyoué(vn) Tot Krjpa(roc) bo TaxxwBov 

Kal Kow (ov) yewp(ya@v) emt tHe 66 (vd(iKTiwvoc) ddpoTrapox(iac) Kal Kapm(@v) LE 

Ady(w) puch(ob) vo(pw.) a (apa Kep.) 6 L Kat Ady(w) 

datrav (nc) 

cit(ov) x(ayx.) (apr.) a Kal brep Tyn(Hc) Tapix(wv) Kal €Aai(ov) Kal Kpé(we) 

mpoBativov apyup(tov) (dnv.pup.) x Kal T@ oikoddpu(w) Kal 
/ 

TEKTOVL 

203 Boppf 204 avToupyt 207 peyaA/ouct 210 pn 212 dak] 213 moran, 

Aakk/, eyou 214 vSporrapo*, Kap, pec, damrav/ 215 Tyfrape’, «Aac/, Kp |, apyup|, ovxodonf 
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> 

kal emixee(vw) Ady(w) avar(wudtwr) cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) 6 Kat apyup(iov) 

(Onv.pup. ) jac Kal UTep TYyL(HC) AO(wr) ayopacB(évrwy) Etc 

olkodopny 

Tob abdtod AdKK(ov) vo(.) B m(apa Kep.) 0, Tod citov Pepope(vov) etc Tov Ady(ov) 

THe ie, TOD b€ ypyct(ov) evexO(Evtoc) etc TobTOV Tov Ady(ov) 

vo(j.) y m(apa Kep.) ty L Kal (dnv.pup.) jac 

Urép Tyu(Hc) madar(wv) Kovd(wyr) op ayopach(évtwr) Kat d06(évtwv) Toic 

dpreAoup(yoic) KorvuAeeiov Kal TapouceBr mpoc Katayytcpov 

olv(ov) picewc 1 tvd(ixtlwvoc) Mecopr) x tvd(uxtiwvoc) — (vac.) 

vo(p.) a m(apa Kep.) OL 

(vac. ) 

220 (yiverat) vo(u.) AOL Kd wy mapa Kep.) in Kal (dnv.pup.) jac 

i eek any een Penis ven ase By Ped. dept pocihes aii ai fradoehcouae 
ayopac, 0, Kat ayyicwov 219 ow/ 

col. x 

Anavakiw motapitn épyaloue(vw) etc tH WadXida Tob AdKKov THe unx(avync) Ilapa 

IToramov rob KrHpa(Toc) 

Tptynov votivou Ady(w) picO(ob) tTéwe Ilayav vy tv8(ixtiwvoc) 16 

vo(u.) a m(apa Kep.) 6 L 

ArodrA® Trotapity ‘Kat Toic éEraip(ouc) adtob’ mpocyweavtTe THY pilav Gpoup(av) THC 

apméA(ov) THY afavicO(eicav) U6 THY VdaTwY 

év érroik(iw) TapouceBr emi tH 16 (vd(uxtiwvoc) pic(ewc) te Ady(w) picO(od) ev ¥ 

mittak(lowc) DayevwO cai Pappov&d Kai “Ereid 

vo(u.) 6 m(apa Kep.) un 

225 vmep Tyn(Hc) Cwou a ayopacO(évroc) m(apa) Deodwpov mp(ovontod) AmedAn etc ypelav 

Tov Badictixod craBAov vo(u.) 6 L m(apa Kep.) x d’ 

umep TyuL(HC) xAwp(ov) (ap.) , ayopacO(erc-) m(apa) AmoAAw Aoct avo Taktax etc 

tpop(ac) trav Cwwv tot Badictix (ob) 

ctaBrou emi rhc 8 iv8(irlwvoc) yAwpodayi(ac) ve Papevd § ivd(uxtiwvoc) 

vo(j.) a 7lapa Kep.) 9 LL 

221 epyalou; |. padiSa 222 ne 223 erappf, apoup/, apzreA/, adancene: vdatwv 

224 pucf, pic, m7’ TaK/ 225 THe; and so throughout, ayopac, and so throughout, zp/ 226 tpod/, 

Badictix/ 227 xAwpodayt 
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Umep HAwv AL(tpa@v) pAB ayopach(euc@v) etc xpetav THC diopAwcewc TOU yeovytK (od) 

Katwrtiov vo(w.) d m(apa Kep.) in, Opol(we) dep TYyL(7Fc) 

TAwy GAX(wr) Au(tpav) pAB ayopacO(evcwv) emi un(voc) atv Ke vo(p.) 6 

m(apa Kep.) in Kal Urep TyL(Hc) eAaiov ayopacO(évtoc) etc xpetav 

TOU avTou 

230 Katwtiou vo(w.) B mapa Kep.) 8 Kal _Twavvyn votap(iw) Kal émuepée(vw) TH Epyw 

Tov avTov Katwrtiov Ady(w) avarA(wyaTwr) TaV 

[azo] pn(vdc) Pappovhs xn Ewe “Eneld a Hpep(wv) ES Huepouci(we) Kep(ariov) 

L. xep(atia) AB (vac.?) vo(p.) a y’ mapa Kep.) 

(yiverat) vo(w.) wa y’ mapa Kep.) va 

[drrep Tiyu(7c) | AemiSiwy dpol(we) ayopacO(évrwyv) etc ypetav Tob yeovytK(od) KaTwriov 

"Exeid A iv8(txtiwvoc) vo(j.) a (apa Kep.) 6 L 

dreép t[t]u(Hc) Knmapicciwy 8 dyopach(évrwv) 1(apa) Avotm ardémov vadrov eic 

ddpOwew Tod avrov yeovxiK(ob) Katwriou 

emt un(voc) Tlaywv td ivd(ixtlwvoc) 16 vo(w.) oB (apa Kep.) vd 

235  Tolc mpictaic mpicact KnTapiccia EvAa etc xpeiav TOU KaTwTiov TAOL(ov) Tob TOTE TOU 

praxaptov CyoAactikiov 

peta TO d00(ev) avtoic vo(p.) a du(a) Biro€€évov mp(ovontot) Netvyov Kal viv 6(1a) 

cov émt pn(voc) Tatve vé vd (txtiwvoc) 6 vo(pw.) a mapa Kep.) 6 L 

trreép Tiyu(Hc) wavdak( ) Kal cxowi(wv) ayopacO(évrwr) etc xpelav TwV yeovxtK (wv) 

KaunA(wrv) Abdp un tvd(uxriwvoc) 16 vo(w.) B (apa Kep.) 6 

toic y KaundAap(ioic) Ady(w) dpwviov TH 16 tvd(tKTiwvoc) Meyxelp Ka ivd(uKtTiwvoc) 16 

cit(ov) K(ayK.) (apt.) pn vo(.) 6 L mapa Kep.) ta d’ 

imeép Tyu(Hc) xapTwv ayopach(évtwyv) ec xpetav twv dipOep(@v) Kal THV Adywv Kat 

GAA(wv) Tob yeovyiK(od) xapTtovAapiou 

240 Kata TO €0oc Kal emt THC 16 Wvd(tKTiwvoc) ABdp vy ivd(txriwvoc) 1d 

vo(u.) y mapa Kep.) ¢ L 

toic aypopvAa€(t) émoux(lov) AvBivyc dudAdtrovee Tov xdpTov THC yeouvxeK (7c) 

avtoupyt(ac) thc Noriv(ync) Iapopiov 

brep €bad¢(ovc) Meyadov I'ndiov Avoyévouc (ap.) pw Kal brép €dag(ouc) ‘OFi64 (ap.) 

Kd (yivovtar) (ap.) €6 Ady(w) ptcB(od) 

228 A, and so throughout, yeovxi«/, and so throughout 229 adAd/, uy, and so throughout 

230 votap/, ETKEYL, avaA/ 231 nuwep/, nwepouci 232 opou/ 235 mAot/ 236 do, 

mp/, 8/ 237 pavdak/, cxowi, kapyA/ 238 KapynrAapp/f 239 diBep/, adA/ 241 aypodvda€/, 

dvAat’rovci, avtoupyi, voTw/ 242 pc 
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dvri yoptou emt tHe vy Wvd(tKTiwvoc) Kapm(@v) 18 mpocatra€ Xolak t (vd(iKtiwvoc) 6 

vo(u.) aL mapa xep.) s Ld 

Urép TYyL(Hc) xopToctéppov ayopacO(évtoc) ev Apewe 7H Kwpy b(ta) Piro€evov 

xoptotrapaAnumt (ov) etc xpelav 

THC yeouxiK (Hc) avroupyi(ac) a0 Tayrepot Kai Notriv(nc) [lapop(tov) emi ric 18 

ivd(tkTiwvoc) Katactrop(ac) ve vo(u.) 6 L m(apa Kep.) ws L 

Umep TyL(HC) xopTocépp(ov) dpoi(we) ayopacO(évtoc) m(apa) Kocuad cat PiB aro 

Cukapet 5(ta) "Ovvwdpiov yoptorrapadA(jumrouv) 

elc xpelav THC yeovytx (Hc) adtoupyi(ac) tHe Te [1a9 Taprrepot Kai Noriv(nc) 

Ilapopiov pera ta 7d7 

dyopacO(évta) mpanv ev Apewc 7H Kun Kal viv em pn(voc) ToBe eB v8(ixrlwvoc) 8 

KaTactrop(ac) ve vo(u.) y (apa Kep.) ty L 

Umep Tyu(Hc) exxUcewe a ayopacO(eicync) Kat BANO(Eicnc) etc THY unx(avnv) Tav 

Xwp(twv) émoux((ov) TapouceBr emi tHc 16 Katactrop(ac) ve 

vo(u.) s’ m(apa cep.) Ld 

(vac.) 

(yivovrat) (apr.) py Kat vo(w.) vd L m(apa Kep.) cKO L 

243 Kap] 244 xoptotrapaAnumts 245 avtoupyt, votw/, Kataczop/ 6 246 XopToc- 

mrepufopor/, 8/, xopromrapad/ 247 avtoupyt, votw/ 248 Katacrop/ 249 BAn 

col. xi 

UmEep TYL(HAC) apakoc (apt.) AB ayopacO(evcwv) eic KaTacTop(av) TwV yeouxLK(@v) 

apoup(@v) Tav AyuvacO(ercmv) ex Sevtépov 

tav ev IItux@y Kat tov apoup(@v) ara AmoAAW@ Kal T@v apoup(@v) 7, €,€,,, THC 

Noriv(nc) ITapopiov 

emt THC vy (vd(uKTiwvoc) KaTacrop(dc) Ld un evexO(eicync) Etc TI Ly 

vo(u.) y y’ Kd un m(apa Kep.) ve L d 

vmep wetapop(dac) citov (apt.) jouB d08(evcw@v) efc TO povactHp(iov) aBBa Avdpéov 

Kata TO €0oc vo(u.) a L m(apa Kep.) ed 

‘Twavvn votap(iw) Kat emixepevw TO Epyw Tod yeovyik(ob) Katwriov Asy(w) 

avadA(wpyatwr) duol(we) 

Tw@v amo un(voc) ’Eeth B ewe Mecopy) t ivd(txtiwvoc) id Hwep(dv) AB 

ZaViS WE ieee 
251 Kataczrop/, apoup/, ee 252 apoup/ (bis), voriw/ 253 Katacmop|, ey 

254 petadop/, do, povacrnp/ 255 votap/, avaA/ouou/ 256 nyep/ 
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vmep Tyu(Hc) Aemdiwy dpoi(we) ayopacO(évrwy) etc xpelav TO yeovytK(ov) KaTwTlov 

Eretd X iv8(txriwvoc) 8 vo(j.) a m(apa Kep.) 6 L 

totc TéxTOCL KaAagartiloucw 70 Pirokadovpe(vov) KaTw@TW Ady(w) pucA(0d) Kara 

doxact(av) 

ArorA® vaurnyob thc Kuvav vo(w.) un, e€ dv xougil(erar) brép trav mpict@v Kara 

To d’ pép(oc) 

vo(u.) 6 L_ Kal toic vaumnyoic vo(u.) 5, Aour(a) vo(w.) 8 L_, ad’ (dv) €566(7) 

avtotc mpwny b(1a) Pirokévov mp(ovontod) 

Nervjov vo(u.) y, Aowr(a) ta ddiAovta 500 (Hvar) adtoic brép cuumAnp(wcewc) Tob 

pucO(od) Tw&v TeKTOV(wr) 

Kkadadatiloue(vwv) vo(u.) sl. (apa ep.) Kd d Mecopy) € tvd(uxtiwvoc) 16. 

(yiverac) vo(p. 

Urep TyL(HAc) ALA(wv) wvdoKomiK(@v) ayopacO(evtwv) (apa) 

)s L mapa xep.) KO d 

Cepyvov cat Meyadou 

pvAoK om (wy) etc KaTAaCKEUY 

Tov véov KaAabou Tob pvdAalou Tob yeovyiK(ob) eAatoupyl(ov) Tob KTHwa(toc) AmeAT 

UTr0 

CapourjAcov €Aavoup(yov) Kat Kow(wvodc) emt THC 16 (vd(tKTiwvoc) Kapm(@v) ve vol p.) 

as’, ad’ (dv) meprecwO(n) 

€x Tav taXai(wv) ALO(wv) vo(w.) s’, Aour(a) vo(p.) a m(apa Kep.) 6 L “Ereld xa 

ivd(uKtiwvoc) 16 (yiverat) vo(.) a (apa Kkep.) 6 L 

brép Tyu(Hc) Boed(iwv) B Kai ravpwv B Kat Sapadiwv B Kai dvobyA(elac) a 

ayopac(évtwr) 

m(apa) ‘HpaxXelov IlaBapi aro Aovkiov etic xpeiav THC apdetac THC 

yeovxix(nc) adroupyi(ac) "HEw tHe ITbAqc vo(u.) .B m(apa Kep.) vd 

(vac.) 

270 + yi(verar) dvadwpyd(rwy) WS Wd(uxTiwvoc) cit(ov) KlayK.) (apt.) added xo(w.) a 

Kal vo(.) pod Ly’ n mapa Kep.) ve eic vo(p.) ws Ly’ Kd, Ta 

kabap(a) vo(p.) p&y B’ Kai 
dro tA€i(ovoc) Ady(ov) ty tvd(tKTiwvoc) vo(pw.) 6 uB Ps’, (yiverar) vo(pw.) p&l 5” Ps’ 

Kal (dnv.pup. ) joc etc vo(.) d (yiverar) vo(p.) p&l y’ 1B Ps’, 

0 
257 opo./ 258 ¢iAoxadoun, ae doxyract 259 Koud.l/, wep/ 260 AourJ, ad/edo, 5/, 7p/ 

261 Aor; |. ddeiAovta; 50, cupadAnp/, prc, TeKTOV/ 262 cadaparilou 263 AysvdAoKkomix], wuAoKorS 

264 eAaoupyt, v0 265 «Aatoup/, capt, ap/meprecw 266 madau/At, AourS 267 Boeds: 

1. Bot8(lwv), ovobnA/ 269 avroupyt 270 avadwyt, kabap/ 271 mAeu/ 
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av0 (Sv) Anup(arwv) ric adrHc 8 ivd(iKTiwvoc) citov K(ayK.) (dpt.) addre d 

xo(w.) a Kal apyupik(@v) vo(w.) xu y Kal (Snv.pup. ) fiaes ec 

vo(m.) L. «8 pn, (yiverar) vo(m.) xue BS pn. 
mAnp(nc) 6 citoc, Aoun(a) dé apyup(tKa@v) vo(w.) um L Ps’. 

(vac.) 

(yiverat) vo(u.) Ks KO pn (apa Kep.) pis d 

272 ab dnd apyupix | 273 mAnp/, Aourf, apyup/ 

col. xii 

275 (@v) KateBAHO(n) emt tov Aapmp(dtatov) Avacraciov tparel(itnv) ev dvapdp(oic) 

KkataBoX(aic) ovTwWc:— 

ToBe xe Wvd(txTiwvoc) v6 (vac.) cdv p(o77) vo(w.) ¢ m(apa Kep.) aiB (vac.) 

Dappovh xe ivd(uxtiwvoc) 16 cdv pom) vo(.) ¢ m(apa Kep.) jac 

yi(verar) Ta KaTaBAnO(évta) emt Tov Aapmp(dtatov) Avacraciov tparrel(iryv) 

aKodovO(we) évtayi(ouc) obcu 7(apa) T@ mp(ovonT7) 

vo(.) v m(apa Kep.) Bap eic vo(p.) PB s’ tra Kabap(a) vo(w.) TE Ly’ Aoun(a) 

vo(u.) pop Bf Ps’ 
(dv) kateBAHO(n) Ta adTa@ Avactaciw tpamel (itn) emt wn(voc) Mecopr A 

ivd(uKtiwvoc) 16 

280 cuv p(omy) vo(u.) cA m(apa) Kep(atia) ja70€ Ld etic vo(p.) v6 d Kd wn Ps’ Ta 

FORO) EI POUTORE SOC 
281 6 Adyoc fF. 

eAoyicO(n) d€ AtorAW Kal "Heaia Kat Kow(wvoic) amo TapouceBr peta Tv 

cupTrAnp(wew) Tob 

Ady(ov) dia TO adtrovde KaTareiar TO KTHWA Kal _ , eAOeEiv 

€lc TO éya Opoc UTEep THY cvyxwpnO(Eévtwr) adtoic amo vo(m.) ¢ vo(p.) 5 dep 

edad (av) 

285 "Epwroc emt tH t’” Wd(uKTiwvoc) Kat uNKEeTL TadTa cuyywpnO (Hvar) emt THC va 

Kal iB 

ivd(uxTi@mvwr), adAa emi THC vy Kal epeEnc vol.) 7 oVTwWc:—d7ep peEV Ly 

ivd(txriwvoc) vo(u.) 6 
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col. 

‘From . . . from the same holding 

From . . . through Isaac from the same holding 
From the heirs of Theon from the same holding 
From Didymus sor of Isaac from the same holding 
From Aion son of Pecysius and John son of Germanus from the same 
From the same Aion son of Pecysius from the same 
From Pecysius and Heracleides from the same 
From Pulis through John from the same 
From Paul son of Phoebammon called Psaleptebe 

From the heirs of . . . from the same 
From Heracleides from the same 
From the heirs of Leonides from the same 
From the heirs of Theodorus and partners from the same 

From the same heirs of Theon (?) from the same holding 
From Phoebammon, priest, from the same 

From the community of persons from the holding for poll-tax 
From the same tenant farmers for rent of a dovecote 
From Abraham from the same holding 

From Leonides and Daniel from the same holding 
From the community of tenant farmers and vine-dressers for fixed rent of lands 

Hamlet of Paciac 
From Apollos and Cyriacus from Paciac 
From Germanus son of Aphynchius through Phoebammon son of Isaac from the 

same 
From Musaeus son of Apphus through Apollos from the same 
From the heirs of Peter, priest, from the same 

(vac.) 

Total: sol. 130 4 & &. 

col. 11 

‘From the same Musaeus from the same holding 
From the community of persons from the holding 
From Aphynchius from the same 
From the heirs of Peter, priest, through Dorotheus from the same 

From Phoebammon and Martyrius and Apphus from the same 

From the community of persons from the holding for rent of date-palms and poll-tax 
From the community of tenant farmers and vine-dressers for fixed rent of lands 

Hamlet of Cissonos 
From Tuan son of Phoebammon 

From Pamun son of Silvanus and partners from the same holding 
From Psyrus from the same wheat art. 4; 

From Germanus son of Copis through Anup and partners 
From Phoebammon son of Aion from the same 

From the same Germanus from the same holding 

From the community of tenant farmers for poll-tax 
Hamlet of Trigyu 

From Phib son of Apa Horion through Phoebammon phrontistes 
wheat art. 1534, choen. 4; 

From the heirs of Dioscorides from the same holding 
From Joseph (the second) through the same Phoebammon and partners 

wheat art. 105; 

From the community of tenant farmers for poll-tax and rent of date-palms 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 
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From the same tenant farmers of the holding sol. 23% 

Hamlet of Luciu 
From Surus son of Phoebammon and partners through Pagenes and Joseph and 

partners sol 
From Paul son of Heracleides and Surus son of Jacob and partners sol 
From Isaac son of Paul from Concon sol 
From Ammonius son of Lucius from the same holding sol 

(vac.) 

Pre (Gi 

-43 
et 
5 

Total: art. 2624, choen. 4; sol. 131 4 dy gy gg and den. myr. 1,200. 

col. iv 

From Pamuthius son of Jacob through John son of Gerontius from the same 

holding wheat art. 31}, choen. 5; sol 

From Peter son of Anuthius through Apollos and partners from the same 
wheat art. 31}, choen. 5; sol 

From Phoebammon son of Hatres and Hatres from the same holding 
wheat art. 31}, choen. 5; sol 

From Surus son of Victor and Apollos son of Aion wheat art. 31}, choen. 5; sol 

From Abraham son(?) of Joseph grandson(?) of Paues and Joseph his brother sol. 

From Apollos son of Jacob through Anuthius his son sol. 
From John son of Paul through Apollos son of Germanus and Phileas sol. 

From Pecysius son of Paul, vine-dresser, through John son of Isaac sol. 
From Phoebammon son of Pamuthius through Apollos son(?) of Uerete sol. 

From the same Pecysius and partners for rent of an oil factory sol. 

From John son of Victor sol. 

From Abraham son of Heracleides through Isaac his son and Anuthius son (?) of 
John grandson(?) of... re sol. 

From Aciar son of Anuthius from the same holding sol. 
From Phoebammon son of Isaac through Pamuthius son of Horsentius, deacon __ sol. 
From Isaac son(?) of Aion grandson(?) of Chous through Anup his son and 

Apphuas sol. 

From Peter son of Anuthius from the same sol. 
From Joseph son of Peter and Anuthius son of Theodorus and Abraham from 

Apele sol. 
From Ammonius son of Papnuthius from Pecty sol. 
From Peter son of Herminus from Pecty sol. 
From John son of Victor and Aciar son of Anuthius and Pecysius son of Paul 

and partners sol. 

From Apollos son of Germanus and John son of Paul sol. 
From Phoebammon son of Jacob, deacon, and Abraham sol. 
From Isaac son(?) of Aion grandson(?) of Chéus and Phoebammon son of Jacob sol. 
From Musaeus son of Tsenesius and Ptollion from Apele sol. 
From Isaac son of Melas from the same for his own land wheat art. 3; 
From the community of persons from Luciu for poll-tax and rent of sheep sol 

(vac.) 

Total: art. 1283; sol. ro8 1 44 

col. v 

‘From Germanus son of Phoebammon through Heracleides son of John sol 
From the community of tenant farmers for supplementary rents for the vintage _ sol 
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From Isaac and John and partners sol. 6444 d 

From Gerontius and Ptolemaeus through John from Sophrosynes sol BP's 
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From Phoebammon through Peter the lame man, son of Archelaus, from Pecty 
From Isaac son of Abraham and Anuthius son of Surus and Isaac and Anuthius, of 

right of Theodulus 
From the community of tenant farmers and vinedressers for fixed rent on lands 

Hamlet of Tarusebt of right of Diogenes 
From Alecas and Pamuthius, priest, through Pisraél and partners 

wheat art. 158 } choen. 6; 
From the same persons and aforesaid tenant farmers for supplementary rents for 

the vintage 

From Heras and Phoebammon through John and Menas 
From Paul son of Peter and a second Paul 
From the heirs of A. . . tius, priest, through Anuthius, priest 
From Anuthius son of Heracleides through Anuthius son of Surus 
From Peter and Phoebammon through Pisraél 
From John and the heirs of Alecas through John son of Pamun 
From Paésius through Hatres and Apollos 

From Phoebammon son of Peter and Pecysius 

From the community of tenant farmers through Pecysius and Anup 
From the heirs of Phileas from Luciu through John and Hatres 
From Jacob and Pamun from the same 

From the same Jacob son of Pamuthius through Musaeus from Apele 
From Germanus and Horus and partners 
From Paul and a second Paul through the community of tenant farmers 
From the community of tenant farmers through Horus and partners 

From the community of tenant farmers through Pecysius and Hatres and partners 
for ground of Pheltanbel 

(vac.) 

Total: art. 158 }, choen. 6; sol. 72 and den. myr. 400.’ 

col. vi 

‘From Phoebammon and Peter from the same 

From Praus from Luciu 

From Serenus and Paulus from Tarusebt 

From the community of tenant farmers of the same holding of Tarusebt, from 12 
aruras of ground of Diogenes, 6 called ‘Southern’, the other 6 called ‘Northern’ 

Hamlet of Cotyleeiu of right of the bishop’s sons 
From Paul and Enoch from Cotyleeiu, of right of Apollos wheat art 
From John, phrontistes, and partners, of right of Phoebammon wheat art 
From Apollos from the same hamlet wheat art. 
From Ptollion through Paini, priest wheat art. 
From Germanus, tenant farmer, for the irrigator of Megalu Gediu 

wheat art 
From the community of tenant farmers through Smaragdus, notarwus, for 

irrigator of Nesu wheat art. 

From Phoebammon, priest, for ground of Acanthon 

From the community of tenant farmers and vinedressers for ground of 

vinedressers 
From the community of tenant farmers for ground of Eros and Amatus 

From the community of tenant farmers for rent of a dovecote 

From Tuan from Taruthinu 
And from right of Athanasius 

From Joseph son of Panechoius for right of Athanasius 
(vac.) 

wheat, by cancellus, art. 
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Total of receipts of the 14th indiction: wheat, by measure, art. 1,312 }, choen. 5, which 

by cancellus art. at 15 per cent. are, by cancellus, art. 1,509 }, choen. 1; 

plus, by cancellus, art. 26; total wheat, by cancellus, art. 1,535 4, choen. 1, and in money 

sol. 347 4 and den. myr. 2,800.’ 

col. vil 

‘Out of which were expended during the same 14th indiction through the same 

Theodorus, as follows: 

To the holy churches of the holdings below according to the custom 

wheat, by cancellus, art. 26} choen. 4; sol. 4 } less carats 4 } }, as follows: 

Church of Apele art. 4; sol. 

Church of Paciac art. 3; sol. 

Church of Cissonos art. 3; sol. 

Church of Cotyleeiu art. 4; sol. 
Church of Tarusebt art. 4 4 choen. 4; sol. 

Church of Trigyu art. 4; sol. 
Church of Iseu Panga (vac.) sol. 

Church of Luciu art. 4; sol. 
total as above. 

To the heirs of Menas, sailor, from Coma, for embole from the crop of the 14th 

indiction, wheat, by cancellus, art. 192 }, choen. 7, and for freight charges to 

Alexandria, on the Alexandrian standard, sol. 1 } 4 ¢&, which are on the private 
standard sol. 1 + 3 4, total wheat, by cancellus, art. 192} choen. 7; sol. 

To the brickmakers making bricks in the holdings below for wages for 16 myriads 

of baked bricks, with wages of a builder wheat, by cancellus, art. 12; sol. 

as follows: 
Apele myr. 4, Paciac myr. 1, Cotyleeiu myr. 4, Cissonis myr. 13, Trigyu myr. 13, 

Luciu myr. 2, Tarusebt myr. 2, total as above. 
To the pronoétes on account of salary according to the custom, 

wheat, by cancellus, art. 24; sol. 

To the taskmaster of the hamlets of Apele and Cissonos, sol. 

and to the taskmaster of Luciu, sol. 

and to the taskmaster of Netnéu and Cotyleeiu, sol. 

and to the taskmaster of the hamlets of Trigyu and Tarusebt and Anta and Nesu 
Leucadiu sol. 

total sol. 

Conceded to the persons from Trigyu according to the custom 
wheat, by cancellus, art. 10; sol. 

Conceded to the persons from Trigyu for rent of date-palms and poll-tax according 
to the custom sol. 

Conceded to the persons from Trigyu for rent of the field of Phanchoch according 
to the custom sol. 

Conceded to Isaac son of Sirius from Apele according to the custom sol. 

Conceded to the persons from Apele for sanded land and the pond on the ground 

of Neloc for ar. 5 }}, at sol. 4} for 1 ar., sol 4 & ¢: total: sol. 

(Right hand margin) 
It is necessary to inquire after sol. 8 4 j4 in respect of the 13th and 
14th indictions and not to remit anything to them. 

To the tenant farmers of the holding of Cotyleeiu for vineland under grass, out of 
ar. 13, ar. 12} at sol. 3 for 1 ar. sol. 

To the martyrium of St Serenus according to a grant of Apollos son of the bishop 
in the holding 

k less car. 

4 less car. 
} less car. 

} less car. 
} less car. 
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of Taruthinu, in right of the holding of Cotyleeiu according to the custom, wheat 
by cancellus art. 26, sol. 1 }, and according to a grant of Phoebammon son of 
the bishop in the holding of Cotyleeiu from the ground of Eros and Amatus 
and of the 

vinedressers sol. 2: total: wheat, by cancellus, art. 26; sol. 3 } 
(vac.) 

Total: art. 291 }, choen. 1, and sol. 38 jy a & less car. 41 }.’ 

col. viii 

“Conceded to the tenant farmers of the irrigator of the new cistern in the hamlet of 
Cotyleeiu sown previously 

on behalf of Smaragdus, notarius, but now through Paul son of Cueiechus in 
accordance with an authority granted to him, out of 

wheat, by measure, art. 42 and sol. 10, from which (are deducted) for diminution 

of ground and for land carried away by the river as a result of the breach of 
a dyke sol. 3 }, 

the remaining art. 42 and sol. 6 } }, from which are deducted likewise because 
this is rushy and reedy 

in a ratio of one third to Nile-watered land wheat, by measure, art. 14, which are 
by cancellus, after the addition of 15 per cent., art. 16, choen. 4, and sol. 2 }. 

Total of the reduction wheat, by cancellus, art. 16, choen. 4, sol. 5 4 3b. 
Total: wheat, by cancellus, art. 16, choen. 4; sol. 5 3 4 

To the persons from Tarusebt for arrears on ar. 2 of land under grass according 
to the custom sol. 1 4 

To the tenant farmers of the holding of Cotyleeiu for the 5 aruras planted with 
vines on the west of the holding of 

Cotyleeiu in the 8th indiction, for crops of the gth, also for the 14th indiction 
wheat, by measure, art. 14 4 and sol. 1 3, which are: 

wheat, by cancellus, art. 16 }, choen. 7; sol. 1 3 
Conceded to the tenant farmers of the holding of Luciu in respect of land carried 

away by the river— 

by the waters from the breach of a dyke on the south of the holding of Luciu 
wheat art. 7 3, choen. 2 and sol. 1 } 4 & &, which are, by cancellus, art. 

8 4, choen. 7 

Total: wheat, by cancellus, art. 8 3, choen. 7; sol. 13; FA 
To the tenant farmers from the holding of Cotyleeiu named here below in respect 

of their land scoured away wheat art. 37, which are, by cancellus, art. 42 4, 
choen. 2; sol. 3 $4 4 as follows: 

To Peter and Isaiah and Job art. 12, sol. . . .; to Isaiah and Phileas and partners 
antes? iSOlsm ou 

To Joseph and Phib and partners art. 9, sol... . 4 4; to Peter, tenant farmer 

of the irrigator of the Estate(?), art. 4, sol... . Total as aforesaid. 

To the monastery of Abba Andrew according to the custom in respect of sol. 50 less 

car. 200 also for the 14th indiction wheat, by cancellus, art. 1,000, and 

on the day of the great man art. 12. Total: wheat, by cancellus, art. 1012. 
To the monastery of Abba Andrew likewise, as the result of a letter, by order of the 

patrician Strategius, of well-sanctified memory, from the fifth indiction, also for 

the 14th indiction, according to the custom, wheat, by cancellus, art. 100. 

Conceded to John and Heraclius from the holding of Luciu in respect of their land 
in right of 

the irrigator of Nauate belonging to the same holding of Luciu destroyed through 
the breach of the dykes, 

for the 13th indiction in respect of 3 aruras, sol. 2 }, and for the 14th indiction, 
sol. 2 }. Total: sol. 4 4 

119 
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Conceded to Noah and Peter from Cotyleeiu, vinedressers of the same holding of 

Cotyleeiu, in respect of their land 
destroyed and scoured away through the waters of the breach of a dyke, for 

4 aruras sol. 2 

Conceded to Phileas, tenant farmer, and partners from Cotyleeiu in respect of 
ground of Athanasius sol. 1 4. 

(vac.) 

Total: art. 1,196 and sol. 17 44 gy gy, (plus) another sol. 3 $44. Total: sol. 21 3 a oe.” 

col. ix 

195 Conceded to Abraham from Luciu in respect of his destroyed land soll. itaead 

(vac.) 

And in auturgia of right of the holding of Tarusebt, as follows: 
Ground of Papar in the name of Phoebammon son of Peter through Pecysius son 

of Psaeias ar. $4 4 sol. 4 

Ground of Schorda cultivated through the persons from the hamlet of Luciu of 
right of Tarusebt ar... . sol. 4 

Ground of Pheltanbel cultivated on behalf of Phileas son of Psaeias from Luciu 
of right of Tarusebt from ar. 7 4, ar. 4 4 sol. 344 

200 Ground of Concon cultivated previously on behalf of Colluthus in the name of 
Peter son of Phoebammon 

from Tarusebt from ar. 7 4, ar. 3 sol. 1 4 

Ground of Ptychon in the names of Serenus and Paul from Tarusebt ar. 1 4 
sol. 144 

Ground (called?) Northern of right of Diogenes in the names of Paul and a second 
Paul ar. 6 sol. 5 Total: sol. 12 } # 

And in auturgia of right of the holding of Luciu, as follows: 
205 In the names of Anuthius son of Aciar and Pecysius son of Paul, ground of 

Sarapodorus, from ar. 12, ar. 6 sol. 4 
In the names of Isaac son of Ammonius and partners and of the right of the 

irrigators of ground of Seuthes ar. g } sol. 64444 
In the names of Surus son of Phoebammon and partners, of the right of the 

Large Estate ar. 3 sol. 2 4 
In the name of Hatres son of Phoebammon, ground of Pagenes ar. 2 sol. 14 
In the name of Pecysius son of Paul, ground of Came ar. 2 sol. 14 

210 And in respect of the right of the irrigators of ground of Thatres to the south of 
the holding of Cotyleeiu ar. 2 4 sol. 14434 

In the name of Jacob son of Ammonius, ground of the martyrium of Acacius 
ar. 1 $4 sol. 1 ye & 

In the name of Phoebammon son of Jacob through Horsentius, deacon, and partners, 
ground of Crescentius ar. 3 4 sol. 2444 

Total: ar. 30 sol. 21 4% 
To the rivermen who dug out a new cistern in the holding of Paciac in the irrigator 

called ‘of the Holding’ in the charge of Jacob 
and of the community of tenant farmers during the 14th indiction, for the water 

supply and crops of the 15th, on account of wages sol. 1 less car. 4 4, and 
on account of expenditure 

215 wheat, by cancellus, art. 1, and in respect of the price of salt fish and oil and 
mutton, in money, den. myr. 600, and to the builder and carpenter 

and overseer on account of expenses wheat, by cancellus, art. 4, and, in money, 
den. myr. 1,200, and in respect of the price of stones bought for building 

the same cistern sol. 2 less car. g, the wheat being carried (forward) to the account 

of the 15th indiction, the gold having been entered into this account sol. 3 less car. 13 4 and 

den. myr. 1,200 
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In respect of the price of 1,100 old wine jars bought and delivered to the vinedressers 
of Cotyleeiu and Tarusebt for containing 

wine of the produce of the 14th indiction, on Mesore 20 of the indiction sol. 
(vac.) 

Total: sol. 39 4 dy gy less car. 18 and den. myr. 1,200.’ 

col. x 

“To Apanacius riverman working on the vault of the cistern of the irrigator (called) 
Riverside of the holding of 

Trigyu South on account of wages to date on Pachon 13 of the 14th indiction — sol. 
To Apollos riverman and his companions who embanked(?) the one arura of vines 

destroyed by the waters 

in the hamlet of Tarusebt in the 14th indiction for the wine production of the 
15th on account of wages in three assignments, for Phamenoth and Pharmuthi 

and Epeiph sol 
For the price of 1 beast bought by Theodorus pronoétes of Apele for use in the riding 

stable sol 
For the price of ar. . . . of green fodder bought from Apollos son of Losis from Paciac 

for feeding the beasts of the riding 
stable in the 14th indiction for the green fodder consumption of the 15th, on 

Phamenoth 4 of the 14th indiction sol. 

For 132 pounds of nails bought for use in the repair of the landlord’s tender sol. 
4 less car. 18; likewise for the price of another 132 pounds 

of nails bought on the 25th of the month of Payni sol. 4 less car. 18, and for the 

price of oil bought for use on the same 
tender sol. 2 less car. 9; and to John, notarius and overseer of the work on the 

same tender on account of expenses for the 64 days 
from the 28th of the month of Pharmuthi till Epeiph 1, at car. } daily, car. 32 

. sol. 1 4 less car. 6 Total: sol. 
For the price of scales of cladding likewise bought for use on the landlord’s tender 

on Epeiph go of the 14th indiction sol. 
For the price of 4 cypress timbers bought by agency of Anup, sailor, of unknown 

origin(?), for repair of the same tender of the landlord 
on the 14th of the month of Pachon of the 14th indiction sol. 

To the sawyers who sawed cypress timbers for use on the tender of the ship formerly 

belonging to the late Scholasticius 
in addition to the sol. 1 given to them through Philoxenus pronoétes of Netneti 

now also, through you, on the 15th of the month of Payni of the 14th indiction sol. 
For the price of straps(?) and ropes bought for use on the landlord’s camels on 

Hathyr 18 of the 14th indiction sol 
To the 3 camel drivers on account of salary for the 14th indiction on Mecheir 21(?) 

of the 14th indiction wheat, by cancellus, art. 48; sol. 
For the price of papyrus rolls bought for use on the records(?) and the accounts 

and other (papers) of the landlord’s secretary 
according to the custom also for the 14th indiction on Hathyr 13 of the 14th 

indiction sol 
To the field-guards of the hamlet of Lithines guarding the hay for the landlord’s 

auturgia of the Southern Boundary 
in respect of ground of the Large Field of Diogenes ar. 40, and in respect of 

ground of Oxidas ar. 24, total ar. 64, on account of wages 
in place of hay in the 13th indiction for the crops of the 14th, in a lump sum on 

Choeac 10 of the 14th indiction sol. 
For the price of hayseed bought in the village of Areos through Philoxenus 

receiver of hay for use on 

1 less car. 4 4 

1 less car. 4} 

. 4 less car. 18 

. 4} less car. 20 } 

1 less car. 4 } 

11 4 less car. 51 

1 less car. 4 } 

12 less car. 54 

1 less car. 4 } 
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245 the landlord’s auturgia of Path Tampemu and Southern Boundary in the 14th 

indiction for the sowing of the 15th sol. 4 } less car. 16 3 

For the price of hayseed likewise bought from Cosmas and Phib from Sincaret 

through Onnophrius receiver of hay 
for use on the landlord’s auturgia both of Path Tampemu and Southern Boundary 

in addition to what was already 
bought recently in the village of Areos now also on the 12th of the month of Tybi 

of the 14th indiction for the sowing of the 15th sol. 3 less car. 13 } 

For the price of one discharge trough bought and fitted to the irrigator (called) 

‘of the Lands’ of the hamlet of Tarusebt in the 14th (indiction) for the sowing 

of the 15th sol. } less car. } } 
(vac.) 

250 Total: art. 48 and sol. 54 } less car. 229 }.’ 

col. xi 

‘For the price of aracus art. 32(?) bought for the sowing of the landlord’s aruras 

in Ptychon which were watered for a second time and of Apa Apollos’ aruras and 
of the aruras . . . of the Southern Boundary 

in the 13th indiction for the sowing of the 14th, not entered for the 13th sol. 3 4 3 gy less car. 15 4} 
For the transport of wheat art. 1,012 given to the monastery of Abba Andrew 

according to the custom sol. 1 4 less car. 5 } 

255 To John notarius and overseer of the work on the landlord’s tender on account 
of expenses likewise 

for the 39 days from the 2nd of the month of Epeiph till Mesore 10 of the 14th 
indiction sol. 2 less car. 3 

For the price of scales of cladding likewise bought for use on the landlord’s tender 
on Epeiph 30 of the 14th indiction sol. 1 less car. 4 } 

To the carpenters caulking the tender which is being renovated on account of 
wages according to inspection 

by Apollos shipwright of Cynopolis sol. 18, from which are deducted in respect 
of the sawyers as a quarter share 

260 sol. 4 4, and for the shipwrights sol. 4: remainder sol. 9 3, of which there were 
delivered to them lately through Philoxenus pronoetes 

of Netneti sol. 3: remainder which was due to be delivered to them in respect 
of the full payment of the wages of the carpenters 

caulking sol. 6 4 less car. 29 } (paid) on Mesore 5 of the 14th indiction. ‘Total: sol. 6 } less car. 29 } 
For the price of millstone-cutters’ stones bought from Serenus and Megas millstone- 

cutters for construction 

of the new calathus of the mill of the landlord’s oil factory of the holding of 
Apele under 

265 Samuel oil-worker and partners in the 14th indiction for crops of the 15th sol. 
1 4, from which was saved 

from the old stones sol. $: remainder sol. 1 less car. 4 } (paid) on Epeiph 21 
of the 14th indiction. Total: sol. 1 less car. 4 } 

For the price of 2 oxen and 2 bulls and 2 heifers and 1 she-ass bought 
from Heraclius son of Pabaris from Luciu for use in watering the landlord’s 

auturgia (called) Outside the Gate sol. 12 les’ car. 54.’ 
(vac.) 

270 ‘Total of expenses of the 14th indiction: wheat, by cancellus, art. 1,535 } choen. 1, and sol. 179 } }} less car. 405, 
(the carats being converted) to sol. 16 44 4, the total clear being sol. 163 4, and 

from the surplus of the account of the 13th indiction sol. 4 74 gs; total: sol. 167 } & and den. myr. 1,200, 
(the denarii being converted) to sol. }; total: sol. 167 4 4 &, 

Against which for receipts of the same 14th indiction wheat, by cancellus, art. 1,535 } choen. 1, and in money 
sol. 647 § and den. myr. 2,800, (the denarii being converted) to sol. } 4 44; total: sol. 647 % &. 
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Wheat is balanced, and the remainder in money is sol. 480 } ¢.’ 

(vac.) 
‘Total (i.e. of col. xi): sol. 26 ay & less car. 116 4.’ 

col. xii 

275 ‘Of which payments were made to the most glorious Anastasius, cashier, in different instalments, as follows: 
On Tybi 25 of the 14th indiction with rhope sol. 200 less car. 1,012; on Pharmuthi 25 of the 14th indiction 

with rhope sol. 200 less car. 1,200 

Total paid to the most glorious Anastasius, cashier, in accordance with assignments which are in the possession 
of the pronoétes: 

sol. 400 less car. 2,212, (the carats being converted) to sol. g2 4, the total clear being 307 4 4, remainder sol. 

17239 
Of which were paid to the same Anastasius, cashier, on the 3oth of the month of Mesore of the 14th indiction 

280 with rhope sol. 230 less car. 1,375 } 4, (the carats being converted) to sol. 57 4 a a a, the total clear being 
sol. 172 % &. 

The account is balanced.’ 

“There were booked to Apollos and Isaiah and partners from Tarusebt after the completion of the 

account because of their leaving the holding and going . . . 
to the Great Desert in respect of the sol. 4 conceded to them out of sol. 6 (payable) in respect of grounds(?) 

285 of Eros for the roth indiction, (because?) these were no longer conceded for the 11th and 12th 
indictions, but in the 13th and subsequent indictions, sol. 8 as follows: in respect first of the 13th indiction 

sol. 4, 

and in respect of the 14th indiction sol. 4; total: the aforesaid sol. 8, which are being carried over in respect 
of surplus of the accounts 

of the 2 epinemesets into the account of the 15th indiction.’ 

1-14 From the list of holdings making bricks (151-3) we can see which settlements were concerned 
in this roll. Only the first, Apele, is not fully represented in the first half of the roll, the part relating to 
receipts. It is therefore clear that col. i and the greater part of col. 11, lines 1-34, record receipts from that 

place. Each column of receipts has its own total and the sum total of receipts is given at the foot of col. 
vi, lines 141-2, so that we can calculate, see below, that nothing is likely to have preceded the surviving 

col. i. It appears therefore that the first five or six lines of col. i were occupied by a general heading in 
lines which were too short to have left any remains, which will have been on the pattern of VI 999, the 
beginning of a detailed account for ap 616/17 addressed to Flavius Apion III by the zpovonryjc of an area 
including four named settlements and aAX\(wv) e€wrix(@v) témwv, see also XVI 2019 and XVIII 2204. To 

judge from these, which seem to be of exactly the same type as 3804, there will not have been a separate 
subheading for Apele like those for the other settlements comprised in the steward’s area, cf. 35, 56, 62 etc. 
Similar headings to more summary versions of stewards’ accounts are XIX 2243(a) 86-8 and XVIII 2196 
1-6. There is an additional interest in 2196 because it was submitted to members of the Apion family by 
the same steward whose work contract for AD 583/4 has survived as I 136, see J. Gascou, CE 47 (1972) 
245 and n. 1, which implies that in 2196 4 we should read dvax(dvov) in place of d:0[«]«(nrod), cf LIT 
p. xvii. This must be correct and the remains permit this interpretation, though they are too damaged to 

allow it to be printed without dots. 
The calculation which enables us to conclude that this was the first column can be made roughly, 

ignoring the fractions for convenience. We can easily add up the whole numbers of solidi surviving in i 
1-12 to a total of 63. The grand total of receipts, ignoring fractions again, is 647 (line 142); the totals of 
the complete columns ii-vi, less fractions, are 130 (line 40), 131 (line 67), 108 (line 94), 72 (line 121), and, 

by calculation for col. vi, which does not have an individual total expressed, 104 (lines 122-40). Together 
these column totals reach 545, short of the grand total of 647 by 102. Since the surviving ends of twelve 
lines of col. i show 63 of them, the remaining lines of col. i, probably about six, would have been enough 

to complete the total of 102 without postulating a yet earlier column. The average of cols. ii—vi is ¢.111. 

We may add that the blank papyrus above the surviving ends of col. i shows that the nature of the 
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text was different there and suits the hypothesis that it contained a general heading in the same form as 

VI 999. 
23 WadenrnBe (or PyA-?) is not known from elsewhere. Cf. [Tam77Be BGU IV 1082.3. 

28 O€wvoc. Cf. 17, but adraév suggests that Theon is a mistake for Theodorus, as in 27. 

30 cuvteA(elac) Kedad(jc). Cf. Hardy, 52, but I can find no satisfactory treatment of its nature. 

Greek-Latin glossaries twice equate cuvréAeva with tributum (CGL iii 465.57, 481.52), so that the phrase may 

be a translation of tributum capitis. Cf. perhaps L 3584 6-7 (réAecua brep . . . kepadjc) and 7 n. The main 

question is whether it was a true poll-tax or a property tax like the fourth century capilatio, chp Lond sy; 

1793 introd. Some Western legal constitutions appear to use fribularius ‘to denote a colonus for whose taxes 

the landlord is liable’ (A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire ii 799, cf. 1329). Compare the view of J. Gascou, 

Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 1-89, that large proprieté’s were essentially agents of the state. 

31 ddp(ov) mepicreparmvoc (= -edvoc). Cf. Hardy, 118. The construction of a dovecote needed capital, 

which was invested by the landlord and brought its income in the form of rent. 

34 dumedovp(yav). On vineyards and the production of wine on the estate see Hardy, 118-22. 

dnotdx(tov) xwp(twv). The nature of this ‘fixed rent on lands’ is unknown to me. The term xwpéov is 

highly ambiguous, see M. Drew-Bear, Le Nome Hermopolite, 42. Here xwpia dpreduxd, ‘vineyards’, cf. M. 

Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 242, must be included, if not exclusively meant. See too XVI 1915 6, where vines 

are mentioned again. 

35 émoux(tov) Tad. Cf. 36, 145, 152, 213, 226. The place-name is new, though it occurred in 1911 

79, where the damaged remains were misread as ITay[, Jax. 

On the nature of an epoecium, a gated enclosure with farm buildings and dwellings, see M. 

Lewuillon-Blume, Actes XV@ Congrés iv (Pap. Brux. 19) 177-85, esp. 178-9, cf. P. Turner 44 (a duplicate 

of the text discussed there, P. Thead. 17); M. Drew-Bear, Le Nome Hermopolite, 41-2. 

40 The total cannot be checked because of damage to figures in lines 19, 24, and 25. 

46 dop(ov) dowi«(wv). Cf. Hardy, 116. 
48 éroux(dov) Kic[c]a@voc. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 85, where, however, the reading Kuccavou is 

accepted for PSI III 165.4, originally read Kuccaivoc, in deference to a remark in XVI 1911 72-5 n. In this 
roll the readings are clear (48, 146, 152, 155, cf. 3805 16) and the photographs of 1911 74, 79, 82 give 

no strong reason to doubt Kicc@voc in those places too. Presumably an ivy thicket («uccwv) was a feature 

of the place when it got its name, cf. places called AxavOdvoc (134 n.), named after acacia groves, and the 

éroik.ov Kvawavoc (Pruneti, op. cit., 92), named after a bean patch; cf. L. R. Palmer, Grammar of the Post 

Ptolemaic Papyri, 120-1. 
56 émox(fov) Tpeyjov. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 208. In XIX 2243(a) the spelling is consistently 

the phonetically equivalent Tpryvov (76, 80, 82, 83, 85). This allows the guess that the name means the 
place of the three ydar. The meaning of ydnc is still in doubt, but it indicates some drainage feature such 

as an embankment or ditch, see LI 3638 12 n. 

It should be noted that there remains some doubt whether Tpryjov and Tpvyvov are the same, because 
2243(a) is the account of a stewardship comprising four localities, Trigyu, Notinu, Polemonis, and Pesta, 

see e.g. lines 76-8, 80. That roll covers the ninth indiction of ap 590/1. Consequently, it is not clear whether 
by that year Trigyu had been moved from one stewardship to another or whether there were two places 
with phonetically identical names. I have taken them provisionally to be the same, on the argument that 

three other places, Notines Paroriu, Sophrosynes, and Lithines, occur in both 2243(a) and 3804. 

57 dp(ovticrod). Cf. Hardy, 133, where it is concluded that the title was applied to inhabitants of 
epoecia with some position of authority or seniority. 

62 émo.ix(iov) Aovx«iov. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 98. It is probably to be distinguished from Aevxiov, 

first a kw, later perhaps a ywplov (Pruneti, op. cit., 95), which was in the Western toparchy and later 
in the third pagus, since Aovxiov is likely to have been near Iseum Panga in the Upper toparchy, see introd. 
The reading é€[m]oux(fov) A[e]ux[¢]o(v) in XVIII 2197 86 is obviously unreliable, even though Aevxéov is 
mentioned in lines 76 and 81. If ¢[m]oc«(éov) is correct, A[o]u«[é]o(v) is more likely, but the reading is 
highly uncertain. 

65 Koveov. Cf. 200 = 1911 113 edad(ouvc) Kovxov. 
66 “The same holding’ probably means Luciu (63) rather than Concon (65). 

67 The column total is correct. 

72 ABpaapiov Iwcnd Ilavyroc. It is not clear how we should interpret the succession of three names, 
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cf. 82. For the translation I have taken them as son, father, and grandfather, but Joseph may be an alias, 
in which case it is not clear whether it is an alias of the son Abraham or of the father Paues, cf. P. Rainer 
Cent. 123, where Avodm Mapovdiov Aupwriavod (8) reappears as Avodm Appwvriavod (22). 

76 The name Ovepyre is new even if the doubtful tau is wrong. 
77 Pop(ov) €Aaovpyi(ov).-Cf. Hardy, 130 1. However, éAavoupyeiov probably refers to an oil-factory 

with all the fittings rather than simply to an oil-press, see 264 where the jvAaiov is the machinery to produce 
the oil and belongs to the éAacoupyeiov, cf. L1 3639 10 n. 

79 ...pe. Probably a name, producing another succession of three names, cf. 72 and n., 82, go. 

81 ‘Opcevriov, cf. 212. So far this name has been found only in P. Wash. Univ. 20.3 (IV) and LII 

3689 2, 24 (AD 226), but see 212 n. I have given it a rough breathing, because it may be a theophoric 

name referring to Horus. The deacon is probably Pamuthius, but see 212 n. 
82 Cf. go, 72 n., 79 and n. 

84 AmeAy. The spelling throughout this roll is consistently with one lambda. It also appears with two, 
see P. Pruneti, / centri abitati, 32. 

85-6 Pecty, once in the Upper toparchy and later in the first pagus, is known to have been close to 

Iseum Panga, see introd., P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 141-2. In X 1312 [Texrvedrov should be divided [Texrd 

edtod (= adrovd), see XLIX p. xvii. 

go Cf. 82, 72 n., 79 and n. 

g2 idlac yc. Cf VI 999 (descr.), XVI 1912 87, 2037 10, 30, 32 and introduction. Why these persons 
should pay the Apions in respect of their own land is not known. It is rare, of course, to find references in 

the Apion papers to lands other than theirs; add 1913 4 (Stwv xrnudtwy. It may be relevant to mention 
again the view of J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 1-89, that these landowners were representatives 
of the state, particularly in the matter of tax collecting. 

93 Pop(ov) tpoBatwr. This seems to be new for the Apion estate, cf. Hardy 117, 119, A. C. Johnson, 
L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt 207. The term was first applied to the rent on flocks leased out by the state, 
but it is also used in connexion with flocks belonging to Antonius Philoxenus, owner of estates in the 

Arsinoite nome, and to his successors, ¢.A.D. 255-305, see J. Schwartz, Rech. Pap. 3 (1964) 49-96, esp. 52, 
S. L. Wallace, Taxation 79-81. The Apion family may have used the same system. 

94 The column total is correct. 

96 extax(twv) tpvync. Cf. 104. A good idea of the nature of these supplementary rents in kind, figs, 

dates, etc., is given by XIV 1631 22-5. They were due on the fruit trees and other plants that were cultivated 

in association with the vines, see M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft, 253-4. In 1911 33 vmep éxtax(rHc) tpvync 

should be corrected to bmép éxtax(twv) tpvyyc. 

98 Cwdpoctvyc. See P. Pruneti, J centri abttati, 187. It occurs in XIX 2243(a) 32 under the heading év 
tH Notivn ITapopiov (read -w), along with AvBivyc, see 241 n., Iexrv, see 85-6 n., and ITayyvAewc, known 
to have been in the first pagus, like Pecty, see Pruneti, op. cit., 129. 

100 étxalov OeodovAov. Similar combinations of dccadov with a personal name occur also in 102, 127, 
128, 129, 139, 140, 203. Hardy, 101, takes it that the persons were former owners whose property was still 
kept distinct inside the Apion accounts, cf. 127 n. 

102 = 1911 31, except that 1911 31 does not have d:calov Aroyévouc. 
érroix(tov) TapoucéeBr. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 199. 
103 = 1911 32. 
Arex, cf. 110. It is a new name in this form, but cf. perhaps AAéxa (fem.?), SB I 5962 = III 6841. 
«at [Tapov8iov is confirmed by the photographs of 1911. 
104 = 1911 33. 

1og = 1911 38. 
113 = 1911 42, from which point the text of 1911 runs continuously. 
114 = 1911 43, where az[o A]ov«iov can now be restored. 
118 = 1911 47, where too 8:(a) is to be read in place of the second «ai. 

120 = 1911 49. 
@ydravBér. Cf. 199 (same reading), 1911 49 (®vAtaaBédA), 109 (PnAgyBeA). The letter before -BeA is 

doubtful in every case, but nu seems best. Upsilon is the phonetic equivalent of eta. It is not clear from 
the photo whether the tau is really omitted in 1911 109. 

The amount in 1911 49 should be corrected from y L_ to y L d. 
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121 The column total is correct. 
126 = 1911 53-4, where there is a slightly different phrasing, ¢ pev [xa]Aoupe(vwr) vlor(wwr), Ta]v 

5é s (dpoupdv) xadoupé(vwv) Bop(wav). This has been confirmed from the photographs. 

127 = 191155, which can now be restored as érroix((ov) K[oru]Ae¢[lov dixatov trav vid |y rob émickom (ov). 

Two sons of the bishop are named in 164 and 166 (= 1911 92, 94) as Apollos and Phoebammon, and these 

are evidently the same persons as those in 128-9 (8icalov ArroAdwd, dixaiov PoBdupwvoc). According to 
Hardy, 141-2, these are previous owners of the property, who left it burdened with the obligations to the 
shrine of the martyr St Serenus (164-7). The unnamed bishop need not necessarily be a former bishop of 
Oxyrhynchus, see the plethora of bishops in P. Landlisten, with the commentary of G. H. R. Horsley, New 

Documents Illustrating Early Christianity No. 3 (for 1978) 156~7. 
128-34 = 1911 56-62, not transcribed but simply noted as ‘7 incomplete lines’. The photographs of 

1911 show that the lines, though badly damaged, were substantially in the same terms, although there is 
one difference in the order of the entries: 1911 60 = 3804 133, 1911 61 = 3804 132. 

129 ¢p(ovticrod). Cf. 57 n. 
132 Meyddov I'ndiov. Cf. XVIII 2195 37, 174 (where also capital letters are needed). 
133 Cuapdydou vorap(iov). Cf. 170 = 1911 97. Presumably 1911 60 has the same text, but the 

photographs of the damaged remains are not clear enough to confirm it. 
134 €6ad(ouc) AxavOavoc. There was a place of this name with a port in the Oxyrhynchite nome, see 

P. Pruneti, / centri abitati, 25, but probably there is no allusion to it here. More likely to be the same is the 
unxavy Kadovpévn AxavOdvoc of I 202 (descr.). Other places with similar names are referred to in A. 
Calderini, Dizionario det nomi geografici | i, 41-2. M. Drew-Bear, Le Nome Hermopolite, 54, rejects it from 

Hermopolite toponymy. Cf. 48 n. 
135 = 1911 63, where we can now restore bmép ebad(ouc) THv dyrredAoup]|(yav). Only the oblique mark 

of abbreviation remains. 
136 = 1911 64, where now restore "Epwroc xai Ayuarov. The photographs suggest that there was 

further damage after the editors read the line. 
139-40 There is no heading equivalent to 139 in 1911, but 140 = 1911 67. 
141-2 = 1911 68-9. For the significance of the close resemblance between the figures, here for a 

fourteenth indiction, there for a fifth indiction, see introduction. 

No column total is given either here or at this point in 1911, but instead we have a sum total of 
receipts, virtually identical in each case. One small difference is that 1911 68 adds aAA(ac), having Kat 
GAX (ar) K(ayKéAAw) (apt.) xs where 142 has simply kat k(ay«éAAw) «7A. The only other difference is also 
small, but puzzling, namely that in 141-2 the sums of cancellus artabas clearly have yo(w.) a in both places, 

where 1911 68-9 have been reported as having xo(w.) ¢ and xo(w.) ¢. The note there says that the figure 
is doubtful in 68 but confirmed by 69. The photographs are not clear enough to check. Since alpha is clear 

in both places here, it seems likely that the editors misread 1911. This is even more strongly suggested by 

the fact that where the sum total should appear again in 1911 207 xo(w.) a is the reading offered. Again 
the photographs of 1911 are not clear enough to check satisfactorily. 

The calculations should allow us to reach a conclusion, but they do not produce an easy result: 

art. 1312 } choen. 5 

+ 10% 131 5 a 3 
+ 5% 65 3 8b 

canc. art. 1508 ro oe oe I sh Se ie) in 2) o i=] oO oo 

The fractions added: 

40+20+16+8+2+4+1 
oe 

80 

Total cane. art. 1509 % choen. 5 } 

From other passages, see below, we know that in this context there were the usual forty choenices to 
the cancellus artaba, so that canc. art. ¥ = choen. 3 }, the correct full total being canc. art. 1509 choen. 

g }. It would be understandable if this had been rounded up to art. 1509 choen. 10, i.e. canc. art. 1509 4, 
but the extra single choenix is a surprise. However, xo(w.) a is closer to the true total than yo(w.) ¢, as 
well as being certainly read. 
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The passages which show clearly that in this account the cancellus artaba had forty choenices are 173, 
177, and 181, viz. 

(1) In17g art. 14+15% = canc. art. 16 choen. 4, i.e. canc. art. 14+ 1.4 (10%) +.7 (5%) = cane. art. 16.1; 
therefore art. .1 = choen. 4, and art. 1 = choen. 40. 

(2) In 177 art. 14 4+15% =cance. art. 16 } choen. 7, i.e. art. 14.5+1.45 (10%) +.725 (5%) = cance. art. 

16.675; therefore canc. art. .175 = choen. 7, and canc. art. 1 = choen. 40. 
(3) In 181 art. 37 = canc. art. 424 choen. 2, i.e. art. 37 +3.7 (10%) +1.85 (5%) = cance. art. 42.55; therefore 

canc. art. .o5 = choen. 2, and cane. art. 1 = choen. 40. 

In 180 there is a slightly more complicated case. Art. 7 } choen, 2 is converted into, by cancellus 
measure, art. 8 } choen. 7. The calculation in decimal terms would have been art. 7.5+.75 (10%) +.375 

(5%), choen. 2+.2 (10%) +.1 (5%) = canc. art. 8.625 choen. 2.3 = canc. art. 844 choen. 2.3 = canc. art. 

8 4 choen. 7 3. The rounding down to choen. 7 is what we might expect. 
For this last calculation a superficially more satisfactory result could be achieved if we adopted one 

element of the theory that the choenix was a unit of fixed size from which artabas of various sizes and 
nomenclatures could be made up, see esp. R. P. Duncan-Jones, Chiron 9 (1979) 347-75. According to pp. 
354-5 the ‘metron artaba’ had 46 choenices, the ‘cancellus artaba’ the usual 40 choenices. Applying this 
formula to the conversion of art. 7 } choen. 2 into cane. art. 8 } choen. 7 we produce the following calculation: 

choen. 345 (7 4x 46) +2 = 347+40 = canc. art. 8 choen. 27, i.e. canc. art. 8 4 choen. 7. 

In spite of this I remain, like J. C. Shelton, reluctant to accept the theory. I cannot follow Shelton 
when he says (<PE 24 (1977) 59; 42 (1981) 104) that the conversion in 1911 101-2 (= 3804 173, see above) 
proves that both artabas had 40 choenices. One may reach a perfectly satisfactory calculation on the 
hypothesis of artabas of 46 and 40 choenices: 

choen. 644 (14 x 46) +40 = canc. art. 16 choen. 4. 

Nevertheless, our present problem is not helped by that hypothesis: 

art. 1312 x 46 = choen. 60352 
art. 1x 46 = choen. 11} 

+ choen. 5 

total choen. 60368 4+ 40 
= cance. art. 1509 choen. 8 }. 

This answer falls even further short of the given total of canc. art. 1509 } choen. 1. 
The glimmerings of an explanation seem to emerge from consideration of the mathematical methods 

of the clerks in reckoning percentages (€xatocrai) of artabas. G. Rosenberger, APF 12 (1937) 70-3 shows 
by examples that they used normal methods for whole hundreds and 59, 1.e. 1 per cent of 100 is 1, 1 per 
cent of 50 is 4, but that for numbers below 50 they used gs as an approximation for ;4) wherever it was 

more convenient. This is more natural than it may seem at first sight, because g is the lowest fraction of 
those normally used for the division of the artaba (4, }, 1; 3, 4, 4, th dy de de cf W. Gaz. p. lxix). They also 
rounded out or neglected small fractions when convenient. This means, unfortunately, that we cannot 

always say what exactly their procedure was, although no doubt they had conventions and habits, if not rules. 

In our case, if we use 38 instead of 2% for the element consisting of 12 artabas, we find ourselves in the 

right area, although the full calculation then brings us up to a still higher total of canc. art. 1509 } choen. 

2 4, see below. I have assumed that the clerk, if he had decided to carry through his calculation in full, 

would have used the ordinary ;4, for the elements of art. } and choen. 5, because it is more convenient 

than ¢: 

art. 1312} = 1g00 + «2 + + choen.5 

+ 15% [= (tis x 199) + (88 xP) + (ate * 4) (00 x #) | 
= 195 + Lik a i 

[ WO eT Eh 5%) 
= 1509 }§ 54 
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Since we know that the ‘cancellus artaba’ has 40 choenices, see above, we can continue: 

= cance. art. 1509 choen. 6 } +  choen. 5 } 

= canc. art. 1509 } choen. 2 } 

This seems near enough to the given total to allow us to accept provisionally that the clerk may have 

used this basic procedure with some neglect or rounding out of small fractions. For example, being aware 

that he had used too large a fraction for the element of 12 artabas, he might have avoided exact calculations 

of percentages for art. } and choen. 5, but simply taken 115 per cent as being ‘somewhat over’ art. } and 

‘somewhat over’ choen. 5. He might then have reached art. 1495+13 4+}(+) choen. 5(+) = art. 1509 

1(+) choen. 5(+) = art. 1509 }(+) choen. o(+) and gone on to reckon the plus values roughly at one 

additional choenix. 
If this is somewhere near the truth, it may help to explain what is meant by the conversion of the 

wheat total. It is clear now, for example, that it is not the result of a new measurement of one particular 
quantity of grain by a different measure, cf. Shelton, ZPE 24 (1977) 59, if the figures in 1911 and 3804 
are the same, as I argue above. Where éxarocraié appear in the papyri they are usually connected with 

taxes or levies, as surcharges on grain paid to the state, for instance, cf. P. Cair. Isid. 47 introd. (p. 214), 
or as deductions from payments made by the state for requisitioned goods, such as military clothing, cf. 
R. Rémondon, Rev. phil. 32 (1958) 244-60. In this case the grain is part of what J. Gascou has seen as a 

combined rent and tax, a ‘rente-impdét’, see Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 60 for a summary, paid to the 

Apion household as the agent of the state. In that sense these percentages are to be compared with the 
earlier percentages on grain taxes to the state. It also seems to me very possible that they are to be connected 

with a clause of the surviving work contract of a steward with the Apion estate, I 136 27-9, mpocopodoya 
S€ Anuparicar 7H bpav brepdveta Urep mapapvbelac Tod TapadAnuTTiKod wéTpov Ta@Y apTtaBay exaTov apTaBac 

dexarrévte, ‘I further agree to credit to Your Excellency’s account by way of premium fifteen artabas for 
every hundred artabas of the measure used for receipts’. This connection was first considered in A. C. 
Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Econ. Studies 60-1, but rejected for reasons which I cannot understand 
well enough to discuss. To me the analogy with the earlier period seems close. Then the grain taxes were 
expressed as a theoretical amount, but at the point of delivery the taxpayer had to pay surcharges. So on 
the Apion estate the schedule (azaitjcywov I 136 17), according to which the steward made his collection 
from the tenant farmers and which must have been similar in all essentials to the receipts section of this 
roll, had one amount, but the steward exacted a higher amount and delivered an extra fifteen per cent to 
the estate account. If this is right, the artaba remains the same throughout, while wérpw and cayxéAAw are 
accounting terms only, the former implying ‘exclusive of surcharges’, the latter ‘inclusive of surcharges’. 
This interpretation also offers the possibility of explaining the different proportions which seem to be attested 

between the ‘metron artaba’ and the ‘cancellus artaba’ (Chiron 9 (1979) 355) as reflecting different rates of 
surcharge, as in the earlier period, cf. P. Cair. Isid. p. 214. 

However, this is advanced as an explanation valid for this sort of context only. It is clear from the 
latest reference to a cancellus measure and from the earliest that the name was based upon physical facts. 
The latest reference is in an early eighth century Arab governor’s order to a local official in which it is laid 
down that the collectors of grain taxes are not to use the (wétpov) dyudcov—the German translation uses 
the Greek word—but the ‘Qanqalmass’, and that the official should have a ‘Normal-Qanqalmass’,, a 
regulation cancellus measure, by which to check the grain delivered by the collectors, see P. Heid. III 
(Veroffentlichungen aus d. Heidelberger Papyrus-Sammlung III: Papyri Schott-Reinhardt I ed. C. H. 
Becker 1906) No. III 40-8 (p. 73). The German spelling ‘Qanqalmass’ depends on the theory put forward 
in P. Heid. III pp. 31-2 that the term is of Persian origin, which still receives lip service (Chiron 9 (1979) 
354) in spite of the fact that the first undoubted occurrence is of aD 44, a date remote from any likely 
Persian influence, see XII 1447 4. Grenfell and Hunt in their note there convincingly suggested a similar 
interpretation of a document of ap 15, P. Lond. II 256a (p. 99; Facsimiles ii 9) = W. Chr. 443 = S. Daris, 
Documenti per la storia dell’esercito No. 67. This is a receipt for a cargo of wheat to be shipped from the 
Arsinoite nome to Alexandria. Kenyon’s reading of a term applied to the measure, correct in my opinion, 

was (uétpw) KavxepAorw. Wilcken eventually (1912: Chr. 443) printed yadxeorw, attributing the 
interpretation of it as yaAxnAdrw, ‘of beaten bronze’, to Grenfell and Hunt. Their later (1916) note to 1447 
4 avoided giving a reading, but suggested that the word was xayxéAAw and that the following two letters, 
tw, should be bracketed as being superfluous. My variant of this would be to interpret «aveepAoTw as a 
phonetic spelling of xayxeAAwr@. For the various phonetic factors see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 168 
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(unassimilated nasal), 102-7 (interchange of liquids), 276-7 (omicron for omega). This adjective has 
appeared once in the papyri, P. Ryl. II 233.3-5 1) duaBdbpa xayyehAwri) Kal Ta mpockhva yerycerar dpa 
[Kal] rat kayyéAAwn Tod perxpod cuprociov. The meaning is by no means perfectly clear, cf. G. Husson, O/KIA 
313, but we might imagine rails or balustrades or lattices. In P. Lond. IT 256a it would mean ‘fitted with 
a grid’, see below. The passage runs: 

10 Tupov mpwrov Cupi- 

axovd] kaBadov (= xabapod) addAov axpiBov Kexock|t|vevjiévou pué- 

tpw d)|nnociw KavKepAoT® (= kayxeAAwt®@) Ta avevnveypéevw vr’ é- 
pod a] Adetavdpeac {mrpwrov Cupiaxod} apraBalc KrA. 

*... (so many) artabas of first quality(?) Syrian wheat, pure, unadulterated, free from barley, sieved, 
by the public measure fitted with a grid which has been brought up by me(?) from Alexandria’. 

Whatever doubt or dispute there may be about the details it is fairly clear that a cancellus measure 
was in use by AD 15 and was an officially designated measure. Note that it was dyudéccov, whereas ‘public’ 
and ‘cancellus’ are contrasted in the Arabic text of the eighth century AD. 

It remains to suggest that the Latin name of the measure is descriptive of extant Roman grain measures 
with internal fittings, see F. Haverfield, Archaeologia Aeliana® 13 (1916) 84-102, esp. 91 figs. 4-5, 96 fig. 9, 
102 fig. 12. These bronze measures, of which there are three clear examples of different sizes, are either 
cylinders or truncated cones open at the narrower end. From the centre of the circular base rises a 

perpendicular rod or pillar. Attached to the top of the rod and to three equidistant points on the circular 
rim is a horizontal bronze frame of three arms radiating from the centre to the rim. The top of the container, 
therefore, is a grid resembling a wheel with three spokes. It is suggested that the grid helped to define a 
consistent level measure and to prevent the grain being packed down unfairly, while the vertical rod helped 
to maintain the correct relationship between the top and the bottom of the measure, cf. F. G. Skinner, 

Weights and Measures 69-72. 
A similar gridded mouth is found on an earthenware grain measure from the Athenian Agora, see O. 

Broneer, Hesperia 7 (1938) 222-4, esp. 222 fig. 57, cf. Skinner, op. cit. 61. This measure lacks the vertical 
bar, presumably because earthenware cannot be distorted like bronze. It dates from the fifth century Bc, 
before c.425 Bc, see Broneer, op. cit. 212, 224. The grid, therefore, is not a Roman device, a fact which 
may tell against the identification suggested here. I would argue that it may have been introduced to Egypt 
by Roman officials. I know of nothing similar from Egypt at any period. I suggest that it was encountered 
particularly (not exclusively, cf. e.g. P. Sorb. I 60.14, I 133 17) in official contexts in connection with grain 
taxes and levies which attracted surcharges, and that in that way its name came to be used as an accounting 
term meaning ‘inclusive of surcharges’. 

143 = 1911 70. Unfortunately the photographs of 1911 col. iv are too faint to check the damaged 
remains satisfactorily, but it probably had some version of avnAwOy where avad(wydtwr) was read. 

Qeodapov. Since 3804 is later, probably nine years later, than 1911, the name need not have been the 
same there, but it may have been. He was the pronoetes of this area of the Apion estate, as we can see by 
comparison with VI 999 and XVI 2019, which contain the headings of accounts similar to this one and 
are addressed to members of the Apion family by pronoetae, and this is confirmed by 225 Qcodwpovu mp(ovontod) 
AmeAy. Apele stood first in this account, see 1-14 n. There are several references to persons with the title 
of pronoetes and the same name in the indexes to P. Oxy. XVI p. 290 (add 1916 33), but there is no 
indication that any of them is the same as this one. 

144 = 1911 71. Instead of ‘kai droge 25-30 letters’, we should presumably read ‘cata 70 €Oo¢ (vac.)’, 

see 1911 71 n., cf. below 154 n. The photographs are faint. At the end of the line there the papyrus is 
broken fairly close to vo(y.) 6. There may be slight remains of the beginning of what should have followed, 

namely d w(apa xepatia) 6 L_ ovtwe. 
145-8 = 1911 72-5, but the order of the items is quite different, and it is clear that two of the names, 

with all the letters dotted, are wrongly read, while a third was left unread. In addition, the account here 
is correct, while the figures in 1911 are not satisfactory. Unfortunately the photographs again provide no 
help. Since these are customary annual donations, we may assume that 1911 had the same items and figures 
in a different order. For Tapov@ivov (72), Avra (73), and .]....ov (74), we must substitute Ictou ITayya, 

Tlaxvdx, and Aovkiov. 

The expenses section of all known accounts of this kind begins with customary donations to churches, 

see Hardy, 140 and n. 9; add XVIII 2195 84-8, XIX 2243(a) 75-8. 
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148 All the churches except that of Iseum Panga were attached to places concerned in this account. 

Probably it was the chief church of the area, see introduction. We may compare the payments to the church 

of St Michael the Archangel in three similar accounts concerned with different areas, XVI 1912 119, XVIII 

2195 88, XIX 2243(a) 77. That church was probably the one with the same dedication in Oxyrhynchus, 

see XVIII 2195 84 n., referring to XI 1357 8. 

149-50 At the corresponding point, 1911 76-7, we find the note ‘2 much effaced lines beginning 

Kvpiax@’. Hardy, 53 n. 1, has pointed out that this is the boatman mentioned in XVI 1913 61, so that 

1911 76-7 will have contained an entry of the same type as 1912 120, 1913 61-2, and 149-50 here. 

149 Tote KAnp(ovdpoic) Myva vairou dé Koya. Cf. Hardy, 78-9. Hardy plausibly links Asclas vadryc 

from Coma (I 142 1, 11, 13; AD 534), Menas son of Asclas vadrnc (XVI 1916 39; sixth cent.), Menas 

vadKAnpoc and Kapa (= Kéua; XVI 1998 2, 5, 8; sixth cent.), and heirs of Menas son of Asclas vav«Anpoc 
(I 133 15-16; aD 550; ’OckAdroc ed. pr.). See also J. Gascou, CE 47 (1972) 244 n. 2, who adds references 

to Asclas in VII 1071, XVI 1929, 2032 72. 

The place is probably the well-attested Heracleopolite village, see A. Calderini, Dizionario det nomi 
geografici III ii, 137, cf. P. Pruneti, / centri abitati, 88. There seems to be no good reason to think that there 
was a place of the same name in the Oxyrhynchite nome. Coma is mentioned frequently along with 

Heracleopolis in the Apion wine account XX VII 2480. 
150 vavA(ov) Adeé(avdpetac). Cf. A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt, 159. 
On the conversion from the Alexandrian standard to the private standard see L. C. West, 

A. C. Johnson, Currency, 140-56, esp. 144. The complications are still to be satisfactorily explained, 

cf. 3805 7-8 n. 
151-3 = 1911 78-80. The order is the same and the figures which are read without dots in 1911 are 

also the same, so that it is likely that the numbers of bricks and the payment for them were fixed over the 

period of the two accounts. Again the photographs do not allow me to correct the readings for certain, but 
it seems obvious that we should read a version of 7Aw@evtaic tAWOevoucw (cf. XVIII 2195 91; or rAwHevcacer, 

cf. below 213 morapu(irauc) avopigact, 235 mpictaic mpicact) in 78, Tlaxvax for ITay[,Jax, and Kiccavoc for 

Kiccebvov in 79. 
On brickmaking by estates see Hardy, 122-3; add XVIII 2195 91-4, 190-1, 2206 8, 10, and especially 

2197 1-222; also XIX 2243(a) 79. 
151 ovKoddu(ov). Cf. 215 7@ ofkoddu(w). Read ofkoddu(ov) also, instead of ofkodop(Ac) or ofkodop( wv), 

in XVIII 2195 92, 191, XIX 2243(a) 79. 
154 = 1911 81. No doubt ‘xa azo and some letters much effaced’ will represent kata to €Boc KrA. as 

here, see 1911 81 n., cf. above 144 n. 
This dwriov of 24 art. wheat and 2 sol. less 5 carats (cf. XVI 1910 7, 1912 130, XIX 2243(a) 81) 

compares strangely with a steward’s contract with the Apion estate, I 136 (ap 583). For a year’s contract 
he pays the estate 12 solidi, as well as wheat at the rate of 15 per cent of what he manages to collect 
(27-31), and receives the customary dpwrov (Kal déEacbal we TO euov owviov Kata pincw TOU mpO e~od 

mpovontod, 31-2). Nothing more is specified. The disparity is large. Probably the real emoluments of the 
office were the perquisites which the steward could extract from the tenant-farmers, cf. XTX 2239 18-20, 
where customary payments from tenants are mentioned in the contract of an émixeiuevoc. See also J. Gascou, 
Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 17-18 and n. 93. 

155-6 = 1911 82-4. Since the accounting here is correct, no doubt the figures in 1911 should be 
corrected to agree. The same total probably stood there. The only credible difference is the reversal of the 
names of Trigyu and Tarusebt in 1911 84. 

It is interesting that the areas subject to the ergodioctae were not necessarily limited to one settlement 

and that they even crossed the boundaries of the area subject to our pronoetes, as appears from the fact that 
Netnéu, Anta, and Nesu Leucadiu do not have sections in this account. Obviously these places were not 
far away. For Netnéu see 236 n. 

157-62 = 1911 85-90. There are various small differences, such as the reversal of grain and money 
payments in 85 and the addition of adr(oic) in 86-7. The photographs are too faint to check thoroughly, 
but we must presume that the figures were the same. In addition we must accept Cipiov for Apéov in 88. 
However, the photographs do show that 1911 89 has Nexo where 161 has NeAd«. One must be a clerical 
error. No reference to either has been located elsewhere. 

158 = 1911 86. This concession is for the full amount of the assessment, see 60 above. 
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159 vmep Pdp(ov) yndiov Pavyox. In 1911 87 we seem to have something slightly different, v. ¢. crte[K]o0 
édag(ouvc) ®. The éadoc Davydy of XTX 2244 82, 84 is associated with Tampeti in the Middle toparchy 
and is presumably not connected; cf. 197 n. 

161 It is not clear to me exactly what Ajuvy means here. Possibly it was a reservoir needed to irrigate 
the land which had been spoiled by an accumulation of sand, cf. P. Coll. Youtie II 68.17-22. 

162 The marginal entry is in a paler ink and on a smaller scale while the hand is probably the 
same. It seems that this concession was now to be withdrawn, but the instruction does not affect the total 

in 168. 
163 = 1911 91. For af there read d. The total, vo(u.) 7 ’, probably stood in 1911, but it is either faded 

or broken away. 

164-7 = 1911 92-5. Again the photographs of 1911 are too dim to check thoroughly. It seems safe 

to assume that its figures were the same as are now clear here, and that é« Toé 5(ia) in 94 is misread for 
éx Tod €d(adouc). 

Hardy, 141-2, took it that the shrine of the martyr St Serenus was in Taruthinu, but now that we 
have a clear text in which ev . . . Tapov@vov is paralleled by ev . . . KoruAeedou it seems that the grain and 
money were to come from the revenues of these two holdings. There was a church or shrine of St Serenus 
in Oxyrhynchus, see XI 1357 4 and n., which is perhaps the one meant here. 

165 ducaiov .. . KorvAeedov. I guess that the lands of Taruthinu and Cotyleeiu adjoined and that an 
area once belonging to the latter had been transferred to the former, retaining the obligations with which 

it was encumbered, cf. Hardy, 141-2. 
168 The total of wheat is correct. The money total is less than what it should be according to my 

calculation by sol. 4. The calculation is as follows: 

144) sol. 44 less car. 44} 

150 1} di 9s 
151 

(154) 2 
156) 5 I 

157 54 
158 3 

(159 I 
(160) I 
161) 4 

8 

3 

_ 

163 

(167 

The deducted carats total 41 }, as specified. Solidi in whole numbers total 36. The fractions can be 

calculated as follows: 

bt+hththt+ bth thtata td 
2A4+.32+44+1+644+12+2+14+164+48 204 

96 96 
= sol. 2 # (=}) 

This added to sol. 36 makes the calculated total sol. 38 } (= §%). The specified total is 38 7b dy i.e. 

38 HA, less than the calculated total by gg. 

In 1911 99 the total, after the same number of entries, most of them very similar, is wheat art. 173 

choen. 4, sol. 37 } gy, less car. 41 }, compared with our wheat art. 291 } choen. 1, sol. 38 jy dy 96 less car. 

41 }. The wheat total in 1911 is therefore in round numbers art. 118 less than that here. It seems likely 

that this is entirely due to a difference in the largest wheat subtotal, which is lost in 1911 76-7 and stands 

here in 150 at art. 192} choen. 7; there it must have stood at c. art. 74. This grain was for shipment to 

Alexandria and was delivered to the shippers along with a sum for freight charges, which will of course 

also have been less in 1911 than here, so that probably the difference in the money total will also derive 

entirely from this entry. The money figures suit this hypothesis fairly well. The difference in wheat is c. 

art. 118, the difference in money (sol. 38 7b ay dg less car. 41 4 minus sol. 37 4 gg less car. 41 9) is sol. $4 or car. 18}. 
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This works out at a rate of c. car. 15.67 per art. 100. The rates calculated by A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, 

Byzantine Egypt 159 are in the range car. 16-18 per art. 100. 

The difference in the sizes of these grain shipments is surprising. They are said to be dep €uBodAzje 

(149), that is, for taxes in grain destined eventually for shipment to Constantinople, cf. A. H. M. Jones, 

Later Roman Empire i 698, ii 1287 n. 23. We might have expected the contribution of any single stewardship 

to this important tax to have a fixed assessment and to remain roughly the same, especially when we 

contemplate how standardized most of the other elements of these accounts were. This case seems to indicate 

rather that the Apions left themselves free to make up their quota of grain tax in whatever way best suited 

the particular current circumstances. 
169-74 = 1911 96-8, 100-2. In 1911 this long entry is shared between cols. iv and v and is broken 

up by the column total in 1911 gg. 

170 m(apa): so also 1911 97, where (dmép) was read. Since it seems unlikely that the notary personally 

cultivated the ground, I have translated (apa) here as ‘on behalf of? and retained this in similar contexts 

below, in some of which ‘by’ may possibly be more appropriate, see also 225 n. 

vuve dé: so also 1911 97, where Nypud( ) was read. 

Kovevéxoc. Cf. Kovewézoc 1911 97, Kovewexoct 197, Kovewéroc 199. The photographs of 1911 suggest 
that we should read Kovewéyoc (97), Kovewéxoc || (apr.) |] (197), and Kovewéyoc (199). This is presumably 

an indeclinable personal name and is not known from elsewhere. The variations are probably due to 
phonetic uncertainties, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 116-19, for omission and insertion of medial nu, 96, 

for interchange of gamma and chi. On Coptic Koui-names see L. S. B. MacCoull, Tyche 2 (1987) 101. 
171 Scaxdrov. Cf. P. Petaus 18.24~5 n. The text of 1911 98-100 shows that it refers here to an accidental 

breach of irrigation channels: (70) —é« edd.— rHc daxom(Hc) THY xwp(atwv). 
We expect dSudxozoc to be masculine, though dcaxom7 means the same thing, but we have r7c écaxdrr0v 

clearly written in 171 and 179, and equally clearly rc d:axomje in 189, with r7Hc dvaxom( ) abbreviated in 

192. 
172 Opywdy{c} Kat KaAapoxevtpitidoc. This is the way the text is presented in 1911 too. Both terms 

should be in the same case, but perhaps it should be the genitive, i.e. correct to Opvwdouc rather than to 
Opvwdsn Kai kadapoxevtpirida. If so, these words describing the condition of the land are used as if they 
denoted a category of land, which would not be very surprising. It may even be that the form @puwédye is 
intended as a genitive and that the adjective had been transferred out of the dying third declension, cf. 
F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 138. 

175 = 1911 103. 
176-7 There is a somewhat similar entry in 1911 104-6, but the figures are quite different. The 

photographs are again not clear enough to check thoroughly, but it is certain that 1911 was substantially 
different. 

From this entry alone we might have supposed that these five aruras were planted with vines in AD 

559/60, which is the nearest eighth indiction preceding the date of 3804, and that the concession was granted 
because the vines were still not fully bearing in ap 565/6. In 1911 104-6 the location is described in the 

same way, west of the holding of Cotyléeiu, but the area is only two aruras. The indiction is again an 
eighth (the dotted eta = 8 is confirmed by the following expression, ‘crops of the ninth’), but this one must 
be before the date of 1911, aD 556/7. The nearest preceding eighth indiction is therefore AD 544/5, and 
vines planted then must have been in full bearing by ap 556/7. We might guess, therefore, that the land 
had been assessed higher, probably as grain land, before the vines were planted and that the rent concession 
was made on that account. That the land was west of the settlement might suggest that the desert was 
encroaching and spoiling good grain land. On the other hand we note that Cotyléeiu had also lost land 
by flood damage (169-74, 181-3, 191). A location between the Bahr Yusuf and the Western Desert might 
satisfy the indications. 

It is still odd that the area has grown from two aruras to five while the indiction number remains the 
same. It could be that the extra three aruras were indeed planted in ap 559/60, the later of the two eighth 
indictions considered, but even so this Greek would hardly convey that sense. More probably the trouble 
arose in AD 544/5 and grew worse, but the clerks did not think it worth while to indicate the stages of its 
progress. 

178-80 = 1911 142-4. The amounts are the same but the concession is there dep tHc adavicO(etcnc) 
abtav yic bro THe diaK(omjc) THY xwu(atwv), which evidently means the same as the wording here. There 

is also a note in 1911 144-5 that the crops of the 6th indiction are to be inspected and an authoritative 
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formula (rézoc) given for the concession. Evidently the concession was confirmed and continued up to the 
time of our account. It looks as if the land was permanently lost. 

Note that the order of this roll begins here to diverge from that of 1911. 
181-3 This entry seems to be related to 1911 193-205, where the concessions are made roic é&jc 

eyyeypappe(évorc) yewp(yoic) eoux((ov) Korudeelou Kal dAA(wr) dmép EvcBicne Kal apavicO(elcnc) adtav yic 
vo (amd edd: the photographs show vo) ric Siaxom(yc) Tav bSdtwv. Many more names are mentioned 
there, some of which are probably comprised here among the ‘partners’. They do not include J&B, see 182 
here, and there are probably at least two persons called Phib there (195, 196, 204). The concession in 
wheat there is, by cancellus measure, art. 34 } choen. 1, and so less than that here, art. 42 } choen. 2, while 
the money concession is greater, sol. 7 } ;4 instead of 3 } 4 4. A solidus would probably buy to or 11 artabas 
of wheat, cf. e.g. 3805 46, so that the overall concession has decreased by the date of our document. This 
is what we might expect as the flood damage was gradually repaired by cultivation, although in the previous 
entry the damage seems to have been more severe. 

The figures for the solidi are very faded. Probably they were added later in a different ink, cf. 194 n. 
183 Possibly restore unx(av7c) Tic [Od]ci(ac), cf. 207 p.r. MeydA(nc) Odcé(ac). If so, the irrigator is 

unknown. Its name is transferred to the land served by it, see WBs.v., A. Calderini, Aegyptus 1 (1920) 309-13. 
184-5 This entry is related to the much more detailed one in 1911 147-9. There is no doubt that the 

number of carats deducted is 200, written here in an elaborate form with a double curve as the base of 
the sigma. According to the new reading the monastery gets 1,000 artabas for a notional sol. 41 car. 16, 

i.e. sol. 50 less car. 200 or sol. 8 car. 8, and the solidus is exactly equivalent to 24 artabas instead of between 
10 and 13, cf. 3805 46, LI 3628 11, 25, 29. This only intensifies the force of the note to 1911 147 on the 
high value here of the solidus. Possibly the reason is that it is a charitable and not a commercial transaction, 
cf. Hardy, 139-45, esp. 142. If we include the extra art. 12, the value is even higher, but this destroys the 
symmetry of the figures. I have assumed that the art. 12 are not equated with money, see 258-62 n. 

For the monastery see P. Barison, Aegyptus 18 (1938) 75-7, P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 70 (1987) 54-6. 

According to the wording of 1911 the 1,000 artabas of wheat are cuyywpnO(eicar) avroic é« Kededcewc 
aro ypapye(atwv) tod decmdrou Tov Umatou amo € iv8(uK.) (€rouc) cAy Kal cB, ‘conceded to them by order in 

virtue of a letter of the master the consul dating from the fifth indiction, year 233 and 202’, that is, by 
written order of Flavius Strategius Apion Strategius Apion, the consul of ap 539, dating from ap 556/7. 
See introduction. 

185 év TH NuEp(a) Tod peyadAou avOpwrov. In 1911 149 n. it was suggested that this might refer to the 

birthday of Flavius Apion the consul of ap 539. It is more likely that wéyac avOpwrroc is the equivalent of 
the Coptic term noo Npwme ‘great man’, according to Crum ‘often equivalent to abbot or archimandrite’, 
see H. E. Winlock, W. E. Crum, The Monastery of Epiphanius Part I, 131; cf. R. Engelbach, Annales du Service 

39 (1939) 315, note c. In that case it may refer to an anniversary connected with the founder of the 
monastery, possibly its titular Apa Andrew..The term may be traced back into the pre-Christian period 
in the demotic p? rmt ¢?, see J. Quaegebeur, Proc. XVI Int. Congr. Pap., 529, Orientalia Lovanensia Pertodica 8 
(1977) 142, L. Kakosy, ZAS 97 (1971) 98. I am grateful to Dr Mark Smith for valuable help and advice 
on this subject. 

186-7 Cf. 1911 150-1, where the same concession is made kata KéAevcwv Tod dectréTov Aua@v Tob KUpod 
(= xupiov, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 302, ii 26-7) matpixiov Crparnyiov. Clearly this Strategius died in 

the interval between 1911 and this account, see introduction. 

188-90 Cf. 1911 139-40. Evidently the concession went back at least to the date of 1911, ap 556/7. 
It ought to have been made in the year preceding the period of this account, but was not, so that it had 
to be deducted twice here. 

1g1-2 Not in 1911. 
193 Not in 1911. It is not clear whether there is any real connection between éd4¢(ovc) A@avaciov and 

dixaiov Afavaciov, 139-40. 
194 The totals are correct, but the total of solidi was made up first without the figures from 181, 

which were then introduced with aAA(a) and added to the first total. The implication is that the figures 

for solidi in 181 and 182-3 were added after the whole of the column had been written as far as the first 
total of solidi in 194. Then the figures in 181-3 were added and the corresponding changes made at the 

end of 194. 
195 Not in 1911. 
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196-203 = 1911 107-15. The real differences are minor except for the different order of entries. The 

better state of this text allows several corrections in the readings of the names. 
196 = 1911 107, but the figures are here reserved for the total in 203. The same figures are repeated 

at the right of 1911 107, cf. 116, and here 204 n., but do not appear in the edition. The photographs do 
not show any certain ink immediately after TapoucéBr where the edition has . . . (?), but the original may 

have something there. 
On abdroupyia see Hardy, 117, but it remains a shadowy phenomenon. The word seems to imply 

cultivation by estate employees instead of the usual tenant farmers. 
197 = 1911 108. The readings of the names here are certain and the photographs of 1911 show no 

reason why we should not read [Tardp and Waed, cf. 199 n., there too. The wnx(avyc) KaAoup(évyc) [larap 
in XIX 2244 32 has no obvious connection with this édadoc Iamap; cf. 159 n. 

Here after (ap.) _ d there is something which looks most like AB = 4; the photographs of 1911 show 
nothing and do not even have space available. 

198 = 1911 112. Cyopda rather than Cydpdo[v] is confirmed by the photographs of 1911. The figures 
for the aruras here are completely uncertain, but it does seem clear that the solidi were no more than vo(p.) 

L_, whereas 1911 112 is supposed to have (ap.) avo(y.) L_ d. The photographs are very black at this point. The 

figures of solidi here give the correct total, which is also given in 1911 107, so that we expect no divergences. 

199-201 The figures for the aruras in these two entries seem significantly related, i.e. ‘from ar. 7} ar. 

4} (199), and ‘from ar. 7} ar. 3” (201), but it is not clear what conclusions we should draw. The fact that 

the concessions also add up to 74 aruras may be accidental. The rates of the concessions are different, sol. 

8 per ar. in 199 and sol. } per ar. in 201. The two entries are separated in 1911 109-10, 113-14, and the 

second one does not have there the information that the three aruras are part of a unit of 7} aruras. 
199 = 1911 109. The photographs favour reading there ®nAtayBéA for PyAavBéA, 7(apa) for 6(1a), and 

Waevd, cf. 197 n., for Waefov. It seems that 7(apa) introduces the name of a former tenant, (a) that of a 
current one, see 170 = 1911 97 crretpopévync more (apa) Cuapaydou, 1911 109 yewpyoupé(vouv) more m(apa) 

@.réov, while our entry in 199 omits ore, 200 = 1911 113 where both have yewpyoupé(vov) more (apa) 

KoAdovdov. The point may be that it was necessary to record the name of the original beneficiary of the 
concession. 

200-1 = 1911 113-14, where read (apa) for (1a), see 199 n., and where azo (dp.) € L is omitted. 
202 = 1911 111, where read [7;vya@v for [Tayov and Cepnvov cal ITavAov for Oéwvoc Kexvdov. 

203 = 1911 115, which has édd¢(ouc) Bopwod in full. Probably Bopwot has become a place-name 
parallel to the other éSadoc names in this passage. 

duxaiov Avoyévouc. dixaiov more Atoyévouc 1911 115. 

érépov ITavAov. TavAov érépou 1911 115. 

The total of solidi is correct. 
204 Cf. 1911 116, where, however, instead of odtwc we have a total of aruras and a total of solidi 

(repeated) which are clearly related to the totals given in this account at the end of the section, in 212. In 
both accounts the aruras total 30; here the sum in solidi is 21 3 4 g, while in 1911 116 we have sol. 21 4 

3s. The photographs of 1911 show that these figures are correct. It is clear that the whole section in lines 
204-12 is the overall equivalent of 1911 116-38, though there are many more entries in 1911. In each case 
itis presumably the same thirty aruras which are favoured with concessions, but the names of the beneficiaries 
have changed in a complicated way which has not yet been understood. 

205 = 1911 134-5, where the photographs confirm that the papyrus actually has ITexuciov «ai ITavAov. 
We should delete «ai to agree with 205, 209, and 1911 119 (ITexuctov [lavAov ayzeX(oupyod) ), 128; see also 
XVI p. 296 (index s.v. [Texvctoc). 

Anuthius son of Aciar may be the son of Aciar son of Anuthius (80, 87) and named after his grandfather 
according to the widespread custom. 

206 There is no exact counterpart to this in 1911, where there are four entries for the é5a¢oc CevOov, 
lines 118-21, each recording a concession of sol. } on 1 arura to a separate person, none of them Isaac son 
of Ammonius. The rate of the concession is the same here. 

207 = 1911 122-3, where the photographs favour PosBaypwvoc in place of kai Makiuwvoc. Here Coupotc 
is treated as indeclinable, but the genitive Covpotroc is found there. 1911 122 has é« before 706 Sixadov and 
123 has, before the figures also occurring here, azo (dp.) vy ddp(ov) vo(u.) va. This last seems to mean that 
Surus and company cultivated 13 ar. assessed at sol. 11, which is surprising since the concession is expressed 
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as sol. 2} on ar. 3, i.e. sol. } per ar. rather than sol. 1 per ar. This shows that we should not attempt to 
calculate the rent on the total areas given in, for example, 199 and 200-1 from the rates of the concessions 
on parts of them. 

208 The position and certain other similarities invite comparison with 1911 124 which runs: 

brep dvopa(toc) Po.Baypwvoc ArpHroc amd dixaiov tHe wnx(av7c) 
Navare €da¢(ouc) ITarepiov (ap.) B vo(u.) a L. 

The figures are the same and Hatres son of Phoebammon could well be the son of Phoebammon son 
of Hatres. However, the photographs of 1911, though dull, do not suggest that we should alter édad(ouc) 
ITarepiou (also in 126) to é. [Tayéx, which is probably a short genitive of the common name ITayévyc, cf. 
XLII 3102 5 n., XLIV 3169 181 n. There may be a clerical error in one text or the other, or there may 
have been two names for the same area. 

209 Cf. 1911 128-31, where for Kayuno, Kap[no( ), Kauno( ) and ,, ,7 read Kappy, Kapy[n, Kapn and 

Kaun; see P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 77 for a xrjwa Kay, only in XVI 1972 10. 

210 = 1911 136-7. 
211 = 1911 138. The papripiov Axaxiov is linked by P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 25, with a little-known 

place called Axaxiov, cf. XVI 1910 4 ec 76 paprup(tov) Tod adtob KtHu(atoc) Aewvidov. However, in PSI 

III 246.8 the place is a kan, [A]x[a]xéov, and in PSI I 60.12 it is an éodkiov, Axaxtov. Both look doubtful. 

No martyr called Acacius is listed in H. Delehaye, Les Martyrs d’ Egypte. There was a martyrium of Acacius 
in Constantinople, dedicated by Constantine I, see A. Grabar, Martyrium i 231, cf. 71 n. 8, 318, J. Ebersolt, 

Sanctuatres de Byzance, 76-8, cf. 32 n. 3. It seems not too unlikely that land near Oxyrhynchus might belong 
or have belonged to such an institution, which might either have collected its rent by agency of the Apions 
or simply have sold the property to them because of the inconvenience of collecting the rent. For the 
moment the idea remains speculative. I cannot cite any other example of a church in the capital owning 
property in Egypt. The martyrium of St Serenus may have been in Oxyrhynchus, see 164 n.; it has no 
namesake in the indexes to Grabar and Ebersolt opp. citt. 

212 Cf. 1911 125-6, 132-3, which look as if they contain the equivalent of 212, but do not fit exactly 

as they stand in the edition: 

125 kal Urep dvopua(toc) DowBaupwvoc diax(dvov) d1(a) [TapovBiov Opcévrov 

dcax(dvov) amo (dpov.) y L 
126 édad(ouc) Ilatepiouv (dpov.) a vo(u.) LS’, 

132 Urrep dvopa(toc) ABpaapiov TaxwB Iararoc imep .,,,.. .reKxeociou 

(dpov.) a vo(w.) LS” Kat 

133 irép dvdpua(toc) DoBdypwvoc TaxwB diax(dvov) (dpov.) ald’ | (apov.) 

BL, vo(p.) aL y’x[8] 

The photographs, though dull, favour ‘Opcevt/ov, as here, cf. 81 n. It is possible that our Horsentius 

was the son of the Pamuthius in 1911 125 and had the same name as his grandfather. 
The ar. 3} in 1911 125 look as if they are the same as those here in 212. 

In 1911 132 the photographs allow us to accept brep ¢64¢(ouc)—hardly visible at all—Kpicxevriou, 

much as in 212 here. This is the phonetic equivalent of Kpycxevtiov, i.e. a Greek version of Crescentius. 

The €$adoc [Tatepiov does not appear here, however. 
We may perhaps guess that Tax (alias?) [arac, father of Abraham in 1911 132, is the same Jacob 

who is the father of Phoebammon the deacon in 133, cf. 125, and that that is why these two parcels of 

land are linked. Our Phoebammon son of Jacob is presumably the same deacon. 

The photographs are unfortunately very black at important points in 1911. If we tabulate the figures 

we find certain similarities, but also some surprises, especially the internal inconsistencies in 1911 132-3: 

3804 212 ar. 3} sol. 2444 
1911 126 ar.1 sol. 4} 

132 ate. sol. 4$} 

133 ar. 1 3} (') sol. nil (!?) 
(total 132+133) ar.2}3 sol. 1 444, (!?) 

If we add the figures in 1911 126 to the figures given at the end of 133 for the total of the other two 

parcels we reach ar. 3}, sol. 2 4 4, which agrees with the figure for aruras here in 212 and is short by 4 in 

the solidi. The restoration of «[8 jn] instead of «[8] in 1911 133 at the end would make the agreement perfect. 
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The middle of 1911 133, where the photographs show nothing but blackness, is suspicious because we 

lack the value in solidi of the concession on the stated number of aruras and because the stated number 

of aruras is too high by } to agree with the total at the end of 133. Regularity would be achieved by 
assuming that instead of (dp.) a L. 8’ the account really had (dp.) a L vo(y.) a 7 yen, ie. ar. 1} sol. 1 § 4. The 

photographs at least confirm that there was space for this. 
The table w.suld then stand: 

3804 212 ar. 3} sol. 2444 
1911 126 ar. 1 sol. 4} 

132 ar. 1 sol. }} 

133 ar. 1} sol. 1h 4 
(total 132+133) ar. 2} soll. rh4a& 

The sectional total of aruras and solidi for lines 204-12 is correct. 

213 On morapitac see D. Bonneau, Proc. XII Intern. Congress of Papyrology 52-3. They were 

canal-workers, “navvies’. 

213-17 It appears at first sight that the total in 217 fails to include the money, den. myr. 600, recorded 
in 215 and should therefore have 1,800 instead of 1,200. If so, the error continued into the column total 

in 220 and into the grand total of expenses in 271. It might have occurred because the special form of 
sigma which stands for 200 looks very like an omega (= 800) with a horizontal stroke across the top. 
However, we might guess alternatively that it is the figure in 216 which is wrong, the clerk writing 1,200 
by anticipation of the total, when he ought to have given the payment to the overseer as 600, the same 
sum as the expenditure on food. In that case the subtotal (217), and the column total (220), and the grand 

total (271), would all be correct and the error confined to 216. This seems more likely. 
The process that this entry refers to is probably that of digging an underground brick-lined cistern 

(Ad«Koc), from which water would be drawn by a wooden sakiyeh (unyav7j), driven by animals. Probably 
it was very similar to the modern method described by L. Ménassa, P. Laferriere, La Saqia (Bibliotheque 
d’Etude 67, 1974). 

The expenses on foodstuffs (214-15) are interesting. From LI 3628-33 (p. 74) we can see that meat 
would probably have cost 24-30 den. myr. per Ib., radish oil 80-105 den. myr. per sextarius in the fifth 

century. There was probably some rise in prices in the sixth, so that it would not take any vast amount of 
salt-fish, oil, and mutton to amount to 600 den. myr. One artaba of wheat represents a monthly allowance 
for one man, probably intended to maintain his family also, see XL p. 6, but it would obviously disappear 
rather more quickly down the throats of a gang of navvies. I speculate, therefore, that these foodstuffs 
represent one or two specially good dinners eaten by the workmen and local farmers to celebrate the 
completion of the job or of various important stages of it, as described in L. Ménassa, P. Laferriére, op. 
cit., 3, 5; note especially ‘un mouton aura été égorgé pour la circonstance’, p. 3. We may compare the 
distribution of wine to mark the completion of a new cistern in PSI III 165.23, cf. D. Bonneau, Proc. XI/ 
Intern. Congress of Papyrology 50 n. 45, 51 n. 49. 

218-19 Cf. 1911 181-92, esp. 191-2, where 1,200 were bought, but they were probably new, since 
they cost sol. 3 less car. 13 $. Many more jars were needed for that vintage. 

218 Kar ayytcuov. Possibly the clerk meant to write xatay’yicuov, cf. e.g. 148 may’ ya for Ilayya. 
220 The total of solidi is correct. See 213-17 n. for doubts about the total of denarii. 
221 Amavaxiw. This name is usually presented as daa Naxioc, but since I can find no instance of 

Nadxuoc, I believe that the religious title da is not involved; cf. D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, 38, where there 

is a list of ordinary names often appearing with dma, and esp. J. Keenan, PE 34 (1979) 136 n. line 7. 
Cf. P. Hamb. III 228.13 n. on Amaciptoc/ama Cipioc. 

par{A}iSa rob AdKKov tHe wnx(avpc), ‘vault of the cistern of the sakiyeh’, cf. LSJ s.v. padie I, L. 
Ménassa, P. Laferriére, La Saqia, 1-7, esp. p. 6 fig. 4. The underground cistern of the sakiyeh was walled 
with brick or stone and vaulted over except for a comparatively narrow aperture where the vertical wheel 
with its chain of pots entered it. This explanation also applies probably to XLVIII 3409 25-6 7) yap Weddle 
(= padic) rob AdKKov pou Erecev, cf. P. Ross.-Georg. II 19.33-4, where we might guess at the sense by 
restoring dv d¢ xpeia yevnrar é[mickeutic Adx|Kov 7 eAdiSoc (= WadiSoc), Ecras T[poc Tov IT] pequiwva, ‘If there 

is need for repair of cistern or vault, it will be at the expense of Primion’, who was the owner of the vineyard 
concerned. 

The wording here suggests and the photographs allow that we should now read 1911 157-8 as 
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Epyalope(vorc) etc rv Wad{A}ida Top AdKKou THe wnx(avic) Tav xwp(iwv) ,epiov Kai TapoucéB. Delete 

*hadidwac, suggested in 1911 157 n., from S. Daris, Spoglio Lessicale. The photographs are too dark to 
confirm ,_opéov. 

221-2 pnx(avijc) [Tapa Iorapyov rob xrjpa(toc) Tprynov. It is likely that [Tapa [Totapov was a common 
designation for a sakiyeh and.this one is probably not identical with the one in XVI 1985 10, which is 
associated with the ero/kcov Mixpac OwAOewc; cf. XIX 2244 65 ric pweyaA(nc) wyx(aviic) ITT. In 1911 166-7 

stones were bought from quarrymen of Trigyu for the cistern of rHc wny(avijc) mapa motapov (read JT.I/.) 
THC ovcHCc Errdvw TOU mpopovdrou Tod KTHwa(Toc) Avra. The rare word mpdpovdov (cf. mpduwdov) may be related 

to mpoyoAn and mean ‘approach, outskirts’, see LSJ and esp. Suppl., s.v. tpowodAy. If so, and if Anta adjoined 
Trigyu, as may be implied (cf. 156 here), there remains the possibility that that irrigator is the same as 
the one named here. The worapoc is not necessarily the Nile, since the word often means ‘canal’ in the 
papyri. The presence of quarrymen suggests that this hamlet lay nearer the Western Desert than the Nile, 
cf. introd. 

223 mpocxweavTt...77v... apoup(av) ... THv adavicO(eicav). It is not clear what the work was. Possibly 

he embanked the place where the waters had broken through and swept away the vines. Or alternatively 
he may have replaced topsoil that had been swept away. The noun mpécyweic appears in unhelpful contexts in 
BGU II 656.7(?), P. Rein. I 52 bis 26. The verb appears in P. Ryl. IV 653.8 (mpocywvovew ro 
piOpov = mpocywrviioucw Td peiOpov), 10 (mpocyweavtac TO cTdpaiov (=‘cTdpuov) Tic Suwpvyxoc), cf. 15 

arodpac[col|uciy ro pidpov. The Rylands papyrus favours the view that the work of embankment was meant 
here. 

223-4 For vines in Tarusebt see 1911 182, 191, and for grapes and wine on the Apion estates see 
Hardy, 118-22. 

224 mttax((oic). Cf. Hardy, 98, XX VII 2480 34 n. 
225 m(apa) Oeodwpov mp(ovontod) AmeAy. This is the person whose accounts this roll represents, see 

143 n. In this case it seems unlikely that 7(apa) should be translated as ‘from’; more likely is ‘by’, cf. 
Kihner-Gerth i p. 510 (§ 440).5. If so, one might suppose that it was here not much different from 6.4, ‘by 
agency of’, but in 246 hayseed is bought zapa two men, 64 another. In other similar entries 7(apa) does 
seem more likely to mean ‘from’, e.g. 1911 191, where pots were bought from, presumably, the potters of 
Taruthinu. See also 170 and n., where I have translated it, very doubtfully, by ‘on behalf of’. 

225-7 For the Badictixov craBAov see Hardy, 106-8, corrected as regards its connection with the cursus 

uelox by J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémozres 9 (1985) 57. 
226 Aocé. This version is not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon, but cf. Adc. 

The iota here is a tall vertical which seems hard to interpret in any other way. The form may be a short 
genitive, cf. XLIII 3102 5 n., F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii, 56, 78-9. 

228 xatwriov. Cf. 230, 232-3, 235. See P. Lond. III 1164(h).10 (p. 164), where it appears as a 
two-oared boat serving as a tender (cf. 235 n.) to a grain-carrying boat of 400 artabas burden; cf. M. 

Merzagora, Aegyptus 10 (1929) 143. For boats connected with the Apion estates see Hardy, 109-10; add 
XXVII 2480 2, 15, 24, 26, 34, 36, all relating to a new xapic. 

229 éaiov. This oil was evidently for lubrication, but its exact use is not clear. Cf. perhaps L. Casson, 

Ships and Seamanship, 205-6, ‘there is some evidence that the tenons were greased to make them fit their 

slots’; also R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records No. 82.3, olei in lib(urnam) Luci, ‘oil for the liburna of 

Lucius’. 
230 A notary called John, cf. 255, appears in XVI 1913 27 (AD 555/6?), but need not be identical. 

231 The counting of the days is inclusive: Pharmuthi 28-30 (3 days), Pachon 1~30 (30 days), Payni 

1-30 (30 days), Epeiph 1 (1 day) = 64 days. 

232 If AeqSiwv is rightly read, this entry duplicates 257 exactly and should not have appeared in the 

account twice. Cf. XVIII 2195 141 (Aemdiwv), XXVIII 2480 2 (AeriSac), BGU I 544.8 (Aeridoc cidnpac 

xicrac 6x: so F. Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.v. Aeric; AeriSac ed. pr., but cf. 9-10 7Aou [xaA]Kod Kictac Tpeic, 

I1 HAov cidypod Kicrac Evdexa, 12-13 Ker[7] poy cdnpod Kicryv piav). L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship, refers to 

lead sheathing, see especially the table pp. 214-16, but not to iron sheathing. However, the new reading 

by R. O. Fink, Roman Military Records No, 82, of P. Ryl. Il 223.13-14 may be presented as lamna| ms ferream 

‘ii’ in lib(urnam) ueterem Timeti—fer(ri) p(ondo librae) ix s(emis), ‘iron sheets, 2, for the old 

liburna of Timetus—iron, pounds 9}’. Lamnal ms is also read in A. Bruckner, R. Marichal, ChLA IV No. 

242. The low weight, 43 lbs. each on average, indicates that they were not particularly large. An ‘iron 
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scale’ could possibly be a plate used as part of a fastening in this case, although in P. Ryl. 223 it may be 

more likely that they were used for repairs. 

233, 235 Knmapicciwy = Kurrapicciwv. Cf. XVIII 2195 141, where perhaps expand the abbreviation to 

xumapicc((wv). For cypress wood in shipbuilding see L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 212, 213 n. 52, P. Apoll. 

31.1; 32.2, 3, 11. In P. Beatty Panop. 2.178 it is to be used for steering oars. 

arérov, ‘of unknown origin(?)’. This word meaning ‘out of place’ is never used literally or colourlessly 

but always figuratively, ‘absurd, eccentric, monstrous’. Comparing 149 Mnva vadrou ano Koya, see n., I 
guess that the clerk felt that the sailor ought to be identified by his origin and therefore put in ardzov to 

show that it was not just a clerical oversight that it was not given. 
235 It is not entirely clear that this xardrvov is the same as the yeouxixov x. of lines 228, 230, and 

232. The succession of entries ‘price of cypress wood . . . for the landlord’s karariov’ and “to sawyers who 
sawed cypress wood . . . for the kat@riov . . . lately belonging to. . . Scholasticius’ suggests that it probably 
is, although it is strange to find this elaborate identification of the boat in the last entry referring to it and 

not in the first. 
Another difficulty lies in the translation of rod Katwriov mAoi(ov) Tob more Tob . . . CxoAactixiov. It 

might possibly mean either ‘the catotion-boat lately belonging to . . .’ or ‘the catotion (i.e. tender, see 228 

n.) of the boat lately belonging to... .’. 
mote Tob paKxaplov CxoAactixiov. Cf. 3805 23, XVI 1912 149 e€& emi[rplomyc Tob Kép(eToc) CyoAactix(cov), 

XIX 2244 65 8:(a) [Terpwviov catap(etvavroc?)—cf. I. F. Fikhman, Proc. XII Int. Congr. Pap., 127-g—70b 

Kou(etoc) CyoAactixtov (CyoAactixod ed. pr., but the papyrus has -/ov; iota was concealed in an unnoticed 
fold), XXIV 2416 19 émi8(oc) tr Kop(et) Cyodactixiw, P. Wash. Univ. I 42.8-9 éridoc 7@ becr(67y) o(v) 

ra 1a(v)t(a) peyadomp(emectatw) mepiBA€(7Tw) . . . Cyodactikiw Kdpe(te), P. Ross.-Georg. III 12.10 + cw 

O(e)@ 7H Secrrol(vy) pov Pirocropy(ta?)—I suspect Pirocrépy(w) or diAocropy(orary) is more likely to be 
correct—pytp(t) + Cyodactixioc vid(c) adt(jc). Unfortunately none of these papyri has a date. It seems 
nearly certain that all the comites are the same, and not unlikely that the last one is also the same. If so, 

all are to be dated not later than ap 565/6. 
236 81(a) Dirogévov mp(ovontod) Netvyjouv, cf. 260-1. In XVI 2032 possibly of ap 540/1, see BL VI 105, 

we hear of another steward of this hamlet called Cyriacus (46, 48). For the place itself see P. Pruneti, / 
centri abitati, 119. In PSI III 165.4 we find it mentioned along with Iseum Panga (1, 5) and Cissonos (4), 
and its appearances here and in 1911 indicate that the area of its stewardship cannot have been far from 
the one dealt with in this account, that is, it was in the far south of the Oxyrhynchite nome. Cf. 3805 
108 n. 

237 pavdax( ). Possible expansions are pavdak(@v), wavdax(wyv), and pavdax(iwv), from pavdaxyc, wavdak 
(or pavdaxov?), and pavddaxiov, see <PE 46 (1982) 204. These words usually denote a measure of capacity, 
often translated ‘bundle’. It may here therefore mean a receptacle that could be carried by a camel. 

However, H. Stephanus, Thesaurus, suggests that its basic meaning is ‘skin, leather’. If so, it may refer here 
to leather harness, while cyow?i(wv) will be rope harness. Somewhat comparable is XLVIII 3407 3-9 

crrovdacatat (= -ate) Tov TavpeAarny peta THY pdcywr Kal TOD Cuyod Kal cyowiw(v) adt@v e€eAace (= -at)... 

mpoc c¥pcw AiBov. The ropes there, though, may be tackle for hauling stones rather than ordinary harness. 
238 Cf. 1911 156, for the same sum to three camelari for the fifth indiction xara 70 €@oc, cf. Hardy, 109. 

239 For xaprync meaning especially ‘papyrus roll’ see N. Lewis, Papyrus in Classical Antiquity, 70-8. 
bupBep(a@v). This word, meaning ‘skin’, often refers to writing material. There are other signs that it 

had some technical sense in the Byzantine period. In another Apion account PSI VIII 953.48-9 we find 
an allowance of jars of wine delivered to bucellarit Aéy(w) dvadw@p(aroc) tod [atv y(vdc) axoAovO(we) Td 

Kal’ ev ovt(t) ev T@ SihOep( ) rod avadwp(atoc) TH(c) a tvd(tKTiwvoc), ‘on account of expenses for the month 

‘of Payni in accordance with the detailed account, which is in the d:¢6ep( ), of the expenses of the first 
indiction’. If r@ is right, dupAep( ) must be some cognate of dudG€pa such as dihO€prov or dihB€pwya. In this 
case it contained an itemized account of the global entry of the wine issued to the bucellarit. In the Hermopolite 
estate account P. Bad. IV 95 one fragmentary entry runs, e&(odvacuod) tHe paxa[pi Ja(c) O¢od[ wp] (ac) 
5fO[ep- (554). In XVI 1877 15 an endorsement on a fragmentary record of proceedings before a praeses 
Arcadiae runs, + 6.f0(€pa) ra&v pirap(twy) tHe O€vpvyx(ita@v). If rév 8upBep(a@v) here retains the sense of ‘skin’ 

the papyrus rolls must serve some subsidiary purpose; perhaps they were used for drafts. It may be that 
important and authoritative records were kept on parchment. 

Tod yeouxiK(od) xaprovAapiov. It is not clear precisely what is meant by ‘the landlord’s secretary’. 
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Hardy, 94-5, distinguishes three groups of chartularii. Note too I 136 17-18 mapeydpevdr por. . . Tapa Tay 
aldeciuwy xaprovAapiwy rod evddou abric olkov. 

In 1911 152, 155 there are payments xard 76 é8oc for salaries to two chartularit, but no payment for 
papyrus such as might have been expected from xara 76 €00c here. One custom has been established, it 
seems, between the fifth indiction and the fourteenth, and the other has been discontinued. 

241 €moux(iov) AvBivnc. According to P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, g7, this hamlet is known only from 
XIX 2243(a) 31, where it appears under the heading év 77 Norivy Iapopiov (= -iw), line 30. In the same 
section there also appears the érrotxvov Cwppoctvyc (32, cf. 98 here), Texrr = Iexrd (33, cf. 85, 86, 99 here; 
Ist pagus: Pruneti, op. cit., 141-2), and ITayyvAewc (34), which does not appear in this account, but which 
is known to have lain in the first pagus, see Pruneti, op. cit., 129. 

242 €dad(ouc) Meyadov I'ndiov. Cf. enx(avijc) MeydAouv I'ndiov, 132 above. Before Avoyévouc understand 
perhaps dcxaiov, cf. 102, 100 n., but there was also an &adoc Avoyévouc, cf. 126, 1911 53. 

edad(ovc) O&5a. This place has not been found elsewhere. 

243 dvr xoprov. It seems that the field-guards were supposed to be paid in kind, cf. XVI 1913 16-18 
(wheat). They seem to get money again in XVI 2033 ii 7. 

mpocamagé. My translation has ‘in a lump sum’, but perhaps it means ‘once and for all’, i.e. as the last 
payment of arrears of the previous indiction. 

244-5 Cf. 1911 178-80, 1913 36-9, XVIII 2195 132-3, all three entries very similar to this one. They 
differ in the dates, the names of the yopromapaAjumra, and in the sums involved. This and 1911 concern 
the same stewardship, but 1913 and 2195 are from two others, so that it appears that the expense of these 
regular purchases of hayseed was shared among at least three stewardships. In 1913 we find that the steward 

concerned accounted for two thirds of the amount bought while the remaining third fell to the share of 
another steward: a¢’(&v) HréxO(n) 8(1d) TouAcavod mpov(ontot) Axrovapiou Kara 76 y pép(oc) KrA. (38-9). 

The next entry is similar, but the hayseed is not bought from the same source. 

244 “Apewc, cf. 248. See P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 33-4, citing only the parallel passages (see previous 

note) and the very doubtfully read SB VI 9270.2, 19. The view of M. Drew-Bear, Le Nome Hermopolite, 70, 

that there was no place of this name in the Oxyrhynchite nome and that this is the Hermopolite village 
seems very likely to be correct, cf. 246 n. It might well have been convenient to go southwards for the 

purchase of seed, since the portion of the Apion estates here concerned lay in the south of the Oxyrhynchite 
nome. 

DiAo~evov xoprorapadAnunr(ov). A man with the same name and title occurs in XVI 2032 74. J. Gascou, 
CE 47 (1972) 243-5, has argued that 2032 should be assigned to the indiction year AD 540/1, cf. BL VI 105. 

See now also <PE 70 (1987) 56, in a text dated 19 June aD 556. 
245 THc yeouyix(Hc) adroupyt(ac) [1a8 Taprepod Kal Noriv(nc) Ilapop(tov). Cf. 247. The same adroupyia 

is mentioned in the three parallel passages (see 244-5 n.) with the variation that yeovyix(jc) is replaced 

by voriy(nc) in XVIII 2195 133. This looks like a clerical error, but it need not be. The collocation [7a0 

Tap7ewov occurs only in these passages. The second element is the name of a village in the Eastern toparchy 
at first, later in the fifth pagus, and plausibly identified with the modern village of Tambu, see P. Pruneti, 
I centri abitati, 188-9 and map (at end). The Norivn ITapépioc seems to belong to an area farther south 
associated with the Upper (= South) toparchy and the first pagus, see 241 n., but that it was not far from 
Tambu is suggested also by XIX 2243(a) where the section devoted to 7 Notivn Ilapéproc (30-4) is followed 
immediately by that for Taurepu[od] (35-58). 

246-8 Cf. 244-5 n. 
246 (apa)... 6(a). Cf. 225 n. 
Cwrapéz. This name has not been found elsewhere in this form, but since “Apewe (244, 248) is a 

Hermopolite village, it is likely that this spelling represents Cwwxepy, which was indeed near “Apewc, see M. 
Drew-Bear, Le Nome Hermopolite, 254-6. The known Coptic versions are TCIN6€PE2T and TCENEIPERT (ibid. 
255), which show a consonantal group at the end not hitherto present in Greek versions. The tau here is 
a tolerable equivalent of 2T (= ht). It is a divided tau such as occurs in pera in 247. These are less usual 
in this document than the T-shaped ones and resemble gamma, which was my first reading, but the Coptic 

versions strongly support tau. 
Ovwvwdpiov yoptorapaA(numrov), cf. 244. See also 1911 178-9 d(1a) Ovwwdpiov Kat Twarvou 

xoptotapaA(nunta@v), 1913 36 Ovwdpiov yx. 
249 éxxvcewc. Cf. F. Preisigke, Worlterbuch, s.v. (2). In the modern sakiyeh this is a wooden trough 

into which the pots on the vertical wheel discharge their water. At one end of the trough is an extension 
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at right angles through which the water flows away into a channel, see L. Ménassa, P. Laferriére, La 
Sdaqia, p. 9, fig. 8. M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft, 76-7, took the view that éxyvcerc were not connected with 
sakiyehs, but clearly the znyavai concerned here were sakiyehs and not irrigators of any less efficient 

type. 
pnx(avnv) Tav Xwp(lwv) éroux(dov) TapoucéBr. Again, cf. 221-2 n., the name Tav Xwpiwy must have 

been common, see XVI 1988 17-18, where we have an irrigator ckaAoupée(vyv) Tav Xwpiwy avrAovcay eic 
ra avta ywpia, but this presumably stood, not in Tarusebt, but in the hamlet of Neu, which was the home 
of the tenant farmer whose contract 1988 is. See also XIX 2244 28 (Calorias), 31 (Matreu), 61 (Scelus); 

cf. 13 pnx(aric) K[a]Aouu(evnc) Tav Xwp(wv) Cadtodroc in Leonidu. It is not quite so clear that it is a 

name in 1911 157-8, as amended above in 221 n. 

250 The column totals are correct. 
251 On the cultivation of dpaé/dpaxoc see M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft, 185-9. 

254 = 1911 153, where the words xara 70 €0c do not appear. This is because by far the largest share 
of the transported grain had only been granted to the monastery in AD 556/7, the same year which is 

concerned in the account, see 1911 147-51 = 184-7 here. 

255 Cf. 230 and n. for John the notary. 
256 Again the counting is inclusive, Epeiph 2-30 (29 days), Mesore 1-10 (10 days) = 39 days, 

cf. 237 n. 
257 See 232 n. 
258-62 This entry raises several unanswered questions. The expert in shipbuilding estimated sol. 18 

for payments to carpenters (réxtovec); a quarter, sol. 44, is deducted for sawyers (mpicrar). Why? And why 
is it specifically stated that sol. 44 are one quarter, while sol. 4 are deducted for shipwrights (vavnyo/) 

without any statement about the proportion that they represent? Were the sawyers and shipwrights paid 
from some other account? Of the sol. 9} remaining 3 had already been paid from another steward’s account, 
cf. 236, so that the remainder should be sol. 64, but it turns out that a further deduction has been made 

for no specified reason and this account paid out sol. 6} less car. 29}, a fairly large loss for the carpenters, 
since car. 24 = sol. 1. The rate of the deduction is car. 4} per sol. 

Once we are alerted by this entry to the fact that the estate made deductions from its disbursements, 
it leaps to the eye that the same rate, car. 4} per sol. 1, was applied in many of the entries here. Although 
there were other rates, this is the highest and the most common. The explanation of the practice of noting 
payments in solidi less carats given by L. C. West, A. C. Johnson, Currency 146-7, is that a tax-collector 
could so record the deductions that he was entitled to make on each payment and know where he stood 
at any moment. In 3804 the deductions seem to have been made by the estate in favour of itself before 
disbursement. These are similar to a few cases briefly considered by West, Johnson, ibid. 153. Note that 
the minus carats system of notation seems to have been applied in a different way in the calculations on 
the back of this roll, see 3805 7-8 n. 

It may be useful to list these entries according to the rates: 

1. At car. 44 per sol. 
213-17 To canal workers: wages and stones for a cistern 
218-19 Purchase of old wine jars 
221-4 To canal workers: \.ages 
225 Purchase of riding animal 
226-7 Purchase of green fodder for riding stable 
228-36 Boatbuilding: wages and materials 
237 Purchase of camel harness 
241-3 ‘To field guards: wages 
246-8 Purchase of hayseed; note 244-5, similar, at car. 33 
249 Purchase of part for an irrigation machine 
251-3 Purchase of chickpeas (rounded up: sol. 3}8 treated as sol. 33) 
255-62 Boatbuilding: wages and materials 
263-6 Purchase of millstones 
267-9 Purchase of various animals 

2. At car. 4 per sol. 

184 Monetary value (notional?) of grain delivered to a monastery 
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3. At car. 3% per sol. 

244-5 Purchase of hayseed; note 246-8, similar, at car. 44 

4. At car. 33 per sol. 

151-3 To mason: wages 
155-6 To four taskmasters: wages? (This is the rate on the total of four payments. The first two 

payments are actually at that rate, the third man received a slightly more favourable rate 

of car. 33, the fourth a slightly less favourable one of car. 3,4. The last two payments involved 
thirds of a solidus, awkward to calculate.) 

239-40 Purchase of papyrus rolls for estate use 

254 Charge for transport of grain donated to a monastery 

5. At car. 3 per sol. 

147 Donation to a rural church; cf. below section 7 

6. At car. 2} per sol. 
154 To estate steward: salary 

238 To camel drivers: salary 

7. At car. 1 per sol. 

144-8 Donation to rural churches. (Five out of six churches receive this most favourable rate; one, 

for no visible reason, gets the rate of car. 3 per sol. The global figures in 144 confirm the 
itemized account in 145-8.) 

In all the other entries of the expenses section the sums of gold are expressed in solidi and fractions 
of the solidus, just as they are in the receipts section. Most of these are not cash payments, but simply rent 
concessions. Only two entries appear to concern real disbursement without deduction. One is for payment 
of freight charges on a shipment of grain for taxes (149-50); no doubt it had to reach the state granaries 
net of charges. The other is for customary donations to a martyr’s shrine made in the names of Apollos 
and Phoebammon, sons of a bishop (164-7). Hardy (pp. 141-2) plausibly deduced that the Apion family 
had acquired land already burdened with this obligation. Possibly the original donors had specified that 
the donations were to be free of encumbrances, although the Apion donations to rural churches were liable 
to deductions (144-8). One of the grain transfers to the monastery of Abba Andrew seems to have been 

made for money, although at a favourable rate (184), and the estate also paid for the transport of these 
1,000 artabas plus the smaller donation of 12 artabas (254), making a deduction of car. 3} per sol., which 
is at least not the highest rate. The other two grain donations to the same monastery have no value set 
upon them (185-7). There is no entry for the transport of the free donation of 100 artabas, which may 
therefore have devolved upon the monastery. 

Finally we should notice that the regular pattern of the carat deductions in the estate’s disbursements 
does not reappear in the instalments which the steward paid into the estate’s account, see 276-80 n. 

For my guess at a general explanation for the use of the minus carats system see 3805 7-8 n. 
258 Kxadadariloucw. In 262 cxadadarilopuée(vwv), the middle, is used without any distinction in meaning. 

On caulking see L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 14 n. 15, 15, 209, 339. Presumably the boat was built 
by the ancient Egyptian system, so the first two references are the relevant ones. It is noticeable, however, 
that the word xaAadarifw and cognates do not appear in the papyri till the sixth century. 

KaTa@tw = katwtiov. Cf. 228, 235 nn. For the spelling see F. T. Gignac, ii 27-9. 
259 AmodAG vauTnyob tHe Kuvdv. This shipwright from Cynopolis is not known from elsewhere. The 

Apion family had property in the Cynopolite nome, see Hardy, 81-2, 84-5. 
263 Ceprvou cat MeyddAov pvdoxdn(wv). LI 3641, of 7 February, ap 544, is a contract addressed to 

Flavius Apion II by Aurelius Serenus son of Elias, who agrees to serve Apion as a pvdoxéroc for his own 
lifetime. Elias may be the same as the pvdAoxémoc of that name in XVI 1983 of ap 535, and his son may 
well be the same as the Serenus here. If so, the indiction 14 of our document, which must be later than 

the indiction 5 of 1911 = ap 556/7, is more likely to be aD 565/6, twenty-two years later than the beginning 
of Serenus’ career, than any later indiction 14, cf. introduction. 

264 Tod véov KaAdbov rod pvdaiov Tod yeovxtx(od) eAaroupyi(ov) Tod KrHpa(toc) AeA. On KddAaboc as 
part of a mill see LI 3639 10-11 n., though my theory offered there that it means the upper millstone of 
a donkey-mill is damaged by the information here that ‘old stones’, see 265-6, could be saved when a new 

one was installed. The upper stone of a donkey-mill was made in one piece. A complicated device made 
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up of several slabs of stone secured round wooden spars and thought to have been used for grinding or 

milling is illustrated in E. M. Husselman, Karanis. Topography and Architecture (1979), Pl. g2a, cf. p. 54. 

The oil factory was the property of the owners of the estate and only leased to the oil-maker, see 

Hardy, 130-1, cf. line 77 above. 
265-6 According to the contract of ap 544, LI 3641, the pvAoxdzoc was to receive sol. 2} ‘for every 

new strobilus and every new calathus’ (13), €4ob AapBdvovroc rode maAatodc AiBouc. It was not clear whether 

it was sol. 2} for each part or for both. We may now guess that it was for both and that the strobilus was 

more expensive, because the price of a calathus here is only sol. 1}, from which is deducted sol. } for the old 

stones, in spite of what 3641 appears to state, and even from the remaining solidus a further charge of car. 

44 is deducted. The rate of this last deduction is the same as that applied to the carpenter’s wages in 258-62 

above, see n. 

267 dvobnA(elac). This is a rare word cited only from the papyri, VI 922 24, 25, P. Colt Nessana 89.31, 

34, both VI-VII, and from the glossaries, CGL II 384.16, III 399.54, 56. Ducange adds Demetrius 
Constantinopolit. lib. 2. Hieracosoph. cap. 9 ydAa dvoOnAciac, EAavov podwov, which with the kind assistance 
of Nigel Wilson I have located in R. Hercher, Aelian, Var. Hist. 2 (Leipzig 1866) p. 524. 13 ($15). Add P. 
Vindob. G 23204 fr. A. 4 (WI; Jahrb. d. dsterreichischen Byzantinistik 33 (1983) 8), G 26018 (VII; ibid. p. to, 

4.n., now P. Rainer Cent. 12.20). 
268 ITaBdpe. This is a new name, i.e. not in F. Preisigke, Mamenbuch, or D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

The form is possibly a short genitive, cf. 226 n. 
dpdecac. The irrigation was presumably by sakiyeh, powered by the draught-animals. We should prefer 

apd(eiav) to adpd¢e(ucww) in XVI 1913 3. 
268-9 Tic yeovyix(jc) adroupyi(ac) “E€w tHc ITvAnc. We know a good deal about something called 

the mpodcriov "Eéw ric ITdAnc, see LI 3640 2 n., and especially G. Husson, Rech. Pap. 4 (1967) 192-6, ead., 
OIKIA, 235-6. It was a palatial residence of the Apion family, presumably close outside one of the city 
gates of Oxyrhynchus, with associated vineyards, orchards and gardens. The word adroupyia implies that 
some land there was worked by employees rather than tenant farmers, which seems to be new information. 
On adroupyia in the Apion estates see Hardy, 117. However, 3805 70 records a payment for hunting rights 
d(ia) trav yewpy(av) "EEw tHe ITbA(nc) and these were presumably tenant farmers. 

270-4 This section is paralleled by 1911 206-11. 
270 The totals are correct, i.e. art. 291} choen. 1 (168), +art. 1, 196 (194), +48 (250) = art. 1, 535} 

choen. 1, and sol. 38 7; & & less car. 41} (168), +sol. 21 34d (194), +sol. 39 } 4 & less car. 18 (220), +sol. 
54 4 less car. 2294 (250), +sol. 26 4 & less car. 116 } (274) = sol. 179 4 4 } less car. 405. These carats are 
converted into solidi and fractions at 24 car. per sol., i.e. 496 = 16 34 or 16 344, and then deducted, i.e. sol. 
179 444 minus sol. 16 44 4 = sol. 163 #. 

271 The excess expenditure, cf. 282-8 and n., from the account of the 13th indiction (AD 564/5) 
naturally cannot be checked from this account of the 14th indiction. It is stated at sol. 4 } ¢ and added 
to the current total, i.e. 163 +4, to make sol. 167 } ¢. 

Kal (Onv.pup.) ifs etc vo(y.) d. These denarii come from col. ix, see 217, a subtotal, and 220, the column 

total. The subtotal’ and the column total appear at first sight to neglect the entry in 215 of den. myr. 600 
expended on foodstuffs, but see 217 n., for a suggestion that the final total is correct. 

The conversion of den. myr. 1,200 to sol. } gives a value of den. myr. 4,800 for the solidus, see further 
272 1. 

272 The figures for receipts cannot be completely checked because of damage, especially to col. i, but 
the figures here are the same as those given at the end of the receipts section of the roll (141-2); see 141-2 
n. for some difficulties which they raise. It is very striking that they are the same as those given in 1911 
207-8. (The ed. pr. gives japA¢ ‘L ’, but the photographs leave no dcubt that ‘L ’ is wrong and that the 
papyrus has d, cf. 1911 69.) This means that the Apion rent-roll for this section of their estates remained 
the same from AD 556/7 to AD 565/6, see introduction. 

Here the last element of the receipts, den. myr. 2,800, is converted to sol. } 4, 4 = #, while the same 
sum in 1911 208 is converted to sol. } 4 = #§. The photographs confirm this and the grand totals show a 
corresponding difference, here sol. 647 3 4, there sol. 647 3. The theoretical value of the solidus in this 
context for AD 556/7 appears, therefore, to be den. myr. 5169.2304, and for ap 565/6 it appears to be den. 
myr. 4977-7776. However, it is obvious that the ancient clerks did not work with figures like this. In 
considering 1911 208 along with XVIII 2195 48, where den. myr. 3,000 = sol. #1, and 143-4, where den. 
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myr. 2,400 = sol. #, L. C. West and A. C. Johnson, Currency, 159-60, came to the conclusion that some 
unmentioned charge was included. All these cases represent occasions when the Apion estate accepted 
myriads of denarii, inconvenient for large transactions, and we may guess that their banker charged for 
changing this money into gold. In our case a clue has been given in 271, where den. myr. 1,200 of expenditure 
were converted to sol. }, giving a nice round and therefore plausible value for the solidus of den. myr. 4,800, 
see 271 n. If we use this value to reconvert the solidi, we reach these results: 

3804 272 den. myr. 2,800 = sol. }{ = den. myr. 2,700: charge? den. myr. 100 
1911 208 2,800 = 2,600: 200 

2195 48 3,000 = = 2,700: 300 
143-4 2,400 = = 2,300: 100. 

These figures look promising, but 2195 48 presents an anomaly and an inconsistency within 2195 itself. 
When I consulted the papyrus I found that the reading was wrong. Instead of vo(u.) L. «8’ wy’ read now 
vo(u.) L 1B pm, 1.e. sol. } yy gy = 3. The entry in the table should now run: 

2195 48 den. myr. 3,000 = sol. #$ = den. myr. 2,900: charge? den. myr. 100. 

This restores consistency inside 2195, and allows us to suppose that in the year AD 556/7, represented 
in 1911, the banker could charge den. myr. 200 for a transaction of this kind, while in ap 565/6 (3804) 
and in a later tenth indiction which was probably ap 576/7 (2195) the charge had been reduced to den. 
myr. 100. It is certain that 2195 is the latest of these documents because the banker, John, who appears in 
2195 147 also appears in I 144, which has a date-clause of ap 580. 

Fractions of a solidus would mostly have been paid in base metal coins, otherwise described in terms 
of myriads of denarii, since gold coins were minted only as solidus, sol. 4, sol. 3, and sol. 4. The carat too, 
being a unit of weight equal to sol. 4, was only payable in bullion or in myriads of denarii, cf. L. C. West, 
A. C. Johnson, Currency 138-9. 

A solidus of den. myr. 4,800 would be divided as follows: 

sol. = den. myr. 3,200 (double triens) 
sol. = 1,600 (triens) 

sol. } = 800 

sol. 75 = 400 

sol. 3 = 200 (I carat) 
sol. & = 100 
sol. § = 50 
sol. } = den. myr. 2,400 (half solidus) 

sol. } = 1,200 
sol. } = 600 

These calculations may be too simplistic, but it seems very attractive and plausible to accept them, 
with the corollary that the solidus was reckoned at den. myr. 4,800 in these contexts for a period of about 
twenty years. 

273 mAnp(nc) 6 ciroc. Here the receipts and expenditure balance exactly; in other cases there was a 
small surplus to be sold, cf. Hardy, 100. He concludes that the concern of the Apions was to have their 

income in cash rather than in kind. 
Aouad... vo(p.) ut L Ps’, ‘remainder . . . sol. 480 4 g,’. The money surplus of the same area in AD 556/7 

was sol. 503 } (1911 211). This fall of about sol. 22 in a small section of the estate over a nine-year period 
can be compared with the fall of the gross total income of the country properties of the Apion family in 
the Oxyrhynchite area over about forty years in the sixth century (c.AD 540-86) from sol. 20,010 to 18,512. 
It is at least in line with the view that the revenues were ‘stagnating’ or even ‘on the downturn’, see J. 
Gascou, CE 47 (1972) 243-8, esp. 248. 

274 The column total is correct. Of course, it totals only the amounts in 251-69 and does not reflect 
the summaries in 270-3. 

275 (dv), cf. 279. The symbol is basically L-shaped, cf. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae, i 272. At the foot 
of the vertical stroke the pen was kept on the papyrus and moved diagonally upwards to the left for a short 
distance before beginning the horizontal, so making a small rightangled triangle outside the corner of the 

basic L shape. 
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Avacrdciov tparel(irnv), cf. 279. J. Gascou, CE 47 (1972) 244 n. 3, gives a revised list of the estate 

bankers or cashiers, with references. For Anastasius he gives I 145 (aD 552), XVI 1970 (Ap 554), 1914 (ap 

5572), 1911 (AD 557). The present text is the latest referring to him and the latest date it gives is 30 Mesore, 

indiction 14, i.e. 23 August, AD 566, see 279. 

276-80 The account of these various payments is mathematically correct. The steward collected sums 

in gold and other coin to the value of sol. 647 } ¢ (272) and made disbursements to the value of sol. 167 

1 sy dy (271), and was obligated to pay to the estate the remainder, sol. 480 } gs (273). He discharged the 

obligation in three instalments: 

Tybi 25 (20.1.566) sol. 200 less car. 1,012 (car. 5.06 per sol.) 
Pharmuthi 25 (20.4.566) sol. 200 less car. 1,200 (car. 6 __ per sol.) 

Mesore 30 (23.8.566) sol. 230 less car. 1,375 4 } (car. 5.9815217 per sol.) 

Total sol. 630 less car. 3,587 4} (= sol. 149 car. 11 } }) 
= sol. 480 car. 12 } = sol. 480 } d. 

There are different rates of deduction on payments made for similar purposes and in two cases the 
rates seem to involve difficult fractions. The situation is very similar in 1911 211-17. All the payments are 
said to be ‘with rhope’, which is usually a charge of car. } per sol. for weighing coins, see L. C. West, A. C. 
Johnson, Currency, 133, 141. This, however, does nothing to improve the symmetry of the figures. The pattern 

is very different from that of the carat deductions from the estate’s disbursements, which are at various, 

always easily calculable, rates, and no higher than car. 4 } per sol., see 258-62 n. 
One guess at the explanation might be that payments into the estate account were carefully weighed 

and calculated, so that charges could be made for worn gold coins and possibly for payments in other coins, 
cf. 272 n. However, there is some resemblance here to the more complicated pattern of the receipts noted 
in the minus carats system on the back of this roll, for which see 3805 7-8 n., where I offer another guess 
at a general explanation for the use of the minus carats system. 

282-8 Apollos and Isaiah and partners left the Apion holding of Tarusebt and went away or up (read 
presumably dazeAGeiv or dveABeiv), perhaps into the Western Desert or just possibly to a monastery or a 

community of monastic cells called Méya “Opoc, see H. Cadell, R. Remondon, REG 80 (1967) 343-9. The 
effect of their departure was not known till after the closing of the account for the 14th indiction and it 
had to be reserved for the next indiction’s account. Eight solidi are credited to them, which presumably 
means that that sum is written off as irrecoverable, and forwarded as expenditure to next year’s account, 
cf. the entry in 271 do mAed(ovoc) Ady(ov). 

It is not clear why the concession was intermittent, made, it appears, in the roth indiction, not in the 

11th and rath, but resumed in the 13th and 14th. The grammar is not clear in 285. For the translation I 

have guessed that the clerk left something out, e.g. cal (5va 70> penne TadTa cuyywp7O (Hvac), ‘and (because?) 
these were no longer conceded’. 

Apollos and Isaiah do not appear elsewhere in this roll, but they do appear in 1911 146 cuveywp7(n) 
AroaAd@ Kat "Hcaia Kal ckow(wvoic) ad TapouceB brép edad(ouc) “Epwroc cai Auatou amo vo(u.) ty vo(p.) 8. 

The concession of sol. 4 is the same, but the assessment for that year was sol. 13 rather than sol. 6 as here. 
Either the land was becoming less productive, or the extent had been reduced. 

284 édad(av). The ink is faint and rubbed here, but the text seems to have eda¢¢/ = édadcav plural. 

3805. EstaTeE AccouNTs 

No inv. no. 288 x 30 cm AD 566 or later 

These accounts occupy the back of 3804, which is a formal fair copy of a steward’s 

account of the finance of his area for the year aD 565/6. It no doubt formed part of 

the records of a central bureau in Oxyrhynchus from which the Apion estates in the 

nome were administered. When it was no longer needed as evidence, its blank back 

was used in the bureau to take these accounts, which are of a much less formal kind. 
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They record miscellaneous financial transactions relating to places in every part of 

the nome, that is, the place-names include some known from each of the six toparchies 

into which the nome was divided in earlier times. However, there are no column totals 

or final totals as in 3804, col. ix degenerates into mere jottings, col. iv has been written 

upwards probably after cols. 11 and v had been written in the normal way. Col. x, 

the final one, is also written upwards. Both these columns have calculations only; the 

transactions are not identified. There are numerous alterations throughout, including 

a few seeming mistakes. It is fairly clear that the document contains internal office 

memoranda, which were worked out or tried out on the blank paper of the back of 

3804 before being transferred to fair copies elsewhere. 

There are several items of individual interest: an emphyteutic lease (12), rent of 

a synagogue (56-7), a mule-cart used by the governor (82-4), scrap-metal sold perhaps 

to a cuirassier (111-12), to name only the most intriguing. 

col. 1 

There are scattered remains of the ends of lines only, as follows: 

Kep. 1, . d’ approx. opp. 7th line of ii, i.e. 13 later ae 
| veg.) a Kep. as vay TOtn ies 16 

Adelé. [vo(u.)] B xep.s L et otn sf 19 

A]reE (vat. Kep. ,, * UAL x 21 

5 Ajreé. (vac.) Kep. [ ns meres tL iG 23 

] Adeé (vac.) Kep. [ 35 LOL 4 25 

foot 

col. 11 

7  8(ua) Evdy alo] TBw d(zép) édad(ouc) Ca,p,[,..,, (wwriK@) vo(uicudria) y (apa 

xepatia) |B etc 8[np(octw) vo(picwaria) y mapa Kepatia) u]n Etc vo(picuatiov) 

L d’x(a)@(apa) Snu(ociw) vo(uicpadrtia) B Kep(dtia) § Kat 

i(mép) po(myc) Kal tyxp(mevtov) ovdev e€ €O(ouc) Kat U(mep) [wapaddA(nArcpod) oc 

rob Snu(ociov) etc Adrlee(avdpeiac), tod v[o(uscuariov)| a «[e]p(ariov) s’, 

Kep(atiov) LL 

yi(verat) Ade (avdpetac) vo(u.) B Kep. s L 

7 8/ = 8(id) throughout, v/ = i(mép) throughout, «dad/ = é5dd(ouc) throughout, » = vo(jucparvov) 

throughout, L. = (jpucv) throughout, d’ = (réraprov) throughout, «9/ = «(a)O@(apa) throughout, Kep/ = 

Kep(atiov) throughout 8 p°/ = po(7H) throughout, cyxp/ = ty«p(mévrov) throughout, efe§ = e€ 

€0(ouc), s’ = (€xrov) throughout, yu’ = yi(verar) throughout, adeé/ = Aree (avdpetac), sc. Cuy@, throughout 
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9 (ta) Havecvnotroc dro [T|Ba b(mép) eSad(ouc) pyyopiov i8(wwruc@) vo(p.) 6 1 (apa 

KEpaTLa) Is’ Etc eet o(p.) & r(apa Kep.) Kd [e]ic vo(u.) a «(a)A(apa) 

10 —- On (p.) vo(p.) y Kal U(mép) pols.) Kal ty«p. oddey e& EDove Kal U(mep) TapadA(nAtcpod) 

Tob dnp(ociov) eic ee Tov vo(p.) a KEep. s’, Kep. L 

yi(v.) Ade€. vd(u.) y Kep. L 

U1 5(ta) Ocodwpov putrap((ov) b(7ep) apap (‘ac) 

nae vas .) oB 

pee vo(p.) my KEP. 

13 O(a) TaV KANp(ovdpwr) Tod TI evdoE(oTaTIC) pynunc DorBdppwvroc v(7Ep) €dap(ouc) 

Wa (8. vo(w.) w m(apa Kep.) puod etc Sn. vo(p.) we mapa Kep.) cKd Etc 

14 vo(w.) Oy’ Kabap(a) Sn. vo(p.) A KeEp. us Kal U(ep) poz.) Kal yp. ovdev e€ EBovc 

Kal U(mep) mapard. Tov Snu. etc Ade€., TOU 

15 vo(m.) a KEp. S’, KEP. € yi(v.) Are€. vo(p.) A Kep. Ka 

16 8(ta) [lapovOioyv amo Kiccdvoc v(7ép) zbéb(ove) Cevov 66. a ‘ B m(apa xep.) 7 etc 

On. vo(u.) B w(apa Kep.) uB etc vo(u.) L K(a)A(apa) <dnu.> vo(p.) a Kep. oP 

17 Kal U(mep) po(m.) Kal tyKp. ovdev Kal U(7ep) TtapaddA. Tov Syu. etc AdeE., TOU vol.) 

a Kep. 5’, Kep. d’ 

yi(v.) Adeé. vo(p.) a a iB d’ 

18 8(ta) TOY aro Kwp(yc) "Emichpou v(mép) weta[Plop(ac) Enp(od) xdpr(ov) id. vo(pu.) B 

m(apa Kep.) 1 etc dnp. vo(w.) B w(apa Kep.) oB efc vo(p.) L $s )0(apa) 

19 [d|ynu. vo(w.) a Kep. oB8 Kal U(mép) plo(z.)]| Kal tyKp. ovdev Kal U(7eép) TapaAA. Tod dyu. 

etc Ade€., Tob vo(p.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. Gd’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) a ep. oB a’ 

20 8(ta) tov amo Iladw@cewc b(mEp) weradop(ac) Enp(od) x[épr(ov)] (8. vo(w.) 7 m(apa 

Kep.) AB eic Sn. vo(w.) 4 7(apa Kep.) wn ele vo(u.) B k(a)O(apa) dnp. vo(p.) s Kal 

aI U(mep) po(z.) Kat tykp. €€ EBouc oddev Kal b(mép) tapadAdr. Tod Syp. eic Ade€., Tod 

vo(.) a KEp. Ss’, KEP. a yi(v.) Ade€. vo(w.) ¢ Kep. a 

22 O(a) Tov av(ta@v) amo Tladkwcewe U(mEep) Tiyn(Hc) axvpov t6. vo(u.) a m(apa 

Kep.) 0 (vac.) etc (vac.) Ade€. (vac.) Kep. un 

g 16/ = ((ww7ix@), sc. Cuy@, throughout, 7/ = (apa xeparia) throughout, dnuf = dnu(octw), sc. Luya, 
throughout (except where 57/ is noted) 10 8y/ (usually dn), apadA/ = wapadA(nAccwod) throughout 
11 purap/, wapapv! 12 KAnpp/; 1. euduteiac 13 KAnpp/, evdo€/; d of BoB. corr. from v/ = b(7ép) 

14 xabap/; + of ys corr. from s 18 Kwpf, wera[d]op/Enp/xopr[f], cf. 24 20 peradop/Enp/x[oprf], 
cf. 24 22 av), Toes 
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23 (ta) T@v av(tawv) amo ITadwcewe b(mép) .,,.0( ) rob paxaplov CyoAactixiov 68. vo(m.) 

a m(apa Kep.) 6 (vac.) etc (vac.) Ade€. (vac.) Kep. ty 

24 d(ua) t@v amo Tapovbivoy b(mép) wetadop(ac) Enp(ob) xdpr(ov) (8. vo(w.) 5 m(apa 

Kep.) KO €ic Sn. vol.) ¢ m(apa Kep.) As K(a)A(apa) dnp. 

25 vo(u.)| 8 L Kat u(7ép) po(z.) Kal tyxp. opdev e€ EBouc Kai U(mép) {ap} mapadr. rod 

dnp. cic Ade€., rob’ vo(w.) (a> Kep. 5’, ep. L dd’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) 6 xep. oB Ld’ 

col. ii 

26 (ua) T@V amo KwWu(Nc) Cevoxdu(ewc) U(Tep) TOY ywu(atwr) 66. vo(p.) A 7(apa KeEp.) 

mn €ic On. vo(p.) tO m(apa Kep.) pKs ec vo(p.) € KEp. 

27 k(a)O0(apa) dnp. vo(w.) ty Kep. in Kal U(mép) po(z.) Kal tyKp. ovdev Kal U(7ep) TAapaAA. 

tod Onp. etc Ade€., Tob vo(u.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. Bd’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) vy kep. x d’ 

28 = 6 (ta) TMV a0 KwWp(Nc) "Qdewe b(ep) THV xwpu(atwr) iS. vo(u.) 7 7(apa Kep.) n ElCc> 

dn. vo(p.) n 7(apa Kep.) Kd etc vo(w.) a K(a)O(apa) dnp. vo(p.) ¢ 

29 Kal U(7ép) po(m.) Kal tyKp. oddev e& EBouc Kal U(mép) TapadAd. Tod Syny. etc Ade€., 

Tov vo(p.) a Kep. s’, Kep.a d’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) € xep.a d’ 

30 = (ta) Cepyvov Cuy(octarov) v(mép) tapapv8 (iac) Ade€. vo(p.) p 

31 8(ua) tov Kwp(wv) b(7ép) prcO(ob) Tob TpaxtevTod id. vo(w.) Ks (apa Kep.) pd Etc 

Sn. vo(p.) KS mapa KEp.) pys eic vo(m.) ¢ Kep. oB 

32 x(a)O(apa) Sn. vo(u.) oO Kep. iB Kal U(mep) po(m.) Kal lyKp. ovdev €€ EBovc Kat 

U(mép) mapadd. Tob dyu. cic Ade€., Tod 

33 vo(p.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. y Cd’ yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) 8 Kep. ve d’ 

34 O(La) Tav ad(ta@v) Kwu(a@v) d(mEp) cuvnA(elac) TO KaTa KaLpov EmiK(ELpEevov) 

Ande€é. vo(p.) Kd KEp. KY 

35  8(td) Ilamvovblov émx(emévov) b(mép) maxtov Tob dpyov Nicov Aaxaviac 

Ade€. vo(m.) ve 

36 8(wa) Tod av(rod) vrép evorx (lov) THc amoctac(ewc) Nyjcov Aaxaviac i5. vo(u.) € 7(apa 

xep.) ka L. A’ etc 8y(w.) vo(p.) € (apa Kep.) Aa L d’ etc vo(p.) a Kep. € L dd’ 

23 av), 9 24 petabop/Enp/xopts 26 Kwpfcevoropf, xwppf; 1. Cevoxdmpewc 

28 Kos, xoupl 30 loys, mapapvl 31 kwpps, pocOl 34 avkwpps, covn®!, em’ 

35 em’ 36 evox’, amrocracf, 5y/ (usually dnu/’) 
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37 x(a)O(apa) Sn. vo(p.) y Kep. us Ud’ Kal b(7ép) po(m.) Kal tyxp. e€ EBouc ovdev Kal 

U(mép) maparr. Tob Sy. etc Ade€., TOC 6) vo(p.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. L 

yi(v.) Ade. vo(u.) y Kep. us Ld’ 

38 8 (ta) "Evy and Daxpa u(mép) toKov THe wnx(avic) THc UroTeDeicne m(apa) THC KUpac 

KaArjc (6. vo(u.) y mapa Kep.) ¢ etc 

39 dnp. vo(p.) y m(apa Kep.) 8B k(a)O(apa) dn(p.) vo(w.) B L Kal b(mep) po(z.) Kat tyKp. 

oddev e€€ EBouc Kal U(mép) mapadd. Tob Sn. etc Ade€., Tob 

40 vo(u.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. LL yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) B Kep. oB L 

41 (ua) T@Vv amd "Rdewc U(mep) TYyx(Hc) axvpou 66. vo(p.) y m(apa Kep.) oB etc dnp. vo(p.) 

y m(apa Kep.) en K(a)O(apa) Sn. vo(p.) Bd’ 

42 Kal U(7ep) po(m.) Kal tyKp. ovdev Kal U(ep) mapadd. Tob dynm. eic Ade€., Tob vo(p.) 

a Kep. S.xep. 12 yi(v.) Are€. vo(p.) B Kep. 5 L 

43. O(a) Tov amo Tob KTHU(aToc) A€ovtoc U(méep) TYyL(7c) axvpou 6. vo(u.) a y’ mapa 

Kep.) €d’ efCc)> dnp. vo(w.) ay’ m(apa Kep.) y ‘CL d’ ’x(a)O(apa) dyp. vo(p.) 

a Ps’ 
44 Kal U(7ep) po(m.) Kal tyKp. ovdev €& EBov<c> Kal U(méep) mapaddA. AdreE., Tod vol.) 

a Kep. Ss’, KEep. OUdEV yi(v.) Are€. vo(p.) a xep.fd’] L 

col. iv 

(m. 2?) 45 + U(mep) ct(rov) (dpraBdv) ad [rob a Ade€. (dpr.) « ,], rev (apr.) ¢ Bs 

Ande§. vo(u.) a, vKo>(m.) pu BS ‘L 9’ ele (dpr.)  (vac.) 

(vac.) 

46 ci(rov) (dpr.) ja? tov (apt.) UBS Ade€. vo(u.) a, yé(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) py PL 

n] Kep. 4¢ 
47 Kal U(7rép) GAA(wr) (dpt.) pas xo(w.) €, Tav (dpr.) ce Ade€. vol.) a, Are€. 

vo(u.) vn Kep. 6 Ld’ 

48  yi(v.) (apr.) [Bas xo(w.) € etc Ade€. vo(u.) pPO xep. [A] ‘e’ L d’ dv (dv) 

vo(m.) en Kep. 8 L 
49 (vac.) Aou(z.) vo(u.) 9 Kep. y Ld’ av@ (dv) vo(p.) [Bcdn Kep. C. 

38 pr 39 8y/ (usually dnuf) 41 Tuyf 43 xrnus, tS 45 cc’ = ci(rov) 
throughout, — = (dprdBy) throughout 47 add’, X = xo(wikwyv) 48 YX, av? 49 Ao./, av? 
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col. v 

(m.1) 50 6(ta) Twv amd TOU KTHu(atoc) Néou b(mép) tyx(Hc) dxvpou IS. vo(w.) a m(apa 

Kep.) 6 (vac.) ete (vac.) Andeé. (vac.) Kep. un d’ 

51 d(ua) Ta@v amo ‘Kwp(yc)’ [TAeeiv d(mép) tyn(jc) axdpou iS. vo(u.) a mapa 

Kep.) © (vac.) ic (vac.) AnXe~. (vac.) Kep. un dd’ 

52. O(ua) Taw EAc eyyeypapp(evwv) Kwu(@v) Te Kal KTNU(dTwr) iS. vo(w.) EL 

m(apa Kep.) cuy L eic Sn. vo(u.) € L m(apa Kep.) TES L {exc} 

53 €ic vo(w.) ve kep.d L_ k(a)O(apa) Sy. vo(p.) we Kep. € L. Kat (mép) pols.) Kal 

lyKp. ovdev e& EBouc Kal U(mép) TapaAda. 

54 Tov On. etc Ade€., Tob vo(u.) a Kep. ’, Kep. € L_(vac.) 

yi(v.) Adeg. vo(p.) pe Kep. ve 

55 ov(Twc) (vac.) 

56 = S(ta) Adlap Jovdaiou u(mép) evorxiov THe cuvaywyjc Sn. vo(p.) a Kep. A’ 

Kal U(7Ep) poz.) Kat lyKp. ovdev €€ EBouc Kal U(7ép) 

57 mapaAd. Tob dnp. eic Ade€~., Tod vo(w.) a Kep. 5’, 

Kep. d’ (vac.) — yt(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) a Kep. L 

58 d(ia) trav pecldv(wv) Kwu(ync) Taxdva v(mép) KatactatiK(jc) (vac.) 

Ade€. vo(p.) As 

59 O(ta) Bixroplo]c apxucupp(ayov) v(mép) tHe atodnpiac Tob apyo(vToc) i6. 

vo(u.) a m(apa cep.) dL (vac.) {ex} (vac.) 

eic (vac.) Ade. (vac.) xep.1¢ Ld 

60 d(ta) TMV ciTOPETPaV (vac.) Ade€é. vo(u.) oB 

61 d(ta) Tay éEjc eyyeypaup(evwv) Kwy(@v) U(mep) KatactatiKyje td. vo(w.) TPn 

m(apa Kep.) j29PB eic On. vo(p.) TPn (apa Kep.) 

62 {xep.} /Pran etc vo(u.) PA L Kab(apa) dy. vo(p.) cPy Kep. iB Kal U(mEp) 

p<o>(m.) Kat tyxp. ovdev && EBovc 

63 Kal U(mép) mapadd. Tod dy. etc Ade€., (Tod) vo(p.) <a Kep.> 5’, Kep. WO L 

d’ etc vo(p.) B xep.a Ld’ (vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade. vo(m.) 7 Kep. rey Ld’ 

64 (vac.) out (we) (vac.) 

65  8(ta) DowBappwvoc mpo(vontod) “[Bditoc v(mep) adv ecyev mAE(dvwv) THC 

avrikataA(Aayjc) weTa€v Tov EvddE(ov) oikou 

50 Krys, Tf 51 Kopf, tyaf 52 evyyeypappfewpps, cpus, 7&3: 7 corr. from c 
55 ov 58 pelovfcwps, KatactatiK] 59 apxecupps, apy 61 eyyeypappfcwus 62 Kab f 
64 our 65 mp/eBocroc, mAet, avtixatad/, evdo€/ 
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66 Kal THC ay[¢]|(ac) exKAnc(fac) vac.) Ande€. vo(p.) a Kep. us L 

67 S(t) TOV poval(dvrwr) rod dyi(ov) DoBappwvoc ev Opowaxdpewc v(7€p) 

ric Nicov Tarerpwviov i8. vo(p.) 8 totapopop{ Bs} (eicnc?) 

68  8(ua) tav KAnp(ovduwv) “lepnutov peil(ovoc) Iaképxu u(mep) amotaxtou 

‘oivovu’ i8. vo(p.) oB (apa Kep.) wn etc Sn. vo(p.) 1B m(apa Kep.) of 

eic vo(m.) 

69 x(a)O(apa) Syn. vo(p.) 0 Kal d(7ep) po(m.) Kat tyKp. oddev ‘e& EB(ouc) ’ Kal 

U(mép) mapadr. Tob dnp. etc Ade€., rob vo(p.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. a L 

yi(v.) Are€. vo(p.) 0 kep. a L 

col. vi 

70  8(ua) Trav yewpy(@v) "EEw tHe [TdX(yc) (rep) tHe aypac "EEw tHe ITbA(Hc) 66. vo(p.) 

B (apa Kep.) 1 etc dnp. vo(w.) B (apa Kep.) oB 

71 K(a)O(apa) Sn. vo(w.) a L Kal v(mép) po(m.) Kal tyxp. e€ EBouc ovdev Kat U(7Ep) 

mapard. Tob Sn. etc Ade€. xep. A’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(w.) a xep. oB d’ 

72 8(ta) AmoAA® Kal Kow(wvav) amd Mixp(ac) Ilapopiovu b(7ép) trav crretpou(evwr) (apa) 

av(T@v) yndiwy mote TA(V) 

73 KacTpiciav(@v) Ta Tpwy didou(eévwv) “TovAvav@ ctp(atn)A(atn) 16. vo(p.) Kd m(apa 

Kep.) pn etc On. 

74 vo(w.) Kd 7(apa Kep.) pvs etc vo(u.) ¢ L K(a)O(apa) dnp. vo(u.) if L Kal (ep) po(z.) 

Kal tyxp. ovdev €&€ EBouc 

5 Kal U(7ep) Tapadd. Tob dynu. etc Ade€., Tod vo(w.) a KEp. s’, KEP. Y (vac.) 

yi(v.) Are€. vo(p.) i Kep. te 

76 (ta) Tov aro Nexwvbewc v(mep) atmotaxtou ywp(iwv) td. vo(u.) A (apa KeEp.) pK Etc 

dnp. vo(u.) A w(apa KEp.) pm 

77 etc vo(u.) € L Kab(apa) dn. vo(u.) KB Lo Kal d(mép) pom.) Kal tyKp. && EBouc 

ovdev Kal (U(7ép)> mapadr. Tob 

78 dnp. etc Ade€., Tob vol.) a ep. 5’, Kep. y Ld’ (vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) KB Kep. ve Ld’ 

66 ay[t]?, cf. 67, exkAncf 67 povall/, ayi, totapodop{6f}n6( ): above rho first @f, uncorrected, 

and above that 4 68 KAnpp/, wert), (well) was written, cf. 67 wovalZ/, then corrected by adding an 

oblique to the first zeta and writing 7a over the final €/) 69 ‘e&eb/’ 70 yewpyf, mud] (bis) 

72 Kow/, puxp/, creiponfm/av, Tw 73 xactpiccavframpwnvddous, crp/ 76 xwp/ 77 xabf 
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d(1a) ta@v aro Iladwcewc b(7ép) THY Tpayp(atwv) PoBappwvoc TadwciwwrTov (6. vo(w.) 

Ka L_ (apa Kep.) ms 

etc On. vo(u.) Ka L (apa Kep.) pkO eic vVKo>(p.) ey’ Kd’ KaD(apa) ‘dnp.’ vo(p.) ts 

Kal U(mep) po(m.) Kal tyKp. ovdev Kal 

U(mép) mapaadr. Tod Syp. cic Adeé., Tod vol.) a xep. s’, ep. ‘y’ [B L d’]  (vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) we Kep. ‘s’ fe L d’] 

d(1a) TOY Kwu(@v) b(mep) tav did0u(evwv) m(apa) ad(ra@v) v(mép) tyx(Hc) xopT(ov) 

T@(v) povdAap(iwy) tot apxovtiKod 6xHwa(ToCc) 

iS. vo(w.) € L (apa xep.) KS Ld’ etc Sp. vo(w.) € L. m(apa xep.) A‘e’[5] Ld’ ec 

vo(u.) a kep. ta L_ d’ Kaf(apa) vo(w.) & Kep. d’ 

Kal U(mép) po(z.) Kal typ. oddev e& €O(ouc) Kal U(mép) mapaddA. Tod dy. etc Ade€., 

Tov vo(u.) a Kep. 5’, Kep. Ld’ (vac.) yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) 6 Kep. a 

d(ia) Tob Kata Karpov < > Kw@p(nc) "Emichpou v(7ep) tapapv8 (tac) (vac.) 

Ande€. vo(p.) kK 

d(ta) tod mpo(vontod) Tob KrHu(atoc) Marpéov v(mep) tapapv6 (lac) (vac.) 

Areé. vo(p.) oB 

col. vii 

87 8(va) tov amd TapovceBt Kat Aovkiov trav KTnu(atwv) v(mep) amoTaKtou 

xwp(twy) 8. vo(w.) ve mapa Kep.) o€ efc Sn. vo(p.) ve mapa KEp.) pe Etc 

88 vo(w.) & kep. 0 k(a)O(apa) Sn. vo(p.) « Kep. ve Kal U(mep) po(z.) Kal tyKp. e€ 

EOouc oddev Kal b(7ép) mapadAd. Tob Synu. etc Ade~. cep. a Ld’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) «  Kep. us Ld’ 

89  8(td) Bavouc mwpap(itov) v(mép) Pop(ov) Tob mwpap(iov) Tob KTH (atoc) Nycov 

Aevxadiov b(mép) apovp(nc) &@ kadovp (vnc) KadAwixov 66. vo(u.) B (apa 

KEp.) 7) €tc 

go Sy. vo(w.) B w(apa Kep.) oB etc k(a)O(apa) dny. vo(w.) a L Kat U(mep) po(z.) 

Kai tyKp. oddév Kal U(7ép) mapaddA. Tob Snu. etc Ade€. xep. A’ 

yilv.) Ade€. vo(p.) a Kep. 8B a’ 

[2 gt (va) [TaXeobroc petl(ovoc) Xowdbpewc u(mép) trav marar(av) xwp(iwv) Cedba 

iS. vo(p.) K m(apa Kep.) 7 etc Sn(p.) vo(p.) K mapa KEp.) pK Etc vo(p.) € 

79 mpaypf 80 Kabf 82 Kopp, didoupsr/av, tyufxoptf, tw” wovdap|, oxnit 83 «f= 

K(ep.), xaF 84 «feof 85 Kw, mapapw 86 mp°/, «nus, rrapapw 87 xrnups, xwp]/ 

89 twpap/, pop/, mwpap/, KTnwS, apoup/, Kkadoupns gt pec], wadar/xwp/, dy/ (usually dyuf) 
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Ka0(apa) Sn. vo(p.) ve Kal d(7ep) po(m.) Kal typ. e€ EBouc oddev Kal U(7eEp) 

maparad. <rot dnp. eic> Are€., Tob vo(w.) (a> Kep. 5’, Kep. BL 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) ve kep. BL 

S(ua) trav amd Craviac b(mep) ywu(atwr) (6. vo(p.) « m(apa Kep.) pw etc dnp. 

vo(.) « m(apa Kep.) € etc K(a)O(apa) <dnu.> vo(pw.) C Kep. B Kal v(7eEp) 

po(m.) Kat tyxp. e& (€>0(ouc) 

ovdev Kal U(ép) mapadAd. Tob dnp. etc AAeE. kep.a d’  (vac.) 

yi(v.) Are€. vol.) & Kep. wy d’ 

d(ta) tav amo Taptreti b(mép) Aou(madoc) xpu(cun@v) Tov xwpu(aTwv) 18. vo(p.) 

n m(apa Kep.) Ay L. etc Sy. vo(p.) n w(apa Kep.) WO L elc vo(w.) B Kd pH 

Ka0(apa) Cdnu.> vo(m.) e Ly’ (B wy Kal U(ep) pols.) Kal tyKp. ovdev e€ EBouc 

Kal U(mep) mapadr. Tob dn. etc Ade€., Tov vo(p.) a Kep. 5’, 

cep. ‘a’ [a L d’] 

yt(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) € Kep. Ky L 

5(ud) Kocua mpo(vontod) KypiAra (rep) tyx(tc) KpO(jc) (apr.) ‘pve xo(w.) 

[<Pe xo(w.) n]] trav (dpr.) 8 15. vo(w.) a 7(apa Kep.) dd’ yi(v.) 0. vo(p.) 

‘va a [xB Bs KO] 7 (apa i Ee [Ps i Etc | 

Puri) a Ua AY aloe an) 0 4” Lvl enol) 8 
Kd fee) e Ly’ B xaB(apa) dnp. vo(u.) ‘[n 5’ wy Ps’ B pH Foe] vo( 
n [sua Ps’ Kd] d’ Kd’ [5 Kep. |] Kal b(7ép) pol.) <Kat> tyxp. e ae 

oveev 

/ 

Kal U(mep) mapard. tot dnp. etc Ade€., Tob vo(y.) a Kep. s’, Kep. [B L d’] 

al” Yvae:) yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) ‘n’ 

[es KEp. Ka 1_ d’] Kep. 5 L. ds 

d(1a) Mapivov dcmpryitov — (vac.) Ane€. vo(p.) oB 

5(ta) tod BonO(ob) Craviac  (vac.) Ane€. vo(p.) wn 

amo Tys(jc) axavOewv B mecéytwv ev KtHp(atr) [lapbeviddoc Kal mpab(ercdv) 

Toic TEKTOCL UNXavoupy(oic) id. vo(w.) ‘a y’ (apa Kep.) s’ [|B (apa Kep. 

6 etc] 

, nu. vo(u.) B w(apa cep.) *..” [uy] K(a)O(apa) Sy. vo(u.) ay’ [sB] Kai 5(7ép) 
fee Kat typ. e€ €Bouc ovdev Kal U(7ép) aan Tov On. etc Ade€. xep. 

v’ [d‘] yi(v.) Adre€. vo(u.) alKep. wa Ld’) a d’ 

93 xopf, ef 95 Aoi/xpu/, xopps 96 Kabf 97 mpl, Tysfwpt -, - 03: 8 
98 Snuf: corr. from 48/?; £8 d% d’ corr. from ¢’? 101 Bon? 102 Tuyf; 1. 

mecovcav; KTnwf, pall, unxavoupyf 



+r 104 

107 

+ 108 

10g 

110 

114 

115 
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col. vii 

d(ta) Tov YorpeuTwA(wr) 1d. vo(u.) y y’ mapa Kep.) vey L etc Sqp. vo(p.) y y’ 

mapa Kep.) K[,d’] «(a)O(apa) Sqp. vo(u.) BL’ Ly 7 wa Ps] Kai 
U(mep) po(m.) Kal tyKp. e€ EBouc oddev Kal U(mép) mapaadd. Ade. Kep. LL (vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade. vo(u.) B  Kep. [eB L | 

G70 Tyu(Hc) GAA(wr) axavO(edv) Y mpab(ercwv) Toic TéxT(ocL) uNxavoupy(oic) és. 

vo(u.) BL ] w(apa ep.) ‘0’ [ca d’] etc Syp. vo(u.) B [LL ] z(apa xep.) 

y's d’] 
K(a)O(apa) dnu. vo(w.) a ‘y’ A’ [BSH pa Ps] Kal (wep) folz.) Kat typ. e 

€Bovc oddev Kal U(mép) mapardr. Adre€. xep. A’ 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) a 

[xep. «) sa di“) (vac.) 1. d@ 

d(1a) ArroAA® $| po(vrictod) | Netvjou u(aép) dv €AaB(ev) amd twoc amo Necpipewc 

id. vo(u.) B y’ w(apa Kep.) B L 

eic Sn. vo(u.) By’ w(apa Kep.) uf [d’] «(a)O(apa) Sy. vo(u.) a L ‘ny’ [eB pA 

Os] Kal U(aeép) po(m.) Kal tyxp. e€ EBouc obdév 

Kal U(7rep) mapapvO (tac) Tob dy. eic Ade€., rob vo(p.) axep.s’, cep. d’ vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) a Kep. te d’ 

U(mep) Tiy(jc) mada(od) BodAoctpogik(od) Tavp(tKod) mpab(évtoc) Twi 

KAB(av-) (8. vo(w.) 5 (apa Kep.) ‘un’ [es] etc Sy. vo(w.) 8 7(apa Kep.) 

« [8] 's’ 
x(a)O(apa) Sy. vo(w.) ‘BL y’ 1B’ [y] Kat i(aép) pol.) Kal tyxp. e& EBouc ovdev 

Kal U(mép) 7apadd. Tob dnu. etc Ade€. xep. L 

yilv.) Ade€. vo(u.) ‘B’ [y] Kep. 

‘po Le | Keepy pn 

8(ta) ITavouvdiov éepyodidxt(ov) Kryjp(atoc) Meckavotvewc mpogpac(er) EvA(wr) 

KAat (évtwv) 

id. vo(w.) B mapa xep.) 6 etc dnp. vo(w.) B m(apa Kep.) vy k(a)A(apa) dnp. 

vo(u.) ay’ 7H Kal U(mep) po(z.) Kal tyKp. e€ €8(ouc) 

ovdev Kal U(7ép) maparA. Tob Synp. etc AdeE. kep. dA’  (vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(u.) a Kep. wa d’ 

104 |. youpeutropwv 106 tyfaddr/axavOf ¥ mpa®, text funxavoupyf 108 ¢[p°]/, eAaBS 

110 mapap v: 1. mapadA(nAccpod) 111 Tyfradar/BoAoctpodgix]; 1. BwAoctpodix(od); ravp/mpa?, cAUBS 

113 epyodiwnrf, Krnps, tpopacfEvafmarans 114 7 corr. from 1; e&e? 



PRIVATE DOCUMENTS TA 

+ 116 B(mép) vadrAov rob adtevty[K ob 600(evr0c) Deodwpw pitrap(iw) td. vo(p.) ¢ m(apa 

Kep.) KO etc On. vo(p.) ¢ 7(apa Kep.) As 

117 x(a)O(apa) Snu. vo(p.) 8 Kep. oB [etc Ade€.]]  (vac.) 

Andeé. vo(u.) 5 xep. 8 L d’ 

118  O(ta) Avridyou emux(eqevov) U(mep) Tyx(Hc) omt(tc) wAWO(ov) mpab(eicnc) ex 

Thc Kwu(nc) Adaiov (6. vo(p.) € m(apa Kep.) KB L etc 

119 dnp. vo(w.) € mapa Kep.) AB L_ K(a)O(apa) dnp. vo(u.) y LH eH Kat U(7eEp) 

po(m.) Kal ty(Kp.) ovdev Kal U(mep) 

120 maparXr. Ade€., Tob vo(u.) a Kep. s’, Kep. L_ (vac.) 

yi(v.) Ade€. vo(p.) y Kep. us 

121 d(ua) Oeodmpov mpaypa(tevtob) Cépba b(mép) evorxiov tHe madat(dc) 

xopToOynK(ync) ev Kkwp(n) Cépba (vac.) 

Ade€. (vac.) Kep. in 

coli 

122 (ep) av«,( ) ¥ vo(u.) y L. || w(apa Kep.) |] w(apa Kep.) 5 eic Sy. vo(p.) 

y L (apa) Kep.) Ka 

i Revi ae pee) 
k(a)O(apa) B xep. ve map(add.) AX(e€.) Kep. L 

124 (vac.) yi(v.) Ade. vo(u.) B ep. ve L 

125 (mép) GAA(wr) B dxavO(edv) vo(u.) B L. mapa Kep.) t etc 

126 dn. B L m(apa xep.) {i} [5 L ] ce 

127 (vac.) vo(u.) y L [(apa xep.) B « ‘x(a)O(apa) ’ etc dynp.]} (vac.) 

vo(u.) By’ (apa xep.) 8 L etc dnp. vo(u.) By’ 

128 (vac.) m(apa Kep.) 6 Gd’ «k(a)O(apa) dy. vo(p.) a xep. if Ld’ 

mapaA(A.) Kkep. d’ 
129 vo(w.) y 7(apa KEp.) wn (vac.) vo(u.) B y’ m(apa Kep.) 

sorla,.ds 

130 K(a)O(apa) dy(u.) vo(w.) B Kep.s (vac.) «(a)0(apa) 

dnp. vo(w.) vac.) 

131 mapar(A.) Ade€. cep. L yi(v.) {yi(v.)} B wep. s L 

116 §(mép): corr. from 8(d)?, 86, purap| 118 émex|Tysforrfrdwmpa, Kops 119 vy = ly(xp.) 
121 mpaypf, evorx/, maXat/yoproOnx|, Kopf 122 qvx’,’/ 123 rap/ad/ 125 adA/axav? 
128 mapad/ 130 }n/: usually dyuf 131 mapad/ 
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132 (vac.) y 1B K(a)O(apa) vo(p.) B Kep. s map(ardA.) Kep. L 
133 +vo(u.)  aAX( ) vo(w.) d w(apa Kep.) us 

134 dn. vo(w.) 8 m(apa Kep.) Kd 

135 K(a)O(apa) dnu. vo(w.) y etc Ade€. y kep. L 

136 vo(u.) B m(apa Kep.) 8 | x(a)O(apa) |] etc Sy. vo(p.) B 

m(apa Kep.) ty k(a)O(apa) a Kep. va 

137 Kal U(mep) mapad(A.) Ade€. [d/]] Kep. d’ yi(v.) Areé. 

vo(u.) a Kep. va dd’ 

col. x 

138 +cdv ploy) vo(u.) vB L y’ iB Ps m(apa Kep.) pub d’ 

139 €xT(0c) p(omjc) vo(w.) KB Ly’ wy (apa Kep.) vy LL 

140 (6. vo(u.) a y’ w(apa Kep.) ¢ 

141 etc Ade€. cve xep. B d’ 

(vac.) 

142 +06. vo(u.) col oB un Ps m(apa Kep.) pos Ld’ etc Sym. vo(w.) cot 1B uA Ps (apa 

cep.) wl KO] ‘AL... ]’ etc vo(w.) Ay’ oB 

0 Ae lGa Se cide qielpee Sipilmce roman wees: aaa 
cof] ‘vs’ oB pa Ps’, ‘trav GAA(wr) Ka pr) Sexopévew(v) po(z.) Kat tyKp.’, 

ToXb» vo(u.) {vo(pu.)} a ep. L, Kep. pen L | 

144 Kal U(m7ép) tyKp. av(twv), Tob vo(m.) a Kep. 7, Kep. ‘AB’ AS L. [d‘] yi(v.) Kep. po[B 

d’]* d’yi(v.) cep. pé L etc vo(u.) 5 (Keep. us L “etc vo(p.) Cxep. [SL d’] 

ed’ 

145 yilv.) Sn. cry ‘Kep. n d’’ wep. [xy] ‘[a]]’ Kat d(mép) ma<paydAdA. rod Sy. Etc 

Ande€é. cep. wB [d’] 

146 eic vo(u.) a Kxep. in| d’] yi(v.) Are€. vo(u.) cve wep. ‘B d’”’ [ug d’] ‘lel’ 

(m. 2) we qAev(ov-) KEp. ty. 

132 mrap/ 133, aAd/ 137 mapad/ 138 p/: usually p’/ 139 eKTp/ 

143 pot, aAd/, dexonera 144 av 146 wed 



156 

col. ii 

7-8 

g-10 

16-17 

18-19 

PRIVATE DOCUMENTS 

‘Through Enoch from Tbo, for ground of Sa.. .: 

By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through Panesnéus from Tbo, for ground of Gregory: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 

(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through Theodorus riparius, for a premium: 
By Alexandrian standard 

‘Through the heirs of John son of Timagenes, for heritable leasehold: 
By Alexandrian standard 

sol. 3 

sol. 3 

sol. }} 

sol. 2 

== €ar. 

— Car. 

+ car. 

nil, by custom 

sol. nn 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. Oo 4 of 

+ Car. 

+ car. 

—Car. 

— (Car. 

nil, by custom 

sol. 3 

sol. 72.” 

sol. 83 

‘Through the heirs of Phoebammon of most glorious memory, 

for ground of Psa: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through Pamuthius from Cissonos, for ground of Seuthes: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 
Clear <by public standard» 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through the persons from the village of Episemu, 
for transport of dry fodder: 

By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 
Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard 

sol. 40 

sol. 40 

sol. g 4 
sol. 30 

+ car. 

+ car. 

+ Car, 

— €ar. 

— ear. 

+ car. 

nil, by custom 

sol. 30 

sol. 2 

sol. 2 

sol. 4 

sol. 1 

sol. 1 

sol. 2 

sol. 2 

sol. } 
sol. 1 

sol. 1 

+ car. 

+ car. 

= €ar. 

=Car, 

+ car. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

— Car. 

—€Car,. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

14 

18 

16 

24 

Ne De 

Le 

20 tes 



20-1 

22 

23 

24-5 

col. iil 

26-7 

28-9 

30 

SI=3 
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‘Through the persons from Palosis, for transport of dry fodder: 
By private standard 

(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 
Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard 

“Through the same persons from Palosis, for price of chaff: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through the same persons from Palosis, for. . . 
of the late Scholasticius: 

By private standard 
(Converted) to, by Alexandrian standard 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. An woe 

— Car. 

— Car. 

by custom, nil 

sol. 6 

sol. 1 

sol. 1 

‘Through the persons from Taruthinu, for transport of dry fodder: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

sol. 6 

sol. 6 

sol. 4} 

+ Car. 

+ car. 

—Car©r. 

-+- Car. 

—Car. 

+ car. 

— Gar. 

— Car. 

nil, by custom 

sol. 4 

‘Through the persons from the village of Senocomis, for the dykes: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 

(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

sol. 19 
sol. 19 

sol. 5 
Solum 

nil 

sol. 13 

‘Through the persons from the village of Ophis, for the dykes: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 
Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through Serenus, zygostates, for a premium: 
By Alexandrian standard 

‘Through the villages, for wages of the tracteutes: 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. 

sol. Ht 400) 1G). 

+ car. 

aGars 

—car. 

—car. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

4+ Car. 

— Car. 

— Car. 

nil, by custom 

sol. 7 

sol. 100. 

sol. 26 

sol. 26 

sol. 6 

sol. 19 

+ car. 

+ car. 

—car. 

—car. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

nil, by custom 

E57 

32 
48 

i et 

104 
156 
12 
12 



34 

35 

36-7 

38-40 

41-2 

A3T4: 

col. iv 

45 

46 

PRIVATE DOCUMENTS 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 

‘Through the same villages, for the customary payment to(?) 

the overseer for the time being: 
By Alexandrian standard sol. 

‘Through Papnuthius overseer, for the concession of the 
harbour of Nesu Lachanias: 

By Alexandrian standard sol. 

‘Through the same person, for rent of the warehouse of 
Nesu Lachanias: 

By private standard sol. 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 
(The carats convert) to sol. 

Clear by public standard sol. 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. 4 per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 

“Through Enoch from Phacra, for interest on the irrigator 
mortgaged by the lady Cale: 

By private standard sol. 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 
Clear by public standard sol. 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 

‘Through the persons from Ophis, for price of chaff: 
By private standard sol. 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 

Clear by public standard sol. 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. 4 per sol. 1 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 

‘Through the persons from the holding of Leontos, 
for price of chaff: 

By private standard sol. 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 
Clear by public standard sol. 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 

49 

oh s 

5 

4) 
I 

3 

+ car. 

—car. 

—car. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

by custom, nil 

toe 

+ car. 

+ car. 

—Car. 

— Car. 

nil, by custom 

I 

I 

I 

3 

36 

+ car. 

+ car. 

— Car. 

= €aF. 

+ car. 

+ car. 

— car. 

—€Car. 

nil, by custom 

nil 

I + car. [4] 4 

(2nd hand?) ‘For wheat art. 1,500 [ per sol. 1 by Alexandrian standard, art. 10 3(?) ] at 10 3 art. 
per sol. 1 by Alexandrian standard, sol. 140 2 / 4 } to art. . 

(vac.) 

> 

‘Wheat art. 1,500, at sol. 1 by Alexandrian standard for art. 10 3, total by Alexandrian standard 
sol. 140 [$2] + car. 15.’ 
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47 ‘And for another art. 586 choen. 5, at sol. 1 by Alexandrian standard for art. 10, sol. 58+ car. 14 
44 by Alexandrian standard.’ 

48 ‘Total art. 2,086 choen. 5, making sol. 199+ car. 5 $ } by Alexandrian standard, against which 
sol. 208+ car. 14 4, 

49 ‘Remainder sol. g+ car. 8 } }, against which sol. 2,238+ car. 7.’ 

col. v 

50 ‘Through the persons from the holding of Néu, for price of chaff: 
By private standard sol. 1 Cal. 4 

Converted) to Alexandrian standard +car. 18 }.’ 

51 ‘Through the persons from the village of Pléein, for price of chaff: 

By private standard sol. 1 =O, 4 

Converted) to Alexandrian standard +car. 18 }. 

52-4 “Through the villages and holdings listed below: 

By private standard sol. 60 4 —car. 243 } 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 60 4 —car. 364 4 
The carats convert) to sol. 15 +car. 4} 

Clear by public standard sol. 45 +car. 7} 

And for rhope and incrementum nil, by custom 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 +car. 74 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 45 +ear. 15. 

55 “Thus: 

56-7 ‘Through Lazar(?), Jew, for rent of the synagogue: 
By public standard sol, 1 +car. } 
And for rhope and incrementum nil, by custom 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 + car. 4 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 + car. 4.’ 

58 ‘Through the headmen of the village of Tacona, for catastatice: 
By Alexandrian standard sol. 36.’ 

59 ‘Through Victor chief messenger, for the journey of the praeses: 
By private standard sol. 1 —car. 4} 
(Converted) to Alexandrian standard +car. 174}. 

60 “Through the grain-measurers: 
By Alexandrian standard sol. 12.” 

61-3 ‘Through the villages listed below, for catastatice: 
By private standard sol. 398 —Car. 1,592 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 398 —car. 2,388 
(The carats convert) to sol. ggQ } 
Clear by public standard sol. 298 SPCar 
And for rhope and incrementum nil, by custom 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 sea, Ale) 

(The carats convert) to sola 2 + car. 14} 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 300 +car. 134}7 

64 “Thus: 

65-6 ‘Through Phoebammon, steward of Ibdis, for what he had in excess(?) of the exchange(?) between 

the glorious household and the holy church: 

By Alexandrian standard sol. 1 +car. 16 47 



160 

67 

68-9 

col. vi 

70-1 

72-5 

76-8 

79-81 

PRIVATE DOCUMENTS 

By private standard 

By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 

(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

‘Through the tenant-farmers Outside the Gate, for the hunt 
By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

sol. 14.’ 
‘Carried off by the river.’ 

‘Through the heirs of Jeremiah headman of Pacercy, for fixed charge on wine: 
sol. 12 —car. 

sol. 12 —car. 

sol. 3 

sol. 9 

nil, by custom 

+ car. 

sol. 9g + car. 

ing Outside the Gate: 
sol. 2 —car. 

sol. 2 —car. 

sol. 1} 

by custom, nil 

‘Through Apollos and partners from Micras Paroriu, for lands being sown by them 
to the castrensiani, given lately to Julianus stratelates: 

By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 

(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

By private standard 
(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 
Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

By private standard 

(Converted) to, by public standard 
(The carats convert) to 

Clear by public standard 
And for rhope and incrementum 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 

Total by Alexandrian standard 

GAax. 

sol. 1 Seat 

sol. 24 Gal 

sol. 24 — Car. 

sol. 64 

sol. 17 4 

nil, by custom 

‘Through the persons from Neconthis, for fixed rent of lands: 

+-Car. 

Yo) ap ay] + car. 

sol. 30 —car. 
sol. 30 cate 
sol. 7} 

sol. 22 } 
by custom, nil 

+ car. 

sol. 22 + car. 

sol. 21 3 Scar: 

sol. 21 3 = (Eni 

sol. 54% 
sol. 16 } 

nil 

+car. 

sol. 16 + car. 

‘Through the monks of St Phoebammon in Thmoenacomis, for (land in) Nesu Tapetroniu: 

48 

72 

— oe roe Pe 

i 
124” 

once belonging 

108 

156 

334 
15 3}. 

‘Through the persons from Palosis, for the belongings of Phoebammon inhabitant of Palosis: 
86 

129 
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82-4 “Through the villages, for what is given by them for price of fodder for the mules of the praesidial 
conveyance: 

By private standard sol. 5 4 —car. 24 }} 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 5 4 —car. 35 44 
(The carats convert) to sol. 1 +car. 11 }} 
Clear by public standard sol. 4 + car. } 
And for rhope and incrementum nil, by custom 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 +car. 4} 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 4 SCRE, Tha 

85 “Through the . . . for the time being of the village of Episemu, for a premium: 
By Alexandrian standard sol. 20.’ 

86 “Through the steward of the holding of Matréu, for a premium: 
By Alexandrian standard SO 

col. vu 

87-8 “Through the persons from the holdings of Tarusebt and Luciu, for fixed rent of lands: 
By private standard sol. 15 = Cal 75 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 15 —car. 105 
(The carats convert) to sol. 4 qin, ©) 
Clear by public standard sol. 10 +car. 15 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian +car. 14} 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 10 +car. 164}. 

89-90 “Through Banes fruit-grower, for rent of the orchard of the holding of Nesu Leucadiu, for one 
arura called Callinicu: 

By private standard sol. 2 car. 8 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 2 — Cabal? 

Clear by public standard sol. 1 4 
And for rhope and incrementum nil 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian +car, 4 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 Car i245 

gI-2 ‘Through Paléus headman of Choenothmis, for the ancient lands of Sephtha: 
By private standard sol. 20 —car. 80 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 20 = CALal20 
(The carats convert) to sol. 5 

Clear by public standard sol. 15 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion (of the public standard to) 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. (1) +ear. 24 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 15 Cal 2iha 

93-4 ‘Through the persons from Spania, for dykes: 
By private standard sol. 10 —car. 40 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 10 —car. 60 
(Converted) to clear (by public standard) soley; +car. 12 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian +car. 14 
Total by Alexandrian standard solaea7) +car. 13 }. 

161 
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95-6 ‘Through the persons from Tampeti, for arrears of payments in gold for the dykes: 
By private standard sol. 8 —car. 33 } 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 8 —car. 49} 

(The carats convert) to sol. 2 4 4 
Clear (by public standard) sol. 5444 4 
And for rhope and incrementum nil, by custom 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 Cates 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 5 +car. 23 }.’ 

97-9 ‘Through Cosmas steward of Cyrilla, for price of barley art. 155 choen. 8, at art. 14 for, by private 

standard, sol. 1 less car. 4 }: 
Total by private standard sol. 11 x4 —car. 47 
By public standard sol. 11 py —car. 69 (}?) 
(The carats convert) to sol. 2444 
Clear by public standard sol. 844, 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 +cat, 14 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 8 +car. 64}. 

100 “Through Marinus osprigites: 
By Alexandrian standard SOlN 25 

101 “Through the adiutor of Spania: 
By Alexandrian standard sol. 48.” 

102-3 ‘From the price of two acacia trees which fell in the holding of Parthenias and were sold to the 
carpenters making irrigators: 

By private standard sol. 1 4 —€ar. 6 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 2 =i 

Clear by public standard sol. 1 4 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian +car. nil 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 Fear. 11 }’ 

col. viii 

104-5 “Through the pig-merchants: 
By private standard sol. 3 } —GALwEae 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 3 4 —car. 20 
Clear by public standard sol. 2} 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion to Alexandrian standard +car. 2 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 2 +car. 12 4” 

106-7 ‘From the price of another three acacia trees sold to the carpenters making irrigators: 
By private standard sol. 2 =Car 9 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 2 —C€ar. 13 
Clear by public standard sol. 1 44 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion to Alexandrian standard Gales of 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 +car. 11 }” 84). 

108-9 “Through Apollos phrontistes of Netnéu, for what he received from a person from Nesmimis: 
By private standard sol. 2 } —Car. 12 $ 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 24 =Car. 17 
Clear by public standard sol. 1 }} 
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And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian, at car. } per sol. 1 Calum of 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 +car. 15 }. 

‘For the price of an-old ox-plough sold to a certain clibanarius(?): 
By private standard sol. 4 —car. 18 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 4 —car. 26 
Clear by public standard sol. 2444 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 
And for conversion of the public standard to 

Alexandrian Cares 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 2 +car. 22 4.’ ‘car. 2.’ 

‘Through Panuphius taskmaster of the holding of Mescanuneos by reason of stolen wood: 
By private standard sol. 2 = (Ehey ©) 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 2 —Car. 13 
Clear by public standard sol. 1 44 
And for rhope and incrementum by custom, nil 

And for conversion of the public standard to 
Alexandrian apGai, I 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 Car. IT d 

‘For hire of the fishing-boat given to Theodorus riparius: 
By private standard sol. 6 —car. 24 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 6 —car. 36 
Clear by public standard sol. 4 + car. 12 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 4 +car. 123}. 

‘Through Antiochus overseer, for price of baked brick sold from the village of Adaeu: 
By private standard sol. 5 —car. 22} 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 5 —car. 32} 

Clear by public standard sol. 3444 
And for rhope and incrementum nil 
And for conversion to Alexandrian standard, at car. 

3 per sol. 1 +car. } 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 3 +car. 16.’ 

‘Through Theodorus agent(?) of Sephtha, for rent of the old hay-barn in the village of Sephtha: 
By Alexandrian standard +car. 18.’ 

“Porithree sa: 
(By private standard) sol. 3 4 —car. 14 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 3 34 —car. 21 

Clear by public standard sol. 2 +car. 15 

Conversion to Alexandrian standard +car. 4} 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 2 +car. 15 4. 

‘For another two acacia trees: 

(By private standard) sol. 24 —car. 10 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 2 }4 —Ccar. 15.’ 

‘sol. 3 4. 

‘(By private standard) sol. 2 4 —car. 9} 
(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 24 —car. 14} 

Clear by public standard sol. 1 +car. 173} 

Conversion + car. oa 
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‘sol. 3 —car. 18 sol. 2} —car. 14 }}.’ 

‘Clear by public standard sol. 2 +car. 6 

For conversion to Alexandrian standard +car. } 

Total sol. 2 +car. 6 }. 

‘Clear by public standard sol. (vac.)’ 

3 12(2) 
Clear (by public standard) sol. 2 +car. 6 

For conversion (to Alexandrian standard) +car. }. 

‘Other(s?). (By private standard) sol. 4 —car. 16 

By public standard sol. 4 —car. 24 

Clear by public standard sol. 3 

(Converted) to, by Alexandrian standard (sol.) 3 +car. 4. 

‘(By private standard) sol. 2 —car. 9 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 2 —car. 13 

Clear (by public standard) sol. 1 +car. II 

And for conversion to Alexandrian standard +car. } 

Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 +car. 11 } 

‘With rhope sol. 2524444 —car. 112} 
Free of rhope sol. 22444; —car. 58} 
By private standard sol. 14 —car. 6 
(Converted) to, by Alexandrian standard (sol.) 255 +car. 2} 

‘By private standard sol. 277 ds ay —car. 1763} 

(Converted) to, by public standard sol. 277 bad —Car. 730 
(The carats convert) to sol. 3044 

Clear by public standard sol. 246 3 dy (or 3 [A] & &) 
And for rhope of sol. 256 7; #& dy, the other 

sol. 21 not being subject to rhope and 
incrementum, at car. } per sol. 1 +car. 1 [28 3] 

And for incrementum of the same, at car. } 

per sol. 1 +car. 32 (or 34 $ [}]) 
Total +car.17[234] 32 
Total +car. 160 } 
(The carats convert) to sol. 6 +car. 16} 
(The carats convert) to sol. 7 + car. [4 3 i] 54 

Total by public standard sol. 253 +car. 8} car. [23] [1] 
And for conversion of the public standard 

to Alexandrian +car. 42 [}] 

(The carats convert) to sol. 1 +car. 18 [}] 
Total by Alexandrian standard sol. 255 +car. [173] [5] 24 

(2nd hand) ‘As excess (?): car. 13.’ 

1-6 Since this account is written upside down in relation to the recto, the calculations which show 

that col. i of that document is the first, see 3804 1-14 n., also show that not very much can be lost from 

the beginning of this one. However, there may have been more blank space available on this side, because 
the roll may have had a protocollon written in a large stylized script (cf. e.g. P. Cair. Masp. II Plates VIII, 
XXI, XXV, X XVI), the back of which would have been available. Col. i here, therefore, was not necessarily 

the first column on this side. 
7-8 There are many entries below on the same pattern. The mathematical calculations are fairly 
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simple and well paralleled, but it remains unknown what precisely is meant when a payment is expressed 
in terms of solidi minus carats or described as being by private, or public, or Alexandrian, standard, see 
the discussion in L. C. West, A. C. Johnson, Currency in Roman and Byzantine Egypt 140-56. It seems clear, 
however, that it is not a matter of coins of different weight, but only of accounting terms and charges, see 
further below. 

The payment, a rent presumably, is expressed first as sol. 3 —car. 12, by private standard. (The solidus 
has twenty-four carats.) Private is converted to public standard by deducting a further two carats per 
solidus, see West, Johnson, Currency, 140. In this case, therefore, a further six carats are deducted, making 

sol. 3 —car. 18. The carats are converted to solidi and fractions of a solidus, for reasons which are not very 

clear since the next calculation tacitly converts them back again: i.e. car. 18 = sol. 4} (except for 3 all fractions 

must have a numerator of 1); sol. 3 —sol. } } = (sol. 2} =) sol. 2 +car. 6. It is stated that there are no 

charges for rhope and incrementum, see West, Johnson, Currency, 133, 14.1, (on rhope); 142, 145 (on incrementum). 

Public standard is converted to Alexandrian allegedly by adding car. } per sol. 1, see West, Johnson, Currency, 
144, but in fact the figures are rounded so that no fractions other than car. } and car. } can appear in the 
results. In this case the one third (two sixths) required for two solidi is rounded up to car. }, which is added 

to the preceding sol. 2 + car. 6 to give the final total ‘by Alexandrian standard’ of sol. 2 +car. 6 }. 

Throughout 3805 the total for each entry is presented as being ‘by Alexandrian standard’, having in 
most instances been converted from ‘private standard’ by way of ‘public standard’. In 3804 the standard 

is evidently ‘private standard’ throughout, although the standards are mentioned in only one entry (150), 

where payment to shippers for freight on a grain cargo is given first ‘by Alexandrian standard’ at sol. 1 3% 

and then ‘by private standard’ at sol. 1 $4, which is repeated as the total for the entry and used towards 
the column total in 169 (short by sol. 4, according to my calculation, see 169 n.), and hence towards the 
sum total of expenses (270). By way of explanation one might guess that the vadAov AdeEavdpeiac had to 
arrive in state hands at Alexandria and that the state levied surcharges on the money it collected from the 
Apions, that is, that the Apions had to pay sol. 1 3 as the equivalent of a nominal demand for sol. 1 3. 
This shadowy beginning of an explanation may be applied also to the entries in 3805, see below. 

In 3804 receipts are expressed in solidi and fractions of the solidus, only expenses are recorded in the 
minus carats system. It seemed to make sense that the minus carats represented deductions made by the 

estate in favour of itself on most of its disbursements. There were at least seven rates, from car. 4 4 per sol. 

down to car. 1 per sol., see 3804 258-62 n. In 3805 we again have many entries which make use of the 
minus carats system of notation. The nature of the transactions is obscured by the fact that all the entries 
are introduced by 8(vd), whereas 3804 had (apa) for receipts and for expenses had the dative or u(7ep) 

tt(yqc), or the like. It could even be that we have both receipts and expenses in 3805, but most entries are 
more easily interpreted as receipts, which makes it impossible to apply the same explanation of the minus 

carats system. 
Moreover, the pattern of the rates is different from that in 3804. For example, there are at least twelve 

different rates as against seven in 3804. The commonest rate in 3804, car. 4 } per sol., is again well 

represented, but car. 4 per sol., which occurs only once in 3804, is by far the commonest here. The list is 

as follows: 

1. At car. 5.3571428 per sol.—rounding of 5 3? 

108-9 From a phrontistes, reason not clear 

2. At car. 5 per sol. 
87-8 Communal rent on two holdings 

3. At car. 4.6315789 per sol.—rounding of 4 3? 
26-7 For dykes 

4. At car. 4 } per sol. 
59 Messenger for journey of praeses 
72-5 Rent for land? 
82-4 For fodder for carriage mules of praeses 

102-3 Sale of wood 
106-7 Sale of wood 
111-12 Sale of old ox-plough 
113-15 Theft of wood? (Penalty?) 
118-20 Sale of baked brick 
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136-7 (Unspecified) 
140 (Unspecified) 

5. At car. 4.35 per sol.—rounding of 4 }? 
36-7 Rent of a warehouse 

6. At car. 4.2406015 per sol.—rounding of 4 }? 

97-9 Sale of barley 

7. At car. 4.1875 (= 4 4) per sol.—at car. 4, plus surcharge of car. 1 }? 

95-6 Arrears of gold for dykes 
8. At car. 4.0247933 per sol.—at car. 4, plus surcharge of car. 1 }? 

52-4 From villages for. . .? 

g. At car. 4 per sol. 
7-8 Rent on land? 

g-10 Rent on land? 
16-17 Rent on land? 

18-19 For transport of fodder 
20-1 For transport of fodder 
22 For price of chaff 
23 Customary payment? 
24-5 For transport of fodder 
31-3 From villages for wages of tracteutes 
41-2 For price of chaff 
43-4 5 (rounded) 

59 ” 

51 ”» 

61-3 For catastatice (unknown) 
68-9 For fixed charge on wine? 
70-1 For hunting 
76-8 Communal rent 
78-81 For belongings(?) of inhabitant of Palosis 
89-90 Rent of orchard 
gI-2 Rent of land 
93-4 For dykes 
104-5 From pig merchants (4.05, but rounded?) 

116-17 Hire of a fishing boat 
122-4 (Sale of trees?) 

125-6 Sale of trees 
127-8 Unspecified (4.0714285, but rounded?) 
133-5 Unspecified 

10. At car. 3 3 per sol.—rounding of 3 3? 
13-15 Rent on land? 

11. At car. 2 per sol. 
38-40 Interest on mortgage 

12. At car. 1 per sol. 
28-9 For dykes 

In 138 minus car. 112 } on sol. 252 §% represents the odd rate of car. 0.4438037. Since the sum is civ 
p(omm), at first sight it looks as if this deduction might be for fom, a charge for weighing, which is 
conventionally car. $ per sol., see West, Johnson, op. cit. 133, 141. This cannot be right, because the sum 

following in 139 is éxt(dc) p(omjc) but has minus car. 48 $ on sol. 22 §%, representing a rate of car. 2.5597082 
per sol. This may be the total of individual payments carrying different rates, although the average 
would be low. 

These last two are obviously out of the ordinary, but for the usual kind of individual entry listed above 
a sort of explanation, based on the shadowy explanation of 3804 150 given above, might be hazarded. I 
guess that each entry records a sum of money which had, at least theoretically, to be delivered in Alexandria 
net of charges after being collected locally through the administration of the estate. The motives for the 
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payments were evidently very varied. In 7-8 the payment was on land, perhaps a rent, due in Alexandria 

as sol. 2 car. 6 }. The local estate administrators collected sol. 3 from the tenant and entrusted them to the 
state or public banking system, very little understood, see Johnson, West, Byzantine Egypt 173-5. The banker 
credited car. 12 (car. 4 per sol.) to the local account of the estate for the estate’s administrative purposes, 
and charged car. 6 (car. 2 per sol.) for transferring the remainder to an account in Alexandria, thus 
reducing the sum to sol. 2 car. 6 ‘clear by public standard’, However, the banker allowed a rebate of car. 
$ (car. } per sol. = }, rounded up to }), which rebate was given, not to the local account, but to the 
Alexandrian account, so that the total ‘by Alexandrian standard’ was sol. 2 car. 6 }. This explanation of 
‘conversion of the public standard to Alexandrian’ as a rebate is perhaps supported by the use of cougiL(erav) 
in connection with another sort of ‘conversion’ (mapaAAnAicuoc) in XVI 1916 10, 35. West, Johnson, 
Currency 142 n. 4, say that the clerk ‘was apparently bothered by the idea of subtracting from a minus 

quantity and did not realize that it was in fact an addition’. If I am right in suggesting that these sums 
were being credited to the landowners and not being paid out as taxes, then an addition to the sum credited 
is a ‘lightening’ of their expenses and may have been a rebate. 

This hypothetical description is designed to make the notation of the accounts fit what we might expect 

of the working of the finances of the estate, which belonged to a family of magnates who were active in 
Constantinople and other places far from Oxyrhynchus. Locally the estate was in a dominant economic 
position, but most of the profits must have gone out either to the owners or to the state taxes. It could pay 
its bills at discounted rates to agricultural workers and rural tradesmen and noted the discount by the 
minus carats system. A proportion of the receipts went to pay the expenses of the local administrative 
machinery, expenses including the charges of the public bank, and these sums too were noted in the minus 
carats system. The remainder of the receipts was credited to an account or accounts in Alexandria, which 

the owners could use for their other purposes. 
A dozen entries fall outside this framework, because the sums are expressed directly ‘by Alexandrian 

standard’: 

11 For wapapv6ia, through a riparius sol. 72 

12 For hereditary lease (€uduteia), through the heirs of John son of Timagenes sol. 83 car. 8 
30 For rapauv8ia, through a zpgostates sol. 100 
34 For cuvydeca of an émxeiuevoc, through villages sol. 24 car. 23 
35 For contract (waxrov) for a harbour, through an émxetpevoc sol. 15 
58 For catastatice (unknown), through headmen of a village, Tacona sol. 36 
60 Through grain measurers sol. 12 
85 For wapapuv6ia, through an unspecified village official sol. 20 
86 For wapayv6ia, through an area steward sol. 12 

100 Through an osprigites sol. 72 
101 Through a Bon§dc, associated with the village of Spania sol. 48 
121 For rent of an old haybarn, through a mpaypa(tevt7c) sol. 18 

A common thread is discernible: these clients are not the usual small tenant farmers or tradesmen. 
Most of them hold administrative posts of some kind; the substantial sum of sol. 83 car. 8 ‘for hereditary 

lease’ (12) implies tenants of above average wealth. The payment through the headmen of a village for 

the unknown catastatice (58) is the most puzzling one, especially by contrast with 61-3, payment for the 

same through several unnamed villages, which goes through the usual conversions. It looks, however, as if 

these payments were to arrive in Alexandria free of deductions and as if this was a privilege for these clients, 

who dealt more directly with the landowners, without paying tribute to the estate’s local administrative 

machine. 
This group of payments made directly by Alexandrian standard is interesting also for the illustration 

it gives of the estate’s relations with holders of public appointments. The ripartus and the zygostates in making 

payments for tapayv6/a seem to stand in the same relation to it as the area steward, and we can see that 

his apapvOia of sol. 12 probably reflects a clause in his contract, see I 136 29-31. Compare too XIX 2239, 

a work contract between a large landowner, not an Apion, and an émxe(wevoc, who paid sol. 30 by Alexandrian 

standard as an entrance-fee (Adyw etcBatixod), which seems to be the same sort of payment as the steward’s 

napapv6ia, see 2239 21 n. J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires g (1985) 1-90, has argued that the landowners 

were agents of the state in making such appointments and that it is not correct to describe the holders as 
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a ‘private’ riparius (ibid. 5-6, 43, 45-6, 61 and n. 339) or as the zygostates of a particular person, even though 

this is actually done in XXXVI 2780 22: Cuyocrarov apzjc = 6. PAaoviac PaBpinAlac (ibid. 56). 

11 Qeoddpou purap(fov). Cf. 116. The same combination of name and title occurs in VIII 1147 10, 

but the name is too common for identity to be probable. On ‘private’ riparii see above 7-8 n. ad fin. 

mapapv0(‘ac). This is possibly a premium paid on entry to office as riparius, cf. I 136 29-31, on a 

premium of sol. 12 paid for the office of mpovonryjc, with line 86 below and above 7-8 n. ad. fin. 

12 eudyriac; |. eudureiac. Imperial land was frequently managed under this system of perpetual 

heritable leases, see A. H. M. Jones, LRE, i 417-20, D. Simon, ‘Das friihbyzantinische Emphyteyserecht’, 

Symposion 1977 (Vortrage z. gr. und. hellenistischen Rechtsgeschichte (Chantilly 1-4 Juni 1977), eds}. 

Modrzejewski, D. Liebs), 365-422. Possibly the Apion family was tenant-in-chief in this case and put the 

land out on lease to sub-tenants, cf. Simon, op. cit., 419-21 on the tendency for emphyteutic leases of 

imperial land to be held by great landowners. However, in the late fifth century the system began to be 

applied in private leases, see Simon, op. cit., 421-2, so that here we may have a private emphyteutic lease 

by the Apion estate to John son of Timagenes, which is what it appears to be at first sight. Not much is 

known about such leases between private persons, see A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic 

Studies, 73-4, P. Cair. Masp. III 67298-9, P. Michael. 41.3; cf. 3803 10 n. If sol. 83 car. 8 represents an 

annual rent, the land must have been extensive, cf. above 7-8 n. 

13 Tov THe evdoE(oTaryc) pvHunc PoiBappwvoc: unidentified. 

édad(ouc) Wa: unidentified. 
16 Kuccdvoc. Cf. 3804 48 n. 
22-3 The calculations have not been written out fully: subtract car. 2 to get public standard, i.e. sol. 

1 —car. 6 = car. 18, from which nothing is deducted for conversion to Alexandrian standard at car. 4 per 
sol. 1, because the result, car. }, is too small to be rounded up to car. }, the minimum fraction to be taken 
into account, cf. 7-8 n. However, in 50-1 the clerk has taken the opposite view and rounded up to car. 18}. 

23 The damaged word might be cuvnA(elac), cf. 34 and n. 
Cyodactixiov. Cf. 3804 235 n. 

24-5 In this entry the usual passage about the conversion of carats (car. 36 = sol. 14) has been omitted. 
30 luy(ocrdrov). Cf. A. H. M. Jones, LRE i 445, ii 1185 n. 84; J. Bingen, M. Hombert, CE 45 (1970) 

151; above 7-8 n. ad fin. 
Trapapvd(tac). Cf. 11 n. 
31 For cwu(adv) rather than cwy(ynTadv), Kwp(apyar) etc., cf. 52 and n. 

tpaxteutov. Cf. A. H. M. Jones, LRE i 450-1, ii 1188 n. 98. He was a tax-collector, a representative 
ultimately of the praetorian prefect. This payment, therefore, shows the Apions acting in some sense for 
the state, cf. J. Gascou, Travaux et Mémoires 9 (1985) 60, 3804 30 n. 

34 Is the payment customarily made for the benefit of the overseer, but into the estate funds in the 
first instance, or is he supposed to pay it, but actually gets the money from the villages? A contract of an 
émuxeipevoc of the general sort, see 35 n., XIX 2239, refers to macac rac cuvynfeiac ac eiwhev rAaPetv 6 adroc 

émukeipe(voc) Kata TO boc mapa T@Y yewpyay ete ev citw Kal ey oivw Kal ev GAAouc eidecw (18-20). These 

seem to be perquisites of the émixeievoc. Could it be that the post was at this moment unfilled and that 
the villagers had to pay their customary dues into the estate funds for that reason? Cf. 23 n. 

35 There seem to be at least two sorts of émuxeduevoc, one sort employed by an estate to act as a general 
supervisor of various agricultural activities and equipment, see especially XIX 2239, and another sort 
appointed as a foreman with charge of some particular job. The one in line 34 looks like the first sort; this 
one looks like the second. He was apparently in charge of a harbour at Nesu Lachanias, cf. P. Herm. Rees 
69 (AD 410).4 émuxeyéevw TH Kpyride mept KXeordatpac. There xpnmic means a riverside wharf. The parallel 

is not exact, because the person in P. Herm. Rees 69 is a Flavius and an ex-defensor and his position may be 
a public one. Here it seems that the émuxeiuevoc holds a contract (maxtov = pactum), presumably from the 
Apion estate. Compare the vordpioc Kal émixeiwevoc T@ Epyw Tod adrod (sc. yeouxiKod) Katwriov 3804 230, 

255. The job is often defined, e.g. €. rod teAwviov (SB V 7520.17), €. T@ Apitw (SB V 7800.2-3), é. 7d 
Kricbévte terparvAw (SB V 8699.10). In XVIII 2205 3, 10 read ywparemixr( ) i.e. ywuartemetxrov for both 
xwpdr(wy) émux(epévov) and ywudr(wr) émxeu(evov). In XVI 1836 6 and 2051 45 for émix(rn) = éretery 

expand émux(eysévw). Uncompounded émec«rnc is at present confined to a period ¢.AD 250-338, see N. Lewis, 
The Compulsory Public Services of Roman Egypt, 26. 

Nycov Aaxaviac. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 120, citing especially P. Amh. II 149.5-6, where it is 
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said to lie répav rijc ’O€vpuyx (trav) méAewc, which probably means that it lay just east of Oxyrhynchus on 
the opposite bank of the Bahr Yusuf. 

38 Kupac = kupiac. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 302. There was a lady called Kady in the Arsinoite 
branch of the Apion family in ap 584, see CPR X 127.5 xal kypa KaAj—as suggested in the note, for the 
‘TepaxgAn of the text—r# Kal ITovAxepia éx matpoc Crparnyioy «tA. The name is not particularly distinctive, 
even with the addition of «upd, cf. P. Ross. Georg. V 11.4, SB 1 4661.7, 8, 17, but the style of the 
reference to her shows that this lady was socially superior, and she may have been a member of the 
Apion family. 

43-4 The clerk has hesitated over the calculations. The deduction to convert private standard to public 
is car. (2 x 1, =) 2%; this, deducted from sol. 1} —car. 54, gives sol. 1} —car. 7}4. The clerk has first rounded 
up to car. 8 and subsequently rounded down to car. 7} without having cancelled his first thought. Since 
there are twenty-four carats to the solidus, sol. 1} = sol. 1 car. 8. The deduction of car. 7} gives sol. 1 car. 
}. Car. } = sol. &. The deduction for conversion of public to Alexandrian standard should be car. 3, which 
is neglected as usual. The correct total, sol. 1 car. }, was written, but in the end the clerk rounded car. } 

up to car. }. It is not clear why, since quarter carats are admitted in the totals of other entries, e.g. 17, 19, 

332 37: 
45-9 These lines, constituting col. iv, have been written in the space between cols. iii and v, which 

were probably written first, although this means that a wider gap than usual had been left between cols. 
ii and y. If iv had been there first, however, it would have been very difficult to plan the layout of the 
normal columns, which are over 30 cm wide. As in col. x, the lines run upwards along the fibres of the 
verso, rather than across the fibres as in cols. i-iii and v-ix. 

45-6 Line 45 contains a botched attempt at the calculation which appears correctly in 46. 
47 There are forty choenices to the artaba. The result has been rounded up very slightly, i.e. 

5863—= 10 = 5888 (or #84), whereas sol. 58 car. 143 = sol. 583% (or 388). 
48-9 The totals of artabas and solidi are correct, but it is not clear what av@ (dv) means in this context 

or where the extraneous figures which follow it came from. 
50-1 Cf. 22-3 n. 
52 €fjc éyyeypayp(évwv). No list of villages and holdings follows, cf. 55 n., 61. Presumably the phrase 

has been taken over from a record in which the names did appear. The same is probably true of the entry 
in 31. 

55 ov(twc). The list of places should follow, cf. 52 n., 64. 
56 Aalap. The initial letter seems to have been written over an unfinished zeta, an understandable 

mistake. There is no sign of abbreviation. The form of the name seems to be new, though Ad€apoc is fairly 

common. Another possible way of taking it would be to suppose that the zeta is crossed out rather than 
altered to lambda, i.e. {[f]] Aap, or even Alap<iov> "Jovdaiov by haplography. 

It seems reasonable to guess that ‘the synagogue’ is one in or near Oxyrhynchus, since no locality is 
specified. It is also worth noting that cuvaywy7 here obviously means the building itself, since it has been 

said that in Egypt zpocevxy refers to the building and cuvaywyy to the community of Jews, see CPJ III 
473 (= 1X 1205).7 n., but see E. Schtirer, History of the Jewish People (revised English edn., 1979) ii 439-40. 

On Jews in the Byzantine period see A. H. M. Jones, LRE ii, 945-50. I have not found another reference 
to a synagogue for rent. The normal thing was for the community of Jews to build one for its own use. 

58 perlov(wv). Cf. P. Mich. XIV 683.1 n. 
Katactatix(yc). See 61 for the ending. Catastatice appears to be completely new. We might guess that 

it is a premium paid for the appointment (xatacracic) of the wetCovec, but this is far from certain and looks 
less attractive for 61, where the payments are made by the villages, and no office is mentioned. 

59 dpxicupp(adxov). On ciupaxor see A. Jordens, <PE 66 (1986) 105-16, P. Cair. Isid. 80 introd., 4 
n., 9, Hardy 111, cf. 73 n. 1. This payment could be taken to imply that he was the employee of the Apion 
estate rather than of the government or city, but note the views of J. Gascou (3804 30 n.). 

apxo(vroc). This is presumably the praeses of Arcadia. According to Georgius Cyprius, Descriptio Orbis 
Romani (ed. H. Gelzer, Bibl. Teubn.) 745, Oxyrhynchus was the metropolis of the province. Probably, 

therefore, it was the main residence of the praeses. It is not at all clear why the dpyxictupayoc paid car. 
17 3 to the Apion estate in respect of the journey (absence) of the praeses. Cf. 82 n. 

60 curomerpav. Cf. G. Rouillard, L’ Administration 132-4; A. Calderini, 9HCAYPOI (Studi della Scuola 
Papirologica di Milano IV No. 3) 88-90, who emphasizes that they usually appear in a metropolis, not in 
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the countryside; P. Berl. Borkowski xiii 27 n., on three (or four) sitometrae owning houses not far apart in 
Panopolis. The most informative document is SB I 5273 = SPP XX 128 (ap 487), a deed of surety for a 
sitometres from Arsinoe, who had undertaken to receive grain, especially grain taxes, in a village. The 
document is addressed to a mpwrevwv (cf. Pap. Ludg. Bat. XIII 13.1 n.) of Arsinoe, which implies that 
the post of sitometres was at that time a public service imposed on metropolitans and in this instance at least 
carried out in a village. BGU III 838.15, 30 (AD 578) refers to a guild (épyacia) of sttometrae. The payment 
here may imply that these ones were appointed through the Apion estate, cf. 7-8 n. ad fin. 

Or (Ciao. on. 
63 The conversion charge of car. } per sol. 1 on sol. 298 works out exactly at car. 49 3, which has 

been rounded up to car. 49 }. 
64 Cf. 55 n. 
65 “[Bdiroc: known only from XVI 2032 36 ([Boeiroc), cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 67. 
65-6 mAeu(dvwv) tHe avriKataA(Aayjc). Cf. P. Flor. 1 47 = M. Chr. 146(+SB I 5671), where in an 

exchange of accommodation one party receives an éxAoy7 (14) of two hundred drachmas, representing the 

difference between the values of the properties; P. Wisc. I 15, where the money payment is 7Ae(w cuvreysncewe 

(10, as corrected by D. Hagedorn, ZPE 1 (1967) 151), ‘in excess of valuation’, that is, representing the 
difference between the values of the exchanged donkeys. P. J. Sijpesteijn gives more bibliography in P. 
Wisc. I p. 61, to which add P. Mich. XI 612, which also mentions an exchange of property with a church. 
The references to dvtixataAAayy in XVI 1917 48, 50, 90, XIX 2243(a) 82, obviously involve the Apion 
estate, but are too brief to be helpful. Here the church exchanges properties with the Apion estate and 
pays it an excess through the steward of the area. The church was not necessarily in or near Ibois, although 
one of the exchanged properties evidently was. 

67 The monks of St Phoebammon are new, though the martyr saint himself was popular, see H. 
Delehaye, Les martyrs d’ Egypte 33, 100, 104, 105, 108, 113. Monks of St Phoebammon were supposed to 
appear in P. Cair. Masp. III 67299.51, see P. Barison, Aegyptus 18 (1938) 88-9, but the text has been 
corrected (BL III 36). However, cf. Barison, ibid. 117 (no. 40), a church(?) in Aphrodito; 129-31, a 
monastery near Memnoneia. 

Thmoenacomis appears here in full for the first time, but cf. Ou[owaxwp( ), Owowaxwy( ), in XLII 

3047 4, 44 (AD 245). 
Nesu Tapetroniu is unknown, i.e. not in P. Pruneti, J centri abitatt. The second element is compounded 

of the Latin name Petronius and the Egyptian feminine article, but no personal name such as Tazetpwviov 
is attested. A place-name JJetpwv/ov is attested, see Pruneti, op. cit. 150. 

trorapopop{ Of }n8(eicnc?). From the layout of the papyrus it is clear that this misspelled note gives the 
reason for non-payment. The sol. 14 do not appear in the position at the extreme right which final figures 
occupy in this account, and the conversion of them from private to Alexandrian standard has not been 
calculated. 

68 ITaxépxv. Cf. P. Pruneti, I centri abitati, 131-3. There were at least two places called [Taxépxn. The 
spelling [Taxépxv appears also in XVI 1839 6, 2034 14, and XVIII 2207 18. 

70 Cf. 3804 268-9 n. The hunting seems to be a new detail. 
73 Kactpicvav(ayv), 1.e. castrensiani, cf. J. Maspero, L’ Organisation militaire, 60-1. A Kactpov PaBbewc is 

mentioned in XVI 1883 2 (ap 504), 2004 1 (V), and 3793 g (ap 340), cf. CPR V 13.3 n. (and ZPE 
56 (1984) 81, 1 3 n.). They may be soldiers attached to that fort, wherever it was, cf. 3793 g n. 

ctp(atn)A(arn). Cf. J. Maspero, L’ Organisation militaire, 88-99. He could have been commander of the 
same camp, but need not have been. 

75 The charge for conversion from public standard to Alexandrian, car. (17}x}=) 2}4, has been 
rounded up to car. 3. 

76 dmotaxtov xwp(iwv). Cf. 3804 34 n. 

81 The rounding up of the charge for conversion of public standard to Alexandrian has been increased. 
At car. } per sol. 1 the exact charge on sol. 164 would have been car. 2}4, so that what was originally 

written, 2} 4 (= 2} = 24g) is the nearest permissible rounding up, but this has been raised to car. 3, for 
no obvious reason. 

82 This payment may be connected with the journey of the praeses mentioned above in 59, see n. On 
mule-carts and other vehicles see A. H. M. Jones, LRE ii 830, L. Casson, Travel in the Ancient World, 179-82. 
On the rights of high officials to the use of carriages see W. Weber in the exhibition catalogue Spdtantike 
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und Friihes Christentum (Liebighaus Museum Alter Plastik, Frankfurt am Main, 1983) 310. Carriage horses 
were reserved for the emperors. 

I ought to confess that I do not quite see how oxy was written: the remains look too extensive for Nee 
However, some version of éxjuaroc seems inevitable, cf. P. Beatty Panop. 2.302, 304. 

85 The title of an official has been omitted. Perhaps <mpovonrod> is not very likely, since the sum is 
only sol. 12 in 86 and in I 136 31, cf. above 11 n. 

85 and 86 wapauv0(iac). Cf. 11 n. 
87 TapovcéBr, Aovxiov. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 199, 98. These places were in the same stewardship, 

see 3804 introduction. 
amotaktou ywp(iwv). Cf. 3804 34 n. 

89 Nycov Aevxadiov. Cf. 3804 introduction and 15-16 n. 
gt Xowdbuewc. Read probably XowaOuewc. For this and other spellings see P. Heid. IV 320.10 n. It 

was a Heracleopolite village in one of two toparchies called Kwirnc, K. Avw or K. Kdrw, see P. Heid. 320. 
We might guess that it was in K. Avw, i.e. the Upper (or southernmost) Coite toparchy, for it was presumably 

close to Cé(c)¢8a, which was in the Lower, i.e. northernmost, toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome, see 

P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 174-5. The more usual spelling is Cécha, but CépOa is well attested as a variant, 
eho t2t. 

I do not know what is meant by the maAaia ywpia of Sesphtha; perhaps just that they had now passed 
to Choenothmis? 

The marginal marks cannot be well represented in print. There are various oblique strokes which may 
be decorative or significant rather than signs of cancellation. The zeta may stand for {(xjrycov) or the like, 
see 3804 162, xp1 Cnrijca «rd. The cross indicates an accounting difficulty, cf. 102-3 n. 

93 xwp(drwr). Cf. g5-6; E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates, 59-60. 
95 Aou(madoc) xpu(cix@v). Cf. I 136 13 for the expansion. 
xwu(arwr). Cf 93 n. 

95-6 The calculations are exact except for the rounding up of the charge for conversion from public 
to Alexandrian standard, sol. 548 being treated as if it were sol. 6. 

97 The cross in the margin indicates an accounting difficulty, cf. 97-9 n., 102-3 n. 

Kup.Ada is otherwise found only in XIX 2244 52. Most probably the form represents the genitive of 
an unattested personal name KupiAddc, although ed. pr. has KupiAAa and A. Calderini, Diz. det nomi geografici 
III. 169 has KupiAAa. On names in -ac see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii, 16-18. 

97-9 The calculation was worked out first for a volume of art. 295 choen. 8 at the price of sol. 1 

—car. 4} per art. 14, but the figures for this part of the sum are sadly astray: 2954+ 14 gives 21 4, not 

anything like 22 43, for instance, and so on similarly. I have not been able to find any plausible relationships 

in the deleted passages. The calculation which replaced this one, for a volume of art. 155 choen. 8 at the 
original price of sol. 1 —car. 4} per art. 14, is at first satisfactory apart from one or two approximations 

for the purpose of using simpler fractions. For example, 1551+ 14 gives 11+, which has been rounded up 
to 11,5 for multiplying the sol. 1 element of the price. Similarly, car. 4} x 11,4 gives car. 47%, which has 

been rounded down, if the calculation was actually done this way, to car. 47. In the conversion of private 
standard to public there was a hesitation. The true figure should have been car. (1145 x 2 =) 223, to be 
added to car. 47; 693 was first, it seems, rounded up in the usual way to 69}, and then rounded down to 
6g. After this the calculation proceeds: car. 69 = sol. 2 car. 21, 1.e. sol. 234, of which the fraction is expressed 
as 4(42) +4($) +4. At this point the calculations should have been: sol 11,4 — 23} = sol. 83; = sol. 8 4(4,) +3. 

Somehow it has come out at sol. 84 = sol. 8}(8) +3). The charge of car. } per sol. 1 for conversion of public 
standard to Alexandrian on sol. 8}+ 4, i.e. car. 14+3,+ 74, = car. 17; has been rounded up as usual to car. 

14, but this has been added not to sol. 8} 4; (= 7 carats), but to the correct figure at that price 8} 4 (= 5 

carats), to produce sol. 8 car. 64 }. 
100 dcrpryitov. Perhaps read écmpnyirov derived from dcmpnyéc, ‘carrying écmp.a’, cf. L. R. Palmer, 

Grammar, 114 for this spelling. Adjectives in -7yéc often apply to boats, cf. J. R. Rea, CPE 46 (1982) 206 
(add esp. BGU XIII 2353), and in XVI 2021 7-11 the dcmpeyityc is concerned with grain transport by 
boat, cf. A. C. Johnson, L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic Studies, 327. 

The amount suggests that the payment may be a premium, cf. 11 and n., ror n. 

101 Bo7n§(od). It is not clear to whom this man was an assistant. The sum, exactly half of the one in 
the preceding entry, may again be a premium. 
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101-2 The crosses in the margin probably relate to the oddities in 102-3, see note, but they are placed 

rather high. 
102 dxavOedv. On the ending -éa for names of trees and plants see L. R. Palmer, Grammar, 51-2; add 

cuxouopea, P. Apoll. Ano 11.5, CPR VIII 71.13. 
102-3 The figures have been altered and the crosses in the margin, opposite 102 and slightly above, 

presumably draw attention to the fact that they cause difficulty, cf. 104, 106, 108, 111, 113, 116, 133. As 
they stand the figures do not conform to the usual practice. Assuming that nothing is added for rhope, 
incrementum, and conversion from public standard to Alexandrian, the calculation on, by private standard, 

sol. 11 —car. 6 should have worked out at, by Alexandrian standard, sol. 14 —car. 83 (rounded up from 

car. (14x 2 = 23+6 =) 83), ie. sol. o +car. 23}. On the original figures, sol. 2 —car. g, it should have 

worked out at sol. 2 —car. 13, i.e. sol. 1 +car. 11, and from this we can reach the final figure by adding 

the usual fee for conversion from public standard to Alexandrian at car. } per sol. 1. In this case it is car. 
1 rounded up as usual to car. }, so that sol. 1 +car. 11} is the correct amount for the original figure. This 
same calculation appears correctly in 113-15 and again, successfully altered, in 106-7. 

104 For the crosses in the margin see 102-3 n. 
xoupeuTwA(wv) = youpeuropwr, rather than youpomwAdv, especially since yo.powAnc is not yet recorded 

in the papyrological dictionaries. For the phonetic changes see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 227 (w = 0), 103, 

104-5 (A =p) 
«[d°]. The exact calculation would have produced car. (2 x 34 = 63+13} =) 20}, first rounded up to 

20} and then rounded down to 20. The sum clear by public standard was worked out correctly from the 
rounded up version, then cancelled and replaced by the correct result according to the rounded down 

version. The same sort of change has been made in 109. 
105 «ep. BL]. This is correct and appears to have been cancelled in error. There is no other version 

underneath these figures, though the sign for one-half is a little distorted. 
106 For the crosses in the margin see 102-3 n. 
axav0(ewv). For the expansion of the ending cf. 102 and n. The omission of the location of these trees 

is perhaps an error, see 102 and 113, where locations are specified. 

106-7 The changes to the figures are consistent; the calculation was worked out correctly for sol. 2} 

—car. 11}, and then again correctly for sol. 2 —car. 9, a sum which is conspicuous in 102-3 and again in 
113-15, all three entries relating to wood. 

107 [xep. «]. The intention was to cancel only « = 20; cep. = xep(d7ia) should have remained. 
The figures in the right margin represent car. 8}, which is the difference between the original result 

of sol. 1 +car. 20 and the corrected result of sol. 1 +car. 11}, cf. 112 n. 

108 For the cross in the margin see 102-3 n. 
¢[po(vrucrod) |. Cf. 3804 57 n. 

Nervyov. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 119; 3804 236 n. This appearance in association with Nesmimis, 
known to have lain once in the Upper Toparchy, see Pruneti, op. cit., 118, confirms the evidence that it 
lay in the extreme south of the nome. 

tog The changes were caused by first rounding up and then rounding down the exact figure: 
2k x2 = 48+124 = 174, rounded up to 17} and then down to 17. Cf. 104 n. 

111 For the cross in the margin see 102-3 n. 

Bodocrpogix(0b). Read presumably BwAoctpodix(od), a new word, cf. LS7 s.v. BwAocrpodéw, Suppl. s.v. 
BawdAoctpodia. 

«AtB(av-). The two obvious possibilities are «AB(avei), ‘baker’, and «A:B(avapiw), ‘armoured cavalry- 
man’. The xAiBavoc can be of metal, see H. Stephanus, Thesaurus, s.v. xpiBavoc, LSJ s.v. kpiBavirnc, TLL 
s.v. clibanus, W. Hilgers, Lateinische Geféssnamen, 148-9, so that either a xA:Bavedc or an armoured soldier 
might have had a use for this scrap metal. The metal vessel identified as a clibanus by D. H. Quentin, 
‘Clibanus, Pigella, Panis Artopticius’, in Rendiconti della Pontificia Accad. Rom. di Archeologia 4 (1925-6) 81-9, 
esp. 86-7, figs. 2-3, does bear a certain resemblance to a cuirass and would satisfactorily explain the term 
clibanarius, ‘cuirassier’, see further D. Hoffmann, Das Spdtrimische Bewegungsheer 267-9, cf. M. P. Speidel, 
Epigr. Anat. 4 (1984) 151-6. 

112 The half sign near the end of the line should have been cancelled along with the preceding gamma. 
Car. 2 in the margin is the difference between the cancelled figure of sol. 3 car. } and the corrected total 
of sol. 2 car. 22 }, cf. 107 n. 
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113 The crosses in the margin usually denote difficulties in the account, see 102 3 n. Here the figures 
are consistent and unaltered, but it is noticeable that some of them are the same as those in the confused 
entry in 102-3, also relating to wood, see further below. 

€pyodiixr(ov). Cf. E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates, 110. These ‘foremen’ were attached to particular 
settlements or groups of settlements, but their activities could cross the boundaries of the areas administered 
by the zpovonrai, see 3804 155 6 n. 

EvA(wv) KAam(€vtwr). Also possible is €UA(ov) xAam(€vroc). Perhaps this is a fine levied on the épyodiuax«ry 
for allowing the wood to be stolen. It is noticeable that the sum, by Alexandrian standard sol. 1 +car. 
11}, is the same as the part-price for two fallen acacia trees in 102-3, see note for the difficulties over the 
figures, and for three acacia trees in 106-7. It is odd that parts of two trees, three trees, and an unspecified 
amount of stolen wood should all have the same value. 

116 For the cross in the margin see 102-3 n. Here the figures are consistent, but some of the superfluous 
wording has been omitted, cf. 117. 

Ocodwpw pirap(iw). Cf rr and n. 
117 Some of the usual wording has been omitted, cf. 116 n. After the total clear by public standard 

the entries usually specify that nothing has been added for rhope or incrementum, and give the charge for 
conversion from public standard to Alexandrian standard at car. } per sol. 1. Here all this is omitted, but 
the conversion is actually calculated, i.e. car. §x 4 = 3, rounded up as usual to 3, and added to the total 
clear by public standard. 

118 émux(equeévov). Cf. 35 n. 

On brickmaking see 3804 151-3 n. 
121 mpayjwa(revrov). Since he pays directly ‘by Alexandrian standard’, like officials or estate employees 

such as riparius (11), zygostates (30), and area steward (86), cf. 7-8 n., he is more likely to be an agent, cf. 
XLIT 3048 15, 19, XLV 3260 4, than a trader, cf. XVI 1880 5 n., L 3577 introduction p. 93. 

Cé¢0a. Cf. gt n. 

122-37 This column (ix) is narrower than the preceding ones and the entries have less detail, some 
of them being very sketchy indeed, no more than jottings. 

122-4 Comparing 125, u(mép) aAA(wr) B dxavO(edv), we might guess that av«,() is a mistake for 
axav@( ), but v« seems clear enough and the final superscript does not look like theta as in 125. 

The figures are consistent. 

125-6 The figures are consistent as far as they go but the calculation is not brought to a conclusion. 
The correction of car. 14} to 15 is carelessly done, leaving 1 = 10 standing twice. One might equally well 
print cf SL ]f{c}e. 

127 The first entry was incompletely deleted and then abandoned. 

127-8 These figures are consistent, with the usual rounding up of car. (2 x 21 =) 42 to 43. The final 
result by Alexandrian standard, i.e. sol. 1+car. 18, has not been written down here. 

129 The first amount, sol. 3 —car. 18, does not obviously relate to anything else in the neighbourhood. 
It is certainly not the correct result of the calculations in 127-8. The second amount, sol. 2} —car. 14} }, 

looks like a distortion of the second stage of the calculations in 127-8, sol. 2} —car. 14}. 

130 x(a)O(apa) Sn. vo(w.) has been repeated and then abandoned. 

130-1 The first stages of this calculation seem to have been omitted. It is partially repeated in 132. 
132 The isolated figures ‘3’ and ‘12’ seem unconnected with the rest, which is a partial repetition of 

130-1. 
: 133-5 For the cross in the margin see 102-3 n., but there is no significant error, apart from the first 

vo(u.), which seems to have been abandoned. aAX( ) may go with the second vo(u.), i.e. “another sol. 4’, 

etc. The figures are consistent. 

136-7 The figures are consistent. 
138-46 This column (x) is written along the fibres upwards. No relation has been discovered between 

it and any of the other items on either the verso or the recto of the roll. The hand is not decidedly different 
from the other, or others, found on the verso. 

141 This sum of, by Alexandrian standard, sol. 255 car. 2 } appears again in 146, but the working-out 

which intervenes in 142-6 contains many deletions and corrections and according to my readings and 
calculations is not precisely correct, although broadly acceptable. 

142 First comes the correct total of the sums in 138-140, described here as being all ‘by private 
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standard’. When this is converted to public standard the fractions of a carat ($ }) are ignored, i.e. 
277 X 2 = 5544176 (instead of 176 44) = 730. This number of carats is correctly converted to sol. 30 3 qs 

(720 (sol. 30) +8 (sol. 4) +2 (sol. 4) = 730). 
143 The first calculation should have been sol. 277 7) & g (i-e. 4) —sol. 30 } 4 (ie. $8) = 246 § (i.e. 

% ak dy). It is not quite certain that this total was correctly reached. The first result was 246 § 9, 1. $8 
instead of §%. The interlinear correction is faint at the beginning but may have had Bf = 3. Then comes 
7 = 4 and it is not absolutely clear that this has been deleted, though it may have been. The sum of sol. 
87 cannot be correctly expressed in such a way as to end with 7 pa Ps’ = } dh dg, which is $8. The difference, 
82, would properly be 4 3 (L. «B), which does not produce the required descending order of fractions. 

If the fractions of a carat (car. 4 } = sol. 4 gj) had not been neglected in this conversion from private 

to public standard, see 142 n., the calculation would have been sol. 277 <4 dy dy (i.e. $4) —30 4 te de de (Le. 
43) = 246 & (84), but it does not seem to be this which lies behind the confusion here. 

The calculation for rhope does not meet the expectations aroused by 138-40 and 142. According to 
them the total of sol. 277 + a & less car. 176 4 } (142) is made up of sol. 252 44 ~ g& less car. 112 } with 
rhope (138), plus sol. 22 4 4 & less car. 58 } free of rhope (139), plus sol. 1 4 less car. 6 described simply as 
‘by private standard’. Here the same total of solidi, ignoring the carats, is divided into sol. 256 ~y 4 gg with 

rhope (and incrementum, see 144) and sol. 21 free of rhope and incrementum, for reasons I do not understand. 
At the end of the line the original figure was 128 } and it appears that the figures representing 28 } 

have been struck through without being replaced. Car. 128 } would be correct for sol. 257 at car. } per sol. 

1 and 257 could be regarded as a rounding-up of 256 4 4 gy. 
144 Incrementum is calculated at car. } per sol., cf. L. C. West, A. C. Johnson, Currency, 142, 145. The 

original total on the line was 34 } }, which implied that it was calculated on sol. 278, 1.e. 343 x 8 = 278. 
This could be regarded as a rounding-up of the whole total in line 142, i.e. 277 74 a dg by private standard. 
The final } of 34 4} has been struck out, implying that it was calculated on sol 276, i.e. 34 4x 8 = 276, 
which could be regarded as a rounding-down of the same total in line 142. The figure of 34 } has been 
allowed to stand, but above it has been written 32, implying that zncrementum was calculated on 256, i.e. 
32 x 8 = 256. This is a rounding-down of what we have been led to expect by line 143, i.e. sol. 256 4 4 
d, the remaining sol. 21 being free of rhope and incrementum. 

The next step was to give the total of rhope plus incrementum, at which the first attempt was car. 172 } 
1. The end of this, 2 $ 4, was struck out, but replaced by something above the line also ending in }. Next 
the original sum of 172 } } is converted correctly to sol. 7 car. 4 4} (24x 7 = 168+4 $}= 172 }}), and 
here the figures for carats are struck out and replaced at the side by 5 }. This suggests, though I cannot 
verify it from the remains, that the original 172 } } had been corrected to 173 }. However, I must confess 
that I cannot relate these totals in the one-seventies to the preceding figures. 

The final step of this stage was to write in above the line, without cancelling what seem to be mistakes, 
figures which we can accept, namely car. 160 3, which is the correct total of 128 } plus 32, and sol. 6 car. 
16 4, which is the correct conversion of car. 160 }, i.e. 6 x 24 = 144+16 4 = 160 }. 

145 The total given here after correction, sol. 253 car. 8 }, is car. 1 short of what we expect, i.e. 246 
§ dy ds (= §&%) clear by public standard +sol. 6 car. 16 } (= $8) for rhope and incrementum = sol. 253 car. 9 

1 (= %). I have not been able to find any plausible reason for this among the previous errors and alterations. 

145-6 The total for conversion to the Alexandrian standard worked out at car. } per sol. 1 on sol. 
253 was given originally as car. 42 }, which could represent a rounding-up of the correct figure 42 }. 
Subsequently the } was deleted, thus rounding the figure down to car. 42. The conversion was put first as 
sol. 1 car. 18 } to answer to 42 } and again the quarter was deleted, leaving sol. 1 car. 18. 

146 The total of sol. 253 car. 8 } plus sol. 1 car. 18 should have been sol. 255 car. 2 }, but instead of 
car. 2 4 we seem to have had first car. 17 }, corrected first to car. 5 and only then to car. 2 } above the line. 

The last note of all seems to say that there is an excess of car. 13, which is again incomprehensible. 
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3806. PRIvATE LETTER 

34 4B.72/L(1)a 22.5 X¢.29 cm 21 May 15 

This letter, written throughout in a large clear practised cursive, is mainly of 

interest as a dated palaeographical specimen, see Plate VII. Two sheet joins, one near 

the right edge substantially complete and one much damaged near the left edge, show 

that the piece was cut from a blank roll and written along the fibres in the normal 

way. The left edge, which was on the outside when the letter was rolled up for dispatch 

with the right edge inside, has suffered damage which mainly affects the address on 

the back, and the prescript was almost completely lost when a strip from the top 

became completely detached; this happened while the letter was in roll form, as the 

repeating pattern of the broken edge shows. 

‘ibs perme }.L...]. [e-12 letters J. [ ¢.5? 

xalpew Kal vytaivew. 
/ > vf > A ” > / 

_, |], wviou avatrA€ovtoc avayKaiov éyvwv al cm|a- 

ca|cBai ce 81a ypamrod Kal mapaxaréc{char ce ypadew 
\ 2\ , ¢ \ , a 

5 woe rept Ov eav OéAnc. HducTa yap Toijncw{u}. TAL 

ddeA(d@) cov Kata ExdcTynv nuepav Tmapedpevw{u}, 

un Oérer emictorde cou Téppar. TO Siypa Tob 

€|pidiov di€ov Pirodru Kal ypdibov pou 7 apéc- 

KEL aUTHL 7} Ov. TEopat S€ warAov apéc{c}euw. 

10 © Tacav yap épyactav €SwKa extoc Tob Kal EeviKov 

Seiypa SedwKévar Tat Bade’, Kal duwe KadAALov 

robto e€éBn {i}. Ta GAAa ceaXu)Tod emipedod iva vyvaty ‘ne’. 

‘kal’ ypal dle] pou] ov pou’ avripwryjcerc TOV TpaTav. bylawe jou 

uyyl. Eppwoo. 
” if / a TT \ — 

[5 (€rouc) a TiBepiov Kaicapoc CeBacrot, Haywy xs. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

10-15 letters ],, (vac.) [,,.] (vac.) ypapp(ar- ) Koppayou. 

6 ade 7 1. betypa 8 1. detéov, ef 15 La 16 yeapp 
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‘(A to B?) greeting and good health!’ 

‘Since . . . is going upstream I judged it necessary to salute you by letter and invite you to write to 

me about whatever you may want. I shall do it with great pleasure. I attend on your brother every day 

in case he wants to send letters to you. Show the sample of wool to Philis, and write me if it pleases her 

or not. I believe that it will rather please her, for I gave (it) every attention, besides having given the dyer 

an imported sample as well, and even so this one turned out nicer. For the rest, look after yourself so as 

to keep well, and write me answers to (my) first (letters). Keep well in spirit! Farewell! 

‘Year 1 of Tiberius Caesar Augustus, Pachon 26,’ 
Address: ‘. . . , secretary of Corrhagus.’ 

1-2 The basic pattern of the prescript is likely to have been, ‘A to B yaipew Kai dyvaivew’, cf. F. X. J. 

Exler, A Study in Greek Epistolography 32-3. It is possible that it had a longer variant running to a second 

line now entirely lost. The remains of the first three letters surviving suggest ]$+9[ or ]aro[, which could be 

supplemented in many ways, e.g. Ato[-, I’ ]dve[c. The address describes one of the parties as ‘secretary of 

Corrhagus’, which is not likely to have been repeated here. Line 1 could have been shorter than the average. 

3 ,],wvéov. The trace is a horizontal joining omega. The most obvious possibilities are y, €, 6, c, and 

7, and names to suit all these can be found in F. Dornseiff and B. Hansen, Riickldufiges Wb. d. gr. Ergennamen 

239-40; e.g. Ap|@wviov, Av|rwviov, to take common names. 

dvaméovroc. Since the bearer of the letter was sailing upstream, it is probable that the letter was 

directed to Oxyrhynchus from some place on the Nile or the Bahr Yusuf north of Oxyrhynchus or from 

Alexandria itself. 
dvayxaiov. The remains of the damaged letter rather suggest alpha, but this would be an error. 
4 mapaxaréc{char. Cf. g dpéc{c}ev. This is a common type of phonetic spelling, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 154-65, esp. 159-60. 
5 mojcw{e}. Cf. 6 mapedpedw{i}, 12 e&€By{c}, and Gignac, op. cit. i 183-6, esp. 185. 

5-6 tau ddeX(d@) cov. Cf. 3808 introd., 3812 17 n., 3813-15 introd. para. 2, 3819 introd., 3820 1 n. 

6 mapedpetw{i}. Cf. 5 n. 
7 py OéXe, ‘in case he wants’. Cf. LS7 s.v. uy B.8.b, Blass, Debrunner, Rehkopf, Grammatik d. 

neutestamentl. Griechisch’® p. 300 §370 and nn. 2, 5. 
7-8 Siypa, di€ov. Cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 189-90. Contrast defypya (11). 
8 7 = et. Cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 240. 
Q apéc{cfew. Cf. 4 n. 

10-11 €evixov detypa. Cf. 7-8 70 diypa (= defypa) rod [€]pidiov. Cf. E. Wipszycka, L’ Industrie textile 27, 

for the import of wool to Egypt. 
12 e€€Bn{i}. Cf 5 n. 

cea¢v)rov. Cf. Gignac, op. cit. i 186-9, esp. 187-8. 
13-14 bylawe por puyju. Cf. P. Herm. Rees 5.14 eppwpévov puxje te kal copatr, SB VI 9401.8 éppwpeévouc 

Ale Gs Deh 
15 The date is equivalent to 21 May, ap 15. It is well known that the numbering of the Egyptian 

regnal years of Tiberius proves that his dues imperu fell not earlier than 1 Thoth = 29 August, which was 

the New Year’s Day of the Egyptian calendar as reformed under Augustus, see especially D. M. Pippidi, 
Autour de Tibére 125-32, cf. O. Montevecchi, YCS 28 (1985) 267-72. This confirms the evidence of the ancient 
historians that he did not become emperor immediately upon the death of Augustus on 19 August, AD 14. 
Unfortunately the Egyptian date clauses are not yet of much help in narrowing the range for the actual 
date, but it may be worth while to try to identify the significant items of evidence. 

The latest date by regnal year of Augustus, surprisingly the only one surviving to specify year 44, is 

found in a rock inscription from Gebel es-Silsila, SB III 6845 derived from F. Preisigke, W. Spiegelberg, 
Agypt. u. Griech. Inschriften . . . Gebel Silsile, No. 28 and Taf. Ii. The published reading of the date clause 
gives the month as ®)\ adds, which is hard to reconcile with the drawing in Taf. II. Professor Ricardo 

Caminos, who examined the original in 1982, has kindly given me full access to his tracing and notes and 
has permitted me to give his version of the date clause. I am grateful to him and to the Egypt Exploration 
Society for permission to make use of this improved reading in advance of publication in R. A. Caminos, 
Gebel es-Silsilah v (no date yet available). The date clause runs, (€rouc) 6 i Kaicapoc (vac.) f O08 (vac.) kK, i.e. 
17 September, aD 14. The space at the end of 5 is too small to accommodate 06 in full and the writer 
was naturally reluctant to divide it. The space in 6 was motivated by a rough patch in the rock, though 
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it also serves to equalize the layout. Marks between the omega and final theta of @46, which are very 
prominent in ed. pr.’s Tafel. II and which were read as the second phi of Phaophi, are very thin lines 
seemingly not related to the rest but avoided by the writer of the dedication. 

This date is less than a month after the death of Augustus and comes from a site about 145 km south 
of Thebes (Luxor), cf. R. A. Caminos in Lexikon d. Agyptologie ii 441. It tells us nothing out of the ordinary, 
since news of an accession usually took as much as fifty or sixty days to penetrate so far even as Thebes, 
see U. Wilcken, Gr. Ostr. i 800-7. The latest Augustan date from Thebes itself is the demotic tax receipt 
O. Mattha (= G. Mattha, The Demotic Ostraca) 13, of 30 August, AD 14, only eleven days after the emperor’s 
death. 

The first date ostensibly by Tiberius is now O. Dem. Leid. (= M. A. A. Nur El-Din, The Demotic 

Ostraca in. . . Leiden) 57.3, doubtfully dated to the first regnal year, in the month of Thoth; the day number 
is lost. If the year number were correct, the date would be earlier than 28 September (= 1 Phaophi), 
AD 14, In which case the news of the new dies imperii would have taken less than 30 days (29 August- 

27 September) to reach Thebes, which would be a record. Dr Mark Smith informs me that that the drawing 
of the damaged number in O. Dem. Leid. p. 590 could represent equally well 1, 2, or 5, so that this item 

gives no reliable date. I am grateful to Dr Smith also for much more advice and direction among the 
demotic texts. 

The next ostensible date appears in P. Tebt. II 561 (description) as (é€rouc) a TiBepiov Kaicapoc CeBactod 
unvo(c) Néov [CeBa(crov)] 8 = 29 October, ap 14. Both figures are marked doubtful, and in addition this 

would be the earliest occurrence of the month name Neéoc CeBactéc, which replaced Aévp. Two later dates 

in the same month of the same year refer to Hathyr, see below, and reliable evidence for Néoc CeBactéc 

does not appear till year 2 (PSI IX 1028; cf. K. Scott, YCS 2 (1931) 243). This item too must be regarded 

as doubtful. 
Next comes O. Edfou III 401.4 (étouc) a TiBepiov Kaicapoc AOvp ta = 7 November, ap 14 (Apollinopolis 

Magna). This seems to be the first reliable date. Note the month name Hathyr, which also occurs in the 
next item, O. Dem. Leid. 56. 4-5, dated 1 Tiberius, Hathyr 14 = 10 November, ap 14 (Thebes). These 
two dates coming from southern Egypt suggest that the dies impertt was known in Rome at the latest by 
about fifty or sixty days before, say in the second half of September. 

So far, then, the evidence of the Egyptian texts can only be claimed to show that the dies tmperii fell 
after 29 August and before, say, 20 September, the second terminus being no more than a very rough 

approximation. K. Wellesley, JRS 57 (1967) 23-30, has argued that the likely date is about 3 or 4 September, 
which falls within the range indicated. More recently M. M. Sage, Anc. Soc. 13/14 (1982/3) 293-321, has 

argued for the ‘long’ chronology, placing the date about mid-October (pp. 310-11). The ostraca of 7 and 
10 November make so late a date very improbable. The ‘middle’ chronology (see Sage, op. cit. 293 n. 3 

for references) places both dies imperii and the deification of Augustus on 17 September (cf. op. cit. 294 and 

n. 7), another date not contradicted by the Egyptian texts. 
16 Addresses are not standardized enough for us to know whether it ran, ‘to A, secretary . . .’, or ‘to 

A. from B, secretary...’ 
Corrhagus is a rare name, probably Macedonian, see M. Holleaux, Etudes d’ Epigraphie 1 81-3, I. Russu, 

Ephemeris Dacoromana 8 (1938) 120, 130, 194-5. Add W. Clarysse, G. Schleppens, CE 60 (1985) 41, n. line 

4, SEG 33 (1983) 155 no. 529. 

3807. Business LETTER 

58/B(36)a 24.5 X 30 cm ¢.26-28? 

Only the close of this letter and the postscript are well preserved. The upper left 

portion of col. ii is broken away and of the preceding column only the ends of the 

last eleven lines survive. It is written in a clumsy but practised first century hand with 
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numerous abbreviations. The piece has been cut from a roll and the writing runs along 

the fibres of the recto in the usual way, as can be seen from two sheet-joins ¢.5.5 cm 

and c.19.5 cm from the left edge, so that the visible width of the middle sheet is 

c.14 cm. At the right the height of the roll seems to be completely preserved except 

for wear. The back is mostly blank except for stray blots, although at one point there 

are faded remains which might represent a short docket of ten or fifteen letters, not 

one of which has been recognized for certain, 

The interest lies largely in the reference to Hiberus (39), who is obviously the 

governor of Egypt mentioned by Philo, /n Flaccum 2, as the predecessor of Avillius 

Flaccus, and by Dio, LVIII 19.6, as the successor of Vitrasius Pollio. Unfortunately 

the letter is not dated. From the mention of a ‘register . . . of the 12th year’, AD 25/6 

(36), and of a ‘period of three years’ (tperiac, 40), I have argued that the date of the 

letter is not likely to be later than early in year 15, AD 28/g. If this is correct, there 

are interesting repercussions on the list of prefects for the period and perhaps on the 

understanding of the career of the younger Seneca, see 39 n. 

Cola 

(opposite 11 21-31) 

ipl 
].<é[ 

]8 (ywovrar) (Spaxpat) An, (Aourat) As (teTpawBodrov) |. 

JomGeeinaa 
5 ] wat eAeyer ex, [,.] 

J.ovp( ) AaBev e€ ofkov 

],acu Tob viot adrot 

|, twv 9 Kal TO cOpa 

].p avOpwHrwa 

10 |e tov "Tovdaiov 

] Kal 6 adeAdoc adrot 

3 [fAy O Ase 6 J.oyp 
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col. i 

c.27 letters ],ov xdprov 

6.25 |ro[, |] ‘HpaxdAdro(c) 

c.18 Jew Kat Cyrycov mob 

6.15 | 

6.15 ] 

C.15 iff 

C15 ] depu.[.].. [Slepu(  ) B xa 
|. 
| 
| 

amvavoc, va 7) apyh, Kal évreA(ac) 

c dpax( =) aitnen tov Napxiccov 

odetrerat advz{, |e. (vac.) 

c.15 depu( ) aty(er- ) , we tc olkov 

é15 Oun( ) AaBe,,[,,..] Kat rac 

c.15 L dua TOU y[evoy(€vov) | ctp(atnyod) Adacew(c) 

PF c.14 Jetpart,[,,,,] @de mpoc 

dv0 Nuepac Kal ,,[,,],vor,,[,..., ], ,ouce eice[A] Oe. 

eav cd BeAnc e[ic]eADeiv ec mpaxtoped(av) cdv Xaipéa 

etc€AOnc, ef d€ uly | ye, cd AGBc ToTapyxiav Kal 

teA€écac eiceNOe. mpoc THY [,],,,. nv TOY 

dAvpoKoTia(v) Ewptnv POav[ew x|p7) T7v azr0- 

ypagdy(v) teA€car. amo yap K€ [,.,..]. nc doyp(ad- ) 

YET. (vac. ) 
etrov ITavcipiwve tau v,,,.” [a]frjcas 

Kopwva oivoraX(nv) (dpaxuac) 7, €f wy tc [of ]Ko(v) edwxe(v). 

(vac.) 

(m. 2?) €ppqco. 
peta Tavta €AaBov tiv Avoyévo(uc) mpocpapripy (civ). 

Léeuhowar d€ peydAw(c) Tove waxatpo(pdpouc) [7 mpo- 

Téupavrac pe eic Aikwpi(av). €ypara dobvax 

[..] 70 dcactpwu(a) tav ikavodoci@(v) Tob 1B (Erouc). 

peTtaAapPavomev Tapa THY avatrAEdvTwY 

Kat ]éxecOar Tove TpoKatamemAevKdTac ypapy(atéac) 

Karw ywpac 51a 76 adrov “IBnpov emumopevecO (ar) 

13 npaxAat 15 ae) 16 SpaX 18-19 depp 19 avy; |. etc 20 6." 
Pisa 0 L 

21 on avace 24 mpaxtopet 27 oAupoxomt; |. éopriv 28 ypap”, amoyp 
w 4] 0 

31 rors Si; 1. etc; [ou]xedwx 33 Sioyerpocuaprup 34 peyaa, payaip 

le Ie 0 
35 - tac corr. from -tec, duKwpe 36 Svactpwii, ixavodoct , ipo 38 ypaye 39 emutropevec 
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4o 7a BuBAla, padrdicta Ta eAaccwpata THe TpLEeTiac, 
e Li A \ > \ / he > A 

od xapw doBobuat 7) KavTOc TOAVY Xpovoy Exel 

KatacxeOw{i}. (vac.) Todce B xaprac EAaBov. 

pnoev exwv Kat [e]vxnv xapw tav AvotroATiKG@(V) 

45 mpaypatwv. 10 unde vpeic pet,,.[,].,..- 

44 dcomoAtuK 

21 ff. ‘... through the former strategus of the Oasis . . . here for two days . . . If you want to enter 
upon the practoria with Chaereas, you may. If not, you may take a toparchy and enter upon it when you 

have finished (or ‘paid’?). It is necessary to hurry and finish the registration in time for the . . . festival of 
the olyra-threshing(?). For . . . registration is taking place from the 25th.’ 

‘I told Paysirion the . . . to ask Comon the wineseller for 8 drachmas, unless he delivered at the office.’ 

(2nd hand?) ‘Farewell.’ 
(1st hand) ‘After this I received the evidence of Diogenes. I greatly blame the armed guards for not 

escorting me to Dicomia. I wrote instructions to deliver the register of sureties for the 12th year (to you?). 

We hear tell from the people sailing upstream that the clerks of the Low country who have previously 
sailed downstream are being detained because Hiberus himself is going through the books, especially the 
deficits of the three-year period, for which reason I am afraid that I too may be detained there for a 
long time. I received the two rolls of papyrus. I am very pleased that I am about to sail downstream(?) 
although I have had no satisfaction because of the Diopolite affairs. So don’t you (have any regrets?) 
either.’ 

3 For A = (Aorr-), i.e. a version of a see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 817. 
4 The first trace is a vertical, ]y or ],; not ]y, therefore not c]yvAaBeiv. 
6 Possibly a]zoyp(a¢d- ), cf. 28. 

8 The isolated omicron seems unavoidable, in spite of slight damage. Either 6 followed by a participle 
or 6 followed by a verb is conceivable. 

8-9 Perhaps capa means ‘corpse’, followed by something like ratdra y]ap avOpw7wa, ‘For these things 
are (part of being) human’, cf. 3819 12. 

10 The bare mention of a Jew adds little to what is known about Judaism in Egypt in this period, 
for which see E. M. Smallwood, The Jews under the Roman Rule, Ch. 10 “The Jews in Egypt and Alexandria’, 
pp. 220-55, or for more detail A. Kasher, The Jews in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt. 

13 Restore perhaps ro[v] “‘HpaxAdro(c), rather than 7o[0], cf. 16 tov Napxiccov, but the sense does not 
emerge. 

14-15 The sense may be, ‘Find out where . . . apianus (is hiding?), so that he shall not be idle (or 
“not be without work’’), and instruct him (or another?) to ask for so many drachmas from the . . . of 
Narcissus’. 

15 Cap]amavéc and Amavéc are the obvious possibilities, cf. F. Dornseiff, B. Hansen, Riickl. Wo. d. gr. 
Eiigennamen 266. 

17-18 It may just possibly be relevant that there was a mpdxtwp Sepudtwy in the early third century 
AD, see BGU II 655 and cf. 24. 

20 JOun( ). Part of apiOuncic is perhaps likeliest. 

21 ctp(atnyov) Avdcew(c). In this series we usually expect an Oasis to be the Small Oasis (Bahariya), 
most easily reached from Oxyrhynchus, but an allusion to a Diospolis, perhaps one of the two in the 
Thebaid, occurs below in 44, which opens up the possibility that this might be the Large Oasis (Khargeh). 
The few known strategi of these two oases are listed in G. Bastianini, J. E. G. Whitehorne, Strategi and 
Royal Scribes (Pap. Flor. XV) 83-4. 
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22 crpat.[,,,,]. Either crpary[ or crpars[ would suit. 

24-5 It seems that the recipient was invited to take a post either as a practor or as a toparch, two 
offices to which appointment was later compulsory, cf. F. Oertel, Liturgie 195-204, 162-4. The writer was 
evidently influential. 

24 It is not clear whether cdv Xa:péa belongs in the protasis or in the apodosis, but the sense is much 
the same in either case. 

The only Chaereas in B. W. Jones, J. E. G. Whitehorne, Register of Oxyrhynchites 30 B.C.-A.D. 96, is the 
strategus who is attested from February Ap 23 to January AD 29, ibid. p. 47 no. 827. This is very suitable 
to the indications of the date, see 39 n., but not at first sight to the context, which seems to imply that 
Chaereas was to be a colleague of the addressee as practor. Perhaps, however, it is the help or the company 
of the strategus which is recommended. 

26-7 The word 6dupoxomia, spelled here perhaps dAuvpw-, is new. Olyra is a grain, not yet identified 
for certain, see D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 53 (1983) 272-5. Workers called éAvpoxémor appear in OGIS II 729 
(= SB V 8924).4, whom Dittenberger asserted to be millers and bakers, perhaps rightly, cf. dproxézoc, in 
which case the reference here is not to threshing but to baking. 

The remains of what is presumably an adjective in 26 are fairly slight, but perhaps a good guess could 
be verified; [u]eyaAnv, though perhaps not impossible, does not seem to suit. 

27-8 The nature of the registration is not clear. It is thought that the regular census, called xar’ 
otxtav atoypag¢7 from the reign of Nero, may have taken place on two occasions in the reign of 
Tiberius, in year 6 = ap 19/20 and year 20 = AD 33/4, see recently C. Balconi, Atti del XVII Congresso 
Internazionale di Papirologia iii 1103-4. The first is excluded by the mention of year 12 (36) and if my 
view of the dating is right, see 39 n., the document is too early to represent even preparations for the 
second occasion. 

In 38 I thought first of | rAc amoyp(adjc), but it is then difficult to find a satisfactory restoration. Since 
the first surviving letter is represented only by the end of a high horizontal, it could suit [1 rH] yc 
amoyp(ag¢7). Even so it is not entirely clear what sort of registration of land this would be, see O. Montevecchi, 
Papirologia 184-7, for a summary of the sorts of registration which are attested. It is possible that the 
registration has a direct connection with the appointment of practors and toparchs. 

30 eizov might be imperative, ‘tell’, rather than indicative, ‘I told’, see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 

292 ($683.1), cf. 289 (§664.1), Blass, Debrunner, Rehkopf, Gramm. d. neutest. Griechisch!® 63 (§ 81.1). A 

Paysirion of the right date (July ap 27) occurs in XVII 2148 7, but the bare name gives no clue to v,,,.7 
here. The trace of the letter following upsilon is difficult to reconcile with pi, which would offer the best 

range of possibilities. 
31 ic (= etc) [of]xo(v). Cf. 6, 19. This phrase may suggest some sort of financial office, where business 

payments could be made, cf. L 3593 27-8 n. 
32 The farewell formula is written bigger and perhaps done with a coarser pen. In so short and 

damaged a sample it is difficult to be sure whether the hand is different. If so, the main hand, which also 
appears in the postscript, will be that of a clerk and the principal will have written the farewell. 

33-5 The connection of thought is not entirely clear, but it looks as if the evidence of Diogenes 
concerned something which happened in the absence of an armed escort while the sender was travelling 

to Dicomia. 
33 mpocuaptipy(cw). The compound is new, cf. dvti-, éx-, ém-. In the papyri the verb tpocwaptupéw 

means ‘to bear witness’, never ‘call to witness’; in P. Ant. I 40.7 for mpoceyap(tipyce) read mpoc euai, that 
is, éav 5€ drroBAnOH, mpoc eal (= ewe) Tov ArroAAWror, “but if it (a cloak for uestis militaris) is rejected, (the 

responsibility is to lie) on me, Apollonius’. 
34 payatpo(ddpouc). Very little is known about these armed guards or escorts, cf. F. Preisigke, Fachwérter 

120, F. Oertel, Liturgie 57, 412. The title is less common in the Roman than in the Ptolemaic period, but 

cf. P. Grenf. II 62.15 (AD 211). 
35 Auewut(av). Cf. A. Calderini, S. Daris, Diz. dei nomi geogr. 11 103, which doubtfully locates it in the 

Heracleopolite nome. All the previous examples are in documents of Arsinoite or Heracleopolite provenance. 
36 The remains at the beginning of the line are very meagre. Perhaps ¢[oc] gives the easiest sense. 

With p[oc], superficially even more attractive, we might expect mépac rather than dodva. 
ixavodocia(v). This noun occurs in the papyri only in SPP XX 283 (= SPP XIV Taf. X = C. Wessely, 

Schrifttafeln, p. 9 no. 14, Taf. VI).5, verso 1, cf. 6, where the Latin equivalent appears as satisdatio, cf. LSJ 
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s. v {xavodocia. This is of the fourth century ap. The agent noun fxavoddrnc occurs in BGU IV 1189.3 
(1 Bc/AD 1). The verb (xavodoréw occurs in P. Mich. V 244.10 (AD 43), where it is garbled (eixavodo8ncartar = 
ixavodo<rn>Oncerav?); it is restored without much warrant in P. Oxf. 6.21 (AD 350), and also appears as a 
participle, ‘xavodSorobvr, [ (29), in II 259 (lines 1-22 = M. Chr. 101) of Ap 23. This last is in a private letter 
appended to a bail contract addressed to the jailer of a city jail, called first rj tod Avoc Pudaxy (4) and 
then [r]7c moAurixHe PvAa[«]jc (8). It is tempting to think that this is the prison of some city called Diospolis 
(Adc éAtc) and that there may be some archival connection with our document, cf. 44 n. The text was 

reprinted as part of the archive of Tryphon the weaver, M. Biscottini, Aegyptus 46 (1966) 186-9, but the 
connection is not clear. 

Tob iB (€rouc) = AD 25/6, cf. 39 n. 

37-42 This sentence is the most interesting part of the document, especially because it reveals the 
activity of Hiberus, see 39 n., in going through the books himself. The phrasing implies that this was 
unusual. No doubt it was usually left to subordinates of the governor. It seems that at the time of writing 

he was dealing with ‘the clerks of the Low country who have previously sailed downstream’. Although 
ypayy.(aréac) is not unambiguous, it looks as if it refers to royal scribes, BactAccot ypappareis, who were 
attending a conuentus held by the governor either at Alexandria itself or in some other centre convenient 

for ‘the Low country’, such as Pelusium, cf. [V 709 4-6, 8-9. The sender of the letter feared being detained 
himself, presumably because he held a similar post, not necessarily in the Delta. He may have expected to 
be called to a session for the Heptanomia or the Thebaid. His locality is not certain, except that he was 
far enough south to receive news, probably from Alexandria or Pelusium, from persons ‘sailing upstream’. 

He mentions a journey he took to Dicomia, which was north of Oxyrhynchus, see 35 n. This journey may 
lie in the past and be mentioned only because of some incident that took place during it in the absence of 
an armed guard, see 30-5 n. Dicomia was not a nome capital, so it would be unlikely that an official of 

middle rank, such as a royal scribe, would spend much time there. In 44-5 he refers to ‘Diopolite affairs’, 
which may suggest that he was posted to one of the three nome capitals called Diospolis, see 44 n. In a 

the tpoxaramemAeuKdrac ypaup(aréac) and therefore presumably expected to ‘sail down’. If that is correct, 
one of the two places called Diospolis in the Thebaid is more likely to be meant than Lower Diospolis, 
which lay in the Delta due east of Alexandria and from which the journey would be too complicated to 
describe in this routine fashion. 

39 The Katw xwpa was roughly the Delta, although it included certain areas ‘west of the Canopic 
and east of the Pelusiac branches’ of the Nile, see J. D. Thomas, The Roman Epistrategos 16-17. 

For the rare name Hiberus see I. Kajanto, The Latin Cognomina 199. 
There seems no doubt that this Hiberus is to be identified with the governor of Egypt mentioned 

by Philo, Jn Flaccum 2 and Cassius Dio LVIII 19.6 (Boiss. ii p. 607). The Philo passage stands as 
follows: 

6 Prddxkoc obv obroc . . . wera THY ‘IBnpov (‘IBjpov S. Reiter Bypov G ceBypov ceteri (v.), see Philo, ed. 

Cohn VI p. 120.12) teAeutqy, dc éretétparrto Alyumrov, xabicratat tc AdeEavSpetac Kai TH ywpac émitpoTroc. 

Therefore Hiberus died in office and was replaced by Flaccus. Philo also tells us that Flaccus served 
six years in all, five in the lifetime of Tiberius, one till Gaius dismissed him (Jn Fl. 8), so that he must have 
taken office in about AD 32. 

The emendation of the name in Philo’s text rests on Dio LVIII 19.6 «av tovtw Otdutpaciov Twiiwvoc 
tov Thc Alyirrou apxovtoc TeAeuTHcavtoc “IBjpw (1. ‘IB-) twit Karcapeiw ypdvov twa 76 €Ovoc énérpere (sc. 6 
TiBéproc). 

In the modern literature Hiberus is assigned a short prefecture or vice-prefecture confined to aD 32, 
say therefore in 18 Tiberius, AD 31/2 and/or 19 Tiberius, AD 32/3. Here, however, the writer is interested 
in the ‘register of sureties for year 12’ (line 36) = ap 25/6, and Hiberus is going through the books for ‘the 
three-year period’. It is probable that year 12 is over and that the register for aD 25/6 is complete, placing 
the date of this document at the earliest probably in year 13, aD 26/7. We could even allow that year 12 
was the first of ‘the three-year period’, years 12-14, and so assume that the date of the letter might be as 
late as early in year 15, AD 28/g, but it would be hard to credit that the date of the letter might be as late 
as year 18 or IQ. 

We may now turn to another puzzling document, dated 29 August, ap 28, the first day of 15 Tiberius. 
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It is a dedication on behalf of Tiberius, Livia, and their domus, to Heracles Callinicus and Ammon in the 
Small Oasis, BIFAO 73 (1973) 183, Pl. XV: 

piov Kaicapoc] CeBacrot Kai 
*To|vAlac CeBactyc Kal Top olkov 

alprav éx[t] ITomAfoy P[Aa]vdou 
5 O])djpov ‘HpaxdeiSnc “HpaxdAcidou 

EvcéBevoc crpatnyoc ‘Hpaxdet 
Kaddwe[ (xa cal Appore 

Beotc cuvvdore avebnker. 

(€rouc) te TiBepiov Kaicapoc CeBacrot 
10 pnvoc CeBacrod a. 

It is common in parallel passages of dedications of this kind to find that é/ introduces the name of 
the prefect of Egypt, although in only one other example (SB V 8897; AD 12) does he occur without a title, 
see G. Bastianini, Alti del XVII Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia iii 1338. Now that the new papyrus gives 
us some reason to look for Hiberus at a date earlier than was expected, we must wonder whether to restore 
his name in this inscription. The published plate seems to show only damage to the left of the first eta in 
line 5, so that _,]npou is the real point of departure. Moreover the eta is well to the left of the upright of 
the tau of a]¥ra@v in 4; in fact, the upright of tau in that line is in the same vertical alignment as the upright 
of the rho in the line below. Similarly, the first sigma of EvcéBesoc in line 6 begins slightly to the right of 
the first upright of the eta of _,]npov in 5. In other words, the two letters missing in line 5 occupied much 
less space than a]y- in 4 and slightly less space than Ev- in 6. Omicron in this script is a fairly broad letter, 
so that O¥]- would have been much too wide. On the other hand, since iota is narrow, ‘[B]- would be very 

suitable. The combination occurs twice in TiBepiov (1, 9), which is useful for comparison. There are numerous 
examples of omicron upsilon too. 

One objection to this view is that Dio calls Hiberus a Ka:cdpevoc, that is, an imperial freedman, which 

is not obvious from the nomenclature P. Flavius Hiberus. Dessau had plausibly suggested that M. Antonius 
Hiberus, consul of aD 133, possibly the same as Antonius Hiberus, governor of Moesia Inferior under Pius 
or Marcus and Verus, was a descendant of this governor of Egypt, whom he took to have been a freedman 
of Antonia Drusi, see PIR? I A.836, 837. I know of no P. Flavius whose freedmen might have entered the 
familia Caesaris and indeed Publius is rarely found with Flavius. 

Another objection is that the younger Seneca says that the husband of his mother’s stepsister had been 
prefect of Egypt for sixteen years. In recent times this prefect has been identified with C. Galerius, attested 
by documents in AD 23 only, but presumed to have served from aD 16 to 31, cf. C. Balconi, Atti del XVII 
Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia iii 1100-5. If Hiberus was in place by AD 28/9, no opening remains 
anywhere for a prefecture of sixteen years. The figure of sixteen years appears twice in the Consolatio ad 
Heluiam, 19.6. 

To escape these difficulties we might argue that Hiberus was appointed, perhaps as a vice-prefect 
rather than a prefect, precisely because he was already in the country in some other capacity when the 
prefect died, and that the references in the letter and in the inscription, neither of which gives a title, belong 

to his earlier activities. 

However, in spite of the difficulties and uncertainties, I believe that the straightforward view of the 

documentary evidence is that Hiberus was already governing the country on 29 August, AD 28, and that 

we should regard the figures in the manuscripts of Seneca as corrupt, perhaps for sex or septem, even though 
at some stage the two occurrences must have been reconciled. Various views of the palaeography might 

be taken, e.g. SEX > SE X — SE DECEM — SEDECIM?; VI — ¢X)VI?; SEPTEM — SE/ //M —> 
SE<DECI)M? Or, since the good behaviour of the prefect’s wife obviously increases in merit with the 
length of his term, someone may have thought that a higher figure was needed. 

This opens up the interesting, but complicated, prospect of considering on other grounds with which 
prefect of Egypt Seneca might have been distantly connected. Since one of the candidates is very much 
more interesting than the others, namely L. Seius Strabo, the father of Sejanus, it seems tempting to pursue 
the investigation of this possibility, even though it ends as speculation. A political link with Sejanus has 
been argued by Z. Stewart, ‘Sejanus, Gaetulicus, and Seneca’, AFP 74 (1953) 70-85. 
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By the flexible standards of Roman prosopographical studies a case could be put for a family tree 

somewhat on the following lines: 

Seius = Terentia A. Terentius Varro Murena Terentia = C. Maecenas 

(PIR! II T.74) (PIR! III T.76) (PIR? V M.27) 

—— 2 my oat 

L. Seius Strabo = lan Q, [unius Blaesus Iunius Gallio 
(PIR? III S.246) (PIR? IV 1.738: see (PIR? IV 1.756) 

table for 1.737) 

Lentulus Maluginensis = joie =f(2) ‘Heluius’ = (1) mater auunculus 

(PIR2 II C.1393, ef. 1394)} Heluiae Heluiae 

= (2) Cosconia Gallitta Helvia = Annaeus Seneca 
Cae II C.1528) (PIR? IV H.78) (PIR? I A.616) 

L. Aelius Seianus = Apicata L. Tunius L. Annaeus Seneca Annaeus Mela 
(PIR? I A.255) (PIR? I A.g13) —_Gallio (PIR? I A.617) (PIR? I A.613) 

Annaeanus 

(Novatus: PIR? IV 1.757) 

| | | 
Strabo Capito Aelia[nus] Tunilla 

(PIR? I A.267) (PIO? TL (Ci) (PIR? I A.297) 

- For more detail, e.g. on a possible first marriage of Iunia and on the Lentuli Maluginenses see R. 
Syme, The Augustan Anstocracy, Table XXIII with pp. 300-12. 

It has been maintained recently that Seius Strabo never was prefect of Egypt, see J. Schwartz, <PE 
8 (1982) 192; D. Hennig, L. Aelius Secanus 7-8, but we learn from Dio (LVII 19.6) that Sejanus became 

sole prefect of the praetorian guard when Strabo, his colleague, was sent to Egypt, and it is hard to accept 

that an ex-praetorian prefect could be sent by Tiberius to Egypt for any other purpose than to be governor 

of the province. Unfortunately there are as yet no documents from Egypt to confirm this. The emended 
text of Pliny, NH 36.197, where ‘in hereditate evus qui praefuerat Aegypto’ has become ‘<¢S>ei{us} gui’ (O. 
Hirschfeld, Hermes 8 (1874) 473) or ‘<Ser> eius qu’ (M. Hertz), although very plausible, especially since 
Tiberius is the emperor mentioned, cannot afford proof. 

That he married a Junia is indicated by the description of Q, Iunius Blaesus as the awunculus, mother’s 
brother, of Sejanus (Tac., Ann. 3.35, 72; 4.26) and by the name of the daughter of Sejanus, Junilla (CIL 
XIV 4533 ii 20). It is more debatable whether it suits the phrase of Velleius Paterculus, 2.127 Seianum 

. materno . . . genere . . . clarissimas ueteresque et insignes honoribus complexum familtas. If this is not mere 
flattery, Blaesus must have been well born, not a new man, as has been thought (R. Syme, Roman Revolution 
363'n. 1). 

No connection between Junius Blaesus and Junius Gallio has been suggested before. Gallio was a 
senator, an orator, and a friend of the elder Seneca, whose eldest son he adopted. The connection becomes 
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really plausible only if the connection between the Senecas and Seius Strabo is approved, see below. He 
has been thought to be a Spaniard, chiefly because of his friendship with the elder Seneca and a possible 
allusion in Statius, but see M. Griffin’s remarks in JRS 62 (1972) 12 n. 131, “That Gallio was Spanish is 
a conjecture, P.-W. x 1035 ff.: the Gallio in Statius, Silvae ii, 7, 32 is probably his adopted son, to whom 
the epithet ‘dulcis’ was appropriate (cf. Seneca, VQ iv, pref. 11)’. See also Griffin, Seneca 32 n. 5. The latest 
commentary, H.-J. Van Dam, Statius, Silvae I, p. 469, does not even consider the possibility that our orator 
is meant. Gallio fell from favour shortly after Sejanus; Tiberius called him a satelles Seiani (Tac. Ann. 6.3), 
which sits well with auunculus Seiani for Blaesus. Although a senator he never became consul and so Velleius’ 
remark that Sejanus had ‘brothers, cousins, and a maternal uncle of consular rank’ (2.127) does not exclude 
his being the brother of Blaesus, but of course any reasonably close relationship would equally suit my 
point here. 

Sejanus was born at Vulsinii (Tac. Ann. 4.1, cf. 6.8 Setanum Uulsiniensem, 4.3 municipali adultero). Although 
D. Hennig, L. Aelius Seianus 10-11 n. 31, minimizes this and emphasizes his property and freedmen in Ostia 
(cf. p. 6), important inscriptions attest Seii in Vulsinii, see M. Corbier, MEFRA 95 (1983) 719-56, and 

there is one from there in which it would be perverse to reject the restoration [Str]aboni| [ pra]efecto| [ pra]etori{7] 
(CIL XI 2707). In the light of this it has been traditional, but not uncontested, see Hennig, op. cit. 9-10, 
to supply Seius Strabo’s name at the head of a broken building inscription (CJL XI 7285 = ILS III ii 8996; 
photo in Corbier, art. cit. 750): 

praefectus Aegypt[t et] 
Terentia A. f. mater eiu[s et] 
Cosconia Lentulti (sic) Malug[inensis f.] 
Gallitta uxor eius ... (balneum . . . ded[erunt]). 

The only alternative name yet suggested is that of Caecina Tuscus, of unknown origo, prefect of Egypt 
AD 63-4, see G. V. Sumner, Phoenix 19 (1965) 134-45, against which it can be said that the son of the 
consul of ap 10 did not necessarily have the cognomen Maluginensis and that Terentia Auli filia, seemingly 
a well born lady, becomes the nutrix of Nero, see M. Corbier, MEFRA 95 (1983) 751-3. 

If the prefect is Seius Strabo, his mother was a Terentia, sometimes identified as daughter of Aulus 

Terentius Varro, sister of A. Terentius Varro Murena and of the Terentia who was married to Maecenas, 

see R. Syme, Roman Revolution 358 and Table VI. This might illuminate the promotion of Strabo by Augustus, 
see Corbier, art. cit. 751. 

His wife, at this latest stage of his career, was now a daughter of Lentulus Maluginensis, presumably 

the father of the Ser. Lentulus Maluginensis who was a suffect consul in ap 10. It has been suggested that 
she had been adopted by a Cosconius (PIR? II C. 1393) or that she was named after her mother according 
to a custom thought to be Etruscan (G. V. Sumner, Phoenix 19 (1965) 138). Of course, if Cosconia Gallitta 
were the mother of Sejanus, the remarks of Velleius on his splendid maternal ancestry would be justified. 
Cornelii Lentuli appear prominently in the consular lists of the reign of Tiberius. But she would then seem 
to be a sister of Q. Iunius Blaesus. This is not impossible, but it piles up the anomalies of nomenclature 
and the hypotheses of complicated webs of adoption. At this point it is worth noting that Iunius Blaesus 
was the colleague of Ser. Lentulus Maluginensis in his suffect consulship of AD 10, so that we are certainly 
searching in the same circles of society. 

Seneca’s account of his distant connection with a prefect of Egypt mentions no names. It occurs in 
the essay of consolation addressed to his mother. Her name is known only from the variously phrased titles 
in the medieval manuscripts of this work as Helvia (Helbiam A, R; Helbiae V), and since this is also 
the name attributed to Cicero’s mother (Euseb. Chron. ed. Helm p. 148 = Schoene ii 131; Plut. Cie. 1.1), 
it may not be above suspicion, but fortunately this is not relevant to the present inquiry. She was the 
only child of her father (Consol. ad Heluiam 18.9 . . . patrem cogita. Cui tu quidem tot nepotes pronepotesque 
dando effecisti ne unica esses). Her father was still alive, presumably at an advanced age, when Seneca, born 
c.4-I BC, was exiled by Claudius (ibid. 18.9 llo uiuo nefas est te quod wixeris quert). Her mother had died at 
or shortly after her birth and she had been brought up by a stepmother (ibid. 2.4 amisistt matrem statim nata, 
immo dum nasceris . . . Creuisti sub nouerca .. .). She had a sister slightly older than herself, who must have 

been a stepsister since Helvia was the only child of her father, see above (ibid. 19.1 . . . sororem tuam.. . 
in huius primum respirasti sinu . . .). The stepsister married a man who became prefect of Egypt (ibid. 19.6 
.. . Aegyptum maritus eius optinuit . . .). She had not been married before (cud wirgo nupserit ibid. 19.4). She 
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accompanied him for the whole of his term in Egypt, sixteen years according to the manuscripts, and lived 

there in decent obscurity without incurring any reproach (ibid. 19.6). 
Confusion has been caused by the passage in which Seneca calls the prefect, the husband of his mother’s 

stepsister, auunculum nostrum (ibid. 19.4), since technically auunculus means only ‘maternal uncle’. The family 
tree constructed by P. Moreau, Mélanges . . . P. Wuilleunier 248, to show how Helvia’s stepsister’s husband 
could in fact have been a maternal uncle of Seneca does not satisfy the condition that the stepsister should 
be perceptibly older than Helvia, see 19.1, quoted above. On the affectionate overtones of the word auunculus 
see M. Bettini, Sodalitas: Scritti . . . A. Guarini ii 855-80. He recalls that the social relationship of a son 
with his father ‘did not belong to the domain of affection, but to that of etiquette and honour’ (858, 

cf. 856); the same applied to patrui, paternal uncles (870, 878). On the other hand affection was entirely 
appropriate between a young man and his grandfathers on both sides (auz), his mother, and his mother’s 
brothers (auuncult, ‘little grandfathers’; 869). We can compare the emphasis placed on the blow suffered by 
Helvia when she lost her auunculum indulgentissimum (ibid. 2.4). The prefect stood in no easily and shortly 
definable relationship to Seneca, but it is as natural in the circumstances for him to call the prefect ‘our 
uncle’ as it is for him to call the prefect’s wife ‘your sister’ rather than ‘the daughter of your stepmother’. 
Of course overtones of this kind are entirely absent when Tacitus calls Iunius Blaesus ‘auunculus Secant’. 

The prefect died on the return voyage (19.4 in ipsa quidem nauigatione); his wife braved danger to bring 
his body home for burial, a victim of total or partial shipwreck (19.4 euictisque lempestatibus corpus e1us naufraga 

euexit). Seneca saw her exemplary behaviour in bereavement (19.4 exemplum . . . cuius ego etiam spectator fut, 
cf. 19.7). This is usually taken to mean that he had been to Egypt and shared the disastrous voyage, but 

there is no convincing suggestion of first hand acquaintance with Egypt in the rest of his work, so that 
perhaps his visit should be doubted. The prefect’s wife had known Seneca as a child, she had brought him 
to Rome in her arms, nursed him through a long illness and canvassed for his quaestorship, overcoming 
her usual modest and retiring disposition to the point of being ambitious on his behalf (19.2). 

The date of his quaestorship is unknown, but worth discussion, cf. M. Griffin, Seneca 43-5. He was 
born about 4-1 Bc (Griffin, Seneca 35-6). The office could not be held till the age of twenty-four, not by 
Seneca therefore before about ap 20-3. On the accepted view the prefect’s wife was in Egypt from ap 16 
to AD 31; she could hardly have canvassed for him in the way he describes till later. If there is anything at 

all in the suggestion of involvement with Sejanus, the years AD 32-7 would have been unfavourable to his 
holding office. In the first few years of Gaius the associates of Sejanus were favoured again, according to 
Stewart, AFP 74 (1953) 75-7, so that these years are possible, although there is a story that Seneca attracted 
the disfavour of Gaius at some stage, perhaps in AD 39 (Dio LIX 19.7; Griffin, Seneca 53-6). In ap 41, early 
in the reign of Claudius, Seneca was exiled for complicity in the immoral behaviour of Julia Livilla, sister 
of Gaius. He held a praetorship in ap 50, shortly after his recall. 

If, however, the prefect was Seius Strabo, who went to Egypt after Q. Magius Maximus, still in office 
sometime in AD 14/15 (BIFAO 70 (1971) 21-9 = AE 1982 no. g12), and Strabo had a term of six or seven 
years, ending obviously before February/March ap 23, when C. Galerius is attested (IGRR I 1150 = SB 
V 8317), then his widow can have canvassed for Seneca when he was about the regular age for the office 
and we can attribute his failure to go on to the praetorship to the fall of Sejanus in aD 31. The optimum 
ages for the quaestorship and the praetorship were twenty-four and twenty-nine, but no precise arguments 
can be elicited from that. If the prefect’s widow is to be identified with Cosconia Gallitta, her influence as 
the daughter of Lentulus Maluginensis as well as the stepmother of Sejanus will indeed have been important 
for Seneca. 

Below is a list of prefects for the reign of Tiberius according to the arguments presented above. It is 
in skeleton form: references not significant for the dates are to be found in G. Bastianini, ZPE 17 (1975) 
269-71; 38 (1980) 76. 

Q, Magius Maximus Last attested in 1 Tiberius = ap 14/15 (BIFAO 70 (1971) 21-9 = AE 1982 no. 
gI2). 

L. Seius Strabo Dio LVII 19.6; (probably Pliny NH 36.197; CIL XI 7285 = ILS III 8996; 
Seneca, Cons. ad Heluiam 19.6). There are no objective dates; perhaps in office 
for six or seven years, per tsedecimt annos, Seneca, loc. cit. 

C. Galerius First attested February-March ap 23 (IGR I 1150 (= SB V 8317).2). Last 
attested 27 August, AD 23 (SB III 7256.3-4). 

Vitrasius Pollio? Dio LVIII 19.6. There are no documentary dates. The predecessor of Hiberus. 
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P. Flauius [HibJerus 29 August, ap 28 (BIFAO 73 (1973) 183-9). (Dio LVIII 19.6; Philo, Jn 
Flaccum 2). 

A. Auillius Flaccus First attested in a document 9 August, AD 34 (WO 1372 (= W. Chr. 414).4). 
The successor of Hiberus, Philo, Jn Fl., 2. Philo says that he served for six years, 
five under Tiberius, which implies his entry to office in aD 32. 

There remains unplaced an Aemilius Rectus whom Dio, LVII 10.5, names as a prefect of Egypt 
instructed by Tiberius to shear his sheep, not shave them. Some suspicion attaches to the story because L. 
Aemilius Rectus is well attested in office by documents of Ap 41 and 42. A similar suspicion falls on Vitrasius 
Pollio because C. Vitrasius Pollio is attested in office by documents of 28 April, ap 39 and of AD 39/40. For 
the moment we cannot be certain in rejecting either, but iteration in the prefecture of Egypt is attested for 
certain once only, in the reign of Constantine, for Flauius Philagrius (PLRE I 694), and the dates are 
rather close to suit the hypothesis of father and son in these cases, though it may fit the homonyms T. 
Flauius Titianus, AD 126-32 and 164-8. 

40 TH¢ Tpreriac. Cf. 39 n., for the possibility that this three year period included year 12. The rpreria 
seems to have had some conceptual currency as the ideal duration of office for a strategus of a nome or a 
magistrate of Alexandria or for a public service appointment, but it cannot be observed in practice, see G. 
Chalon, L’édit de Tiberius Julius Alexander 181-2. Here we have the severely practical matter of an audit 
covering the books of a three year period, but there may possibly be some connection with the offices of 
(royal?) scribe or practor or toparch mentioned above. 

41 éxei means wherever Hiberus was conducting his audit, perhaps, therefore, Alexandria or Pelusium, 

see 37-42 n. 
42 For yaprnc meaning ‘papyrus roll’ see N. Lewis, Papyrus in Classical Antiquity 70-8. 
43 émi 7@ ye wéANew. The disyllabic ‘emphatic’ form éyé is usually employed as the subject before the 

verb, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 162 a. 3, n. 1. In this case the preceding vowel may have had an 
influence; it may be a case of aphaeresis, i.e. T@ "we w., cf. Gignac, Grammar i 319-20. 

xata[mA]evcar. This is a doubtful reading, but seems to fit what can be gathered of the circumstances, 

see 37-42 n. 
44 AvoroAti«a@(v). See J. D. Thomas, JEA 50 (1964) 139-43 for the three cities called Diospolis, cf. 

H. Gauthier, Les nomes d’Egypte, Pls. 1'V, V (maps). Either Diospolis Magna (Thebes) or Diospolis Parva 
(Hiw), both in the Thebaid, would suit my restoration of xata[mA]edcqs in 43, while Lower Diospolis (4vdc 
méduc Kaétw; El Balamun) offers a connection with the Karw xwpa but would not suit 43; see 37-42 n. for 
the argument in favour of this interpretation of the remains. 

45 Perhaps zpayuatwy means ‘troubles’, but the context is not clear enough to be sure. 
The translation of the last sentence is based on guessing perapeédecbe for the end of the line, but the 

traces are too scanty to confirm it. Perhaps we should rather recognize pe after vpyeic. 

3808. Demas(?) TO AGATHODAEMON 

38 3B.85/E(1-4)d 14.5 X Ig cm First/second century 

Demas, who was away from home, wrote to Agathodaemon telling him to 

supervise some farm work and to see to a transaction involving a quantity of jars. He 

was to report any neglect in the farm work to a teacher (xaOyyn77c), which seems 

to imply that Agathodaemon was still young enough to be continuing his education. 

He is addressed as ‘brother’ (2, 18), but d/Aay in the address (19), and the endorsement, 

and Anya pidov (19-20), suggest that the relationship was not by blood, see 2 n., cf. 

3812 17 n., 3813-15 introd. para. 2, 3819 introd., 3820 1 n. 

There are seven vertical folds dividing the letter into eight panels, the one on the 

left very narrow. The letter was evidently rolled up with the left edge inside and then 

squashed into a flat spill. The exposed right edge was tucked into the package for 
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protection. Line 19, the address, was written downwards along the fibres on one side 
of the spill, on the back of what is now the third panel from the right, as viewed from 
the front. It was written with a wide gap between A]aguwu and didanu, so as to leave 

room for a binding to encircle the middle of the package. Lines 20-1, dro Anya | pidov, 
were written on the lower half of the other side of the spill, on the back of what is 
now the second panel from the right viewed from the front. They are written on a 

smaller scale, probably in a second hand, and instead of being parallel with the sides 
of the package rise fairly steeply, at about 45° from the horizontal. They may be part 

of the address, but probably they are an endorsement put on by the recipient to 
identify it from the outside. 

The script seems to belong to the early second century or to the late first. It is 
practised but looks rapid and untidy, chiefly perhaps because in parts the letters slope 

forward and in other parts are decidedly backhand. 

Anuac ? | Ayab[@ Aailyou rad 

adeA|]f@_ x[alpew.] vac.) 

(vac.) 
i A Ld > a ‘ a” 

mpo Twv OAwY epp[@cBai cle evyopar. 
€ AA 7m” ” \ A 

we Kal Kat op ce A[ THC]a, Kal voV cou 

5 ypadw emcyeiv Toic Epyouc Toic ev a- 
Ao Ws: A ” ay > 

yp@ wa wn ayeAnOn Kav Te Hv ape- 

Aovpevov, dHAwcov TH KaOnyn- 
A wW \ > na o& \ A 

TH. €ypaiba dé adt@ iva TO TV 
/ \ \ € oes Ce dana. 

Kevwuatwv To mpoc ‘HpaxdAyj ‘vy’ amrap- 

10 Ticn META CHC yuwopunc. acha- 

AcacOw odbv ad[t]ov we vrécxou por, 
oe > \ > \ \ > A 

wa €Oayv eic Tov Katpov atroKpLO7 

nweiv Kal 17 XElpwv TOD Tépuce yévnTat. 
” SP > 

actracat X¢eXe, pav Kal évreAat av- 

15 T®@ TrEpl TV yAWpaV TO EAouC. ac- 

tracat Anurytprov tov dvAaka Kal Ta 

[w]as[S]fa adrod. (vac.) 
(vac.) Eppwoo adeAde. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

Ayabe Ajaiuwrr (vac.) dirwe. 

20 (vac.) (m. 2) amo Anud 

pidov. 
1 1. datpove 3 evxopar— 6 1. Kal, éav rH 13, |. nyiv 19 1. datpou 
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‘Demas to Agathodaemon his brother, greetings.’ 
‘Before all I pray for your health. Just as I asked you face to face, I now write to you to attend to the 

work in the field so that it may not be neglected, and if anything is being neglected, tell the teacher. I 
wrote to him to dispatch the business of the empty jars for Heracles with your agreement. So let him make 
him secure, as you promised me, so that he may come at the proper time and answer to us, and not become 
worse than last year. Greet Ch .. . and give him instructions about the green crops in the marsh. Greet 
Demetrius the guard and his children.’ 

‘Farewell brother.’ 

Back. “To Agathodaemon, (my) friend.’ 
(2nd hand) ‘From Demas, (my) friend.’ 

1 Anudc? Cf. 20. 
2 ddeAld@. Cf. the farewell, Eppweo adeAge (18), but contrast the address, Ayabd A]aiuwr Pidwx (19), 

and the endorsement, ao Anud diAov (20-1). Evidently ‘brother’ is not to be taken literally. Terms of 
blood relationship were very frequently used to indicate affection or respect between persons who were not 
related, cf. introd. 

4 nlryncla? Cf XIV 1665 4-5 xaBde Kai... Kar’ oxy A7ncdunv. Also possible would be e.g. 7[Etwc]a, 
nlwevé]a, ‘requested, urged’. 

6-7 Kav Tt Av dweAovpevov. For kav where we would write «at, éav see XLVI 3285 20 n. For the frequent 

use of wv as the equivalent of # see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 405. The periphrastic form of the present 
subjunctive passive is perhaps to be compared with the periphrastic future écec (= écn) . . . xaptlopevoc, P. 
Herm. Rees 9.11~13, see Gignac, op. cit. ii 289-90; cf. ibid. 305-7 on periphrastic perfects which employ 
perfect or aorist participles, with 3819 14-15 and 3820 12, 13-14. 

7-8 +@ xadnynrq. Cf. introd. The word is not common in the papyri, see XVIII 2190 7, [15], 24, 26, 
31 (the student’s point of view!), P. Giss. 80.7, 11, P. Osl. III 156.1, 12, VI 930 (= W. Chr. 138).6, 20, P. 

Tebt. I] 591. All these documents are undated private letters. They range roughly from about AD 100 to 

about AD 200, according to the assigned dates. No satisfactory picture emerges from them. The word can 
apply to teachers of quite advanced pupils, see 2190, and this seems to be the case here, where the young 
man is old enough to supervise farm work and take part in business affairs, if not to manage them quite alone. 

9 ‘Hpaxdn'v’. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 71-2. 
10-13 The meaning of acdadicacOw is doubtful here, see LSJ, WB s.v. achadifw, which allow ‘to arrest, 

to safeguard, to secure oneself against’. Consequently it is not clear who is the subject in the final clauses. 
It may be that the teacher is to control Heracles and make sure that his behaviour improves. Alternatively, 
perhaps the teacher is to safeguard Heracles against some loss and so behave better himself. 

14 XeAe,,pav. No such name seems to be known. 
15 t@v xAwpayv tov €Xouc. The precise connotation of yAwpa, ‘green crops’, is not known, cf. L 3589 

5-9 n. The marsh was probably unsuitable for a grain crop, but usable for fodder. 
20-1 Cf. Introd. The underlining of 20 goes far to the right of 4nd, but there is clearly no writing 

after -wd, which suits the damaged remains better than -éov or -pov. 

3809. LETTER OF A BARBER 

48 5B.31/C(1-6)b 8.5 x 14.5 cm Second/third century 

A young barber, recently out of his apprenticeship, writes back to his old master 

with news of success in his job and greetings for the master and his wife and for his 

fellow apprentices. 
The foot of the letter is lost but remains of the farewell formula survive. The 

beginnings of the lines are lost as well. The back is blank except for one trace of ink, 

which probably comes from the address which will have stood on the back of the 

portion lost at the left. The letter was rolled up in the usual way with the right edge 
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inside and then squashed flat. The papyrus has broken along the fourth fold from the 

right and to judge from the amount of missing text there would have been one more 

fold and two panels. The left-hand panel would probably have been tucked inside to 

protect it from damage and the address would have been written on the back of the 

second panel. 
There is a sheet-join running vertically about 6 cm from the right edge, showing 

that the writing is on the recto of a piece cut from a roll in the usual way. The script 

looks professional, but the wording is clumsy enough to suggest that it followed the 

barber’s dictation fairly closely. 

Aya|Oavyedoc [lavapu Koupit 

] mreicra xalpeww. 

act|alw cat ‘HAwddpacv>. 70 

mpo|cktvnua bua ToL 

5  tmalpa toic évOade Beoic Kai 
\ tA / ¢ / 70] mpock|v|vnuad cov Exdc- 

TH |¢ Nuepac row. Dewy 

Be|Advtwy 4dn TOV dect6- 

TH|v Kipw, Kal Tove évoiKouc 
/ / a ¢ va 10  alprTac Kipw. olay Hpe- 

pav| éav Kipw, TO mpockdvy- 
m” A > / 

HL]a etwba mroveiv. acralou 

tlovc cuvrpabnrac mavrac. 

jeeaae Lee lees 

1 1. Ayal@ayyeAoc ITavaper coupet g, 10, 11 1. Kelpw 13 1. cuppabynrac 

‘Agathangelus to Panares the barber, very many greetings. I salute Heliodora too. I make obeisance 
for both before the gods here and I make your obeisance each day. By the gods’ will I am already barber 
to the master and I am barber to everyone in the house. Whichever day I have barber’s work to do it is 
my custom to make the obeisance. Salute all my fellow apprentices!’ 

‘I pray for your health!’ 

1 Aya]@ayyedoc and ITv]@ayyedoc are the known possibilities, see F. Dornseiff, B. Hansen, Riickl. Wb. 
d. gr. Eigennamen 256. In P. Lond. II 1170.614 (p. 101) ITa@ayyeXoc is taken to be a mistake for [TuOdyyeXoc. 

Agathangelus is a slave name in XLIV 3197 9, 14 (two men), and may be in P. Ross. Georg. IT 24.4, 
cf. rod SovAov (g), and P. Tebt. II 414.32, where an Agathangelus is associated with wa.déa. These are all 
the references in papyri which I know. For the possibility that our man might be a slave see 8-9 n. 
Pythangelus on the contrary is known particularly as the name of Ptolemaic dignitaries, e.g. W. Clarysse, 
G. Van Der Veken, Eponymous Priests (Pap. Lugd. Bat. 24) nos. 68, 78, 132, cf. W. Peremans, E. Van’t 
Dack, Prosop. Ptol. ii 1998, 4425, ili 52572, vi 16298. 
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3 acr|dlw. Contrast dcemafov (12). Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 325. 
‘Adodapacv>. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 111-19, esp. 111. I take Heliodora to be the wife of Panares. 
3-7 70 [mpo]cktvnpa . . . ma]pa roic évOade Beoic. Cf. G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 3-211, esp. 189-92. 

Although éxdc[r]¢ juépac follows the regular formula, ofav tye[pav] éav Kipw (10-11) suggests that he did 
not in fact perform the rite every day, cf. Geraci, 201-2. 

8-9 decm6[7y]y. This term rather suggests that the young barber was a slave, cf. SovAuad copara .. . 
ofc dvépata . . . Ndpxiccov xovpéa (P. Mich. V 326.8, 45), SovAukar cwpdtwv Ta Uroyeypaupeva ... Tepnivov 
xoupea (XLIV 3197 4-5, 14). Apprentices might be either free or slave; for slave apprentices cf. I. 
Biezunska-Matowist, L’Esclavage ii 85-7, J. A. Straus, Historia 26 (1977) 78. No apprentice contract for a 
barber (xoupetc) is known to me; those for xrevicrad seem to concern wool-carding (Biezunska-Matowist 
87). For apprentice barbers cf. LI p. xiv, under XX XI 2586 7. In this case the name, Agathangelus, may 
help to indicate that the young barber was a slave, see 1 n. 

10-11 olay né[pav]. Cf. 3-7 n. For the accusative denoting a point in time cf. E. Mayser, Grammatik 
1.2 p. 332 (§ 105.2), Blass, Debrunner, Rehkopf, Gramm. d. neutest. Griechisch’® 131-2 (§ 161.3 and n.). 

11 For éay in place of ay in indefinite relative clauses see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb pp. 266-7 (§§ 596-7). 

e[Dx] om (ar). 

3810. Caxias To CyRILLA 

38 3B.86/N(1-3)a II X35 cm Second/third century 

A reference to an obeisance (mpockivnua) before ‘the lord Apis’, which is only 

the third ofits type to be published, indicates that this letter was written from Memphis, 

see 3-5 n. Although it is a private letter, it is interesting because it came from a man 

employed on public business. Callias, the sender, took orders from a royal scribe, who 

sent him from Memphis to Athribis and so caused him to lose contact with a certain 

Dioscurides. He wrote to ‘the lady’ Cyrilla chiefly to tell her the good news that ‘the 

strategus was released to his strategiate’, adding that Dioscurides had no more to 

worry about. He went on to say that one of the governor’s guards (cuyyAdpioc) came 

to the royal scribe and himself shared in releasing (cuvaméAucev) the strategus of the 

Lycopolite nome and two other strategi. The simultaneous release of three district 

governors at Memphis significantly recalls the so-called conventus, a review of the affairs 

of the districts periodically conducted by the prefect of Egypt, see especially M. 

Foti-Talamanca, Ricerche sul processo: I L’Organizzazione del ‘Conventus’ del ‘Praefectus 

Aegypti’ i 31-41. Memphis is the city best documented as the seat of the conventus. 

The letter closes with greetings to Cyrilla’s household, after which, in a smaller 

and more rapid hand, stands a farewell formula. The main script is a very good official 

cursive, firmly based on the ‘Chancery’ style, on which see G. Cavallo, Aegyptus 45 

(1965) 216-49, with 15 plates. Tavola 10 shows two documents, BGU I 206 of ¢c.ap 

219/20 and P. Lond. II 353 of ap 221, which are close to 3810. It seems likely that 

the main hand is that of a clerk, possibly one who usually worked in the office of the 

royal scribe. The cursive farewell formula will be in that of Callias himself. The remains 

of the address on the back are very scanty, but-they recall the clerk’s hand. 

A sheet-join running vertically very near the right edge shows that the piece 
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was cut from a roll ¢.35 cm tall and that the letter was written along the fibres of the 

recto. A deep horizontal crease near the middle of the sheet shows that it was folded 

there first. With the top half of the letter inside it was then rolled and flattened in 

the usual way into a flat spill about 18 x 2.5 cm, on one side of which the address was 

written. 

/ / A / 

KadXiac — KupiaAdn 79 Kvpia 

xalpew. 

pO Mev TAVTWY TO TPOCKULLA 

cov Tow Kal’éxacTny HwEepav 

5 mapa T@ Kupiw Amdu kat tov KupiAdov 

Atocxopovdov Kat tod Kupirddov *,, ov’ [ 

Azoe.| , Joc. me opudu yap pe 6 BactAKoc 

etc AdpiBew evexa immov, tapnA- 

bév pe Atocxoupidnc. ypadw cou 

10 ovv, KUpia, TrEpt THC EvayyENlac 
oo > yd ¢ \ ‘J A 

ott amreAvOn 6 cTpatnyoc Etc THY 

ctpatynylav. Avockoupidync 7 

aywvere ») Aourov mept ndevoc. 
4 \ 3: A i: 

ovTwe yap achadadc cuyyAapioc 

15 ehOwv Ta@ Bactdik@ Kat adroc cuv- 

atréAucev TOV cTpaTnyov TOD 

AvkomrodXeitov Kal dAdouc dvo. 
my” »\ > ” / a 

actrac|au| Tovc ey olKw TaVTac. ypa- 

wov ulor| epi THC cwTyplac cov. 
> lal / ” / 

20 (m. 2) €ppw@cBai ce evxo(far), Kupia, 

moAdoic €recww edTvx(odcar). 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 

(m. 1?) amdédoc (plus further scanty remains) 

6 1. Avockoupidov? 7 I. werouder 8 1. Adpipw 13 1. dywvid (subj.) or aywuatw 
17 1. AvxomoAitou 20 €vXO 21 eutu 

‘Callias to Cyrilla, (his) lady, greetings.’ 

‘Before all I make your obeisance every day before the lord Apis and (that) of Cyrillus son of 
Dioscurides(?) and of the other(?) Cyrillus, son of A... For the royal scribe had sent me to Athribis on 

account of a horse, (so that?) Dioscurides got ahead of me. So I write to you, my lady, about the good 
news that the strategus was released to his strategiate. Dioscurides should not worry any more about 
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anything. For just so a singularis came safely to the royal scribe and himself helped to release the strategus 
of the Lycopolite nome and two others. Greet all those in the household. Write to me how you are.’ 

‘I pray for your health, lady, for many years in prosperity.’ 
eDelivertonuen: 

3-5 Cf. G. Geraci, ‘Ricerche sul Proskynema’, Aegyptus 51 (1971) 3-211, and esp. 185-6 for the two 
earlier examples associated with Apis, SB VIII 9903 (= E. G. Turner, Rech. Pap. 2 (1962) 117-21 = I 160 
description), and SB VIII 9930 (= id., Festschrift Oertel, 32-3). It was clearly the custom to invoke the 
local god. Memphis is specifically mentioned in SB 9903. 

5-7 The ends of the lines are badly abraded and there is a hole near the beginnings. I think two 
persons called Cyrillus, probably related to Cyrilla, were associated with her in the obeisances to Apis. 
They are distinguished by patronymics and I think that the second one was described as éAAov, which was 

struck through and replaced by €répoy above the line. (I should perhaps say that neither in 5 nor in 6 is 
it possible to read rod xupiou ov in place of rod KupiAdov.) Acockopovdou (6) looks like an erroneous mixture 
of two common names, AtdcKkopoc and Atocxoupidyc. I should think Avockoupidou was intended, and possibly 

he was the same man who is mentioned in 9 and 12. Amog[ , Joc (gen.) seems to be unknown; dé remains 

possible, but a suitable place name is equally elusive. I do not think that it is possible to read nu for epsilon 
iota, to give améyr[r]oc. 

7 BaciArKodc, sc. ypauparevc. Cf. 15. 

8 ApiBew = AOpiBu. Cf. A. Calderini, Dizionario dei nomi geografici, 1 1 32-3. It was a nome capital in 
the Delta about fifty or sixty kilometres north of Memphis. 

immoy. I believe that imzoy is correctly read and that the clerk lost track of the grammar. He may 

have forgotten that he had just written werdudec yap and thought that he had written ézet wemouder; or he 
may have left out were after (m7ov. There may also be the possibility of putting the punctuation before évexa 
immoy, assuming a harsh asyndeton, ‘For the royal scribe had sent me to Athribis. Because of (his) horse 
D. got ahead of me’. On the whole this seems less likely to me. 

(Mr Parsons points out that ‘anticipatory’ yap is sometimes used to mean ‘since, as’ in a way which 
could suit this passage exactly, see J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles 69-70. If this is what Callias wrote 
and meant to write, it is noteworthy in a papyrus letter. In that case translate, ‘Since the royal scribe sent 
me. .., D. got ahead of me’.) 

g-12 I take it that this means that the prefect’s review of the business of the district had been terminated 
and that no blame had fallen on the strategus, cf. introd. 

12-13 Since the negative is uy, it seems that dywver must represent dywver(a> = dywrid (3rd pers. 
sing. pres. subj.) or dywver(atw> = aywriatw. Dioscurides, therefore, was in touch with Cyrilla. He had 
either passed through Memphis while Callias was away or had simply left Memphis before Callias got back 
from Athribis, see 7-9. Cf. 14-17 n. 

14 ctyyAdpioc = cuyyovAdpioc = (eques) singularis. See especially M. P. Speidel, Guards of the Roman Armies. 
An essay on the singulares of the provinces. For papyrus references see S. Daris, Lessico Latino, s.v. cuyyovAdpioc; 
add P. Lond. V 1755.6; 1756.9; 1757.6 (with J. G. Keenan, <PE 24 (1977) 197-8); CPR VII 24 verso 12; 
26.26 (with J. Gascou, CE 54 (1979) 340 and 58 (1983) 229); P. Sorbonne inv. 2291.5-7 (M. Drew-Bear, 
CE 54 (1979) 291-303). The provincial sengulares formed a corps of guards for the governor, who often 
entrusted individuals with special duties, see Speidel, op. cit. 44. Here the duty seems to be that of messenger, 
an aspect which is prominent in the late period, fourth to seventh centuries, when their service had 
degenerated into a civilian militia officialis, cf. Keenan, ZPE 24 (1977) 197 n. 2, Drew-Bear, CE 54 (1979) 
295-6. There is allegedly one eighth-century reference, but it may be wondered whether cvy( ) in P. Apoll. 
Ano 83.5 is certainly relevant. May it not be, for example, merely a phonetic version of Cuy(octdrov), which 
appears in the parallel line 1? See F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 120. 

For the syncopated form ctyyAdpioc see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 309, cf. 219 for the commoner 

cuyyovAdptoc. 
14-17 Since the agent was one of the prefect’s guards, it is plain that the strategus was released 

by the prefect. See introd. for the conventus as the probable occasion of the release. The royal scribe is 
presumably the same one from whom Callias took orders (7-8). The guard seems to have conveyed to the 
royal scribe the order to release the strategus of the Lycopolite nome and presumably this is the strategus 
already referred to in 11. Does this mean that the strategus of the Lycopolite was not present in Memphis? 
Could he be the Dioscurides who was to be relieved by the good news that the strategus had been released? 
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In that case it would seem that the strategus ‘got ahead of’ Callias by leaving Memphis while he was at 

Athribis. Dioscurides went to somewhere near Cyrilla, who was presumably in Oxyrhynchus, where the 
letter was found. By this string of conjectures we arrive at the following situation: Dioscurides was an 
Oxyrhynchite serving as a strategus in the Lycopolite nome, according to the rule whereby strategi and 
royal scribes in this period had to be recruited from outside the district, see J. G. Tait, JEA 8 (1922) 
166-73. He and his royal scribe, in whose service Callias was, went to Memphis to attend the conventus for 
the districts of the Thebaid, cf. M. Foti-Talamanca, Ricerche sul processo i 31-5. Dioscurides, leaving the 
royal scribe to represent the nome, went to Oxyrhynchus before the prefect’s review was finished and at a 
moment when Callias was doing an errand for the royal scribe at Athribis. The prefect was satisfied of the 
good conduct of the affairs of the Lycopolite even in the absence of the strategus and sent his guard to 
inform the royal scribe that the strategus was ‘released’. 

If we look for evidence of Lycopolite strategi from Oxyrhynchus, see G. Bastianini, J. E.G. Whitehorne, 
Strategi and Royal Scribes (Pap. Brux. XV) 77-8, we find one candidate in XLIV 3167 addressed to [ ¢.6 
]8ne crparnyd Avxomodelroy [ (line 2) and datable between 24 September, AD 195, a retrospective date 
given internally (3167 18-19), and 4 November, Ap 197, by which time Caracalla is known to have entered 
the dating clauses (VI 910 42-7). The damaged date clause of 3167 18-20 refers to Septimius Severus 
alone. The document was found at Oxyrhynchus, but entirely concerns the Lycopolite nome, so that it 
may well be an item brought back by an Oxyrhynchite who served as strategus in the Lycopolite, cf. Tait, 
JEA 8 (1922) 169-71, esp. 170 §15. There are about seven pages of names ending in -éyc in F. Dornseiff, 
B. Hansen, Riickl. Wb. d. gr. Eigennamen 149-56, so that Atocxoupi |Sn« would not be by any means a certain 
restoration, but it is at least a possibility that 3167 and 3810 refer to the same person. 

All this is, of course, highly conjectural. If it is right, there is no need for Callias or his superior the 

royal scribe to have any Oxyrhynchite connections. 
17 Kal ddAouc Svo0. Presumably the royal scribe had nothing to do with these other strategi, who are 

simply tacked on to the sentence, as having received their dismissal from the same messenger. 
22 Although faint, dmddoc is certain. After that, we expect something like KupiAAn 7(apa) KaAdiov, 

possibly with a design, cf. XLVIII 3396 32 n., before 7(apa). I cannot discern this wording in the scanty 
traces and KaAAiov may have been followed by a title or other description, since the remains are spread 
over an unexpectedly long line and the final letters might be read as -arov. 

3811. Bustness LETTER 

38 3B.83/D(1-2)a 14X13 cm Third century 

Terse and businesslike, this letter is wholly concerned with the single matter of 

getting a builder to stack and fire some bricks. 

The writing runs along the fibres, but the roughness of this surface suggests that 

it was the verso of the original roll from which the piece was cut. There is no sheet-join 

surviving to confirm this opinion. There seems to have been no address on the back, 

but rather remains of writing which has been washed out deliberately, giving the 

impression that there was a text here rather similar in layout to the surviving letter. 

This writing ran across the fibres of what is judged to be the recto, contrary to the 

usual custom. All this suggests that the sheet had been used even earlier and that the 

surviving letter is perhaps the third text to have been written on it. 
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The script is a practised upright cursive, decorated by thick serifs. It seems to 
imitate good official hands of the third century, such as LI 3614 (PI. V). 

« 7 

Qpeiwv Ilayéver xalpew. 
>” / « > / \ et €7t ITwoutiwy 6 otkoddmoc Tapa 

hae | > / / > 

COL €cTL, avayKaiwce TpdoTpeat av- 
/ A / A > A 

Tov, TOU dixalov picbod avrod Aap- 
/ / Seas A 5  Bavovroc, croiBacat Kal boKad- 

\ > re cat THY OmToTAWOov Evdai- 
a \ st 

pLovoc Tov tratpoc [lAwreivov. 
> \ \ > / A > 

aAAa 7) ev Tapepyw cxnc. avay- 
v / A € \ > 

Kaiwe yevécOw To Epyov. 7 d€ 6- 
/ > > / > \ 10 = rdmAwOoc ev erroikiw écTiv 

Ovadrertoc. Eppwoo. 

1 1. ‘Qpiwv 3 avay Kaiwe 5 umoKav 7 |. [Awrivov 8 avay’ 

‘Horion to Pagenes, greetings. If Pinution the builder is still with you, press him urgently to stack and 
fire the burnt-brick of Eudaemon the father of Plotinus, for the proper wage, which he will receive himself. 

Do not treat (this) as a side-issue. Get the job done urgently. The burnt-brick is in the farmstead of Valens. 
Farewell.’ 

4-5 Tov dixalov pucHod avtod AauBavovroc. This can, with difficulty, be taken as it stands, ‘at the proper 
(rate of) pay, himself receiving’, i.e. ‘for the proper wage, which he will receive himself’. Alternatively, we 
might emend to rv dixarov pucOdv or Tove diKxaiouc pcHovc, but the genitive of price looks as if it was part 
of the sentence as originally formulated, while adtod AawBavovtoc may have been an afterthought. 

5-6 crowBacat Kal broKxadcat THv 6m7Td7AwOov. One thinks first of the bricks being stacked in a kiln, but 
it is also possible to stack bricks loosely, leaving tunnels at the foot of the stack to be filled with combustibles, 
which are then set alight to fire the bricks, see L. Ménassa, P. Laferriére, La Saqia 1-3, fig. 1. On brick 
in the papyri see G. Husson, Oikia. Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Egypte d’apres les papyrus grecs, 232-5. 
Fired brick is rarer than raw, and is especially, though not exclusively, associated with wells and cisterns, 

cf. L. C. Youtie, ZPE 50 (1983) 59-60. In this letter the brick is called émrémAwOoc even before it is fired. 
6-7 Cf. 3802 4. If the persons were the same, the date of 3811 would be reasonably close to aD 296. 

Note the similarity of the inventory numbers, which could indicate that the items were found not far apart. 
10-11 émoxiw ... Odddevroc. Cf. P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 127, citing only the sixth-century Apion 

estate account XVI 1912 66-7, 71, 73, 77, 118, 136, all references to persons a6 OddAevroc except for 118 

mentioning an éxxAncia OddAevroc. It seems quite likely that the éoé«ov is the same place in spite of the 

difference in dates. 

3812. Eunoius TO HorRIGENES 

67 6B.10/J(1-2)a 19.5 X17 cm Later third century 

This letter is the fourth to record the celebration in Egypt of the Roman New 

Year under the simplified name of the Calends, see 5-6 n. The sender reproaches his 

correspondent for not visiting him for the occasion, as promised and expected, and 
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for not even sending the customary present of honey. In a postscript he urges him to 

come for the festival of Anubis. 

The letter is written across the fibres on the back of a piece cut from a register 

of men’s names with amounts of grain, published above as 3786. The only entry not 

of this type is a heading consisting of the name of a district of Oxyrhynchus, Boppa 

(or Nérov) K |pnmeidoc (i 16), cf. H. Rink, Strassen- und Viertelnamen von Oxyrhynchus, 

38-9. However, although the letter is written on used paper from Oxyrhynchus and 

contains deletions and corrections, and although there is no address on the back, it 

does not seem to be a mere draft, because there are probably two hands. In my 

judgement a clerk wrote the main block and the three-line postscript (17-19), which 

is on a smaller scale and more rapid, while the two-line formula of farewell (13-14) 

is in a different small cursive. The sender would hardly have written the farewell 

formula in the usual way on a draft which was not to be sent. This should therefore 

be the actual letter, probably sent from elsewhere in the city or from somewhere 

nearby. The bearer of the letter presumably did not need an address. The recommenda- 

tion of him in 12-13 suggests that he was not known to the recipient, but was expected 

to make himself known rather than just leave the letter at the house. 

Although the phonetic spelling yAveetwy for yAvxiwy (6) remains, four others in 

the body of the letter have been corrected: dcxyodeia to dcxodla (3), cau to ce (3), meAet 

to wéAu (6), and coi to cd (7). Above the iota of cuccitouc (g) the corrector wrote ec and 

then cancelled it again when he realised that the original spelling was correct. An 

omitted word, ‘ryv’, has been added above the line in 12. In 13 Evvoiov has been 

changed to Evvoiw; with cvtpogoc either would have been acceptable, but the dative 

is more literary. This unusual scrupulousness is matched by the unusual use of lectional 

signs, cf. E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, pp. 14, 118(= ed. 2, 

pp. 11-12, 118). Apart from the cases of diaeresis, both ‘organic’ and ‘inorganic’, see 

Turner, op. cit. 12 (= ed. 2, p. 10), common in private letters, there are: an oblique 

stroke for strong punctuation (5), one high stop (11), probably two rough breathings 

(6, 12?), two examples of apostrophe used as a diastole (g, 10), and one slightly 

doubtful accent (10). The postscript is more careless: ad’ (with a proper apostrophe) 

for aAd’ was left uncorrected, mav7yupic was corrected to -w, another article was omitted 

and restored above the line, and the odd, but explicable, slip of CeBacrod for AvotBidoc 

had to be corrected, see 19 n. The facetious style of the letter, though simple enough, 

is more literary than colloquial. Eunoius was evidently an educated person with literary 

tastes. 
The assigned date is based on a palaeographical judgement of both sides of the 

papyrus. It may be that the register is connected with the corn dole archive of around 

AD 270, but this is not certain, see 3786 introd. 

The rare name Eunoius also occurs in 3801, a short business note of AD 295. 

Again a connection is possible but not certain. If there is only one Eundius, we could 

reasonably expect him to have written in his own hand 3812 13-14, a short farewell 
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formula, and 3801 4, a single abbreviated word. They are not obviously in the same 
hand, but they are not distinctive enough to exclude the possibility that they were 
written by one man. 

There is one sheet-join visible on the recto, where it is clear that the whole height 
of the roll is not preserved, see again 3786 introd. It looks as if a piece was cut vertically 
from the roll and the piece then divided again horizontally. The back of the top part 
was then used for the letter. 

> foe ¢ / A / a / 

Evvoioc ‘Qpiyéver TO Tysrwtatw Treicta yaip[ec]y. 
\ a a / ” A € a \ A 

TO crrovdaiov THY Adywr Epyw Trapeidec. Tweic SE TH 
al > ta 4, > a / Ne a cH acxoAle lia cuvywaickopev, dAAA xp7H cllar]‘e’ weyv7- 

= ¢ / \ Va “A 9 / 

cBar dv vrécxyou Kal crovdalew a éemnvyethw 
/ id \ > a > a / / 5 Touncetv. OTE yap expHv ev Taic yAvKetaic Kadav- 

> aA \ / ze / € / Sac drrocraAjvat 76 péAle |e — 05 yAvKetwy brdpyeic, 
\ A \ A A \ un > / \ A cllo]d dé Kal epi robTo 76 pépoc FuéAncac, Kal TadTa 

¢ Aa / Ld > \ ¢ \ wav ce TpocdoKwvTwy Héew elc THY EopTHYV 
A A A A \ / > / 

tav Kadaviar, cai adeikac tov cuccitouc acitouc. 
A / / > ¢ a / / 

10 tavta d€ cor ypadw ev €optH mpoctrailwy Kai ce 
A A Ls A A 

[d]romimvyackwy THC che TpdC Hac cTOVOHc. 
\ > / / \ \ - 3 A € LA ¢ a 3Q 7 Tov emdidovTa cou ‘THY’ emicToAny we eva Huy (dé. 

oh \ 

ectw yap Edvoiw civtpodoc. (m. 2) Beol ce cwcerav dra 

TAVTOC TAVvOLKNCia. 

15 Q 

(m. 1) GACA)’ dpa pr) aweAHcyc, KUpLE ou TaATEp. 

eAde emi toy Evvoiov eic thy Tavnyupw 

tiv ‘Tob’ Bevorat[olu [jplav [| CeBacrod]] AvovBi8doc. 

I evvotoc 3 acxoale |iacuv(vv.)ywwckopev: |. cuyywacKopev 4 vmecxou, emny yetAw? |. ernyyethw 

5 mrouncew/ore 6 ov; 1. yAukiwv; imapyerc 7 v of cfo]u corr. from 4, i.e. coé corr. to cd 

Q cuccitouvcacitouc; « added, then deleted, above the first iota 10 eveopth II cmovdnc: 

12 ‘ova?, ide 13 evvoiw: w corr. from ov 17 ad opa 18 evvoiov; mavnyupw: vy corr. from c 

‘Eundius to Horigenes, his most treasured (friend), very many greetings!’ 
‘The earnestness of words you have in deed disregarded. We forgive your being busy, but you must 

remember the things you promised and be in earnest about the things you said you would do. For at the 
sweet Calends, when honey should have been sent— you are sweeter than it!—, you were careless in that 

direction too, and that although we were expecting you to come for the festival of the Calends, and you 
have left your fellow-feasters feastless. I write this to you during the festival, by way of a joke, and reminding 
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you of your earnest feeling for us. Look upon the man who delivers the letter to you as one of us, for he 

is someone close to Eundius.’ 
‘May the gods preserve you for ever with all the household!’ 
‘But see that you do not neglect it, my lord father! Come to Eundius for the festival of our most divine 

{| Augustus || Anubis.’ 

1 Evvdioc. Cf. W. Pape, G. Benseler, Gr. Eigennamen 415. It is not in F. Preisigke, Namenbuch, or D. 

Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

2 crovdaiov. For a survey of words with the stem crové- in the papyri see J. H. Moulton, G. Milligan, 
Vocabulary of the Greek Testament (Part VII, 1928) 585-6. There is an echo which I have put into the 
translation, without, however, achieving natural English. At this place there seems to be a mixture of the 
idea of doing zealously the things that it is proper to do (cmovddlew 4) and being zealous to serve one’s 
friends (cmovdyc 11). I think that the pompousness of this sentence is meant to be funny, so that there may 
also be an allusion to the opposition between 70 crovdaiov and ro yedoiov, cf. 10 n. On mpocrrailwy. 

3 cuvywwcKowev = cuyywwckopev. There is a gap wide enough for two letters between cuv and 
ywwcKouev, perhaps because of a roughness in the papyrus. There is also a narrow vertical split enlarged 

by a bookworm, but it does not seem likely that there was an apostrophe used as a diastole here, cf. E. G. 
Turner, Greek Manuscripts, p. 13 (= ed. 2, p. 11). On the other hand in éernvyet(Aw = ernyyeiAw (4) there 
is certainly some ink at a high level which, in spite of the damage, is likely to have been an apostrophe. If 
it had been a gamma to replace the nu, the nu would show signs of correction and we would expect a 
similar correction here in line 3. 

clac]‘e’. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 193. 
4 ernvyetAw. Cf. app. crit. and 3 n. 
5 For strong punctuation by oblique stroke see E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts no. 66 (p. 110), no. 

47 (pp. 67, 84-5), cf. p. 10 (= ed. 2, p. 8). Cf. XX XI 2603 29 (plate in JEA 48 (1962) 133), L 3533, LII 
3657-8, (XXX 2513+ ) LIII 3698. Similar signs occur in some Christian texts of the Byzantine period and 
in a few cases they are used lavishly to separate phrases or individual words, see G. Bastianini, Wiener Studien 
97 (NF 18, 1984) 195-202, esp. 196-8. In LIII 3712 (Eur., Phoen.) an oblique stroke appears at the ends 
of some lines, but its function is not clear. 

5-6 KadAdvédaic. Other papyrus letters, P. Wisc. II 72, CPR VIII 52, and perhaps W. Chr. 483 (= P. 
Lond. III (p. 213) 951 verso), refer to the Calends as a holiday or festival, and in XII 1475 31-2 a sale 
of land stipulates that liability for taxes should pass to the buyer on the Calends, month unspecified. In 
all these cases the reference is to the Roman New Year, which came to be celebrated all over the Empire 
and to be known in Greek simply by the name of ‘the Calends’, without mention of the month, see the 
discussion in J. R. Rea, ‘On the Greek Calends’, Proceedings of the XVIII International Congress of Papyrology 
(forthcoming). To the bibliography there add now D. Baudy, ‘Strenarum Commercium’, Rhein. Mus. N. 
F. 130 (1987) 1-28. 

6 péd. Cf. M. Meslin, La féte des kalendes 42. Ovid, Fasti i 185-8, makes Janus explain that honey and 
other sweet things are appropriate gifts for New Year because they give an omen that the rest of the year 
will be ‘sweet’. Money, as in CPR VIII 52.10-11, is even sweeter (189-226)! 

yAvKeiwy = yAuxiwv. This is the only uncorrected phonetic spelling, see introd., apart from the 
unassimilated nasals cuvywwcKoperv (3) and émnvyeihw (4). 

od (like éva 12?) has a rough breathing, see introd., cf. E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts, pp. 14 (= ed. 
2, pp. 11-12), 118. 

7 coi was corrected to cv by deleting the omicron and adding a bowl at the top of the iota, which 
thus became the stem of the new upsilon. For the phonetic equivalence see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 198-9. 

8 éopryy, cf. 10 and 18 n. 

Q Tove cuccitouc adctrouc. The New Year celebrations, sometimes lasting over five days, began with a 
festive meal on New Year’s Eve, see RE X 1562, A. Miiller, Philologus 68 (1909) 481-2, M. Meslin, La féte 
des kalendes 71-2. It is probably alluded to here. The metaphor implies that the other dinner guests of 
Eunoius had not been able to enjoy the honey of Horigenes’s company, cf. 6. 

For the apostrophe used as a diastole (cucceroucactrouc), cf. 10, see E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts 
pp. 12-13 (= ed. 2, p. 11), 62. 

10 év €oprq eveopry pap. For the apostrophe/diastole see previous note. It is perhaps too charitable to 
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transcribe the accent as a circumflex; it looks more like an acute. It may be slightly damaged or it may be 
just badly made, but it could also be a mistake. 

mpocrrailwy. LSF s.v. I. 2 tells us that this verb is the opposite of covddlw in Pl. Euthd. 283 b. Cf. 2 n. 
The celebration of the New Year tended to take over the hilarity of the Saturnalia, celebrated shortly 
before, see RE X 1562, M. Meslin, La féte des kalendes go-2, so that the facetious tone of this letter was 
probably thought to be particularly appropriate to the season. 

11 After carovdic there is a stop, a high stop from its context, which requires strong punctuation, but 
at middle rather than high level, being below the extended horizontal cap of the sigma. For the system see 
E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts, pp. 10-12 (= ed. 2, pp. 8-10). 

12 The writing of the inserted rv looks more like that of Eundius’ farewell formula in 13-14 than 
hike that of the clerk’s own corrections in 19. It may be that the correction of the spelling was done by 
Eunoius himself, but it is not possible to be sure where the corrections consist only of a deletion or have a 
single superscript letter or part of a letter as in c[a]|‘e’ (3) and co]J (7). The punctuation and lectional 
signs are the work of the clerk, so far as I can see. 

eva. Cf. 6 n. 

13 Evvoiw (-w corr. from -ov). See introd. for the correction. Eundius uses his own name here and in 

18 instead of éuod and exe. I think this is part of his facetious style and not a case of the clerk writing in 
his own persona. 

cuvtpogoc. For a survey of its uses in the papyri see J. H. Moulton, G. Milligan, Vocabulary of the Greek 
Testament (Part VII, 1928), 615, cf. G. H. R. Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity 111 (1978) 

no. 9 pp. 37-8. Its sense is usually rather weak, i.e. ‘friend’ rather than ‘foster-brother’. 
13-14 For similar farewell formulas with optatives cf. P. Herm. Rees 2.28-32, 3.20-5, 5.27-9. 
15 I suspect that the unfinished alpha was a false start to the postscript 17-19, beginning aA<A)>’ 6pa. 

It may be that it is in the hand of Eunoius, and that he began to write the postscript himself before changing 
his mind, or it may be that the clerk started here and then decided that it would be more convenient or 

more appropriate to write it below. 
16 To judge from the width about twenty letters on the smaller scale have been very thoroughly 

blotted out with ink. Nothing has been read. It may have been something which was there before the letter 
was written, of course. 

17 For the formula add’ 6pa py aweAncnc cf. H. A. Steen, ‘Les clichés épistolaires’, Classica et Mediaevalia 

I (1938) 162-6. 
marep. From the tone of the letter it seems very unlikely that Horigenes was the father of Eunoius by 

blood, and there is abundant evidence that terms of blood relationship were much used as marks of friendship 
and respect, see e.g. P. Mich. VIII 467-81 introd., 468.46-7 n., H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae ii 891 and n. 6, 
cf. 3808 introd., 3813-15 introd. para. 2, 3819 introd., 3820 1 n. 

18 Evvoiov. Cf. 13 n. 
mavyyupw. The word denotes an ‘assembly’ . . . ‘esp. a festal assembly’ (LS7), and so should mean 

a public event, but there are two papyri which use it to refer to birthday celebrations for private individuals, 
see M. Vandoni, Feste Pubbliche, nos. 137 (V ab) and 149 (I Bc/I ap). Occurrences of éop77 (cf. 8, 10 here) 
and zrav7yupic in the papyri have been reviewed lately by L. Casarico, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 135-62. See too 
F. Perpillou-Thomas, ‘La panégyrie au gymnase d’Oxyrhynchos’, CE 61 (1986) 303-12; she points out 
(303 and n. 4) that wav7yupic is rarely used to denote festivals of gods, giving only two references where 
the word is found followed by the name of the god as here: 7. A6yvac (SB V 8159.24), 7. tod NetAov 
(XLIII 3148 2). It is, by contrast, particularly used of a Greek festival connected with the gymnasium at 
Oxyrhynchus, which took place c.24 Tybi, 19 January. This season would suit our letter well, but it is 
difficult to connect Anubis with Greek gymnasial festivities. 

19 ‘tod’ Bevordt[olu [jp] av [| CeBacrod |) AvovBidoc. There exists a series of statues representing Anubis 

as an emperor with a dog’s head and there is one inscription with a dedication worded Anubi Aug(usto), see 
J.-C. Grenier, Anubis Alexandrin et Romain 39-40, pl. XIVb; 93 no. 57. It is remotely possible that this 

conception of Anubis may have contributed to the error, but the main cause of it lies in the use of Becdtaroc 

as a standard epithet for the emperor, on which see S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power 245-6, citing especially 

J. Rougé, ‘O Beidraroc Ab'youctoc, Rev. phil. 43 (1969) 83-92. In Egypt at least it is applied more frequently 

to emperors and kings than to gods, see G. Ronchi, Lexicon Theonymon ii 435-6, which links it only with 

the name of Memnon (four inscriptions on the colossus, one on the tomb of Rameses VI). 
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The festival in question has not been identified. In the Greek papyri only one Anubis festival is 
satisfactorily dated, from P. Hibeh I 27.1703. This is a calendar of Sais of the early Ptolemaic period, 

which records a festival for Anubis on the day of the autumn equinox. Anubis was associated with the 

equinoxes, see RE I 2646-7, so this festival may have been celebrated more widely than just in Sais, but 
it seems unlikely that a date so remote from 1 January is referred to here. Other festival-dates can be culled 
from S. Schott, Altagyptische Festdaten (a reference which I owe to Dr Mark Smith), but none seems sufficiently 

close or outstanding to qualify for identification with this one. 

Anubis is the chief god of the neighbouring Cynopolite nome, see especially J. Vandier, Le Papyrus 
Jumilhac. We might expect him to appear very rarely in the Oxyrhynchus papyri if we recall Plutarch, 

Isid. et Osir. 72, mentioning riots between Oxyrhynchites and Cynopolites associated with the sacrifice by 
each side of the other’s sacred animal, and in fact there is only one other reference: X 1256 mentions a 

priest of Anubis in a Cynopolite village. However, the worship of the oxyrhynchus fish is not met with at 
all in the papyri from Oxyrhynchus; contrast PSI VIII go1, a sworn undertaking by Arsinoite fishermen 
not to catch oxyrhynchi or lepidoti. The Oxyrhynchite attitude to Anubis is simply not known and this 

isolated mention of him is hard to put into a comprehensive context, but the letter proves that he received 

some respect there. 
It should be added that A. Alf6ldi has argued in a series of works (A Festival of Isis (1937), Die 

Kontorniaten (1943), The Conversion of Constantine (1948), p. 80, ‘Die alexandrinischen Gotter’, JAC 8/9 (1965/6) 
53-87), that the pseudo-coins called ‘contorniates’, some of them bearing types of Isis, Sarapis, and 
Anubis, were distributed in Rome on 3 January, upon which date he would fix a festival of Isis Pharia. If 

proved, this would provide a good context for our letter. The sender would be inviting a person who lived 

nearby, see introd., and who had failed to turn up to dinner on 31 December, see g n., to come along to 

some continuation of the celebrations on 3 January analogous to the wota publica in Rome. The word 
mavyyupic would be wholly appropriate to this sort of event. Alfoldi’s arguments are not accepted by M. 

Meslin, La féte des kalendes 59-66, and in any case we might wonder for what special reason Anubis would 
lend his name to this celebration, rather than Isis or Sarapis. However, it is undeniable that there is a series 

of contorniates with reverses showing Anubis and the legend vora pvs.iaa, see Alfoldi, A Festival of Isis 
20-2 and the relevant plates, esp. XIV. Vota were particularly associated with 3 January, see RE Suppl. 
XIV coll. 968-70, and were for the health of the emperor, a fact which might be seen as a further explanation 
of the use of Be.draroc and a background to the deletion of CeBacrood. 

3813-3815. LetTTers To APOLLONIUS 

All three of these letters were found in the third season of excavations at 

Oxyrhynchus (1903-4) and have inventory numbers which suggest that at that time 

they lay not far apart. Although Apollonius is a common name, they could well be 

directed to the same man, described in 3813 88 as a hypomnematographus and 

ex-prytanis, see note. He might possibly be the same as Aurelius Apollonius alias 

Dionysius, who was prytanis of Oxyrhynchus several times in the late third century, 

see most lately P. Laur. IV 155. 1-4 n. There is no internal evidence, apart from the 

name of the addressee, to link the letters. 

In 3813 (1) Justus addresses Apollonius as ‘my lord brother’, in 3814 (2) 
Theodorus calls him ‘my lord father’, and in 3815 (3) Eusebius calls him ‘my lord 
son’. If we take these and the other terms of blood relationship which occur literally, 
we could construct a consistent family tree, as follows: 
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Eusebius (3) 

| | | 
Justus (1) Apollonius (1-3) Sabinus (3) Ptolemais (3) C... (3)? 

| | 
Dioscurides (1) | Theodorus (2) 

However, it seems much more likely that most of these expressions are terms of 
respect and affection, as so often, rather than factual statements of blood relationship. 
As a striking example of this custom, the pitfalls of which are still too little appreciated, 
see XLVIITI 3396, a letter from Papnuthis to his ‘lord father’ and ‘lady mother’ (1-2), 

who were truly his parents, as we know from other items of the archive. In it he sends 
greetings to an additional ‘mother’ (29) and two more ‘fathers’ (27, 28-9)! Cf. 3808 
introd., 3812 17 n., 3819 introd., 3820 1 n. 

3813. Justus TO APOLLONIUS 

38 3B.85/C(1)a 19 X 28 cm Third/fourth century 

In spite of particularly severe damage in lines 17-34, this is the most interesting 

of the three letters. Justus, who wrote from Alexandria, was very anxious to take 

possession of the property of a freedman of his who had died, although the freedman 

had a son whose opposition he feared. He mentioned that the arrival of a governor 

was likely to suppress ‘the nonsense of certain people’, and reported that a petition 

from a brother or colleague (ddeAgod 51-2) of Apollonius against certain fellow 

magistrates concerning an uproar in the gymnasium had arrived in Alexandria and 

had been talked about ‘all over headquarters’ (év 6Aw 7@ mpaitwpiw 58). He touched 

on some business in Alexandria which he might be able to settle before his return 

journey to attend to the affair of the freedman, and closed with some remarks about 

the vintage and wine-making. 

Close to the left edge of the letter there is a sheet-join with the right sheet 

overlapping the left. This shows that the piece was cut from a roll in the usual way 

and that the recto was used for the letter, although the cut piece was turned upside 

down, so to speak, before the letter was written. The five vertical creases left by folds 

and the repeating pattern of damage show that the letter was rolled up with the right 

edge inside and pressed into a flat spill. The exposed left edge was tucked inside for 

safety and the address was written upwards along the fibres of one of the sides. A 

pattern in ink, here much blotted, indicates where a strip of binding material encircled 

the middle of the spill, cf. XLVIII 3396 32 n. 
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col. i 

Kupiw pov adeAd@ ArroAdAwviwr 
€ A > A A 

vropvnpatoyp(adw) "Tlobcroc xatper(v). 
” / ¢ ex / 

éyparpév rou 6 vioc Avockoupidyc 

mept Avoyévouc Tob viobd Mapxéd- 

5 Anc we TeAvVEMTOC Kal ExpTV 

ce, KUplté rou adeAde, €iddTa We 

cov yapw evOdde dvarpiBu{v}, 

KndecOar Kal ppovTidew 

TOU Mpaypatoc UmEep TOU ApeEiV 

10 ©6AveiteAObvToc. oldac yap, Kav 
> \ \ / € A fal 

eyw Ln ypadw co, we Ta TOV 

amreAevbépwv wroctéAder{v} Toic 

TaTpwc. KaAwC obv TrOLNCELC, 
> / a 4 

avavaBwv jou TO TpdcwToP, 

15 Touncac TOV vidv ou A.ocKov- 
th > 33 a Ww 

pidnv én’ avaypagy Exeuw 

Ta Te] KTHVN Kal THY cUvKO- 

pd7) |v Kat el te GAAO avT@ 

|. vev, TMp@Twe Tron- 

20 at |, omtAw, oc abrov 

|. TOY exe? amroKeEl- 

pevwv] BiBAiwy evexev 
/ \ my 

_.., | Tavra Ta evypada 

|, aroxe[e]rar. ofdev 

25 Avock]ouvpidy[c] ob Aéyw 

uy peace: 
|], Kata T[lovc]| vdpouc 

sgt [.<]Ada(v) 
eae Je@pou n[.,,, sda 

sie hate Jwvw, |... ]veucerv 

oeeee 

2 Umouvnpatoypsiouctrocxarper 3 vioc 4 viov 8 1. dpovrilew Q vmep; |. Ayiv 

12 vmocteAdew 17-18 1. cuyKopudyy 15 vlov 23 |. éyypada 28 «]AI@ 



36-7 1. ddvapiat 
46 1. Hiv 49 wa 
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35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

Jagwwee k[ata] tovc vo- tener 

pove ,],e7e[,,, Jomauc 
fea |vadoB|, ,, ]voco 

ete, (> “arene 

mralet|av dial... | vrwy 
A / € \ 

T@ mpaypat[t. ai] yap dpva- 
/ A > \ > / 

plat Twav ov[dé]v odKéru 
> / > a $ / A 

ucxvouc. ev TH eEmiBace TOU 
¥ € / aN \ 

Kuplov [Lov NyELovoc. eav O€ 
af ” 77 

dpvapot ‘Qpoc, et ye mepiectw, 

packwv avrod elvar Tov dvo- 

pa €xew tratpoc, pabérw 

6tu ovdev |[viv] icydce 

col. i 

mapa TO dixatov. Aéyw de 

ott Kaddxepoc, ov Kal av- 

TOC OUK GyvoeEl, OTL HEV 

uaAAov cuvapeitar 7 TH 

mpokeyrevw “Qpw. dn- 

A® B€ cou, va under ce 

Aavbavn, ott 7a boer- 

ta BiBAiéia br Tob aded- 

pov cov KaTa TWwy cuvap- 
/ € A 

xovtwr, we BopvBou t- 

voc yevomévou ev TH 
/ > / > 

yupvaciw, evade é- 

méupOn emi tHv Aaurp|, ||‘o’- 

tatnv AdeEavdpevav Kal 
> o¢ lal / 

ev OAw TH Tpaitwpiw 
> / \ 47s « m” > A 

nKovcOn, ‘Kai’, we €ccu elreiv, 
A > 

eic WTa HADev Tod av- 

38 icxvoucs; |. emuBacer 40 |. dAvapy 43 tcyuce 
51 vo 58 vy corr. 59 I. écru 

203 

45 |. KaAdxatpoc 
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65 

70 

18 

80 

85 

bévrov. iva obv cKepy- 

Bar TO cuudépov atdta(v), 
> \ A ? / ’ 2 

avTo TovTO EdnAWwCa cot. 

Tept Tov obv icxapocipou, 

Kabwe Kal mpoeimov, 

TavTa KUKWCAC TpPOC 
> ie ” am 4 

avTov, €cT av wo KaTaveEv- 

cn Tov ebedOeciv, Adé~ar- 

d|pov o¥[8’] ad mrepipe- 
a \ \ a —* 

vw iva [Kk]qau TO TY ¢ 

qaAavt[w]y avicw mpo 

tlob{v} e€[éA]Ow. éav odv 

€JAPn wlExp]e tHc tLe] — oAne 
A - CAN bed fi > \ 

Thc ve. [€alv d’apa wy, Kayw 

efépxoul[ar]. od wéAAeu yap ob- 

toc évalye|v wrote. mreEpt 

dpvapiac [y]ap avTw@ ect, we 

olOac. MEPL TOU LEeTEWPOU 
Avis / A or 

Tov ameAevbépou Oappw ort 

od peAXrerc adycvx dade, 

iva 1 meXOHpEv Kal v- 
\ a > A > 7 

TO TaV lOlwrw@v. ov dén 

évToAnc Kal TEpl THC TPUYNC 

Kal TOV davercT@v. Kal dn- 

(vac.) AwcaTw pou 

Left margin, downwards: 

Kal THY pucW Kal TO,,[ ¢.30-35 letters |, évererAduny cor. Eppw- 

co pou. 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 

kupiw p[o]y ddeAd@ AmorAwviw (design) vrourvnuatoypadw mputavev(cavtt) 

(vac.) Kat Atockoupidn via Totcroc. 

61 wa 61-2 |. cKéycbe 62 avt® 64 tcyapocysov; see n. 70 wa 

77 1. dAvapiac 80 1. adncvxalew 81 wa; |. maryOdpev 81-2 uo 82 idwwrwr 
88 vropvnpatoypadwmputavev 89 viw (vac.) iovctoc 
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‘To my lord brother Apollonius, hypomnematographus, Justus, greetings. My son Dioscurides wrote 
to me that Diogenes the son of Marcella had died and you, my lord brother, knowing that it is on your 
account that I am staying here, ought to have looked after and taken care of the affair with regard to our 
advantage. For you know, even if I do not write to you, that the affairs of freedmen fall under the control 
of their patrons. So you will do well if you assume my character and make my son Dioscurides put on 
record the beasts and the produce of the harvest and whatever else . . . ed to him, first making (?) .. . 

(of?) Milo(?) . .. and(?) on account of the papers which are stored there . . . all the written documents 
. Is (are?) in store. Dioscurides knows where I mean (?) . . .’ 

(36 ff.) ‘For the nonsense of certain people has no effect any longer following the arrival of my lord 
the governor. If Horus gets up to his nonsense—if indeed he survives—, saying that it is his prerogative to 
hold on to his father’s title, let him learn that he will have no power against what is right. I mean that 
Calocaerus—whom he himself knows—that he will help us rather than the aforesaid Horus.’ 

‘I tell you, so that nothing may escape your notice, that the petition submitted by your colleague (or 
‘brother’?) against certain fellow magistrates, about there having been some uproar in the gymnasium, was 
sent here to the most glorious Alexandria and was heard of all over headquarters and, so to speak, came 
to the ears of the person responsible. So, in order that you might look to their (or ‘your own’?) advantage, 
I informed you of this fact.’ 

‘So then, in connection with . . ., as I said before, having stirred up everything against him until he 
gave me leave to depart, finally I am not even waiting for Alexander so as to complete the matter of the 
six talents also before I set out. If indeed he comes up to the 15th—the whole of the 15th, (well and good!). 
But if after all he doesn’t come, I too shall set out. For this fellow is not going to bring his case to court 
ever. For it is about a nonsense on his part, as you know. In the matter of the unfinished business of the 
freedman I am confident that you are not going to remains quiet, so that we may not be made a 
laughing-stock even by outsiders. You need no instruction about either the vintage or the creditors. Also 
let him report to me both the yield of new wine and .. . (as?) I instructed you. I wish you well.’ 

Back: ‘To my lord brother Apollonius, hypomnematographus, ex-prytanis, and to Dioscurides (my) son, 
Justus.’ 

1-2 For Apollonius see 88 n. 
4-5 viod MapxédAnc. The metronymic is used in this case because a child born of a slave mother could 

have no official father. 
7 dcarpiBw{v}. Cf. 12 drocréAder{v}. For the frequent phonetic problems of final nasals see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar i 111-14. 
8 dpovridew = -ilew. Cf. 80 adyncuyddew = -alew; see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 75-6. 
10-13 I have translated cautiously, ‘the affairs of freedmen fall under the control of their patrons’, 

but he may mean, ‘the property of freedmen belongs to their patrons’. Later passages imply that Justus 
hoped to acquire all the freedman’s possessions although there was a son. After a formal Roman manumission 
a patron was legally entitled to half of his freedman’s estate at most, if there were children to inherit, see 

M. Kaser, Das rémische Privatrecht ii 486, 508-10, A. Watson, The Law of Succession 185~7, citing especially 
Gaius, Inst. III §§ 39-42. Masters often manumitted informally in order to retain greater rights of succession, 

see A. Watson, Roman Slave Law 23-45. 
12 vrocréAAer{v}. Cf. 7 n. 
17-18 The collocation of animals and harvest shows that the freedman was involved in agriculture. 

likeliest, but not necessarily the only, possibilities. We need a past tense meaning ‘belonged’, ‘was entrusted’, 
or something similar. I have found no plausible restoration. 

20-36 Although the damage does not seem very extensive, what remains is so ambiguous that I have 
not been able to find a coherent story in these lines. They seem still to concern the affair of the freedman. 

20 The name MiAwyv, in the nominative or genitive, is perhaps to be recognized here. A place called 

Midwv[oc?] is attested once, XII 1545 g. 
21 ] «a/ is a good possibility. An infinitive in -]cac or -c]#ac seems not to satisfy the traces. 

24-5 Above the epsilon of ofSev is something which looks like an interlined sigma. It may be that a 

correction of ofSev to ofSec was intended, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 353-4. Against which it may be said 

that (1) the nu is uncancelled, (2) the clerk uses ofSac in 10, and (3) the interlineation is placed rather far 
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to the left for this interpretation. The semi-circle may be a misplaced attempt to define the top of epsilon 

rather more clearly. 

27 Kata t[ovc] vowouc. Cf. 31-2. 

31 Jagwe. The context, damaged though it is, seems not to favour -agic; perhaps -agidcer, whether 

noun or verb, simple or compound, was intended. Mr Parsons suggests [émé]veucev [..,. ] aéiwc(e)e, cf. P. 

Mert. I 26.14 éréveucev abrijc 7H déi[a cer 6. . . rravopburyc. This may provide a link, cf. 65 n., with 64-8 

below, especially with xaravetcy tod é&eAGetv (67-8), but I can get no further. Here «[aré]vevcev will not 
suit the trace, for which nu might be best, and [xaré]vevcev seems too long for the space, but the sense is 

unaffected. In the gap supply perhaps [ov 77]. 
33-6 The final omicron of 33 is written large, suggesting the articulation ]voc 0. Restore perhaps 

oB[ovpe]voc d[r]e ovSev euo[t xarlaréreurra[i r]av dia[fep]ovtwy 7H mpdypare, ‘being afraid because none 
of the things which relate to the affair have been left to me’, but this is of dubious meaning and hard to 
connect with what precedes. Who was afraid? Was it the writer, or 6 raic, if that is the right articulation 

in 32? A patron was entitled to a half share of his freedman’s estate, if there were no children to inherit, 
and for large estates even if there were, cf. 10-13 n. 

36-7 dpvapiac = ddrvapia. Cf. 40, 77. On interchange of liquids see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 102-7; 

here assimilation may be involved. 
38-9 This must refer to the arrival of a prefect in Alexandria. In P. Lond. III 1170.3 (p. 93) ém(Bacic 

denotes the arrival associated with the entry to office of a strategus, so that here it may refer to a first 
arrival, cf. OGIS II 669 (edict of Ti. Julius Alexander).5 cyedov d€ e& ob tc TéAEwC enéBHv KaTaBowpevoc 

70 Tav évrvyyavovtwy KTA., with the commentary of G. Chalon, L’Edit 95 n. 3. For the importance attached 
to the first formal entry of a proconsular governor to his province see F. G. B. Millar, The Roman Empire 
and its Neighbours 63, citing Dig. I. 16.4. The prefect of Egypt probably observed similar conventions, cf. 

Digs Vat jade 
40 ¢pvapot = dAvap7. Cf. 36-7 n. for interchange of liquids and F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 363-5 for 

confusion of the classes of contracted verbs. 
41 For adrod rather than adrod see F. T. Gignac, Grammar 11 170-1. 
Tov Ovowa éxew. There is a strong tendency for the articular infinitive to appear in the genitive, cf. 68, 

even where another case might seem appropriate, as here the accusative would; see B. G. Mandilaras, The 

Verb 334-7 (§§ 815-35). 
For 6voya, ‘legal title’ see WB s.v. (2), col. 184. 

58 mpartwpiw. See S. Daris, Lessico Latino 94-5; add XLIII 3150 14-15 and n., P. Petaus 47.44; 48.2. 
Little is known of the one in Alexandria, see A. Calderini, Diz. det nomi geografict 1 1 138. 

59 éccu = ecru. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 66. 
60-1 avGévrov. It is not clear what is meant. Was someone in government circles at Alexandria guilty 

of instigating disorder in Oxyrhynchus? Or was ‘the person responsible’ the one who was to settle disputes 
arising out of the disorder? 

62 70 cuudépov adra(v). “Their advantage’ may be correct, referring to the brother or colleague (adeAdod 
51-2) of Apollonius and some associates of his, but ‘your own (pl.) advantage’ is expected, in which case 
avrayv is for éavrav, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 169, but atta is not likely to be correct, ibid., 170-1. 
The clear and deliberate horizontal above the omega in avt@ makes it very unlikely that ad7@ was intended. 

64 tcxapociuwou seems to be unknown, cf. F. Dornseiff, B. Hansen, Riickl. Wb. d. gr. Eigennamen 137 
(-yuac), 162 (-ync), 262 (-yoc), P. Kretschmer, E. Locker, Riickl. Wb. d. gr. Sprache 358 (-cipoc), 434-5 

(-cywoc). The most obvious possibility is a new compound of icyw and apdcipoc, on the model of icxaioc, 
‘blood-staunching, styptic’, but if so I fail to understand the sense of it. I am inclined to view it as a new 
adjective in -cysoc, cf. L. R. Palmer, Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 27-8. Perhaps, then, he meant 
*écxapwcuoc ‘scabby’, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 249-51, esp. 250 para. (c), for the change e€)., and ibid., 
275-7, for the much commoner w)o. However, there may be some connection with the equally puzzling 
6 “Icxapociépag (?), which occurs in a damaged context in P. Mil. I 24.18. If it is rightly taken as a name, 
that solution may suit our problem too. 

65 xabwe Kat mpoeirov. An echo of 67-8 (xatavetcy) is perhaps to be recognised in 30-1 ([émé ]veucev 
. a€tc(e)u?), see 31 n., but I can get no further with it. 

66 Kuxwcac. This verb has not yet appeared in the papyrological dictionaries. 
68 rod eéeAOeiv. Cf. 41 n. 
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69-70 mepmeyw. The future, mepyevad, is also possible, but the present in a future sense is equally 
idiomatic, see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 102-7 (§§ 214-21), and cf. 75, e€€pyou[ac], ‘I shall set out’. 

71-2 mpo [rlod{v} eé[€A]Ow. Cf. III 611 (descr.) mpd rotv AyaboxAjc Scacre(An, XXXVI 2781 4 mpo 

tobv €AOwpev. R. C. Horn, The Use of the Subjunctive 128, suggested that this was mpo rod plus nu movable, 
comparing P. Fay. 136.6—7 apo rod ric bude evéyxn, P. Lond. 1V 1346.10 mp6 rob yévnrar amoBacic, 1353.10-11 

mpw (= mpd) rov(?) amoBy To Bdwp; add XVI 1854 3-4 apo rod ra data Kataxparycwci THY yHv, see 

B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 269 §598 (20). This use of zpo rod plus subjunctive seems to have developed out 
of the use of zpé with the articular infinitive, see Mandilaras, op. cit. 348-9 §860, by analogy with éwc 
and mpi plus subjunctive. The superfluous nu is more probably due to phonetic uncertainty over final 
nasals, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 113 para. d. 

72-4 Mr Parsons points out to me that the absence of the apodosis is an idiom, see E. Mayser, Grammatik 

ll. 3 pp. 8-9. It is somewhat reminiscent of the idiomatic all-purpose apodosis in English, ‘If. .., well and 
good! If not, (the consequence follows)’. 

75-6 odroc is probably Alexander. It could perhaps be the freedman’s son, Horus, but the specific way 
the affair of the freedman is mentioned in 78-9 suggests that it is there that Justus returns to his main topic. 

76 eval[ye|y, cf e.g. BGU XII 2173.4, 10, is doubtful, but an equally short infinitive offering reasonable 
sense has not been found. 

77 dpvapiac. Cf. 36-7 n. 

80 adncvyadew = -alew. Cf. 8 n. 

82 idwrdv. This means persons not of the curial class, see A. K. Bowman, Town Councils 21; cf. 

XXXIII 2664 13-14 n., A. Bianchi, Aegyptus 63 (1983) 192-3. Horus as the son of a freedman evidently 
was not included in that class. 

83 rpvync. This and picw, ‘wine-yield’ (86), indicate that the letter was written at the season of the 
vintage, which was, roughly speaking, about August, see M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 275-7. In 72-5 Justus 
seems to say that he could be found in Alexandria up to the 15th, implying that he would leave on the 

16th. Perhaps, therefore, he is most likely to mean 15 Thoth = 12 September, or 15 Mesore = 8 August. 
84-5 dynAwcatw. We rather expect dyAwcov, but probably the text is correct. Presumably the subject 

was not specified because he was clearly indicated by the nature of the instruction. Perhaps he was 
Dioscurides, if the vintage was part of the agricultural activities of Diogenes, cf. 17-18 n. 

85 The bottom edge, evidently original, leaves very little space below the beginning of line 84, but 
curves downwards to the right, where 85 has been crowded in underneath. Cf. 87. 

86 Cf. 3814 29-30 n. 
ro,,[. Read either roz,[ or tom[, probably to be articulated 70 xrA. 

Restore perhaps w&]¢ or xaOa@]c évererAduny cov. 
87 This short line has been crowded in under 86 in the same way as 85 under 84. 

88 The design marks the spot where a binding was placed around the letter before it was sent, cf. 

XLVIII 3396 32 n., 3814 31 n., 3815 introd. para. 3. 

bropvnwatoypadw mputaved(cavt.). To judge from the lists of prytaneis in A. K. Bowman, Town Councils 

131-7, the only known Apollonius who is a candidate for identification with this one is Aurelius Apollonius 

alias Dionysius, who is attested by documents ranging from Ap 273 to 292, see especially P. Laur. IV 

155-1-4 n., cf. LI 3610 4 n. At the unknown date of P. Laur. 155 he was (ex-?)hypomnematographus of 

Alexandria, councillor, (ex-?)gymnasiarch, and prytanis in office of Oxyrhynchus. In I 59 of 10 February, 

AD 292 he appears with another Apollonius, who has no alias, and was ex-hypomnematographus and 

current strategus. It is not certain whether the strategus of AD 291/2 was one of the traditional type, 

appointed from outside the nome, or one of the new type, chosen from the curial class of the same nome, 

but the usual guess is that the change came later, during the municipal reforms of Diocletian, ¢c.ap 296. 

89 Clumsy spacing and paler ink show that the words Kail Avockoupidn vi@ were added as an 

afterthought, cf. 3, 15, 25. 
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3814. THEODORUS TO APOLLONIUS 

38 3B.84/](6-8)a 12 25 cm Third/fourth century 

Apollonius had been worried about the possibility of dependents of his being 

recruited for compulsory service. Theodorus, a magistrate himself like Apollonius, 

assured him that their fellow magistrates, who had not made such appointments in 

his absence, would not dare to do so now that he was at hand. There is an unmistakeable 

implication that Apollonius was one of those influential people able to provide 

protection against these claims by the state, cf. N. Lewis, The Compulsory Services of 

Roman Egypt 156-9. 

It was a question of the recruitment of carpenters for work on Trajan’s Canal, 

see 13-15 n. This had been ordered by a procurator. The names of the carpenters 

concerned were not available to Theodorus, so that his reassurance was not based on 

certain knowledge, but he promised to send a list on the following day. He had heard 

that Apollonius was suffering from ill-health of a kind he had known before and 

promised to come and visit him. 

There is a postscript of two lines in the left margin, alluding briefly to two 

documents. On the back is an address, as well as three lines of shorthand and a very 

brief endorsement in Greek, neither of them yet understood. 

There is a sheet-join running vertically about 4 cm from the right edge, showing 

that the piece was cut from a roll in the usual way and that the writing of lines 1-28 

runs along the fibres of the recto. 

/ 
Kupiw ov tatpt AmoAAwviw 

/ 
Ocddwpoc xalpew. 

etd / ¢ \ a Va 
emecTtAac HOLL WC TIEPlL TWV TEKTO- 

Noy) / 
VWV. KQL QATTOVTOC COU moAXAaKic 

/ / ‘\ 

5 TEKTOVEC pEeTETEUPONCaV Kal 
> / \ 9 
EpyaTa. Kal ETEpa TpaypaTa, Kal 7- 

i, € a 
d€cOncav ol cuvapyovTec Lav 

\ > / \ , / fe \\ , a 2 
THY a7vrouclav cov. ea] TOU YE COU €77L07)- 

A > ” 
[LOUVTOC OUK QV TIC ToAUHCaL 6vo- 

/ A 
10 Pacal TWA TWV dtadepovtwy 

Soran) rf) / 5 / \ , 
HW! Vapcel OVY, TATNP, TEPL TOV- 

re ae s NNSA ye 
TOU. €7T OVOLATWV yap HOEAnCcEV 

, ad) 287 
Capatiwv O €TLTPOTIOC Tpia- 

3 1. émécrevvac Q ToAuncar: qe corr. 
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/ > A KOVTa TEKTOVAC ATrOcTAaAHVaL 
> \ \ ae \ e < 15 €mt Tov Tpatiavoy rotapmov, éc- 

/ XD 7 € A 

mépac d€ eredHuncar 7i(v) 
/ A 

Atdckopoc Kal ovx icxuca d1a 
\ 2 _ 2 a ” \ > / THY alTiav THC Wpac TA Ovoma- 

> A > A A ity a Ta avt@v exraBeiv Kal émucti- 
/ ” 

20 ~—Aai cou. atpiov odv émictéAAw 
\ a 

col Kal TA OvOpmaTa TMV peTA- 
/ ” > o Treupbevtwr. HKouca obv OTL 

\ / / \ \ \ Ta cuvnbn macxerc Kal dia TV 
Lae a 

aitiav TavTHY Tap e“avT@ pLeE- 
/ \ a 25 pevnKa THY crhwepov. cov Dew 

\ > z / A d€ Kayw cou KaTaAjuopwar THE 
eg / o > A / ” vylac cov evexev. Epp@cBai ce evxo- 

pear. 

Downwards in the left margin: 

209 

2 3 r / = \ A <3 re oy S| teen ES / / 
QATECTLAG COL OUVV KQAL TA ATTOCTAAEVTA [Ol ATO TTOAEWC UTTO VOQALLOVOC VpaLUaTa, 

30 Kal Ta BiBAla arrep HOEAncac Kata TOD Capudrou Sobjvar d€dwxa. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

Kupiw jou tatpt AmoAAwviwn (vac.) Oeddwpoc. 

Back, top left, upwards along the fibres: ovepe, Of. 

Back, upwards along the fibres: 3 lines of shorthand. 

15 Tpatavov 16 émedjuncar: ae corr.; 1. emedhunce; nut 17 icyuca 19-20 |. émcretAa 
26 cot: |. ce 27 vytac: vy and. corr.; |. byvedac 29 |. amécrevAa 

“To my lord father Apollonius, Theodorus, greetings. You wrote to me about the carpenters. Even in 

your absence carpenters were often sent for, as well as labourers and other things, and our fellow magistrates 
respected your absence. Surely then, while you are at home, no-one would dare to nominate any of the 

people belonging to us? So be confident, father, on this point. For Sarapion the procurator wanted thirty 
carpenters to be sent to the Trajan river upon nomination, but Dioscorus got home to us in the evening 
and I was not able by reason of the hour to extract their names and write to you. So tomorrow I will write 
you also the names of those who have been sent for. I heard indeed that you are suffering from your usual 
troubles, but for this reason I have stayed at home for today. With god’s help I too shall visit you on 
account of your health. I pray that you are well.’ 

‘I have, then, sent you also the letter sent to me from town by Eudaemon and the petition which you 
wanted to be delivered against Sarmates I have delivered.’ 

Back: “To my lord father Apollonius, Theodorus.’ 
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2 Theodorus should be a magistrate of Oxyrhynchus, see 7 of cuvapyovrec judv. No suitable candidate 
appears in the lists in A. K. Bowman, Town Councils 131-47, but a later publication, XLV 3255, gives one: 
Theodorus alias Chaeremon, ex-gymnasiarch, ex-prytanis, and former councillor of Oxyrhynchus, evidently 

dead by the date of the document, which is 6 November, AD 315. 
3 For cc plus preposition see LS7 s.v. we C. II. 
g ov« av Tic ToAujcqy. A correction of the final syllable looks as if it gave -e. over -av, but that seems 

hardly likely, unless an intention to correct -au to -eve, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 360, was not carried 

out properly. 
11 For watynp = marep see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 62. 
13 Capariwyv 6 énizpomoc. This is presumably a procurator. He is unknown, unless he can be identified 

with the rationalis Aurelius Sarapion, in office c.AD 310, see A. E. Hanson, ZPE 8 (1971) 15; add now P. 

Vindob. Tandem 4.4-5 n. This seems unlikely in view of the high status of the rationalis, but émitpomoc 
would be a correct, if vague, description, and the possibility remains. 

13-15 Canal work took place at the season of lowest Nile, just before the flood in mid-July. 
Arrangements were usually made somewhat earlier, in March and April, see P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 43 

(1963) 77-8, and this letter must have been written during the time of preparation. 
This is the first attestation of the recruitment of carpenters to work on the Trajan canal. The designation 

épyatyc, ‘workman’, cf. 6 above, occurs in XII 1426 (ap 332), PSI I 87, VI 689 (both ap 423), although 
in the last item one of the persons may have been a specialist, perhaps a cummoupyoc. The verb amepyacacBar 
in P. Cair. Isid. 81.11 (AD 297) may imply that the function there was that of épyarnc. Carpenters may 
have worked particularly on locks, or perhaps on timber cladding for the canal banks. 

For Trajan’s canal in general see P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 43 (1963) 70-83; add now P. Wash. Univ. 
I 7. It ran from Babylon (near Cairo) to Heroonpolis (near Suez), linking the Nile with the Red Sea. 

20 avpiov . . . émuctéA\w. For the present used colloquially for the future see B. G. Mandilaras, The 
Verb 102-7 §§ 214-21. 

26 cou. We expect ce with xataAapBavw, but the sense is practically ‘I shall come to you’, so he may 
have had some verb such as épxopar in mind. 

29-30 Lines in the margin like this are very frequent in letters, cf. e.g. 3913 86-7. Compare too Cic., 
ad Att. v 1. 3 nunc uenio ad transuersum illum extremae epistulae tuae uersiculum . . ., ‘1 come now to the line in the 
margin at the end of your letter. . © (trans. D. R. Shackleton-Bailey, Atticus, Vol. III p. 5). The word 
transuersum seems to indicate that the line was in a side margin and not at the head or foot: translate perhaps 
‘the line at right angles (in the margin)’. 

31 The blank space in the address falls at about the middle of the height of the sheet and was the 
place for a strip of binding material to be put around the letter when it was folded, cf. XLVIII 3396 
32 n., 3813 88 n., 3815 introd. para. 3. There is no design to mark the spot. 

32-5 The shorthand and what appears to be a short and abbreviated Greek endorsement would have 
been hidden, if they were there, when the letter was folded to be sent. It is perhaps more likely that they 
are notes made by the recipient. The Greek is on the right and level with the second line of the shorthand; 
before theta, upsilon and epsilon seem the best possibilities. The first two letters were awkwardly placed 
and spaced. Close before these is what I take to be a shorthand symbol or combination of symbols, but it 
is nearly 3 cm to the right of the second line of shorthand. 

3815. Eusesius ro APOLLONIUS 

38 3B.84/J(6-8)b 12.5X 11.5 cm Third/fourth century 

After the prescript Eusebius plunges without compliments into the topic of the 
care of his ‘lord son Sabinus’. He is confident that Apollonius is taking some thought 
for Sabinus, and trusts that a certain Epagathus, perhaps a paedagogus, will have orders 
from Apollonius to keep close to him, since he is a child and needs not to be led into 
undisciplined behaviour. If a group of women, ‘Adora and company’, persist in their 
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riotous behaviour, they are to be checked by his ‘lady daughter’ Ptolemais and by 

Apollonius. Another ‘lady daughter’ may be mentioned in the damaged sentence 

with which the letter breaks off, unless this refers again to Ptolemais. 

See 3813-15 introd. for the contribution which 3815 makes to the family tree if 

we take the terms of kinship literally. The anxiety of Eusebius makes it reasonably 

likely that Sabinus was his son, but the other terms are as likely to denote affection 

and respect as relationship by blood. 

There is a sheet-join running vertically very close to the right edge, which shows 

that the piece was cut from a roll in the normal way and that the letter is written on 

the recto along the fibres. Only the top, with thirteen lines of writing, survives. The 

address was written downwards on the back along the fibres. About half of it survives, 

the blank space after AzroAAwviw (14) being in all probability the place where a binding 

was placed around the middle of the package produced by folding the letter, cf. 3814 

31 n. If this is right, about half of the letter too is lost. 

Kupiw pov vid AmoAAwviw EdcéBioc 

xalpew. 
ov 4 A / € lol / 

Ott péAeu cou TOU Kupiov ov viod CaBeivou 

teOappnKa. TO d€ maida adrov dvta d€éecBar 
A Ay > > / ie ¥ ‘55 tA 

5 Tov pn ele [altagetay TpémecBar, Kal TrEpt TOU- 
4 LA > \ “2 M4 

Tou mucTevw oT evtodAdac AjpieTEe Tapa 
A £3) if a > A 

cov 6 ‘Emayaboc were avtT@ mpocKkapte- 
A A LAD A 2 

piv. ef 6€ Kal ai [ c. 10 letters |] ‘wept tyv Adwpav’ exeivar em- 
A A > A 

[evoltev TW QUT@ CTPHVL, avaKoTTE- 
A A ~ > A v) 

10 cTweav da THe CHC, TOU Eov KUpion, 
A A 4 

émuctpediac Kal bo THe [ejc] Kupiac 
hs \ \ 

pov Ov[y]atpoc I1roAepaidoc. thy yap 
72 

Kuptav plov Oujyarépa «[,...]..[...]. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

Kupiw pov vid AroAAwviw (vac.) [ 

I viw 3 viov; 1. CaBivou 5 1. aragétav 6 1. Ajpuperat 7-8 |. mpockaprepety g 1. crpjve 

g-10 l. dvaxorrrécOwcav Tale emructpepetac 12 mTo0Xewatidoc 14 v COrr. from a 

‘To my lord son Apollonius, Eusebius, greetings. I am confident that you are taking an interest in my 

lord son Sabinus. As for the fact that he is a child and should not be led into indiscipline, I believe that 

in this respect too Epagathus will receive instructions from you to stay by him. And if those women, Adora 

and company, persist in the same insolent behaviour, let them be checked by your severity, my lord, and 

by (that of?) my lady daughter Ptolemais. For... my lady daughter C... (?) ... 

p) 
Back. ‘To my lord son Apollonius . . . 
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4 SéecOa. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 371. 

8-9 ef. . . émyévorev. This is not a vague future conditional, but merely a future one, see B. G. 

Mandilaras, The Verb, 283-5 §§649-50. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 359-61 for the revival of the optative. 

The deletion in 8 has been done very thoroughly in heavy ink. Whatever was there was probably an 

uncomplimentary description of ‘Adora and company’. 
8 Aswpav. The declension of this name is odd in that the genitive seems to be in -é like the nominative, 

see P, Cair. Isid. 90.1; 95.1, cf. 6.128; 9.66, 176; 12.8; 17.9. Adwpay acc. also occurs in P. Giss. Univ. Bibl. 

32.24. P. Mich. VI 376.4 n. refers to Coptic examples. 
11 [[¢qc]. A repetition of ric is perhaps also possible, but palaeographically ¢4c looks more likely. It 

will be an accidental reminiscence from line 10. 
12 The horizontal cap of the sigma of ITroAepaidoc was extended to fill the end of the line. Then 7 

yap, if ydp is the correct reading of this rapid scrawl, was added below the horizontal. 
13 Possibly «[ begins the name of a second ‘lady daughter’, but the expression may refer back to 

Ptolemais. 
14 Cf. introd. para. 3. 
vid. It may be that he began to write a for a5éA¢@, see app. crit., cf. introd. para. 2. 

3816. ProLemMINus TO SINTHONIS 

95/78(a) 10 X 25 cm Third/fourth century 

This letter and the next one (3817) may be added to the list of papyri which seem 

to reflect epidemics of infectious diseases in Egypt. The evidence has recently been treated 

by G. Casanova, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 163-201, Atti del XVII Congr. Int. di Papirologia iii 

949-56, YCS 28 (1985) 145-54. (For convincing arguments against his interpretation and 

dating of the gravestones of Terenuthis see J. Bingen in C. Saerens et al. (edd.), Studia 

Varia Bruxellensia (1987) 3-14.) The writer of this letter had been ill and in danger of 

death, he says. One of his friends had been ill for some time past, receiving treatment 

‘ever so many times’ to his feet or legs, and was perhaps getting worse. The effect on 

the legs seems to have been characteristic of the epidemics of the period, see 6-7 n. 

Unfortunately the date can only be determined roughly. The script is a rapid 

sloping cursive, written by a practised hand, of the late third or early fourth century. 

The rare name Palex (16) occurs also in XIV 1670 and 1716. In 1716 of ap 333 an 

Aurelius Palex son of Parammon has a wife called Aurelia Sinthonis daughter of 

Thonis. In 1670 Palex writes to a lady called Chinthonis, his ‘sister’, and sends greetings 

to a Ptoleminus and his wife. The greeting is repeated in the same terms (22-3, 30-1); 

this is probably inadvertence, though it is possible that two men of the same name 

were meant. Grenfell and Hunt assigned 1670 to the third century, but the clumsy 

hand could well be fourth. The mention of the officium of a rationalis (ka8oAcKot 10) rather 

suggests late third or fourth, because after one isolated case in the reign of the Philips, 

c.AD 246, the regular series of Egyptian rationales does not begin till ap 286, see 

P. J. Parsons, JRS 57 (1967) 138-9. The only other occurrence of a Palex is in XVI 

2058 74, from the sixth century. It seems possible that 1670, 1716, and 3816 all come 

from the same circle. If so, the epidemic probably belongs in the early fourth century. 

There was a plague in the territory of Maximinus Daia c.ap 311/12 with which it 

could possibly be connected, see Aegyptus 64 (1984) 166. 
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The writing is along the fibres. A sheet-join running vertically near the right edge 

shows that the piece for the letter was cut from a roll in the usual way. The creases 

and patterns of damage show that the letter was rolled up with the right edge inside 

and squashed flat so as to produce five vertical creases dividing it into six panels 

increasing in width from right to left. The exposed left hand panel was tucked in so 

as to avoid damage to the edge, and the address was written on the outside of the 

flattened roll on the second panel from the left. A space was left in the middle of the 

address, at which point a thin ligature was tied round the package. Patterns were 

inked over the ligature on both flat sides, consisting of five parallel lines on the address 

side and an irregular lattice of crossing lines on the other. The interruption of the 

patterns shows where the ligature once ran. I do not recall seeing two patterns for 

one binding before, cf. XLVIII 3396 32 n. and Pl. VI there. 

TTroXepeivoc ‘kati Xaipjpwy’ Cwbave 

adeAdy xalpew. 
/ / > / \ ys A A 

m™po ye TavTwy evxouat Oa’ Ta Dew 
hid € / YZ > / \ / A 

Omrwe OAbKAnpov ce aTroAGBw ‘per’. yva- 

5 vat ce OéAw ote AytAdrede mavor vo- 
a \. 3 2. / > \ / 

cl Kal exupicOn trocakic Ec TOUC 70- 

dac Kal Ta Ewe ape voci Kal cyeddv TL 
/ \ \ A > > o 

MpOceTl, KAL Ola TOUTO OVK EdUVT|- 
A > A > \ > / 

Onv AaAjcar adT@. Kayw ncbevy- 
/ \ > / > A 

10 ca mavo. Kal etc Aavatov. adda 

Kal evxapicT@ TH Dew Kadwe 

écxnka. Kal TEpl OY xpy- 

Lic yparbov por, adeApy. Kal 

mocaKic cou €yparsa Kal ovK avTé- 

15 yparybac wot. acracov Tov a- 

deAdov huav ITadeE kat THY wy- 

TEpav Hhu@Vv Kal TaVTA CoV TOV 

olkov KaT Ovopa. (vac.) 

(vac.) 
> A / ” 

epp@cBai ce ev- 

20 xouar, adeAgn. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 
3 / 

ad8(oc) CwOwv (design) (apa) rodepetvov. 

1 1. [Trodepivoc, Cwbadver 3 1. evydpeba 5 |. mavu 5-6 1. voce? 6 1. éyerpicOn 

7 1. voce? 8 ovk’ eduvn g Kaye: y corr. from 0? 10 |. mavu 12-13 |. ypneuc 

14 ovK avTe 16-17 |. unrépa 21 amo; |. CwOebver; 1’; 1. [TroAeuivou 
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‘Ptoleminus and Chaeremon to Sinthonis their sister, greetings.’ 
‘Before all we pray to god that we find you well. I want you to know that Achilles is very ill and has 

had treatment ever so many times to the feet and has been ill right up to the present and is perhaps even 

more so, and because of that I couldn’t talk to him. I was very sick myself, at death’s door even. However, 

I thank god I have got well.’ 
‘Write to me about the things you need, sister. I wrote to you ever so many times and you didn’t 

answer me.’ 
‘Greet our brother Palex and our mother and all your household by name.’ 
‘I pray for you health, sister.’ 

Address: ‘Deliver to Sinthonis from Ptoleminus.’ 

1 ‘kal Xaipjuwy’. The verbs in lines 3 and 4 have been changed to the plural to suit this addition, 
but the rest remain singular and the address fails to mention Chaeremon. 

3 7@ be@. Cf. 11. This is not necessarily an indication of Christianity, see M. Naldini, Crastzanesimo, 7-10. 
6 éyipicbn = éxetpicby. The verb is used of treatment with medicines or instruments, see H. Stephanus, 

Thesaurus, s.v. xeupifw. 
For the colloquial use of zocaxic, in which it is virtually equivalent to wAevovaxic, cf. line 14 below, III 

528 24 ed0v, mocdpKeic Emepica em cé (1. (50U, mocakic ereupa), P. Aberd. 70. 2~3 éypaiba [cou] mocaxic (both 
2nd cent.), P. Harr. II 235.3, 13 mocaxic cor edjAweg, mocaKic cv ednAwca (3rd-4th cent.), XLVIII 3396 

4-5 Trocaxeic Eypaia vyeiv (4th cent.), P. Apoll. 14.4 [¢]60d mocdkic éypaav abry (c.AD 705-6). 

6-7 «ic rove mdédac. An effect on the feet, or legs, for tovc can mean ‘the foot with the leg’, as yep can 

mean ‘the hand with the arm’, see LSJ s.v. zovc, is prominent in the references to ancient epidemics. In 
P. Strassb. I 73.10-15 the writer says that he, a woman (possibly his wife?), and her children have been 
ill; one person, probably one of the children (6 puxpdc Miwoc), has died; he himself after the disease was 
still suffering from a skin condition of the foot or leg, cata Tod 7086c jrov EpicuTroAw ( = épucieAac). Thucydides 

wrote (II 49.7-8) that in the Athenian epidemic, which he thought came from Ethiopia by way of Egypt, 
the infection began by affecting the head, travelled downwards, and, if not fatal earlier, finally attacked 
the extremities, xatécxynmte yap éc aidoia Kal éc axpac xeipac Kal mddac, Kal moAAol cTEpicKopevor TOUTWY 

d:éfevyov. In the epidemic described by Cyprian, De mortalitate, 14, some people lost feet or parts of limbs. 
The date of it is c.aD 252-3, see Aegyptus 64 (1984) 175. 

7-8 cxeddv te mpocert. I am not entirely sure what is meant. I have taken it to mean that the patient 

is ill and perhaps getting worse. The writer may possibly have left out a word; ‘he is ill and perhaps he 
is... (?) as well’. The end of cxed¢dy is doubtful, but no more plausible reading has been thought of. It is 
not cxednv. 

The fact that zpocers might be a phonetic spelling of tpoca:te? seems unhelpful. In a suitable context 
the clause might mean ‘and he is almost reduced to begging for a living’, but that does not fit well with 
what follows here, ‘and for that reason I could not talk to him’. The reason ought to be severe illness. 

8 ovx’. Cf. 14. For this use of the apostrophe, not common before the third century, see E. G. Turner, 
Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World p. 13 and n. 4 (= ed. 2, p. 11 and n. 51). 

g-10 Cf. NT Joh. 11.4, avrn 7 acbévera odK ecte mpdc Bavarov. 
16 ITaXéé. See introd. 

3817. PrivATE LETTER 

71/22(b) 12.57 cm Third/fourth century 

This fragment gives us nine lines little damaged from the last column of a private 

letter and the ends of seven lines of the preceding column, as well as a few indeterminate 

traces along the top and bottom edges. The writing runs along the fibres, but there 

is no trace of a sheet join to confirm the probability that the written side is the recto. 

The back is blank. 
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The writer mentions an epidemic disease, cf. 3816 introd. Lines 11-15 run, 

. (they) died of the disease. For if anyone among us in the village falls ill, they 

do not rise (from their beds)’. The word for disease is katacréupare (1. katactyparte or 

-créuatt), which recalls 7 AowwuK@ katactyparte in P. Thmouis I col. 104.16, referring 

fairly clearly to the plague associated with the Parthian expedition of Lucius Verus, 

see the editor’s note and introduction p. 29. This passage of P. Thmouis, published 

in 1985, modifies G. Casanova, Aegyptus 64 (1984) 176, Attic del XVII Congresso iii 

954- 
It is very difficult to assign a date to the writing of 3817, a rapid uneven 

semi-cursive, influenced by the severe style, laterally compressed, with very noticeable 

long descenders. My feeling is that it is not as early as the reign of Marcus in spite 

of the coincidence of terminology, but rather of the third or perhaps even fourth 

century. There seems to be nothing to justify associating the document with any 

particular episode of plague. 

‘ 

> a 

|. .7a Kaw6rTepa Kal ov améGavov T@ KaTacTép- 
2 ‘a a ' A TM / / 

a|roctiAov, iva duvide pat. eav yap Tic vocncn 
A A A a A U 

|. azo 7'0'6 viv edbupycw TOV Tap NLtY OVTWY 
m” / ¢€ > \ € lal > a / > > / 

5 ] €yparwév cor 6 adeAgoc Hua(v) €Vv TH KWULN, OUK Eyipov- 
> / / \ / / oO € / 

] éricriAdv pou Ta ypadev- 15 TO. TaVTA OUV UTEpHE- 
> \ ” \ > \ my \ > if i 

ta |e. ef d€ ov, cv avToc ide TOV jevoc, avtTiypayov jot 
/ > \ > \ ‘a \ \ \ \ Xe) fe 

] x[6]uwevov etc Ta ava pepy Kal TeEplt TOvC Tapa S2piwva 
ay Ny i¢' A AY Ae lal 

L | ae en | ee Beas ie) eas kal ‘Eppatov. €av kat ‘Eppat- 
Vas / > NX 

ov €'U pyc, Toincov avt[ov 

SOLa eee Aue | een | [eee eee 

3 1. amoctedov; wa 5 nue 6 1. émicresAov 7 te 8 1. dvw? Ir 1. catacthware 

or -cTé€uare 14-15 I. éyeipovra 

11-19 ‘... (they) died of the disease. For if anyone among us in the village falls ill, they do not rise 

(from their sick-beds). So put off everything and write me an answer about Horion and Hermaeus and 

company. If you do find Hermaeus, make (him?) . . .’ 

2-8 In 3-4 SuvmPdpev, -Odc, and edOvuncwpev, -cwer, are also conceivable. Col. ii is just over 5 cm 

wide; the ends of i are just over 6 cm wide, and it is clear that i was wider still, possibly much wider. The 
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following conjecturally restored text shows some short possibilities that have occurred to me, but has no 
objective value. 

],, Ta Kaworepa Kai od 

xpntw a|roctiAov, iva duvnbad 
Cyv Kali amo ‘0b viv evOupjcw. 

5 ei pev] eypaipév cor 6 adeAdpoc Hua(v), 

evbewe] emictiAov ror Ta ypadev- 

ta colt. ef de ov, cd atroc ide Tov 
ave|px[0]wevov €lc Ta. ava (1. avw?) péepn. 

‘... the newer ones, and send off what I need, so that I can live and from now on be in good spirits. 
If our brother (colleague?) wrote you, send me immediately what was written to you. If not, look out 

yourself for a person going up to the upper regions’. 

At any rate there seems to be nothing here to amplify what the writer says about the epidemic in 
col. il. 

7 et 8€ o} = ef S€ yy. I cannot recall seeing od in this collocation before, but it seems a natural 
development from the postclassical use of ef od in protases, see Blass~-Debrunner-Rehkopf, Gramm. d. 
neutestamentlichen Griechisch® pp. 356-7 (§428), E. Mayser, Grammatik 11.2 p. 552 (§138 i1.b). 

8 ava (1. dvw?). ava épn could conceivably be right, cf. ava pépoc (LSF s.v. ava C.IV, s.v. pépoc II.2), 
but this cuts ava pépy off from the preceding eéc rd in an implausible way, and it is hard to see how to go 
on. For etc ra dvw pépy cf. P. Lond. VI 1917.18, 23 (c.aD 330-40). The translation there has ‘to the Upper 
Country’ and it is suggested in the introduction (p. 81) that the phrase refers to the Thebaid. To judge 
from the geographical implications of ava, xara, and cognates, for which see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 
493 n. 36, it could mean country districts as distinct from some nome capital, the desert hills as opposed 
to the Nile valley, or, most likely, southern regions, e.g. the Thebaid, as opposed to northern. 

11-12 See introd. 
katactéupatt. LSF tells us that caractna is the basic form, with xatacreywa as a variant (LXX 

3Ma.5.45), cf. C. D. Buck, W. Petersen, A Reverse Index 222. The doubling of the mu made no difference 
to the pronunciation, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 154-5, 157-8. So far caracreppa is not attested, although 
LSF gives xaractedpyc, -crépw, -crepic, and G. W. H. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, gives *xatacteppatilw. 

14-15 ovd« éy(€)(povrat, ‘they do not rise (from their sick-beds)’. Cf. LS7 s.v. éye(pw I. 3. 

17-18 rept rove mapa Qpiwva Kat Eppaiov. The accusatives are odd. Probably the writer had in mind 

a normal phrase such as of rept Qpiwva «rX., ‘Horion and company’, which induced him to write rovc 
instead of ray after mepi; then, to avoid repeating wepi, he wrote wapa, but continued with accusatives 

instead of the appropriate datives. 

3818. Bustness LETTER 

32 4B.2/F(2-3)a 12.5 X 19.5 cm Fourth century (c.318?) 

This brief note instructs the recipient to give a jar of honey on the sender’s behalf 
to the princeps of a procurator, an officer not hitherto attested in the papyri, see 5-6 n. 

The change of hand for lines 10-12 indicates that the body of the letter was 
written by a clerk, while Parit, in spite of his pure Egyptian name, wrote the farewell 
in a fluent hand with correct spelling. 

The cursive hands belong to the fourth century. There is some possibility that 
the letter can be dated to the neighbourhood of ap 318 through the identification of 
Ammonius the princeps with his namesake in XII 1424, although this is not certain, 
see 5-6 n. 
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Kup[(]w wou adeApa@i Koddov ‘wr’ 

ITapir xalpew. 
\ a 7 A / 

touc dexatpic Eéctac Tob pé- 

Aroc dv Exerc pot, d0c TA 

5 AEAPY hudv Aupwviw, 

T@ TMpivyume TOO emitpoTov, 
/ > .f \ > / 

KEepaiov. aAA’dpa fy apwedr- 

cnc, KUpte AdeAge. Evpe 
Ey Yay , 

ovy avtw KadXcTov. 
i > a / 

10 (m. 2) eppwcOai ce 
ww ral 

evxopat TOAAoIc 

Xpovoic. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

| Kupiw pov ddeAdau (vac.) KoAd[ovbw 

2 mapit 3 1. dexarpeic 6 1. mpiy«ime 

‘To my lord brother Colluthus, Parit, greetings.’ 
‘As for the thirteen pints of honey which you are holding for me, give a jar (from them) to our brother 

Ammonius, the chief of the procurator’s staff. See that you don’t be neglectful, my lord brother. Find a 
very nice one for him.’ (2nd hand) ‘I pray for your health for many years’. 

Back. “To my lord brother Colluthus . . .’ 

1 KoAdov‘$ax’. The remains of the doubtful iota are faint and may be accidental ink. 
2 ITapir. Cf. XLIV 3184b 14, 18 and nn. As there, the indeclinable Egyptian name is marked by an 

apostrophe after the tau, cf. E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts p. 13 (= ed. 2, p. 11). 
3 é€crac. Cf. A. H. M. Jones, Later Roman Empire p. xv for the approximation 1 sextarius = 1 pint = 0.57 

litres. 
4 The cap of the sigma of éActoc is extended and the following omega is written underneath it. Across 

the tip of the cap of sigma there is a short vertical. There is a possibility that this is intended to be an 
economical way of writing a rough breathing for dy. Alternatively, it may be an accidental mark made in 
turning back to the omega. 

5-6 mpivyum = mpiyxim. See F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 165-72, esp. 170-1 (assimilation of nasals), 77-80, 
esp. 79 (b. 2; k > y). From Gignac’s index, p. 358 s.v. mpcyxup, it seems that this particular variant has not 

occurred before. 
The princeps of a procurator has not occurred before. The prefect’s princeps officit is mentioned in 

XIV 1637 10 (AD 257-9) and L 3570 6 (c.ap 285), that of the praeses Arcadiae in P. Haun. III 57.2-3 
(c.AD 415), XVI 1880 3, 1881 3 (both ap 427), and PSI X 1114.2 (AD 454), and that of the praeses Herculiae 
or praeses Mercurianae in X1V 1722 1 (c.aD 314-25), see L 3574 3-4 n., which must now be modified to 
allow the possibility of A’yia[rov Mepxouvpiavyc as well as Alyin[rov ‘Hpxovdiac, see J. D. Thomas, 

BASP 21 (1984) 225-34. The pronceps of P. Flor. III 377.25 (VI) is most likely to be the princeps offictt of the 

dux mentioned in line 24. Outside the militia officialis there are the princeps castrorum Dionysiados in P. Flor. 

I 36 (=M. Chr. 64).19 (AD 312) and P. Lond. II 409 (= P. Abinn. 10).12 (¢.aD 340?), on whom see 
P. Abinn. Introd. p. 15, the princeps associated with Dalmatian troops in XII 1513 16 (IV ed. pr., perhaps 
slightly earlier), and those associated with military officers in the building inscriptions SB I 1598 and 
V 7800 (Byz.). 
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The other references to a princeps without certain indication of his sphere of action, taken from S. Daris, 
Lessico Latino, are: P. Flor. II 278 v 3 (p. 262; c.ap 266/7?), P. Berl. Moller 8.7, XVII 2144 15 (both late 
IIT), XIX 2228 21 (c.ap 285; the note in ed. pr. adds ‘sc. tHc Hyepoviac’, which is not certain), XII 1424 
22, cf. 2 (c.AD 318), P. Erl. 105.51, SPP XX 85 r. i 20 (both IV), P. Flor. III 325.8 (ap 488), SPP III 

168.1 (V), SB I 2253.8, 9, VIII 1108 3 (all Byz.). In the context of P. Flor. III 336 mpéyx[ep (4) carries 
no conviction. In P. Hamb. I 9.5 the wnyx(avdpioc) mpivkitroc K(unc) OeadeAdpeiac seems to fall completely 

outside the normal range of uses, see ed. pr. and M. San Nicolo, Agyptisches Vereinswesen ii 61. The same 
man appears again in line 24, in a similar tax receipt for three years later, as wn|x(avapioc) xape,[. . |¢ 
Ko(janc) @eaded(pelac). A photograph confirms the readings. I am inclined to seek refuge in the name 
TIptynep, cf. BGU IV 1046.8(?), 1172.[2], 5, 13. In that case «@ after [Tpiveuroc (5) and Xape,[, . |¢ (24) 

should be expanded to xw(poypayparéwc), cf. Z. Borkowski, D. Hagedorn, Le Monde Grec. Hommages . . . 
C. Préaux 781-2 n. 4. The xnx(avapioc) looks like an employee who continued to work for the kwpoypappareia 
even when the village scribe changed. 

To Daris’s references add now P. Monac. III 126.8, P. Laur. I 10.3, Tyche 1 (1986) 112 line 19. The 
contexts of all are obscure. 

There is some possibility that our Ammonius princeps is the same as the sender of XII 1424, an Ammonius 
described in the address (22) as mpiyxup, and in the prescript (2) as (éxatovrapync). I do not know why 

the usual abbreviation is doubled in that place, but the photograph shows %% clearly. The letter is addressed 
to a man called Heras, whom the editors identified with the praepositus pag: Heras alias Dionysius of 1425, 
dated ap 318, because the two documents were found together. The same man also appears in XVII 2113, 
2114, and 2124, without his alias in the first two. The association of 3818 with 1424-5 is obviously not 

certain, but it has a fair chance of being right, and so giving us a clue to the date. 
At that period there was no prefect of Egypt, see LI 3619 introd., LIV 3756 introd., 7 n., g n., and 

Oxyrhynchus was in Aegyptus Herculia or in Aegyptus Mercuriana. We already have a reference to a 
princeps of the praeses of one of those provinces, see above on XIV 1722, but émitpozov is very unlikely to 
refer to a praeses, properly yyeuwy or Hyovpevoc at this date. Similarly a rationalis or magister would probably 
have had his proper title, kafoAcKéc, wayictpoc. We know that there was a procurator Heptanomiae still in aD 
316, after the creation of Herculia, see XVII 2114, which is, incidentally, addressed to the same praepositus 

pagt as 1425. It seems likeliest that this is the procurator whose officium was headed by Ammonius. See XLII 
3031 introd. for the little that is known of his functions. For this period there are at present no other 
procurators who are certainly attested as being active, but it can hardly be that there were none. Especially 
there was probably still a procurator priuatae. 

13 We expect nothing before xupiw, and after KoA\[ov8w only Tapiz or (apa) Tapir. 
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3819. LETTER oF CONDOLENCE 

38 3B.84/J(4-5)a 15.5 X17 cm Early fourth century 

Julius wrote the letter to his ‘father’ Demetrius and his ‘sister’ Apollonia, chiefly 

to comfort them on the death of his ‘mother’ Sarapias. The terms of blood relationship 

need not be taken literally, and indeed the conventionality of the language rather 

suggests that they should not be. Perhaps, for example, Sarapias was the wife of 

Demetrius and the mother of Apollonia, while Julius was just a friend of the family, 

cf. 3808 introd., 3812 17 n., 3813-15 introd. para. 2, 3820 1 n. 

Other letters of condolence which show some resemblances to this one are I 115 

(= W. Chr. 479, cf. A. Deissmann, Licht vom Osten*, 143-5), P. Princ. II 1o2 (= M. 

Naldini, Cristzanesimo, No. 34), P. Ross.-Georg. III 2, PSI XII 1248. Add perhaps P. 

Rainer Cent. 70 and P. Wisc. II 84. A more elaborate example is CPR VI 81, revised 

in KPE 62 (1986) 75-8. 

The rapayv6nt:«H was one of the standard types in the ancient collections of 

epistolary models, but, as usual among the real letters, this one only remotely recalls 

the model and at the end seems to have turned to a practical matter; see on this topic 

P. J. Parsons, Didactica Classica Gandensia 20 (1980) 8. 

A point of interest is that the writer uses the rare verb duvateiv, which is virtually 

restricted to the Epistles of St Paul, see g-11 n. He gets the construction wrong, but 

the reminiscence suggests that he was a Christian. 

The script is a very fluent and practised cursive, probably of the first half of 

the fourth century, though there is no need to place it surprisingly early in the 

century. 

The piece of papyrus was cut from a roll in the usual fashion, as shown by a 

sheet-join running vertically c.8 cm from the left edge, and the letter was written along 

the fibres of the recto. The address is written downwards along the fibres of the verso. 

After the addressee’s name and title is a pattern once associated with a ligature which 

tied up the folded letter, cf. XLVIII 3396 32 n. and Pl. VI. This pattern shows that 

the letter was rolled up and flattened into a spill of the same height as the letter and 

that a single ligature, probably a strip of papyrus, was tied round the middle of it. 

The address was written on one of the flat sides straddling the ligature. A series of 

short parallel lines, ten in all, was drawn on both sides of the spill over the binding 

strip, perpendicular to it and parallel with the long sides of the spill. Now that the 

strip has been lost, the central portions of these lines have been removed and only the 

ends survive. The distance from the top edge of the letter to the middle of the design 

is c.12.5 cm, which suggests that the original height was about 25 cm. The part lost 

at the foot must therefore have been about 6 cm deep, enough for six ordinary lines 

at the most; more probably there were three or four ordinary lines followed by a 

farewell formula and a lower margin. 
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\ ia \ 

Kup|ilouc wou tatpt Anuntpiw Kat 
a? if 

ArordrAwvia abeAdy TovAcoc 
/ xalpew. 

A \ € A Ul 

Tuxa@v ‘Tob’ yEewvomevou TpOC VAC EcTTEv- 
a a € A 

5 Ca TpWToOV eV TpOcayopEUCat VLAC 
a / ” 

dia TOUTWY oY TV ypaypaTwr, ETL- 
€ A € \ 

Ta Kal TapapvOrcacBar bpac. we yap 
A / 

HKouca TEpt THC WHTpOC ou Capamt- 
a S ddoc, mavu eAumnOnv. duvati odv 

A / tal \ A Ay € aA \ € Xr 

10 «= T@ Kupiw Oew ‘rob Aowrod’ jyiv tHv oAoKAn- 
y A \ > ANE ys, 

plav Tapacxiv. 1 ovv Avtret'c Bat. 
a \ \/ A 

ratta yap avOpwrnwd écrw. [Kal] ‘Kal’ mace 
A A A ¢ / 

yap nuiv TobTO KEeiTaL. 6 KOAANHYac Lov 
> \ / / € ” 

eAPav pweTeOwKEeV [LOL We ENTAL 

15 e....[. lav[tlec 76 deAparixcov Kal 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

a|modoc Anuntpiw matpi (design) 7(apa) TovAlo[v 

2 tovAcoc 4 |. ywopevov; vac 5 vac 6-7 |. éveira 7 vpac g-to l. 

duvate? obv 6 KUpioc Bede 11 |. mapacyetv, Aueicbe 14 1. eine 16 2’ tovAo[v 

‘To (his) lord father Demetrius and the lady Apollonia (his) sister, Julius, greetings.’ 
‘Finding someone going in your direction I made haste first to greet you through this letter of mine, 

and then to comfort you. For when I heard about my mother Sarapias, I was greatly grieved. Well, the 
lord god has the power for the future to give us good health. So do not be grieved. For these things are 
(part of being) human. Indeed for all of us this is laid down. My colleague came and informed me that 
you have... ed the dalmatic and... 

‘Deliver to (his) father Demetrius from Julius.’ 

g-11 Suvari (= duvatei) ... 7 Kupiw Oew . . . mapacyiv (= mapacyeiv). Apart from one passage in 
Philodemus, rep! cynpetwy Kai cnuermcewv (T. Gomperz, Herkulanische Studien, Heft 1), p. 14 (col. 11.7-8), I 
have found this rare verb only in the Epistles of St Paul. It means first ‘to be strong’ (II Cor. 13.3... 

Xpuctob, dc etc duac ovK acHevei, adda duvarei ev duiv); second, ‘to have the power (to do something)’ (Rom. 

14.4 ctraOycerar b€. duvatei yap 6 Kiproc cryjcau avrov.; II Cor. 9.8 duvarei d€ 6 Qedc macav yapw trepiccedcat 
etc tac). Since our passage also refers to the power of god, it looks like a reminiscence of St Paul, but the 
writer seems not to have recalled the construction correctly. He used it as an impersonal verb, as if he had 
written dvvatoy (ecru) or e€ecte. 

It occurred to me to wonder if this sentence were an allusion to Christian salvation, since cwrnpia and 
oAokAnpia are almost synonymous in the sense of physical health. One can find 6Ad«Anpoc used of the 
resurrected body, see G. W. H. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v. 2(a), but this is hardly sufficient support 

for the idea. 

13 Kod\Anyac = Lat. collega, cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 12. 
14-15 we einra (= etnte) €,,. .[, Jav[t]ec. Cf. 3808 6-7, 3820 12, 13-14. For the periphrastic perfect 
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optative see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 305-6. The traces favour an aorist rather than a perfect participle. 
Perhaps read év«pi[v]av[t]ec (= éyx-), ‘that you have approved the dalmatic’, but the remains are slight. 

15 deAparixiov. Cf. LI 3626 18 n. for dalmatics. For various forms and cognates of the word see F. T. 
Gignac, Grammar i 106, ii 8-9, 28. 

16 After JovAlo[v there would have been room for vfod or diAov or the like. 

3820. Dioscorus To HIs MOTHER AND SARMATES 

41 5B.79/C(3-4)a 15.5 X 25 cm .340? 

Very interesting persons and things are mentioned in this letter—an imperial 

rescript, the officium of a magister priuatae, a dux, a eunuch who may well be an imperial 

cubicularius, a person called Philagrius who could be the known prefect of Egypt of 

that name. If Philagrius is the prefect, it is tempting to identify the eunuch as Arsacius 

(PLRE | 110.2), whom Constantius IT sent with Philagrius when he appointed him 

prefect for a second term with the special task of installing Gregory the Cappadocian 

as Arian patriarch of Alexandria in opposition to the monophysite Athanasius. In that 

case the dux may well have been Valacius, whose judicial association with Gregory in 

persecuting monophysites is mentioned by Athanasius, Hist. Arian., 12.3, mécou Te aAAou 

povalovrec euactilovto Kabelouévov Ipynyopiov wera Badaxiov tov Aeyouévou Sdovkéc, 

TOcoL em iCKOTFOL €KOTTOVTO, TOCaL trapbévor €tUTToVvTO! 

However, like most private letters, this one is allusive and ambiguous, so that we 

get little more than a tantalizing glimpse of the activities of the courts and the officials. 

Dioscorus wrote home to his unnamed mother and his ‘brother’ Sarmates in 

Oxyrhynchus. We may guess with probability that he wrote from Alexandria, where 

the prefect of Egypt and the magister would normally reside. He was concerned in 

judicial business on behalf of his ‘brother’ Eulogius, on whose account, if the 

interpretation is right, he submitted the imperial rescript to the prefect. Further 

proceedings two days later took place in the court of the magister priuatae, who seems 

to have given him a satisfactory hearing and dismissed him. Some damage to the 

lower left corner makes the last few lines before the farewell greeting even less 

comprehensible than the rest. 

The piece shows no sheet-joins. On the back, besides the remains of the address 

written downwards along the fibres, are two blocks of rough accounts written across 

the fibres, one near the top consisting of a heading and three lines ending in sums in 

myriads of denarii, the other, near the foot, of three lines, mostly numbers of aruras 

and artabas. Both are damaged and have not been fully deciphered. 
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TH Secrroivyn pov (vac.) wntpl Kal kupiw adeAd@ 

Cappaty (vac.) AicKopoc xaipew. 

evropnbic Tob Kupiov pou adeAgpod ITataviov 
V3 / tw A € a \ / amrepxo|[ ulévov’ ecrevc[a] mpocerteiv tuav tHv didbecu, 
” any / \ a / 

€reit[a OnAW|cal cou TEpL TOD TPAyWLaToc 
on 

a ) A / o” 

Tob Kupi[ov lou adeApot EvAoyiovu ore 
> / Ay Oe > a \ € a 

amebérn Kal NON aTavTMpEV TmpOoc vLGC. 
\ \ / > \ yA 

Kal TH Olav avtvypadny trapebeunv— 

THY TEPL TOV UTApXOVTWY—TH KUpiw [Lov 
/ NV ks % oe 

10 «= Diraypiw Kal dropvypwata cuvectaby. 

Kal weTa TO EKBHvaL TOV AdEAPS< VY [Lov 

Cepjvov Hunv tapadobic 7H Takt TOU payictpov 
> 

Kal peta dvo0 nuepac HdceBiou €AQd<vtoc— ere Hv 
> Mi a \ A > / ameNwv Katactycat Tov dobKa etc Tarociupw— 
> / Aa 2 > A > w: 

15 tcnxOnpev Kal 6 edvobyoc améctiAev 

mpoc avTov Kal avikev pe Kal devTEpA U7T0- 
fd ww \ / AEN > UA 

pvnpata empatev Kat TeXiwe avikev avTouc. 

5 aay |, mapatepdhOjvar todc rept ‘Eppiav cat Aidv- 
« lol / aN > a 

«Sane |. buac KkaTadapuPavw. €av AKOUCHTE 
\ 7 > a € A 

20 ee J.L... wn mectedente. eppwdcBar vac 
(vac.?) ] (vac.) evyopar roAXoic 

(vac.?) ] (vac.) [ypd]vouc. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

xvpe, (vac?) [.....], vac.) Copuldrn 
Al ele tanec 

3 1. edcropnfeic; pov 4 Upwy 7 1. ameréOn; vac 8 1. decay Q UTapyovTwy 

12 |. mapadofeic, ra€éer 15 icnxOnuev: |. etcnxOnuer, amécterdev 16 avixev: |. aveixev; Uo 
17 1. tedetwe; avixev: |. dveikev 19 vpac? 

“To my lady mother and lord brother Sarmates, Dioscorus, greetings.’ 

‘Finding an opportunity in the departure of my lord brother Paeanius I made haste to greet your 

affectionate selves, then to inform you in connection with the affair of my lord brother Eulogius that it 
was settled and we are already on our way to you. Moreover, I presented the imperial rescript—the one 
concerning the property—to my lord Philagrius and records of the proceedings were compiled. Also, after 
the departure of my lord brother Serenus I had been passed on to the department of the magister (priuatae) 
and after two days, when Eusebius arrived—for he had gone off to take the dux (back?) to Taposiris—we 
were brought into court and the eunuch sent to him and (he) let me go and had a second set of proceedings 
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made and let them go completely. .. . Hermias and Didym . . . and their friends to be sent . . . I arrive 
with you. If you hear . . ., do not believe (it?).’ 

‘I pray for your health for many years.’ 

Back. “To my lord brother(?) Sarmates, Dioscorus.’ 

1 adeAg@. It seems quite likely that Sarmates really is a brother by blood, since he is associated with 
Dioscorus’ mother. Three other persons, Paeanius (3), Eulogius (6), and Serenus (11-12) receive the same 
appellation and it is probably a courtesy title in at least some of these cases, cf. 3808 introd., 3812 17 n., 
3813-15 introd. para. 2, 3819 introd. 

2 Adckopoc. This could possibly be the émémrnc of ap 341-2, cf. 3821 introd., L 3575 3-4 n. The sizes 
of 3821 and 3820 are very close, which might suggest that they came from the same office. The hands are 
probably not the same, although quite similar, but there is at least one known case of letters from the same 
person written in different hands, see P. J. Parsons, Didactica Classica Gandensia 20 (1980) 4, citing P. Mich. 
VIII 490-1. In this certain case it means simply that they were written by two different clerks or one by 
the correspondent himself and one by a clerk. There is no archaeological connection here: the inventory 
numbers show that 3820 was excavated during the fifth season at Oxyrhynchus, 3821 during the third season. 

3 pov. The diaeresis here is a slip, cf. E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, p. 12 
(= ed. 2, p. 10). 

ITavaviov. This is a rare name, which recalls Flavius Macrobius alias Paeanius, logistes of AD 336 
(X 1265 5, 1303 1), and the strategus Paeanius of XXII 2344 1, who may be the same man, cf. LIV 
pp. 227-8. Cf. Zephyrius son of Paeanius in XVII 2115, addressed to the logistes of ap 341 (LIV 3774 and 
pp. 228-9). 

4 vuav thy diabecuv. Cf. H. Zilliacus, Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen, 66, 88. The operative 
word is mostly equated with affectus or affectio in the Latin glossaries, e.g. CGL II 271.6-7, and means ‘love, 
affection’. 

7 ameférn = ameréby. For phonetic factors which may have contributed to this metathesis see F. T. 
Gignac, Grammar i 87. Cf. XLIX 3480 9 xabecyérnuev = katecyebyev. 

8 For rescripts see the literature cited in LI 3611 introd., cf. W. Williams, <PE 66 (1986) 181-207. 
Evidently this one was to be used in court proceedings. 

10 There are five (or possibly only four) persons called Philagrius in PLRE I, but the name is rare 
and has appeared in the papyri only with reference to the prefect of Egypt Flavius Philagrius (PLRE I 
694; add 3794, XLIII 3129, P. Col. VII 175). In this fourth century company of imperial rescript, magister 

(priuatae), and dux, I find it too difficult to dissociate the name from the prefect, but it must be admitted 
that without this background the obvious translation would be, ‘I presented the imperial rescript concerning 

the property belonging to my lord Philagrius’. However, this conflicts with the indications of the context 
and I find it more convincing to translate, ‘I presented the imperial rescript—the one concerning the 
property—to my lord Philagrius’. 

Two statements about Philagrius in PLRE I 694, both based on the fragmentary P. Amh. II 142, 
should be corrected: ‘former governor over ?Heracleopolis’ and ‘He had a brother who became praeses 
Augustamnicae’. The second clearly derives from the phrase evérvxya 7H c@ ade[A]6@ Diraypiw (10), which is 

part of the narrative background of a petition to the praeses Augustamnicae. It means, ‘I petitioned your 

colleague Philagrius’, see LSJ s.v. adeApdc I. 3. The disputed property lay in the Heracleopolite nome, but 
‘governor over Heracleopolis’ corresponds to no known post. Philagrius received the earlier petition as prefect 
of Egypt without a doubt. 

11-17 This passage is allusive and obscure for us. It tells what happened ‘after the departure of my 
brother Serenus’. One guess might be that Serenus was the last person to bring a letter from Dioscorus to 
his mother and brother and that only events subsequent to that letter needed to be reported. Dioscorus 
had then been handed over to the department of the magister, a title which in Egypt can hardly refer to 
anyone but the magister priuatae Aegyptt, cf. C. Balconi, Aegyptus 63 (1983) 59-60; add XLITI 3125, XLIV 

3192, XLV 3247, XLVIII 3416 introd., LI 3618. He had to wait, apparently for a hearing by the magister, 

and after two days Eusebius, who had been escorting the dux Aegypti to Taposiris, arrived, and Dioscorus 

and his friends were brought into court. Then, ‘the eunuch sent to him and (he?) released me’, etc. The 

most probable interpretation in my view is that Eusebius was the magister. The eunuch may well have been 

Arsacius, who was sent to Egypt with Philagrius when he was appointed prefect for the second time, see 
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introd., PLRE I 110 (2), P. Guyot, Eunuchen als Sklaven und Freigelassene, 149, 185. Eusebius was the name 
of a famous eunuch who seems to have been praepositus sacri cubiculi for the whole of the reign of Constantius 
II, see PLRE I 302-3 (11), Guyot, op. cit., 199-201, but there is no reason to expect his presence here, 
even if he was an Arian and an opponent of Athanasius, and even if he is known to have gone away from 

court on special missions, see K. Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves, 179, Guyot, op. cit., 150, 200. 
A plausible story would be that Arsacius acted as general assistant to Philagrius, as well as special advisor 

or imperial spy in the affair of Athanasius; Philagrius delegated the case of Eulogius (5-6) to the magister 
priuatae (Eusebius); there was a delay because Eusebius (the magister) was escorting the dux to Taposiris; 
when the magister returned, the eunuch (Arsacius) took the chief part in handing over the case from Philagrius 
to him; the magister held a hearing, of which a written record was made, and released or absolved (aveixev 
16, 17) both Dioscorus (we 16) and the others involved on his side (adrotc 17), who presumably included 

Eulogius (5-6). I take it that 6 edvodxoc is the subject of aécrevAev only; the subject of dveixev (16), empagev 
(17), and dveixev (17) should be the magister, to whose department the affair, presumably a case affecting 

the ratio priuata without any connection with Athanasius, had been delegated and who alone could conduct 

the hearing and pronounce a verdict. 
12 tunv mapadobic (= -Oeic); cf. 13-14 Hv ameAOdv. For these periphrastic forms see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 305-7, esp. 306 para. d. Cf. 3808 6-7, 3819 14-15. 
13-14 Hv ameAOwr. Cf. 12 n. 
14 dob«a. On the comes et dux Aegypti see R. Rémondon, CE 40 (1965) 180-97, esp. 191-2. See introd. 

for the possible identity of this dux with Valacius (PLRE I 929; add CPR V 10.6 and n., 3793 4 and n.). 
The praeses Thebaidos mentioned with Valacius in CPR V 10 is said to appear also in an unpublished text 
dated to AD 339, see PE 29 (1978) 271, cf. PE 47 (1982) 223 n. 71. The beginning of Valacius’ term is 
still not well fixed, but this may encourage us to envisage the possibility that it went back to AD 339, or 
even further, see now also 3793 4 n. 

Tarécipw. There were two places of this name, the well-known Taposiris Magna, about twenty-five miles 
west of Alexandria, and Taposiris Parva, on the canal running east from Alexandria. Strabo’s words, 7 re 
puxpa Tamdcerpic peta THY NixéroAw (XVII c. 800 ad fin.), rather imply that it was not far beyond Nicopolis, 

itself only about three and a half miles east of Alexandria. 
15 0 evvobyoc. On eunuchs at court see F. G. B. Millar, The Emperor in the Roman World, 82-3, P. Guyot, 

Eunuchen, 69-233, K. Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves, 172-96, esp. 179 on their special missions away from 

court. For more on eunuchs in general see T. Drew-Bear, Epigraphica Anatolica 4 (1984) 139-49, esp. 141-2. 
See introd. and above 11-17 n. for a possible identification. 

16 The fact that the proceedings of this hearing are called devrepa dropvjpara, cf. 10, rather than 
GAAa or €repa vrourjparta, strongly suggests that the case was still the affair of Eulogius (5-6), cf. 11-17 n. 

17 It is not clear who adrovc are. I take it that they are associates of Dioscorus and Eulogius, cf. 15 
ienxOnuev (= eic-). 

* 18-20 For the moment I envisage restoring something like wodyncoly (moujcw and moujcare do not suit 
the remains) and -pov (or -wnv) éraly, ‘Have H. and D. and their associates brought along when I arrive 
with you’. An attractive alternative would be something like xeAedw]py . . . AidSv[ ov. This would give, 
*... released them, ordering H. and D. and their associates to be brought to court’, cf. WB s.v. waparéurew 
(3). Aév[ pov and A.du[pnv are the most likely possibilities, leaving very little space for the link forward. 
One might try mpily dude kataAauBavw (why not aor. subj.?), éav «7A., “Until I arrive with you, if you 
hear . . ., do not believe (it?)’. This seems less attractive than a formulation with strong punctuation after 
KkatadapBavu. 

23 There appears to be a short stretch of blank papyrus after cup:, and before the edge of the break. 
Possibly the ink has been entirely removed and we ought to read and restore the expected xupiw [ov ddeAdb] a. 
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3821. Dioscorus To HERAsS 

38 3B.79/K(3-4)a 15.5 X 24.5 cm C.341-2 

The name and title of the sender, Dioscorus overseer (€réaryc) of the Oxy- 
rhynchite nome, enable us to date this letter roughly. The title has appeared only in 

connection with this man and only in the years ap 341-2, see L 3575 3-4 n., although 

it may be that P. Monac. III 69, as has been suggested by its editor, Professor 

Hagedorn, concerns the institution of the same office in the Arsinoite area at about 

the same time. 

Dated private letters are rare after the first century AD, so it is of some 

palaeographical use to have another one which is datable, see Plate VIII. There is a 

possibility that the Dioscorus of the previous item is the same, see 3820 introd. 

The content is slight. Dioscorus wrote to Heras, who was at Heracleopolis, 

recommending to him a certain Heraclius who intended to go to Heracleopolis to 

settle business relating to a man who owed him money. Since at least two of the 

documents mentioning Dioscorus, L 3576 and 3578, reveal his dealings with the court 

of the praeses of Augustamnica, Flavius Julius Ausonius, and since that praeses dated 

his official letter published as L 3577 from Heracleopolis, it is worth mentioning the 

possibility that Heras was there on the same sort of judicial business, cf. 1 n. Note 

that Heracleopolis was not the permanent residence of the praeses; 3576 shows his court 

at Pelusium. 

Something is needed to explain how the letter came to be excavated at 

Oxyrhynchus. The usual thing would have been for Heraclius himself to carry the 

letter to its destination. Heraclius may not after all have gone to Heracleopolis, or 

the letter may have been taken there and brought back. In 11 n. I argue that it was 

brought back by Heras. 

The farewell formula is written in the same hand as the rest, suggesting the 

possibility that this is a file copy written entirely by a clerk, but against that are the 

address on the back and the whole appearance of the letter, which was evidently found 

folded up for sending in the usual way. There are seven vertical creases dividing the 

piece into eight panels of increasing width from right to left, except that the panel 

on the extreme left is again narrower than its neighbours on the right. It is clear that 

the letter was rolled up with the right edge inside and squashed flat, and that then 

the exposed left edge was tucked into the resulting flat packet. The address was written 

on one of the flat sides, which is the third panel from the right, now that we are 

viewing the letter from the back. This panel and its neighbour on the right are 

encrusted with mud, so that it is clear that the letter lay in its folded shape until it 

was found. 

The piece has a sheet-join running vertically c.3.5 cm from the right edge, which 

makes it obvious that the letter was written along the fibres of the recto. 
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> tal € val 

Kupiw jov adeAp@ (vac.) “Hpa 
/ 

(vac.) AvdcKopoc. 
€ ‘if ¢ € / \ \ 

HpakAetoc 6 nétepoc Tpoc THY 
\ b) Ys > \ € / > / 

chy evyéverav eic THY “HpakA€éouc amnjv- 
fal \ \ 

5 THCEV. TOUTW ody aki@ THY CHV 
/ f \ 

evyéviav cuvapacbar. ypewcrou yap 

avTov evexey amnvTncev Etc 
\ \ / 

thv ‘HpakdAéouc. adda un Trapetdyc 
\ > \ 

pov THY a€iwcw, adeAge. KaL aUTOC 
\ id A 

10 ovv KEeAEvE rot TrEpt Vv BovAet 
> \ al > / € vai m” 

emi THC HOoEelac NOEwWC EXOVTL. 
vd / \ € jet / 

Eppwyevov ce 1) Oia mpovora 
/ 

d:advAaéat eb mpatrovta, 

KUPLE. 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

15  Kuplw woy ddeAd@ vac.) ‘Hp c 
Avdcxopoc éronryc O€F(upuyxitov). 

6 1. edyéverav 8 1. mapidne 11 1. (ddac 12 1. dela 13 mpat Tovra 16 0€’? 

‘To my lord brother Heras, Dioscorus. Our man Heraclius has set out to visit your Nobility in 
Heracleopolis. So I beg your Nobility to assist him, for he has set out to visit Heracleopolis because of his 
debtor. Do not overlook my request, brother. So do command me yourself about what you want at home 

and I shall be pleased.’ 
“May the divine providence keep you well (and) in good circumstances, lord.’ 

Back. “To my lord brother Heras, Dioscorus overseer of the Oxyrhynchite nome.’ 

1 The addressee could be Aurelius Heras son of Agathodaemon, ‘doorkeeper of the public accounting- 
office’ in Oxyrhynchus, who appears with Dioscorus in L 3576 and, presumably, in P. Harris I 65, see 

3576 4 n., 18-19 n. However, the name is common and the identification therefore uncertain. That Heras 
was an Oxyrhynchite, although the letter is addressed to him in Heracleopolis, is indicated in lines 9-11, 
see II n. 

4, 6 evyéveray. Cf. H. Zilliacus, Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen 68, 88, where its use as an 
honorific address to women is emphasized, but see WB III Abschn. g s.v. (p. 188). Flavius Abinnaeus is 
so addressed by four of his correspondents, see P. Abinn. 9.3, 7; 12.145 30.10; 33.6. 

11 ndetac = idiac. Cf. F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 237 (1 > 7 in the first syllable of words of this root). 
On ida see H. Kupiszewski, 77P 9-10 (1955-6) 211-338, esp. 216-17 on the informal sense of it here, 
‘home’. Although the loss of aspiration and the progress of itacistic pronunciation (Gignac, op. cit. 1 133-8, 
235-42) meant that in this period (déac and 78e/ac were homophones, I think no word play with 78vdc was 
intended, although the imminence of 7déwe may have affected the spelling. 

The sense is probably ‘at (y)our home here’ rather than ‘at (y)our home there’, because other versions 

of this invitation, frequent in letters, have such wording as ypdde S€ xal ct, édv twoc xpelav éxnic Tov 
nap judy (P. Mich. I 23.8, cf. 85.5... trav map Huiv, we jpadv nd€w[c] morncovtwy); mepi Sé dv eav xpyclyc 

tav evOdde .. . (P: Corn. 49.8-9); wept dv xpylerc map’ ewot . . . nd€wc TovodvTs (PSI VIII 971.23-7); wept 

dv Pédc evravba ndéwe movodvrt (P. Grenf. II 73.19-20). These references are culled from H. Steen, ‘Les 
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clichés épistolaires’, Classica et Mediaevalia 1 (1938) 128-30. The implication is that Heras is an Oxyrhynchite, 
which does something to support the guesses that he may have brought the letter back to Oxyrhynchus 
from Heracleopolis, see introd., and that he may be the same as Heras son of Agathodaemon, associated 
with Dioscorus in other documents, see 1 n. 

12 For similar forms of farewell cf. P. Abinn. 28.27-8, M. Naldini, Cristianesimo No. 41.20-5 (explicitly 
Christian), No. 55.26-7 (as plausibly emended by Gerhard, P. Heid. I 6.24 ff. n.). ‘Divine providence’ is 

not unequivocally Christian, see Naldini, op. cit. p. 14. 
13 d:adpvAdéa. The ending might be either -ai or -eve(v), but -au seems to be rarer, see F. T. Gignac, 

Grammar ii 360-1, C. Harsing, De optativi in chartis Aegypttis usu 21. On this type of farewell and the variations 
of the verb ending see especially I. Gelzer, Hermes 74 (1939) 167-75, cf. P. Nepheros 7.12-13 n. 

16 Cf. introd. 
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INDEXES 

Square brackets indicate that a word is wholly or substantially restored by conjecture 
or from other sources, round brackets that it is expanded from an abbreviation or a 

symbol. An asterisk denotes a word not recorded in LSJ or Suppl. The article is not 
indexed. 

I. RULERS AND REGNAL YEARS 

Berenice 1V 

BactAevovenc Bepe|vixnc beac Eipavoic (Year 1) 3777 1 

Bactiicca Bepevixn bea ’Emipavyc (xtA, oath formula) [3777 4-5] 
‘TIBERIUS 

TiBépioc Kaicap CeBacroc (Year 1) 3806 15 (Year 7) 3778 11-12, 39 3779 9, 26 (Year 12) 3807 36 
(no ttulature) 

‘TRAJAN 

tov Geot tarpoc (of Hadrian) 3781 5-6 
HADRIAN 

Adtoxpatwp Kaicap Tpaiavoc Adpiavoc Apictoc CeBactoc Teppavixdc Aaxtxoc TapOixdc 3781 7-10 
ANTONINUS Pius 

Abroxpatwp Kaicap Titoc Aidoc Adpiavoc Avtwvivoc CeBactoc EdceByc (Year 7) 3798 35-7, 53-5 
Marcus AvuRELIUS 

Abtoxpatwp Kaicap Mapxoc AdpydAvoc Avtwvivoc CeBactoc Appeviaxdc Mydixoc Tlapbixoc Teppavixoc 
Méyictoc 3782 13-16 (oath formula), 19-21 (regnal year lost, possibly 13) 

Septimius SEVERUS, CARACALLA, AND GETA 

Abroxparopec Kaicapec Ceoujpoc cal Avtwrivoc cai Térac Kaicapec of ktpior (Year 14) 3783 1-3 
ELAGABALUS 

Abroxpatwp Kaicap Mapxoc AtpjAtoc Avrwrivoc EvceByc Edtuyic Ettuync CeBactoc (Year 3) 3800 37-9 

Uncertain (SEVERUS ALEXANDER OR PRoBus) 

Abtoxpatwp Kaicap Mapkoc AvpyAtoc .. . (Year 7) 3784 16-17 

DiocLeTIAN AND MaximIAn AuGustT1, ConsTANTIUS AND GALERIUS CAESARS 
ot KUptor HL@v AvoxAntiavoc Kal Ma€ipiavoc CeBactol kal of Kvpior nua@v Kwveravtioc cal Magipravoc of 

emupavectato. Kaicapec (Year 13, 12, and 5) 3802 23-6 
No titulature (Year 12, 11, and 4) 3801 5 
No titulature (Year 13, 12, and 5) 3802 10 

ConsTANTINE see INDEX II (AD 309) 

Licrntus see INDEx II (aD 309) 
ConsTANTINE, Licinius, Crispus CAESAR, CONSTANTINE CAESAR, AND Licinrus CAESAR 

No titulature (Year 11, <9, 1>) 3791 10 
No titulature (Year 12, 10, 2) 3791 1 

No titulature (Year 14, 12, 4) 3789 6 
Honorius AND THEODOstIus see INDEx II (AD 412) 

Unknown of CeBacroi 3792 19 

it, CONSULS 

AD 226 Aufidio Marcello IT consule 3785 33 
AD 232 Lupo et Maximo consulibus 3785 7 
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AD 240 Sabino II et Venusto consulibus 3785 2, 9 

Venusto consule 3785 18 

isdem consulibus 3785 20, 22 

AD 242 Attico et Praetextato consulibus 3785 28 

AD 246 Praesente et Albino consulibus 3785 26, 30 

INDEXES 

= A ss P P ’ eat , , 
AD 296 éml brdtwv Tav Kupiwv judv AtoxAntiavod CeBactod 16 5’ kal Kwvctavtiov émpavectatov Kaicapoc 

To B’ 3802 1-3 

AD 309 vmateiac tav Secrotav nudv Ovadrepiov Aikwviavotd Auxwviov CeBactod Kai PAaviov Ovadepiov 
Kwvctravrivov viov BactAéwv 3788 8 Il 

AD 340 [Seplimio Acindyno praef(ecto) praet(orio) et Populonio Proculo? u|(iris) c(larissimis) cons(ulibus) 3793 18 

AD 4II peta THY Umateiav PAaoviov Ovapavou rob Aaumtporarov 3803 1 

AD 412 [vmatelac Twy dectrotw@y Hudv ‘Ov|wpiov 76 0 Kali Oeodociov To € 3796 1 

a 

(a) INDICTIONS 

ee = 556/7 3804 187 

ind. 8 = 319/20 3789 2 

= 544/5° 3804 177 
ind. 9 = 545/62 3804 177 

ind. 10 = 561/2 3804 285 
ind. 11 = 412/13 3796 11-12 3803 10, 20-1 

= 562/3 3804 285 

ind. 12 = 563/4 3804 285 

= 623/4 3797 4, 8, 10 

(6) ERA 

89/58 = 412/13 3796 11 

INDICTIONS AND ERAS 

ind. 13 = 564/5 3804 190, 243, 253 (bis), 271, 286 

(bis) 

ind. 14 = 565/6 3804 141, 177, 184, 187, 190, 214, 
21Q, 222, 224, 227 (bis), 232, 234, 236, 238 (dis), 

240 (bis), 243 (bis), 245, 248-9, 253, 256-7, 262, 

265-6, 270, 272, 276 (bis), 279, 287 
ind. 15 = 566/7 3804 214, 217, 224, 227, 245, 248-9, 

265, 288 

LVS MON EES 

Aypimmivevoc 3780 8 

Adpravoc (3783 4) 

Abip 3798 20 3802 26 3804 237, 240 
Augustus (3794 18) 

Taievoc 3780 7 

Teppavixecoc 3780 9 

Apovciddecoc 3780 10 

erayomevat (3781 19) [3796 10] 3798 37, 55 

’Ereih 3804 224, 231-2, 256-7, 266 
Ocoyéveroc 3780 5 

646 3791 4 [3796 10] 3801 5 
*TovAedc 3780 4 

Maioc 3788 11 
Mecopy 3777 3, 378118 3793 1 

3798 37 3803 1 
3794 1 [3796 10] 

3804 219, 256, 262, 279 

Mexetp (3778 40) (3783 13) 

Néoc CeBactoc 3780 3 
Nepwvecoc 3780 6 

TTabve 3789 6 3800 34 3804 220, 236 
TTayév 3791 10 [3797 7] 3802 20 3804 222, 234 

3806 15 
CeBactoc 3780 1 

Cwrnp 3780 2 

ToB. 3783 10 3791 2 3804 248, 276 

‘YrepBeperaioc [3777 3} 

Payer 3791 11 3804 224, 227 
Papyovh 3804 224, 231, 276 
Pawdde 3791 6 3798 28 [3800 40] 
Xolax [3782 21?] 3796 2 3804 243 

3791 8 3804 238 
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VV. DATES 

2-31 August 57 Bc 3777 1-3 

21 May ap 15 3806 15 

AD 20/21 3779 9, 26 
AD 25/6 3807 36 

28 January ap 21 3778 39 40 

25 August ap 117 3781 18 19 
24-8 August ap 144 3798 34-7, 53-5 
6 December ap 172? 3782 19-21 
24 December ap 205 3783 4 
3 January AD 206 3783 10 

2? or 14? February Ap 206 3783 13 
September/October ap 219 3800 37. 40 

13? September ap 295 3801 5 
31 October Ap 296 3802 23.6 

1 January (late III) 3812 5-6 
17 April aD 309 3788 8-11 
26 April-25 May ap 317 3791 10 
29 August-27 September ap 317 3791 4 
28 September-27 October ap 317 3791 6 
27 December ap 317-25 January AD 318 3791 2 

26 January-24 February ap 318 3791 8 
25 February-26 March ap 318 3791 11 
27 May or 14 June ap 320 3789 6 
5 August AD 340 3793 1 

Vile 

ABpaauioc 3804 32, 89 

ABpadutoc, from Luciu 3804 195 

ABpaapuoc, f. of Isaac 3804 100 

ABpadioc, from Apele 3804 84 
ABpaduoc, s. of Heracleides, f of Isaac 3804 79 
ABpaapuoc, s. (?) of Joseph, gd.-s. (?) of Paues, b. of 

Joseph 3804 72 

Ayabayyeroc (aya|@avy- pap.) 3809 1 

Ayaoc Aaipwv 3808 1, 19 

Aya6oc Aaiuwy alias Besas 3786 32 
Ayaoc Aaiuwv, banker 3798 17-18, 56 

Ayafoc Aaiuwr, s of Areius 3786 43 
Aynvwp, f. of Ammon 3786 46 

Adpravoc see Index I s.vv. Hadrian, Antoninus Pius; 
Index IV 

Abwpa 3815 8 
Aeio€, s. of Aphus 3803 7 

Aeiwv, f. of Apollos 3804 71 
Aciwv, f. (?) of Isaac, s. (?) of Chous, gd.f. (?) of 

Anup 3804 82, 90 
Aciwv, s. of Pecysius 3804 19, 20 

Aciwy, f. of Phoebammon 3804 53 
Alap<iac>? Jew 3805 56 n. 

25 July 28 August ap 340 3794 1 
July/August ap 340 3794 18 
16 August Ap 411 3803 1 

10 December ap 412 3796 1-2 
g November ap 565 3804 240 

14 November ap 565 3804 237 
6 December ap 565 3804 243 

7 January AD 566 3804 248 
20 January AD 566 3804 276 

15(?) February ap 566 3804 238 

25 February-24 July ap 566 3804 224 
28 February AD 566 3804 227 
20 April aD 566 3804 276 
23 April-25 June ap 566 3804 231 
8 May ap 566 3804 222 

g May ab 566 3804 234 

g June ap 566 3804 236 
19 June aD 566 3804 229 

26 June-3 August Ap 566 3804 256 
15 July aD 566 3804 266 

24 July aD 566 3804 232, 257 
29 July aD 566 3804 262 
23 August AD 566 3804 279 
26 April-25 May ap 624 3797 7 

PERSONAL NAMES 

Adavacioc 3804 139, 140, 193 
Aidoc see Index I s.v. Antoninus Pius 
Aiwyv, f. of Papsois 3795 15 
Axdxvoc see Index VII (c) s.v. edahoc paptupiov 

Axaxiov; Index VIII s.v. paptipiov A. 

Ax.ap, f. of Anuthius 3804 205 
Ax.ap, s. of Anuthius 3804 80, 87 
Axovic, Aur., s. of Apis, m. Tsenthonis 3802 6, 27 

AxtXuoc Kamitwiivoc, epistrategus Heptanomiae 3782 17 
AXexdc 3804 103 
AdXexdc, heirs of 3804 110 

AdeEavdpa, slave, m. of Isidora called Lamprotyche, 
slave 3784 9 

AdéEavdpoc 3813 68-9 

AxéEavdpoc, f. of Thonis 3786 84 

Audroc see Index VII (c) s.v. eadoc "“Epwroc kal 

Aparov 

Appov, f. of Ammon 3786 38 

Appwr, goldsmith 3791 4, 6 

Appowr, s. of Agenor 3786 46 
Apupwr, s. of Ammon 3786 38 
Appw(v—), f. of Apollonius 3786 45 
Appw(v—), f. of Besarion 3786 49 
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Aupwvac, Aur., s. of... ras, m. Taysiris 3800 5, 40-1 

Appwvac, s. of Isidorus 3786 41 

Appovioc alias Didymus 3786 47 
Appavioc, f. of Isaac 3804 206 

Appwrioc, f. of Jacob 3804 211 

Ajpcvioc, from Pecty, s. of Papnuthius 3804 85 
Appovioc, princeps (officit) of a procurator 3818 5 
Appovioc, s. of Heraclius 3778 5, 17 

Appovioc, s. of Lucius 3804 66 

Appodrvioc, s. of Romanus 3786 31 
Apodic 3790 11 
Apoic, Apollonius alias 3786 37, 42 
Apdic, s. of Apeis 3786 36 
Apoic, s. of Apollodidymus 3786 40 
Apoic, s. of Dionysius 3787 34. 
Apoic, s. of Sarapammon 3787 27 

Apivrac see Index VII (4) s.v. ’Emoixvov Aptvrov 

Apovtiavoc: C. lulius Amyntianus 3786 54 
Apouvrtiavoc, f. of Theon 3786 88 

Avacracioc, cashier 3804 275, 277, 279 
Avdpéac see Index VIII s.v. wovactyj prov 

Avéécrioc alias Valerius 3786 33 
Avixyryc, cxeAAdc 3787 23 
Avixnroc, s. of Apollonius 3786 48 
Avrwvi[, f of Demetrius 3786 60 

Avovtbioc 3804 100 

Avovbioc, f. of Aciar 3804 80, 87 

Avovioc, f. of Peter 3804 69, 83 

Avovbioc, priest 3804 107 

AvovOtoc, s. of Aciar 3804 205 
Avotfuoc, s. of Apollos, gd.-s. of Jacob 3804 73 
Avovbtoc, s. of Heracleides 3804 108 

Avovbioc, s. (?) of John, gd.-s. (?) of . . 

Avovdtoc, s. of Surus 3804 100 

Avovtoc, s. of Surus 3804 108 

Avovbioc, s. of Theodorus 3804 84 
Avotbic 3803 8, 19 
Avotr 3804 52 

Avotr 3804 113 

Avoir, sailor 3804 233 
Avoim, s. of Isaac, gd.-s. (?) of Aion, gt.-gd.-s. (?) of 

Chous 3804 82 
Ayrioxoc, émuxeiwevoc 3805 118 

Avrwvivoc see Index I s.vv. Antoninus Pius; Marcus 

Aurelius; Septimius Severus, Caracalla, and Geta; 

Elagabalus 
Azavaxvoc, riverman 3804 221 

Aneic, f. of Amois 3786 36 

Amvavoc 3807 15? (or e.g. Cap|amiavoc) 

"Amc, f£. of Aur. Acuis, h. of Tsenthonis 3802 6 

Amiwy, f. of Demetrius and Dorus 3778 4 
Ariwyv, f. of Isidorus 3787 37 
Ariwv, shepherd, s. of Lycomedes 3778 31 

Aroe[. Joc (gen.), f. of Cyrillus 3810 7 

. re 3804 79 

INDEXES 

AroX(_ ), toparch 3778 37 

ArohdodiSupoc, f. of Amois 3786 40 

AroAAwvia 3819 2 
ArohAduioc alias Amois 3786 37, 42 
AmodAdwuoc, b. (2?) of Hippeas 3792 2 

AmoAAw(voc), f. of Anicetus 3786 48 

ArohAduoc, f. of Horus 3787 50 
Amodddvioc; Heraclius alias Apollonius, tax-farmer 

3783 5 
AroAddvioc, hypomnematographus, ex-prytanis 3813 1, 

88 38141, 31 38151, 14 
AmoAdwvioc, s. of Ammo(n. . .) 3786 45 

Amoddadvioc, 8. of Demetrius 3778 9, 23 

ArohAduoc, s. of Zoilus 3786 35 
Arodddc 3804 36, 38 

ArorrAdc 3804 69 

Arodrdc 3804 111 

AnodAddc 3804 130 
Arodrac, ara 3804 252 

AmodAddc, bishop’s son 3804 128, 164 

Amoddac, from Cynopolis, shipwright 3804 259 
AnodAdawc, from Micra Parorius 3805 72 
AmoddAac, from Paciac, s. of Losis 3804 226 

AzodAdAdc, from Tarusebt 3804 282 

Anoddaic, phrontistes of Netnéu 3805 108 
Arodhec, riverman 3804 223 

Aroddwc, s. of Aion 3804 71 
AmohAdc, s. of Germanus 3804 74, 88 
AmodAdac, s. of Jacob, f. of Anuthius 3804 73 

AmodAdAdc, s. (2) of Uerete 3804 76 

Andovac 3804 82 
Andotc 3804 45 

Andgotc, church deacon 3787 24 

Andoic, f. of Musaeus 3804 38 
Andoic, systates, b. of Horion 3789 7 

ApaxOn<, f. of Pinution 3787 22 

Apevoc, f. of Agathus Daemon 3786 43 
Apnriwy, f. of Besarion 3786 51 

ApwAda, w. of Valerianus 3790 4 
Apictoc see Index I s.v. Hadrian 
Apwiicic, s. of A. . . 3787 14 

Apmadoc, Thonis alias 3786 76 
Aproxpatiwy, s. of Serenus 3786 34 
Aprewidwpoc, painter 3791 2 

Apteuic, d. of Eudaemon s. of Eudaemon, m. 
Thermuthion, w. of C. Veturius Gemellus veteran, 

m. of C. Veturius Gemellus and Lucia Veturia 
alias Thermuthion 3798 6, 24 

Apxénaoc, f. of Peter from Pecty 3804 99 
AckdAdc, tenant farmer 3801 1 

AcxAatapiov 3790 16 

Arjec, potter 3787 38 
Arpyc 3804 70, 111, 114, 120 
Arpiec alias Didymus 3786 44 
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Arpjc, f. of Phoebammon 3804 70 
Arpic, s. of Hecysis, b. of Horus 3787 61 
Arpjc, s. of Phoebammon 3804 208 
AbpnAla see Cevocipic, Xappure 

Abpydvoc . . ., 8. of . . . ogenes 3800 45 

Adbpyroc see also Axotic, Appwvac, Anprjrproc, 

*HXiac, “Hpaxdvavéc, Odnoc, ‘Tépa€, 

TTXwrivoc, Capariwv, CuBavéc, Cupiwv, Index I 
s.vv. Marcus Aurelius; Elagabalus, uncertain 

(Severus Alexander or Probus) 

Adoic, f. of Aeiox 3803 7 

Adnyxtoc 3804 43 
Adnyxvoc, f. of Germanus 3804 37 
Adgiyxioc see Adryxtoc 

Adiyxic, s. of Sarapion 3786 39 
Addyxic, Theon alias 3786 75 

Ayirde see Index VII (bd) s.v. "Ezot«uov Ayira 
AyiAdeve 3816 5 

A... Toc, priest, heirs of 3804 107 

Aidvpoc, 

Bavyc, fruit-grower 3805 89 
Bepevixn see Index I 

Bycappwr, f. of Heraiscus 3786 67 
Bycapiwy 3787 39 

Bycapiwy, reader 3787 56 

Bycapiwy, s. of Ammo(n . . .) 3786 49 
Bycapiwy, s. of Aretion 3786 51 
Bycac, Agathus Daemon alias 3786 32 
Bixrwp, chief messenger 3805 59 

Bixrwp, f. of John 3804 78, 87 

Bixrwp, f. of Surus 3804 71 

Boddguc alias Hierax 3786 50 

Taioc: C. Veturius Gemellus, s. of C. Veturius 

Gemellus veteran, b. of Lucia Veturia alias Ther- 

muthion, m. Artemis 3798 1, 38 
Tdioc: C. Veturius Gemellus, veteran, f. of C. 

Veturius Gemellus and Lucia Veturia alias Ther- 

muthion, h. of Artemis 3798 3, 12, 44, 46 

Taioc, f. of Gaius 3786 52 
Taioc “JovAoc Apvvtiavec 3786 54 

Taioc Kadovicioc Cratiavéc, praefectus Aegypti 3782 

6-7 
Taioc, s. of Gaius 3786 52 
Tadarnc, s. of Ptolemaeus 3787 6 
TeXacwoc alias Serenus 3786 53 
Téweddoc: C. Veturius Gemellus, s. of C. Veturius 

Gemellus veteran, b. of Lucia Veturia alias Ther- 

muthion, m. Artemis 3798 [1], 11, 38 
TéueAdoc: C. Veturius Gemellus, veteran, f. of C. 

Veturius Gemellus and Lucia Veturia alias Ther- 

muthion, h. of Artemis 3798 3-4, 12, 44, 46 

Teppavoc 3804 117 

Teppavoc, f. of Apollos 3804 74, 88 
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Teppavec, f. of John 3804 19 
Teppavec, yewpyoc 3804 132 

Teppavec, s. of Aphynchius 3804 37 
Teppavoc, s. of Copis 3804 52, 54 
Teppavoc, s. of Phoebammon 3804 95 
Tepovrioc 3804 98 

Tepovrioc, f. of John 3804 68 

Térac see Index I s.v. Septimius Severus, Caracalla, 
and Geta 

I'pnyoproc see Index VII (c) s.v. &adoc I'pnyopiov 

AavijAtoc 3804 33 

Anunrproc 3819 1, 16 

Aeioc see Aioc 

Anuac 3808 [1], 20 
Anpéac 3791 4, 6 
Anpnrproc [3786 10] 

Anpyrproc 3808 16 

Anpyrproc alias Hor . . . 3786 59 
Anpyrproc, Aur., s. of Parion 3796 5 

Anpyrproc, f. of Apollonius 3778 10 
Anpnrproc, s. of Antoni . . . 3786 60 

Anpyrproc, s. of Apion, b. of Dorus 3778 3, 14 
Adv[u— 3820 18 

Adv. 3790 10 
Aidvpoc, Ammonius alias 3786 47 
Aidvpoc, Aur. nomicarius of the nome 3788 2, 12 

AiSvpoc, Aur., s. of Didymus, praepositus of the 8th. 
pagus 3788 1 

Aidvupoc, f. of . . . 3787 5 

Aidvpoc, f. of Aur. Didymus praepositus of the 8th. 
pagus 3788 1 

Aidvpoc, f. of Psois 3787 29 
Aldvpoc, Hatres alias 3786 44 
Aidvpoc, s. of Cornelius 3786 58 
Aidvpoc, s. of Isaac 3804 18 
Aidvupoc Téxtwv rAeyopevoc [3787 13] 

Avoyévyc 3804 102, 202, 242 (3807 33) 
Avoyévnc, b. of Papion (?) 3787 21 

Avoyévnc, freedman, s. of Marcella, f. of Horus 
3813 4 

Avoyévyc see Index VII (b) s.v. ’Emoikiov Atoyévouc; 

Index VII (c) 

Meyadov I'ndiov Avoyévouc 

AvoxAntiavoc see Index I s.v. Diocletian and Maxi- 
mian Augusti, Constantius and Galerius Caesars; 

Index II (Ap 296) 

Avovicioc alias Heracleides 3786 55 

Atovicioc, f. of Amois 3787 34 

Aioc alias Sopatrus 3786 56 
Avockopidnc, heirs of 3804 58 
Atécxopoc 3814 17 

Atdcxopoc, b. (?) of Sarmates 3820 2, [22] 
Avockopoc, enomrnc ‘O€upuyxitov 3821 2, 16 

s.v. €dadoc Atoyévouc, edadoc 
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Atockopoc, f. of Silvanus 3787 26 
Atdckopoc, s. of Leontas 3786 57 
Atocxopotc 3790 1 

Avocxoupidyc [3786 15] 3810 9, 12 

Avocxoupidyc, goldsmith 3791 8 
Atocxoupidyc, s. (2?) of Justus 3813 3, 15 16, [25], 89 

Avockopovdouv (gen. = Arockoupidov?), f. of Cyrillus 
3810 6 

Avocxodc, patroness of . . . freedman 3782 12 
Awpobeoc 3804 44 

Adpoc, s. of Apion, b. of Demetrius 3778 3, 16 

‘Exdcc, f. of Hatres and Horus 3787 60, 61 

‘EAAny:|, patron of Eudaemonis freedwoman 3782 3 
*Evdy 3804 128 
*Evwy from Phacra 3805 38 

*Evwx, from Tbo 3805 7 
’Erayaboc 3815 7 

*Eriwayoc, f. of Epimachus, h. of Tateos (?), s. of 
Epimachus 3798 13, 50 

*Eriwayoc, gd.-f. of Epimachus, f. of Epimachus 3798 
13, 50 

*Emiwaxoc, s. of Epimachus, gd.-s. of Epimachus, m. 

Tateos (?) 3798 12-13, 49, 58 

‘Epyevc, shepherd, s. of Paysiris 3779 19 
‘Eppaioc 3817 18, 18-19 

‘Eppaioc, f. of Heracles 3786 71 
‘Eputac 3820 18 
‘Epuivoc, f. of Peter from Pecty 3804 86 

"Epwe see Index VII (c) s.vv. édadn “Epwroc, €5adoc 
"Epwroc kal Auarov 

Evdaimovic, freedwoman of Hellen . . 
3782 3 

Evdaiuwv 3786 19 3814 29 

Evdaiuwy (?), f of Aur. Plotinus (former?) exegetes, 
councillor of Oxyrhynchus 3802 3 

Evdatuwy, f. of Eudaemon, gd.-f. of Artemis 3798 7 
Evdaiwwr, f. of Plotinus 3811 6-7 

Evdaiwwy, f. of Sarmates (?) 3787 7 
Evéaiuwr, s. of Eudaemon, f. of Artemis, h. of 

Thermuthion 3798 6 

Evdaiuwv, the elder, s. of Pesuris (?) 3798 51 
Edioy.oc 3820 6 

Evvoioc 3801 1 3812 1, 13, 18 

EdcéBvoc 3820 13 

EdcéBuoc, f. of Sabinus 3815 1 
Edrovioc 3792 6 

Edtpomc (= -moc) 3787 20 

., from Palosis 

Zwidroc 3791 10 

Zwiroc, f. of Apollonius 3786 35 

‘“Hyobpevoc(?) 3792 25 n. 

*HXiac, Aur., s. of Turbo 3803 3, 17 

INDEXES 

‘Hdodapa 3809 3 

‘HX.ddwpoc, royal scribe, acting strategus 3782 1 
‘Hp ..., (s. of? or alias?) Sarapammon 3786 72 
‘Hpaickoc, s. of Besammon 3786 67 
‘Hpaxrac 3807 13 

‘“Hpaxdac, s. of Syrion 3786 69 

‘“Hpaxre dnc 3804 21, 25 

“Hpaxdeidnc alias Nemesianus 3786 64 

‘“HpaxdAeiénc, Dionysius alias 3786 55 
‘“Hpakdeibyc, f. of Abraham, gd.-f. of Isaac 3804 79 
‘“Hpakretdnc, f. of Anuthius 3804 108 

‘Hpaxdeiénc, f. of Paul 3804 64 

‘Hpaxdetdnc, s. of John 3804 95 
‘Hpaxretdyc, s. of Neoptolemus 3786 70 

‘Hpaxretdnc, s. of Theon 3786 66 

‘“HpdxaAevoc 3804 188 

‘“Hpaxdevoc 3821 3 

‘“HpaxaAevoc alias Apollonius, tax-farmer 3783 5 
“HpaxadAeoc, f. of Ammonius 3778 5-6 
‘“Hpaxdeoc, from Lucia, s. of Pabaris 3804 268 
‘T1paxAjc 3808 9 

‘“HpaxAje alias Hierax 3786 65 
‘“HpaxdAyje alias Melas 3786 63 
‘“HpaxdAje alias Thonis 3786 73 
‘“Hpakdjc, s. of Hermaeus 3786 71 
‘Hpaxdjc, s. of Theon 3786 61 
‘“Hpaxdje, s. of Theoninus 3786 62 
‘“HpaxaAjc, Thonis alias 3786 81 
‘HpaxAavéc, Aur., alias Sarapion 3800 2-3 
‘“HpaxAavéc, prefect (auxiliary) 3793 9 
‘Hpac 3804 105 3821 1, 15 
‘Hpac alias Ptolemaeus 3786 68 
‘Hpac, Theon alias 3786 74 
’Hcaiac 3804 182 (bis) 

’Heaiac, from Tarusebt 3804 282 

Oarpjc see Index VII (c) s.v. &adoc OarpHroc 
Oeave (?) 3787 63 

@eoddcioc see Index II (ap 412) 
OcddovdAoc 3804 100 

Ocddwpoc 3787 16 3814 2, 31 

Oeddwpoc (?) [3787 44?] 

Ocddwpoc, f. of Anuthius 3804 84 

Ocddwpoc, Flavius, landowner 3803 2 

Oeddwpoc, heirs of 3804 27 

Ocddwpoc, mpaypateutyc of Sephtha 3805 121 

Ocddwpoc, tpovontjc 3804 143, 225 

Ocddwpoc, riparius 3805 11, 116 
Oepyovov: Lucia Veturia alias Thermuthion, d. of 

C. Veturius Gemellus veteran, sister of C. Veturius 

Gemellus, m. Artemis 3798 [2], 10, 43 

Ocpyovbov, w. of Eudaemon, s. of Eudaemon, m. of 
Artemis 3798 7-8 

Oé€wv, alias Aphynchis 3786 75 
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O€wv alias Heras 3786 74 
OQéwy alias Sarapammon 3786 go 
Oéwyv, alias Sarapas 3786 79 
O€wy, alias Seuthes 3786 78 

@éwyr, f. of Heracleides 3786 66 

Oé€wv, f. of Heracles 3786 61 

Oéwv, f. of Theon 3786 82 
Oéwy, heirs of 3804 17, 28 
O€wyr, s. of Amyntianus 3786 88 

O€wyv, s. of Callinicus 3786 87 

Oéwyr, s. of Hieracion 3786 89 
O€gwyr, s. of Theon 3786 82 
Oéwyr, s. of Theoninus 3786 83 
O€wy, s. of . . ., Persian, settler cavalryman 3777 8 
Oéwv, .. . alias 3786 8 

Ocwvapypwr, Thonis alias 3786 85 
Oewvac, f. of Sisois 3787 3 

Oewvac (?), s. of Silvanus [3787 2?] 
Oewvivoc, f. of Heracles 3786 62 

Oewvivoc, f. of Theon 3786 83 
Owvioc, Aur. Silvanus alias 3802 30-1 
Oa@dvic alias . . . 3786 86 

Oar, alias Harpalus 3786 76 
Oavic, alias Heracles 3786 81 
Oa@vic, alias Ischyrion 3786 80 

Oa@vic alias Theonammon 3786 85 

Oa@vic, Heracles alias 3786 73 
Oaduc, s. of Alexander 3786 84 
Oauc, s. of Chaeremon 3787 67 

*Taxx@Boc 3804 213 

*TaxwB 3804 115 

*TaxwB, f. of Apollos, gd.-f. of Anuthius 3804 73 
*TaxwB, f. of Pamuthius 3804 68 

*TaxwB, f. of Phoebammon 3804 212 

*TaxwB, f. of Phoebammon deacon 3804 8g, 90(?) 
*TaxwB, f. of Surus 3804 64 
*TaxwB, s. of Ammonius 3804 211 

*TaxwB, s. of Pamuthius 3804 116 

TBnpoc 3807 39 
Te, . .[, f. of Petsiris 3779 5 
‘Tepaxiwyv, f. of Theon 3786 89 
‘Iépaé, Aur., in charge of the interrogation of slaves 

3784 1 
‘Iépa€, Bolphis alias 3786 50 
‘Iépa€, Heracles alias 3786 65 
‘Tépaé, strategus 3778 2 3779 2 
*Tepnutac, pew of Pacercy 3805 68 

*TovAvavoc, ctpatnAatnc 3805 73 

*TobAoc 3819 2, 16 

*Tobdoc: C. Tulius Amyntianus 3786 54 
*Tobctoc 3813 2, 89 

‘Inméac, b. (?) of Apollonius 3792 2 
*Icax 3804 16, 97, 100 
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"Ica, f. of Didymus 3804 18 
*Icax, f. of John 3804 75 

*Icax, f. of Phoebammon 3804 37, 81 
‘Icax, from Apele, s. of Sirius 3804 160 

*Icax, s. of Abraham 3804 100 

*Icax, s. of Abraham, gd.-s. of Heracleides 3804 79 

*Icax, s. (2?) of Aion, gd.-s. (?) of Chous, f. of Anup 

3804 82, 90 

*Icax, s. of Ammonius 3804 206 

"Ica, s. of Melas 3804 92 
*Icax, s. of Paul, from Concon 3804 65 
*Ictda@pa, called Lamprotyche, slave, d. of Alexandra, 

slave 3784 7 

*IciSwpoc, f. of Ammonas 3786 41 
*Icidwpoc, s. of Apion 3787 37 

*Icidwpoc see Index VII (4) s.v. ’Ezotkiov *Icudaépou 

*Icxupiwv, Thonis alias 3786 80 
*ITwavvync 3804 22, 97, 105, 110, 114, 188 
*Twavvyc, f. (2) of Anuthius, s. (?) of... 

*Iwavyyc, f. of Heracleides 3804 95 

*Iwavvyc, from Sophrosynes 3804 98 
*Iwavyyc, heirs of, s. of Timagenes 3805 12 
*Twavvyc, notarius 3804 230, 255 

*Twavvnc, phrontistes 3804 129 
*Iwavvyc, s. of Germanus 3804 19 
*Iwavvyc, s. of Gerontius 3804 68 

*Iwavvyc, s. of Isaac 3804 75 
*Iwavvyc, s. of Pamun 3804 110 
*Twavvyc, s. of Paul 3804 74, 88 

*Iwavvyc, s. of Victor 3804 78, 87 

THB 3804 182 

*Iwend 3804 63, 183 

*Iwcnd, b. of Abraham, s. (?) of Joseph, gd.-s. (?) of 
Paues 3804 72 

*Twend (€repoc) 3804 59 

*Iwend, f. (2) of Abraham and Joseph, s. (?) of Paues 

3804 72 
*Twend, s. of Panechous 3804 140 

*Twend, s. of Peter 3804 84 

re 3804 79 

Kaicap see Index I s.vy. Tiberius; Hadrian; Antoninus 
Pius; Marcus Aurelius; Septimius Severus, Cara- 
calla, and Geta; Elagabalus; uncertain (Severus 

Alexander or Probus); Diocletian and Maximian 

Augusti, Constantius and Galerius Caesars; Index 

II (AD 296) 

Kady 3805 38 
KaddXlac 3810 1 
KadXiuuxoc, f. of Theon 3786 87; see also Index VII 

(c) s.v. KaAAwixouv 
Kaddéxa:poc 3813 45 (Kadoxep— pap.) 
Kadovicioc: C. Calvisius Statianus, praefectus Aegypti 

3782 6-7 
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Kapje see Index VII (c) s.v. &adoc Kapy 
KamtwXivoc: Aquilius Capitolinus, 

Heptanomiae 3782 17 
Kactp[, Flavius 3803 22 

KXeorarpa see Index VII (c) s.v. dyuua K. Appodiryc 

Koxxnioc 3792 15 

KoAdod$oc 3804 200 3818 1, [13] 

Kopowr, wine-seller 3807 31 
Komec, f. of Germanus 3804 52 

KopyyAwc, f. of Didymus 3786 58 

Koppayoc 3806 16 

Kocuac, from Sincaret (Hermopolite) 3804 246 

Kocudc, tpovontyc of Cyrilla 3805 97 
Kovevéxoc, f. of Paul 3804 170 

Kpncxévrioc see Index VII (c) s.v. &adoc Kpicxevtiou 

Kupiaxoc 3804 36 

KipirAa 3810 1 

KupiAdde see Index VII (c) s.v. KuptAda 

Kipirdoc, s. of Amoex[ , Joc (gen.) 3810 6 

Kipiddoc, s. of Dioscurides (?) 3810 5 
Kwveravtivoc see Index II (ap 309) 
Kwveravtioc see Index I s.v. Diocletian and Maximian 

Augusti, Constantius and Galerius Caesars; Index 

II (ap 296) 

epistrategus 

Aalap, Jew 3805 56? 
Aapurpotiyn, Isidora called, slave, d. of Alexandra, 

slave 3784 7-8 
Aeovrac, f. of Dioscorus 3786 57 
Aevradioc see Index VII (b) s.v. Njcov Aevxadiou 

Aewvidnc 3804 33 
Aewvidnc, heirs of 3804 26 
Atxwviavec see Index II (Ap 309) 

Atkivvwoc see Index II (AD 309) 
Aoyyivoc 3787 49 

AodAavy alias Plutiaena 3790 7 

Aocic, f. of Apollos from Paciaec 3804 226 
Aovxia: Lucia Veturia alias Thermuthion, d. of C. 

Veturius Gemellus veteran, sister of C. Veturius 

Gemellus, m. Artemis 3798 [1-2], 9, 43 
Aodxvoc, f. of Ammonius 3804 66 

Aovktoc, systates 3787 1 

Avxropndyc, f. of Apion shepherd 3778 32 

Mavuc, f. of Silvanus 3795 16 

Ma€uuavec see Index Is.v. Diocletian and Maximian 

Augusti, Constantius and Galerius Caesars 
Mapia, m. of Plutarchus 3787 55 
Mapivoc, osprigites 3805 100 

Mapivoc, scholasticus 3797 1 

MapxéAda, slave, m. of Diogenes 3813 4-5 
Mépxoc see Index Is.v. Marcus Aurelius; Elagabalus; 

uncertain (Severus Alexander or Probus) 

INDEXES 

Mapriddic: Rammius Martialis, praefectus Aegypti 

3781 2 
Mapripvoc 3804 45 

Méyac, millstone-cutter 3804 263 

Médac 3801 2 
Mé)ac, Acorite (?) 3792 12 

Meédac, f. of Isaac 3804 92 

Mé)\ac, Heracles alias 3786 63 

Mnvac 3804 105 
Mnvac, chrysones 3797 2 
Mnvac, sailor, from Coma, heirs of 3804 149 
Mixrwyv see Index VII (b) s.v. Midwvoc 

Mop¢oic or Mopded 3792 3 
Movcaioc, from Apele 3804 116 
Movcaioc, s. of Apphus 3804 38, 41 
Movcaioc, s. of Tsenesius 3804 91 

Napxiccoc 3807 16 

Nepeciavoc, Heracleides alias 3786 64 
Neomtodepoc, f. of Heracleides 3786 70 
Nextatouc, f. of Ptollion 3778 8-9, 21 

Nixiac, tapadoéoc 3787 58 

Nixopaxoc, f. of Straton tay mpwrwy didwy Kai 

xiALdpywv paxatpopdpwv Kal THY KaTolKwy (mTéwy 

3777 6 
Nopoc see Index VII (4) s.v. Nopov érroixiov 
Node 3804 191 

’OABavoc, f. of Olbanus 3787 8 

’OdABavoc, s. of Olbanus 3787 8 
’Ovvadproc, xoptotapaAnunryc 3804 246 

’Ovvadprc, s. of Sarapion 3787 4 
‘Ovaproc see Index II (ap 412) 
*O£ddc (?) see Index VII (c) s.v. édadoc ’OFda 

‘Opcévtioc, f. of Pamuthius, deacon 3804 81, 212 

Odadaxioc, Flavius, dux Aegypti 3793 4 
Ovarepiavoc, h. of Arilla 3790 4 

OvaXréproc, Anthestius alias 3786 33 
Odaréproc see Index II (ap 309) 

Odadanc 3811 11 

Ovapavnc see Index II (ap 411) 
Overovpia: Lucia Veturia alias Thermuthion, d. of 

C. Veturius Gemellus veteran, sister of C. Veturius 

Gemellus, m. Artemis 3798 [2], 9-10, 43 
Overovproc: C. Veturius Gemellus, s. of C. Veturius 

Gemellus veteran, b. of Lucia Veturia alias Ther- 

muthion, m. Artemis 3798 [1], 11, 38 

Overovpioc: C. Veturius Gemellus, veteran, f. of 
C. Veturius Gemellus and Lucia Veturia alias 

Thermuthion, h. of Artemis 3798 3, 12, [44], 

46 

Ovepare, f. (?) of Apollos 3804 76 
Odictwia 3792 7 
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TTaBapic, f. of Heraclius from Luciu 3804 268 
Tlayévyc 3804 63 3811 1 

Tlayévi see Index VII (c) s.v. &adoc IT. 

Tlajcvoc 3804 111 

TTatavioc 3820 3 

TTadéé 3816 16 
TTaXeovc, peiLwy of Choenothmis 3805 91 

TTamovbioc, deacon, s. of Horsentius 3804 81 

TTapovbtoc, f. of Jacob 3804 116 

TTapovvoc, f. of Phoebammon 3804 76 
TTapov6voc, from Cissonos 3805 16 
Tlapovdvoc, priest 3804 103 

TTapovdroc, s. of Jacob 3804 68 

Tlanotv 3804 115 

TTapodv, f. of John 3804 110 
TTapodv, s. of Silvanus 3804 50 

ITavapyc, barber 3809 1 (wavap: (dat.) pap.) 

Ilavapyc, b. of Sarapion alias (?) Sarmates 3792 5 
Tlavecvedc, s. of Horion 3795 14 

TTavecvnotc, from Tbo 3805 9 
TTavexwoic, f. of Joseph 3804 140 

Tlavovdioc, epyodiwxrtnc of Mescanuneos 3805 113 

TTaobv, priest 3804 131 

Tlariwv (?), b. of Diogenes 3787 21 
Tlarvovbioc, eTLKELLEVOC 3805 35 

Tlamvot@ioc, f. of Ammonius from Pecty 3804 85 

Tlap . . . 3783 15 

TTapir 3818 2 

Tlapiwyv, f. of Aur. Demetrius 3796 5 
Tlateppov6ic 3787 28 

Tlareppodibic, s. of Puros 3787 9 

Tlateppodtbic, s. of Serenus 3787 62 
Tlateppotbbic, s. of Stephanus 3787 31 

Tlatvax6nc 3792 13 

Tlavjc 3787 64 
Tlavjc, gd.-f. (?) of Abraham and Joseph, f. (?) of 
Joseph 3804 72 

Tlabroc 3789 4 3804 118, 128, 203 
TTaidoc (€repoc) 3804 106, 118, 203 

TTaiXoc, f. of Isaac from Concon 3804 65 

TTaidoc, f. of John 3804 74, 88 

TTaddoc, f. of Pecysius, vinedresser 3804 75, 87, 205, 

209 
Tlabdoc, from Tarusebt 3804 124, 202 
TTaidoc, s. of Cueiechus 3804 170 
TTadXoc, s. of Heracleides 3804 64 

Tladdoc, s. of Peter 3804 106 
TTaidoc, s. of Phoebammon called Psaleptebe 3804 

23 
Tlabdoc, s. of Saras 3787 41 
Tlavcaviac, tax-farmer 3783 4 

Tlavcipic, f. of Hergeus shepherd 3779 19 
Tlavcipiwy 3807 30 
TTaxpoic, s. of Aion 3795 15 
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TTexvAAoc 3792 L7y 21 

Tlexdvcioc 3804 21, 112, 113, 120 
Tlextcioc, f. of Aion 3804 19, 20 

Ilextcioc, s. of Psaeias 3804 197 
TTexdcvoc, vinedresser, s. of Paul 3804 75, 77, 87. 205, 

209 
ITecotpic (?), f. of Eudaemon the elder 3798 51 

ITerocipic, patron of Chaeras freedman (3782 4) 

Tlerocipic, s. of Petosorapis, b. of . . . 3779 3, 11 
Tlerocopamic, f. of Petosiris and .. . [3779 4] 
Ilérpoc 3787 64 3804 109, 122, 182 191 
Tlérpoc, yewpyoc 3804 183 

Tlérpoc, f. of Joseph 3804 84 

Tlérpoc, f. of Paul 3804 106 

Tlérpoc, f. of Phoebammon 3804 112, 197 
Ilérpoc, from Pecty, s. of Archelaus 3804 99 

Ilérpoc, from Pecty, s. of Herminus 3804 86 

Tlérpoc, priest, heirs of 3804 39, 44 
Tlérpoc, s. of Anuthius 3804 69, 83 

Tlérpoc, s. of Phoebammon 3804 200 

Tlercipic, s. of Ie, , [ 3779 5, [13] 

IIwovriwv, builder 3811 2 

TTwovtiwy, s. of Harachthes 3787 22 

TIicpayA 3804 103, 109 
TTXavtrac see Index VII (b) s.v. "Ezoikvov [TAavtiadoc 

ITXovtapyoc (3783 9, 12) 

TT\obtapxoc, s. of Maria 3787 55 
TTXovrtawa: Lolliane alias Plutiaena 3790 7 
IT\wrivoc, s. of Eudaemon 3811 7 (7Awtew- pap.) 

TTAwrivoc, Aur., (former?) exegetes, councillor of 

Oxyrhynchus, s. of Eudaemon (?) 3802 4 

TTodvdedxnc 3792 14 

TlovAic 3804 22 

Tlovpac, f. of Patermuthis 3787 9 
ITIpaodc, from Luciu 3804 123 

ITpoxAoc 3792 11 

TTroX(_) 3786 28 
TTrodepaioc 3804 98 
TTroAepaioc, f. of Galates 3787 6 

TTroAepaioc, f. of Saras 3792 16 

TTroAewaioc, Heras alias 3786 68 

TTrodepaic 3815 12 

TTrodepivoc 3816 1, 21 (mroAeuwew- pap.) 

TTrod\A(wv 3804 131 

TTrodXwy, f. of Ptollion 3778 7 
TTroAXwv, from Apele 3804 91 

TTroAXwy, s. of Nechtatymis 3778 7-8, 21 

TTroAXtwyv, s. of Ptollion 3778 6, 19 

“Pdpptoc Maptiarsc, praefectus Aegypti 3781 2 

‘Pwpavoc, f. of Ammonius 3786 31 

CaBivoc, s. of Eusebius 3815 3 (caBew- pap.) 
Caxaay, s. of Horus 3787 53 
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CapounAroc, oil-worker 3804 265 

Capadaveolav 3797 9 
Capardupwv 3787 16, 59 

Caparappwy, f. of Amois 3787 27 
Capardppwr, f. of Her. ..? or Her... alias? 3786 72 

Caparrappewv, s. of Symphorus 3787 43 
Caparraupwv, Theon alias 3786 go 
Capardc 3790 18 

Caparac, goldsmith 3791 4, 6 
Caparac, Theon alias 3786 79 
Capamavoc [3807 15°] 

Capamiac 3819 8-9 

Capariwv 3792 9 

Capariwy, alias (?) Sarmates, b. of Panares 3792 4 
Capamiwv, Aur. Heraclianus alias 3800 2-3 
Caparriwy, f. of Aphynchis 3786 39 

Capariwy, f. of Aurelia Senosiris, s. of Horus 3784 4. 
Capariwyv, f. of Onnophris 3787 4 
Caparriwy, officialis 3794 1 

Capariwv, procurator 3814 13 
Capariwv, toparch 3779 23 

Index VII (c) s.v. &adoc Caparddwpoc see 

Capatrodwpou 
Capac, f. of Paul 3787 41 

Capac, s. of Ptolemaeus 3792 16 
Capuarnce 3787 18 3814 30 
Cappuarnc, b. (?) of Dioscorus 3820 2, [23] 

Capuarnc, Sarapion alias (?), b. of Panares 3792 4 

Capparnc (2), s. of Eudaemon [3787 7] 
CeBactoc see Index I s.vv. Tiberius; Hadrian; 

Antoninus Pius; Marcus Aurelius; Elagabalus; 

Diocletian and Maximian Augusti, Constantius 
and Galerius Caesars; Unknown, Index II 

(AD 296, 309), Index IV s.vv. Néoc CeBacréc; 
CeBactéc 

Cevocipic, Aurelia, d. of Sarapion, gd.-d. of Horus, 

from Mot(h?)is 3784 3-4, 6 

Ceounpoc see Index I s.v. Septimius Severus, Cara- 
calla, and Geta 

Cepjvoc 3804 124 3820 12 
Cepjvoc, f. of Harpocration 3786 34 
Ceprvoc, f. of Patermuthis 3787 62 

Cepjvoc from Tarusebt 3804 202 
Cepjvoc, Gelasius alias 3786 53 
Cepyvoc, millstone-cutter 3804 263 
Cepjvoc, Cuyoctarnc 3805 30 

Cepyvoc see also Index VIII s.v. waptiprov rob aytou 
Cepnvov 

CevOyc, Theon alias 3786 78 
CevOnec see also Index VII (c) s.v. éSadoc Cevfou 

CiABavec, Aur., alias Thonius 3802 30-1 

CiABavoc, f. of Theonas (?) 3787 2 

CiABavoc, s. of Dioscorus 3787 26 
CiABavoc, s. of Mannis 3795 16 

INDEXES 

CiAdovavoc, f. of Pamun 3804 50 
Cirovavec, uir perfectissimus [3794 4] 
Cuwbadvic 3816 1, 21 

Cipwoc, f. of Isaac from Apele 3804 160 

Cicdic, s. of Theonas 3787 3 
Cudpayésoc, nolarius 3804 133, 170 
Coupoic, f. of Anuthius 3804 100, 108 

Coupotc, s. of Jacob 3804 64 

Covpodc, s. of Phoebammon 3804 63, 207 

Coupodc, s. of Victor 3804 71 

Craravoc: C. Calvisius Statianus, praefectus Aegypta 

3782 6-7 
Crépavoc 3792 8 
Crégavoc, f. of Patermuthis 3787 31, 32 
Crparnyroc, patricius 3804 187 
Crpati[, s. of . . . on 3800 9 
Crpatimmoc, f. of . . . 3787 19? 
Crpatwyv, s. of Nicomachus, trav rpwtwv pidwy Kat 

xXAapxwv paxatpopdpwy Kal THY Katolikwy inméwv 

3777 6, 18, 27 
Ciudopoc, f. of Sarapammon 3787 43 
Cupiwv, Aur., the elder 3800 1 

Cupiwv, f. of Heraclas 3786 69 
Cyodactixioc 3804 235 3805 23 

Cwmatpoc, Dius alias 3786 56 

Tametpavioc see Index VII (6) s.v. Njcov Taretpwviov 

Tatedc (?), m. of Epimachus, w. of Epimachus 3798 

14 
Tavceipic, m. of Aur. Ammonas, w. of... 

6 

Téxtwv: Aidvpoc Téxtwv Aeyopuevoc 3787 13 

T.Béptoc see Index I s.v. Tiberius 
Tiwayeryc, f. of John 3805 12 

Titoc see Index I s.v. Antoninus Pius 

Tovav, from Taruthinu 3804 138 

Tovay, s. of Phoebammon 3804 49 

TovpBur, f. of Aur. Elias 3803 3 
Tpaiavoc see Index I s.v. Hadrian, Index VII (c) 

Tpidwy see Index VII (d) s.v. “Ictov Tpidwroc 

Tcevycioc, f. of Musaeus 3804 g1 
TcevOdvic, m. of Aur. Acuis, w. of Apis 3802 6-7 

ras 3800 

Paivirmoc see Index VII (c) 

PiB 3804 183 

iB, from Sincaret (Hermopolite) 3804 246 
@iB, s. of Apa Horion 3804 57 

Pirdyproc, Flavius, praefectus Aegypti 3794 2 3820 10 
Piréac 3804 74, 182 
@iiréac, from Luciu, s. of Psaeias 3804 199 
Dir€ac, yewpydc 3804 193 

®uiréac, heirs of 3804 114 
DPirdEevoc, mpovontyc of Netnéu 3804 236, 260 

Pirdéevoc, xoprorapadnuntyc 3804 244 
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Piroic 3806 8 

Pdaovioc . . . [3793 2] 

Prdovioc see also Ocddwpoc, Odvadraxroc, Odvapavyc, 
Pirayproc 

@davioc see Kactp[; Index I] (ap 309) 
Po.Bappwv 3804 45, 99, 105, 109, 122 

PoiBappwv, bishop’s son 3804 129, 166 
PoiPappwv called Psaleptebe, f of Paul 3804 23 

Po.Bappwv, deacon, s. of Jacob 3804 8g, go (?) 
Po.Bappwvr, {. of Germanus 3804 95 
PoiBappwr, f. of Hatres 3804 208 

f. of Peter 3804 200 

f. of Surus 3804 63, 207 
PoiPappwr, f. of Tuan 3804 49 

PoiBappwr, of most glorious memory 3805 13 

Po.Bappwv, Tadwcidrye 3805 79 

Por.Baypwv, phrontistes 3804 57, 59 

Po.Baypwr, priest 3804 29, 134 
PoiBappwr, mpovonryc of Ibois 3805 65 

PoiBaypwyr, s. of Aion 3804 53 
Po.Pappwr, s. of Hatres 3804 70 

s. of Isaac 3804 37, 81 
. of Jacob 3804 212 
. of Pamuthius 3804 76 

Po.Pappwr, s. of Peter 3804 112, 197 

PoiBaypwv see also Index VIII 

Po.Bappwr, 

PoiPappwr, 

PoiBappwvr, 

Po. Bappwr, 

nn PoiBappwr, 

Xaipac, freedman of Petosiris, from Palosis (3782 4) 
Xarpéac 3807 24 

Xaipnuwv 3786 21 3792 10 38161 
Xaipnuwyr, f. of Thonis 3787 67 
Xapuitr, Aurelia 3784 5, 10 
Xede__ pav (acc.) 3808 14 

Xwodc, gd.-f. (?) of Isaac, f. (?) of Aion, gt.-gd.-f. (?) 

of Anup 3804 82, go 

Waerac, f. of Pecysius 3804 197 
Waevac, f. of Phileas from Luciu 3804 199 
WarentpBe (or WvA-?), Phoebammon called, f. of 

Paul 3804 23 
Woic, s. of Didymus 3787 29 
Woic, s. of Horus 3787 33 
WurerrnBe (or Yad-?), Phoebammon called, f. of 

Paul 3804 23 

Wopoc 3804 51 

‘Qp,{, Demetrius alias 3786 59 
‘Qpryévyc 3812 1 
‘Qpiwv 3811 1 (wpewwy pap.) 3817 17 

‘Qpiwv, ama, f. of Phib 3804 57 
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‘Qpiwv, b. of Apphus systates 3789 7 
‘Qpiwy, f. of Panesneus 3795 14 
‘Qpiwy see also Orion 
Qpoc 3787 52 3804 117, 119 
Rpoc, f. of Psois 3787 33 
Rpoc, f. of Sacaon 3787 53 
Rpoc, gd.-f. of Aurelia Senosiris, f. of Sarapion 3784 

4 
®poc, s. of Apollonius 3787 50 

Rpoc, s. of Diogenes freedman 3813 40, 48 
®poc, s. of Hecysis, b. of Hatres 3787 60 

Rpoc, s. of Theano (?) 3787 63 
Joyevnc, f. of Aur... . 3800 46 

. . pac, f. of Aur. Ammonas, h. of Taysiris 3800 

5» 41 

Agathocles: Aurelius Agathocles 3785 19 
Albinus see Index II (ap 246) 

Anmanus, century of 3785 20, 32 
Arpocration 3785 17 
Arrianus 3785 4 
Arrius Iul[ 3785 31 

Atticus see Index II (ap 242) 

Aufidius Marcellus see Index II (Ap 226) 

Aurelius . . . 3785 24, 29 (2 soldiers) 
Aurelius Agathocles 3785 19 
Aurelius Sarapion 3785 23 

Castor: Tulius Castor 3785 21 

Copres 3785 5 

Copres(?), century of 3785 6, 22, 27 

Epimachus 3785 13 
Eudaemon, century of 3785 1 
Horigenes 3785 3, 10, 12 (3 soldiers) 

Tul[: Arrius Iul[ 3785 31 

Tulius Castor 3785 21 

Leonides 3785 11 
Lupus see Index II (AD 232) 
Marcellus see Index II (ap 226) 

Maximus see Index II (ap 232) 

Nilammon 3785 14 
Orion 3785 15 

Petronius 3785 34 
Praesens see Index II (ap 246) 

Praetextatus see Index II (ap 242) 

Priscus 3785 8 
Sabinus see Index II (Ap 240) 

Sarapammon 3785 16 
Sarapion: Aurelius Sarapion 3785 23 

Serenus, century of 3785 18 

Venustus see Index II (AD 240) 
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VII. GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a) Countries, Nomes, ToPpARCHIES, CITIES, ETC. 

Abpipic 3810 8 

Adcéavdpeva 3777 2 (3804 150 bis)) 3813 57; see also 
Index XI (4) 

Alexandria [ (3794 19) | 

amynAwrnc (torapyia) 3800 7 

Appeviaxoc see Index I s.v. Marcus Aurelius 

Apcwoirnyc [3781 20] 

Abactc see "Oacic 
AdpoditoroXityc (3781 21) 
Teppavixoc see Index I s.vv. 

Aurelius 
Aaxixoc see Index I s.v. Hadrian 
AtoroAitixoc 3807 44. 
(‘Emra) vowot 3781 (2?), 22 

EppotroXirne [3781 23] 

‘HpakXeoroXityc (3781 21) 

‘Hpakdéove (7oXuc) 3821 4, 8 

OnBaic 3777 4 
Tovdaioc 3805 56 3807 10 
Katw (tomapxia) 3778 29 63779 7 

Katw xwpa 3807 39 
KuvoroXity< (3781 22) 

Hadrian; Marcus 

Kuvav (dduc) 3797 3, 5, [10] 3804 259 
Anrorodirne (3781 20) 

AvxoroXirnc 3810 17 

Mepudirnc (3781 20) 

Mepditav roduc 3788 4 
Mn sixoc see Index I s.v. Marcus Aurelius 

Maric (= Maibic?) 3784 3, 4 

"Oacic 3807 21 (avace pap.) 

"Oacuc (‘Enta) vopdy (3781 22) 

‘O€vupvyxityc (3781 21) (3783 6) 

3803 4 (3821 16) 
O€upvyxitay (76Ac) 3794 3 3796 3-4 3802 5 

O€vpbyyxwv (76Ac) 3777 [4], 12 3782 12-13 (3797 

3,5, 10) 3798 14, 16-17 3800 4 
mayoc 3788 1 (8th) 3795 3 (1st), 5 (3rd), 7 (4th), 

8 (6th), 19 (1st), 21 (2nd), 23 (4th), 25 (7th), 27 
(8th) 3803 4 (gth) 

Tlap6ix6c see Index I s.vy. Hadrian; Marcus Aurelius 

Tlépcnce 3777 9 

Popn 3798 8 
Tarroceipic 3820 14 

(3793 3] 379421 

(b) VILLAGES, ETC. 

Aésaiov 3805 118 

Avra 3804 156 
Aredy 3804 84, 91, 116, 145, 152, 155, 160-1, 225, 
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Apewc (Hermopolite) 3804 244, 248 
Axwpirnc(?) [3792 12?] 

Arcxwpia (3807 35) 

Awcbéov 3787 1 37908 3795 28 
Exicnpov 3805 18, 85 

Eroikvov Autvrov 3795 11 

Eroixiov AyiAd 3795 24 

‘Eroixiov Avoyévouc 3787 65 
‘Eroikiov Tcidéiwpov 3787 39 

‘Exoixvov KaBaAdA{ 3795 6 

‘Eroixtov Katt, { 3795 4 
‘Eroixiov [TXavtiadoc 3795 10 

‘Eroikxwov [T\eAw 3795 12 

‘Eroixtov Capatretov 3787 30 

Exoixvov Pevedap 3802 8 

‘Eroikxwov ‘Qvnper[, , ] 3795 9 

Opowakdpewc 3805 67 

OadcBic 3787 20 

TBoic 3805 65 
Tciov Tlayya 3804 148 

Tciov Tpidwvoc 3787 36 

Kecpobyic 3787 66 

Kiccdvoc 3804 48, 146, 152, 155 3805 16 
Kona 3804 149 
Korvdeeiov 3804 127, 128, 146, 152, 155, 163, 165-6, 

169, 176-7, 181, 191 (b2s), 193, 210, 218 

Aéovroc 3805 43 

AvBivnc (érroikiov) 3804 241 

Aovxiov 3804 62, 93, 114, 123, 148, 153, 155, 178-9, 
188-9, 195, 198-9, 204, 268 3805 87 

Marpéov 3804 86 

Meppépba 3787 22-3 3795 19 

Mecxavovvewc 3805 113 

Mirwvoc 3813 20? 

Nexa@vOic 3805 76 

Néov 3805 50 
Necuipic 3795 20 3805 108 

Nervjov 3804 155, 236, 261 
Nycov Aaxaviac 3805 35-6 

Nycov Aevxadiov 3804 156 3805 89 
Nycov Taretpwriov 3805 67 

Nopov erro(x.ov 3795 25-6 

TTaxépxv 3805 68 

Tlaxiak 3804 35-6, 145, 152, 213, 226 
TTaAdcic 3782 5, 10 3790 3 3805 20, 22-3, 79 
Tlakwevstyc 3805 79 

3805 108 



GEOGRAPHICAL 

TlapGeviac 3805 102 

Ileevv 3777 16 

Tlexrt 3804 85-6, 99 

TTreciv 3805 51 

Tlocoprrdic 3787 47 

Cadadov [3795 22] 

CevexeAed 3787 38 
Cevérra 3802 8, 11 

Cévvic(?) 3787 15? 

Cevoxauc (cevoxou- pap.) (3805 26) 

Cevipic(?) 3787 15? 

Cepddic 3787 40 3795 13 

Céchba 3790 17,20 3805 91 (CéfOa), 121 (bis; CépOa) 
Cuwxapér (Hermopolite) 3804 246 
Cravia 3805 93, 101 

Cwdpocivnc 3804 98 

Taxova 3805 58 

Tadaw 3778 1, 28 

Taprewod see Index VII (c) s.v. 11a Taprepwod 
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Tapreret 3787 56 3805 95 (Taprer/) 

TapovOivov 3804 138, 165 3805 24 

TapouceBr (érotkvov) 3804 102, 124-5, 147, 153, 156, 
175, 196, 198-9, 201-2, 218, 224, 249, 282 3805 

87 
TB& 3805 7, 9 
Teepcaic(?) 3787 3 
Tic 3788 6 3790 6 
Toxa 3783 7 
Tpryjov 3804 56, 147, 152, 156-9, 222 
Tvyi[v . . . [3779 6) 
Paxpa 3805 38 

PoBwou 3787 49 

Xowa@Ouc (yowo- pap.; Heracleopolite) 3805 91 
Xdcic 3792 1 

YW@BO.c 3793 9 (pagus unknown) 3800 6, 10 
(Western toparchy) 3803 3, 6 (gth pagus) 

dic 3787 54 3795 7 3805 28, 41 

(c) MiscELLANEOUS 

ayua KAeorarpac Adpoditnc 3777 10 

Adavaciou see éSadoc A. 

Axaxiovu see éSahoc paptupiou A. 
Axavédvoc see édadoc A. 

(Boppa?, Norov?) Kpnidsoc 3786 16 

Bopp(w-) see edadoc B. 

Ipnyopiov see €Sadoc I. 
yupvaciov 3813 55 

Atoyévouc see edadoc A., éSadpoc Meyarov Indiou A. 

Apopov Ivupvaciov (audodov) 3796 4-5 

e6a¢n “Epwroc 3804 284-5, cf. édadoc “Epwroc 

KTA. 
édadoc Afavactov 3804 193 

edadoc AxavOadvoc 3804 134 
édadoc Bopp(w-) 3804 203 

édadgoc I'pnyopiov 3805 9 

édadoc Atoyévouc 3804 126 

edagoc “Epwroc cal Auatou 3804 136, 166, cf. edadn 

"Epwrtoc 
edagoc Oarpyroc 3804 210 
édadoc Kay7 3804 209 

édadoc praptupiov Axaxiov 3804 211 

édadoc Koveov 3804 200 

édadoc Kpicxevtiov 3804 212 

ébadoc Meydadov Inédiov Aoyévove 3804 242, cf. 

pnxavn M. I. 
édadoc NeAdw 3804 161 

édagoc "OF.6a 3804 242 

édadoc Taye 3804 208 

édadoc Ilarrap 3804 197 

edadoc [Itvyadv 3804 202, see also [Itvxav 
édagoc Ca, p, [ _ 3805 7 

edapoc Caparodwpov 3804 205 

edadoc CevOov 3804 206 3805 16 

edadoc Cyopda 3804 198 
edadoc PyAtavBér 3804 120, 199 

édadoc Ya 3805 13 

‘Eéw thc ITbAnc 3804 269 3805 70 (bis) 
Oarphroc see edadoc O. 
Kad\wikov, apoupa & Kadovpéevn 3805 89 
Kay see edadoc K. 

Kovrov 3804 65 see also éadoc K. 

Kpnridoc (Boppa?, Norov?) 3786 16 

Kpuckevtiou see edadoc Kpicxevtiov 
KupiAda 3805 97 

MeyaX(nc) Odci(ac) 3804 207 

pnxar7 Aeyouéevn Tod Krjpatoc 3804 213 

unxav7 Meyadov Indiov 3804 132, cf. é5adoc M. I. 
pnxarv7 Navaré 3804 189 

Enyarv7 Nycov 3804 133 

unxarv7 [Tapa Ilotapov 3804 221 
unxary Tav Xwpiwv 3804 249 

Mixpac Ilapopiov (3805 72) 

Navaré see unxavy N. 

NeXox see edadoc N. 

Notivyc ITapopiov 3804 241, 245, 247, 252 
(Norov?, Boppa?) Kpnridoc 3786 16 
’OE1ba see Edadoc "0.64 

Tlayévu see ebadoc IT. 
ITa@ Taprewod 3804 245, 247 

maAatiov (Memphis) 3788 4 

Tlarap see dadoc IT. 

TTrvxdv 3804 252 see also édagoc IT. 
ITbAn see "Eéw rH [TéAnc 
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Capamteiov (Oxyrhynchus) 3798 17 
Caparrodupou see edadoc C. 

Cevdou see edadoc C. 

Cyopdd see edadoc C. 

INDEXES 

Tpaiavoc rorapyoc 3814 15 

Pawinrov KAjpoc 3777 15 

DyAtravBEd see edagpoc P. 
Pavyoy (ynd.ov) 3804 159 

VIM RELIGION 

aBBac see wovactypiov aBBa Avdpéov 

dytoc (3804 144, 164) (3805 66-7) 
avayvwctynce 3787 57 
AvobBic 3812 19 

ama 3804 57, 252 

Amic 3810 5 

Adpodirn see Index VII (c) s.v. ayuia KXeorarpac 
Adpodirnc 

duaxovoc 3804 81, (89), (212) 

diaxwv 3787 24 

exkAncta 3787 24 (3804 144, 145 (bis), 146 (b25), 147 
(bis), 148 (bzs)) (3805 66) 

errickorroc 3804 127, 164, 166 
edceByc see Index I s.v. Antoninus Pius 

Gea 3777 1, [5] 
Oeioc 3791 2 (imperial) 3812 19 (divine) 

8 (imperial) 3821 12 (divine) 

3820 

Oedc [3777 6| 37816, 11 38095,7 381213 3814 
25 3816 3,11 3819 10 

iepoc (imperial) 3788 4 

Tcretov see Index VII (4) s.vv. Tctov Iayya, 1. Tpidwvoc 

paptupiov Axaxiov 3804 211 

paptupiov Tov ayiov Cepnvov 3804 164 

Méya "Opoc 3804 284? 

povalwy (3805 67) 

povactnpiov aBBa Avépéov 3804 184, (186), 254 

mpecButepoc (3804 29, 39, 44, 103, 107 (bis), 131, 134) 
mpovo.a, 7 Jeia 7. 3821 12 
mpockvrvnpa 3809 4,6, 11-12 38103 

Capamreiov see Index VII (b) s.v. Emoixvov Capamtedou, 

VII (c) 
cuvaywyn 3805 56 
PoiBappwv: povalovtec tod ayiov PoiBappwvoc ev 

Opowaxwpewc 3805 67 

LA, OFFICTAL ANDIMILITARY TERMs"AND TPE 

adaditync 3796 8 
avaxpicic 3784 2, 14 
avtvypady 3820 8 

apxeiov 3777 13 

apxictppaxoc (3805 59) 
apxovtixdc 3805 82 

dpxwy (3805 59) 
BactAevew [3777 1] 

Bactrevc see Index II (ap 309) 
BactrKyn yj 3800 10 

BacitAtKcév 3777 26 

BactAtKoc ypappatevc 3782 1 

Bactdcca 3777 4 
BonO6c (3805 101) 
BovdAevryjc 3802 4 

ypappatevc (3807 38) 

ypappatnpdpoc [3796 g| 
diadexdpevoc . . . Ta KaTAa THY cTpatynyiav 3782 1-2 

diacnudtartoc (perfectissimus) 3793 4 3794 4 
d00€ 3793 4 3820 14 
e€axtwp 3794 [2], 20 
efoxwtatoc (eminentissimus) 3791 3 

efnyn(t-) 3802 4 
errapxeroc 3793 6 

érapxoc (auxiliary prefect) 3793 9 
— (praef. praet.) 3791 3 3794 7, [11] 

3810 7, 15 

erreixtyc 3793 13 

emuctpatnyoc 3782 18 
émitpomroc (procurator) 3814 13 3818 6 
émupavectatoc see Index I s.v. Diocletian and Maxi- 

mian Augusti, Constantius and Galerius Caesars, 

Index II (ap 296) 
emuparnc see Index I s.v. Berenice IV 
érrontyc 3794 3, 20 3821 16 

Cuyocraryc (3805 30) 

jyenwovia 3781 5 

jyewwr (praefectus Aegypti) 3782 7 3799 3 3813 39 
Hyovpevoc 3792 25 
Qeioc see Index VIII 
tepoc see Index VIII 

vdcxtiwv (3789 2) 3796 [12] (37974, 8,10) 3803 
10, [21] (3804 141, 143, 149, 177 (bts), 184, 187 

(bis), 190 (bts), 214, 219 (bis), 222, 224, 227 (b15), 

232, 234, 236, 238 (bis), 240 (bis), 243 (bis), 245, 

248, 253, 256, 257, 262, 265, 266, 270-2, 276 (bis), 
279, 285, 286 (bzs), 288) 

inmevc 3777 8, 9 

kav [3794 4] 

Kactpyciavoc (Kkactpic-pap.) 3805 73 
Kactpov 3793 5, 7, 9 
Katoixoc 3777 8, 9 

(centuria) 3785 [1], [6], 18, 20, 22, 27, 32 
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kAnjpoc 3777 10, 14, 15, 25 

KALB(avaptoc? or -avevc?) 3805 111 

Kpartuctoc (egregius) (3782 17) 

Naprrpoc 3782 7 (Aaumporatoc) 3794 [6], 11 (Aap- 

mporatoc) 3802 5 (bis: Aaumpa Kal Aaumpordrn) 

3803 1, 2 (both Aapmpdratoc) 3804 275, 277 (both 

Naprpdtaroc) 3813 56-7 (Aapmporarn) 
Aaoypadeivy 3778 32 3779 20 

Aecroupyeiv [3796 4] 
Aectoupyia 3796 8 

Aoyictnc 3793 2 3794 2, 20 
payictpoc 3820 12 

pLayatpoddopoc 3777 7-8 (3807 34) 
pe(Cwv (3805 58, 68, gt) 

pew 3777 13 

vopuxaptoc vou.od 3788 2, 12 

voraptoc (3804 133, 170, 230, 255) 

d€d¢ dSpouoc 3796 9 

dcrptyitnc 3805 100 (1. dcmpny-?) 
ovetpavoc 3798 4, 45, 46 
oddixiadrcoc (3794 1) 

traAatiov 3788 4 

mratpixtoc 3804 187 
mepiBAertoc (spectabilis) (3797 2) 

mpaurocitoc 1 Tayou 3788 1 

mpaitwprov 3813 58 

tmpaxtopeia (3807 24) 

mpecBitepoc (3783 7) 

mplyKup 3818 6 (apwyim (dat.) pap.) 

mpotroArtevopevoc 3794 3, (20) 
mputavevew (3813 88) 

purrapoc (3805 11, 116) 

Capadaveolav 3797 9 

ctyyAapoc 3810 14. 

ctpatnyia (3782 2) 3810 12 

ctpatnyoc 3778 2 [3779 2] (3781 2) 3792 28 
(3807 21) 3810 11, 16 

ctparnAarnc (3805 73) 

cuvapxwv 3813 52-3 38147 

civd.ixoc 3794 2, 20 

cucratrnc 3787 1 (3789 7) 

cxoAactixoc (3797 2) 

Takic 3820 12 

[3796 4] 

torrapxnc (3778 37) 3779 23 

torrapxia 3807 25 

TPAKTEVTNC 3805 31 

brateia see Index II (AD 309, 411, 412) 

Umaroc see Index II (ap 296) 

bropvnwa 3820 10, 16-17 

vrourvnpatoypagdoc 3813 (2), 88 

diroc (trav Tpwrwv Pitwy) 3777 7 

vay 3796 4, 6 
xAlapyoc 3777 7 

xpucwrvnc 3797 2 

ASE OPESSIONS, TRADESSAND OCGUPATIONS 

aypodvrAa€é 3804 241 

aAcadityc see Index IX 

aXtevtixdc 3805 116 

apreAoupyoc (3804 34, 48, 75, 101, 135 (bzs), 167, 

1gI, 218) 

avayvactnc see Index VIII 

Badevc 3806 11 

yeotyoc 3802 17 3803 2 

yewpyoc 3801 1 (3804 31, 34, 47, 55, 60, 61, 96, 
101, 104, 113, 118-20, 125, 132, 133, 135-7, 163, 
169, 176, 178, 181, 183, 193, 214) (3805 70) 

ypapp(ar-) 3806 16 

ypappartevc see Index IX 
ypapparndopoc see Index IX 

dcaxovoc see Index VIII 

diaxwy see Index VIII 
€Aaoupyoc (3804 265) 

émxeiwevoc (3804 216, 230, 255) (3805 34-5, 118) 

épyatnc 3814 6 
épyodimntnc (3804 155 (ter), 156) (3805 113) 

Cwypadoc 3791 2 

Kkabnyntync 3808 7-8 

KaunAdproc (3804 238) 

KaunArdtne 3788 3, 7 

Kepapevc 3787 38 

KALB(avevc? or -dpioc?) 3805 111 
koupevc 3809 1 
Lnxavoupyoc (3805 102, 106) 
pvdAokorroc (3804 263) 

vauTnyoc 3804 259, 260 

vavTnc 3804 149, 233 
vopevo 3778 31 [3779 18] 

otxoddopoc (3804 151, 215) 

olvorrwmAnc (3807 31) 
TAWwbevtnc (3804 151) 

totapitync 3804 (213), 221, 
mpaypateuTnc (3805 121) 
mpictnce 3804 235, 259 
mpovontnc (3804 154, 225, 236, 260, 277) 

86, 97) 
Ttwpapitync (3805 89) 
citonetpnc 3805 60 
cxutevc 3787 10 
réxtwv 3804 215, 258, 261 

3-4) 5, 14 

teAwvyc (3783 6) 

3782 11 

3811 2 

223 

3805 102, (106) 

mie 2) 

(3805 65, 

3814 
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texvitnc 3793 10, 12 37945 
tpamelitnc (3798 56?) (3804 275, 277, 279) 

dpovtictnc (3804 57, 129) (3805 108) 

dvrAak 3808 16 

lA 

INDEXES 

xaptovAdpioc 3804 239 

xotpeutropoc 3805 104 (youpemrwA- pap.) 

xoprorapaAnuntyc (3804 244, 246) 

xpucoxooc 3791 (4), (6), 8 

MEASURES 

(a) WercHTs AND MEASURES 

dpoupa 3777 17 3800 11, 15 3802 12, [12], 14, 28 
[3803 9] (3804 125, 161, 162, 163 (ter), 175, 176, 
192, 197, 198, 199 (bis), 201 (bis), 202, 203, 205 

(bis) 206-11, 212 (bis), 223, 226, 242 (ter), 251, 

252 (bis)) (3805 89) 
aptaBy (3786 passim) 3800 16 3801 2 (3804 51, 

57, 59, 67-71, 92, 94, 103, 121, 128-33, 138, 141 

(quater), 142 (bis), 144, 145 (bes), 146 (bes), 147 

(bis), 148-51, 154, 157, 165, 167, 168, 171, 172, 

173 (quater), 174 (bis). 177 (bis), 179, 180 (bzs), 

181 (bis), 182 (bis), 183 (bis), 184, 185 (b2s), 187, 

194, 215, 216, 238, 250, 251, 254, 270, 272) (3805 

ypdppa (3791 5, 7, 9) 
KayKeAdoc (3804 138, 141 (bis), 142 (bis), [144], 

149-51, 154, 157, 165, 167, 173, 174 (bis), 1775 
180 (bis), 181, 184, 185, 187, 215, 216, 238, 270, 

272) 
Airpa (3790 2, 4, 7, 10-12, 19) (3804 228-9) 

pérpov (3804 141, 171, 173, 177) 
pva 3792 passim 
€écryc 3818 3 
ovyxia (3791 5, 7, 9) 

xoivé (3804 57, 67-71, 103, 121, 141 (bts), 142, 144, 
147, 149, 150, 168, 173, 174 (bis), 177, 179, 180 

45 (quater), 46 (bis), 47 (bis), 48, 97 (dts) ) (bis), 181, 270, 272) (3805 47, 48, 97 (bs) ) 

(b) Money 

AndeEavbpetac (sc. Cuyd) (3804 150) (3805 3-6, [8] | dpaxun 3783 8, (9g), 11, (12), (14), (15) (3787 
(bis), 10 (bis), 11, 12, 14, 15, 17 (bts), ro (dis), 21 passim) (3789 5 bis) (3792 24, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32) 

a 22, 23, 25 (bis), 27 (bis), 29 (bis), 30, 32-5, 3798 19, 40 3800 17 3802 15, (15) (3807 3, 

7 (bts), 39, 40, 42 (bts), 44 (b25), ~ (bis), 46 (drs), 
7 (bts), 48, 50, 51, 54 (bts), 57 (bis), 58-60, 63 

(his), 

“ ts), 
4 

69 (bis), 71 (b2s), sed (bis), 78 (bis), 81 
ee, 85-6, 88 (bis), go (bis), 92 (d25), 
a 6 (b75), 99 (bts), 100, 101, 103 (b2s), 

oe (bis), ae (bis), 110 (bes), 112 (bts), 115 (dts), 

T7025) LOMO. 20 25) 124 suo ahs er 

(bis), 141, 145, 146 
apyuptxdc (3792 23) 3800 33 (3804 142, 272-3) 

apytprov 3789 4 379410 379818 380215 (3804 
142, 215, 216) 

dquocuov (Cuyov) (3805 7 co [8], 9, 10 (zs), 13, 14 

(bis), 16, (16>, 17, 18, 19 (bts), 20 (bis), 21, 24 
(bis), 25, 26, 27 (bzs), 28 (Bis), 29, 31, 32 (bis), 36, 

37 (bts), 39 (ter), 41 (bts), 42, 43 (bts), 52-4, 56, 
57, 61-3, 68, 6g (7s), 70, 71 (bis), 73-8, 80 (drs), 
81, 83, 84, 87, 88 (bis), go (ter), g1, 92 (drs), 

93 (525), 94, 95, 96 (bis), 98 (b25), 99, 103 (Ler), 
104 (bis), 106, 107, 109 (bts), 110, 111, 112 (bes), 

114 (bts), 115, 116, 117, 119 (625), 122, 126, 127 
(bis), 128, 130 (bes), 134-6, 142, 143, 145 (bis) 

dnvapiwv puprac (3804 1, 55, 67, 96, 121, 142, 215-17, 
220, 271, 272) 

16, 31) 
dpaxptaioc 3798 22 

ty«xpiwevtov (3805 8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 21, 25, 27, 29, 32, 

37s 395 42; 44, 53, 56, 62, 69, 71, 74, 77; 80, 84, 88, 
90, 92, 93, 96, 98, 103, 105, 107, 109, 112, 114, 

119, 143, 144) 
iSuwtixor (Cuydv) (3804150) (3805 [7], 9, 13, 16, 18, 

20, 22-4, 26, 28, 31, 36, 38, 41, 43, 50, 52, 59, 61, 

67, 68, 70, 73, 76, 79, 83, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 97 
(bis), 102, 104, 106, 108, 111, 114, 116, 118, 140, 

142) 

Kepatiov (3804 144, 145 (bis), 146 (bis), 147 (bis), 
148 (bts), 151, 154, 155 (ter), 156 (dis), 168, 184, 
214, 217 (bis), 219, 220, 222, 224, 227-30, 231 

(quater), 232, 234, 236-8, 240, 243, 245, 248-50, 

253, 254, 256, 257, 262 (bis), 266 (bis), 269, 270, 
274, 276 (bis), 278, 280) (3805 1-6, [7] (42s), 7, 
8 (ter), g (bis), 10 (ter), 12, 13 (bis), 14, 15 ee 
16 (ter), 17 (ter), 18 (bis), 19 (quater), 2 were 

(ter), 22 (bis), 23 (bis), 24 (bts), 25 (ter), 2 6 (er) 

27 (quater), 28 (bis), 29 (ter), 31 hay 32. - (ter), 

34, 36 (ter), 37 (quater), 38, 39, 40 (ter), 41 (bis), 
42 (ter), 43 (bis), 44 (ter), 46-7, 48 (bis), 49 (bis) 

> 

? 



MEASURES 

50 (bis), 51 (bts), 53 (bis), 54 (ter), 56, 57 shi 59 
(bis), 61 (bis), 62, 63 (quater), 66, 68 (bis), 69 (ter), 

70 (bis), 71 (bts), 73, 74, 75 (ter), 76 ih 8 (ter), 
79, 80, 81 (ter), 83 (quater), 84 (ter), ibis, 88 

(quater), 89, go (ter), gt (bis), 92 (ter), a (ter), 94 

(bis), 95 (bes), 96 (ter), 97 (bis), 98 (bis), 99 (quater), 
102 (bis), 103 (ter), 104 (bis), 105 (bis), 106 (dis), 

107 (dzs), 108, 109, 110 (ter), 111 (bis), 112 (ter), 

114 (bts), 115 (bts), 116 (dis), ae (dis), 118, 119, 

120 (ter), 121, 122 (ter), 123 (bis), 124-6, 127 (bis), 

128 (ter), 129 (bis), 130, 131 (di 132 (bis), 133-5, 

136 (ter), 137 (bis), 138-41, ae (bts), 14.3 (dts), 
144 (sextes), 145 (ter), ae ler) 

VOpLLC La (3797 4, 5 (brs), ot 10) 3804-3805 

passim 
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trapaddAnAtcudc (3805 [8], 10, 14, 17, 19, 21, 25, 27, 29, 

32, 37, 39) 42, 44, 53, 57, 63, 69, 71, 75, 77, 81, 
84, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 99, 103, 105, 107, 110 

(mapauv0- pap.), 112, 115, 120, 123, 128, 131-2, 

137, 145) 
por (3804 276 (bis), 280) (3805 8, 10, 14, 17, [19], 

21, 25, 27, 29, 32, 37, 39, 42, 44, 53, 56, 62, 
69, 71, 74, 77, 80, 84, 88, 90, 92, 93, 96, 98, 
LOZ) LOS) JO7 100, T12, MIA Tg) 138) 130; 

143 (bis) ) 
taAdavrov (3787 35, 68, 69) 

g) (3792 24 (bis), 30) 
tetpwBorov (3807 3) 
xpuciov (3804 217?) 

(3791 3, 5 (bis), 7 (d05), 
3813 71 

AII TAXES 

apweupic 3795 1 

dnuocra 3800 20 3802 16; see also ypucuKa Syudcia 
euBoAn (3804 149) 
évvo.iov 3779 8, 22 

émixehadraiov 7oAewc 3789 1 (-Alov) 

vavAov AdeEavdpeiac (3804 150) 

mpocodoc 3783 6 

cuvtéreca Kepadyjc (3804 30, 46, 55, 60, 93, 158) 
téXoc 3778 36 

teccapakoctn 3799 5 
xpucixa (3805 95) 

xpucixa dyuocia (3797 3) 

AIII. GENERAL INDEX OF WORDS 

aBBac see Index VIII s.v. povactyprov 

aBpoxoc 3800 24 

ayvoc see Index VIII 

ayvoeiv 3813 46 

ayopalew (3804 216, 218, 225-6, 228, 229 (brs), 

232-3, 237, 239, 244, 246, 248-9, 251, 257, 263, 
267) 

aypa 3805 70 

aypoc 3808 5-6 

aypodvAa€ see Index X 

ayua see Index VII (c) 

ayxivo.ta 3793 11 

aywvriav 3810 13 

adeAd7 3798 39 63816 2, 13, 20 3819 2 

adeApoc 3787 21,25 37898 3792[2?],5 (3804 72) 
(3806 6) 380711 3808 [2], 18 3813 1, 6, 51-2, 

88 3816 15-16 38175 38181, 5, 8,13 3820 

CMO te ase Yd Magen us 

adidbetoc 3798 25 

atyecoc (3807 19) 

aideicbar 3814 6-7 

ai€ 3778 18, 20, 22, ( 

25, [25] [3782 9] 
aipety 3792 22, 32 
aireiy 3807 16, [30] 

airta 3814 18, 24 

24), (38) bis 3779 12, 13, [15], 

[3808 4?) 

aiwvioc 3781 11 

axavOéa 3805 102, (106, 125) 
axivduvoc 3800 18 3802 15-16 

axodovdwe 3789 3 3803 9, 13 (3804 170, 277) 

axovew 3813 59 3814 22 38198 3820 19 
axvpwoc 3798 30 

axwddvtTwo 3782 11 

aAvaditnc see Index IX 
dAveutixdc see Index X 

aAXra 3804 286 38118 38123,17 381610 3818 
7 3821 8 

adAjnAwy 3778 27 
aAdoc 3777 [2], [6], 19 [3796 5] 3803 12 (3804 

126, 194, 229, 239) (3805 47, 106, 125, 133, 143) 

3806 12 3810 6?, 17 3813 18 
apeupic see Index XII 

aperciv 3808 6, 6-7 3812 7, 17 3818 7-8 
aurreAoc 3803 [8], 14 (3804 176, 223) 
aumreAoupydc see Index X 

autreAwv (3804 163) 
appodorv [3796 5] 
audotepor 3778 4 3779 4 [3782 4] 3798 3 3800 

3 
av 3777 22 3808 6 (Kav) 3813 10 (Kav), 67 (écr’av) 

3814 9 
ava 3800 16, 17 3817 8 (for avw?) 
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avaykaioc 3793 11 3806 3 

avaykaiwe [3788 5] 3811 3, 8-9 

avayvwctyc see Index VIII 

avaypadecbar [3800 8] 

avaypady 3813 16 

avadéyecbar 3796 7 

avadidackew 3794 8 

avad.dovar 3798 30 ©3800 30 

avaxortew 3815 9 10 
avaxpicic See Index IX 

avaAapBavew 3777 25 3813 14 

avaXickew 3804 143 
avaAwpa (3792 23) 

avavewcic 3793 7 

avarrAeciv 3806 3 

avadépew 3793 8 
avadwreiv 3777 20 

avdparrodov 3784 2-3 

avépxyecbar 3804 283 (or az-?) 
avnp (3792 20) 3795 19 
avOpwruvoc 3807 g 3819 12 

avOpwroc 3781 4 3804 185 
avievar 3820 16, 17 

avk,( ) 3805 122 

avopiccew 3804 213 
avtt 3804 243, 272 3805 48-9 
avttypadew 3816 14-15 3817 16 

avttypady see Index IX 

avtiypagov 3781 1? 

avtikatadArayy (3805 65) 

avtipwrycic 3806 13 
avtAciv 3803 13 

aview 3813 71 
avuTrépBAntoc 3794 6, [10] 

avuTrepbérwe 3802 20 [3803 16] 

avw 3817 8? (ava pap.) 
agvobv [3784 14] 3803 23 3821 5 
aéiwcic 3813 31? 3821 9 

ama see Index VIII, Index VI s.v. Qpiwy 

araityncyrov 3803 9, 13 

aravrav 3820 7 3821 4-5, 7 

arak 3804 243? (mpocamaé or mpoc a.?) 

amaprtilew 3808 9-10 

dmac 3777 11 
areivar 3814 4 

ameAevbépa (3782 3) 
ameAcbepoc (3782 4, 12) 

(3804 216, 230, 255, 270) 

3807 37 

[3817 8?] 

3813 12, 79 
atrépxecbar 3804 283 (or av-?) 3820 4, 14 

améxewv 3796 12 3798 15, 39 

amnAwwryc see Index VII (a) 
amAade 3798 33 
amo 3777 14. 3779 6, [19] 3782 [5], 12 3784 4 

3788 6 3790 18? 3792 24 3796 3, [6], 9 3798 
14,20 3800 4, 6, 7, 32 3802 7, 10, 12 3803 3, 

INDEXES 

5, 6, 20 3804 [15], 16-22, 24-30, 32, 33, 36-9, 
41-6, 50, 51, 53, 54, 58, 65, 66, 68-70, 80, 83-6, 

91-3, 98, 99, 114-16, 122-5, 128, 130, 138, 139, 

149 (bis), 157-61, 163, 170-2, 175, 181, 186-8, 

191, 193, 195, 198, 199 (bis), 201 (bis), 202, 205, 

226, [231], 246, 256, 260, 265, 268, 271, 282, 284 

3805 7, 9, 16, 18, 20, 22-4, 26, 28, 38, 41, 43, 50, 51, 
72, 76, 79, 87, 93, 95, 102, 106, 108 (bis) 3807 28 

3808 20 3814 29 3817 4 
aroypadecbar 3778 10 [3779 7] 
aroypadn (3807 6?, 27-8, 28?) 

arodnuta 3805 59 
drrod.d6vat 3784 6 3800 32-3, [43-4] 3802 19, 28 

3803 15 3810 22 (3816 21) 3819 16 
aTobvyckew 3817 11 
arroxeicbar 3813 [21-2], 24 

atokpivecbar 3808 12 

arroAap Pavey 3800 23 3802 18 3816 4 

aroAvew 3810 11 

arocracic (3805 36) 
arocréAdew 3788 3-4 3793 13 3812 6 3814 14, 

29 (bis) [3817 3] 3820 15 
amétaxtov 3804 34, 47, 101 3805 68, 76, 87 

arotiévar 3820 7 

aroucia 3814 8 

aroxn 3798 34 

dpa 3813 74 
apaé 3804 251 

apyetv 3807 15 

apyupikoc see Index XI (b) 

apyupov see Index XI (b) 
apdeta 3804 268 

apdevcic 3803 13? 

apéecxewy 3806 8-9, 9 

apyv 3778 26 [3779 16] 
apiOuncc [3807 20?] 

Apuctoc see Index I s.v. Hadrian 

apviov 3782 9 
apoupa see Index XI (a) 

apt. 3816 7 

apxeiov see Index IX 

apxicvppayoc see Index IX 

apxovricoc see Index IX 

apxwv see Index IX 
acbeveiv 3816 9-10 

acitoc 3812 9 
acralew 3809 [3] 3816 15 

acrralecba 3806 3-4 3808 14,15-16 380912 3810 
18 

acharilecbar 3808 10-11 

achadade 3810 14 

acxodia 3812 3 
aragéia 3815 5 (arage- pap.) 
arotroc 3804 233 

3782 5, 16-17 
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avd 3813 69 
avbévtnc 3813 60-1 
avpiov 3814 20 

Adbrtoxpatwp see Index I s.vv. Hadrian; Antoninus 

Pius; Marcus Aurelius; Septimius Severus, Cara- 

calla, and Geta; Elagabalus; Uncertain (Severus 

Alexander or Probus) 

avréc (he, she, it) 3781 12 37841, 13, 14-15 3793 
8,13 3798 11, 26, 48,52 3800 35, 36,47 (3802 
31) [3803 23] 3804 162 margin, 170, 178, 181, 

188, 192, 195, 223, 236, 260, 261, 283, 284 (3805 

72, 82, 144) 38069 38077, 11,17 3808 8, 11, 
14-15, 17 3811 3-4, 4 3813 18, 20, 41?, 62, 67, 

77 381419 38154,7 38169 [3817 19?] 3818 
g 3820 16,17 38217 

avroc (same) 3778 33 3779 15, 20 
{13]) 3784 11 (3792 23, 27) [3796 6 (dis) ] 
3797 6, [8] 3798 29 3800 10 3802 7, 14 (bis) 
3803 5 3804 15-19, 20 (bis), 21, 22, 24-7, 28 

(bis), 29, 31-3, 37-8, [39], 41 (625), 43-5, 50, 51, 
53, 54 (bts), 58, 59, 61, 66, 68-70, 77, 80, 83, 92, 

104, 115, 116, 122, 125, 130, 143 (bts), 189, 191, 
217, 229, 230, 233, 272, 279 (3805 22, 23, 34, 

36) 3813 63 38159 
avroc (self) 3794 12 3796 10 3807 39, 41 

15 3813 41?, 45-6 38177 38219 
avroupyia (3804 196, 204, 241, 245, 247, 269) 
agavilew (3804 188, 192, 195, 223) 
adncvyalew 3813 80 

ag.evac 3812 9 

axvpov 3805 22, 41, 43, 50-1 

Badictixoc 3804 225, 226 

BadAew 3804 249 

BactAevew see Index | 

BactAevc see Index II (AD 309) 
BactAccov see Index IX 

BactAtkoc see Index IX 

BactAucca see Index I s.v. Berenice IV 

Badevc see Index X 

BeBacodv 3800 26 3802 18 3803 14 

BiBAcSiov 3813 51 
B.iBAcov 3813 22 3814 30 see also BuBAlov 
Boetdvov 3804 267 

Boevoc 3790 2 

BonOdc see Index IX 
Bodoctpodixoc see Buwrro- 

Boppuoc (3804 126) see also Index VII (c) s.v. €agoc 

Bopp(wod) 

BovAecbar 3784 5 3821 10 

BovAeutnc see Index IX 
BuBAlov 3807 40 see also BiBAtov 
*BuAoctpodixdc (3805 111) 
yap 3806 5, 10 3807 28 38107, 14 3812 5, 13 

3813 10, 36, 75, [77] 381412 381512 3817 12 

3819 7, 12, 13 3821 6 

(3783 7, 10, 

3810 

247 

ye 3807 25 3813 40 38148 3816 3 
yeitvia 3777 17 

yernpa (3804 149) 
yevoc 3781 4 

yeouxixoc (3804 228, 232, 233, 237, 239, 241, 245, 

247, 251, 255, 257, 264, 269) 
yeovxoc see Index X 

yewpyeiv (3804 198, 199, 200) 

yewpyoc see Index X 

yi) 3777 16, 19, 24 3800 11, 20, 42 3802 16 3804 
g2, 178, 181, 188, 192, 195 

ynd.ov 3805 72 see also Index VII (c) s.vv. edadoc 
Meyadov I'ydiou Avoyévouc, wnyav7; Meyadrouv In diov, 

Pavxox 

yeyvwckew 3794 15 cf. yewacKkew 

yivecOa [3784 15] 3800 25, 34-5 3802 20-1 

29 3808 13 38119 381354 3819 4 
(yivecOar) 3778 24, 38 3779 25 3783 9, 12, [15] 

3787 68 37895 3792 18, 20,[30?] 37976 3802 
15 3804 40, 67, 94, 121, 141, 142, 150, 156, 162, 

167, 168, 174 (bis), 180, 185, 190, 194 (bzs), 203, 

212, 220, 231, 242, 250, 262, 266, 270, 271 (25), 

272,274, 277, 287 3805 8, 10, 15, 17, 19, 21, 25, 

27, 29, 33, 37) 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 54, 57, 63, 69, 71, 
75, 78, 81, 84, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 97, 99, 103, 105, 
OV, WIOY, TEP, TANG. OKO, IE, eT (NI, 1G Iay Tel 

(bts), 145, 146, 3807 3, [21) 
ywockew 3806 3 3816 4-5 cf. yeyvwrcKew 

yAvuxkic 3812 5» 6 

yroun 3808 10 

yrdcac 3793 8 

ypaypa 3798 49, 52 3802 31 [3803 24] (3804 
186) 3814 29 3819 6 see also Index XI (a) 

ypaup(at-) see Index X 

ypappatevc see Index IX s.vv. BactAckoc y., ypappareve 

ypappatndopoc see Index IX 
ypantoc 3806 4 

ypadew 3777 2 3793 11 (37977) 3798 48, 51-2 
[3800 47] 3802 31 3803 16, 23 3806 4, 8, 13 
3807 35 38085,8 381009, 18-19 381210 3813 

3, 11 3816 13, 14 3817 5,6 
yupvaciov see Index VII (c) s.vv. yupvaciov, Apdwou 

3807 

Tupvactov 

yurn (3790 1, 4) 

dauadcov 3804 267 

Saveilew 3798 23 

daverctync 3813 84 
darravyn 3800 29 ©6(3804 214) 
$€ 3777 [2], [22?], 22 377815, 17, 18, 20,23 [3779 

13] 3784 10 3793 [9?], 10 37951 3798 9, 23 
3800 13, 17, 23 [3802 19] 3803 14 3804 126, 
170, 217, 273, 282 3806 9 3807 25, 34 3808 8 
3811 9 3812 2,7, 10 3813 39, 44, 49, 74 3814 

16, 26 3815 4,8 3817 7 
béecAar see deicBar 
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decypa 3806 7 (dvya pap.), 11 (dec-) 

decxvivar 3806 8 

deity 3784 14 3803 15 
deicAar 3793 10 3813 82 
déxa 3778 16 

dexadvo0 3778 22 

dexaéé 3778 18 

dexatpeic 3778 15 

deAparixioy 3819 15 
dépu(a) 3807 18 (bis), 19 

décrrowa 3820 1 

decrrotyc [3809 8-9] see also Index II (AD 309, 412) 

devTepoc 3804 251 3820 16 

déxecAar 3805 143 

dnAovv [3777 18] 

84-5 [3820 5] 
dnpdcioc 3800 28 see also Index XI (b), Index XII 

S.vV. dnpocia, xpuciKa Sypocia 

Snvaprov see Index XI (4) 
da 3777 12, 17, 20 3778 30, 30-1 3779 18, [18] 

3782 10, 11 (3783 7) 3784 13 (6.0) 3789 7 
(3790 10-12) 3791 (4), (6), 10 3793 11 (80) 

3794 1 (3797 2) 3798 16, 28,55 (3804 16, 22, 

37, 38, 44, 52, 57, 59, 63, 68, 69, 73-6, 79, 81-2, 
95, 98, 99, 103, 105, 107-11, 113, 114, 116, 118- 

120, 131, 133, 143, 170, 172, 197, 198, 212, 236 
(bis), 244, 246, 260, 283) (3805 7, 9, 11-13, 16, 18, 
20, 22-4, 26, 28, 30, 31, 34-6, 38, 41, 43, 50-2, 

56, 58-61, 65, 67, 68, 70, 72, 76, 79, 82, 85-7, 89, 
OI, 93, 95) 07) 100, LOT, 104, 103, 113, 118, 121) 

3806 4 3807 21, 39, 45 (6.0) 381213 3814 17, 
23 3815 10 38168 38196 

d.aBeBarovdcbar 3793 10 

(Svaypadew) 3783 4 3789 1 

draypady 3798 57 
dcadéyecOar 3781 6 

diadox7y 3794 [5], 13 

bvad0x0c 3777 9 

biaBecuc 3820 4 

dvaxovoc see Index VIII 

daxo7ry 3804 189, 192 
diaxorroc (7) 3804 171, 179 

dvaxwy see Index VIII 
d.apovy 3781 12 
duacynpoc See Index IX s.v. dvacyporatoc 

diactpwpua (3807 36) 
diarpiBew 3813 7 

dradépew (3804 180) 

dtadopoc (3804 275) 

dcadvdAdccew 3821 13 

biddvar 3801 2, 3 (3804 170, 218, 236, 254, 260, 
261) (3805 73, 82,116) 3806 10,11 3807 31,35 
3813 50-1 3814 30 (bis) 3818 4 

dr€pxecbar 3798 20, 29 

3815 4 (d€ecBar) 

[3779 12-13] 

3818 3 

3794 12 3808 7 3813 48-9, 63, 

(3782 1) 

[3813 35?) 3814 10 

INDEXES 

dunvexync 3803 10 
Sixacov 3784 13 3804 100, 102, 127, 129, 139, 140, 

165, 188, 196, 198-9, 203-4, 206, 207, 210 

dixacoc 3811 4 3813 44 

(S(uorpoc) 3790 12 3791 5, 7 
66 3784 13. 3793 11 3807 45 
bid pAweic 3804 228, 233 

diccoc 3803 16 

dicxiAvor 3789 5 

bipbepa (3804 239) 
doxiacia (3804 258) 
d0vAn 3784 7, 9, 12 

do0v€ see Index IX 

dpaypyn see Index XI (b) 

dpaxpraioc see Index XI (4) 
Spdpoc see Index VII (c) s.v. Apopov Pupvaciov, IX 

S.V. 6€0c Spopoc 
dvvachac 3793 15 3816 8-9 3817 3 
duvateiv 3819 9? (duvare pap.) 

600 3777 10 37945 3807 23 381017 3820 13 

dwdéxatoc (3797 4, 8, 10) 

dwpea 3804 164-5 

éav 3777 22 3800 11, 23 38039 38065 3807 24 
3809 11 3813 39, 72, [74] 3817 12,18 382019 

éavtov 3781 16 3798 5 3800 29 

éBdounxovta 3778 37 [3779 24] 

€Bdon0c 3798 53 
eyypadew (3804 181) (3805 52, 61) 

éyypadoc 3813 23 (evy- pap.) 

éyeipew 3817 14-15 

eycareiv 3798 31, 42 

eyxapaccew 3798 4 

eyxerpilery 3796 7-8 

éyxoptoc (evx- pap.) (3804 163, 175) 

éyw 3777 14, 25,26 377813 378113 37828 3784 
7,9 37888 3789 7 3792 24, 25-6 3793 4, 6 
3794 6, 11 [3796 1, 8] 3798 24, 39, 47 3799 
2, 6 (3802: 1, [19]; 21, 23, 25 ~3803 [rule 14 

3806 5, 8, 13 (ter) 3807 35, 43 3808 11, 13 
3810 7, 9, [19] 3812 2, 8, 11, 12,17, [19] 3813 

1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 15, [34?], 39, 46, 67, 74, 85, 87, 
88 38141, 3, 7, 11, 16, 29,31 38151, 3, 12, [13], 

14 38169, 13,15, 16,17 38175,6,13,16 3818 
1, 4, 5,13 3819 1, 6, 8, 10, 13 (dts), 14 38201, 

30 O59) Ul, LO SOL LET. Os FO; 15 

edadoc (3804 120, 126, 134-6, 161, 166, 193, 197- 
200, 202-3, 205-6, 208-12, 242 (bis), 284) 3805 
7, 9, 13, 16) see also Index VII (c) 

Gew 3809 12 

eOéAew 3814 12, 30 see also béXew 

€0oc 3804 144, 154, 157-60, 165, 175, 184, 187, 240, 

254 3805 8, 10, 14, 21, 25, 29, 32, 37, 395 44, 535 
56, 62, 69, 71, 74, 77, (84), 88, 92, 93, 96, 98, 
103, 105, 107, 109, 112, (114) 
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ef 3794 15 3799 1 3806 8 (y pap.) 3807 25, 31 
3811 2 3813 18, 40 38158 3817 7 

e(dévar 3781 4 3798 48, 52 (3802 31) 
3813 6, 10, 24, 78 

etxdviov 3792 19 (uk- pap.) 

eixoct 3778 19-20 
e(vat 3777 24, 26 378218 37848 [379362] 3798 

26 3799 2 3800 11, 20, 24 3802 17 3803 9 
3804 277 3808 6 3811 3, 10 3812 13 3813 
41,59, 77 3815 4 381713 3819 12,14 3820 
12, 13 

ele 3777 25 377811 37798 37828 37921, 19, 20, 
25,31 37938 37968 3798 8, 30 38007, 9, 28 
3802 27 3803 10, [14] 3804 144, 164, 184, 186, 

216, 217 (bis), 221, 225, 226, 228, 220, 232, 233, 

235, 237,°239, 244, 247, 249, 251, 253, 254, 257; 
263, 268, 270-2, 278, 280, 284, 288 3805 7 (dis), 

[8], 9 (dts), 10, 13 (bes), 14, 16 (bts), 17, 18 (dz5), 

19, 20 (bis), 21-5, 26 (bis), 27, 28 (bis), 29, 31 

(dts), 32, 36 (bts), 37-9, 41-3, 45, 48, 50, 51, 52 
(bts), 53, 54, 59, 61, 62, 63 (bts), 68 (bis), 69-71, 
73-5, 76, 76-8, 80, 81, 83 (bis), 84, 87 (dis), 88, 
89, 90 (dis), gt (bts), 92, 93 (bts), 94, 95 (drs), 

96-9, 102, 103, 104, 106, 109-12, 114-18, 122, 
125, 127 (bis), 135-6, 141, 142 (bis), 144 (brs), 145, 

146 3807 19 (ic pap.), 24, 31 (uc pap.); 35 3808 
12 38108,11 38128,18 381360 38155 3816 

6,10 38178 382014 3821 4,7 
etc 3778 18, 20 (bis), 23 3779 13 3802 [12 ], 14, 28 

3803 7 3804 223 3812 12 
eicayew 3820 15 

eicaywyn 3792 28 

eicépxecbar 3807 23-6 
é« 3777 15, 16 37849 37915,7,9 380035 3804 

141, 143, 166, 173, 179, 186, 210, 251, 259, 266 

3805 8, 10, 14, 21, 25, 29, 32, 37, 39, 44, 53, 56, 
62, 69, 71, 74, 77, 84, 88, 92, 93, 96, 98, 103, 105, 
107, 109, 112, 114, 118 3807 6 

éxactoc 3779 10 3792 22, 32 37945, 8,13 3806 

6 38096-7 3810 4 
éxatoctn (3804 141, 173) 
éxBaivew 3806 12 3820 11 

éxe’ 3807 41 3813 21 

éxeivoc 3815 8 

éxxAncia see Index VIII 
éxAapBavew 3814 19 

éxouciwe [3802 8] 3803 4 

éxtaxtoc 3803 12, 21 3804 96, 104 
éxt6c 3805 139 3806 10 
exdoprov 3800 14 

éxxucic 3804 249 

€Xaov 3804 (215), 229 
éatovpyrov (3804 77, 264) 

éXavoupyoc see Index X 
eAdccwpa 3807 40 

3803 24 
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eAattwv 3794 5 
€Xoc 3808 15 
éuavrod [3796 7?] 3814 24 

euBodAn see Index XII 
eupevery 3777 11 

euoc 3793 5 (3797 8) 
euduteia (3805 12) 

ev 3777 2, [4], 11, 12 3787 3, 39, 65 3788 4 
3800 15,17 38028 38035 3804 151, 164, 166, 
169, 176, 185, 186, 196, 204, 213 (bis), 224 (bis), 

244, 248, 252, 275 3805 67, 102, 121 3808 5 

3810 18 3811 8 3812 5, 10 3813 38, 54, 58 
3817 14 

evayew [3813 76] 

évatoc 3803 3 (evr-) 

évdéxatoc [3796 11-12] 3803 10, 20 
évdofoc (3797 1 evdoédtatoc) (3805 13, 65) 

évexa 3810 8 

évexev 3813 22 381427 38217 

evOade 3809 5 3813 7, 55 
eviavcioc [3796 8] 
évictavat 3777 13 377811 [3779 8] 37828 3784 

8 [3796 11] 3798 21, 33 38008 3802 10 
évvatoc See Evatoc 

evvopov see Index XII 

evotxiov 3805 (36), 56, 121 

évoixoc 3809 9 

évoyoc 3777 26 3782 18 

evraytov (3804 277) 

évtéAAecbar (3807 15) 3808 14 3813 86 

évtoAy 3813 83 3815 6 
€€ 3778 24 3783 8, 11, [14] 37949 3800 11 
efaxtwp see Index IX 
e€aptilew 3803 6 

efépxecOar 3813 68, 72, 75 

e€eralew 3794 4 

eényn(t-) see Index 1X 
éfnxovta 3794 8, 10, 14 

ééjc 3800 24 3804 144, 151, 181 
éfoucia [3793 5°] 3794 6, [10] 

éfoxoc see Index IX s.v. e€oxwtartoc 

é€w see Index VII (c) s.v. "E€w tH [Tidy 
éoptn 3807 27 (ewpt- pap.) 3812 8, 10 

éoptixoc 3792 27 

érrayyéAAew 3812 4 

érayew see Index IV s.v. émaydopuevar 
érraxoAovbeiv 3778 25 3779 16 

éravayxnc 3802 19 [3803 15] 

emrapxevoc See Index IX 
émapyxoc see Index IX 
érret [3793 4?] 3820 13 
emetxtyc see Index IX 
érecta 3819 6-7 (emita pap.) 38205 

érrepwrav 3802 22, 29 3803 16-17 

éréxew 3808 5 

3815 10 

3805 52, 61 
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émi [3779 14] 37813, 15 37837, 11 37841, 3, 12 
3788 4 [3793 6?| 37951 [3796 7?] 3798 8, 16 
3800 42 [38021] [3803 11] 3804 143, 173, 177 

(bts), 184, 187, 190 (bis), 214, 224, 227, 229, 234, 

236, 240, 243, 245, 248, 249, 253, 265, 275, 277; 
279, 285 (bis), 286 3807 43 3812 18 3813 16, 
56 3814 12,15 3821 11 

eriBacic 3813 38 

értypadew 3798 47 

emridexecOar 3802 9, 27 3803 4 

emidnueiv 3814 8-9, 16 

émd.dovac 3788 12 3812 12 

emid0x7) 3802 19, [22] 3803 14-15 
emDewpeiv 3793 6, [8-9] 

emixadeiv (3784 7) 

emuxetwevoc see Index X 

emxepararov see Index XII 

emixAav 3792 31 

errikAny 3804 23 

emrysercicbar 3806 12 

eripevew 3815 8-9 
eryuyvovar 3778 26-7 

erveencic 3804 288 
exuwevew [3813 30?| 

errutropevecbar (3807 39) 

emucxeun [3793 7] 

érickotroc See Index VIII 

émictéAAew 3788 5 3814 3, 19-20, 20 3817 6 

émictoAn 3792 25 3806 7 3812 12 

émuctparnyoc see Index IX 

emuctpedera 3815 11 (-crpedia pap.) 

émitpotroc see Index IX 
emudavrjc see Index Is.v. Berenice IV; Diocletian and 

Maximian Augusti, Constantius and Galerius 

Caesars; Index II (ap 296) 

érroixov (3804 35, 48, 56, 62, 102, 127, 130, 155, 156, 
169, 198, 224, 241, 249) 3811 10; see also Index 
VII (4) s.vv. “Exoixtov . . ., Nopov érroixiov, ArBivnc 

erromtnyc see Index 1X 

émtaxocior 3794 14 

epyalecbar (3804 221) 

épyacia 3806 10 
epyatyc see Index X 

épyodwwKrnc see Index X 

epyov 3804 230, 255 38085 38119 3812 2 
epid.ov 3806 8 

epipoc 3778 26 3779 17 
epxecOar 3808 12 381015 3812 18 3813 28?, 60, 

[73] 3819 14 3820 13 
(-)€pxecBar 3813 28 

écrrépa 3814 15-16 

écre 3813 67 

*écyapwcipoc? 3813 64 (icyapocuysov (gen.) pap.) 

éraipoc (3804 223) 

INDEXES 

€repoc 3800 13 3804 (59), 106, (118), 203 3810 6? 

3814 6 
ért 3811 2 
éroc 3777 1 3784 8 [3796 11] 3798 21, 29, 53 

3800 [7], 12, 15, 20, 22, 24, 28, 33, [43] 3810 21 
(éroc) 3778 11, 39 3779 9, 26 3781 18 [3782 19] 

3783 1 3784 8,16 37896 37911, 10 3798 34 
3800 8, 37 3801 5 3802 10 (ter), 23 3806 15 

3807 36 

ed 3821 13 
evayyeAia 3810 10 

evayjnc 3804 186 

evyeveca 3821 4, 6 

evdoxeiv 3798 50 

evOvpetv 3817 4 

evdvvew 3777 22-3 
evvovxoc 3820 15 

evrropeiv 3820 3 

evpiccew 3793 7, [10?] 3817 19 3818 8 
evceByc see Index I s.vv. Antoninus Pius, Elagabalus 
evtvuxeivy 3778 36 ©=(3810 21) 

evtuync see Index I s.v. Elagabalus 
evxapicreiv 3816 11 

evxecOa: 3781 10 3808 3 
3816 3, 19-20 3818 11 

evxn 3807 44 

eheEjc 3804 286 

éxew 3777 15, 22? 379311 380565 380744 3811 
8 3813 16, 42 3816 12 38184 3821 11 

é€wce [3796 10] 3800 22 3802 18 3804 231, 256 
3816 7 

Cyreiv 3788 3 3804 162 margin 3807 14 
Cuyov see Index XI (b) s.vv. AdcEavdpetac (sc. Cuyd), 

(iwrixov (Cuydr) 

Cuydc 3803 7 (Cyywr = Cuyov), 18 (cnKov = Cuyor) 

Cuyocrarnye see Index IX 

Cwypadia 3791 2 
Cwypadoc see Index X 

Cwov 3804 225-6 
7 3782 18 3793 7 

3813 47 
jyewovia see Index IX 
nyenwwr see Index IX 
yyovpevoc see Index IX 

non 3804 247 38098 38207 
nove 3806 5 3821 11 (nddwc) 
jKew 3812 8 

HAoc 3804 228-9 

quepa 3777 13 (3781 15) 37828 3793 12 3798 
21-2, 34 3804 185, (231), (256) 38066 3807 
23 3809 7, [10-11] 38104 3820 13 

juepouciwe (3804 231) 

HuEeTEpoc 3821 3 

jyccuc 3800 13, 14 3802 13, 14-15, 28 3803 18 

(3810 20) 

3820 21 

3814 27-8 

3800 11 3803 9, 18 3806 9 
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(jyucuc) 3790 2, 7, 11, 

qvika 3777 22 

nro. [3796 9| 
Oavaroc 3816 10 

Bappety 3813 79 3814 11 (Aapc-) 3815 4 
Geioc see Index VIII 

GéXew 3806 5, 7 3807 24 [3809 8] 3816 5 see also 
ebéXew 

A€ua 3800 30 
Oedc see Index VIII 

Oncavpoc 3800 28-9 

Ovjckew 3813 5 

AdpuBoc 3813 53 
Opuwdyc 3804 172 

Ouyarnp 3798 43-4, 47 3815 12, 13 

ty«kpiwevrov see Index XI (6) 

(S¢a 3821 11 (ndevac pap.) 
id.oc 3800 29 63804 92 
iiw7rne 3813 82 

idiwriKoc see Index XI (4) s.v. Giwrixdv (Cuyov) 

tepoc see Index VIII 
ixavodocia (3807 36) 
iva [3793 12?] 3806 12 3807 15 

3813 49, 61, 70, 81 38173 

tvduxtiov see Index Pike IX 

trmevc see Index IX 

immroc 3810 8 

ic see etc 

*icyapocioc? 3813 64 (= *éecyapwcipoc?) 
icyvew 3813 38, 43 3814 17 

KayKeAXoc see Index XI (a) 

xabarep 3777 24 

xabapoc 3800 32 (3804 270, 278, 280) (3805 7, 

Op 045910, 01G, 20, 24, 27.098. 9oe7 20) 41,43), 

53, 62, 69, 71, 74, 77, 80, 83, 88, go, 92, 93, 
96; 98, 1035 104, 107, 109, 1125, 114, 117,, 110, 

123 (bis), 127, 128, 130 (bts), 132, 135, 136 (d25), 

143) 
Kabnyntyc see Index X 
KabnKew 3778 35 [3779 21] 

Kabictavar 3820 14 

xabwe 3813 65 

cal 3777 3, 5, [6], 7, 8, 18, 24, 25, 26 3778 3, 5, 6 

7,9; 25, 30, 34 3779 3, [4], 16, 18, 21 3781 15 

3782 2, 9, 10, 13, [16] 3783 2, 3, 5 (des), 10, 13 

3784 1, 4,5, 11 (3786 8, 32, 33, 37, 42, 44, 47; 
50, 53) 55> 56, 59, 63, 64, 65, 68, 73, 74, 75, 76, 
78-81, 85-6, 90) 3787 16, 18, 25, 32, 64 [3788 
10] 3790 7, 11 3791 2, 4 (ter), 6 (ter), 8 3792 
19 37936, [9?] 3794 2, [2 (bis) ], 3, 7, 20 (quater) 
379517 37961, [5], 10 (3797 1, 3,5, 10) 3798 
[1], 2) 10, 11, 18,20, 27, 30, 31, 41 (025), 43,48 

3799 5 3800 2, 3, 12, 14, 26, 30, 32, 35, [43] 

3801 5 (515) 3802 2, 5, 10 (bis), 22, [23], 24 

(bis), 25, 28, 29, 31 3803 7, [8], 11, [12], 13, 16, 

19 3792 22 

3808 6, 8, 12 

3802 21 
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19, 21 3804 19, 21, 27, 33, 34, 36, 45 (dis), 46, 

47, 59, 52; 55, 59, 60, 63 (bis), 64 (bis), 67, 69-72, 
74, 77, 79, 82, 84 (bis), 87 (ter), 88-91, 93, 97 
(bis), 98, 100 (ler), 101, 103 (bis), 104, 105 (dzs), 
106, 109-15, 117 (bis), 118, 119, 120 (bis), 121, 

122, 124, 128, 129, 135, 136, 139, 142 (ter), 149, 

155 (quater), 156 (quater), 158, 161, 162 margin 

(bis), 165, 166 (bis), 168, 171 (bes), 172 (bes), 173, 

177 (bts), 179, 182 (quater), 183 (bis), 184 (b25), 

187, 188, 190-4, 196, 202-5, 206 (bis), 207, 210, 
212, 214 (ter), 215 (quinquies), 216 (ter), 217, 218 

(bis), 220, 223, 224 (bis), 229, 230 (bis), 236, 237, 

239 (bis), 240, 242, 245-50, 252, 255, 260, 263, 

265, 267 (ter), 270 (bis), 271, ae (bts), 282 (brs), 

283, 285 (bis), 286-7 3805 7, 8 (bis), 10 (ter), 14 

a 7 (ter), 19 (ler), 20, 21 (bis), 25 ae D5 

ie 29 en Bouter) 37) (een) = (ter), 42 (ter), 

4 (ter), 47, 52, 53 (ter), 56 (ter), 62 (bis), oe 66, 
Q (ter), a (ter), 72, 74 (bis), 75, 77 (ter), 80 (ter), 

4 (ter), 87, 88 (ter), go (ter), 92 (ler), 93 (bis), 94, 

6 (ter), 98 (bis), 99, 102, 103 (ter), 104, 105 (drs), 

= (ter), 109 (bis), 110, 112 (ter), 114 (bis), 115, 

11g (ter), 137, 143 (bts), 144, 145 3806 2, 4, 8, 
10, 11, 13 3807 5, 8, 11, 14, 15, 18) 20, 23, 25, 

41, 43 3808 4 (dzs), 6, 13, 14, 16 3809 3, 5, 9 

3810 5, 6, 15, 17 3811 5 3812 4, 7 (bis), 9, 10 

3813 5, 8, 10, 17, 18, 26, 45, 57, 59, 65, [70], 74, 
81, 83, 84 (bis), 86 (bs), 89 3814 4, 5, 6 (dis), 
17, 19, 21, 23, 26, 29, 30 38155, 8,11 38161, 6, 

7 (bis), 8-14, 16,17 3817 2, 17, 18 (bis) 3819 1, 

7, 12,15 38201, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16 (d2s), 17, 

18 3821 9 
kawoc 3817 2 

kapoc 3803 15 3805 34, 85 3808 12 

kaxotexveiv 3777 18 

Karaboc 3804 264 

KkaAapoxevtpitic 3804 172 
Kadavéa 3788 11 3812 5-6, 9 

kadadatilew 3804 258, 262 

kareiv (3804 126 (bis)) (3805 89) 

kadoc 3806 11 (xaAdiov) 3813 13 (Kaddc) 
11 (kaA@c) 3818 9 (KadXcToc) 

KapnAapuoc see Index X 

KapnAarne see Index X 

Kapnroc 3788 3 3804 237 
kav 3808 6 (= kai, éav) 3813 10 

cavwy see Index 1X 

kap7roc 3800 22 3802 18 (3804 177, 214, 243, 265) 
Kactpyciavoc see Index IX 

Kactpov see Index IX 
«kata 3777 11, [14], 

3816 

3782 2, [5] 378415 3788 6 
3791 3 3792 1, - 25 3793 13 3794 5, 13 
3798 27 3800 12, 15 (dis), 20, 22, 28, 33 3803 
12 3804 144, 154, oe 60, 164, 165 (b%5), 173, 
175, 176, 184, 187, 240, 254, 258, 259 3805 34, 
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85 3806 6 3807 44 3808 4 3810 4 3813 27, 
[31], 52 3814 30 3816 18 

karaBarregw (3804 275, 277, 279) 
kataBoAn (3797 4, 10) (3804 275) 
Katayyicuoc 3804 218 

Katayivecbar 3802 7 

Kkataywyy 3792 23 
cataAauBavew 3814 26 3820 19 

catareirew 3804 283 [3813 345°] 

katavevew 3813 67-8 

katamAeiv 3807 43 

kataptia [3803 7] 

katackevr) 3804 263 

katacrropa 3804 245, 248, 249, 251, 253 

katacratixy 3805 (58), 61 

KATACTEMpA See KATACTHUA 
katactyua 3817 11 (Karacteup- pap.) 
katéxew 3807 38, 42 
Karo.xoc see Index IX 
katw see Index VII (a) 

katwrvov 3804 228, 230 (bis), 232, 233, 235, 255, 257, 

258 (-rw pap.) 

keipew 3809 9-11 (Kup- pap.) 
Keicbar 3819 13 

KeAcvew 3782 6 378415 37893 37935 3821 10 

KéXeveic 3791 3 3804 186 
Kkevwpa 3808 9 

Kepapevc see Index X 

Kepajiov (3792 26-7?) 3818 7 

Kepatvov see Index XI (b) 

kepadaov 3798 19, 23 
kepady see Index XII s.v. cuvtéAcca xedadrec 

KyndecOar 3813 8 

Kymapiccuoc See KUTapiccLoc 
Knpoc 3792 1, 24 

kivduvoc 3800 19 63802 16 
KAérrew (3805 113) 

KAnpovopoc 3798 27 (3804 17, 24, 26-8, 39, 44, 

58, 107, 110, 114, 149) (3805 12-13, 68) 
KAnpoc see Index VII (c) s.v. Bawimmov x., IX 
KAtBavapioc see Index 1X 

KAtBavevc see Index X 

xowov (3791 4, 6, 8, 11) (3804 30, 34, 42, 46, 47, 

55, 60, 93, 96, 101, 113, 118-20, 125, 133, 135-7, 

214) 
kowdc 3777 2 
kowwvoc (3790 11) (3804 27, 50, 52, 59, 63 (dis), 64, 

69, 77, 87, 97, 103, 117, 119, 120, 129, 182, 183, 

193, 206, 207, 212, 265, 282) 3805 72) 

KodAnyac 3819 13 

koviacic 3793 10 

Koupevc see Index X 

covpilew (3804 162 margin, 172, 259) 
kovgicoc 3804 174 

INDEXES 

covdov (3804 218) 

Kparictoc see Index 1X 

xpéeac (3804 215) 

«p87 (3805 97) 
xracbar 3782 8 

KThwa (3804 15-18, 28, 30, 32, 33, 41, 42, 46, 50, 54, 

58, 61, 66, 68, 70, 80, 125, 144, 151, 163-6, 176 

(bis), 178-9, 181, 188, 18g, 191, 196, 204, 210, 213 

(bis), 221, 264, 283) (3805 43, 50, 52, 86, 87, 89, 
102, 113) see also Index VII (c), s.v. pnxav7 

Aeyonevn Tot Krjparoc 

ktyvoc 3813 17 

kuxkav 3813 66 

kutrapiccioc 3804 233, 235 (Kn7- pap.) 

xupa (= xupia) 3805 38 

xupta (lady) 3810 1, 10, 20 3815 11, 13 

xuprevery 3800 21-2 3802 17 
kupioc (guardian) 3782 4 3798 10, 47 

xuproc (lord) 3783 3 3793 4 37946, [10] 3799 1 

3802 1, 23, 24 38105 381217 3813 1, 6, 39, 
88 3814 1, 31 3815 1, 3, 10, 14 3818 1, 8, 

13 3819 1, 10 38201, 3, 6, 9, 23 3821 1, 14, 

Nb, 
kvptoc (adj.) 3777 24 3798 34 380036 3802 21-2 

3803 16 
kupobv 3799 5-6 

Kkwun 3777 15 3778 34 3779 6, 20 3782 [5], (10) 
(3783 7) 37886 38006 3803 3,6 3804 244, 
248 (3805 18, 26, 28, 31, 34, 51, 52, 58, 61, 82, 85, 
118, 121) 3817 14 

Adxkoc (3804 169, 213, 217, 221) 
Aadeiv 3816 9 

AapBavew (3805 108) 3807 4, 6, 20, 25, 33,42 3811 
4-5 3815 6 

Aaptrpoc see Index IX 

AavOavew 3813 50 

Aaoypadeiv see Index IX 

Aaxavia see Index VII (4) s.v. Nycov Aaxyaviac 

Aéyew 3787 13 (3804213) 38075, 30 3813 25, 44, 

59 
Neirew 3793 7 

(-)Aetrewy 3813 34-5 

Aectoupyeiv see Index IX 

Aevtoupyia see Index IX 
Aewpedadia (Aus-pap.) (3804 171) 

Aerrid.ov 3804 232, 257 
Aevkoxpouc 3784 10 

Ajupa (3804 141, 272) 

Aboc (3804 216, 263, 266) 

Aralew 3804 251 

Aiuvy 3804 161 

Avroupy- see Index IX s.vv. Aecroupy- 
Airpa see Index XI (a) 

Aus 3804 176 
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Aupedadia see Aeupedadia 

Aoyilecbar 3804 282 
Aoyuctync see Index IX 

Aébyoc (3783 7, 11) 3792 [1] 3794 4 (3804 149, 
154, 214 (bis), 216, 217 (bis), 222, 224, 230, 238, 

239, 242, 255, 258, 271, 281, 283, 287, 288) 

3812 2 
Aourac 3804 175 

Aourov 3810 13 

Aourdc (3792 18) 

278) (3805 49) 
Autreicbar 3819 9, 11 

Avatedeiv 3813 10 

peayectpoc see Index IX 

paxapioc 3804 235 3805 23 

peadicta 3807 40 

peaddAov 3806 9 3813 47 

pavdax( ) 3804 237 

pavOavew 3813 42 

paptupiov see Index VIII 

paxatpopopoc see Index IX 

peyadAwe 3807 34, 43 

péeyac 3804 185, 284; see also Index I s.v. Marcus 

Aurelius; VII (c) s.vv. édadoc Meyadov Indiov 

Avoyévouc, Meyad(nc) Odci(ac), unyavy Meyadov 

Indiov; VIII s.v. Méya "Opoc 
peiCwy see Index IX 

petc [3777 3] (3783 4,10) (37977) 379829 3800 
34 3802 20 (3804 229, 231, 234, 236, 248, 256, 

279) 

pedew 3815 3 

péAc 3792 26 38126 3818 3-4 
peAAew 3807 43 3813 755 80 

peudecBbar 3807 34 

uev 3778 14 [3779 10] 37845 [3793 42] 37975 
3800 13, 15 3804 126, 286 38103 38195 

pevery 3777 23 3814 24-5 

(3805 95) 

(3804 172, 260, 261, 266, 273, 
(3807 3) 3819 10 

pépoc (3792 24, 26) (3797 3, 10) (3804 173, 259) 

3812 7 38178 
pera [3782 4] 3793 12 3798 10 37993 3803 1 

3804 236, 247,282 380733 380810 382011, 13 

prerad.dovar 3819 14 

petaAapBavew 3807 37 

petaddacceww 3798 5 
petapeAecBar [3807 45°] 

petaév 3805 65 
petaréurew 3814 5, 21-2 

petadopa 3804 254 3805 18, 20, 24 

petéwpoc 3813 78 

péroxoc 3798 18 

petpeiv 3800 27 

pérpncic 3800 31 

peTplornc 3793 Ey 

pérpov see Index XI (a) 

253 

péxpe 3798 21, 33 [3813 73] 

uy 3777 18, [222] 3793 11 379415 37952 3798 

[48], 52 3800 24 3802 31 3803 24 3804 253 

3805 143 38067 3807 15, [25], 31, 34,41 3808 
6,13 381012 38118 381217 3813 11, 74, 81 
3814 8 3815 5 3818 7 3819 11 [3820 20] 
3821 8 

pd€ 3777 19, [21] 3798 31-2 3807 45 
pndetc 3777 [20], 21 3793 14 3798 31, 32 3804 

162 margin 3807 44 381013 3813 49 
pnkere 3804 285 

untnp 3784 9 3798 6,7, 14, 24 3800 5 
3816 16-17 38198 38201 

pnyavy 3803 6, 12, [18] (3804 169, 183, 189, 206, 
210, 213, 221, 249) (3805 38); see also Index VII 

(c) 
Lnxavoupyoc see Index X 

puxpoc see Index VII (c) s.v. Mixpac ITapopiou 

puernckery 3812 3-4 

pcboc (3804 151 (bis), 214, 222, 224, 242, 258, 261) 

(3805 31) 3811 4 
pucbodv 3800 1, 21, 25-6, 30-1, [41-2] 

{3803 5, 11, 18] 
picbwoc 3800 27, 37 3802 27-8 3803 16 

pva see Index XI (a) 

pvjun 3804 186 3805 13 
pevnuwy see Index 1X 

povalwy see Index VIII 

provactyprov see Index VIII 

povoc (3797 6, 7) 3798 26-7 3802 9 
*uotvAwy 3792 29 

povAdpiov 3805 82 

pvdAaiov 3804 264 

pvroxomixdc (3804 263) 

pevdroxomoc see Index X 
peupiac (3804 151, 152 (quinquies), 153 (bis) ); see also 

Index XI (4) s.v. dnvapiwy p. 

vavAov 3805 116 see also Index XII 
vaumnyoc see Index X 

vauTnc see Index X 

vetAdBpoyxoc (wA- pap.) (3804 173) 

véuew 3778 28 3779 17 3782 9-10 

veounvia [3796 9-10] 

véoc 3803 10, [20] 3804 169, 213, 264 
vewtepoc 3798 49-50 

vicoc see Index VII (4) s.vv. Niycov Aaxaviac, N. 
Aevxadiov, N. Taretpwvriov; VII (c) s.v. wnxav7) 

(3802 6) 

3802 9 

Nycou 
vidoBpoxoc see verAdBpoxoc 

vopuevc see Index X 

vopilerv [3793 T1-12?] 

vopxaptoc see Index IX 
vopucwa see Index XI (b) 
vopoc 3813 27, [31-2] 
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vowdc 3778 30 3779 18 3781 (2), 16, (22) 

11] (3783 6) 3788 2, 12 3803 4 

voceiv 3816 5-6, 7 3817 12 
voraptoc see Index IX 

vorwoc 3804 (126), 222; see also Index VII (c) s.v. 

Norivnc ITapopiov 
votoc 3804 179, 210 
viv 3782 72 3804 236, 248 3808 4 3813 43 3817 

(3782 

4 
vuvi [3796 4] 3804 170 
fevixoc 3806 10 

fécrnc see Index XI (a) 

énpoc 3805 18, 20, 24 
évew (3804 181, 192) 
évAanav 3800 12 [3802 13] 
EvAixoc 3803 6 

EvAov 3804 235 (3805 113) 

oydooc 3789 2 

dd€ 3793 6 

olkoyernc 3784 8-9 

oltkodouy 3804 216 

oikodopmoc see Index X 
otxoc 3805 65 3807 6, 19, [31] 381018 3816 18 
olvoTwAnce see Index X 
oivoc (3804 219) 3805 68 

oioc 3809 10 

olocdnmore [3793 6-7] 
éxtw 3778 38 3779 14 3800 16 [3803 9] 

dr‘yoc 3793 12 
oAroKAnpia 3819 10-11 

oA6KAnpoc 3816 4 

odoc 3778 30 3779 18 3782 10 3793 5 3808 3 

3813 58, 73 

*6dupoxoria 3807 27 

opvve 3777 4, (27 [3782 13] 

opodtnc 3803 12 

opoiwe (3792 23) 

255, 257) 
oporoyeiv 3796 6, [12] 3798 15 3802 22, 30 3803 

17 
opodroyta 3777 12, 17, 20 
Opmwe 3806 11 

dvobnAea (3804 267) 

dvopa 3789 4 (3804 197, 200, 202-3, 205-9, 211-12) 

3813 41-2 3814 12, 18-19, 21 3816 18 

dvoualew 3814 9-10 
o€uvc see Index IX 

omtoTAw6oc 3811 6, g-10 

onroc 3804 151 (3805 118) 

owe 3788 5 3816 4 

opav 3812 12,17 38177 3818 7 

6pboyuvioc 3777 16 

opxoc 3777 [21], 26, 28 3782 18 

oppoc 3805 35 

(3804 172, 186, 228, 232, 246, 

INDEXES 

bpoc 3804 284; see also Index VIII s.v. Méya "Opoc 
6c 3777 12, [14], 15, 17 3778 28, 34 3779 14, 17, 

21 37829, 16 378413 (66) 37905,9 3793 11 

(86) (3797 5) 3798 25, 30 3800 24, 26 3801 
3 3804 141, 143, (171, 172), 173, 177, 180, 181, 
259, (260), (265), (272), (275), (279) 3805 (48, 

49), 65, 108 3806 5 3807 41, 45 (60) 3812 4 
(bis), 6 3813 45 3816 12 3818 4 3821 10; see 

also o& 

dcoc 3800 11 3803 g 
éctrep 3781 15 3814 30 
dcrpeyitnc see Index 1X 

ore 3812 5 
67. 3810 11 3813 [33, 34°], 43, 45, 46, 50, 79 3814 

22 3815 3,6 38165 38206 
od 3806 9 3813 46, 75, 80, 82 

8,14 3817 14 

od 3813 25 
ovyxta see Index XI (a) 

ovd€ [3813 69] 
ovdeic [3798 41] 3805 8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 21, 25, 

27, 29, 32, 37, 39, 42, 44 (bis), 53, 56, 62, 69, 71, 
74, 77, 80, 84, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 103 (dzs), 
105, 107, 109, 112, 115, 119 3813 34?, [37], 

43 
ovetpavoc see Index IX 

over. 3813 37 

odv 3781 11 380811 381010 3813 13, 61, 64, 72 
3814 11, 20, 22,29 381715 38189 38199, 11 

3821 5, 10 

ovc 3813 60 

ovcia see Index VII (c) s.v. Meyad(nc) Odci(ac) 

obtoc 3777 5, 21 3793 15 3794 10, 12, [15] 3798 

22 37997 380213 3804172, 217,285 3806 12 

3807 33 3812 7 (bis), 10 3813 63, 75-6 3814 

11-12, 24 38155-6 3816 8 38196, 12,13 38215 

ovtwe 3804 143, 144, 151, 181, 196, 204, 275, 286 

(3805 55, 64) 3810 14 
odeirew 3800 23 3804 261 
oddpixiddcoc see Index IX 

oxnua (3805 82) 

oysic 3808 4 
opwrviov 3804 154, 238 

mayoc see Index VII (a), 1X s.v. tpaimocitoc 

Tmavdtov [3808 17] 

mailew 3813 81 

maic 3813 32? 

Taxtoy 3805 35 

traAadc (3804 218, 266) (3805 g1, 111, 121) 
madartvov see Index VII (c), IX 

travevoyjioc (3797 g) 
mavnyupic 3812 18 

mavoxncia 3812 14 

mavu 3816 5, 10 (wave. pap.) 3819 9 

3814 9, 17 3816 

3807 17 

3815 4 
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mapa 3777 23 37783 37793 37815 3782 3, 17 

3784 3 3798 16, 32 380035 38026, 21 (3804 

[15-19], 20-34, 36-9, 41-7, 49-55, 57-61, 63-6, 
68-93, 95-101, 103-20, 122-5, 128-38, 140, 144, 
145 (bts), 146 (bis), 147 (bis), 148 (bis), 151, 154, 
155 (ler), 156 (bis), 168, 170, 184, 199, 200, 214, 

217 (bis), 219, 220, 222, 224, 225 (bis), 226-30, 231 

(bis), 232-4, 236-8, 240, 243, 245, 246, 248-50, 

253-4, 256, 257, 262 (bis), 263, 266 (bis), 268-70, 
274, 276 (bis), 277, 278, 280 (3805 [7] (dis), 9 

(bts), 13 (bts), 16 (bis), 18 (dis), 20 (dis), 22, 23, 

24 (bis), 26 (bis), 28 (bis), 31 (bis), 36 (bis), 38 

(bis), 39, 41 (bts), 43 (bts), 50, 51, 52 (bts), 59, 61 

(bis), 68 (brs), 70 (bis), 72-4, 76 (bts), 79, 80, 82, 
83 (bis), 87 (bis), 89, 90, 91 (bis), 93 (bts), 95 (bs), 

97 (bts), 98, 102 (bis), 103, 104 (bis), 106 (drs), 

108, 109, 111 (bts), 114 (bes), 116 (bis), 118, 119, 

122 (ler), 125, 126, 127 (bis), 128, 129 (bis), 133, 

134, 136 (bis), 138-40, 142 (brs)) 380737 [3809 

5] 38105 3811 2 3813 44 3814 24 3815 6 

(3816 21) 3817 13,17 (3819 16); see also Index 

VII (c) s.v. pnyavn ITapa ITotapyov 

mrapadéxecBar 3800 25 

tmapadidovar 3820 12 

mapadogoc 3787 58 

Tapaxadeiy 3806 4 
tmapadAnAicudc see Index XI (4) 

Trapapvbeicbar 3819 7 

TapanvOia (3805 11, 30, 85-6, 110 (sic: for mapad- 
AnAtcpoc) ) 

maparéurew 3820 18 

mapatibevar 3820 8 

mapaywpeiv 3777 14 

mapaywpycic 3777 19, 24 

Trapedpevery 3806 6 

mapeivar 3796 11 

Tapepyov 3811 8 

trapepxecbar 3810 8-9 
mapevpectc 3777 21 

mrapexew 3788 6 3797 1 

Tapopav 3812 2 3821 8 

mapopoc see Index VII (c) s.vv. Muxpadc Iapopiov, 

Nortivye IT. 
ac 3777 6 +3781 11 3800 19, 32, 36 [3802 16] 

3803 6, 12, [21] 3806 10 3809 [10], 13 3810 
3, 18 3812 14 3813 23, 66 3816 3,17 3817 
15 3819 12 

macyew 3814 23 
natnp 3781 6 3798 12 38117 381217 3813 42 

3814 1, 11, 31 3819 1, 16 

matpikoc see Index IX 

matpikoc 3777 10 

Tmatpwv 3813 13 

mediov 3803 5 (ma.d- pap.) 

3803 23 

3819 11 
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mreiBecbar 3806 9 

méurrew 3794 5 38067 38107 3813 55-6 
méutrroc 3796 10, [11] 

mevrakicyiAvor 3797 6 

mevte 3777 7 3801 3 

TEVTHKOVT| [3779 I 1] 

mept 3777 15, [19], 19, [21] 3778 28, 33 [3779 17] 
3782 10 379315 379832 37994 38009 3802 
8,11 38065 3808 15 3810 10, 13,19 3812 7 
3813 4, 64, 76, 78,83 38143,11 38155,8 3816 
12 381717 38198 38205, 9, 18 3821 10 

mepiBAerroc see Index IX 
mepieivar 3798 8 3813 40 

mepyseverv 3813 69-70 

trepictepewy 3804 31, 137 

mrepicwlew (3804 265) 

mrépuct 3808 13 

TrimTpackew 3784 2 

minrew 3805 102 

micrevew 3815 6 3820 20 

mittakiov 3799 7 (-Kiw) (3804 224) 

mreicra 3809 2 3812 1 

tAciwy (3804 271?, 287) 

mAnpyc (3804 273, 280) 
TrAwbedve 3804 151 
TAwOevtHc see Index X 

TAWO0c 3804 151 3805 118 
tAoiov (3804 235) 

movetvy 3781 17 37887 38065 3809 4,7, 12 3810 
4 38125 3813 13, 15, 19 3817 19 

moc 3777 [4], 12 [378213] 37884 37891 [3796 
3-4,6] 3798 15,17 38004 38025,7 381429 

ToAXaxic 3814 4 

toAtc 3807 41 3810 21 

mocakic 3816 6, 14 

motapitnc see Index X 

3805 (102, 106, 111, 118) 

(3805 65, 146) 

3818 11 3820 21 

motramoc see Index VII (c) s.v. pnxav7n [apa TTlorapov, 
Tpaiavoc tr. 

*rotapopopeiv? (3805 67) 

totanopopytoc (3804 171, 178) 
moté 3804 169, 200, 235 3805 72 
mov 3807 14 

tov 3814 8 
movc 3816 6-7 

mpaypa (3805 79) 
3820 5 

tmpaypateuTyc see Index X 

mpaumocitoc see Index IX 
mpaitwprov see Index 1X 
mpaxtopeta see Index IX 
mpaéic 3800 34 [3802 21] 
mpaccew 3820 17 3821 13 (mpartt- pap.) 
mpecBvtepoc 3798 51 3800 2; see also Index VIII, IX 

mptyKup see Index 1X 

3807 45 3813 9, 36 3814 6 
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mpte 3804 235 

mpiv 3803 8 

mpictne see Index X 

mpo 3788 11 3808 3 38103 
mpoBaretoc (3790 4, 19) 

mpoBarioc 3804 215 

mpoBatov 3778 13-14, 15, 

(37), (38) 3779 [10], 
[25] 37829 3804 93 

Tpoyovoc 3777 iy 

mpoypagew 3777 27-8 

mpoxatamAewv 3807 38 

mpoxeicOar 3784 11-12, 12 (3790 3, 6, 8, 13, 17, 20) 

3798 42, 45 [3800 44, 45] (3802 29) 3803 14, 
17, [22] (3804 104, 148, 153, 183, 287) 3813 48 

mporéyew 3813 65 

mpovora see Index VIII 

mpovontyc see Index X 

mpotreutrew 3807 34-5 

mpotroAtrevopevoc see Index IX 

mpoc 3784 8 3793 12, 14 37946, [10] [3796 7?] 
[3798 16] 3800 21 3802 9,17 3804 218, 243? 
(mpocama€ or mpdc a.?) 3807 22,26 38089 3813 
66 3819 4 38207, 16 38213 

mpocayew 3784 13 

mpocayopever 3819 5 3820 4 

mpocatra€ (mpoc anaé?) 3804 243 

mpocdoxay 3812 8 

Tpoceitreiv See mpocayopevew 

3813 71 3816 3 

16, 17, 19, 22, 24, (24), 

<r1>, [12], 14, (15), (24), 

mpocepxecBar 3799 2 

mpocett 3816 8 

mpockaptepeiv 3815 7-8 
mpockvyvnua see Index VIII 
Tpocuaptupycic (3807 33) 

mpocodoc see Index XII 
mpoctrailew 3812 10 

Tpocywrviva 3804 223 
mpocwrov 3813 14 

mpotedAciv [3803 11, 20] 

mpotepov 3803 7, [19] 

mpotepoc 3793 13 3803 9 
mpotpérew 3811 3 

mpopacic 3793 14 (3805 113) 
tpopépecbar 3798 26 

mputavevew see Index 1X 

mpwnv 3804 248, 260 3805 73 
mpatoc 3777 [2], 7 3800 31 

(mpwtwe) 3819 5 

mvAn see Index VII (c) s.v. "E€w tHe TTbAnc 
mupoc 3800 13, 15-16, 16, 28 
Tuwpaprov 3805 89 

mupapitnc see Index X 

muwmote 3813 76 

purraptoc see Index 1X 

3806 13 3813 19 

INDEXES 

porn see Index XI (b) 

pice 3804 219, 224 3813 86 
pwvvivat 3806 14 3807 32 3808 [3], 18 3810 20 

3811 11 3813 86-7 381427 381619 3818 10 

3820 20 3821 12 
ceavtov 3806 12 

CeBacroc 3812 19; see also Index I, II 

cnuecoov 3778 37 [3779 23] (3783 9g, 12, [15?]) 
3789 8 3801 4 

CHILE pov 3814 25 

cuyyAdpuoc see Index 1X 

cidjnpwoc 3803 7 

citomerpyc see Index X 

ciroc 3801 2 (3804 51, 57, 59, 68-71, 92, 103, 128 

33, 138, 141, 142, 144, 149-151, 154, 157, 165, 
167, 171, 173, 174 (bts), 177, 179-81, 184, 185, 

187, 215-17, 238, 254, 270, 272, 273) (3805 45, 

46) 
citopopoc 3777 16 
cxedXoc 3787 23 

cxéntecOar 3813 61-2 

cxutevc see Index X 
coc 3793 11 3808 10 3812 3, 11 

4,5 
copoc (3797 1 coputartoc) 
crreipey 3800 12 3804 169 3805 72 
crevoew 3819 4-5 3820 4 

crropiywoc 3777 16 

crovoalew 3812 4 

crovéaioc 3812 2 

crovéy 3812 11 

ctaBAov 3804 225, 227 

creparnpopetvy 3781 14 

ctHAn 3798 9 

cro.Balew 3811 5 

ctoixoc 3788 6 (crux- pap.) 
Jetpar, [ 3807 22 

ctpatnyia see Index IX 

3815 10,11 3821 

ctpatnyoc see Index IX 
ctpatnAdaryce see Index IX 

ctpjvoc 3815 9 

CTUXOC See CTOLXOC 

cd 3777 12, 14, 23 (bis) 3784 13 37885 [3796 
7?, 8] 3798 16, 23, 30, 31, 32 3802 11, 17, 22 

3803 5 3804 236 3806 4 (bis), 6,7 3807 24, 25, 
45 3808 [3], 4 (bs) 3809 4,6 3810 4, 9, 19, 20 
3811 3 3812 3, 7, 8, 10 (bis), 12, 13 3813 6, 7, 

11, 49 (b2s), 52, 63, 86 3814 4, 8 (bis), 20, 21, 26, 
27 (bis), 29 38153,7 3816 4,5, 14,17, 19 3817 
5,7 3818 10 3819 4,5, 7 3820 4, 5, 7, 19, 20 
3821 12 

cuyywockew 3812 3 (cuvy- pap.) 

cuyypady 3777 11 
cuyKou.d7 [3813 17-18 (cuve- pap.) ] 
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coyxwpetv 3777 25 (3804 157-61, 169, 178, 188, 191, 

193, 195, 284-5) 
currdoyilecbar 3794 7 

cuppabytHc 3809 13 (cuvu- pap.) 
ciprrac 3781 3 

cupTrAnpwec (3804 261, 282) 

cuudépery 3799 1 3813 62 

civ 3784 1 3798 5,39 38038 3804 151, 276 (bis), 
280 3805 138 3807 24 3814 25 

cuvayew 3794 9 

cuvaywyy see Index VIII 

cuvaipecbar 3813 47 3821 6 

cuvadddccew [3796 6-7] 
cuovarréxew 3798 45 

cuvatroAveww 3810 15-16 

cuvapxywyr see Index IX 

cbvdixoc see Index IX 
curnbera 3805 34 

cuvnOnc 3814 23 

cuvictavat 3820 10 

cuvréAeca see Index XII 
cuvtpodoc 3812 13 

cvccitoc 3812 g 

cuctratne see Index IX 
cxedov 3816 7 

cxowlov (3804 237) 

cyoAactixéc see Index IX 

cwlew 3812 13 

capa 3807 8 

cwrnpia 3781 3 3810 19 

taXavrov see Index XI (d) 

raéic see Index IX 

tapixoc (3804 215) 
raccecbar 3778 34-5 3779 21 

raupixov (3805 111) 

tavpoc 3804 267 

re 3798 11 3800 35 3802 21 
3813 [17] 

teixoc 3793 10 

téxvov 3798 Zi 

réxtwyv see Index X 
tedciv 3803 11, [19], 21 3807 26, 28 

teActwe 3820 17 (teAwe pap.) 

tedevtav 3798 25 

téXoc see Index XII 
teAwyyc see Index X 

teccapaxovta 3797 7 3800 18 

teccapaxocty see Index XII 

réccapec 3779 25 3800 7, 18, 43 

retavoO pre 3784 10 

tetaptaioc [3803 13?] 

(réraptoc) 3790 2 

tetpaxociot 3789 5 

tetpwBodrov see Index XI (4) 

3804 247 3805 52 
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rexvirnc see Index X 

téewc 3804 222 

tiWévar 3777 12 

Tym (3791 2,5) 3801 2 (3804 215, 216, 218, 225, 

226, 228, 229, [232], 233, 237, 239, 244, 246, 240, 
251, 257, 263, 267) (3805 22, 41, 43, 50, 51, 82, 
97, 102, 106, 111, 118) 

riu.oc 3812 1 

rec 3793 7,8 380023 3805 108,111 38086 3813 
18, 37, 52, 53-4 38149, 10 38167 3817 12 

toxoc 3798 22, 41 3805 38 
ToAnav 3814 9 

rorapync see Index IX 

torrapxia see Index VII (a) s.v. Karw, IX 
tpaxteuTnc see Index IX 

tpatrela 3798 18, 28 
tpamelitnc see Index X 

tpeic 3778 38 3779 12 

tperew 3815 5 

tpidxovra 3783 8, 11, 14 3814 13-14 

tprakocior 3798 19, 40 
tpretia 3807 40 
tpitoc (3790 10 3791 9) 

tpod7y (3804 226) 

tpvyn 3804 96, 104 3813 83 
tuyxavew 3819 4 

tutroc 3804 170 
vytaiverv 3806 2, 12, 13 

vyteia 3814 27, (vyva pap.) 

vdpotrapoxta (3804 214) 

vdwp 3803 13 3804 179, 192, 223 
vidc 3787 2, 14, 19, 23, 31, 33, 50, 55, 63 3788 11 

3796 5 3804 73, 79, 82, 99, 127, 164, 166 3807 
7 3813 3, 4, 15, 89 3815 1, 3, 14 

vrapxew 3778 13 3779 10 3784 6 3800 35-6 
(3802 10] 38035 38126 38209 

vrateia see Index II (AD 309, 411, 412) 
Umatoc see Index II (AD 296) 

brép (3789 1) (3791 2,5, 7,9) (3792 25, 27, 28) 
(3797 3, 5 (bts), 10 (bts)) 3798 48,52 [3800 47] 

(3802 31) [3803 23] 3804 30, 31, 34, 46, 47, 55, 
60, 77, 92, 93, 96, IOI, 104, 120, 132-7, 140, 149, 

151, 154, 158, 159, 161 (bes), 162 margin?, 163, 

Ll 7551705 7G, Lol 1845 1Ge. TOO. OT, 61Oo 

195, 210, 215, 216, 218, 225, 226, 228 (bis), 220, 

[232], 233, 237, 239, 242 (b25), 244, 246, 249, 251, 
254, 257, 259, 261, 263, 267, 284 (bis), 286, 287 
(bis) (3805 7, 8 (bs), 9, 10 (bis), 11-13, 14 (dis), 
16, 17 (25), 18, 19 (b25), 20, 21 (bis), 22-4, 25 
(615), 26, 27 (dts), 28, 20 (bts), 30, 31, 32 (625), 

34-6, 37 (bis), 38, 39 (bes), 41, 42 (bts), 43, 44 (25), 
45, 47, 59, 51, 53 (bis), 56 (ter), 58, 595 61 =) 65, 

67, 68, 69 (bts), 70, 71 (bi5), 72, 74-6, 77 (bis), 
79-81, 82 (bis), 84 (bes), 85-7, 88 (bis), 89 (bz5), 

3797 4, (10) 
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go (bis), g1, 92 (bis), 93 (bts), 94, 95, 96 (drs), 
97-9, 103 (bis), 105 (bts), 107 (bis), 108-11, 112 

(Cie Eda TO ito. TO (Oi Ta os ena heo 

143-5) 3807 4° 3813 9 

vrrepBoAtov 3799 3-4. 

Ureptibecbar 3817 15-16 
vmicxveicOar 3808 11 3812 4 

vo 3781 16 3782 6 3793 9 [3796 8] 3798 24 
3800 31 3802 22 38037, 8 3804 171, 179, 189, 
192, 213, 223, 264 381351, 81-2 381429 3815 
II 

itoypadew (3781 2?) 

vrroxaiew 3811 5-6 
vrropuyevycKke 3812 11 

vrropuvnua see Index IX 

vropvnpatoypagoc see Index IX 

broctéAAew 3803 8 3813 12 
vrrotiHévar 3805 38 

davepoc 3781 17 
gackew 3813 41 

pepe 3799 7 3804 217 (bis), 253, 287 
pbavew [3807 27] 

piroxaretvy 3804 258 

pidoc 3788 5 (diAratoc) 

IX 
ddAvapeiv 3813 40 (dpvapor pap.) 

drvapia 3813 36-7, 77 (Ppvap- pap.) 
doBeicbar 3807 41 [3813 33?] 
poiE 3804 46, 60, 158 

dopoc 3800 14, 33 3802 13, 14, 18, [20], 29 3803 

11, 15, 19 (3804 31, 46, 60, 77, 93, 137, 158-9) 
(3805 89) 

dppovritew [3794 12] 3813 8 

dpovrictyc see Index X 

dpvap- see dAvap- 
pvdAa€ see Index X 

gvdy see Index 1X 

dvraccewy 3781 13 3804 241 (dvAatT- pap.) 

dutevew (3804 176) 

xaipew (3781 2) 37882 [37933] [37943] 37966 
3798 15 (3801 1) 3803 4 3806 2 3807 43 
[3808 2] 38092 38102 38111 38121 38132 
3814 2 38152 38162 38182 38193 38202 

xadxotc 3798 9 

xapaxtnp 3791 3 

xapw 3807 41, 44 3813 7 

xaptyc 3804 239 63807 42 
xaptovAdpuoc see Index X 

xetp 3797 8 

3808 19, 21; see also Index 

INDEXES 

xerpilew 3816 6 (yip- pap.) 

xetpoypadeiv 3795 2, 17 

xetpoypadov 3798 27-8 
xel(pwv 3808 13 

xtAlapxoc see Index TX 

xiAcoe 3802 15 
xAwpoc 3800 14, 17 3804 226 3808 15 
xyAwpodayia (3804 227) 

xotv€é see Index XI (a) 

xolpevoc 3790 5, (7) 

xotpéutropoc see Index X 

xoproOnKn (3805 121) 

xoprorrapaAnunryc see Index X 
x6proc 3802 13 3804 241, 243 (3805 18, 20, 24, 82) 

3807 12 
xoptoctreppov 3804 244, 246 
xpeta 3804 225, 228-9, 232, 235, 237, 239, 244, 247, 

257, 268 

xpewernc 3821 6 

xpnCew 3816 12-13 

xpnuatilew (3784 5) 

xpyvac 3804 162 margin [380727] 38123,5 3813 

a 
xpovoc 3807 41 3818 12 
xpucexoc see Index XII 

xpuctov see Index XI (4) 

xpucoc 3791 5 

xpucoxooc see Index X 

xpucwvnc see Index IX 

xpaua 3791 2 

xwdrdc 3804 99 

xa@pua (3804 189) (3805 26, 28, 93, 95) 
x#pa 3796 8 3807 39; cf. Index VII (a) s.v. Katw 

xwopa 

xwpiov (3804 34, 47, 101, 249) (3805 76, 87, gt); see 
also Index VII (c) s.v. unyavy Tav Xwpiwv 

xwpic 3777 23 3792 20 

paric 3804 221 (YaddA- pap.) 
appoyweroc 3804 161 

ox 3806 14 

be 3807 22? 

wveicba: 3784 11 

wry (3783 6) 
wpa 3814 18 

wc 3777 2 37845 3792 22, 32 37949,15 3798 

42, 45 3800 44 3802 21, 29 [3803 22] 3805 

146 380719 3808 4,11 381212 38135, 6, 11, 

53, 59,77 38143 3819 7, 14 
were 3800 11-12 3802 13 38157 

(3820 22] 



annus 3793 17 
bene 3793 15 

(centurta) 3785 [1], [6], 18, 20, 22, 27, 32 

clarus (3793 18: clarissimus) 

LATIN 

SIV LAT LN 

consul see Index II (ap 226, 232, 240, 242, 246, 340) 

dare [3794 17] 
et 3785 2, 7, 9, 26, [28], [30] 
idem 3785 20, 22 

AV GORRECTIONS 10 PUBLISHEDSITEX TS 

ChLA XVIII 660 i 4-5 
CPR V 10.6 
CPR V 17.13 

H. Musurillo, Acts of the Pagan Martyrs, no. ix pp. 

WwW TOO LORY. 

aM ela. 
. Dem. Leid. 57.3 

. Petrie 421.4-5, 424.7-8 
. Abinn. 2.1 
. Ant. I 40.7 

. Beatty Panop. 2.281 

Flor. I 39.9 
Hamb. I 9.5, 24 

Oxy. I 134 26 

Oxy. VI 991 
Oxy. XVI 1836 6 
Oxy. XVI 1911 31 ff. 
Oxy. XVI 1913 3 
Oxy. XVI 2051 45 

XVIII 2195 48 

3793 9 n., para. 3 
3793 4 n. 
3791 3 n., para. 2 

3781 2 n. 
3806 15 n., para. 4 
3797 9 n. 
3793 4 n. 
3807 33 n. 
3795 1-2 n. 
3796 12 n. 
3818 5-6 n., p. 218 
3804 introd., p. 97 
3795 13 n. 
3805 35 n. 
3804 102 ff. nn. passzm 
3804 268 n. 
3805 35 n. 
3804 272 n., p. 143 
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Kalendae [3794 18] 
multi 3793 17 
opto 3793 15 

per 3793 16 
suprascriplus (3785 25) 
ualere 3793 16 

utr [3793 18] 

P. Oxy. XVIII 2195 92, 191 3804 151 n. 
P. Oxy. XVIII 2205 3, 10 =. 3805 35 n. 
P. Oxy. XIX 2243(a) 79 3804 151 n. 
P. Oxy. XIX 2244 65 3804 235 n. 

P. Oxy. XXXIV 2717 2 3789 introd., note (1) 
to Table 

P. Oxy. XLII 3040 7 3789 introd., note (7) 
to Table 

P. Oxy. XLII 3042 1 3789 1 n. 
P. Oxy. XLIX 3482 32 3777 13 and n. 
P. Oxy. Hels. 28.7 3789 introd., note 

(11)a to Table 

3793 9 n., para. 2 
3789 introd., note 

(12) to Table 
3806 15 n., para. 5 

PSI IV 300.2-3 
PSI VII 780.11 

P. Tebt. II 561 
SB III 6845 3806 15 n. 
SPP X 251 3797 9 n. 
SPP XX 93.1, 5, 10, 15 3795 1-2 n. 
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